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PREFACE

This book is a revised version of the author's Introduction to the Study of Language, which appeared in 1914 (New York, Henry Holt and Company). The new version is much larger than the old, because the science of language has in the interval made progress, and because both men of science and the educated public now attribute greater value to an understanding of human speech.

Like its predecessor, this book is intended for the general reader and for the student who is entering upon linguistic work. Without such an introduction, specialized treatises are unintelligible. For the general reader an orderly survey is probably more interesting than a discussion of selected topics, for these, after all, cannot be understood without their background. No one will ask for an anecdotal treatment who has once opened his eyes to the strangeness, beauty, and import of human speech.

The deep-rooted things about language, which mean most to all of us, are usually ignored in all but very advanced studies; this book tries to tell about them in simple terms and to show their bearing on human affairs. In 1914 I based this phase of the exposition on the psychologic system of Wilhelm Wundt, which was then widely accepted. Since that time there has been much upheaval in psychology; we have learned, at any rate, what one of our masters suspected thirty years ago, namely, that we can pursue the study of language without reference to any one psychological doctrine, and that to do so safeguards our results and makes them more significant to workers in related fields. In the present book I have tried to avoid such dependence; only by way of elucidation I have told, at a few points, how the two main present-day trends of psychology differ in their interpretation. The mentalists would supplement the facts of language by a version in terms of mind,—a version which will differ in the various schools of mentalistic psychology. The mechanists demand that the facts be presented without any assumption of such auxiliary factors. I have tried to meet this demand not merely because I believe that mechanism is the necessary form of scientific discourse, but also because an exposition which stands on its own
feet is more solid and more easily surveyed than one which is propped at various points by another and changeable doctrine.

I have tried everywhere to present the accepted views, not even avoiding well-used standard examples; on disputed matters I have tried to state the point at issue; and in both cases I have given references, in the Notes and Bibliography, which will enable the reader to look into things, and, if he chooses, to arrive at an opinion of his own.

Thanks are due to many scholars who contributed help and information, and to the publisher, the printer, and the very able typesetter, all of whom devoted great care to the making of this book.

L. B.

Chicago, January 1883.

PREFACE TO THE BRITISH EDITION

This edition differs from the American form of this book (New York, 1928) in two respects: the phonetic symbols conform to the usage of the International Phonetic Association, and the transcriptions of English forms represent a polite type of British ('Received' or 'Public School') pronunciation. Moreover, a few corrections have been embodied in the text. All these changes were subject to a limitation imposed by the method of manufacturing the book: the paging and alignment of the American edition had to be kept. Accordingly, the reader will find some American features (such as the spelling -or for -our) and some passages where the point of view (e.g., as to topography) is American. However, in all cases where corrections or additions seemed to have material bearing, these have been either incorporated into the text, or, where this could not be done, added in a list at the end of the book. For most of these improvements I am indebted to Professors R. G. Kent and D. Jones; the criticism and the published works of Professor Jones have aided me especially as to British pronunciation.

J. B.

Chicago, August, 1928.
CHAPTER I

THE STUDY OF LANGUAGE

1.1. Language plays a great part in our life. Perhaps because of its familiarity, we rarely observe it, taking it rather for granted, as we do breathing or walking. The effects of language are remarkable, and include much of what distinguishes man from the animals, but language has no place in our educational program or in the speculations of our philosophers.

There are some circumstances, however, in which the conventionally educated person discusses linguistic matters. Occasionally he debates questions of "correctness" — whether it is "better," for instance, to say it's I or it's me. His discussion of such things follows a fairly rigid pattern. If possible, he looks to the conventions of writing for an answer — as, say, for the question whether a t is to be pronounced in words like often or soften. Otherwise he appeals to authority: one way of speaking, he believes, is inherently right, the other inherently wrong, and certain learned men, especially the authors of grammars and dictionaries, can tell us which is which. Mostly, however, he neglects to consult these authorities, and tries, instead, to settle the matter by a kind of philosophical reasoning, which operates with terms such as "subject," "object," "predicate," and so on. This is the common-sense way of dealing with linguistic matters. Like much else that masquerades as common sense, it is in fact highly sophisticated, and derives, at no great distance, from the speculations of ancient and medieval philosophers.

It is only within the last century or so that language has been studied in a scientific way, by careful and comprehensive observation; the few exceptions will occupy us in a moment. Linguistics, the study of language, is only in its beginnings. The knowledge it has gained has not yet become part of our traditional education; the "grammar" and other linguistic instruction in our schools confines itself to handling the traditional notions. Many people have difficulty at the beginning of language study, not in grasping the methods or results (which are simple enough), but in stripping
off the preconceptions which are forced on us by our popular-scholastic doctrine.

1.2. The ancient Greeks had the gift of wondering at things that other people take for granted. They speculated boldly and persistently about the origin, history, and structure of language. Our traditional lore about language is due largely to them.

Herodotus, writing in the fifth century B.C., tells us that King Psammetichus of Egypt, in order to find out which was the oldest nation of mankind (whatever this may mean), isolated two newborn infants in a park; when they began to speak, they uttered the word bobos, which turned out to be Phrygian for ’bread.’

In his dialogue Cratylus, Plato (427—347 B.C.) discusses the origin of words, and particularly the question whether the relation between things and the words which name them is a natural and necessary relation or merely the result of a human convention. This dialogue gives us a first glimpse into a century-long controversy between the Analogists, who believed that language was natural and therefore at bottom regular and logical, and the Anomalists, who denied these things and pointed out the irregularities of linguistic structure.

The Analogists believed that the origin and the true meaning of words could be traced in their shape; the investigation of this they called etymology. We may illustrate their theory by English examples. The word blackbird obviously consists of black and bird: the species was named for its color, and, indeed, blackbirds are birds and are black. In the same way, the Greeks would have concluded that there was some deep-seated connection between a gooseberry and a goose: it was the etymologist’s task to find this connection. The word mushroom would have presented a more difficult problem. The components are often altered; thus, breakfast, in spite of the difference in sound, is evidently the meal by which we break our fast, and manly a shorter form of man-like.

In Greek, as in English, however, most words resist this kind of analysis. Thus, early ends like manly, but the rest of the word is obscure; woman resembles man, but what is the first syllable? Then there is a residue of short, simple words that do not resemble others — words such as man, boy, good, bad, eat, run. In such cases the Greeks and their pupils, the Romans, resorted to guesswork. For instance, they explained the Greek word lithos ‘stone’ as derived from the phrase ἥν θείν ‘to run too much,’ because this is what a stone does not do. A Latin example of this sort has become proverbial: lucus a non lucendo ‘a grove (lucus) is so named on account of its not being light (lucendo).’

These etymologies show us, at any rate, that the Greeks realized that speech-forms change in the course of time. In the systematic study of this change modern students have found the key to most linguistic problems. The ancients never settled down to any careful study of linguistic change.

The ancient Greeks studied no language but their own; they took it for granted that the structure of their language embodied the universal forms of human thought or, perhaps, of the cosmic order. Accordingly, they made grammatical observations, but confined these to one language and stated them in philosophical form. They discovered the parts of speech of their language, its syntactic constructions, such as, especially, that of subject and predicate, and its chief inflectional categories: genders, numbers, cases, persons, tenses, and modes. They defined these not in terms of recognizable linguistic forms, but in abstract terms which were to tell the meaning of the linguistic class. These teachings appear most fully in the grammars of Dionysius Thrax (second century B.C.) and of Apollonius Dyscolus (second century A.D.).

The Greeks made also some observations of detail, but this phase of their work, unfortunately, had less effect upon posterity. Their great epic poems, the Iliad and the Odyssey, which they viewed somewhat as sacred scriptures, were composed in an ancient and otherwise unknown kind of Greek. In order to understand these texts and to make correct copies, one had to study their language. Most famous in this work was Aristarchus (about 216—144 B.C.). Other works of Greek literature were composed in conventionalized forms of various regional dialects: the Greeks had the opportunity of comparing several divergent forms of their language. When the language of the great Athenian writers of the fourth century had become antiquated, it was made a special subject of study, since it represented the ideal form of written discourse. All this work demanded careful observation of details. Some of the later grammarians, notably Herodian, the son of Apollonius Dyscolus, assembled valuable information on such topics as the inflection and accent of ancient Greek.

1.3. The Greek generalizations about language were not improved upon until the eighteenth century, when scholars ceased
to view language as a direct gift of God, and put forth various theories as to its origin. Language was an invention of ancient heroes, or else the product of a mystical Spirit of the Folk. It began in man's attempts to imitate noises (the "bow-wow" theory), or in his natural sound-producing responses (the "ding-dong" theory), or in violent outbursts and exclamations (the "pooh-pooh" theory).

In the etymological explanation of speech-forms there was no improvement. Voltaire is reported to have said that etymology is a science in which the vowels count for nothing and the consonants for very little.

The Romans constructed Latin grammars on the Greek model; the most famous of these, the work of Donatus (fourth century A.D.) and of Priscian (sixth century A.D.), remained in use as text-books through the Middle Ages. In the Middle Ages, when Latin was changing from its ancient shape into the forms which we know today as the Romance languages (French, Italian, Spanish, and so on), the convention remained of writing, as well as one could, in the ancient classical form of Latin. The medieval scholar, accordingly, in both the Latin countries and others, studied only classical Latin. The scholastic philosophers discovered some features of Latin grammar, such as the distinction between nouns and adjectives and the differences between concord, government, and apposition. They contributed much less than the ancients, who had, at any rate, a first-hand knowledge of the languages they studied. The medieval scholar saw in classical Latin the logically normal form of human speech. In modern times this doctrine led to the writing of general grammars, which were to demonstrate that the structure of various languages, and especially of Latin, embodies universally valid canons of logic. The most famous of these treatises is the Grammaræa generalis et rationâe of the Convent of Port-Royal, which appeared in 1660. This doctrine persisted into the nineteenth century; it appears, for instance, in the classical scholar, Gottfried Hermann's work De emendanda ratioe Graeciae grammaticae (1801). It is still embodied in our school tradition, which seeks to apply logical standards to language. Philosophers, to this day, sometimes look for truths about the universe in what are really nothing but formal features of one or another language.

An unfortunate outgrowth of the general-grammar idea was the belief that the grammarian or lexicographer, fortified by his powers of reasoning, can ascertain the logical basis of language and prescribe how people ought to speak. In the eighteenth century, the spread of education led many dialect-speakers to learn the upper-class forms of speech. This gave the authoritarians their chance; they wrote normative grammars, in which they often ignored actual usage in favor of speculative notions. Both the belief in "authority" and some of the fanciful rules (as, for instance, about the use of shall and will) still prevail in our schools.

For the medieval scholar, language meant classical Latin, as it appears in books; we find few traces of interest in any other form of speech. The horizon widened at the time of the Renaissance. At the end of the Middle Ages, the study of Greek came back into fashion; soon afterward, Hebrew and Arabic were added. What was more important, some scholars in various countries began to take an interest in the language of their own time.

The era of exploration brought a superficial knowledge of many languages. Travelers brought back vocabularies, and missionaries translated religious books into the tongues of newly-discovered countries. Some even compiled grammars and dictionaries of exotic languages. Spanish priests began this work as early as in the sixteenth century; to them we owe a number of treatises on American and Philippine languages. These works can be used only with caution, for the authors, untrained in the recognition of foreign speech-sounds, could make no accurate record, and, knowing only the terminology of Latin grammar, distorted their exposition by fitting it into this frame. Down to our own time, persons without linguistic training have produced work of this sort; aside from the waste of labor, much information has in this way been lost.

The increase of commerce and travel led also to the compilation of grammars and dictionaries for languages closer at hand. The linguistic horizon at the end of the eighteenth century can be surveyed in the glossary of 285 words in two hundred languages of Europe and Asia which P. S. Pallas (1741–1811) edited at the behest of Empress Catharine of Russia in 1786. A second edition of this, in 1791, added eighty more languages, including some African and American. In the years 1806 to 1817 there appeared a four-volume treatise under the title Mithridates, by J. G. Adelung
and J. S. Vater, which contained the Lord's Prayer in nearly five hundred languages.

The Renaissance turned the interest of a few scholars to the older records of their own languages. Franciscus Junius (1589–1677) accomplished an enormous amount of work in the study of the ancient documents of English and of the closely related languages, Frisian, Dutch, German, Scandinavian, and Gothic. This last—a language no longer spoken today—Junius knew from the famous Silver Codex, then recently discovered, a manuscript of the sixth century A.D. containing fragments of a Gospel translation; Junius published its text, together with that of the Anglo-Saxon Gospels. George Hickes (1612–1715) continued this work, publishing a Gothic and Anglo-Saxon grammar and a Thesaurus of miscellaneous information about the older stages of English and the sister tongues.

1. 4. The development so far outlined shows us what eighteenth-century scholars knew about language. They stated the grammatical features of language in philosophical terms and took no account of the structural difference between languages, but obscured it by forcing their descriptions into the scheme of Latin grammar. They had not observed the sounds of speech, and confused them with the written symbols of the alphabet. This failure to distinguish between actual speech and the use of writing distorted also their notions about the history of language. They saw that in medieval and modern times highly cultivated persons wrote (and even spoke) good Latin, while less educated or careless scribes made many mistakes: failing to see that this Latin-writing was an artificial and academic exercise, they concluded that languages are preserved by the usage of educated and careful people and changed by the corruptions of the vulgar. In the case of modern languages like English, they believed, accordingly, that the speech-forms of books and of upper-class conversation represented an older and purer level, from which the "vulgarians" of the common people had branched off as "corruptions" by a process of "linguistic decay." The grammarians felt free, therefore, to prescribe fanciful rules which they derived from considerations of logic.

These misconceptions prevented scholars from making use of the data that were at hand: the modern languages and dialects, the records of ancient languages, the reports about exotic lan-

guages, and, above all, the documents which show us successive stages of one and the same language, as for instance of Anglo-Saxon (Old English) and modern English, or of Latin and the modern Romance languages. One knew that some languages resembled each other, but the doctrine of linguistic decay discouraged systematic study of this relation, since the changes which led, say, from Latin to modern French, were viewed as haphazard corruptions.

The illusion that Latin had lived on, unchanged, beside the Romance languages, led scholars to derive contemporary languages one from the other. Mostly they took Hebrew to be the language from which all others had sprung, but some thought otherwise, as, for example, Goropius Becanus of Antwerp, who patriotically derived all languages from Dutch.

It was plain that the more familiar languages of Europe fell into three groups by virtue of close resemblances within each group, resemblances such as appear in the following words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Germanic Group</th>
<th>Romance Group</th>
<th>Slavic Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English <em>hand</em></td>
<td>French <em>main</em></td>
<td>Russian <em>ruba</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch <em>hand</em></td>
<td>Italian <em>maio</em></td>
<td>Polish <em>ręka</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German <em>Hand</em></td>
<td>Spanish <em>maio</em></td>
<td>Bohemian <em>ruba</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish <em>hånd</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Serbian <em>ruga</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish <em>hands</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English <em>foot</em></td>
<td>French <em>pied</em></td>
<td>Russian <em>noga</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch <em>voet</em></td>
<td>Italian <em>piede</em></td>
<td>Polish <em>noga</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German <em>Fuss</em></td>
<td>Spanish <em>pie</em></td>
<td>Bohemian <em>noba</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish <em>føt</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Serbian <em>noga</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish <em>fot</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English <em>winter</em></td>
<td>French <em>hiver</em></td>
<td>Russian <em>zima</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch <em>winter</em></td>
<td>Italian <em>inverno</em></td>
<td>Polish <em>zima</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German <em>Winter</em></td>
<td>Spanish <em>invierno</em></td>
<td>Bohemian <em>zima</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish <em>winter</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish <em>winter</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We were forces at work which led upper-class speakers to adopt lower-class forms of speech. We find the Hindu grammarians extending their interest from the Scriptures to the upper-caste language, and making rules and lists of forms descriptive of the correct type of speech, which they called Sanskrit. In time they worked out a systematic arrangement of grammar and lexicon. Generations of such labor must have preceded the writing of the oldest treatise that has come down to us, the grammar of Pāṇini. This grammar, which dates from somewhere around 350 to 250 B.C., is one of the greatest monuments of human intelligence. It describes, with the minutest detail, every inflection, derivation, and composition, and every syntactic usage of its author's speech. No other language, to this day, has been so perfectly described. It may have been due, in part, to this excellent codification that Sanskrit became, in time, the official and literary language of all of Brahmín India. Long after it had ceased to be spoken as anyone's native language, it remained (as classical Latin remained in Europe) the artificial medium for all writing on learned or religious topics.

Some knowledge of Sanskrit and of the Hindu grammar had reached Europe, through missionaries, in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In the eighteenth century, Englishmen in India transmitted more exact reports; round the beginning of the nineteenth century, the knowledge of Sanskrit became part of the equipment of European scholars.

1.6. The Indian grammar presented to European eyes, for the first time, a complete and accurate description of a language, based not upon theory but upon observation. Moreover, the discovery of Sanskrit disclosed the possibility of a comparative study of languages.

To begin with, the concept of related languages was strikingly confirmed by the existence, in far-off India, of a sister of the familiar languages of Europe; witness, for example, the Sanskrit equivalents of the words above cited:

*mati* 'mother,' accusative case *mataram;*  
*dū 'two;*  
*treyā 'three;*  
*āt 'he is.'  

Even more important was the insight into linguistic structure which one got from the accurate and systematic Hindu grammar. Until now, one had been able to see only vague and fluid similar-
Ities, for the current grammars, built on the Greek model, did not clearly set off the features of each language. The Hindu grammar taught Europeans to analyze speech-forms; when one compared the constituent parts, the resemblances, which hitherto had been vaguely recognized, could be set forth with certainty and precision.

The old confused notions of linguistic relationship lived on for a brief time in the opinion that the European languages were derived from Sanskrit, but this opinion soon gave way to the obviously correct explanation, namely, that Sanskrit, Latin, Greek, and so on, were divergent later forms of some one prehistoric language. This explanation seems to have been first stated by Sir William Jones (1746–1794), the first great European Sanskrit scholar, in an address delivered in 1786: Sanskrit bears a resemblance to Greek and Latin which is too close to be due to chance, but shows, rather, that all three “have sprung from some common source which, perhaps, no longer exists,” and Gothic (that is, Germanic) and Celtic probably had the same origin.

In order to work out the comparison of these languages, one needed, of course, descriptive data for each one of them. The prospect of comparison, however, with all that it revealed about ancient speech-forms and tribal migrations and the origin of peoples and customs, proved so alluring that no one undertook the humdrum task of analyzing the other languages on the model of Sanskrit. European scholars had a sound knowledge of Latin and Greek; most of them spoke some Germanic language as their mother-tongue. Confronting a precise statement of Sanskrit grammar or a carefully analyzed lexical form, they could usually recall a similar feature from some of the more familiar languages. In reality, of course, this was a makeshift; often enough the comparar had to make a preliminary investigation to establish the facts, and sometimes he went astray for lack of methodically arranged data. If European scholars had possessed descriptions of the sister languages comparable to the Hindus’ description of Sanskrit, the comparative study of the Indo-European languages (as they are now called) would have progressed far more speedily and accurately. Yet, in spite of poor equipment, and thanks to the energy of its workers, the historical and comparative study of the Indo-European languages became one of the principal enterprises, and one of the most successful, of European science in the nineteenth century.

The language of Persia (the so-called Iranian languages) so closely resembled Sanskrit that its kinship was certain from the start. A similar relation, though less close, was found to exist between the Baltic languages (Lithuanian, Lettish, and Old Prussian) and the Slavic. Jones surmised that the Germanic languages were related to Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit, at once proved true, as did later his surmise about Celtic (Irish, Welsh, Cornish, Breton, and the ancient language of Gaul). Later, Armenian and Albanian, and a few ancient languages known to us only from scant written records, proved also to belong to the Indo-European family.

Although there was some dispute as to details, the general presuppositions of historical and comparative language-study soon became clear. Languages change in the course of time. Apparent exceptions, such as the medieval and modern use of Latin (or, in India, of Sanskrit), amount only to this, that by long schooling people can be trained to imitate the language of ancient writings. This antiquarian feat is utterly different from the normal transmission of speech from parents to children. All writing, in fact, is a relatively recent invention, and has remained, almost to our day, the property of only a chosen few; the effect of writing upon the forms and the development of actual speech is very slight.

If a language is spoken over a large area, or thanks to migration, in several separate areas, then it will change differently in different places, and the result will be a set of related languages, like Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Reumanian, and the other Romance dialects. We infer that other groups of related languages, such as the Germanic (or the Slavic or the Celtic), which show a similar resemblance, have arisen in the same way; it is only an accident of history that for these groups we have no written records of the earlier state of the language, as it was spoken before the differentiation set in. To these unrecorded parent languages we give names like Primitive Germanic (Primitive Slavic, Primitive Celtic, and so on). In the same way, finding that all these languages and groups (Sanskrit, Iranian, Armenian, Greek, Albanian, Latin, Celtic, Germanic, Slavic, etc.) resemble each other beyond the possibility of mere chance, we call them the Indo-European familial.
of languages, and conclude, with Jones, that they are divergent forms of a single prehistoric language, to which we give the name *Primitive Indo-European*.

The method of comparison, too, was clear from the start. In general, any feature that is common to all or to several of the related languages, must have been present in their common antecedent stage, in the "parent language." Thus, from the above cited forms of the word for 'mother,' it is clear that in *Primitive Indo-European* this word must have begun with the sound which we indicate in writing by means of the letter m. Where the related languages do not agree, some or all of them must have made some change. Thus, it is clear that the second consonant in the word for 'mother' was in *Primitive Indo-European* a t-sound, and that the th-sound in English (as well as the earlier d-sound in the Old English form, *mōdor*) must be due to change.

1. 7. The beginning of a systematic comparison of the *Indo-European* languages was a treatise on the inflectional endings of verbs in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, Persian, and Germanic, published in 1816 by Franz Bopp (1791–1867). In 1818 Rasmus Kristian Rask (1787–1832) showed that the words of the Germanic languages bear a regular formal relation in matters of sound, to the words of the other *Indo-European* languages. For instance, where the others have p, the Germanic languages have t, as in father: Latin pater, root: Greek pete, face: Latin paucis. In 1819 Jakob Grimm (1787–1863) published the first volume of his *Deutsche Grammatik*, which was not, as the title nowadays would indicate, a German grammar, but a comparative grammar of the Germanic languages (Gothic, Scandinavian, English, Frisian, Dutch, and German). In the second edition, in 1822, of this volume, Grimm presented a systematic exposition of the correspondences of consonants between Germanic and the other *Indo-European* languages; since then, these correspondences have been known to English-speaking scholars as Grimm's Law. These correspondences are a matter of historical detail, but their significance was overwhelming, since they showed that human action, in the mass, is not altogether haphazard, but may proceed with regularity even in so unimportant a matter as the manner of pronouncing the individual sounds within the flow of speech. Grimm's comparison of the Germanic languages remains to this day unrivaled; three more volumes appeared in 1829, 1831, and 1837; a fifth volume, which was to complete the syntax, never appeared.

In 1833 Bopp began the publication of a comprehensive treatise, a comparative grammar of the *Indo-European* languages. In the years 1833 to 1836 there appeared the first edition of the *Etymological Investigations* of August Friedrich Pott (1802–1887). The term *etymology*, here as in all modern discussions, has taken on a precise meaning: the etymology of a speech-form is simply its history, and is obtained by finding the older forms in the same language and the forms in related languages which are divergent variants of the same parent form. Thus, to state the etymology of the English word *mother* is to say that this form is the modern version of the ninth-century Old English *mōdor*; that this is related to Old Norse *mōdr*, Old Frisian *mōder*, Old Saxon *mōder*, Old High German *mōder* (these are the forms in our oldest records of the respective languages), in the sense that all these are divergent variants of a single *Primitive Germanic* word, which we symbolize as *mōder*; and that these *Germanic* forms are in turn related to ("cognate with") Sanskrit *mati*, Avestan (Old Iranian) *mati*, Old Armenian *metr*, ancient Greek *mētr*, Albanian *mother* (which, however, means 'sister'), Latin *matris*, Old Irish *máthair*, Lithuanian *matė* (which means 'wife'), Old Bulgarian (Slavic) *matsi*; and with the other corresponding forms in each of the groups of languages here illustrated, in the sense that all these are divergent later forms of a single *Primitive Indo-European* word, which we symbolize as *māter*. As this example shows, etymologies, in the modern sense, do not necessarily show us an older, more transparent meaning of words. Our modern etymologies in the *Indo-European* languages are due largely to the researches of Pott.

During the following decades progress was so rapid that both smaller treatises and the great handbooks rapidly became antiquated. Of the latter, Bopp's, in spite of new editions, was superseded in 1861 by the *Compendium of the Comparative Grammar of the Indo-European Languages* of August Schleicher (1823–1868). In 1886 Karl Brugmann (1849–1919) and Berthold Delbrück (1842–1922) began the publication of their *Outline of the Comparative Grammar of the Indo-European Languages*; the standard work of reference today is the second edition of this, which appeared from 1897 to 1918.
As the work went on, other, more detailed treatises were devoted to the separate branches of the Indo-European family, in the manner of Grimm's great treatise on Germanic. Friedrich Diez (1794–1876) began the serious study of the Romance languages in his Grammar of the Romance Languages (1838–1844); Johann Kaspar Zeuss (1806–1856) opened the field of the Celtic languages in his Grammatica Celtica (1858); Franz von Miklosich (1818–1891) wrote a Comparative Grammar of the Slavic Languages (1852–1875).

1. 8. These studies could not fail to throw light upon many an aspect of history and archaeology, but their immediate interest lay in what they told about human speech. Although the various Indo-European languages had a common origin, their later careers were independent: the student had now a vast collection of details concerning the changes in human speech, which enabled him to generalize on the manner of this change.

To draw the conclusions as to the way in which languages change, was to replace the speculation of earlier times by the results of scientific induction. William Dwight Whitney (1827–1894), an American scholar, wrote Language and the Study of Language (1867) and The Life and Growth of Language (1874). These books were translated into several European languages; today they seem incomplete, but scarcely antiquated, and still serve as an excellent introduction to language study. In 1880 there appeared the Principles of Linguistic History by Hermann Paul (1846–1921), which, in its successive editions (the fifth appeared in 1920), became the standard work on the methods of historical linguistics.

Paul's book of Principles illustrates, with a wealth of examples, the process of linguistic change which had been revealed by Indo-European studies. Not so well written as Whitney's, but more detailed and methodical, this book exercised a great influence on linguistic studies; students of a more recent generation are neglecting it, to their disadvantage. Aside from its very dry style, Paul's Principles suffers from faults that seem obvious today, because they are significant of the limitations of nineteenth-century linguistics.

One of these faults is Paul's neglect of descriptive language study. He admitted that descriptions of languages were necessary, but confined his actual discussion to matters of linguistic change. This shortcoming he shares with his epoch. We can study linguistic change only by comparing related languages or different historical stages of the same language. For instance, by noting the similarities and differences of English, Frisian, Dutch, German, Scandinavian, and Gothic, we can get a notion of the older language ("Primitive Germanic") from which they have differentiated in the course of time, and we can then study the changes which have occurred in each of three later languages. Or else, by comparing our records of Old English (say, in the writings of King Alfred) with modern English, we can see how English has changed in the last thousand years. Evidently our power of making this comparison depends upon our knowledge of the things to be compared. For example, our knowledge about the compounding of words (as in blackbird or footsore) in the several Germanic languages is decidedly incomplete; therefore we cannot go very far with a comparative study of this matter, which would tell us how words were compounded in Primitive Germanic, and how these habits have changed in the subsequent history of each Germanic language. The historical language students of the nineteenth century suffered under these limitations, but they seem not to have grasped the nature of the difficulty.

The other great weakness of Paul's Principles is his insistence upon "psychological" interpretation. He accompanies his statements about language with a paraphrase in terms of mental processes which the speakers are supposed to have undergone. The only evidence for these mental processes is the linguistic process; they add nothing to the discussion, but only obscure it. In Paul's book and largely to the present day, linguistics betrays its descent from the philosophical speculations of the ancient Greeks. Paul and most of his contemporaries dealt only with Indo-European languages and, what with their neglect of descriptive problems, refused to work with languages whose history was unknown. This limitation cut them off from a knowledge of foreign types of grammatical structure, which would have opened their eyes to the fact that even the fundamental features of Indo-European grammar, such as, especially, the part-of-speech system, are by no means universal in human speech. Believing these features to be universal, they resorted, whenever they dealt with fundamentals, to philosophical and psychological pseudo-explanations.

1. 9. Alongside the great stream of historical research, there ran, however, a small but accelerating current of general linguistic
study. The Hindu grammar of Sanskrit was never quite forgotten; while many pupils used its results without knowing of its existence, the masters, who knew the antecedents of their science, appreciated its value. For the less-known Indo-European languages descriptive studies could not be avoided. It is surely no accident that the best of these, in the field of the Slavic and Baltic languages, were furnished by August Leskien (1840–1916), a scholar who took a leading part in laying the foundations of historical methods of research.

For the most part, however, descriptive studies did not merge with the main stream of historical work. Some students were attracted by the structural peculiarities of languages outside the Indo-European group, even though the history of these languages was unknown. Other students examined a variety of languages in order to get a philosophical survey of human speech; in fact, much of the older descriptive work is almost unintelligible today because it is pervaded by philosophical notions that are no longer familiar to us.

The first great book on general linguistics was a treatise on the varieties of human speech by Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767–1835), which appeared in 1836. H. Steinthal (1823–1899), beside more general writings on the fundamentals of language, published in 1861 a treatise on the principal types of language structure. G. von der Gabelentz (1840–1899) work on the science of language (1891) is much less philosophical. This direction of study culminated in a great work on language by the philosopher and psychologist, Wilhelm Wundt (1832–1920), which appeared in 1900 as the first part of a treatise on social psychology. Wundt based his psychology of speech upon any and all accessible descriptions of languages. It is interesting today to read the Indo-Europeanist Delbrück’s critique and Wundt’s rejoinder, both of which appeared in the following year. Delbrück objects to Wundt’s use of languages whose history is unknown; for him the only aspect of language worth studying is its change in the course of time. Wundt, on the other hand, insists upon the importance of psychological interpretation in terms of his system, while Delbrück says that it does not matter what particular system of psychology a linguist may choose.

Meanwhile some students saw more and more clearly the natural relation between descriptive and historical studies. Otto Böhtlingk (1815–1904), who made the modern European edition of Pāñjini, applied the descriptive technique to a language of totally different structure, the Yakut of Asiatic Russia (1851). Friedrich Müller (1834–1898) published an outline of linguistic science (1876–1888) which contained brief sketches of the languages of the world, regardless of whether a historical treatment was possible. Franz Nikolaus Finck (1867–1910), both in a theoretical essay (1905) and in a little volume (1910) in which he analyzed descriptively eight unrelated languages, insisted upon descriptive study as a basis for both historical research and philosophical generalization. Ferdinand de Saussure (1857–1913) had for years expounded this matter in his university lectures; after his death, they were published in book form (1916).

Most convincing in this respect was the historical treatment of language families other than the Indo-European. On the one hand, the need of descriptive data as a prerequisite for comparative work was here self-evident; on the other hand, the results showed that the processes of linguistic change were the same in all languages, regardless of their grammatical structure. The comparative study of the Finno-Ugrian languages (Finnish, Lappish, Hungarian, and their kin) began as early as 1799, and has been greatly elaborated. The second volume of Humboldt’s great treatise founded the comparative grammar of the Malayo-Polynesian language family. Today we have comparative studies of other families, such as the Semitic family and the Bantu family in Africa. Students of American languages could indulge in no self-deception as to the need of descriptive data: north of Mexico alone there are dozens of totally unrelated groups of languages, presenting the most varied types of structure. In the stress of recording utterly strange forms of speech one soon learned that philosophical prepossessions were only a hindrance.

The merging of these two streams of study, the historical-comparative and the philosophical-descriptive, has made clear some principles that were not apparent to the great Indo-Europeanists of the nineteenth century, as represented, say, by Hermann Paul. All historical study of language is based upon the comparison of two or more sets of descriptive data. It can be only as accurate and only as complete as these data permit it to be. In order to describe a language one needs no historical knowledge whatever; in fact, the observer who allows such knowledge to affect his
The only useful generalizations about language are inductive generalizations. Features which we think ought to be universal may be absent from the very next language that becomes accessible. Some features, such as, for instance, the distinction of verb-like and noun-like words as separate parts of speech, are common to many languages, but lacking in others. The fact that some features are, at any rate, widespread, is worthy of notice and calls for an explanation; when we have adequate data about many languages, we shall have to return to the problem of general grammar and to explain these similarities and divergences, but this study, when it comes, will be not speculative but inductive.

As to change in language, we have enough data to show that the general processes of change are the same in all languages and tend in the same direction. Even very specific types of change occur in much the same way, but independently, in the most diverse languages. These things, too, will some day, when our knowledge is wider, lend themselves to a systematic survey and to fruitful generalization.

CHAPTER 2

THE USE OF LANGUAGE

2.1. The most difficult step in the study of language is the first step. Again and again, scholarship has approached the study of language without actually entering upon it. Linguistic science arose from relatively practical preoccupations, such as the use of writing, the study of literature and especially of older records, and the prescription of elegant speech, but people can spend any amount of time on these things without actually entering upon linguistic study. As the individual student is likely to repeat the delays of history, we may do well to speak of these matters, so as to distinguish them from the subject of our study.

Writing is not language, but merely a way of recording language by means of visible marks. In some countries, such as China, Egypt, and Mesopotamia, writing was practised thousands of years ago, but to most of the languages that are spoken today it has been applied either in relatively recent times or not at all. Moreover, until the days of printing, literacy was confined to a very few people. All languages were spoken through nearly all of their history by people who did not read or write; the languages of such peoples are just as stable, regular, and rich as the languages of literate nations. A language is the same no matter what system of writing may be used to record it, just as a person is the same no matter how you take his picture. The Japanese have three systems of writing and are developing a fourth. When the Turks, in 1928, adopted the Latin alphabet in place of the Arabic, they went on talking in just the same way as before. In order to study writing, we must know something about language, but the reverse is not true. To be sure, we get our information about the speech of past times largely from written records — and for this reason we shall, in another connection, study the history of writing — but we find this to be a handicap. We have to use great care in interpreting the written symbols into terms of actual speech; often we fall in this, and always we should prefer to have the audible word.

Literature, whether presented in spoken form or, as is now our
custom, in writing, consists of beautiful or otherwise notable utterances. The student of literature observes the utterances of certain persons (say, of Shakespere) and concerns himself with the content and with the unusual features of form. The interest of the philologist is even broader, for he is concerned with the cultural significance and background of what he reads. The linguist, on the other hand, studies the language of all persons alike; the individual features in which the language of a great writer differs from the ordinary speech of his time and place, interest the linguist no more than do the individual features of any other person’s speech, and much less than do the features that are common to all speakers.

The discrimination of elegant or “correct” speech is a by-product of certain social conditions. The linguist has to observe it as he observes other linguistic phenomena. The fact that speakers label a speech-form as “good” or “correct,” or else as “bad” or “incorrect,” is merely a part of the linguist’s data concerning this speech-form. Needless to say, it does not permit him to ignore part of his material or to falsify his records: he observes all speech-forms impartially. It is part of his task to find out under what circumstances the speakers label a form in one way or the other, and, in the case of each particular form, why they label it as they do: why, for example, many people say that isn’t is “bad” and am not is “good.” This is only one of the problems of linguistics, and since it is not a fundamental one, it can be attacked only after many other things are known. Strangely enough, people without linguistic training devote a great deal of effort to futile discussions of this topic without progressing to the study of language, which alone could give them the key.

A student of writing, of literature or philology, or of correct speech, if he were persistent and methodical enough, might realize, after some waste of effort, that he had better first study language and then return to these problems. We can save ourselves this detour by turning at once to the observation of normal speech. We begin by observing an act of speech-utterance under very simple circumstances.

2.2. Suppose that Jack and Jill are walking down a lane. Jill is hungry. She sees an apple in a tree. She makes a noise with her larynx, tongue, and lips. Jack vaults the fence, climbs the tree, takes the apple, brings it to Jill, and places it in her hand. Jill eats the apple.

This succession of events could be studied in many ways, but we, who are studying language, will naturally distinguish between the act of speech and the other occurrences, which we shall call practical events. Viewed in this way, the incident consists of three parts, in order of time:

A. Practical events preceding the act of speech.
B. Speech.
C. Practical events following the act of speech.

We shall examine first the practical events, A and C. The events in A concern mainly the speaker, Jill. She was hungry; that is, some of her muscles were contracting, and some fluids were being secreted, especially in her stomach. Perhaps she was also thirsty; her tongue and throat were dry. The light-waves reflected from the red apple struck her eyes. She saw Jack by her side. Her past dealings with Jack should now enter into the picture; let us suppose that they consisted in some ordinary relation, like that of brother and sister or that of husband and wife. All these events, which precede Jill’s speech and concern her, we call the speaker’s stimulus.

We turn now to C, the practical events which came after Jill’s speech. These concern mainly the hearer, Jack, and consist of his fetching the apple and giving it to Jill. The practical events which follow the speech and concern the hearer, we call the hearer’s response. The events which follow the speech concern also Jill, and this in a very important way: she gets the apple into her grasp and eats it.

It is evident at once that our whole story depends upon some of the more remote conditions connected with A and C. Not every Jack and Jill would behave like these. If Jill were bashful or if she had had bad experiences of Jack, she might be hungry and see the apple and still say nothing; if Jack were ill disposed toward her, he might not fetch her the apple, even though she asked for it. The occurrence of a speech (and, as we shall see, the wording of it) and the whole course of practical events before and after it, depend upon the entire life-history of the speaker and of the hearer. We shall assume in the present case, that all these predisposing factors were such as to produce the story as we have told it. Supposing this, we want to know what part the speech-utterance (B) played in this story.

If Jill had been alone, she might have been just as hungry and
thirsty and might have seen the same apple. If she had sufficient strength and skill to get over the fence and climb the tree, she could get hold of the apple and eat it; if not, she would have to stay hungry. The lone Jill is in much the same position as the speechless animal. If the animal is hungry and sees or smells food, it moves toward the food; whether the animal succeeds in getting the food, depends upon its strength and skill. The state of hunger and the sight or smell of the food are the **stimulus** (which we symbolize by S) and the movements toward the food are the **reaction** (which we symbolize by R). The lone Jill and the speechless animal act in only one way, namely

\[ S \rightarrow R \]

If this works, they get the food; if it does not work — if they are not strong or skillful enough to get the food by the actions R — they must stay hungry.

Of course, it is important for Jill's welfare that she get the apple. In most instances it is not a matter of life and death, though sometimes it is; in the long run, however, the Jill (or the animal) that gets the food has far better chances of surviving and populating the earth. Therefore, any arrangement which adds to Jill's chances of getting the apple, is enormously valuable for her. The speaking Jill in our story availed herself of just such an arrangement. She had, to begin with, the same chance of getting the apple as had the lone Jill or the speechless animal. In addition to this, however, the speaking Jill had a further chance which the others did not share. Instead of struggling with the fence and the tree, she made a few small movements in her throat and mouth, which produced a little noise. At once, Jack began to make the reactions for her; he performed actions that were beyond Jill's strength, and in the end Jill got the apple. **Language enables one person to make a reaction (R) when another person has the stimulus (S).**

In the ideal case, within a group of people who speak to each other, each person has at his disposal the strength and skill of every person in the group. The more these persons differ as to special skills, the wider a range of power does each one person control. Only one person needs to be a good climber, since he can get fruits for all the rest; only one needs to be a good fisherman, since he can supply the others with fish. **The division of labor, and, with it, the whole working of human society, is due to language.**

2. 3. We have yet to examine B, the speech-event in our story.

This, of course, is the part of the story with which we, as students of language, are chiefly concerned. In all of our work we are observing B; A and C concern us only because of their connection with B. Thanks to the sciences of physiology and physics, we know enough about the speech-event to see that it consists of three parts:

1. **The speaker, Jill, moved her vocal chords (two little muscles inside the Adam's apple), her lower jaw, her tongue, and so on, in a way which forced the air into the form of sound-waves.** These movements of the speaker are a reaction to the stimulus S. Instead of performing the **practical** (or **handling**) reaction R — namely, starting realistically off to get hold of the apple — she performed these vocal movements, a **speech** (or **substitute**) reaction, which we shall symbolize by a small letter r. In sum, then, Jill, as a speaking person, has not one but two ways of reacting to a stimulus:

\[ S \rightarrow R \text{ (practical reaction)} \]
\[ S \rightarrow r \text{ (linguistic substitute reaction).} \]

In the present case she performed the latter.

2. **The sound-waves in the air in Jill's mouth set the surrounding air into a similar wave-motion.**

3. **These sound-waves in the air struck Jack's ear-drums and set them vibrating,** with an effect on Jack's nerves: Jack **heard** the speech. This hearing acted as a stimulus on Jack: we saw him running and fetching the apple and placing it in Jill's grasp, much as if Jill's hunger-and-apple stimulus had been acting on him. An observer from another planet, who did not know that there was such a thing as human speech, would have to conclude that somewhere in Jack's body there was a sense-organ which told him, "Jill is hungry and sees an apple up there." In short, Jack, as a speaking person, reacts to two kinds of stimuli: **practical** stimuli of the type S (such as hunger and the sight of food) and **speech** (or **substitute**) stimuli, certain vibrations in his ear-drums, which we shall symbolize by a small letter r. When we seek Jack doing anything (fetching an apple, say), his action may be due not only, as are an animal's actions, to a practical stimulus (such as hunger in his stomach, or the sight of an apple), but, just as often, to a speech-stimulus. His actions, R, may be prompted not by one, but by two kinds of proddings:

\[ \text{(practical stimulus)} S \rightarrow R \]
\[ \text{(linguistic substitute stimulus)} s \rightarrow R. \]
It is evident that the connection between Jill's vocal movements (B1) and Jack's hearing (B3) is subject to very little uncertainty or variation, since it is merely a matter of sound-waves passing through the air (B2). If we represent this connection by a dotted line, then we can symbolize the two human ways of responding to a stimulus by these two diagrams:

- Speechless reaction: $S\longrightarrow R$
- Reaction mediated by speech: $S\longrightarrow r\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\longrightarrow R$

The difference between the two types is evident. The speechless reaction occurs always in the same person as does the stimulus; the person who gets the stimulus is the only one who can make the response. The response, accordingly, is limited to whatever actions the receiver of the stimulus can make. In contrast with this, the reaction mediated by speech may occur in a person who did not get the practical stimulus; the person who gets a stimulus can prompt another person to make a response, and this other person may be able to do things which the speaker cannot. The arrows in our diagrams represent the sequence of events within one person's body—a sequence of events which we think is due to some property of the nervous system. Therefore, the speechless reaction can take place only in the body which received the stimulus. In the reaction mediated by speech, on the other hand, there is the link, represented by a dotted line, which consists of sound-waves in the air: the reaction mediated by speech can take place in the body of any person who hears the speech; the possibilities of reaction are enormously increased, since different hearers may be capable of a tremendous variety of acts. The gap between the bodies of the speaker and the hearer—the discontinuity of the two nervous systems—is bridged by the sound-waves.

The important things, biologically, are the same in both the speechless and the speaking occurrence, namely S (the hunger and sight of the food) and R (movements which get the food or fail to get it). These are the practical phase of the affair. The speech-occurrence, $s\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\longrightarrow r$, is merely a means by which S and R may occur in different individuals. The normal human being is interested only in S and R; though he uses speech, and thrives by it, he pays no attention to it. Saying the word apple or hearing it said, appeases no one's hunger. It, along with the rest of speech, is only a way of getting one's fellow-men to help. As students of language, however, we are concerned precisely with the speech event ($s\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\ldots\longrightarrow r$), worthless in itself, but a means to great ends. We distinguish between language, the subject of our study, and real or practical events, stimuli and reactions. When anything apparently unimportant turns out to be closely connected with more important things, we say that it has, after all, a "meaning"; namely, it "means" these more important things. Accordingly, we say that speech-utterance, trivial and unimportant in itself, is important because it has a meaning: the meaning consists of the important things with which the speech-utterance (B) is connected, namely the practical events (A and C).

2. 4. Up to a certain point, some animals respond to each other's stimuli. Evidently the marvelous co-ordination in a group of ants or bees must be due to some form of interaction. Sounds as a means for this are common enough: crickets, for instance, call other crickets by stridulation, noisy rubbing the leg against the body. Some animals, like man, use vocal noises. Birds produce sound-waves by means of the syrinx, a pair of reed-like organs at the back of the lungs. The higher mammals have a larynx, a box of cartilage (in man called the adam's-apple) at the top of the wind-pipe. Inside the larynx, at the right and left, two shelf-like muscles run along the walls; when these muscles, the vocal chords, are stretched taut, the outgoing breath sets them into a regular vibration which produces sound. This sound we call the voice.

Human speech differs from the signal-like actions of animals, even of those which use the voice, by its great differentiation. Dogs, for instance, make only two or three kinds of noise—say, barking, growling, and whining; a dog can set another dog acting by means of only these few different signals. Parrots can make a great many kinds of noise, but apparently do not make different responses to different sounds. Man utters many kinds of vocal noise and makes use of the variety: under certain types of stimuli he produces certain vocal sounds, and his fellows, hearing these same sounds, make the appropriate response. To put it briefly, in human speech, different sounds have different meanings. To study this co-ordination of certain sounds with certain meanings is to study language.

This co-ordination makes it possible for man to interact with great precision. When we tell someone, for instance, the address of a house he has never seen, we are doing something which no animal can do. Not only has each person at his service the abilities
of many other persons, but this co-operation is very precise. The extent and accuracy of this working-together is the measure of success of our social organization. The term society or social organization is not a metaphor. A human social group is really a unit of a higher order than a single animal, just as a many-celled animal is a unit of a higher order than a single cell. The single cells in the many-celled animal co-operate by means of such arrangements as the nervous system; the individuals in a human society co-operate by means of sound-waves.

The different ways in which we profit by language are so obvious that we need mention only a few. We can relay communication. When some farmers or traders say We want a bridge over this stream, this news may pass through a town meeting, a state legislature, a bureau of roads, an engineering staff, and a contractor's office, running through many speakers and many relays of speech, until at last, in response to the farmers' original stimulus, a corps of workmen make the actual (practical) response movements of putting up a bridge. Closely connected with the relay character of speech is its abstraction. The relays of speech, between the practical stimulus and the practical response, have no immediate practical effect. Therefore they can be put into all kinds of forms, provided only one changes them back correctly before proceeding to the final, practical response. The engineer who plans the bridge does not have to handle the actual beams and girders; he works merely with speech-forms (such as numbers in calculation); if he makes a mistake, he does not destroy any materials; he need only replace the ill-chosen speech-form (say, a wrong figure) by a suitable one before he begins the actual building. In this lies the value of talking to oneself or thinking. As children, we talk to ourselves aloud, but, under the correction of our elders, we soon learn to suppress the sound-producing movements and replace them by very slight inaudible ones: we "think in words." The usefulness of thinking can be illustrated by the process of counting. Our ability to estimate numbers without using speech, is extremely limited, as anyone may see by glancing, say, at a row of books on a shelf. To say that two sets of objects "have the same number" means that if we take one object from the first set and place it next to one object of the second set, and keep on doing this without using any object more than once, we shall have no unpaired objects left over. Now, we cannot always do this. The objects may be too heavy to move, or they may be in different parts of the world, or they may exist at different times (as, say, a flock of sheep before and after a storm). Here language steps in. The numerals one, two, three, four, and so on, are simply a series of words which we have learned to say in a fixed order, as substitutes for the above-described process. Using them, we can "count" any set of objects by placing them into one-to-one correspondence (as mathematicians call it) with the number-words, saying one for one of the objects, two for another, three for the next, and so on, taking care to use each object only once, until the objects of the set are exhausted. Suppose that when we had said nineteen, there were no more objects left. Thereafter, at any time or place, we can decide whether any set of objects has the same number as this first set, by merely repeating the counting process with the new set. Mathematics, the ideal use of language, consists merely of elaborations of this process. The use of numbers is the simplest and clearest case of the usefulness of talking to oneself, but there are many others. We think before we act.

2.5. The particular speech-sounds which people utter under particular stimuli, differ among different groups of men; mankind speaks many languages. A group of people who use the same system of speech-signals is a speech-community. Obviously, the value of language depends upon people's using it in the same way. Every member of the social group must upon suitable occasion utter the proper speech-sounds and, when he hears another utter these speech-sounds, must make the proper response. He must speak intelligibly and must understand what others say. This holds good for even the least civilized communities; wherever we find man, he speaks.

Every child that is born into a group acquires these habits of speech and response in the first years of his life. This is doubtless the greatest intellectual feat any one of us is ever required to perform. Exactly how children learn to speak is not known; the process seems to be something like this:

(1) Under various stimuli the child utters and repeats vocal sounds. This seems to be an inherited trait. Suppose he makes a noise which we may represent as da, although, of course, the actual movements and the resultant sounds differ from any that are used in conventional English speech. The sound-vibrations strike the child's ear-drums while he keeps repeating the move-
ments. This results in a habit: whenever a similar sound strikes his ear, he is likely to make these same mouth-movements, repeating the sound da. This babbling trains him to reproduce vocal sounds which strike his ear.

(2) Some person, say the mother, utters in the child’s presence a sound which resembles one of the child’s babbling syllables. For instance, she says doll. When these sounds strike the child’s ear, his habit (1) comes into play and he utters his nearest babbling syllable, da. We may say that he is beginning to “imitate.” Grown-ups seem to have observed this everywhere, for every language seems to contain certain nursery-words which resemble a child’s babbling—words like mama, dada: doubtless these got their vogue because children easily learn to repeat them.

(3) The mother, of course, uses her words when the appropriate stimulus is present. She says doll when she is actually showing or giving the infant his doll. The sight and handling of the doll and the hearing and saying of the word doll (that is, da) occur repeatedly together, until the child forms a new habit: the sight and feel of the doll suffice to make him say da. He has now the use of a word. To the adults it may not sound like any of their words, but this is due merely to its imperfection. It is not likely that children ever invent a word.

(4) The habit of saying da at sight of the doll gives rise to other habits. Suppose, for instance, that day after day the child is given his doll (and says da, da, da) immediately after his bath. He has now a habit of saying da, da after his bath; that is, if one day the mother forgets to give him the doll, he may nevertheless cry da, da after his bath. “He is asking for his doll,” says the mother, and she is right, since doubtless an adult’s “asking for” or “wanting” things is only a more complicated type of the same situation. The child has now embarked upon abstract or displaced speech: he names a thing when that thing is not present.

(5) The child’s speech is perfected by its results. If he says da, da well enough, his elders understand him; that is, they give him his doll. When this happens, the sight and feel of the doll act as an additional stimulus, and the child repeats and practises his successful version of the word. On the other hand, if he says his da, da imperfectly,—that is, at great variance from the adults’ conventional form doll,—then his elders are not stimulated to give him the doll. Instead of getting the added stimulus of seeing and handling the doll, the child is now subject to other distracting stimuli, or perhaps, in the unaccustomed situation of having no doll after his bath, he goes into a tantrum which disorders his recent impressions. In short, his more perfect attempts at speech are likely to be fortified by repetition, and his failures to be wiped out in confusion. This process never stops. At a much later stage, if he says Daddy brought it, he merely gets a disappointing answer such as No! You must say “Daddy brought it”; but if he says Daddy brought it, he is likely to hear the form over again: Yes, Daddy brought it, and to get a favorable practical response.

At the same time and by the same process, the child learns also to act the part of a hearer. While he is handling the doll he hears himself say da, da and his mother say doll. After a time, hearing the sound may suffice to make him handle the doll. The mother will say Wave your hand to Daddy, when the child is doing this of his own accord or while she is holding up the child’s arm and waving it for him. The child forms habits of acting in conventional ways when he hears speech.

This twofold character of the speech-habits becomes more and more unified, since the two phases always occur together. In each case where the child learns the connection $s \rightarrow t$ (for instance, to say doll when he sees his doll), he learns also the connection $s \rightarrow h$ (for instance, to reach for his doll or handle it when he hears the word doll). After he has learned a number of such twofold sets, he develops a habit by which one type always involves the other: as soon as he learns to speak a new word, he is also able to respond to it when he hears others speak it, and, vice versa, as soon as he learns how to respond to some new word, he is usually able, also, to speak it on proper occasion. The latter transference seems to be the more difficult of the two; in later life, we find that a speaker understands many speech-forms which he seldom or never employs in his own speech.

2-6. The happenings which in our diagram are represented by a dotted line, are fairly well understood. The speaker’s vocal chords, tongue, lips, and so on, interfere with the stream of his outgoing breath, in such a way as to produce sound-waves; these waves are propagated through the air and strike the hearer’s ear-drums, which then vibrate in unison. The happenings, however, which we have represented by arrows, are very obscure. We do not understand the mechanism which makes people say
certain things in certain situations, or the mechanism which makes
them respond appropriately when these speech-sounds strike their
ear-drums. Evidently these mechanisms are a phase of our gen-
eral equipment for responding to stimuli, be they speech-sounds
or others. These mechanisms are studied in physiology and,
especially, in psychology. To study them in their special bearing
on language, is to study the psychology of speech, linguistic
psychology. In the division of scientific labor, the linguist deals
only with the speech-signal (r . . . . . . s); he is not competent to
deal with problems of physiology or psychology. The findings of
the linguist, who studies the speech-signal, will be all the more
valuable for the psychologist if they are not distorted by any pre-
possessions about psychology. We have seen that many of the
older linguists ignored this; they vitiated or skimmed their reports
by trying to state everything in terms of some psychological the-
ory. We shall all the more surely avoid this fault, however, if we
survey a few of the more obvious phases of the psychology of
language.

The mechanism which governs speech must be very complex
and delicate. Even if we know a great deal about a speaker and
about the immediate stimuli which are acting upon him, we usu-
ally cannot predict whether he will speak or what he will say.
We took our story of Jack and Jill as something known to us,
after the fact. Had we been present, we could not have foretold
whether Jill would say anything when she saw the apple, or, in
case she did speak, what words she would utter. Even supposing
she asked for the apple, we could not foretell whether she would
preface her request by saying I'm hungry or whether she would
say please or whether she would say I want that apple or Get me
that apple or I was just wishing I had an apple, and so on: the
possibilities are almost infinite. This enormous variability has led
to two theories about human conduct, including speech.

The mentalistic theory, which is by far the older, and still pre-
vails both in the popular view and among men of science, supposes
that the variability of human conduct is due to the interference of
some non-physical factor, a spirit or will or mind (Greek psyche,
hence the term psychology) that is present in every human being.
This spirit, according to the mentalistic view, is entirely different
from material things and accordingly follows some other kind of
causation or perhaps none at all. Whether Jill will speak or what

words she will use, depends, then, upon some act of her mind or
will, and, as this mind or will does not follow the patterns of suc-
cession (cause-and-effect sequences) of the material world, we
cannot foretell her actions.

The materialistic (or, better, mechanistic) theory supposes that
the variability of human conduct, including speech, is due only
to the fact that the human body is a very complex system. Human
actions, according to the materialistic view, are part of cause-and-
effect sequences exactly like those which we observe, say in the
study of physics or chemistry. However, the human body is so
complex a structure that even a relatively simple change, such as,
say, the impingement on the retina of light-waves from a red
apple, may set off some very complicated chain of consequences,
and a very slight difference in the state of the body may result in
a great difference in its response to the light-waves. We could
foretell a person's actions (for instance, whether a certain stimulus
will lead him to speak, and, if so, the exact words he will utter),
only if we knew the exact structure of his body at the moment, or,
what comes to the same thing, if we knew the exact make-up of
his organism at some early stage—say at birth or before—and
then had a record of every change in that organism, including
every stimulus that had ever affected the organism.

The part of the human body responsible for this delicate and
variable adjustment, is the nervous system. The nervous system
is a very complex conducting mechanism, which makes it possible
for a change in one part of the body, (a stimulus, say, in the eye)
to result in a change in some other part (a response, say, of reaching
with the arm, or of moving the vocal chords and tongue). Further,
it is clear that the nervous system is changed, for a time or
even permanently, by this very process of conduction: our responses
depend very largely upon our earlier dealings with the
same or similar stimuli. Whether Jill will speak depends largely
on her liking for apples and on her past experience of Jack. We
remember and acquire habits and learn. The nervous system is
evidently a trigger-mechanism: a very slight change may set the
match to a large store of explosive material. To take the case that
interests us, only so can we explain the fact that large-scale move-
ments like Jack's fetching the apple, are set off by very slight
changes, such as the minute thrumming of air-waves on his ear-
drum.
The working of the nervous system is not accessible to observation from without, and the person himself has no sense-organs (such as he has, for instance, for the working of the muscles in his hand) with which he himself could observe what goes on in his nerves. Therefore the psychologist must resort to indirect methods of approach.

2.7. One such method is experiment. The psychologist submits numbers of people to carefully prearranged stimuli under the simplest conditions, and records their responses. Usually he also asks these persons to “introspect,”—that is, to describe as much as possible of what goes on inside them when they get the stimulus. At this point psychologists often go astray for want of linguistic knowledge. It is a mistake, for instance, to suppose that language enables a person to observe things for which he has no sense-organs, such as the workings of his own nervous system. An observer’s only advantage in reporting what goes on inside him is that he can report stimulations which an outsider cannot detect—say, a pain in his eye or a tickling in his throat. Even here, we must not forget that language is a matter of training and habit; a person may be unable to report some stimulations, simply because his stock of speech-habits provides no formula; this is the case with many of our less useful adventures, such as smaller goings-on in our internal organs. Often the very structure of our body leads to a false report; we show the physician exactly the spot where we feel a pain, and he finds the injury some distance away, at a point which his experience may teach him to locate at once from our false description. In this respect many psychologists go astray by actually training their observers to use a set of technical terms for obscure stimuli and then attaching significance to the observer’s use of these terms.

Abnormal conditions in which speech is disturbed, seem to reflect general maladjustments or lesions and to throw no light on the particular mechanism of language. Stuttering is probably due to imperfect specialization of the two cerebral hemispheres: in the normal speaker the left hemisphere (or, if he is left-handed, the right hemisphere) dominates more delicate actions, such as those of speech; in the stutterer this one-sided specialization is incomplete. Imperfect production of specific sounds (stammering), where it is not due to anatomical defects in the organs of speech, seems to result from similar maladjustments. Head-wounds and diseases which injure the brain often result in aphasia, disturbances in the manner of making speech-responses and in responding to speech. Dr. Henry Head, who had unusually good opportunities for the study of aphasia in wounded soldiers, recognizes four types.

Type 1 reacts well to other people’s speech, and in milder cases, uses words for the proper objects, but mispronounces or confuses his words; in extreme cases, the sufferer can say little more than yes and no. A patient reports, with some difficulty: “I know it’s not——the correct——pronunciation——I don’t always——correct it——because I shouldn’t get it right——in five or six times——unless someone says it for me.” In a more serious case, the patient, when asked his name, answers Honus instead of ‘Thomas,’ and says erst for ‘first’ and hand for ‘second.’

Type 2 reacts fairly well to simple speech, and pronounces appropriate words and short phrases, but not in the conventional constructions; he may talk an unintelligible jargon, although each word is correct enough. To the question “Have you played any games?” a patient answers: “Played games, yes, played one, daytime, garden.” He says, “Get out, lay down, go to sleep, sometimes goes away. If sit in kitchen, moving about working, makes me getting worse on it.” He comments, “Funny thing, this worse, that sort of thing,” and by way of explanation, writes down the words as and at. We shall see later that the structure of normal language forces us to distinguish between lexical and grammatical habits of speech; the latter are disturbed in these patients.

Type 3 reacts with difficulty to the names of objects, and has trouble in finding the right words, especially names of things. His pronunciation and arrangement are good, but he has to use ingenious circumlocutions for the words he cannot find. For ‘scissors’ a patient says “what you cut with”; for ‘black’ he says: “people who are dead,—the other people who are not dead, have this color.” He may use the wrong word, as button for ‘scissors.’ The words lost are chiefly the names of concrete objects. This state seems like an exaggeration of many normal persons’ difficulty in recalling people’s names and the designations of objects, especially under preoccupation, excitement, or fatigue.

Type 4 often does not respond correctly to the speech of others; he has no trouble in uttering single words, but he cannot finish a connected speech. It is significant that these patients suffer from
apraxia; they cannot find their way about and are confused by being set, say, on the opposite side of the street. One patient reports: "I don't seem to understand all you say, and then I forget what I've got to do." Another patient says: "When at table, I am very slow in picking out the object, say the milk-jug, which I want. I don't spot it at once . . . I see them all, but I don't spot them. When I want the salt or the pepper or a spoon, I suddenly tumble to its presence." The disturbance of speech appears in this answer of a patient: "Oh, yes! I know the difference between the Nurse and the Sister by the dress: Sister blue; Nurse — oh! I get muddled, just ordinary nurse's clothes, white, blue . . ."

Ever since 1861, when Broca showed that damage to the third frontal convolution in the left hemisphere of the brain was accompanied by aphasia, there has been dispute as to whether "Broca's center" and other regions of the cortex act as specific centers for the activity of speech. Head finds some correlation between different points of lesion and each of his four types of aphasia. The demonstrable functional identifications of cortical areas always concern some specific organ: an injury in one area of the brain is accompanied by paralysis of the right foot, an injury in another area by failure to respond to stimulation in the left-hand side of the retina, and so on. Now, speech is a very complex activity, in which stimulation of every kind leads to highly specific movements of the throat and mouth; these last, moreover, are not, in a physiologic sense, "organs of speech," for they serve biologically earlier uses in man and in speechless animals. Many injuries to the nervous system, accordingly, will interfere with speech, and different injuries will result in different kinds of difficulty, but the points of the cortex are surely not correlated with specific socially significant features of speech, such as words or syntax; this appears plainly from the fluctuating and contradictory results of the search for various kinds of "speech centers." We may expect the physiologist to get better results when he looks for correlations between points of the cortex and specific physiologic activities concerned in speech, such as the movement of special muscles or the transmission of kinesthetic stimuli from the larynx and tongue. The error of seeking correlations between anatomically defined parts of the nervous system and socially defined activities appears clearly when we see some physiologists looking for a "visual word-center" which is to control reading and writing: one might as well look for a specific brain-center for telegraphy or automobile-driving or the use of any modern invention. Physiologically, language is not a unit of function, but consists of a great many activities, whose union into a single far-reaching complex of habits results from repeated stimulations during the individual's early life.

2.8. Another way of studying human responses is to observe them in the mass. Some actions are highly variable in each person, but fairly constant in large groups of persons. We cannot predict whether any particular unmarried adult will marry during the next twelve months, or which particular persons will commit suicide, or which ones will get into prison, but, given a large enough community, and the figures for past years (and perhaps certain other data, such as those which concern economic conditions), statisticians can foretell the number of marriages, suicides, convictions for crime, and so on, which will take place. If we found it possible and worth while to register every speech-utterance in a large community, we should doubtless be able to foretell how many times any given utterance such as Good-morning or I love you or How much are oranges today? would be spoken within a fixed number of days. A detailed study of this kind would tell us a great deal, especially about the changes that are constantly going on in every language.

However, there is another and simpler way of studying human action in the mass: the study of conventional actions. When we go to a strange country, we soon learn many established modes of action, such as the system of currency and of weights and measures, the rules of the road (does one keep to the right, as in America and Germany, or to the left, as in England and Sweden?), good manners, hours for meals, and so on. The traveler does not gather statistics: a very few observations put him on the track, and these are confirmed or corrected by further experience. Here the linguist is in a fortunate position; in no other respect are the activities of a group as rigidly standardized as in the forms of language. Large groups of people make up all their utterances out of the same stock of lexical forms and grammatical constructions. A linguistic observer therefore can describe the speech-habits of a community without resorting to statistics. Needless to say, he must work conscientiously and, in particular, he must record every form he can find and not try to excuse himself from
this task by appealing to the reader's common sense or to the structure of some other language or to some psychological theory, and, above all, he must not select or distort the facts according to his views of what the speakers ought to be saying. Aside from its intrinsic value for the study of language, a relevant and unprejudiced description of this kind, serves as a document of major importance for psychology. The danger here lies in mentalistic views of psychology, which may tempt the observer to appeal to purely spiritual standards instead of reporting the facts. To say, for instance, that combinations of words which are "felt to be" compounds have only a single high stress (e.g., blackbird as opposed to black bird), is to tell exactly nothing, since we have no way of determining what the speakers may "feel": the observer's task was to tell us, by some tangible criterion, or, if he found none, by a list, which combinations of words are pronounced with a single high stress. A worker who accepts the materialistic hypothesis in psychology is under no such temptation; it may be stated as a principle that in all sciences like linguistics, which observe some specific type of human activity, the worker must proceed exactly as if he held the materialistic view. This practical effectiveness is one of the strongest considerations in favor of scientific materialism.

The observer who, by this mass-observation, gives us a statement of the speech-habits of a community, can tell us nothing about the changes which are going on in the language of this as of every community. These changes could be observed only by means of genuinely statistical observation through a considerable length of time; for want of this, we are ignorant of many matters concerning linguistic change. In this respect, too, the science of language is fortunate, however, because comparative and geographical methods of study, again through mass-observation, supply a good deal of what we should hope to get from statistics. The fortunate position of our science in these matters is due to the fact that language is the simplest and most fundamental of our social (that is, peculiarly human) activities. In another direction, however, the study of linguistic change profits by a mere accident, namely by the existence of written records of speech of the past.

2.9. The stimulus which calls forth speech, leads also to some other reactions. Some of these are not visible from the outside; these are muscular and glandular actions which are of no immediate importance to the speaker's fellow-men. Others are important handling responses, such as locomotion or the displacement of objects. Still other responses are visible, but not directly important: they do not change the lay-out of things, but they do, along with speech, serve as stimuli to the hearer. These actions are facial expression, mimicry, tone of voice (in so far as it is not prescribed by the conventions of the language), insignificant handling of objects (such as fiddling with a rubber band), and, above all, gesture.

Gesture accompanies all speech; in kind and in amount, it differs with the individual speaker, but to a large extent it is governed by social convention. Italians use more gesture than English-speaking people; in our civilization people of the privileged class gesticulate least. To some extent, individual gestures are conventional and differ for different communities. In saying good-bye we wave the hand with palm outward; Neapolitans wave it with the back outward.

Most gestures scarcely go beyond an obvious pointing and picturing. American Indians of plains or woodland tribes will accompany a story by unobtrusive gestures, foreign to us, but quite intelligible: the hand, palm in, thumb up, is held just under the eyes to represent spying; a fist is slapped into a palm for a shot; two fingers imitate a man walking, and four the running of a horse. Even where gestures are symbolic, they go little beyond the obvious, as when one points back over one's shoulder to indicate past time.

Some communities have a gesture language which upon occasion they use instead of speech. Such gesture languages have been observed among the lower-class Neapolitans, among Trappist monks (who have made a vow of silence), among the Indians of our western plains (where tribes of different language met in commerce and war), and among groups of deaf-mutes.

It seems certain that these gesture languages are merely developments of ordinary gestures and that any and all complicated or not immediately intelligible gestures are based on the conventions of ordinary speech. Even such an obvious transference as pointing backward to indicate past time, is probably due to a linguistic habit of using the same word for 'in the rear' and 'in the past.' Whatever may be the origin of the two, gesture has so long played a secondary rôle under the dominance of language that it has lost all traces of independent character. Tales about peoples
whose language is so defective that it has to be eked out by gesture, are pure myths. Doubtless the production of vocal sound by animals, out of which language has grown, originated as a response-movement (say, contraction of the diaphragm and constriction of the throat) which happened to produce noise. It seems certain, however, that in the further development, language always ran ahead of gesture.

If one gestures by moving some object so as to leave a trace on another object, one has entered upon marking and drawing. This kind of reaction has the value of leaving a permanent mark, which may serve as a stimulus repeatedly and even after intervals of time and can be transported to stimulate persons far away. For this reason, doubtless, many peoples attribute magic power to drawings, apart from their esthetic value, which is still with us.

In some parts of the world drawing has developed into writing. The details of this process will concern us later; the point of interest here is that the action of tracing an outline becomes subordinate to language: drawing a particular set of lines becomes attached, as an accompaniment or substitute, to the utterance of a particular linguistic form.

The art of symbolizing particular forms of speech by means of particular visible marks adds a great deal to the effective uses of language. A speaker can be heard only a short way and only for an instant or two. A written record can be carried to any place and preserved for any length of time. We can see more things at one time than we can hear, and we can deal better with visible things: charts, diagrams, written calculations, and similar devices, enable us to deal with very complex matters. The speech-stimuli of distant people, and especially of persons in the past, are available to us through writing. This makes possible an accumulation of knowledge. The man of science (but not always the amateur) surveys the results of earlier students and applies his energies at the point where they left off. Instead of always starting over again from the beginning, science progresses cumulatively and with acceleration. It has been said that, as we preserve more and more records of more and more speech-reactions of highly gifted and highly specialized individuals, we approach, as an ideal limit, a condition where all the events in the universe, past, present, and future, are reduced (in a symbolic form to which any reader may react) to the dimensions of a large library. It is no wonder that

the discovery of printing, which manifold a written record to any desired number of copies, brought about, in all our manner of living, a revolution which has been under way for some centuries and is still in full swing.

There is no need of dilating upon the significance of other means for recording, transmitting, and multiplying speech, such as the telegraph, telephone, phonograph, and radio. Their importance for the simpler uses of language is obvious, as in the use of wireless telegraphy in cases of shipwreck.

In the long run, anything which adds to the viability of language has also an indirect but more pervasive effect. Even acts of speech that do not prompt any particular immediate response, may change the predisposition of the hearer for further responses: a beautiful poem, for instance, may make the hearer more sensitive to later stimuli. This general refinement and intensification of human response requires a great deal of linguistic interaction. Education or culture, or whatever name we choose to give it, depends upon the repetition and publication of a vast amount of speech.
CHAPTER 3

SPEECH-COMMUNITIES

3.1. A speech-community is a group of people who interact by means of speech (§ 2, 5). All the so-called higher activities of man—our specifically human activities—spring from the close adjustment among individuals which we call society, and this adjustment, in turn, is based upon language; the speech-community, therefore, is the most important kind of social group. Other phases of social cohesion, such as economic, political, or cultural groupings, bear some relation to the grouping by speech-communities, but do not usually coincide with it; cultural features, especially, are almost always more widespread than any one language. Before the coming of the white man, an independent Indian tribe which spoke a language of its own, formed both a speech-community and a political and economic unit; as to religion and general culture, however, it resembled neighboring tribes. Under more complex conditions there is less correlation between language and the other groupings. The speech-community which consists of all English-speaking people is divided into two political communities: the United States and the British Empire, and each of these is in turn subdivided; economically, the United States and Canada are more closely united than politically; culturally, we are part of a great area which radiates from western Europe. On the other hand, even the narrowest of these groups, the political United States, includes persons who do not speak English: American Indians, Spanish-speakers in the Southwest, and linguistically unassimilated immigrants. Colonial occupation, as in the Philippines or India, puts a speech-community into political and economic dependence upon a foreign speech-community. In some countries the population is divided into several speech-communities that exist together without local division: a town in Poland consists of Polish-speaking and German-speaking people; by religion, the former are Catholics, the latter Jews, and, until quite recently, very few persons in either group troubled themselves to understand the other group’s language.

I have said nothing about biological grouping, because this does not, like the other groupings, depend upon language for its existence. Most matings, of course, take place between persons of like speech, so that a speech-community is always something of an inbred group; the exceptions, however, are very many, both in the mating of persons of different speech, one of whom usually acquires the other’s language, and, what is more important, in the assimilation into a speech-community of whole groups of foreigners, such as immigrants, conquered people, or captives. These deviations are so many that, if we had records, we should doubtless find very few persons whose ancestors of a few generations ago all spoke the same language. What concerns us most, however, is the fact that the features of a language are not inherited in the biologic sense: a child cries out at birth and would doubtless in any case after a time take to gurgling and babbling, but the particular language he learns is entirely a matter of environment. An infant that gets into a group as a foundling or by adoption, learns the language of the group exactly as does a child of native parentage; as he learns to speak, his language shows no trace of whatever language his parents may have spoken. Whatever hereditary differences there may be in the structure of the larynx, mouth, lips, and so on, of normal human beings, it is certain that these differences are not such as to affect the actions which make up language. The child learns to speak like the persons round him. The first language a human being learns to speak is his native language: he is a native speaker of this language.

3.2. Speech-communities differ greatly in size. More than one American Indian tribe of only a few hundred persons spoke a language of its own. On the other hand, even before the coming of modern communication and travel, some speech-communities were very large: in the first centuries of the Christian Era, Latin and Greek were spoken by millions of people over large areas round the Mediterranean. Under modern conditions, some speech-communities have grown to enormous size. Jespersen estimates the number of speakers of the principal European languages, in millions, for the years 1600 and 1912 as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>1600</th>
<th>1890</th>
<th>1906</th>
<th>1912</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures such as these have only a very indefinite value, because one cannot always tell which local groups form a single speech-community. Ternire, estimating the numbers round the year 1920, names Chinese as the largest speech-community, with 400 million speakers, but the term Chinese denotes a family of mutually unintelligible languages. Doubtless one of these, North Chinese, has today more native speakers than any other language, but I know no estimate of their number. Another language of this group, Cantonese, probably ranks among the largest speech-communities. In any case, English (to continue with Ternire's figures) ranks second, with 170 million native speakers. Russian comes third; Ternire divides the figures between Great Russian (80 millions), Little Russian (Ukrainian, 34 millions), and White Russian (14̈ millions), but these are mutually intelligible varieties, about as different as British and American English. Similarly, Ternire splits the fourth-largest language, German, into German (30 millions) and Judeo-German (7½ millions), although the rest of his figures do not consider dialectal differences; Jespersen's figure of 90 millions is probably nearer right. Ternire's remaining figures omit Javanese, which has at least 20 millions of native speakers. With these modifications his figures are: Spanish 65, Japanese 53, Bengali 50, French 45, Italian 41, Turoco-Tartar 39, Western Hindi 38, Arabic 37, Bihari 36, Portuguese 36, Eastern Hindi 25, Telugu 24, Polish 23, Javanese 20, Marathi 19, Tamil 19, Korean 17, Panjabi 16, Annamite 14, Roumanian 14, Rajasthani 13, Dutch 13, Bohemian-Slovak 12, Canarese 10, Oriya 10, Hungarian 10.

Another element of uncertainty in figures like these arises from the differences within speech-communities. Dutch and German actually form only one speech-community, in the sense that there is no break between local speech-forms, but the extreme types are mutually unintelligible, and the political groups (on the one side Flemish Belgium and the Netherlands, and on the other side, Germany, Austria, and German Switzerland) have adopted two mutually unintelligible speech-forms, Standard Dutch-Flemish and Standard German, as their official languages. On the other hand, Turoco-Tartar and some of the languages of India in our list prob-

1 Indo-European languages spoken in India; we should perhaps add Gujarati, with some 10 million speakers.

Dravidian languages spoken in India.
case is the literary genius. Sometimes convention assigns certain speech-forms to certain speakers, as when the soldier, the well-trained servant, and the child in certain schools, learn to say sir or ma'am to certain persons, who do not reciprocate. Some exclamations, such as Goodness gracious! or Dear me! are largely reserved for the use of women. In some communities very different speech-forms are conventional for the sexes. The classical instance is that of the Carb Indians; a recently authenticated one is the language of the Yana Indians in northern California. Examples of Yana words are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Men's Language</th>
<th>Women's Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'fire'</td>
<td>'auna'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'my fire'</td>
<td>'auna'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'deer'</td>
<td>'bana'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'grizzly-bear'</td>
<td>'et'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The differences between the two sets of Yana forms can be stated by means of a fairly complex set of rules.

3.4. The most important differences of speech within a community are due to differences in density of communication. The infant learns to speak like the people around him, but we must not picture this learning as coming to any particular end; there is no hour or day when we can say that a person has finished learning to speak, but, rather, to the end of his life, the speaker keeps on doing the very things which make up infantile language-learning. Our description of the latter (§ 2.5) might be taken, in many respects, as a slow-motion picture of the ordinary processes of speech. Every speaker's language, except for personal factors which we must here ignore, is a composite result of what he has heard other people say.

Imagine a huge chart with a dot for every speaker in the community, and imagine that every time any speaker utters a sentence, an arrow were drawn into the chart pointing from his dot to the dot representing each one of his hearers. At the end of a given period of time, say seventy years, this chart would show us the density of communication within the community. Some speakers would turn out to have been in close communication; there would be many arrows from one to the other, and there would be many series of arrows connecting them by way of one, two, or three intermediate speakers. At the other extreme there would be widely separated speakers who had never heard each other speak and were connected only by long chains of arrows through many intermediate speakers. If we wanted to explain the likeness and unlikeness between various speakers in the community, or, what comes to the same thing, to predict the degree of likeness for any two given speakers, our first step would be to count and evaluate the arrows and series of arrows connecting their dots. We shall see in a moment that this would be only the first step; the reader of this book, for instance, is more likely to repeat a speech-form which he has heard, say, from a lecturer of great fame, than one which he has heard from a street-sweeper.

The chart we have imagined is impossible of construction. An insurmountable difficulty, and the most important one, would be the factor of time; starting with persons now alive, we should be compelled to put in a dot for every speaker whose voice had ever reached anyone now living, and then a dot for every speaker whom these speakers had ever heard, and so on, back beyond the days of King Alfred the Great, and beyond earliest history, back indefinitely into the primeval dawn of mankind: our speech depends entirely upon the speech of the past.

Since we cannot construct our chart, we depend instead upon the study of indirect results and are forced to resort to hypothesis. We believe that, the differences in density of communication within a speech-community are not only personal and individual, but that the community is divided into various systems of sub-groups such that the persons within a sub-group speak much more to each other than to persons outside their sub-group. Viewing the system of arrows as a network, we may say that these sub-groups are separated by lines of weakness in this net of oral communication. The lines of weakness and, accordingly, the differences of speech within a speech-community are local — due to mere geographic separation — and non-local, or as we usually say, social. In countries over which a speech-community has recently spread and settled, the local differences are relatively small, as, say, in the United States (especially the western part) or Russia; in countries that have been long settled by the same speech-community the local differences are much greater, as, say, in England, where English has been spoken for some 1500 years, or in France where Latin (now called French) has been spoken for two-thousand years.
3.5. We shall examine first the simpler case, as it appears in the United States. The most striking line of cleavage in our speech is one of social class. Children who are born into homes of privilege, in the way of wealth, tradition, or education, become native speakers of what is popularly known as "good" English; the linguist prefers to give it the non-committal name of standard English. Less fortunate children become native speakers of "bad" or "vulgar" or, as the linguist prefers to call it, non-standard English. For instance, I have none, I haven't any, I haven't got any are standard ("good") English, but ain't got none is non-standard ("bad") English.

These two main types of American English are by no means treated alike. The standard forms are used in school, in church, and in all discourse that officially concerns the whole community, as in law-courts and legislative assemblies. All our writing (except by way of jest) is based on the standard forms, and these forms are registered in grammars and dictionaries and presented in textbooks to foreigners who want to learn our language. Both groups of speakers, standard and non-standard, agree in calling the standard forms "good" or "correct" and non-standard forms "bad," "incorrect," "vulgar," or even, "not English." The speaker of standard English does not trouble himself to learn the non-standard forms, but very many speakers of non-standard English try to use the standard forms. A native of the less favored group who acquires prestige, say, in the way of wealth or political eminence, is almost sure to learn, as well as may be, the standard forms of speech; in fact, noticeable lapse in this respect — even a single I seen it or I done it — may endanger his newly acquired position.

Within the standard language there are minor differences. In this case again, the divergent forms are estimated as higher and lower. A Chicagoan, for instance, who uses the ah-vowel of father instead of the more common a-vowel of man in words like laugh, half, bath, dance, can't, is said to be speaking a "higher-class" kind of English. In cases like these, however, people's attitudes differ: many Chicagoans find these ah-forms silly and affected. Speakers of standard English often dispute as to which of two forms is "better": it's I or it's me, forehead or forehead. Since the disputants do not trouble themselves to agree on a definition of "better," these disputes never reach any conclusion. This is a matter which will occupy us again.

Within the standard language, further, there are differences that obviously depend upon density of communication: different economic classes, — say, the very rich and the so-called "middle class" in its various gradations, — differ in speech. Then there are differences of education, in the way both of family tradition and of schooling. These differences are creased by less important divisions of technical occupation: different kinds of craftsmen, merchants, engineers, lawyers, physicians, scientists, artists, and so on, differ somewhat in speech. Sports and hobbies have at least their own vocabulary. The factor of age-groups will concern us later; it is a tremendous force, but works almost unseen, and scarcely appears on the level that now concerns us, except perhaps in young people's fondness for slang.

The most stable and striking differences, even in the United States and even in our standard language, are geographic. In the United States we have three general geographic types of standard English: New England, Central-Western and Southern. Within these types there are smaller local differences: speakers of standard English from older-settled parts of the country can often tell a fellow-speaker's home within fairly narrow limits. In matters of pronunciation, especially, the range of standard English in America is wide: greatly different pronunciations, such as those, say, of North Carolina and Chicago, are accepted equally as standard. Only from the stage do we demand a uniform pronunciation, and here our actors use a British type rather than an American. In England there are similar regional types, but they are not granted equal value. The highest social recognition is given to the "public-school" English of the south. The innumerable gradations from this toward the decidedly provincial types of standard, enjoy less prestige as they depart from the most favored type. The social recognition of a speaker of standard English from Scotland or Yorkshire or Lancashire, depends in part upon how closely his pronunciation approaches the upper-class southern type. In England, but scarcely in the United States, provincial colorings of standard English are tied up with differences of social level.

3.6. Non-standard speech shows greater variety than standard. The higher the social position of the non-standard speaker, the more nearly does he approach the standard language. At the top, are the transitional speakers who use an almost standard form of speech, with only a sprinkling of non-standard forms, and perhaps
a pronunciation with too provincial a twang. At the bottom are the unmistakably rustic or proletarian speakers who make no pretense at using standard forms.

Apart from this continuous gradation, various groups of non-standard speakers have their own speech-forms. Occupational groups, such as fishermen, dairy workers, bakers, brewers, and so on, have, at any rate, their own technical language. Especially, minor groups who are in any way cut off from the great mass, use clearly-marked varieties of speech. Thus, sea-faring men used to speak their own type of non-standard English. Tramps and some kinds of law-breakers have many speech-forms of their own; so do circus people and other wandering entertainers. Among non-standard speakers of German, Christians and Jews, and in some places Catholics and Protestants, differ in many of their linguistic forms. If the special group is at odds with the rest of the community, it may use its peculiariy as a secret dialect, as do the English-speaking Gipsies. Criminals in various countries have developed such secret dialects.

The greatest diversity in non-standard speech, however, is geographically. The geographic differences, which we hear even in the standard English of the United States, are more audible when we listen to non-standard speakers. In remote districts within the older-settled parts of the country these local characteristics are very pronounced, to the point where we may describe them as local dialects.

In older-settled speech-communities, the type exemplified by France, or by the British part of the English-speaking group, local dialects play a much greater part. In such communities the non-standard language can be divided, roughly, to be sure, and without a sharp demarcation, into sub-standard speech, intelligible at least, though not uniform, throughout the country, and local dialect, which differs from place to place to such an extent that speakers living some distance apart may fail to understand each other. Sub-standard speech, in such countries, belongs to the “lower middle class,” to the more ambitious small tradesfolk, mechanics, or city workmen,—and the local dialects are spoken by the peasants and the poorest people of the towns.

The local dialects are of paramount importance to the linguist, not merely because their great variety gives him work to do, but because the origin and history of the standard and sub-standard types of speech can be understood only in the light of the local dialects. Especially during the last decades, linguists have come to see that dialect geography furnishes the key to many problems.

In a country like France, Italy, or Germany,—better studied in this respect than England,—every village or, at most, every group of two or three villages, has its own local dialect. The differences between neighboring local dialects are usually small, but recognizable. The villagers are ready to tell in what way their neighbors’ speech differs from theirs, and often tease their neighbors about these peculiarities. The difference from place to place is small, but, as one travels in any one direction, the differences accumulate, until speakers, say from opposite ends of the country, cannot understand each other, although there is no sharp line of linguistic demarcation between the places where they live. Any such geographic area of gradual transitions is called a dialect area.

Within a dialect area, we can draw lines between places which differ as to any feature of language. Such lines are called isoglosses. If a village has some unique peculiarity of speech, the isogloss based on this peculiarity will be simply a line round this village. On the other hand, if some peculiarity extends over a larger part of the dialect area, the isogloss of this feature will appear as a long line, dividing the dialect area into two sections. In Germany, for instance, the northern dialects pronounce the word bite with a t-sound, as we do in English, but the southern dialects pronounce it with an s-sound (as in standard German bittet); the isogloss which separates these two forms is a long and very irregular line, running east and west across the whole German speech area. In the north and northeast of England one can mark off an area where the past tense of bring has the form bryn. Dialect atlases, collections of maps of a speech area with isoglosses drawn in, are an important tool for the linguist.

The speakers’ attitude toward local dialects differs somewhat in different countries. In England the local dialects have little prestige; the upper-class speaker does not bother with them and the native speaker of a local dialect who rises socially will try to cast it off, even if only in exchange for some form of sub-standard speech. The Germans, on the other hand, have developed, within the last century, a kind of romantic fondness for local dialects. While the middle-class speaker, who is not quite sure of his social position, will shy away from them, some upper-class Germans make
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it a point to speak the local dialect of their home. In German Switzerland this goes farthest: even the upper-class Swiss, who is familiar with standard German, uses local dialect as the normal medium of communication in his family and with his neighbors.

3. 7. The main types of speech in a complex speech-community can be roughly classed as follows:

(1) literary standard, used in the most formal discourse and in writing (example: I have none);

(2) colloquial standard, the speech of the privileged class (example: I haven’t any or I haven’t got any — in England only if spoken with the southern “public school” sounds and intonation);

(3) provincial standard, in the United States probably not to be differentiated from (2), spoken by the “middle” class, very close to (2), but differing slightly from province to province (example: I haven’t any or I haven’t got any, spoken in England, with sounds or intonations that deviate from the “public school” standard);

(4) sub-standard, clearly different from (1), (2), and (3), spoken in European countries by the “lower middle” class, in the United States by almost all but the speakers of type (2-3), and differing topographically, without intense local difference (example: I ain’t got none);

(5) local dialect, spoken by the least privileged class; only slightly developed in the United States; in Switzerland used also, as a domestic language, by the other classes; differs from village to village; the varieties so great as often to be incomprehensible to each other and to speakers of (2-3-4) (Example: a hoe none).

3. 8. Our survey of differences within a speech-community has shown us that the members of a speech-community may speak so much alike that anyone can understand anyone else, or may differ so much that persons who live some distance apart may fail to understand each other. The former case is illustrated by an Indian tribe of a few hundred persons, the latter by a far-flung speech community like English, where an American and a dialect-speaking Yorkshireman, for instance, do not understand each other’s speech. Actually, however, we can draw no line between the two cases, because there are all kinds of gradations between understanding and failing to understand. Whether the American and the Yorkshireman understand each other, may depend on the intelligence of the two individuals concerned, upon their general experience with foreign dialects or languages, upon

their disposition at the moment, upon the extent to which the situation clarifies the value of the speech-utterance, and so on. Again, there are endless gradations between local and standard speech; either or both persons may make concessions which aid understanding, and these concessions will usually run in the direction of the standard language.

All this prevents our drawing a plain line round the borders of many a speech community. The clear cases are those where two mutually unintelligible languages abut on each other, as do, say, English and Spanish in our Southwest. Here each person’s native language — if, for simplicity sake, we ignore the languages of Indians and recent immigrants — is either English or Spanish, and we can draw an imaginary line, a language boundary, which will separate the English-speakers from the Spanish-speakers. This language boundary will of course not appear as a simple and fixed line between two topographically solid communities. There will be English-speaking settlements thrown out, in the shape of speech-islands, into totally Spanish surroundings, and vice versa, Spanish speech-islands surrounded by English-speaking communities. Families and individuals of either group will be found living among the other and will have to be enclosed in a separate little circle of our language boundary. Our language boundary, then, consists not only of a great irregular line, but also of many little closed curves around speech-islands, some of which contain only a single family or a single person. In spite of its geometrical complexity and of its instability from day to day, this language boundary at any rate represents a plain distinction. It is true that linguistic scholars have found enough resemblance between English and Spanish to prove beyond a doubt that these languages are related, but the resemblance and relationship are too distant to affect the question with which we are here concerned.

The same might be said, for instance, of German and Danish: across the Jutland peninsula, just north of the city of Flensburg, we could draw a boundary between the two languages, and this boundary would show, on a smaller scale, the same features as the English-Spanish boundary in our Southwest. In this case, however, the resemblance between the two languages is sufficiently close to warn us of further possibilities. The two languages are mutually unintelligible, but resemble each other so closely that it takes no linguistic research to see the relationship. If one
can compare such things at all, the difference is no greater than the difference between, say, a German local dialect spoken in Sleswick and one spoken in Switzerland. German and Danish, where they abut on each other, show a difference no greater than the differences which may exist within a single locally differentiated speech-community — only that in the latter case the intermediate gradations intervene, while between German and Danish we find no intermediate dialects.

The purely relative nature of this distinction appears more plainly in other cases. We speak of French and Italian, of Swedish and Norwegian, of Polish and Bohemian as separate languages, because these communities are politically separate and use different standard languages, but the differences of local speech-forms at the border are in all these cases relatively slight and no greater than the differences which we find within each of these speech-communities. The question comes down to this: what degree of difference between adjoining speech-forms justifies the name of a language border? Evidently, we cannot weigh differences as accurately as all this. In some cases, certainly, our habits of nomenclature will not apply to linguistic conditions. The local dialects justify no line between what we call German and what we call Dutch-Flemish: the Dutch-German speech area is linguistically a unit, and the cleavage is primarily political; it is linguistic only in the sense that the political units use different standard languages. In sum, the term speech-community has only a relative value. The possibility of communication between groups, or even between individuals, ranges all the way from zero up to the most delicate adjustment. It is evident that the intermediate degrees contribute very much to human welfare and progress.

3.9. The possibilities of communication are enhanced and the boundaries of the speech-community are further obscured by another very important factor, namely, people's use of foreign languages. This is by no means a modern accomplishment; among peoples of simpler civilization, such as some tribes of American Indians, well-bred persons often speak more than one of the languages of neighboring tribes. The factor of foreign-language speaking does not lend itself to measurement, since proficiency ranges all the way down to a smattering so slight as to be of almost no actual use. To the extent that the learner can communicate, he may be ranked as a foreign speaker of a language. We have already seen that the usefulness of some languages, such as English or Malay, is partly due to the adherence of foreign speakers. Often enough, as among the educated classes in India, English serves as the means of communication between foreign speakers who do not understand each other's native languages.

Some people entirely give up the use of their native language in favor of a foreign one. This happens frequently among immigrants in the United States. If the immigrant does not stay in a settlement of others from his own country, and especially if he marries outside his original nationality, he may have no occasion at all to use his native language. Especially, it would seem, in the case of less educated persons, this may result, after a time, in wholesale forgetting: people of this kind understand their native language when they chance to hear it spoken, but can no longer speak it freely or even intelligibly. They have made a shift of language; their only medium of communication is now English, and it is for them not a native but an adopted language. Sometimes these people have nevertheless acquired English very imperfectly and therefore are in the position of speaking no language well.

Another, more common case of shift of language occurs in the children of immigrants. Very often the parents speak their native language at home, and make it the native language of their children, but the children, as soon as they begin to play out of doors or to attend school, refuse to speak the home language, and in time succeed in forgetting all but a smattering of it, and speak only English. For them, English has become what we may call their adult language. In general, they speak it perfectly — that is, in a manner indistinguishable from that of the surrounding native speakers — but in some cases they carry over foreign peculiarities from their native language. This latter they speak very imperfectly or not at all, but their passive understanding, when they hear it, is somewhat better. A study of similar cases in Wales, where the children of Welsh-speaking parents shift to English, seems to show that this process retards the child's development.

3.10. In the extreme case of foreign-language learning the speaker becomes so proficient as to be indistinguishable from the native speakers around him. This happens occasionally in adult shifts of language and frequently in the childhood shift just described. In the cases where this perfect foreign-language learn-
ing is not accompanied by loss of the native language, it results in bilingualism, native-like control of two languages. After early childhood few people have enough muscular and nervous freedom or enough opportunity and leisure to reach perfection in a foreign language; yet bilingualism of this kind is commoner than one might suppose, both in cases like those of our immigrants and as a result of travel, foreign study, or similar association. Of course, one cannot define a degree of perfection at which a good foreign speaker becomes a bilingual; the distinction is relative.

More commonly the bilingual acquires his second language in early childhood. This happens frequently in communities near a language border, or where a family lives as a speech-island, or where the parents are of different speech. Many well-to-do European families make their children bilingual by employing foreign nurses or governesses. The educated Swiss-German is bilingual in the sense that he speaks both the local dialect and the highly divergent standard German. In the United States, better-educated immigrants often succeed in making their children bilingual; this development contrasts with the shifting of language among less privileged groups. In all these cases, apparently, the two languages play somewhat different parts in the life of the bilingual. Ordinarily one language is the home language, while the other serves a wider range, but other dispositions also occur. The apparent frequency with which one meets bilinguals among artists and men of science may indicate a favorable effect of bilingualism on the general development of the child; on the other hand, it may mean merely that bilingualism results from generally favorable childhood surroundings.

CHAPTER 4

THE LANGUAGES OF THE WORLD

4.1. Among the languages that are spoken today, only few are even tolerably well known to science. Of many we have inadequate information, of others none at all. The older stages of some present-day languages, and some languages no longer spoken are known to us from written records; these records, however, acquaint us with only an infinitesimal part of the speech-forms of the past. Some extinct languages are known from the scantiest of records, such as a few proper names, many more only by the name of the people who spoke them, and doubtless a vastly greater number has disappeared without a trace. More than one language now spoken, especially in Africa and in South America, will pass out of existence without being recorded.

The inadequacy of our knowledge makes it impossible to determine the relationships that may exist between many languages. In general, students who deal with slightly-known languages, have a weakness for setting up relationships on insufficient evidence. By relationship of languages we mean, of course, resemblances that can be explained only on the assumption that the languages are divergent forms of a single older language. Such resemblances show themselves in phonetic correspondences like those cited in Chapter 1, correspondences which can be determined only on the basis of extensive and accurate data. The less known the languages and the less expert the student, the greater is the danger of his making false assumptions of kinship. Even the most positive announcements often turn out, upon examination, to be based upon insufficient evidence.

4.2. English is spoken by more native speakers than any other language except, presumably, North Chinese; if we count the important factor of foreign speakers, English is the most widespread of languages. The number of native speakers of English was estimated for 1920 at about 170 millions (§ 3.2). Almost all of these speakers use standard or sub-standard English; local dialects are of small extent and for the most part mutually intelligible.
English is unmistakably related to the other Germanic languages, but at the same time differs plainly from all of them. History tells us that it came to Britain as the language of invaders, the Angles, Saxons, and Jutes, who conquered the island in the fifth century of our era. The marked difference of English from the Germanic speech along the continental shore of the North Sea is explained by the millennium and a half of separation. The oldest written records of English, dating from the eighth and ninth centuries, confirm this, for their language closely resembles that of the oldest records of continental Germanic speech, which date from about the same time. The splitting off of English is a classical example of the way in which a dialect area is divided by migration.

The resemblance is closest between English and the dialects of the Frisian area, spoken by some 350,000 persons on the coast and coastal islands along the North Sea. This resemblance appears strikingly in the oldest Frisian texts, which date from the second half of the thirteenth century. We conclude that English is an offshoot of an Anglo-Frisian (or Ingvaeonic) dialect area, which must have been fairly extensive before the migration to Britain.

Outside of Frisian, the Germanic-speaking area of the European mainland (excluding Scandinavia) shows no sharp cleavages. The nearest thing to a break is a heavy bundle of isoglosses running east and west across Germany: north of the bundle one speaks p, t, k in words like hope, hate, make; south of it, sounds like f, s, kh, as in standard German heffen, heissen, machen. The speech of the northern type is known as Low German, that of the southern as High German; since the various isoglosses do not coincide, the distinction can be sharply drawn only if one resorts to an arbitrary definition. This difference appears already in our oldest records, which date from about the same time as those of English. Various kinds of evidence show us that the divergence of the southern type is due to changes which took place in the south during the fifth and sixth centuries of our era. The Continental West Germanic dialects, as they are called in contrast with Anglo-Frisian, made a vigorous eastward expansion during the Middle Ages; to the east and southeast of the main area there are many speech-islands, especially of the High German type, such as Yiddish in Poland and Russia. Continental West Germanic is spoken today by over 100 million persons. It has developed two great

standard languages, Dutch-Flemish, which is used in Belgium and the Netherlands and is based on western coastal dialects of the Low-German type, and New High German, based on eastern central dialects of the district that was gained by medieval expansion. Anglo-Frisian and Continental West Germanic resemble each other closely enough to be viewed as a West Germanic unit, in contrast with the smaller Scandinavian (or North Germanic) group. Within this group, Icelandic differs markedly from the rest, what with the thousand years of separation since Iceland was colonized from western Norway. Icelandic is spoken today by some 100,000 speakers. The language of the Faroese Islands, with about 23,000 speakers, is close to Icelandic. The rest of the area, comprising Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Gotland, and part of the Finnish coast, shows no marked cleavages; the speakers number some 15 millions. Our oldest records of North Germanic speech are inscriptions, some of which may date as early as the fourth century A.D.; the oldest manuscripts date from the twelfth century, but the wording of the texts, especially in the case of some Icelandic literature, may be several centuries older. The present-day standard languages are Icelandic, Danish, Dano-Norwegian, Norwegian, Swedish.

We have some information about Germanic languages that are no longer spoken, such as the languages of the Goths, Vandals, Burgundians, and Lombards. Parts of a Bible translation in the Gothic language of the Visigoths, made by Bishop Utha in the fourth century, are preserved to us in sixth-century manuscripts, notably the Silver Codex. While the language of the Lombards seems to have been of the West Germanic type, the others, including Gothic, were closer to Scandinavian and are usually set apart as an East Germanic group. East Germanic settlers seem to have kept their language in the Crimea and elsewhere on the Black Sea until the eighteenth century.

All the languages so far named resemble each other closely in contrast with all others, and accordingly constitute the Germanic family of languages; they are divergent modern forms of a single prehistoric language to which we give the name Primitive Germanic (§ 1.6).

4.3. The kinship of the Germanic family, as a whole, with certain other languages and language families of Europe and Asia, is not superficially apparent, but has been fully established.
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by the researches of the last century; together, all these languages make up the Indo-European family (§ 1.6).

To the west of the Germanic languages we find today the remnants of the Celtic family. Irish is known to us from a manuscript literature since the eighth century of our era; a few inscriptions on stone are perhaps much earlier. Irish is spoken by some 400,000 people, and its offshoot, Scots Gaelic, by some 150,000; Manx, as a home language, alongside English, by a few hundred. Another branch of the Celtic family consists of Welsh and Breton, each with about a million speakers and known through written records since the eighth century. The latter, spoken on the northwestern coast of France, was brought there from Britain, perhaps as early as the fourth century. Another language of this branch, Cornish, whose earliest records date from the ninth century, died out round the year 1800. History and the evidence of place-names show that Celtic was in earlier times spoken over a large part of Europe, including what is now Bohemia, Austria, southern Germany, northern Italy, and France. It was superseded in these regions by Latin, as a result of Roman conquests, and by Germanic languages, as a result of the great migrations in the early centuries of our era. We have a few scant inscriptions, dating from round 100 B.C., in the ancient Celtic language of Gaul.

Northeast of the Germanic languages lies the Baltic family. The two surviving languages of this family, Lithuanian, spoken by some 2½ million people, and Latvian, spoken by some 1½ millions, have written records dating from the sixteenth century; thanks to the political independence of Lithuania and Latvia, both of these dialect-groups are now developing vigorous standard languages. A third language of this group, Old Prussian, is known to us from a few written documents of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries; it ceased to be spoken in the seventeenth century.

South of the Baltic languages, and east and southeast of the Germanic, we find the great Slavic family. The eastward expansion of German in the Middle Ages overlaid various languages of the West Slavic branch. One of these, Lusatian (Wendish, Sorbian), survives as a speech-island of some 30,000 persons in Upper Saxony; another, Polabian, survived into the eighteenth century and has left a few written texts; the rest have died out, leaving a trace only in Germanized place-names. As a result of the struggle, the two great surviving West Slavic dialect areas show a peculiar geographic configuration: a narrow streak of speech-islands trails off northward from the main Polish area along the Vistula toward Danzig, and Bohemian juts out westward as a kind of peninsula into the domain of German. Polish, recorded since the fourteenth century, is spoken by more than 20 million people. The Bohemian area, divided on the basis of standard languages, into Czech and Slovak, comprises perhaps 12 million speakers; the oldest records date from the thirteenth century. East Slavic consists of but one enormous dialect area, Russian, with at least 110 million speakers, and written records dating back to the twelfth century. The South Slavic branch is separated from the others by the intervention of Hungarian, an unrelated intruder. It consists of Bulgarian, with some 5 million speakers, Serbo-Croatian, with some 10 million, and Slovene, with about 1½ million. Our oldest written records of Slavic speech are Old Bulgarian records from the ninth century, preserved in manuscripts written at least a century later, and a scant tenth-century text in Old Slovene. Some students find a relatively close resemblance between the Baltic and Slavic groups, and include them together as a Balto-Slavic sub-group within the Indo-European family.

To the south of the Germanic languages, Romance languages are spoken: the Portuguese-Spanish-Catalan area (with three standard languages indicated by these names) comprising in all over 100 million speakers, the French area with 45 millions, the Italian with over 40 millions, and Latin (Romano-Romance) in Switzerland, spoken by some 16,000 persons. A further group, the Dalmatian, is extinct: one of the dialects, Ragusan, died out in the fifteenth century; another, Veluto, survived into the nineteenth. To the east, on the Black Sea, cut off from the western areas by the intrusion of South Slavic, lies the Romanian area, estimated as having 14 millions of speakers. All the Romance languages, of course, are modern forms of Latin, the ancient dialect of the city of Rome. Our oldest records of Latin date from somewhere round 300 B.C. In medieval and modern times, Latin has been used as an artificial medium for writing and learned discourse. Ancient inscriptions show us, in Italy, some sister languages of Latin, notably Osco and Umbrian; these and others, which in the course of Roman expansion were superseded by Latin, belong together with Latin, into the Italic family. Some scholars believe that Italic and Celtic are connected by special resemblances, so
as to form an Italo-Celtic sub-group within the Indo-European family.

East of the Adriatic, south of Serbo-Croatian, is the Albanese area. Albanese, known from records only since the seventeenth century, is spoken by a population of 1½ millions. Although Albanese is full of loan-words from the surrounding languages, the native nucleus of its forms shows it to be a separate branch of the Indo-European stock.

Greek is spoken today by some 7 millions of speakers, in many local dialects and in a widespread standard language. The modern dialects are almost entirely descended from the standard language (the so-called Koine) which prevailed in the first centuries of the Christian Era, having superseded the local and provincial dialects of ancient times. These Ancient Greek dialects are known to us from many inscriptions, beginning in the seventh century B.C., from fragments of writing on papyrus, beginning in the fourth century B.C., and from a copious literature (transmitted, to be sure, in much later manuscripts), whose oldest compositions, the Homeric poems, are at least as old as 800 B.C.

In Asia Minor we find one branch of the Indo-European stock, Armenian, spoken today by 3 or 4 million people; our oldest written records of Armenian date from the fifth century A.D.

The great Asianic offshoot of the Indo-European family is the Indo-Iranian group. This consists of two sub-groups, Iranian and Indo-Aryan (or Indo-Aryan), very different today, but in the forms of our earliest records so similar that we can with certainty view them as descendants of a Primitive Indo-Iranian parent language.

The principal dialect areas of modern Iranian are Persian (with a standard language of high prestige, spoken by perhaps 7 or 8 millions of people), the Caucasian group, and Kurdish; then, eastward, the Pamir dialects, Afghan (Pashto), with some 4 million speakers, and Baluchi; an isolated offshoot, far to the west is Ossete, in the Caucasus, spoken by some 225,000 persons. Our oldest records of Iranian are the rock inscriptions, in Old Persian, of King Darius the Great and his successors (from the sixth to the fourth centuries B.C.), and the sacred texts, in Avestan, of the Zoroastrian (Parsi) religion, whose oldest portions may have been composed as early as 600 B.C., though our manuscripts are quite modern and contain a text which has undergone serious orthographic revision. Intermediate stages, except for Persian (Pehlevi),

are less well known, but early in the present century discoveries of manuscript fragments in Chinese Turkestan gave us knowledge of other medieval Iranian languages, which have been identified as Parthian, Sogdian, and Sabian.

The other sub-branch of Indo-Iranian, Indic, comprises a total of more than 230 millions of speakers, distributed among a number of dialect areas which cover the larger part of India and include such great languages as Marathi (19 millions), Gujarati (10 millions), Pauravi (16 millions), Rajasthani (13 millions), Western Hindi (38 millions), Eastern Hindi (25 millions), Oriya (10 millions), Bengali (90 millions). The language of the Gipsies (Romany) is an emigrant offshoot of the Paštiŝh area in northwestern India. Our oldest written records of Indic speech, the inscriptions of Kāl Aśoka, dating from the third century B.C., show us a number of Indic dialects in what is called the Prakrit (or Middle Indic) stage; Indic languages in the Prakrit stage are known to us also from later inscriptions and from manuscripts; among these last is Pali, the language of the Buddhist scriptures. An even earlier stage of Indic speech, the Sanskritic (or Old Indic) stage, is known to us, strangely enough, from somewhat later documents. Our oldest texts in this stage are the Vedas, collections of hymns; the original composition of the oldest parts of the oldest collection, the Rig-Veda, is placed conservatively at 1200 B.C. These hymns form the basic part of the scriptures of the Brahmin religion. A second, slightly divergent type of Old Indic speech is known to us from the Brāhmaṇa’s, the prose texts of the Brahmin religion, and from the grammar of Pāṇini (§ 1.5) and its ancillary works. This language, known as Sanskrit, was spoken round the fourth century B.C. by the upper class somewhere in northwestern India. As a standard dialect and later as a literary and scholastic language, it gradually came into official use all over Brahmin India; in the inscriptions it appears first round 150 B.C. and a few centuries later entirely supersedes the dialects of the Prakrit type; from that time to the present, written according to the rules of Pāṇini’s grammar, it has served as the medium of an enormous body of artistic and scholarly literature.

Beside the branches so far named, all of which are represented by languages spoken today, there must have existed at different times many other offshoots of Primitive Indo-European, some closely related to surviving branches, others intermediate between
them, and perhaps still others quite apart. Of some such languages we have a slight knowledge. Round the Adriatic, the Illyrian languages were spoken in ancient times; Illyrian, in which we have only a few proper names, Venetic, known from inscriptions that date from the fourth to the second centuries B.C., and Messapian in southern Italy, with inscriptions dating from 450 to 150 B.C. Of Thracoian, in the western part of the Balkan peninsula, we have only a few names and words and a single inscription (round 400 B.C.); it seems to have been closely related to Phrygian, in Asia Minor, which is known to us from a set of inscriptions dating as early as the eighth century B.C. and another set from the first centuries of our era. Macedonian seems to have been closely related to Greek. Ligurian (round the present Riviera) and Sicelian in Sicily, may have been close to Illyric. Techarian, in Central Asia, is known to us from manuscript fragments of the sixth century A.D., found in Chinese Turkestan.

Primitive Indo-European, in its turn, must have been related to other languages; with one exception, however, these have either died out or else changed so much as to obscure the kinship. The one exception is Hittite, an ancient language of Asia Minor, known to us from cuneiform inscriptions that begin round 1400 B.C. This relationship, though distant, enables us to reconstruct some of the pre-history of Primitive Indo-European and some features of a presumable Primitive Indo-Hittite parent language.

4. 4. As the various languages of the Indo-European stock spread over their present vast territory, they must have obliterated many unrelated forms of speech. A remnant of such a language is Basque, spoken today by some half-million people in the western Pyrenees. Our oldest texts in Basque date from the sixteenth century. It is the only surviving form of ancient Iberian, once spoken over southern France and Spain, and known to us from inscriptions and place-names.

Of other such languages, now extinct, we have only scant information. In Italy, Etruscan, a totally unrelated neighbor that exerted a powerful influence on the Latin people, has left us copious inscriptions, which begin as early as the sixth century B.C. They are in the Greek alphabet and can be read, but not understood. The inscriptions in ancient Raetian show this language to have been an offshoot of Etruscan. An inscription of about 600 B.C. on the island of Lemnos and a series of inscriptions of the fourth and third centuries B.C., mostly from Sardis in Asia Minor, show that Etruscan was related to Luvian and Lydian; the texts of only the last-named have been interpreted.

From ancient Crete we have several inscriptions in the Greek alphabet but in an unknown language, two from the fourth century B.C. and one (from the town of Praia) somewhat older. From a much earlier period, round 1500 B.C. we have Cretan inscriptions partly in picture-writing and partly in a simplified system derived from this.

From Asia Minor we have cursive inscriptions in Lycian, from the fifth and fourth centuries B.C., and less extensive ones in Carian, from the seventh century B.C. The former are in a Greek alphabet and have been partly interpreted; the writing of the latter may be of the same provenience, but is undeciphered. In Syria and the adjacent part of Asia Minor copious inscriptions in picture-writing from about 1000 B.C. to about 550 B.C. have been attributed to the Hittites, but there is no reason for believing that these undeciphered inscriptions were made by the same people as our Hittite cuneiform records (§ 4.3).

Cuneiform inscriptions on rock and clay from the Near East acquaint us with extinct languages of an older time: Sumerian in Mesopotamia, from 4000 B.C., Elamitic, in Persia, from 2000 B.C.; scant records of Cassean, east of Mesopotamia, from 1600 B.C., Mitanni, east of Mesopotamia, from round 1400 B.C.; the language of Van (near Lake Van) from the ninth and eighth centuries B.C.; and several uninterpreted languages within the Hittite empire in Asia Minor. Of the other languages represented in records of this type, we have already mentioned Old Persian and Hittite (§ 4.3), and shall immediately speak of Babylonian-Assyrian, a Semitic language.

4. 5. Of the present-day families which border upon Indo-European, one or more may be distantly akin; the Semitic-Hamitic and the Finno-Ugric families seem to show some resemblance to Indo-European, but, in spite of much effort, no conclusive evidence has been found.

The Semitic-Hamitic family consists of four branches which resemble each other but distantly: Semitic, Egyptian, Berber, and Cushite.

The Semitic branch appears in two offshoots. The eastern, now extinct, consists of Babylonian-Assyrian, known to us from in-
The Egyptian, Berber, and Cushite branches of Semitic-Hamitic are usually included under the name of Hamitic languages.

Egyptian is recorded for us in hieroglyphic inscriptions from 4000 B.C.; the later form of the language, known as Coptic, appears in a manuscript literature of Christian times. Egyptian died out, superseded by Arabic, in the seventeenth century.

The Berber branch of Semitic-Hamitic, is known from ancient times through inscriptions in the Libyan language, from the fourth century B.C.; it is represented today by various languages, such as Tamasq and Kabyle, which have maintained themselves against Arabic in northern Africa and are said to total some 6 or 7 million speakers.

The fourth branch of Semitic-Hamitic is Cushite, south of Egypt; it includes a number of languages, among them Somali and Gaal, the latter with some 8 million speakers.

4.6. South of the Arab and Berber areas of northern Africa, a broad belt of many languages stretches across the continent from the Ethiopian and Cushite areas in the east to the Gulf of Guinea in the west. The languages of this vast belt, spoken by a population of presumably some 50 millions, are little known. Some scholars, upon very scant evidence, believe them all to be related; others connect some of these languages with Hamitic, or some with Bantu. Among the languages of this region that are more often named, we may mention Wolof and Ful in Senegal; Crebo, Fue, and Yoruba along the Guinea coast; Hausa in the central region; and in the east, Nuba in a large territory round Khartoum, south of this, Dinka, and still further south, Masai.

South of this Guinean and Soudanese belt we come upon the vast Bantu family of languages, which before the European invasion covered all the rest of Africa except only a southwestern district. The languages of the Bantu family, totalling some 50 millions of speakers, are very numerous; among the better known are Luganda, Swahili, Kaffir, Zulu, Tshelo, Shisga, Herero.

The portion of southwestern Africa that was not Bantu-speaking, belonged, before the coming of the European, to two unrelated linguistic areas: the Bushman, with some 50,000 speakers, and the Hottentot, with some 250,000.

4.7. Returning to the continent of Eurasia, we find, to the east of the Indo-European languages and in topographic alternation with them, the great Finno-Ugrian family. This family
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consists of six major branches. The first is the Finnish-Lapponic. In the northerly parts of Norway, Sweden, and Finland, some 30,000 people speak Lappish. The other languages of the Finnish-Lapponic branch form a closer group, the Finnish (or Baltic-Finnish). The largest language of this type is Finnish, recorded in a fragmentary way as early as the thirteenth century and in printed books since 1644; Finnish is native to some 3 million speakers. Esthonian, with earliest records of about the same dates, is spoken by about a million people. Both Finnish and Esthonian have standard languages which are official in the republics of Finland and Esthonia. The other languages of the Baltic branch, Carelian, Olonetsian, Ludian, Vepsian, Livonian, Ingrian, and Votian, are far smaller, and some of them are near extinction. Four further branches of the Finno-Ugric stock lie in patches across the extent of European and Asiatic Russia; they are Mordvinic (a million speakers); Cheremisic (275,000); Permian, consisting of Volgaik (420,000) and Zyrian (285,000), the latter with written records from the fourteenth century; Ob-Ugric, consisting of Ostyk (18,000) and Vogale (5000). The sixth branch of Finno-Ugric is Hungarian, brought by invaders at the end of the ninth century into central Europe. Aside from scattered words in Latin documents, the oldest written record of Hungarian dates from the thirteenth century. In a flourishing standard language and in a number of local dialects Hungarian is spoken by some 10 million persons.

To the east of the Ostyk area, along the Yenisei River, some 180,000 persons speak languages of the Samoyedic family. These languages are dispersed over a wide area and show great local diversity. Some investigators believe that Samoyedic and Finno-Ugric are related.

4. 8. The Turkish (Turkic-Tartar or Altaic) family of languages covers a vast main area, from Asia Minor, conquered at the end of the Middle Ages, by the Ottoman Turks, all the way to the upper reaches of the Yenisei. These languages, with little differentiation, are spoken by some 30 millions of people; Turkish, Tartar, Kirghiz, Uzbek, Aserbajjani are the more familiar language-names. Our oldest texts are some Siberian inscriptions, dating from the eighth century A.D., a Turkish-Arabic vocabulary from the eleventh century, and a Latin-Persian-Turkish vocabulary from the fourteenth. Separated from the other languages of the group, but not very different from them, is Yakut, spoken by over 200,000 people in northernmost Siberia. Some students believe that Turkic-Tartar is related to the Mongol and Manchu families; others, on even slighter grounds, claim a relationship of all these with Finno-Ugric and Samoyedic (in what they call a Ural-Altaic family).

The Mongol languages lie for the most part east of the TurkoTartar, in Mongolia, but, in consequence of the former wandering and predatory habits of these tribes, scattered communities are found in various parts of Asia, and even in European Russia. The total number of speakers is estimated at 3 millions. The oldest known written record is an inscription from the time of Genghis Khan, in the thirteenth century.

The Tungus-Manchu family lies to the north of the Mongol, dividing Yakut from the rest of the Turko-Tartar area. Tungus is spoken by some 70,000 persons dwelling over a relatively large tract in Siberia. The number of actual speakers of Manchu is uncertain, since most of the so-called Manchus in China speak only Chinese; Deny estimates it at well under a million. As a literary and official language, Manchu has been printed since 1647; the manuscript tradition goes back to an even earlier date.

The great Indo-Chinese (or Sino-Tibetan) family consists of three branches. One of these is Chinese, spoken by some 400 millions of people; it forms really a vast dialect area containing many, in part mutually unintelligible, dialects or languages. These have been classified into four main groups: the Mandarin group (North Chinese, including the language of Peking; Middle Chinese, including Nanking; West Chinese, in Szechuen), the Central Coastal group (Shanghai, Ningpo, Hangkow), the Kianhui group, and the South Chinese group (Foshow; Aomoy-Sian; Cantonese-Hokka). Our oldest texts are inscriptions, some of which may date as far back as 2000 B.C., but since Chinese writing uses a separate symbol for each word, with little indication of sounds, even an intelligible document may tell us little or nothing of the language: our knowledge of Chinese speech, therefore, does not set in before about 600 A.D. The second branch of Indo-Chinese is the Tai family, which includes Siamese, spoken by some 7 millions of people; the oldest record is an inscription from 1293 A.D. The third branch is Tibeto-Burman, consisting of four groups: in the Tibetan group, the language of the same name, with rec-
ords reaching back to the ninth century A.D., is the most important; in the Burmese group, Burmese, with some 8 million speakers, holds a similar position; the other two groups, Bodo-Naga-Kachin and Laot, consist of lesser dialects.

The Hyperborean family, in the extreme northeastern corner of Asia, consists of Chukchee, spoken by some 10,000 persons, Koryak, with almost as many speakers, and Kamchadal, with 1000.

Along the Yenisei River, Yenisei-Ogut, with some 1000 speakers, and Cottian, probably by this time extinct, form an independent family.

No relationship has been found for several other languages of eastern Asia. Gilyak is spoken in the northern part of Sakhalin Island and round the mouth of the Amur River. Ainu is spoken by some 20,000 persons in Japan. Japanese has 56 million speakers; the written records begin in the eighth century. Korean has 17 million speakers.

4. 9. Turning southeastward from Europe, we find in the Caucasian region a great variety of languages. Apart from Ossete, an Iranian language (§ 43), these are generally classed into two families, North Caucasian and South Caucasian, with between 1 and 2 million speakers in each. The best known of these languages, Georgian, belongs to the latter group; the written records begin as early as the tenth century A.D.

In India, south of the Indo-Aryan languages, lie the great Dravidian family, including, beside many lesser languages, the great speech-areas (and standard literary languages) of Tamil (18 million), Malayalam (6 million), Canarese (10 million; oldest inscriptions from the fifth century A.D.), Telugu (24 million). A single Dravidian language, Brakui (with 174,000 speakers) is spoken, far off from the rest, in the mountains of Baluchistan; it seems to be a relic of a time when Dravidian occupied a much wider territory, before the invasion of Indo-Aryan and Iranian speech.

The languages of the Munda family are spoken by 3 million of persons in two separate parts of India, namely, on the southern slope of the Himalayas and round the plateau of Chota Nagpur in central India.

The Mon-Khmer family lies in patches over southeastern Asia, including the Nicobar Islands and some districts in the Malay Peninsula. Our oldest records are inscriptions in Cambodian, dating from the seventh century A.D. This family includes at present one great cultural language, Annamite, spoken by 14 million of people. Some scholars believe both the Munda and the Mon-Khmer families to be related to the Malay-Polynesian family (forming the so-called Austro-Tai family of languages).

The Malay-Polynesian (or Austronesian) family extends from the Malay Peninsula across the Pacific to Easter Island. It consists of four branches. The Malay (or Indonesian) branch includes Malay, with some 3 million native speakers and widespread as a language of commerce and civilization; further, it embraces the languages of the great islands of the East, such as Formosean, Japanese (20 millions), Sundanese (6 millions), Madurese (3 millions), Balinese (1 million), and the many Philippine languages, among them Bisaya (2½ millions) and Tagalog (1½ millions); a distant offshoot is Malagasy, the language of Madagascar, spoken by some 3 million people. The second, Melanesian, branch of Malay-Polynesian includes many languages of smaller island groups, such as the languages of the Solomon Islands and Fiji. The Micronesian branch contains the languages of a smaller tract, the Gilbert, Marshall, Caroline, and Marianas archipelagos and the Island of Yap. The fourth, Polynesian branch includes Maori, the native language of New Zealand, and the languages of the more easterly Pacific islands, such as Samoan, Tahitian, Hawaiian, and the language of Easter Island.

The other families of this part of the earth have been little studied; the Papuan family, on New Guinea and adjacent islands, and the Australian languages.

4. 10. There remains the American continent.

It is estimated that the territory north of Mexico was inhabited, before the coming of the white man, by nearly 1,500,000 Indians; in this same territory the number of speakers of American languages today cannot be much over a quarter of a million, with English making ever more rapid encroachment. As the languages have been insufficiently studied, they can be but tentatively grouped into families; estimates vary between twenty-five and fifty entirely unrelated families of languages for the region north of Mexico. Most of this region is covered by great linguistic stocks, but some areas, notably the region round Puget Sound and the coastal district of California, were closely packed with
small unrelated speech-communities. At least half a dozen linguistic stocks are known to have died out. Of those that still exist, we may name a few of the largest. In the far north, the Eskimo family, ranging from Greenland over Baffinland and Alaska to the Aleutian Islands, forms a fairly close-knit dialect-group. The Algonquian family covers the northeastern part of the continent and includes the languages of eastern and central Canada (Micmac, Montagnais, Cree), of New England (Penobscot, Massachusetts, Natick, Narraganset, Mohican, and so on, with Delaware to the south), and of the Great Lakes region (Ojibwa, Potawatomi, Menomini, Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo, Peoria, Illinois, Miami, and so on), as well as a few detached languages in the west: Blackfoot, Cheyenne, and Arapaho. The Athabaskan family covers all but the coastal fringe of Northwestern Canada (Chippewyan, Beaver, Dogrib, Sarst, etc.), a number of isolated groups in California (such as Hupa and Mattole), and a third, large area in the south, the Apache and Navajo languages. The Iroquoian family was spoken in a district surrounded by Algonquian; it includes, among others, the Huron (or Wyandot) language, and the languages of the Iroquois type (Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga, Seneca, Tuscarora); in a detached region to the south Cherokee was spoken. The Muskogean family includes, among other languages, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek, and Seminole. The Siouan family includes many languages, such as Dakota, Teton, Oglala, Assiniboine, Kansa, Omaha, Osage, Iowa, Missouri, Winnebago, Mandan, Crow. A Uto-Aztecan family has been proposed, on the basis of a probable relationship, to include, as three branches, the Piman family (east of the Gulf of California), the Shoshonean family (in southern California and eastward, including Ute, Paiute, Shoshone, Comanche, and Hopi), and the great Nahua or Aztec family in Mexico, including Aztec, the language of an ancient civilization.

The number of speakers of American languages in the rest of America is uncertain: a recent estimate places the figure for Mexico alone at 4½ millions and for Peru and Brazil at over 3 millions each, with a total of over 6 millions for Mexico and Central America and of over 8½ millions for South America. The number of languages and their relationships are quite unknown; some twenty or so independent families have been set up for Mexico and Central America, and round eighty for South America. In the former region, beside Nahua, we may mention the Mayan family in Yucatan as the bearer of an ancient civilization. In South America, we note, in the northwest, the Aruwek and Carib families, which once prevailed in the West Indies; the Tupi-Guarani, stretched along the coast of Brazil, the Araucanian in Chile, and Quechuan, the language of the Inca civilization. Both the Aztec and the Maya had developed systems of writing; as both the systems were largely hieroglyphic and have been only in part deciphered, these records do not give us information about the older forms of speech.
CHAPTER 5

THE PHONEME

5.1. In Chapter 2 we distinguished three successive events in an act of speech: A, the speaker's situation; B, his utterance of speech-sound and its impingement on the hearer's ear-drums; and C, the hearer's response. Of these three types of events, A and C include all the situations that may prompt a person to speak and all the actions which a hearer may perform in response; in sum, A and C make up the world in which we live. On the other hand, B, the speech-sound, is merely a means which enables us to respond to situations that would otherwise leave us unaffected, or to respond more accurately to situations that otherwise might prompt less useful responses. In principle, the student of language is concerned only with the actual speech (B); the study of speakers' situations and hearers' responses (A and C) is equivalent to the sum total of human knowledge. If we had an accurate knowledge of every speaker's situation and of every hearer's response — and this would make us little short of omniscient — we could simply register these two facts as the meaning (A-C) of any given speech-utterance (B), and neatly separate our study from all other domains of knowledge. The fact that speech-utterances themselves often play a part in the situation of a speaker and in the response of a hearer, might complicate things, but this difficulty would not be serious. Linguistics, on this ideal plane, would consist of two main investigations: phonetics, in which we studied the speech-event without reference to its meaning, investigating only the sound-producing movements of the speaker, the sound-waves, and the action of the hearer's ear-drums; and semantics, in which we studied the relation of these features to the features of meaning, showing that a certain type of speech-sound was uttered in certain types of situations and led the hearer to perform certain types of response.

Actually, however, our knowledge of the world in which we live is so imperfect that we can rarely make accurate statements about the meaning of a speech-form. The situations (A) which lead to an utterance, and the hearer's responses (C), include many things that have not been mastered by science. Even if we knew much more than we do about the external world, we should still have to reckon with the predispositions of the speaker and the hearer. We cannot foretell whether, in a given situation, a person will speak, or if so, what words he will use, and we cannot foretell how he will respond to a given speech.

It is true that we are concerned not so much with each individual as with the whole community. We do not inquire into the minute nervous processes of a person who utters, say, the word "apple," but content ourselves rather with determining that, by and large, for all the members of the community, the word "apple" means a certain kind of fruit. However, as soon as we try to deal accurately with this matter, we find that the agreement of the community is far from perfect, and that every person uses speech-forms in a unique way.

5.2. The study of language can be conducted without special assumptions only so long as we pay no attention to the meaning of what is spoken. This phase of language study is known as phonetics (experimental phonetics, laboratory phonetics). The phonetician can study either the sound-producing movements of the speaker (physiological phonetics) or the resulting sound-waves (physical or acoustic phonetics); we have as yet no means for studying the action of the hearer's ear-drums.

Physiological phonetics begins with inspection. The laryngoscope, for instance, is a mirror-device which enables an observer to see another person's (or his own) vocal chords. Like other devices of the sort, it interferes with normal speech and can serve only for very limited phases of observation. The x-ray does good service where its limitations can be overcome; tongue-positions can be photographed, for instance, if one lays a thin metal strip or chain along the upper surface of the tongue. Other devices give a transferred record. For instance, a false palate covered with coloring-matter is put into the mouth; after the speaker utters a sound, the places where the tongue has touched the palate are recognizable by the removal of the coloring-matter. In most devices of this sort a bulb is attached to some part of the speaker's vocal organs, say to the Adam's-apple; the mechanism transforms the movement into up-and-down movements of a pen-point which touches a strip of paper. The strip of paper is kept moving at an
even rate of speed, so that the up-and-down movement of the pen-point appears on the paper as a wavy line. This recording device is called a kymograph. In acoustic phonetics one secures imprints of the sound-waves. Records of this kind are familiar to us in the form of phonograph-disks; phoneticians have not yet succeeded in analyzing most features of such records.

A considerable part of our information about speech-sounds is due to the methods we have just outlined. However, laboratory phonetics does not enable us to connect speech-sounds with meanings; it studies speech-sounds only as muscular movements or as disturbances in the air, without regard to their use in communication. On this plane we find that speech-sounds are infinitely complex and infinitely varied.

Even a short speech is continuous: it consists of an unbroken succession of movements and sound-waves. No matter into how many successive parts we break up our record for purposes of minute study, an even finer analysis is always conceivable. A speech-utterance is what mathematicians call a continuum; it can be viewed as consisting of any desired number of successive parts.

Speech-utterances are infinitely varied. Everyday experience tells us that different persons speak differently, for we can recognize people by their voices. The phonetician finds that no two utterances are exactly alike.

Evidently the working of language is due to a resemblance between successive utterances. Utterances which in ordinary life we describe as consisting of "the same" speech-forms — say, successive utterances of the sentence I'm hungry — evidently contain some constant features of sound-wave, common to all utterances of this "same" speech-form. Only on this assumption can we account for our ordinary use of language. The phonetician, however, cannot make sure of these constant features, as long as he ignores the meaning of what is said. Suppose, for instance, that he had records of an utterance which we could identify as representing the syllable man, spoken on two different pitch-schemes. If the language of these utterances were English, we should say that both contained the same speech-form, namely, the word man, but if the language were Chinese, the two records might represent two different speech-forms, since in Chinese differences of pitch-scheme are connected with different meanings:

the word man with a high rising pitch, for instance means 'deceive,' and the word man with a falling pitch means 'slow.' As long as we pay no attention to meanings, we cannot decide whether two uttered forms are "the same" or "different." The phonetician cannot tell us which features are significant for communication and which features are immaterial. A feature which is significant in some languages or dialects, may be indifferent in others.

5.3. The fact that two utterances of the syllable man with different pitch-schemes are "the same" speech-form in English, but "different" speech-forms in Chinese, shows us that the working of language depends upon our habitually and conventionally discriminating some features of sound and ignoring all others. The features of sound in any utterance, as they might be recorded in the laboratory, are the gross acoustic features of this utterance. Part of the gross acoustic features are indifferent (non-distinctive), and only a part are connected with meanings and essential to communication (distinctive). The difference between distinctive and non-distinctive features of sound lies entirely in the habit of the speakers. A feature that is distinctive in one language, may be non-distinctive in another language.

Since we can recognize the distinctive features of an utterance only when we know the meaning, we cannot identify them on the plane of pure phonetics. We know that the difference between the English forms man and men is distinctive, because we know from ordinary life that these two forms are used under different circumstances. It is possible that some science other than linguistics may define this difference in accurate terms, providing even for the case where we use man for more than one individual (man wants but little here below). In any case, however, this difference cannot be recognized by purely phonetic observation: the difference between the vowel sounds of man and men is in some languages non-distinctive.

To recognize the distinctive features of a language, we must leave the ground of pure phonetics and act as though science had progressed far enough to identify all the situations and responses that make up the meaning of speech-forms. In the case of our own language, we trust to our everyday knowledge to tell us whether speech-forms are "the same" or "different." Thus, we find that the word man spoken on various pitch-schemes is in English still "the same" word, with one and the same meaning,
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but that *man* and *men* (or *pan* and *pen*) are "different" words, with different meanings. In the case of a strange language we have to learn such things by trial and error, or to obtain the meanings from someone that knows the language.

The study of significant speech-sounds is phonology or practical phonetics. Phonology involves the consideration of meanings. The meanings of speech-forms could be scientifically defined only if all branches of science, including, especially, psychology and physiology, were close to perfection. Until that time, phonology and, with it, all the semantic phase of language study, rests upon an assumption, the fundamental assumption of linguistics: we must assume that in every speech-community some utterances are alike in form and meaning.

6.4. A moderate amount of experimenting will show that the significant features of a speech-form are limited in number. In this respect, the significant features contrast with the gross acoustic features, which, as we have seen, form a continuous whole and can be subdivided into any desired number of parts. In order to recognize the distinctive features of forms in our own language, we need only determine which features of sound are "different" for purposes of communication. Suppose, for instance, that we start with the word *pin:* a few experiments in saying words out loud soon reveal the following resemblances and differences:

1. *pin* ends with the same sound as *fin, sin, tin,* but begins differently; this kind of resemblance is familiar to us because of our tradition of using end-rimes in verse;
2. *pin* contains the sound of *in,* but adds something at the beginning;
3. *pin* ends with the same sound as *man, sun, hen,* but the resemblance is smaller than in (1) and (2);
4. *pin* begins with the same sound as *pig, pill, pit,* but ends differently;
5. *pin* begins with the same sound as *pat, push, peg,* but the resemblance is smaller than in (4);
6. *pin* begins and ends like *pen, pan, pen,* but the middle part is different;
7. *pin* begins and ends differently from *dig, fish, mill,* but the middle part is the same.

In this way, we can find forms which partially resemble *pin,* by altering any one of three parts of the word. We can alter first

one and then a second of the three parts and still have a partial resemblance; if we alter the first part and then the second, we get a series like *pin-tin-top,* if we alter the first part and then the third, we get a series like *pin-tin-tack,* if we alter the second part and then the third, we get a series like *pin-pan-pack:* and if we alter all three parts, no resemblance is left, as in *pin-tin-tan-tack.*

Further experiment fails to reveal any more replaceable parts in the word *pin:* we conclude that the distinctive features of this word are three indivisible units. Each of these units occurs also in other combinations, but cannot be further analyzed by partial resemblances: each of the three is a minimum unit of distinctive sound-feature, a phoneme. Thus we say that the word *pin* consists of three phonemes: the first of these occurs also in *pet, pack, push,* and many other words; the second also in *fig, hit, rate,* and many other words; the third also in *tan, ran, hen,* and many other words.

In the case of *pin* our alphabetic writing represents the three phonemes by three letters, *p, i,* and *n,* but our conventions of writing are a poor guide; in the word *thick,* for instance, our writing represents the first phoneme by the two-letter group *th* and the third by the two-letter group *ck.*

A little practice will enable the observer to recognize a phoneme even when it appears in different parts of words, as *pin, apple, mop.* Sometimes our stock of words does not readily bring out the resemblances and differences. For instance, the word *then* evidently consists of three phonemes, but (especially under the influence of our way of writing) we might question whether the initial phoneme was or was not the same as in *thick:* once we hit upon the pair *thigh* and *thy,* or upon *mouth* and *mouths,* we see that they are different.

5.5. Among the gross acoustic features of any utterance, then, certain ones are distinctive, recurring in recognizable and relatively constant shape in successive utterances. These distinctive features occur in lumps or bundles, each one of which we call a phoneme. The speaker has been trained to make sound-producing movements in such a way that the phoneme-features will be present in the sound-waves, and he has been trained to respond only to these features and to ignore the rest of the gross acoustic mass that reaches his ears.

It would be useless to try to produce the distinctive features in a pure state, free from non-distinctive accompaniments. For ex-
ample, an English word, as such, has no distinctive pitch-scheme — the features of pitch which appear in any utterance of it are non-distinctive — but of course we cannot speak a word like men without any features of pitch: in any one utterance of it there will be some pitch-scheme — even, rising, falling, high, middle, low, and so on. The phonemes of a language are not sounds, but merely features of sound which the speakers have been trained to produce and recognize in the current of actual speech-sound — just as motorists are trained to stop before a red signal, be it an electric signal-light, a lamp, a flag, or what not, although there is no disembodied redness apart from these actual signals.

In fact, when we observe closely, especially in a language foreign to us, we often notice the wide range of non-distinctive features and the relatively slight consistency of the distinctive features. The Menomini Indian, in a word like that for ‘water,’ which I shall here render as nipēw, seems to us to be speaking the middle consonant sometimes as a p and sometimes as a b. For his language, the phonemic (that is, essential) feature is merely a closure of the lips without escape of breath through the nose. Everything else, including the features by which English distinguishes between p and b, is non-distinctive. On the other hand, a slight puff of breath before the consonant, or else a slight catch in the throat — either of which will probably escape the ear of an English hearer — would produce in the Menomini language two entirely different phonemes, each of which contrasts with the plain p-b phoneme.

In the same way, a Chinese observer who had not been forewarned, would probably have some trouble before he realized that English words have the same meaning (are "the same") regardless of their pitch-scheme.

In part, the non-distinctive features receive a fairly conventional treatment. When a foreign speaker reproduces the phonemic values of our language so as to make himself understood, but does not distribute the non-distinctive features in accordance with our habit, we say that he speaks our language well enough, but with a foreign "accent." In English, for instance, we produce the initial phonemes of words like pin, tin, kick with a slight puff of breath (aspiration) after the opening of the closure, but when an s precedes, as in spins, stick, skin, we usually leave off this puff of breath. As this difference is not distinctive, a foreign speaker who fails to reproduce it, is still intelligible, but his speech will seem queer to us. Frenchmen are likely to fail in this matter, because in French the phonemes which resemble our p, t, k are spoken always without aspiration. On the other hand, an Englishman or American who speaks French well enough to be understood, is likely still to displace his hearing by using the aspiration after p, t, k.

Non-distinctive features occur in all manner of distributions. In most types of American English, the t-phoneme in words like water or butter is often reduced to an instantaneous touch of the tongue-tip against the ridge behind the upper gums: in our habit, the sound so produced suffices to represent the phoneme. In England this variant is unknown, and is likely to be interpreted as a variant of the phoneme d, — so that the American may find that he is not understood when he asks for water.

In the ordinary case, there is a limit to the variability of the non-distinctive features: the phoneme is kept distinct from all other phonemes of its language. Thus, we speak the vowel of a word like pen in a great many ways, but not in any way that belongs to the vowel of pin, and not in any way that belongs to the vowel of pan: the three types are kept rigidly apart.

5.6. The fact that distinctions which are phonemic in one language or dialect are indifferent in others, and the fact that the borders between different phonemes differ in different languages and dialects, appears most clearly when we hear or try to speak a foreign language or dialect. We have just seen an instance of how American English may be misunderstood in England. The vowel of words like fed, bomb, bat is in American English much closer than in British English to the vowel of words like far, balm, pay; in some kinds of American English the two sets of words have in fact the same vowel. The Englishman of the south, moreover, has lost the r-sound in words like far. A London cabman did not understand me when I asked to be driven to the Comedy Theatre. I had forgotten myself and spoken the American form of the first vowel in comedy, and this the Englishman could take only as a representative of the vowel phoneme in a word like ear — so that I was really asking for a Comody Theatre, which does not exist.

When we try to speak a foreign language or dialect, we are likely to replace its phonemes by the most similar phonemes of our own language or dialect. Sometimes our native phoneme and the foreign one overlap, so that part of the time our reproduction is correct, but part of the time it falls outside the range of the foreign sound.
Thus, an American who pronounces the French word même (‘same’) with the vowel of the English word ma'am, will only part of the time produce a sound which meets the conventional requirements of the French phoneme; most of the time he will be producing a sound which differs decidedly from the vowel which the Frenchman is accustomed to hear.

What saves the situation in such cases is the native’s complementary inaccuracy. When we hear foreign speech-sounds we respond to them as if they contained the characteristics of some acoustically similar phoneme of our native language. The discrepancy disturbs us, and we say that the foreigner speaks indistinctly or with a strange “accent,” but we do not know where the difference lies.

In our example, accordingly, the Frenchman will mostly understand the American’s pronunciation of même, even when it contains a vowel sound that would never occur in the Frenchman’s own pronunciation. However, if our rendition deviates too far from the foreign phoneme, and especially if it comes close to some other phoneme of the foreign language, we shall be misunderstood; thus, some varieties of the American’s ma’am which he uses for French même, will be unintelligible because the Frenchman accepts them as renditions of a different phoneme which occurs, for instance, in words like lame (‘blade’).

The confusion is more serious when two or three of the foreign phonemes resemble some one native phoneme of ours. Our infantile language-learning trains us to ignore differences that are not phonemic in our language. The English-speaker will not hear any difference between the Menomini forms a'k bah ‘yes, indeed,’ and akkah ‘kettle,’ and the first part of the word akkahem ‘plum.’ In the first of these forms, the phoneme which resembles our k is preceded by a slight catch in the throat (a glottal stop) which I have designated here by an apostrophe; in the second, the k is preceded by a puff of breath (aspiration), which I have designated by h; in the third form these features are absent. The English-speaker was trained in childhood not to respond to a catch in the throat or a slight huskiness before a consonant sound; if a fellow-speaker occasionally produces such a noise, we pay no attention to it.

The Menomini, for his part, cannot distinguish differences like that of our t and d. Words like bad and bat sound alike to him. This appears, for instance, in the fact that the Menomini have translated the word Swede into their language as if it were sweet, by the term sayéeneth ‘one who is sweet.’ There is a Menomini phoneme which resembles both our t and d, and doubtless the Menomini speaker often utters variants of this phoneme which fall within the range of our t-phoneme, and occasionally variants which fall within the range of our d-phoneme, but his infantile training taught him to ignore these differences of sound.

When we try to speak a foreign language, we reproduce, in such cases, several foreign phonemes by one single phoneme of our own. The native speaker, in turn, responds to our phonemes as if it were one of his. Thus, the German hears no difference between the initial phoneme of thin and that of that, since both of them resemble one of his native phonemes. When he speaks English, he uses the German phoneme. Hearing him, we respond to it as though it were our t-phoneme; we are right, at any rate, in concluding that he does not distinguish between thin and that. In quite the same way, when the English-speaker hears German, he will respond to two different phonemes of that language as though they were identical with the English phoneme that is initial in words like cut, and he will fail, in consequence, to distinguish between some words that are quite different in the habits of the German.

In other cases, the one phoneme which we substitute for several phonemes of the foreign language is acoustically intermediate, and to the native speaker we seem to be interchanging the sounds. For instance, many Germans (such as Alsations) have only one phoneme, of intermediate acoustic quality, in the sphere of our p and b, and in speaking our language they use this for both of our phonemes. When they do this in a word like pie, we are struck by the deviation in the direction of b and respond as though to the word boy; on the other hand, when they use their intermediate phoneme in a word like big, we are struck by the deviation in the direction of p, and respond as though we had heard pie. Hence it seems to us (or to a Frenchman) that the German can pronounce both p and b, but in reverse order, in consequence, to distinguish between some words that are quite different in the habits of the German.

The greatest difficulty arises where a language makes significant use of features that play no such part in our language. An English-speaker who hears Chinese (or any of quite a few other languages), will fail to understand or to speak intelligibly, until he discovers and trains himself to hear and to reproduce the dis-
tentions of relative pitch which are significant in every syllable. He does not respond to them at first, because as an infant he was trained not to notice the different pitch-schemes which occur in successive utterances of a word like men; the Chinese infant, on the other hand, was trained to respond to several types of such pitch-schemes.

When the foreign language has only one phoneme in a general acoustic type where our language has more than one, it often seems to us as if the foreigner were using different sounds without a reasonable distinction. Thus, the Menomini's or the Alaskan's one p-b phoneme will strike our ears now as p and now as b.

Some persons have an aptitude for hearing and reproducing foreign speech-sounds; we say that such persons are good imitators or have a "good ear." Most other people, if they hear enough of a foreign language, or if they are carefully instructed, will in time learn to understand and make themselves understood. Practical phoneticians sometimes acquire great virtuosity in discriminating and reproducing all manner of strange sounds. In this, to be sure, there lies some danger for linguistic work. Having learned to discriminate many kinds of sounds, the phonetician may turn to some language, new or familiar, and insist upon recording all the distinctions he has learned to discriminate, even when in this language they are non-distinctive and have no bearing whatever. Thus, having learned, say in the study of Chinese, to hear the difference between an aspirated p, t, k, (as we usually have it in words like pin, tin, kick) and a similar sound without aspiration (as a Frenchman forms it, and as we usually have it in words like spin, stick, skin), the phonetician may clutter up his record of English by marking the aspiration wherever he hears it, while in reality its presence or absence has nothing to do with the meaning of what is said. The chief objection to this procedure is its inconsistency. The phonetician's equipment is personal and accidental; he hears those acoustic features which are discriminated in the languages he has observed. Even his most "exact" record is bound to ignore innumerable non-distinctive features of sound; the ones that appear in it are selected by accidental and personal factors. There is no objection to a linguist's describing all the acoustic features that he can hear, provided he does not confuse these with the phonemic features. He should remember that his hearing of non-distinctive features depends upon the accident of his personal equipment, and that his most elaborate account cannot remotely approach the value of a mechanical record.

Only two kinds of linguistic records are scientifically relevant. One is a mechanical record of the gross acoustic features, such as is produced in the phonetics laboratory. The other is a record in terms of phonemes, ignoring all features that are not distinctive in the language. Until our knowledge of acoustics has progressed far beyond its present state, only the latter kind of record can be used for any study that takes into consideration the meaning of what is spoken.

In fact, the laboratory phonetician usually knows, from other sources, the phonemic character of the speech-sounds he is studying; he usually formulates his problems not in purely acoustic terms, but rather in terms which he has borrowed from practical phonetics.

5.7. In order to make a record of our observations, we need a system of written symbols which provides one sign for each phoneme of the language we are recording. Such a set of symbols is a phonetic alphabet, and a record of speech in the shape of these symbols is a phonetic transcription (or, simply, a transcription).

The principle of a symbol for each phoneme is approached by our traditional alphabetic writing, but our traditional writing does not carry it out sufficiently for the purposes of linguistic study. We write saw and saw differently, although the phonemes are the same, but lead (noun) and lead (verb) alike, though the phonemes are different. The words oh, owe, o, owe, ove, how, hove, though all end with the same phoneme, variously represented in writing; the words though, bough, through, cough, tough, hisough end with different phonemes but are all written with the letters -ough. Our letter x is superfluous because it represents the same phonemes as ks (as in tax) or gs (as in examine); our letter c is superfluous because it represents the same phoneme as k (in cat) or as s (in sent). Although we have the letter j for the initial phoneme in jam, we also use the letter g (as in gem) for this same phoneme. Standard English, as spoken in Chicago, has thirty-two simple primary phonemes: the twenty-six letters of our alphabet are too few for a phonetic record. For some phonemes we use combinations of two letters (digraphs), as th for the initial phoneme in thin, ch for that in chin, sh for that in skin, and ng for the final
phone in sing. This leads to further inconsistencies: in then we use th for a different phoneme, and in hothouse for the two phonemes which are normally represented by the separate letters t and h; in Thomas the th has the value of the phoneme ordinarily represented by t. In singer we use ng for a single phoneme, as in sing, but in finger the letters ng represent this phoneme plus the phoneme ordinarily represented by the letter g, as in go. Traditional alphabetical writing is accurate only in the case of a few languages, such as Spanish, Bohemian, Polish, and Finnish, where it has been shaped or revised by persons who had worked out the phonemic system of their language.

5.8. On account of the imperfections of traditional writing and the lack of a sufficient number of characters in our (so-called “Latin”) alphabet, scholars have devised many phonetic alphabets.

Some of these schemes depart entirely from our traditional habits of writing. Bell’s “Visible Speech” is the best-known of these, chiefly because Henry Sweet (1845-1912) used it. The symbols of this alphabet are simplified and conventionalized diagrams of the vocal organs in position for the utterance of the various phonemes. Visible Speech is hard to write and very costly to print.

Another system which departs from the historical tradition is Jespersen’s “Analphabetic Notation.” Here every phoneme is represented by a whole set of symbols which consist of Greek letters and Arabic numerals, with Latin letters as exponents. Each Greek letter indicates an organ and each numeral a degree of opening; thus, a indicates the lips and 0 indicates closure, so that a0 will appear in the formula for any phoneme during whose utterance the lips are closed, such as our p, b, and m phonemes. The formula for the English m phoneme, as in man, is a0 52 1, where 52 means that the back of the palate is lowered, and 1 means that the vocal cords are in vibration. The advantages of this notation are evident, but of course it is not intended for the recording of whole utterances.

Most phonetic alphabets are modifications of the traditional alphabet. They supplement the ordinary letters by such devices as small capitals, letters of the Greek alphabet, distorted forms of conventional letters, and letters with little marks, diacritical signs, attached to them (e.g. á and á). There are many alphabets of this type, such as that of Lepsius, used for African languages; of Lundell, used for Swedish dialects; of Brench, used for German dialects; of the American Anthropological Association, used for American Indian languages. In this book we shall use the alphabet of the International Phonetic Association; this alphabet was developed by Ellis, Sweet, Passy, and Daniel Jones. A crude form of phonetic alphabet appears in the “keys to pronunciation” of most dictionaries. Similar devices have grown up in the traditional writing of some languages, devices such as the two dots over vowel letters in German writing (a, 6, ã) or the diacritical marks in Bohemian writing (č for our ch, ď for our š); the Russian and Serbian alphabets supplement the Greek alphabet with a number of extra letters.

In principle, one phonetic alphabet is about as good as another, since all we need is a few dozen symbols, enough to supply one for each phoneme of whatever language we are recording. In their application, however, all phonetic alphabets suffer from serious drawbacks. When they were invented, the principle of the phoneme had not been clearly recognized. The inventors meant their alphabets to be rich and flexible enough to offer a symbol for every acoustic variety that could be heard in any language. It is evident, today, that a record of this kind would amount to nothing less than a mechanical recording of the sound-waves, which would be the same for no two utterances. In practice, the phonemic principle somehow slipped in; usually one wrote a symbol for each phoneme, but these symbols were highly differentiated and cluttered up with diacritical marks, for the purpose of indicating “exact” acoustic values. The varieties that were in this way distinguished, were merely those which phoneticians happened to have noticed. Henry Sweet devised a relatively simple system, based on the Latin alphabet, which he called Romic, for use alongside of Visible Speech. When the phonemic principle became clear to him, he realized that his Romic notation would still be sufficient if one greatly simplified it. Accordingly he used a simplified form, with a symbol for each phoneme, and called it Broad Romic; he still believed, however, that the more complex form, Narrow Romic, was somehow “more accurate” and better suited to scientific purposes.

Out of Sweet’s Romic there has grown the alphabet of the International Phonetic Association, which consists, accordingly, of
the Latin symbols, supplemented by a number of artificial letters, and a few diacritical marks. In a modified form, we shall use it in this book, placing between square brackets, as is customary, everything that is printed in phonetic symbols.

5. 9. The principle on which the International Alphabet is based, is to employ ordinary letters in values approximating the values they have in some of the chief European languages, and to supplement these letters by artificial signs or by the use of diacritical marks whenever the number of phonemes of a type exceeds the number of ordinary letters. Thus, if a language has one phoneme of the general type of our s-sound, we symbolize this phoneme by the ordinary letter [t], regardless of whether this phoneme is acoustically quite like the English or the French s-sound, but if the language has two phonemes of this general type, we can symbolize only one of them by [t], and for the second one we must resort to the use of a capital [T], or an italic [t], or some other similar device. If a language has two phonemes of the general type of our e-sound as in pen, we use the letter [e] for one of them, and the supplementary symbol [e] for the other, as in pen [pen].

These principles, which the International Phonetic Association formulated as early as 1912, have been neglected even by its members; most students have failed to break away from the tradition of the time when the phonemic principle had not yet been recognized. Thus, we find most writers using queer symbols for English phonemes because it has been recognized that English phonemes differ from the most similar types of French phonemes. For instance, having pre-empted the symbol [o] for the phoneme of French eau [o] (‘water’), these authors do not use this letter for recording the English vowel in een, because this English phoneme is unlike the French phoneme. In this and some other respects, I shall depart in this book from the usage (but not from the principles) of the International Phonetic Association.

Where several languages or dialects are under discussion, each one must be recorded in terms of its own phonemes; the differences, so far as we are able to state them, may deserve a verbal description, but must not be allowed to interfere with our symbols. Thus, even a phonetician who thinks he can describe in accurate terms the differences between the phonemes of standard English as spoken in Chicago and as spoken in London, will add nothing to the value of his statements by using queer symbols for one or the other of these two sets of phonemes, and he will only make things still harder if he uses outlandish symbols for both of them, because he happens to know that the ordinary letters have been used for recording the somewhat different phonemes of some other language.

The principle of a single symbol for a single phoneme may be modified without harm only where no ambiguity can result. It may be advisable, where no ambiguity can result, to depart from the strict principle when this saves the use of extra symbols that might be disturbing to the reader or costly to print. In some languages, sounds like our [p, t, k] with a slight puff of breath after them, are distinct from sounds like the French [p, t, k] without this aspiration; if the language has no phoneme designated by [h], or if it has such a phoneme but this phoneme never occurs after [p, t, k], then it is safe and economical to use the compound symbols [ph, th, kh] for the former type.

5. 10. The matter of recording languages is complicated not only by the existence of several phonetic alphabets and by inconsistencies in their application, but also by the frequent use of two other devices alongside phonetic transcription.

One of these devices is the citation of forms in their traditional orthography. This is often done where the language in question uses the Latin alphabet. The author either supposes that his reader knows the pronunciation, or else, in the case of ancient languages, he may not care to guess at the pronunciation. Citation is often helpful to readers who are familiar with the ordinary orthography; it is only fair, however, to add a transcription, e.g. French eau [o] (‘water’). Even in the case of ancient languages it is often useful to add a guess at the pronunciation, e.g. Old English geaz [jəz] (‘yoke’). Only in the case of languages like Bohemian or Finnish, whose traditional orthography is entirely phonetic, can one dispense with a transcription. In the case of Latin, a citation with a macron over long vowels is sufficient (e.g. amara ‘to love’), since, so far as we know, Latin orthography was phonetic except that it failed to indicate the distinction between long and short vowels.

For languages which use alphabets other than the Latin, citation is less often employed. It is customary in the case of Greek, less often of Russian, but is in every way to be deplored. Some luxurious publications indulge even in Hebrew, Arabic, and Sanskrit type for citing these languages. The only reasonable exceptions here are
forms of writing like the Chinese and the ancient Egyptian, whose symbols, as we shall see, have meaning-values that cannot be represented in phonetic terms.

For languages which use writing of some form other than the Latin alphabet, transliteration is often employed instead of transcription. Transliteration consists in assigning some letter of the Latin alphabet (or some group of letters or some artificial symbol) to each character of the original alphabet, and thus reproducing the traditional orthography in terms of Latin letters. Unfortunately, different traditions have grown up for transliterating different languages. Thus, in transliterating Sanskrit, the Latin letter $c$ is used to represent a Sanskrit letter which seems to have designated a phoneme much like our initial phoneme in words like *chin*, but in transliterating the Slavic alphabet, the letter $c$ is used to represent a letter which designates a phoneme resembling our $t$ combination in *hat*. For most linguistic purposes it would be better to use a phonetic transcription.

§ 11. It is not difficult (even aside from the help that is afforded by our alphabetic writing) to make up a list of the phonemes of one's language. One need only proceed with a moderate number of words as we did above with the word *pin*, to find that one has identified every phoneme. The number of *simple primary phonemes* in different languages runs from about fifteen to about fifty. Standard English, as spoken in Chicago, has thirty-two. *Compound phonemes* are combinations of simple phonemes which act as units so far as meaning and word-structure are concerned. Thus, the diphthong in a word like *buy* can be viewed as a combination of the vowel in *far* with the phoneme that is initial in *yes*. Standard English has eight such combinations.

It is somewhat harder to identify the *secondary phonemes*. These are not part of any simple meaningful speech-form taken by itself, but appear only when two or more are combined into a larger form, or else when speech-forms are used in certain ways—especially as sentences. Thus, in English, when we combine several simple elements of speech into a word of two or more syllables, we always use a secondary phoneme of stress which consists in speaking one of these syllables louder than the other or others: in the word *foretell* we speak the *tel* louder than the *fore*, but in *foresight* the *fore* is louder than the *sight*. The noun *contest* has the stress on the first syllable, the verb *contest* on the second. Features of *pitch* appear in English as secondary phonemes chiefly at the end of sentences, as in the contrast between a question (*at four o'clock?*) and an answer (*at four o'clock*). It is worth noticing that Chinese, as well as many other languages, uses features of pitch as primary phonemes. The secondary phonemes are harder to observe than the primary phonemes, because they occur only in combinations or in particular uses of simple forms (e.g. *John?* in contrast with *John*).

The principles we have outlined would probably enable anyone familiar with the use of writing to work out a system of transcribing his language. In this book the English examples will be transcribed, unless otherwise indicated, according to the pronunciation of standard English that prevails in Chicago. This requires thirty-two symbols for simple primary phonemes and nine for secondary phonemes.

**Primary phonemes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>alms</th>
<th>[æmz]</th>
<th>ə</th>
<th>pin</th>
<th>[pin]</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>rod</th>
<th>[rod]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>odd</td>
<td>[od]</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>[jes]</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>sod</td>
<td>[sod]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>big</td>
<td>[big]</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>gem</td>
<td>[jem]</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>show</td>
<td>[ʃəʊ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ċ</td>
<td>chin</td>
<td>[tin]</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td>[kut]</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>tin</td>
<td>[tin]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>dig</td>
<td>[dig]</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>lamb</td>
<td>[læmb]</td>
<td>ð</td>
<td>thin</td>
<td>[θɪn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>then</td>
<td>[θen]</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>miss</td>
<td>[mɪs]</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>put</td>
<td>[pʊt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>egg</td>
<td>[ɛg]</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>knot</td>
<td>[nɒt]</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>van</td>
<td>[væn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>õ</td>
<td>odd</td>
<td>[ɔd]</td>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>sing</td>
<td>[sɪŋ]</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>wag</td>
<td>[wæɡ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ</td>
<td>nau</td>
<td>[nɔu]</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>up</td>
<td>[ʌp]</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>zip</td>
<td>[zɪp]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>gne</td>
<td>[gɪn]</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>ought</td>
<td>[ɔʊt]</td>
<td>ž</td>
<td>rouge</td>
<td>[rʊʒ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>hand</td>
<td>[hænd]</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>pin</td>
<td>[pɪn]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Composed primary phonemes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>æ</th>
<th>buy</th>
<th>[baj]</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>bee</th>
<th>[bɪ]</th>
<th>oj</th>
<th>boy</th>
<th>[bɔj]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aw</td>
<td>bough</td>
<td>[bɔw]</td>
<td>jiu</td>
<td>few</td>
<td>[ʃju]</td>
<td>uw</td>
<td>do</td>
<td>[du]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ej</td>
<td>bay</td>
<td>[bej]</td>
<td>ow</td>
<td>go</td>
<td>[gəʊ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Secondary phonemes**

| "", placed before primary symbols, loudest stress: *That's mine!* (Get s 'main) |
| [t] placed before primary symbols, ordinary stress: *forgiving* (for'gɪvɪŋ); *I've seen it* (sɛn 'sɛn ɪt). |
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[ ], placed before primary symbols, less loud stress: dining-room ['dajin ru:ml]; Keep it up ['ki:p it 'op].

[ ], placed under one of the primary symbols [l, m, n, r], a slight stress which makes this primary phoneme louder than what precedes and what follows: coral ['kærəl], alum ['ælm], apron ['æprən], pattern ['petn].

[ ], placed after primary symbols, the falling pitch at the end of a statement: I've seen it [æv ˈsiːn ɪt].

[ ], placed after primary symbols, the rising-falling pitch at the end of a question to be answered by speech-forms other than yes or no: Who's seen it? ['huːz ˈsiːn ɪt].

[ ], placed after primary symbols, the rising pitch at the end of a yes-or-no question: Have you seen it? [hæv jʌz ˈsiːn ɪt]?

[ ], placed after primary symbols, the distortion of the pitch-scheme in exclamations: It's on fire! ['ɪts ən ˈfɛər], Seven o'clock! ['sɛvn əˈklɒk].

[ ], placed between primary symbols, the pause, often preceded by rising pitch, that promises continuation of the sentence: John, the older boy, is away at school ['dʌn, ˈsjuːə der ˈbɔɪ, ɪz ˈeəweɪ ət ˈskูล].

---

CHAPTER 6
TYPES OF PHONEMES

6.1. While the general principles which we surveyed in the last chapter will enable an observer to analyze the phonetic structure of his own speech, they yield very little help, at the start, for the understanding of a strange language. The observer who hears a strange language, notices those of the gross acoustic features which represent phonemes in his own language or in other languages he has studied, but he has no way of knowing whether these features are significant in the language he is observing. Moreover, he fails to notice acoustic features which are not significant in his own language and in the other languages he has studied, but are significant in the new language. His first attempts at recording contain irrelevant distinctions, but fail to show essential ones. Even a mechanical record will not help at this stage, since it would register the gross acoustic features, but would not tell which ones were significant. Only by finding out which utterances are alike in meaning, and which ones are different, can the observer learn to recognize the phonemic distinctions. So long as the analysis of meaning remains outside the powers of science, the analysis and recording of languages will remain an art or a practical skill.

Experience shows that one acquires this skill more easily if one is forewarned as to the kinds of speech-sounds that are distinctive in various languages — although it is true that any new language may show some entirely unforeseen distinction. This information is most easily acquired if it is put into the form of a rough description of the actions of the vocal organs. This rough description is what we mean by the term practical phonetics. After the observer has found out which of the gross acoustic features are significant in a language, his description of the significant features can be illustrated by a mechanical record.

6.2. We have no special organs for speech; speech-sounds are produced by the organs that are used in breathing and eating. Most speech-sounds are produced by interference with the outgoing breath. Exceptions to this are suction-sounds or clicks. As
a non-linguistic sign of surprised commiseration (and also as a
signal to urge horses), we sometimes make a click — the novelis
represents it by tut, tut! — with the tongue against the ridge just
back of the upper teeth. As speech-sounds, various clicks, formed
in different parts of the mouth, are used in some African languages.

6. 3. The first interference which the outgoing breath may meet,
is in the larynx. The larynx is a box of cartilage at the head of the
wind-pipe, visible from the outside as the adam's-apple. Within
the larynx, at the right and left, are two shelf-like muscular pro-
tuberances, the vocal chords. The opening between them, through
which the breath passes, is called the glottis. In ordinary breathing
the vocal chords are relaxed and the breath passes freely through
the glottis. At the rear of the larynx, the vocal chords are attached
to two movable cartilaginous hinges, the arytenoids. Thanks to
delicate muscular adjustments, both the vocal chords and the
darytenoids can be set into a number of positions. The extreme
positions are the wide-open position of ordinary breathing and the
firmly closed position which occurs when one holds one's breath
with the mouth wide open. Various languages make use of various
intermediate positions of the glottis.

One of these positions is the position for voicing. In voicing, the
vocal chords are drawn rather tightly together, so that the breath
can get through only from instant to instant. In getting through,
the breath-stream sets the vocal chords into vibration; the fre-
cuency ranges from around eighty to around one-thousand vibrate-
ions per second. These vibrations, communicated to the outer air,
strike our ears as a musical sound, which we call the voice. The
voice does not play a part in all speech-sounds; we distinguish
between voiced and unvoiced (or breathed) speech-sounds. If one
places a finger on the adam's-apple, or, better, if one presses one's
palms tightly over one's ears, and then utters a voiced sound, such
as [v] or [z], the voice will be felt as a trembling or vibration, while
unvoiced sounds, such as [θ] or [s] will lack this buzzing accompa-
niment. It seems that in every language at least a few phonemes have
lack of voicing among their fixed characteristics. During the pro-
duction of most unvoiced sounds the glottis is wide open, as in
ordinary breathing.

Various adjustments enable us to alter the loudness and the
pitch of the voice-sound as well as its quality of resonance. These
last variations, such as the “head register,” “chest register,”
“muffled sound,” “metallic sound,” and the like, have not been
physiologically analyzed.

Among the positions intermediate between breathing and voicing,
several deserve mention. If the vocal chords are so far separated
that the voice no longer sounds pure, but is accompanied by the
friction-sound of the breath passing through the glottis, we get a
murmur. In English, the unstressed vowels are often spoken with
murmur instead of voice. As a phoneme, the murmur occurs in
Bohemian, where it may be transcribed by the symbol [b], which
is used in the conventional orthography of this language. If the
glottis is still farther opened, the voice ceases and only a friction-
sound remains; this friction-sound characterizes our phoneme [h],
as in hand [hænd]. Another intermediate position is the whisper,
in which only the cartilage-glottis — that is, the space between the
arytenoids — is open, but the vocal chords are in contact. In
what we ordinarily call “whispering,” the whisper is substituted
for the voice and the unvoiced sounds are produced as in ordinary
speech.

The sound-waves produced by the vibration of the vocal chords
in voicing, are modified by the shape and by the elasticity of the
channel through which they pass before they reach the outer air.
If we compare the vocal chords to the reeds of a wind-instrument,
we may view the mouth, or rather, the whole cavity from the vocal
chords to the lips, including, in some cases the nasal cavity, as a
resonance-chamber. By setting the mouth into various positions,
by cutting off the exit either through the mouth or through the
nose, and by tightening or loosening the muscles of this region, we
vary the configuration of the outgoing sound-waves.

In contrast with musical sound, noises, which consist of irregular
combinations of sound-waves, can be produced by means of the
glottis, the tongue, and the lips. Some voiced sounds, such as
[a, m, l], are purely musical, that is, relatively free from noise,
while others, such as [v, z], consist of a noise plus the musical sound
of voicing. Unvoiced sounds consist merely of noises; examples
are [p, t, s].

6. 4. When the breath leaves the larynx, it passes, in normal
breathing, through the nose. During most speech, however, we
cut off this exit by raising the velum. The velum is the soft, mov-
able back part of the palate; at the rear it ends in the uvula, the
little lobe that can be seen hanging down in the center of the mouth.
If one stands before a mirror, breathing quietly through nose and mouth, and then speaks a clear [a], one can see the raising of the velum, especially if one watches the uvula. When the velum is raised, its edge lies against the rear wall of the breath-passage, cutting off the exit of the breath through the nose. Most sounds of speech are purely oral; the velum is completely raised and no breath escapes through the nose. If the velum is not completely raised, some of the breath escapes through the nose and the speech-sounds have a peculiar resonance; such sounds are called nasalized sounds. In English the difference between purely oral and nasalized sounds is not distinctive; we often nasalize our vowels before and after the phonemes [m, n, ɑ], and we nasalize more than usual when we are tired or relaxed. In some languages, however, nasalized sounds, most commonly vowels, are separate phonemes, distinct from similar sounds without nasalization. The usual symbols for nasalization are a small hook under a letter (this is used in the traditional orthography of Polish), or a tilde over a letter (Portuguese orthography and International Phonetic Association), or an exponent ['] after a letter (used in this book, because easier to print). French has four nasalized vowels as phonemes, distinct from the corresponding purely oral vowels: bœz [bu] 'stocking,' but bœz [bo] 'bench.'

If the velum is not raised and the exit of the breath through the mouth is in any way cut off, then, as in ordinary breathing, all the breath escapes through the nose. Phonemes where this is the case are nasal. In English we have three nasals: [m], in which the lips are closed; [n], in which the tongue is pressed against the gums; and [ŋ], as in sing [sɪŋ], in which the back of the tongue is pressed against the palate. These are purely musical sounds, characterized by the resonances which the different shapes of the oral-nasal cavity give to the musical sound of the voice. Some languages, however, have unvoiced nasals as phonemes; these are audible not so much by the very slight friction-noise of the breath-stream, as by the contrast with preceding or following sounds and by the intervening non-distinctive glide-sounds that are produced while the vocal organs change their position.

A good test of nasalization is to hold a card horizontally with one edge pressed against the upper lip and the opposite edge against a cold pane of glass: if one now produces a purely oral sound, such as [a], the pane will be misty only under the card; if one produces a nasalized sound, such as [aː], the moisture will appear both above and below the card; and if one produces a purely nasal sound, such as [m], the moisture on the pane appears only above the card.

6. 5. We change the shape of the oral cavity by placing the lower jaw, the tongue, and the lips into various positions, and we affect the resonances also by tightening or loosening the muscles of the throat and mouth. By these means every language produces, as phonemes, a number of musical sounds, such as our [a] in palm [pælm], our [i] in pin [pin], our [u] in put [pʊt], our [r] in rubber [ˈroʊbər], and so on. In some of these the tongue actually touches the roof of the mouth, but leaves enough room at one or both sides for the breath to escape without serious friction-noise; such sounds are laterals, of the type of our [l], as in little [ˈlɪlt]. In unvoiced laterals, which occur in Welsh and in many American languages, the friction-noise of the breath-stream is more audible than in unvoiced nasals.

We make noises in the mouth by movements of the tongue and lips. If we place these organs (or the glottis) so as to leave a very narrow passage, the outgoing breath produces a friction-noise: phonemes characterized by this noise are spirants (fricatives). They may be unvoiced, as are our [f] and [s], or voiced, like our [v] and [z]. Since the amount of friction can be varied to any degree, there is no real boundary between spirants and musical sounds such as [l] or [r]; especially the voiced varieties occur in different languages with many degrees of closure.

If we place the tongue or the lips (or the glottis) so as to leave no exit, and allow the breath to accumulate behind the closure, and then suddenly open the closure, the breath will come out with a slight pop or explosion; sounds formed in this way are stops (plosives, explosives), like our unvoiced [p, t, k] and our voiced [b, d, g]. The characteristic feature of a stop is usually the explosion, but the making of the closure (the implosion) or even the brief period of time during closure, may suffice to characterize the phoneme; thus, in English we sometimes leave off the explosion of a final [p, t, k]. These varieties are audible by contrast with what precedes or follows (as a sudden stoppage of sound or as a moment of silence), or else through the transitional sounds during the movement of tongue or lips; also, during the closure of a voiced stop one can hear the muffled sound of the voice.

Since lips, tongue, and uvula are elastic, they can be placed so
that the breath sets them into vibration, with alternate moments of contact and opening. Such trills occur in many languages; an example is the British English “rolled r,” as in red or horrid.

We shall take up the chief types of phonemes in the following order:

- noise-sounds:
  - stops,
  - trills,
  - spirants;

- musical sounds:
  - nasals,
  - laterals,
  - vowels.

6.6. Stops occur as phonemes in perhaps every language. English distinguishes three types as to position: labial (more exactly, bilabial), in which the two lips form the closure [p, b]; dental (more exactly, alveolar, or better gingival), in which the tip of the tongue makes closure against the ridge just back of the upper gums [t, d]; and velar (in older writings mis-called gutural), in which the back of the tongue is pressed against the velum [k, g].

These last two types occur in many varieties, thanks to the mobility of the tongue. Contact can be made by the tip of the tongue (apical articulation) or by a larger area, the blade, round the tip (coronal articulation); it can be made against the edges of the upper teeth (interdental position), against the backs of the upper teeth (postdental position), against the ridge back of the upper teeth (gingival position), or against points still higher up on the palate (cerebral or cacuminal or, better, inverted or dorsal position). Thus, apical articulation in the dorsal position (the tip of the tongue touching almost the highest point in the roof of the mouth) occurs as a non-distinctive variant alongside the gingival [t, d] in American English. In French the nearest sounds to our [t, d] are pronounced not gingivally but as postdental (the tip or blade touching the back of the teeth). In Sanskrit and in many modern languages of India, postdental [t, d] and domal (usually transcribed by a letter with a dot under it, or by italics, or, as in this book, by small capitals [t, d]) are distinct phonemes.

Similarly, different parts of the back of the tongue (dorsal articulation) may be raised so as to touch different parts of the palate; one distinguishes, usually, between anterior or palatal position and posterior or velar position, and, still farther back, uvular position. In English the velars [k, g] are closed farther forward before some sounds, as in kim, give, and farther backward before others, as in cook, good — both types in contrast with, say, calm, guard — but these variants are not distinctive. In some languages, such as Hungarian, there are separate phonemes of the palatal and velar types, which we distinguish in transcription by such devices as [c] for the palatal and [k] for the velar unvoiced stop. In Arabic a velar unvoiced stop [k] and a uvular unvoiced stop [q] are distinct phonemes.

A glottal or laryngeal stop is produced by bringing the vocal chords tightly together and then letting them spring apart under the pressure of the breath. We sometimes produce this sound before an initial stressed vowel when speaking under a strain, and in German this is the normal usage; as a phoneme, the glottal stop occurs in many languages, as, for instance, in Danish, where there is a distinctive difference, for example, between hun [hun] ‘she’ and ham [hun] ‘dog.’

As to the manner of forming the closure, aside from the difference of unvoiced and voiced, the amount of breath-pressure and the vigor of action in the lips or tongue may be variously graded: pressure and action are gentle in lenae, vigorous in fortes; in solution-lenses the opening-up is relatively slow, so as to weaken the explosion. The unvoiced stops may be followed by a puff of unvoiced breath (aspiration) or preceded by one (pre-aspiration); the voiced stops, similarly, may be preceded or followed by unvoiced breath or by a murmur. The closure may be made simultaneously in two positions, as in the [gb] stops of some African languages; many languages have glottalized oral stops, with a glottal stop occurring simultaneously, or just before, or just after the opening of the [p, t, k]. In English the unvoiced stops are aspirated forties, but other types occur as non-distinctive variants, notably the unaspirated lenae type after [s], as in spin, stone, skin. Our voiced stops are lenes; at the beginning or at the end of a word they are not voiced through their whole duration. In French the unvoiced stops [p, t, k] are forties and, as a non-distinctive variant, may be accompanied by a simultaneous glottal stop, but are never aspirated; the voiced [b, d, g] are lenes, more fully voiced than in
English. In North Chinese, aspirated and unaspirated unvoiced stops are different phonemes, e.g. [phu] versus [pe], and voiced stops occur only as non-distinctive variants of the latter. Many South-German dialects distinguish unvoiced unaspirated fortes and lenes, which we may transcribe by [p, t, k] and [b, d, g]; voiced variants are not distinctive. Sanskrit had four such types of stops: unvoiced unaspirated [p], aspirated [ph], and voiced unaspirated [b], aspirated [bh].

6. 7. The commonest trill is the apical or tongue-tip trill, in which the tongue-tip vibrates in a few rapid strokes against the gums; this is the “rolled” r of British English, Italian, Russian, and many other languages. Bohemian distinguishes two phonemes of this type, the one accompanied by a strong friction sound. The uvular trill, in which the uvula vibrates against the uplifted back of the tongue, occurs in Danish, in the common pronunciation of French, German, and Dutch, and in varieties of English (the "Northumbrian burr"); in these languages, as well as in Norwegian and Swedish, the uvular and the tongue-trill are geographic variants of the same phoneme. The phonetic symbol for a trill is [r]; if a language has more than one trill phoneme, [s] is a handy character.

If the tongue-tip is allowed to make only a single swing, with one contact against the gums or palate, we have a tongue-flip. In the Central-Western type of American English, a voiced gingival tongue-tip occurs as a non-distinctive variant of [t] in forms like water, butter, at all; different types of tongue-tip occur in Norwegian and Swedish dialects.

6. 8. The positions in which spirants are formed in English differ from those of the stops. In one pair, the labiodentals [f, v], the breath-stream is forced to pass between the upper teeth and the lower lip. In the dentals [t, d], as in thin [thin], then [Sen], the blade of the tongue touches the upper teeth. Our gingival spirants [s, z] are hisses or sibilants: that is, the tongue is constricted, so as to bulge up at the sides and leave only a narrow channel along the center, through which the breath is forced sharply against the gums and teeth, giving a sonorous hiss or buzz. If we draw the tongue a little ways out of this position — in English we draw it back — the breath is directed less sharply against the gums and teeth, and seems to eddy round before finding an exit: in English these hisses or abnormal sibilants are separate phonemes.

6. 9. The positions of nasals are much like those of stops; in English [n, n, g] are spoken in the same three positions as the [s, z], as in shin [sin], vision [ˈvɪʒən]. In each of these positions we have a pair, voiced and unvoiced. Many other varieties occur, such as bilabial spirants, in which the narrowing is made between the two lips (an unvoiced variety in Japanese, a voiced in Spanish). In French the hisses are formed postdentally; to our ears the Frenchman seems to have a slight lisp. German, which has no [l], protrudes the lips for [s], so as to accentuate the eddy sound. Swedish has a [s] with very wide opening, which sounds queer to English ears.

English has no dorsal spirants, but they occur in many languages, in a great variety of positions, including lateral types. German has an unvoiced palatal spirant, in which the middle of the tongue is raised against the highest part of the palate; as a non-distinctive variant of this, it uses a relar type, an unvoiced spirant in the position of our [k, g, n]. The customary transcription of German uses two symbols, [ç] for the palatal variety, as in ach [ak] 'I', and [x] for the velar variety, as in ach [ax] 'oh,' but only one symbol is needed, since the varieties depend upon the preceding phoneme. Voiced spirants [ç] of the same position occur in some types of German pronunciation as variants of the stop [ç]; in Dutch and in modern Greek they occur as separate phonemes. Uvular spirants occur in Danish as variants of the uvular trill, in other languages as distinct phonemes.

In English we have an unvoiced glottal spirant, [h] as in hit [hit], when [hwen], hew [hjew], in which friction is produced by the passage of the breath through the slightly opened glottis; Bohemian has a similar sound in which the friction is accompanied by voice vibrations (murmur). A further pair of glottal spirants, unvoiced ("hoarse h") and voiced ("sayin"), occurs in Arabic; their characteristic feature is said to be a tightening of the throat-muscles.

As to manner, spirants show perhaps less variety than stops. Among languages which distinguish two varieties of manner, French voices its [v, z, ñ] more completely than does English. Some languages have glottalized spirants (preceded, accompanied, or followed by a glottal stop).

3 The IPA uses other characters, a "long s" and "long z"; the characters above are used in the traditional orthography of Bohemian and in many schemes of transliteration.
types of phonemes

steps. On the same principle, French speaks its [n] in postdental position, like its [t, d]. On the other hand, French has no dental nasal, but has a palatal nasal, in which the closure is made by raising the middle of the tongue against the highest part of the palate, as in signe [sni] ‘sign.’ As in the stops, Sanskrit and modern Indian languages distinguish between a dental [n] and a palatal [n].

6.10. In English the lateral [l] is apical, in gingival position; at the end of words we use a non-distinctive variety in which the middle of the tongue is excessively lowered; contrast less with well. In German and French the [l] is spoken with the surface of the tongue more raised; the acoustic impression is quite different; in French, moreover, the contact is postdental. Italian has a palatal lateral, distinct from the dental, with the back of the tongue touching the highest point of the palate but leaving free passage for the breath at one or both sides: figlio [fiklo] ‘son.’ Some American languages have a whole series of laterals, with differences of position, glottalization, or nasalization. Unvoiced laterals, especially if the contact is extensive, take on a spirant character; voiced laterals, especially if the point of contact is minute, merge with vowels; thus, one of the two lateral phonemes of Polish strikes our ear almost as a [r]. On the other hand, the Central-Western American English vowel [r], as in red [red], fur [fur], far [far], is closely akin to a lateral; the tip of the tongue is raised to a front (inverted) position, but does not quite make a contact. In transcription we use the same symbol [r] as for the trill of other languages; this is convenient, because our sound and the British English trill in red are geographic variants of the same phoneme.

6.11. Vowels are modifications of the voice-sound that involve no closure, friction, or contact of the tongue or lips. They are ordinarily voiced; some languages, however, distinguish different voice-qualities, such as rauflted vowels, murmured vowels, with slow vibration of the vocal cords, or whispered vowels, in which friction between the arytenoids replaces vibration of the vocal cords.

1 In contrast with vowels, the other sounds (stops, trills, spirants, nasals, laterals) are sometimes called consonants. Our school grammar uses the terms “vowel” and “consonant” in an inconsistent way, referring to letters rather than sounds. In the description of individual languages, it is often convenient to use these terms in other ways and to supplement them by such as sound or enunciated, whose application we shall see in the next chapter.

Every language distinguishes at least several different vowel phonemes. The differences between these phonemes seem to be largely differences of tongue-position, and to consist, acoustically, of differences in the distribution of overtones. Even these principles are disputed; in what follows I shall state the tongue-positions according to the generally accepted scheme, which has this merit, that it agrees with the relations of the vowels that are exhibited in the phonetic and grammatical systems of many languages. Other factors that enter into the distinction of vowel phonemes, are the tenseness and looseness of the tongue and other muscles, and different positions of the lips, such as protrusion and retraction.

The Central-Western type of American English distinguishes nine vowel phonemes. One of these, [e], which we have already discussed, is peculiar in its inverted tongue-position. The other eight form what we may call a two-four system. As to position, they occur in pairs; each pair consists of a front vowel, formed by raising the middle of the tongue toward the highest part of the palate, and a back vowel, formed by raising the back of the tongue toward the velum. The four pairs differ as to nearness of the tongue to the palate; thus we have four degrees of raising: high, higher mid, lower mid, and low. Instead of the terms high and low, some writers use close and open. This gives us the following scheme:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high i</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>higher mid e</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower mid e</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low a</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples: in, iun [in], egg [eg], add [ad], alms [amz], put [put], up [ap], ought [at], odd [ad]. These phonemes are subject to a good deal of non-distinctive variation, some of which depends upon the surrounding phonemes and will interest us later.

Southern British English has much the same system, but the distribution of the back-vowel phonemes is different, in that the degrees of closure of the vowels in words like up and odd are the reverse of ours: higher mid in odd [ad], low in up [ap]. However, there has arisen a convention of transcribing British English, not by the symbols here indicated in accord with the principles of the IPA alphabet, but by means of queer symbols which are intended
to remind the reader, irrelevantly enough, of the difference between English and French vowel phonemes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chicago Pronunciation According to IPA Principles</th>
<th>British Pronunciation According to IPA Principles</th>
<th>British Pronunciation, Actual Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tin</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>egg</td>
<td>eg</td>
<td>eg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add</td>
<td>ed</td>
<td>ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abms</td>
<td>amz</td>
<td>amz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>put</td>
<td>put</td>
<td>put</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>odd</td>
<td>od</td>
<td>od</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ought</td>
<td>ot</td>
<td>ot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>up</td>
<td>op</td>
<td>op</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ninth vowel phoneme, which we transcribe for Central-Western American English by [r], as in bird [brd], has no uniform correspondent in Southern British English or in New-England or Southern American English. Before vowels, British English has a tongue-tip trill, which we transcribe by [r], as in red [red]; where Central-Western American has [r] after vowels, British has merely a modification (in some cases, a lengthening) of the vowel, which is indicated by a colon [:], as in part [pɔːt], form [fɔːːm]; where in Central-Western American the [r] is neither preceded nor followed by a vowel, British English uses a mixed vowel, intermediate between front and back positions, which is transcribed by [a:] or [a], as in bird [bərd] or bitter [ˈbɪtəɹ].

6. 12. Some Central-Western types of American English lack the distinction of [a] and [a:]. The low vowel of such speakers strikes my ear as an [a], both in abms and in odd; in their phonemic system, however, its position is neither “front,” nor “back,” but indifferent, since this pronunciation has only one low-vowel phoneme. A similar system, without the ecesitropic [r] vowel, occurs also in Italian. We may call this a seven-vowel system:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Indifferent</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>higher mid</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower mid</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Some languages have simpler systems, such as the five-vowel system of Spanish or Russian:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Indifferent</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Even simpler is the three-vowel system which appears in some languages, such as Tagalog:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Indifferent</th>
<th>Back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fewer the phonemes in a vowel-system, the more room is there for non-distinctive variation of each phoneme. In Spanish the mid vowels, for instance, vary, to our ear, between higher and lower positions, with much the same acoustic qualities as in Italian, where these differences represent different phonemes. The Russian vowels are subject to wide variation, which depends chiefly on the preceding and following phonemes; especially one variant of the high front vowel, as in [sin] ‘son,’ strikes our ear very strangely, because in this variant the tongue is drawn back much farther than in any variant of the English high front vowel. The three-vowel system of Tagalog, finally, allows each phoneme a range that seems enormous to our hearing; the variants of the Tagalog phonemes symbolized above by the characters [i] and [u], range all the way from positions like those of our high vowels to positions like those of our lower mid vowels.

6. 13. Different positions of the lips play no part in American English vowels, except for one minor fact which we shall take up later. In many languages, however, lip-positions accentuate the quality of different vowels: the front vowels are supported by retraction of the lips (drawing back the corners of the mouth), and the back vowels by protrusion or rounding of the lips. In general, the higher the vowel, the more pronounced is the action of the lips. These features appear in most European languages and contribute to the difference between their and our vowels. Even here we find decided differences; the Scandinavian languages,
especially Swedish, round their back vowels more than do the other European languages: a Swedish [o], as in bo [bo:] ‘to dwell,’ has about the tongue-position of a German or French high vowel [u], as in German du [du:] ‘thou’ or French beau [bu] ‘beautiful,’ but it has the extreme lip-rounding of a German or French high vowel [u], as in German du [du:] ‘thou’ or French beau [bu] ‘end;’ it strikes us as a kind of intermediate sound between an [o] and an [u].

The languages just named make use of lip-positions also for the distinction of phonemes. The commonest distinction of this kind is that between the ordinary front vowels (with retracted lip-position) and rounded front vowels, with the lip-position of the corresponding back vowels. Thus, French, beside eight vowel phonemes in a distribution like that of American English, has three rounded front vowels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FRONT UNROLLED</th>
<th>ROUNDED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high mid</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:


\textit{ru} [ry] ‘street,’ \textit{feu} [fu] ‘fire,’ \textit{people} [peopl] ‘people,’


To these are added four nasalized vowels (see above, § 6.4.), as distinct phonemes: \textit{pain} [pɛn] ‘bread,’ \textit{bon} [bo] ‘good,’ \textit{un} [ən] ‘one,’ \textit{banc} [ba] ‘bench.’ Furthermore, French has a shorter variety of [a], which is transcribed [ɔ], as in \textit{cheval} [kɔval] ‘horse.’

The symbols [y, ə] are taken from the traditional orthography of Danish; that of German (and of Finnish) uses the symbols ü and ø.

One can learn to produce rounded front vowels by practising lip-positions before a mirror: after learning to produce front vowels of the types [i, e, ə] with the corners of the mouth drawn back, and back vowels of the types [u, o, ə] with the lips protruded and rounded, one speaks an [i] and then tries to keep the tongue-position unchanged while rounding the lips as for an [u]; the result is an

\textit{[y].} In the same way one passes from \textit{[e]} to \textit{[o]} and from \textit{[e]} to \textit{[o]}.

A further distinction is created by the use of unrounded back vowels, in contrast with rounded. This additional factor produces in Turkish a \textit{three-dimensional} vowel system: each vowel phoneme is either front or back, high or low, rounded or unrounded:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FRONT UNROLLED</th>
<th>ROUNDED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ə</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.14. Another factor in vowel-production is the tense or loose position of the muscles: to our ears, vowels of the former type sound clearer and perhaps excessively precise, since the English vowels are all loose. Some authors use the terms \textit{narrow} and \textit{wide} instead of \textit{tense} and \textit{loose}. The most striking characteristic, to our ear, of the French vowels is their tense character. It is relative tensity, too, which in addition to lip-action, makes the Italian vowels very different from those of English, although the two languages make the same number of distinctions.

Tenderness and looseness are utilized for distinctions of phonemes in German and Dutch. In German, and, to a lesser extent, in Dutch, the tense vowels are also of longer duration (a factor which will concern us later) than the loose. If we indicate tensity, combined with greater length, by a colon after the symbol, we obtain for these languages the following system, with a pair of phonemes in each position:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FRONT UNROLLED</th>
<th>INDIFFERENT</th>
<th>BACK (ROLLED)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>:i</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>u:u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>e: e</td>
<td>:ə</td>
<td>o:o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>:a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

German examples:

\textit{swind} [təvn] ‘twelve,’

The differences between the vowel phonemes of different lan-

\textit{1} Dutch lacks the short [ø].
guages are not sufficiently understood. It is likely, moreover, that one and the same phoneme may often be produced, in the same language, by very different actions of the vocal organs, but with similar, and for the native hearer identical, acoustic effects: it is supposed that in such cases the deviation of one organ (say, a different tongue-position) is compensated by different action of some other organ (such as a different action of the larynx).

CHAPTER 7
MODIFICATIONS

7.1. The typical actions of the vocal organs described in the last chapter may be viewed as a kind of basis, which may be modified in various ways. Such modifications are: the length of time through which a sound is continued; the loudness with which it is produced; the musical pitch of the voice during its production; the position of organs not immediately concerned in the characteristic action; the manner of moving the vocal organs from one characteristic position to another. This distinction between basic speech-sounds and modifications is convenient for our exposition, but it is not always recognized in the phonetic system of languages; many languages place some of the latter features quite on a par with phonemes of the former sort. We have seen, for instance, that features of pitch are utilized as primary phonemes in Chinese, and features of duration distinguish primary phonemes in German. On the other hand, most languages do recognize the distinction to this extent, that they use some of the modifying features as secondary phonemes — phonemes which are not part of the simplest linguistic forms, but merely mark combinations or particular uses of such forms.

7.2. Duration (or quantity) is the relative length of time through which the vocal organs are kept in a position. Some languages distinguish between two or more durations of speech-sounds. Thus, we have seen (§ 6.14) that in German the tense vowels are longer than the loose; this difference of length is more striking than that of tenseness. The sign for a long phoneme is a colon after the symbol for the sound, as German Best [bet] ‘flower-bed,’ in contrast with Bet [bet] ‘bed.’ If more degrees of length are to be indicated, a single dot or other signs can be used. Another method of indicating long quantity is to write the symbol twice; this is done in Finnish orthography, e.g. kaappi ‘cupboard’ with long [a] and long [p].

In American English, vowel-quantity is not distinctive. The low and lower mid vowels, as in pan, palm, pod, pawn, are longer than
the other vowels, as in pin, pen, pun, pull. All our vowels, moreover, are longer before voiced sounds than before unvoiced; thus, the [e] in pan, pad is longer than in pat, pate and the [i] in pin, bid longer than in pit, bit. These differences are, of course, not distinctive, since they depend upon the height of the vowel and upon the following phonemes.

In dealing with matters of quantity, it is often convenient to set up an arbitrary unit of relative duration, the mora. Thus, if we say that a short vowel lasts one mora, we may describe the long vowels of the same language as lasting, say, one and one-half morae or two morae.

In French, the distinction between long and short vowels works in a peculiar way. Long vowels occur only before the last consonant or consonant-group of a word; the mere presence of a long vowel in French thus indicates that the next consonant or consonant-group ends a word. In this position, moreover, the length of a vowel is for the most part determined entirely by the nature of the phonemes themselves. The nasalized vowels [o̞, e̞, o̞, a̞] and the vowels [o̞, e̞] are in this position always long: tante [tɑ̃t] 'aunt,' faute [fo̞t] 'fault.' The remaining vowels are always long if the final consonant is [j, r, v, vr, z, ə], as in case [ka:v] 'ceiling,' vert [ve:r] 'green.' Only in the cases not covered by these two rules, is the vowel-quantity ever distinctive, as in bête [bɛt] 'beast' versus bète [bɛt] 'beast.'

Long consonants occur in English in phrases and compound words, such as pen-knife [pen'kaɪf] or cut two [kɪtˈtuː]; within a single word [in] occurs in a variant pronunciation of forms like meanness [ˈmiːnəs] beside [ˈmiːnəs]. A distinction of consonant-quantities within simple words is normal in Italian, as in fatto [ˈfaʃto] 'done,' but fatto [ˈfaʃto] 'fate,' in Finnish, and in many other languages. In Swedish and Norwegian a consonant is long always and only after a stressed short vowel; the difference of consonant-quantities, accordingly, is not distinctive. In Dutch there are no long consonants; even when like consonants meet in a phrase, only one consonant mora is spoken, so that the phrase consisting of dat [daːt] 'that' and tal [tal] 'number' is pronounced ['daː′tal].

7.3. Stress — that is, intensity or loudness — consists in greater amplitude of sound-waves, and is produced by means of more energetic movements, such as pumping more breath, bringing the vocal chords closer together for voicing, and using the muscles more vigorously for oral articulations. In English we have three secondary phonemes which consist of increased stress, in contrast with what we may call unstressed passages of phonemes. Our highest stress ['] marks emphatic forms, usually in contrast or contradiction; our high stress or ordinary stress ['] appears normally on one syllable of each word; our low stress or secondary stress [′] appears on one or more syllables of compound words and long words. In phrases, the highest stress of certain words is replaced by a low stress or entirely omitted. Examples:

This is my parking-place ['θis iz 'mæj 'parkɪŋ pleɪs]
It isn't my fault and it is your fault [it 'iz nt 'mæj 'fɔlt en it 'iz 'jʌr fɔlt,]
inert, verb [ɪnɜːrt]; noun [ɪnɜːrt]
I'm going out [aɪ maʊŋˈaʊt] awt.
Let's go back [let zə gɔː bek]
business-man [ˈbiznəs ˈmæn]
gentleman [ˈdʒentlmən]
dominating [dəˈmeɪnɪŋ]
domination [dəˈmeɪnənʃən]

This system is paralleled in all the Germanic languages, and in many others, such as Italian, Spanish, the Slavic languages, Chinese. In stress-using languages like these, the stress characterizes combinations of linguistic forms; the typical case is the use of one high stress on each word in the phrase, with certain unstressed or low-stressed words as exceptions. However, some languages of this type contain simple linguistic forms (such as unanalyzable words) of more than one syllable, which may be differentiated, accordingly, by the place of the stress; thus Russian ['gorət] 'city' and ['moɾros] 'frost' are both simple words, containing no prefix or suffix; here, accordingly, the place of stress has the value of a primary phoneme.

Other languages use degrees of loudness as non-distinctive features. In the Menomini language a sentence sounds, as to ups and downs of stress, quite like an English sentence, but these ups and downs are determined entirely by the primary phonemes and bear no relation to the meaning. In French the distribution of stress serves only as a kind of gesture: ordinarily the end of a phrase is louder than the rest; sometimes, in emphatic speech, some other syllable is especially loud; often enough one hears a long succession of syllables with very little fluctuation of stress.
7.4. Among stress-using languages there are some differences in the manner of applying stress. In English there is a non-distinctive variation by which the vowels of unstressed words and syllables appear in a “weakened” form: they are shorter and formed with looser muscles, the voice is sometimes reduced to a murmur, and the tongue-positions tend toward a uniform placing, somewhere near higher mid position. The degree of weakening varies from utterance to utterance, and differs a great deal in different geographic and social types of standard English. Phoneticians often use special symbols for the weakened vowels, but this is unnecessary, since the differences are not distinctive, but depend merely upon the unstressed position. The unstressed vowel is a shorter, looser, less extremely formed variant of the stressed vowel. Compare the full [e] of test [test] with the weakened [e] of context [ˈkɒntɛks t]; this weakened [e] appears also, in American English, in forms like glasses [ˈɡlæsiz], landed [ˈlɛndd]; in all these cases British English seems to use a somewhat higher vowel. Similarly, we may compare the full [o] in seen and unseen [ˈsɪn əˈsɪn] with its weakened variant in undo [ˈʌndu]; this weakened [o] appears also in forms like cautious [ˈkɒzʃəs], parrot [ˈpærət].

In other cases the weakened syllables actually show a loss of phonemes, or substitution of one vowel phoneme for another; usually various grades of weakening exist side by side:

- concert [ˈkɒnsrɪkt] concerted [ˈkɒnsrɪktid]
- address, noun [ˈɛdres] address, verb [ˈɛdres]
- relay [ˈreɪli]
- vacate [ˈveɪkeɪt]
- protest, noun [ˈprəʊtest] protest, verb [ˈprəʊtest, ˈprəʊtɛst]
- rebel, noun [ˈrebl] rebel, verb [ˈrebl]
- atom [ˈætəm]
- maintenance [ˈmeɪntənəns]

As in these cases, various grades of weakening exist side by side and are used according to the mood and the form (formal, familiar, and so on) of utterance. There are also local and social differences. American English says dictionary [ˈdɪkʃənri], secretary [ˈsektrɪəri] (compare secretarial [ˈsektrɪərɪəl]); British English uses weaker forms, saying [ˈdɪkʃəri, ˈsekrətri]. On the other hand, in forms like Latin [ˈlətən], Martin [ˈmɑrtən] this degree of weakening is decidedly sub-standard in England, where the standard forms are [ˈlətən, ˈmɑrtən].

7.5. Another difference between stress-using languages concerns the point at which the increase of loudness sets in. In English, if the first syllable of a word has a stress, the increase of loudness begins exactly at the beginning of the word. Accordingly, there is a difference between pairs like the following:

- a name [e ˈneɪm] an aim [ən ˈeɪm]
- that sod [ˈθæt ˈsɔd] that’s odd [ˈθæt s əd]
- that stuff [ˈθæt ˈstʌf] that’s tough [ˈθæt ˈtʌf]

The same habit prevails in German and Scandinavian; German, in fact, marks the onset of stress so vigorously that it often takes the shape of a (non-distinctive) glottal stop before the initial vowel of a stressed word or element, as in ein Arm [aɪn, ɑːrm] ‘an arm,’ or in Verein [fer ən] ‘association,’ where the ver- is an unstressed prefix.

In many stress-using languages, on the other hand, the point of onset of a stress is regulated entirely by the character of the
primary phonemes. In Dutch, for instance, when there is a single consonant before the vowel of a stressed syllable, this consonant always shares in the loudness, regardless of word-division or other factors of meaning: een aam ‘an aam’ (measure of forty gollons) and een naam ‘a name’ are both [e:nam], and a phrase like het ander oog ‘the other eye’ is [e'tandex]. The same habit prevails in Italian, Spanish, and the Slavic languages.

7.6. Differences of pitch, that is, frequency of vibration in the musical sound of the voice, are used in English, and perhaps in most languages, as secondary phonemes. The actual acoustic forms are highly variable; there is also some geographic variation. The Englishman’s rising pitch in Thank you! is striking to American ears, and his rising pitch in some statements often makes them sound to us like a yes-or-no question. Moreover, we use features of pitch very largely in the manner of gestures, as when we talk harshly, sneeringly, petulantly, caressingly, cheerfully, and so on. In English, and in the languages of Europe generally, pitch is the acoustic feature where gesture-like variations, non-distinctive but socially effective, border most closely upon genuine linguistic distinctions. The investigation of socially effective but non-distinctive patterns in speech, an investigation scarcely begun, concerns itself, accordingly, to a large extent with pitch. For the same reason, it is not easy to define the cases where features of pitch have in our language a genuine status as secondary phonemes.

It is clear that the end of a sentence (a term we shall have to define later) is always marked by some special distribution of pitch. We can speak the words It’s ten o’clock, I have to go home, as a single sentence, with a final-pitch only at the end, or as two sentences, with a final-pitch on clock and another at the end: It’s ten o’clock. I have to go home. After a final-pitch we may pause for any length of time, or stop talking.

Within the domain of final-pitch we can distinguish several phonemic differences. It’s ten o’clock, as a statement, differs from It’s ten o’clock? as a question; the latter ends with a rise, instead of a fall. Among questions, there is a difference of pitch-scheme between a yes-or-no question, such as It’s ten o’clock? or Did you see the show? and a supplement-question, which is to be answered by some special word or phrase, as What time is it? or Who saw the show? with a lesser rise at the end. In transcription we may indicate the latter type by placing the question-mark upside down.

[2]. The distinction appears plainly in the contrast between a supplement-question and a yes-or-no question which asks whether this supplement-question is to be answered: Who saw the show? [‘huw ‘so ‘jøs ‘show] asks for the person, but, [‘huw ‘so ‘de ‘sow] means ‘Is this what you were asking about?’

These three types of final-pitch appear side by side in the following examples. If someone said I’m the man who—who—and his interlocutor might reply: by saying, with the final-pitch of a statement, Who took the money? [huw ‘tuk ‘de ‘monj]. This contrasts with the supplement-question Who took the money? [huw ‘tuk ‘de ‘monj] to which an interlocutor wanted to make sure that this was the question, or to use it as a formal starting-point, might answer by a yes-or-no question, Who took the money? [‘huw ‘tuk ‘de ‘monj] (I’ll tell you who took it...). It appears, further, that sentences of all three of these types may be distorted as to pitch, and also as to stress, when the speaker is responding to a strong stimulus. We are doubtless justified in setting up a single secondary phoneme of exclamatory pitch, symbol [!], for this type, and in supposing that the varieties within this type, such as the intonations of anger, surprise, call, sneer, and the like, are non-distinctive, gesture-like variations. The exclamatory phoneme appears in conjunction with all three of the final-pitch phonemes. Contrast John [jun] as an answer to a question, with John? [jun?] as a call for the hearer’s (John’s) presence or attention; similarly John? [jun?] as a simple question (Is that John?) contrasts with the same question accompanied by exclamatory pitch: John?! [jun? ] (It isn’t John, I hope!); finally, Who was watching the door [?] contrasts with the exclamatory Who was watching the door [!]? in an emergency or a calamity.

As a fifth secondary phoneme of pitch in English we must recognize pause-pitch or suspension-pitch [ ], which consists of a rise of pitch before a pause within a sentence. It is used, in contrast with the final-pitches, to show that the sentence is not ending at a point where otherwise the phrasal form would make the end of a sentence possible: I was waiting there [ ] when in came the man. John [ ] the idiot [ ] missed us. (Contrast: John the Baptist was preaching.) The man [ ] who was carrying a bag [ ] came up to our door. Only one man is in the story; contrast: The man who was carrying a bag came up to our door, which implies that several men are in the story.
7.7. In English both stress and pitch, then, are used only as secondary phonemes, but there are some differences between the functions of the two. The stress phonemes appear in only when two or more elements of speech are joined into one form: a simple word, like John, contains no distinctive feature of stress; to hear a distinctive feature of stress we must take a phrase or a compound word or, at least, a word containing two or more parts, such as contest. The pitch phonemes, on the other hand, occur in every utterance, appearing even when a single word is uttered, as in John! John? John. On the other hand, the pitch phonemes in English are not in principle attached to any particular words or phrases, but vary, with differences of meaning, in otherwise identical forms.

Many languages differ from English in using secondary phonemes of pitch as we use those of stress, in words and phrases that consist of more than one element. In Swedish and Norwegian, a word of two syllables, for instance, has an ordinary high stress on one of them, quite as it would in English, but, in addition to this, the stressed syllables are distinguished by two different schemes of pitch. The stress may be accompanied by a rising pitch, giving much the same acoustic impression as an English high stress, as in Norwegian [ˈbėnɛr] 'peasant' or [ˈalksə] 'shoulder,' or, with a distinctive difference, it may be accompanied by a falling pitch, as in [ˈbɛnɛr] 'beans' or [ˈalksə] 'axe.' This distinctive word-pitch is all the more remarkable because in all other respects Swedish and Norwegian closely resemble English in their use of secondary phonemes of pitch and stress.

The Japanese language is said to distinguish two relative pitches, normal and higher; thus, [haːna] 'nose' has normal pitch on both syllables, [ˈhãːna] 'beginning' has higher pitch on the first syllable, and [ˈhaːna] 'flower' on the second; there seem to be no secondary phonemes of word-stress.

In still other languages features of pitch are used as primary phonemes. North Chinese distinguishes four of these, which we may symbolize by numbers:

1) high level: [mɑː] 'mother'
2) high rising: [mɑː] 'hemp'
3) low rising: [mɑː] 'horse'
4) low falling: [mɑː] 'soil'

Cantonese is said to have nine such tones. Primary phonemes of pitch, in fact, appear in very many languages, either in a few simple types, as in Lithuanian, Serbian, and ancient Greek, or in what seems to us a bewildering variety, as in some African languages.

It is worth noticing that we have in American English a non-distinctive variation of pitch on our stressed vowels: before an unvoiced sound, as in map or mat, the pitch-scheme is simple, but before a voiced sound, as in maid or man, we have ordinarily, and under loud stress quite clearly, a rising-falling pitch.

7.8. Once we have obtained some notion of how a phoneme is formed, we may observe various modifications in the way it is produced. The English phonemes [k, g], for instance, are made by closure of the back of the tongue against the velum: if we observe carefully, we find that the closure is made farther forward when the next phoneme is a front vowel, as in kin [kin], keen [kijn], giv [giv], gear [stjr], and further backward before a back vowel, as in cook [kuk], coop [kuwp], good [ɡʊd], goose [ɡuws], in contrast with what we may call the normal position, as in ear [kær], ery [krn], guard [ɡərd], gray [ɡreɪ]. The English phoneme [h] is formed with the oral position of the following vowel. These variants are not distinctive, since they depend entirely upon the following phonemes. In languages where differences of this sort are distinctive, we have really no right to call them "modifications," for in these languages they are essential features of the phoneme. We might just as well use the term "modification" of the action or inaction of the voice during the production of a noise-sound, or of the presence or absence of nasalization, or of the rounding or retraction of the lips during the production of a vowel. Nevertheless, it is convenient to view in this way some less familiar features which are phonemic in certain languages.

The most important of these is palatalization: during the production of a consonant the tongue and lips take up, so far as is compatible with the main features of the phoneme, the position of a front vowel, such as [i] or [ɛ]. Thus, we may say that in English [k] and [ɡ] are subject to a non-distinctive palatalization before a front vowel. Palatalization occurs as a distinctive feature notably in some of the Slavic languages. In Russian, for instance, most consonant phonemes occur in pairs, with the distinctive difference of plain versus palatalized. For the transcription of the latter, various devices have been used, such as a dot, curve, or caret-sign over the symbol, or an exponent ɹ or an accent-mark after it, or the use of italic letters. We shall adopt the last-named device, as
the most convenient for printing. In a Russian word like [mat] 'five' the corners of the mouth are retracted and the tongue is raised into front-vowel position during the formation of both consonants. In the case of the [t] this means, of course, that while the tip and edge of the tongue are making closure against the backs of the upper teeth, the blade of the tongue is raised toward the palate; similarly in words like [tada] 'uncle' or [tama] 'nurse.' The distinctive character of the difference appears in cases like [bit] 'way of being,' [bit] 'to be,' [bid] 'to beat.'

Some languages distinguish velarized consonants, in which the tongue is retracted as for a back vowel. If the lips are rounded during the production of a consonant, it is said to be labialized. These two modifications appear together in labiovelarized consonants.

7.9. The manner in which the vocal organs pass from inactivity to the formation of a phoneme, or from the formation of one phoneme to that of the next, or from the formation of a phoneme to inactivity, will often show varieties which we label as transitions. This term is fair enough when the differences are not distinctive, but when they are distinctive, we have really no right to describe some of the essential features of the phonemes as basic and others as transitional.

In passing from silence to a voiced stop, as in bay, day, gay, we begin the voicing gradually, and in passing from these sounds to silence, as in ebb, odd, egg, we gradually lessen the voicing. This contrasts with the French manner, where the stops in these positions are fully voiced, from the very beginning to the very end. In passing from silence to a stressed vowel, we usually make a gradual onset of the voice, while the North German first closes the glottis and then suddenly begins full voicing, so as to produce a (non-distinctive) glottal stop. Occasionally, as a non-distinctive variant, we start in the German style and the German in ours. In French and in sub-standard southern English a third variety of onset is non-distinctive, in which the glottis passes through the [h]-position. In standard English and in German this variety is distinctive, as in English heart [hart] versus art [art]. In passing from a vowel to silence, the languages so far named use a gentle off-glide, but others pass through the [h]-position or end sharply with a glottal stop, and in still others these differences are phonemic. In passing from an unvoiced stop to a voiced sound, especially a vowel, one may begin the voicing at the very moment of explosion, or the voicing may lag for an instant; in either case it may begin gently or with a glottal stop; these differences are phonemic in some languages, and were discussed in § 6.6. Before or after palatalized consonants there may be a glide resembling a front vowel; velarized consonants, similarly, may be accompanied by a back-vowel glide.

In successions of consonants the chief transitional feature seems to be the difference between close and open transition. In English we use close transition. When we pass from one stop to another, we form the second closure before opening the first: in a word like actor ['æktər], for instance, the tip of the tongue touches the gums for the [t] before the back of the tongue is removed from the velum to release the [k]. French uses open transition: in a word like acteur ['æktœʁ] 'actor,' the [k] is opened before the tongue-tip touches the teeth for the [t]. Similarly, combinations of stop plus spirant in English have close transition, as in Brity, cripful, it shail: before the stop is opened, the organs are already placed, as far as possible, into the position of the following spirant, so that the explosion of the stop is incomplete. This contrasts with the open transition of French, where the stop is fully exploded before the spirant begins, as in ette seine ['set seːn] 'this scene,' etappe facile ['etap faːsilo] 'easy stage,' ette choice ['set ʃeɪz] 'this chair.' The same difference appears in so-called double consonants, combinations in which the same consonant phoneme appears twice in succession. In English, forms like grub-bay ['ɡræb ˈbeɪ], hot time ['hɒt 'tæm], pen-knife ['pen ˈnɛf] show only one closure for the groups [bb, tt, nn]; this closure merely lasts longer than the closure of a single consonant. The double consonant is marked also by the difference of stress between the implosion (in our examples, weak) and the explosion (in our examples, strong). In French, similar groups, as in ette table ['set ˈtabl] 'this table,' normally show two openings, with an implosion and an explosion for each of the two consonant units.

If both types of transition occur in a language, the difference may be utilized as a phonemic distinction. Thus, Polish has mostly open transition, like that of French, as in trzy ['tʂɨ] 'three,' but the combination of [t] and [s] occurs also with close transition, as a separate phoneme, which we may designate by [ʂ], as in czy ['ɕɨ] 'whether.' There is also, again as a separate phoneme, a palatalized variety of this, [ɕ], as in cri [ɕi] 'to thee.'
This last example shows us compound phonemes—that is, sounds resembling a succession of two or more phonemes of the same language, but in some way distinguished from such a succession, and utilized as separate phonemes. Many compound phonemes consist, like those in our example, of a stop plus a spirant or other open consonant; phonemes of this sort are called affricates. In English, where all consonant groups have close transition, this could not be used as a phonemic feature. Nevertheless, English has two affricate phonemes, [ʃ] as in church [kʃtʃ], and [ʒ] as in judge [ʤdʒ]. These affricates are always palatalized, and it is this feature which distinguishes them from combinations of [t] plus [ʃ], as in beet-sugar ['bi:t 'ʃugə], it shall [it 'ʃel], and of [d] plus [ʒ], as in did Jeanne [dɪd 'ʒeɪn].

7. 10. The treatment of successions of vowels and predominantly musical sounds shows great variety, and many types of transition are distinctive in one or another language.

In any succession of sounds, some strike the ear more forcibly than others: differences of sonority play a great part in the transition effects of vowels and vowel-like sounds. Thus, other things (especially, the stress) being equal, a low vowel, such as [a], is more sonorous than a high vowel, such as [i]; any vowel is more sonorous than a consonant; a nasal, trill, or lateral more than a stop or spirant; a sibilant [s, ʃ], with its concentration of the breath-stream into a narrow channel, more than another spirant; a spirant more than a stop; a voiced sound more than an unvoiced. In any succession of phonemes there will thus be an up-and-down of sonority. In a series like [tattata], the [a] will be more sonorous than the [t]/[a]. In the following example four degrees of sonority are distinguished by means of numbers:

Jock caught a red bird
[ʃɔk kɔt ə red bərd]
314 414 1 213 323.

Evidently some of the phonemes are more sonorous than the phonemes (or the silence) which immediately precede or follow. This is true of the phonemes marked 1 in our example and, in one case, of a phoneme marked 2. In the other, namely the [ʃ] in bird, but not of the [r] in red. Any such phoneme is a crest of sonority or a syllabic; the other phonemes are non-syllabic. Thus the [r] in red and the [ʃ] in bird are syllables, but the [r] in red and the [d] in red and bird are non-syllables. An utterance is said to have as many syllables (or natural syllables) as it has syllables. The ups and downs of syllabification play an important part in the phonetic structure of all languages.

In every language, only certain ones of the phonemes ever occur as syllables, but in principle any sound may be more sonorous than its surroundings. The interjections [ʃtʃ] and [ʃʃ] with which we demand silence, differ from ordinary English words in using [ʃ] and [ʃ] as syllables. Actually, most of the phonemes in any language are used only as non-syllables, as, in English, [p, t, k]; we call these consonants. Other phonemes, fewer in number, occur only as syllables, as, in English, [e, o, a]; we call these vowels. In most languages there is a third, intermediate group of sonants, phonemes which occur in both syllabic and non-syllabic positions; thus, in American English, of the Central-Western type, [r] is syllabic in bird [bɪrd], but non-syllabic in red [red].

Whether a sonant in any word is syllabic or non-syllabic, is determined in different ways in different languages. If the syllabic or non-syllabic character of a sonant depends entirely upon the surrounding phonemes (as in bird versus red), then the difference is not distinctive, and, so far as transcription is concerned, we do not need more than one symbol. In many cases, however, the syllabic or non-syllabic character of the sonant is determined arbitrarily, and constitutes a phonemic difference. Thus, in stirring [stɪŋ] the [r] is syllabic, but in string [strɪŋ] it is non-syllabic; in the second syllable of pattern [pætn] the [r] is syllabic and the [n] is non-syllabic, but in the second syllable of patron [ˈpætrən] the [r] is non-syllabic and the [n] is syllabic. In such cases we need separate symbols for the two phonemes. Unfortunately, our habits of transcription in this regard are neither uniform nor consistent. In a few cases we use different symbols: [i, u, y] are generally used for syllable values, and [i, ɪ, ʊ], respectively, for the corresponding non-syllables; many transcribers, however, use the former symbols also for certain non-syllabic occurrences. Another device is to place a little curve above or below symbols like [ɪ, u, ʊ, e, o, ə] to indicate non-syllabic function. On the other hand, the symbols [r, l, m, n] usually have a dot, circle, or vertical line placed under them to denote syllabic function.

When the syllabic or non-syllabic function of a sonant is deter-
Mined by the surrounding phonemes (or silences), the distribution is natural. Thus, in standard German, the phonemes [i, u] are non-syllabic when they precede or follow a vowel, and in all other positions they are syllabic. Non-syllabic [u] occurs only after [a], as in Haus [haws] ‘house’; non-syllabic [i] occurs after [a], as in Ei [ai] ‘egg,’ after [ə] (or [u]), as in neu [nəu] ‘new,’ and before vowels and [u], as in ja [ja:] ‘yes,’ jung [juŋ] ‘young.’ The variants after a vowel are decidedly lowered, and the nonsyllable [i] before syllables is spoken with close contact, so as to give a decided friction-sound, but these differences are not distinctive; traditionally, transcribers use the symbols [i, u] for the former type, but [j] for the latter.

Where the syllable or non-syllable function of sonants is not determined by the surrounding phonemes, the difference is phonemic. Some languages use a slight increase of stress to make a sonant syllabic. In English this syllable-stress acts as a secondary phoneme. In Central-Western American English, syllable-stress makes an [r] syllable in stressed syllables in cases like stirring [striŋ], in contrast with string [strin], or error [‘eər] in contrast with warn [‘wər]. In unstressed syllables, the sonants [r, l, m, n] are often syllabic by natural distribution, as in butter [‘bɑtər], bottle [‘bɑtl], bottom [‘bɑtm], button [‘bɑtn], but in other cases their syllable value is determined by the use of syllable-stress. Thus, syllable-stress marks off an [r] from a preceding [r], as in error [‘eər] beaver [‘bɑrvər], or from a preceding [r], as in stirrer [‘stɪrər], and it often determines which of successive sonants is syllabic:

- apron [‘æpron]  
- pickerel [‘pɪkərəl]  
- corral [‘kɒrəl]  
- char em [‘tʃær m]  
- maintenance [‘mejetnəns]  
- pattern [‘pætn]  
- minestr [‘mɪnestrɛ]  
- Carl [‘kɑrl]  
- charm [‘kɑrm]  
- penance [‘pɛnəns]  

The syllable-stress may even make [r, l, m, n] syllabic before a more open phoneme:

- battery [‘bætri]  
- hastily [‘hestrɪ]  
- anatomy [‘ænetəmi]  
- botany [‘botəni]  
- pantry [‘prentri]  
- chastely [‘tʃestrɪ]  
- met me [‘met m]  

The syllable-stress, then, has in this type of English the value of a secondary phoneme. If we omitted the little vertical stroke under syllable [r, l, m, n], as we properly should, in all cases where the syllabic value is due merely to the character of the surrounding phonemes, this stroke would serve in the remaining cases as a consistent sign of syllable-stress.

By the use of syllable-stress some languages reverse the relations of natural sonority; thus, South German dialects have the [i, u, y] syllabic and the [a] non-syllabic in forms like [liab] ‘dear,’ [gust] ‘good,’ [gryan] ‘green.’

Another type of distribution is the use of articulatory differences to set off the syllable and non-syllable functions of the sonants. Usually this consists in forming the non-syllable variety with more closure than the syllable variety. In English, the sonants [i] and [u] occur as non-syllables before and after vowels; symbolizing these non-syllabic occurrences by [j] and [w], we have [j] in yes [jes], say [sej], buy [baj], boy [boj] and [w] in well [wel], go [gəu], now [nau]. In these examples the non-syllabic function of [j, w] is sufficiently determined by natural sonority, since a more open vowel precedes or follows. Therefore the actual variations in the manner of forming the sounds are here non-distinctive: the [j, w] after vowels, especially in the types [aj, ow, aw] are very open, and the [a] also is quite different from an ordinary [a]; before a vowel, as in yes, well, the [j] has a higher and more forward tongue-position than a syllabic [i], and the [w] has a higher tongue-position than a syllabic [u] and is formed with a slight contraction of the lips. Now, these latter differences are utilized, in English, as phonemic differences: even where the function is not determined by natural sonority, we distinguish the closer non-syllabic [j, w] as separate phonemes, from the more open syllable [i, u]. Thus, we distinguish between [jw] in case [‘kwəz] and [w] in wood [woʊd], and between [ji] in case [‘kwəz] and a rare [ji], as in slang grip [grip] ‘to squeeze,’ and we have even groups like [ji], wuw, as in yeast [‘jist], uoo [‘jwʊ]. When two different members of the set, [i, u, r] come together in a stressed syllable, the first is non-syllabic: you [jju], your [jJR], ten [tɛn], work [wrk], rid [rid], roof [ruf], ruw. In unstressed syllables we have, however, distinctions like kite [‘kɑit] versus higher [‘hɑɪər], pair [ˈpeɪr] versus payer [ˈpeɪər], sore [ˈsɔr] versus soor [ˈsɔːr]. A non-syllabic sonant which, thanks to some modification, is phonemically distinct from the corresponding syllabic sonant is called a semi-vowel.
In the same way, French produces its high vowels [i, u, y] with greater closure and tension when they are non-syllabic, as in hier [JE:r] ‘yesterday,’ aie [wa] ‘goose,’ aid [a:i] ‘garlic,’ buile [u:i] ‘ah,’ and treats these types as separate semivowel phonemes, distinguishing, for instance, between oui [wil] ‘yes’ and houile [u:i] ‘anthracite,’ and employing the sequence [ui], as in fille [fi:] ‘daughter.’

7. 11. Vowels and sonants combine into compound phonemes, which are known as diphthongs, or, if there are three components, as triphthongs. Whether a succession of phonemes is to be viewed as a compound phoneme, depends entirely upon the phonetic structure of the language. In English, successions like [e] in yes or [æ] in well are treated as two phonemes, like any sequence of consonant plus vowel, but combinations of vowel plus semivowel are treated as compound phonemes. We have seven such combinations, as well as one triphthong of semivowel-vowel-semivowel:

see [si:] seeing [‘sijig]
say [se:] saying [‘se:jig]
buy [ba:] buying [‘ba:jig]
bay [bo:] baying [‘bo:jig]
do [du:] doing [‘du:w]
go [go:] going [‘gow]
bow [baw] bowing [‘baw]
few [fiw] fewer [‘fiw]

We shall see in the next chapter that in the phonetic structure of our speech-forms, these groups play the same part as simple vowel phonemes. The peculiar non-distinctive modifications of the components, especially of [a, j, w], which we noticed above, often appear in diphthongs, but this is of secondary importance; the essential feature is the peculiar structural treatment. Another non-distinctive peculiarity of our diphthongs is their divergent sound, in most American types of pronunciation, before [r]: in this position they approach the character of a single long and rather tense vowel:

gear [gair] sure [zu:w]
air [e:r] oar [u:w]
fire [fai:] hour [zu:w]

In some pronunciations these modified varieties differ from any simple vowel, witness:

Mary [‘me:jri] were [zu:we], house [zu:ors]
merry [‘merri] hors [hors]
marry [‘merri] war [wor]

Many types of pronunciation, however, lack some or all of these differences; in these types either some of the diphthongs or some of the simple vowels do not occur before [r].

Diphthongs occur also in languages that do not treat syllabic and non-syllabic vowels as separate phonemes. In German the combinations [ai] as in Eis [iai] ‘ice,’ [oi] as in neu [noi] ‘new,’ and [aw], as in Haus [haus] ‘house,’ are treated, structurally, as unit phonemes. As in English, the constituents differ greatly in their ordinary form: the non-syllables have mid-vowel quality rather than high, and the [oi], especially, exists in several varieties, resembling, in some pronunciations, rather a combination of rounded front vowels, say [au].

Diphthongs like the English and German, where the syllabic part precedes, are called falling diphthongs, in contrast with rising diphthongs, in which the non-syllabic part precedes. Thus, in French, combinations like [ei], as in fier [fi:r] ‘proud,’ and [wa], as in moi [ma] ‘I,’ are treated structurally as unit phonemes; in Italian, the combinations [ie, wa] are treated as diphthongs; the same is true of [je, we] in Spanish.

Some languages have compound phonemes of syllabic vowels and non-syllabic consonants. In Lithuanian the phonemes [I, r, m, n] are never syllabic, but combinations like [ai], ar, am, an] are treated structurally and accentually as diphthongs, quite a par with [a:i] or [aw].

7. 12. Since syllabication is a matter of the relative loudness of phonemes, it can be re-enforced or opposed by adjustments of stress. The re-enforcing habit prevails probably in most languages. In French, where stress is not distinctive, every syllable is reinforced by a slight increase of stress on its syllabic; if there is only one non-syllabic before the syllabic, the rise begins on this non-syllabic; if there are two, different groups are treated differently: pertinacité [per-ti-na-si-te] ‘pertinacity,’ patronesse [pa-tro-ne:s] ‘patroness.’ This distribution of minute rises and falls of stress is non-distinctive, since it is determined entirely by the
character of the primary phonemes. It gives the language, to our ears, a rapid, patterning or drumming sound. The same habit prevails also in many stress-using languages, such as Italian, Spanish, Polish, Bohemian, and even in Russian, which not only has distinctive stress, but also weakens the unstressed vowels. Thus, in Italian pertinacia [per-ti-na-ta] 'stubbornness' or patronessa [pa-tro-nes-sa] 'patroness,' the syllables are divided by ups and downs of stress, which are well-marked in the accented syllables, and slight in the others.

English and the other Germanic languages do not mark off the unstressed syllables by ups and downs of stress. In a word like dimity [dимитi] or patroness [pe-tronеs], the stress merely drops off after its high point on the first syllable. Evidently there are three syllables, because there are three crests of natural sonority, but it would be impossible to say where one syllable ends and the next begins. In forms like pertinacity [pertinаs-itи] or procrastination [pro-kra-sti-na-shun], the beginnings of the stressed syllables are plainly marked by the onset of stress, but no other syllable-boundaries are in any way marked off.

The distribution of stress may create crests of sonority which are independent of the natural sonority of the phonemes. We have seen that in English the phonemes [r, l, m, n] may be louder than the surrounding phonemes, and therefore syllabic, thanks to a slight increase of stress.

The distribution of stress may even overcome relations of natural sonority. In a combination like [dzd], the [s] is more sonorous than the [dz]'s, and in [kst] the [s] is more sonorous than the stops, but in English our single high stress on forms like added [edzd], text [tekst], step [stump] is so loud that it drowns out those small differences of sonority. Some stress-using languages in this way drown out even the sonority of predominantly musical sounds; thus, Russian speaks the following, thanks to stress, as one-syllable words: [lbai] 'of the forehead,' [rta] 'of the mouth'; Polish, similarly true [rwa] 'it lasts,' mosa [mua] 'mass.'

CHAPTER 8

PHONETIC STRUCTURE

6.1. Descriptions of speech-sounds like those in the last two chapters, are due merely to chance observation. These descriptions are made in terms of a speaker's movements: more refined physiological observation may show that some of them are wrong. What is more serious, the differences and varieties that are observed, such as, say, the difference between French and English unvoiced stops [p, t, k], are not selected by any fixed principles (such as acoustic phonetics may some day give us), but owe their currency to the chance that some observer with a good ear had heard both of the languages concerned. Just as observation of South German dialects or of certain American Indian languages adds to the varieties of unvoiced stops that could be gathered from standard English and standard French, so the study of almost any new dialect will increase the repertoire of differences which a phonetician can hear. The extent of observation is in no way related to the accuracy of its results, and the terms in which it is reported are vague. Practical phonetics is a skill, for the student of languages often a very useful skill, but it has little scientific value.

For this reason it is beyond our power to analyze the general acoustic effect of a language. We can explain certain superficial effects: the "pattering" run of Italian (to English ears) is due to the syllable-division; the "guttural" sound of Dutch (to our sense), to the use of a uvular trill (§ 6.7) and of velar spirants (§ 6.8). In general, however, such observations of the "basis of articulation" are bound to be vague. English (in contrast, say, with French or German) retracts the jaw; the Central and Western type of American English adds a tendency to raise the tip of the tongue. German and French (in contrast with English) advance the jaw and use the muscles more vigorously — German in large, sweeping movements, French in smaller and more precise ones, especially in the front of the mouth. Danish draws the muscles in toward the median line. Such observations are often helpful toward understanding or imitating a pronunciation, but they are
hazy and inaccurate. We must wait for laboratory phonetics to give us precise and trustworthy statements.

The important thing about language, however, is not the way it sounds. The speaker's movement, the disturbance in the air, and the hearer's ear-drum vibrations (the B of § 2.2) are, in themselves, of very little moment. The important thing about language is its service in connecting the speaker's stimulus (A in § 2.2) with the hearer's response (C in § 2.2). This connection depends, as we have seen (§ 5.4), upon only a relatively few features of the acoustic form, upon the features which we call phonemes. For the working of language, all that is necessary is that each phoneme be unmistakably different from all the others. Except for this differentiation, its range of variety and its acoustic character are irrelevant. Any language can be replaced, for all its essential values, by any system of sharply distinct signals, provided that one signal is made to replace each phoneme of the language. Such a replacement is made in a correct phonetic transcription—one which satisfies the demands of accuracy and relevancy by using one and only one symbol for each phoneme. imperfectly and yet sufficiently well for practical purposes, such a replacement is made in traditional alphabetic writing. The importance of a phoneme then, lies not in the actual configuration of its sound-waves, but merely in the difference between this configuration and the configurations of all the other phonemes of the same language.

For this reason even a perfected knowledge of acoustics will not, by itself, give us the phonetic structure of a language. We shall always have to know which of the gross acoustic features are, by virtue of meanings, "the same," and which "different" for the speakers. The only guide to this is the speaker's situation and the hearer's response. Any description which fails to discriminate the distinctive features from the non-distinctive, can tell us little or nothing about the structure of a language. In this respect, a mechanical record has at least the virtue of not distorting the acoustic facts. The "exact" freerand records of zealous phonetic experts are likely to insist upon irrelevant acoustic differences that owe their notation merely to the circumstance that the observer has learned to respond to them. On this basis, it is possible to find the same set of "sounds" in languages of entirely different phonemic structure. For instance, both languages might show seven similar vowel "sounds," but in Language B these might be seven different phonemes, while in Language A [ə] and [o] might be non-distinctive variants of [a], and [ɛ, o] respectively of [ɛ, u]. Both languages might seem to show two durations of vowels, but these might be phonemic in Language A (as in German), while in Language B they might be non-distinctive variants. Both might show plain and aspirated unvoiced stops, as different phonemes in Language A and as more non-distinctive variants in Language B. Both might have a series of voiced spirants, but these might be distinctive in Language B, while in Language A they existed merely as variants of stops between vowels.

Only the phonemes of a language are relevant to its structure—that is, to the work it does. A description of the non-distinctive features might be of great interest, but for this it would have to be more complete and more copious than any that have so far been made.

8. 2. A list or table of the phonemes of a language should therefore ignore all non-distinctive features. Such lists or tables are usually made on the basis of practical-phonetic classifications, thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>American English (Chicago)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stops, unvoiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>affricates, unaspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spirants, unaspirated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowels, high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>higher mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Secondary phonemes:
- stress
- syllable-stress
- pitch

Tables like these, even when they exclude non-distinctive features, are nevertheless irrelevant to the structure of the language,
PHONETIC STRUCTURE

Since every utterance contains, by definition, at least one syllabic phoneme, the simplest way to describe the phonetic structure of a language is to state which non-syllabic phonemes or groups of non-syllabic phonemes (clusters) appear in the three possible positions: initial, before the first syllable of an utterance; final, after the last syllable of an utterance; and medial, between syllables.

In this respect the diphthong and triphthong play in English the same part as do the simple vowels; it is precisely this fact that compels us to class them as compound phonemes and not as mere successions of phonemes.

For convenience, I shall place a number before each phoneme or group of phonemes that shows any peculiarity in its structural behavior.

Taking first the initial non-syllables, we find at the outset that two phonemes never begin an utterance; they are (1) [ŋ, ʒ]. We ignore foreign forms, such as the French name Jeanne [ʒan].

Further, six of the non-syllables that occur in initial position never appear as members of an initial cluster: (2) [v, ð, z, ð, j, ı].

The initial clusters all begin with one of the following non-syllables: (3) [p, t, k, b, d, g, f, θ, s, ʃ, h]. Here we find an accord between the structural grouping and our phonetic description, since our structural group (3) embraces exactly the phonetic groups of stops and unvoiced spirants.

If the first consonant of the cluster is (4) [s], it may be followed by one of the set (5) [p, t, k, f, m, n, ñ, as in spin, stay, say, sphere, small, smell.

All the initials of group (3) and the combinations of (4) [s] with (6) [p, t, k] may be followed by one of the set (7) [w, r, l], with the following restrictions:

(8) [w] never comes after (9) [p, b, f, θ], and never after the combination of (4) [s] with (10) [ŋ]. The actual clusters, then, are illustrated by the words twin, quick, dwell, Guynne, thwart, sworn, when [ðwen], squall.

(11) [θ] never comes after (12) [s, h]. The clusters, therefore, are those which begin the words pray, tray, crow, bray, dray, gray, fray, three, shrirk, spray, stray, scratch.

(13) [l] never comes after (14) [t, d, ʃ, ʒ, h], and never after the combination of (4) [s] with (15) [k]. The clusters, accordingly, are those which appear in play, clay, blue, flees, dwell, split.

8. 4. We come now to the final clusters. These are subject to
the general rule that the same phoneme never occurs in two adjoining positions: there are no such final groups as [as] or [tt].

This rule holds good also for initial clusters and is implied by our description of them, but it does not hold good, as we shall see, for medial clusters.

We have undertaken to view combinations of vowel plus [j] or [w] as compound phonemes (diphthongs) and accordingly cannot count the semi-vowels in these combinations as final non-syllables or parts of clusters. If, accordingly, we eliminate these cases (e.g. say [se]), go (grow), we find that (16) [b, j, w] do not occur as final non-syllables or members of final clusters. All the remaining non-syllables occur in both of these functions.

English final clusters consist of two, three, or four non-syllables. One can describe the combinations most simply by saying that each cluster consists of a main final consonant, which may be preceded by a pre-final, which in turn may be preceded by a second pre-final; further, the main final may be followed by a post-final. This gives us six possibilities:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WITHOUT POST-FINAL</th>
<th>WITH POST-FINAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>main final alone:</td>
<td>bet [-t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-final plus main final:</td>
<td>test [-st]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>second pre-final plus pro-final plus main final:</td>
<td>text [-kst]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The consonants which occur as post-finals are (17) [t, d, s, z]. In a form like test or text we call the [-t] a main final, because there exist forms like tests, testis, in which a further consonant (a post-final) is added, but in a form like washed [washed] we call the [-t] a post-final because the cluster [-st] is not paralleled by any cluster with the addition of a further consonant: we have no such final cluster as, say, [-stes].

The occurrence of the post-finals is limited by three important restrictions. The post-finals (18) [t, s] are the only ones that occur after the main finals (19) [p, t, k, ð, f, s, t, s]; these same post-finals never occur after any other sounds; and the post-finals (20) [s, z] are the only ones that occur after the main finals (21) [ð, ʃ, z, s, ʒ, ʒ]. It is worth noticing that set (19) agrees, except for the absence of [k], with the physiological class of unvoiced sounds, and that set (21) embraces the physiological classes of affricates and sibilants. These restrictions group the main finals into six classes:

Those in (19) but not in (21) may be followed by [t, s], as [p] in help, helped, helps;

those in neither (19) nor (21) may be followed by [d, z], as [b] in grab, grabbed, grabs;

those in (19) and (21) may be followed only by [t], as [k] in reach, reached;

those in (21) but not in (19) may be followed only by [d], as [p] in urge, urged;

[τ] in (19) but not in (21), owing to the rule of no doubling, may be followed only by [s], as in wait, waits;

[d] in neither (19) nor (21), owing to the same rule, may be followed only by [s], as in fold, folds.

We turn now to the pre-finals. The main consonants (22) [g, ɣ, ð, ʃ, η, r] are never accompanied by a pre-final, and the consonants (23) [b, g, ð, ʃ, f, v, ʌ] never occur as pre-finals. The combinations that remain are subject to the following further restrictions:

The pre-finals (24) [l, r] do not occur before the main final (25) [z]. Their combinations, accordingly, are those which appear in the following examples: harp, barb, heart, hard, hark, march, barge, scarf, carve, heartth, farce, harsh, arm, barn; help, bull, ball, held, milk, pig, the, pelf, delve, wealth, else, Welsh, elm, ilk.

The pre-final (26) [n] occurs only before the main finals (27) [t, d, ð, s, ʃ, z], as in ant, sand, pinch, range, mouth, once, bronze.

The pre-final (28) [m] occurs only before the main finals (29) [p, t, ð, ʃ], as in camp, dream, nymph; the combination with (30) [0] occurs with the second pre-final (11) [r]: warmth.

The pre-final (31) [ŋ] occurs only before (32) [k, ʃ], as in tink, length.

The pre-final (4) [s] occurs only before (6) [p, t, k], as in wasp, test, ask. Before (10) [l] it may be preceded by the second pre-final (15) [k], as in text.

The pre-finals (33) [b, z] occur only after the main final (28) [m], as in rhythm, symphon.

The pre-final (10) [l] occurs only before the main finals (34) [b, z], as in eighth [eɪθ], ruin (compare, with post-final [l] added, the slang ritzy [rɪtsi] 'snubbed'). The combination with the main final (4) [s] occurs also with second pre-final (11) [r] in quarta.
The pre-final \( [d] \) occurs only before \( [s] \) as in width, adze.

The pre-finals \( [p, k] \) occur only before the main finals \( [t, s] \), as in crypt, lappe, act, tax. Of these two, the pre-final \( [t] \) before the main final \( [s] \) occurs also with the second pre-final \( [s] \), as in minus (compare, with a post-final \( [t] \) added, the slang: jinxed [jinعت] 'gave bad luck'); the other, \( [p] \), occurs with the second pre-final \( [s] \) as in glimpse, tempt.

The pre-final \( [l] \) occurs only before \( [t] \) as in lift.

The medial non-syllabics of English consist of all the combinations of final plus initial, ranging from hiatus, complete lack of a non-syllabic, as in saw it ['səʊ ðɪt] to such clusters as in glimpsed strips [-mplst ŋrpt], \( [s] \) including repetitions of the same phoneme, as in that time [-t t] or ten nights [-t iŋz].

8.5 A survey of the 38 functional sets of non-syllabics will show that this classification suffices to define every non-syllabic phoneme in our language. In the same way, most or possibly all of our syllabic phonemes could be defined by the parts they play in the structure of our language. Since different types of standard English differ in the distributions of the syllabic phonemes, I shall mention only a few of the pattern features.

Of the semi-consonants, only \( [r] \) occurs in stressed syllables; it never occurs before \( [r] \). The syllabic semi-vowel \( [u] \) is distinguished by the fact that it does not occur initially, and occurs medially only before \( [t, k, d, s, l] \) as in put, look, wood, push, pull; it occurs also before \( [f, m] \), as in roof, room, but here always beside a more elegant variant with \( [u] \). Neither \( [i] \) nor \( [u] \) occurs in final position.

Of the vowels, \( [e, o] \) do not occur before semi-vowels (in diphthongs combinations) and \( [a] \) does not occur before \( [w] \). Only \( [a, o] \) occur in final position, as in saw, mac. The vowal \( [a] \) occurs only before \( [s, m, r] \) as in garage, calm, far, and before medial \( [s] \), as in father. The phonemes \( [i, e, a, o] \) occur before \( [r] \) only if another vowel follows, as in spirit, hearing, marry, sorry; \( [o] \) occurs before \( [r] \) only when the \( [r] \) is a pre-final, as in horse, horses, north; in many types of pronunciation the combination \( [or] \) is entirely lacking. The vowel \( [o] \) occurs before \( [r] \) only if \( [w] \) precedes, as in war, dwarf. The vowel \( [a] \) occurs before \( [g] \) only as a less common variant of \( [a] \), as in log, fog.

Of the diphthongs, only \( [i, e, o, aw] \) occur before \( [s] \), as in fierce, scarce, course; before the other combinations of pre-final \( [r] \) the only permitted diphthongs are \( [ow] \), as in card, fork, torn, and, in only a few dialectal-sounding words \( [o] \): taird, cairm. Before pre-final \( [l] \) the only permitted diphthongs are \( [i, a, ow] \), and the first two occur only when \( [l] \) follows, as in field, mild, old, cold. Before pre-final \( [n] \) only \( [a, aw] \) occur with any freedom, as in pint, mount, bird, bound; \( [e, o] \) occur when \( [t] \) follows, as in pain, point. The diphthongs do not occur before \( [n] \).

The trigraph \( [juw] \) differs from ordinary combinations of \( [j] \) plus vowel or diphthong (yank, tear, Yale) in that it occurs after initial consonants; it occurs after \( [p, k, b, g, f, h, v, m, n] \) as in yam, cue, beauty, goes, fear, view, muse, new, and after the clusters \( [sp, sk] \), as in spew, skew; after \( [n] \) there is a less elegant variant with \( [uw] \) instead of \( [juw] \), but, on the other hand, \( [juw] \) occurs in an elegant pronunciation after \( [t, d, s, l, s] \), where \( [uw] \) is the commoner variant, as in tune, dem, thesw, sue, lute, etew.

We shall find that the grammatical structure of a language implies groupings of the phonemes which supplement the groups definable on the basis of succession (§ 13.6).

8.6 The structural pattern differs greatly in different languages, and leads us to recognize different types of compound phonemes. German, for instance, has, on the whole, a structural scheme much like that of English, but with some striking differences. The voiced stops and spirants \( [b, d, g, v, z] \) never occur in final position. The initial groups can be simply described only if one takes the affricates combinations \( [pf, ts] \) as compound phonemes, as in Pfeund [pfunıd] 'pound,' zehn [tsen] 'ten,' zwei [tsve] 'two.'

The only diphthongs are \( [a, aw, oj] \); the simplicity of structure in this respect, leads phoneticians to transcribe them rather by \( [ai, ax, oj] \), since no ambiguity can arise. The French system differs not only as to the particular clusters, but also in more general respects. The diphthongs are rising, such as \( [je, wa] \). The greatest difference is in the use of the vowel phoneme \( [a] \), whose occurrence is governed largely by the phonetic pattern, so that it may be said to play the part of a secondary rather than of a primary phoneme. The phoneme \( [e] \) occurs wherever without it there would arise an unpermitted cluster of consonants. Thus, it occurs in le chat [li ʃat] 'the cat,' because \( [s] \) is not permitted as an initial cluster, but not in l'homme [lom] 'the man,' where no cluster arises. It ap-
pears in cheval [chøval] 'horse,' since the cluster [sv] is not permitted initially, but since this cluster is permitted in medial position, one says un cheval [œn chøval] 'a horse.' The medial clusters are limited, for the most part, to two consonants; thus, [rt] is permitted as a final cluster, as in porte [port] 'carries,' but if an initial consonant follows, [a] is inserted, as in porte bien [port boœ] 'carries well.' An entirely different system appears in a language like Plains Cve. The structure groups the phonemes into five sets: (1) the vowels [a, æ, e, i, u, o]; these are the only syllabic phonemes; (2) consonants of four types: stops [p, t, k], including the affricate [ts]; spirants [s, h]; nasals [m, n]; semivowels [j, w]. The initial possibilities are: no consonant; any one consonant; stop, spirant, or nasal plus semivowel. The medial possibilities are: any one consonant; stop, spirant, or nasal plus semivowel; spirant plus stop; spirant plus stop plus semivowel. The only final possibility is one consonant. The Fox language, with a somewhat similar patterning, permits of no final consonant; every utterance ends in a short vowel.

While English is especially rich in consonant clusters, it is easy to find others, such as initial [pr], [pl], [fr], [ts], [tș], [sv], [kn], [gr] in German, e.g., Pfauene [pfauene] 'plum,' schweier [sveœr] 'heavy,' Knie [kniœ] 'knee,' or the clusters in Russian [kniœ] 'I weave,' [mnuœ] 'I squeeze,' [nœt] 'cabbage-soup,' [lœt] 'I flatter.' Final clusters foreign to English appear, for example, in German Herbst [herbst] 'autumn' and Russian [borœœ] 'beet-soup.'

8.7. Once we have defined the phonemes as the smallest units which make a difference in meaning, we can usually define each individual phoneme according to the part it plays in the structural pattern of the speech-forms. We observe, especially, that the structural pattern leads us to recognize also compound phonemes, which resemble successions of other phonemes, but play the part of a simple phoneme, and that very slight acoustic differences, such as, in English, the syllabic-stress on [r, l, m, n], or the greater tensility of [j, w] compared to syllabic [i, u], may give rise to separate phonemes.

The phonemes so defined are the units of signaling; the meaningful forms of a language can be described as arrangements of primary and secondary phonemes. If we take a large body of speech, we can count out the relative frequencies of phonemes and of combinations of phonemes. This task has been neglected by linguists and very imperfectly performed by amateurs, who confuse phonemes with printed letters. Taking the total number of phonemes in the text used as 100 per cent, a recent count for English shows the following percentage frequencies for consonant phonemes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phoneme</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>7.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>7.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>7.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>6.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>6.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>5.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>4.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ë</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The figures for [r, l, m, n] include the occurrences in syllabic function; those for [j] and [w] do not include the occurrences of these phonemes as parts of diphthongs or triphthongs. The count of vowel phonemes is too confused to allow of plain reading. Apparently, [e] is the most-used, with a frequency of over 8 per cent; next comes [i], with over 6 per cent; then [o], with 3.5 per cent. The figures for groups of phonemes are unsuitable. From this and similar counts it is evident that the phonemes of a language perform very different roles as to frequency. Moreover, there seems to be some resemblance between languages; thus, in languages which use two types of stops, such as our [p, t, k] versus [b, d, g], the stop of the unvoiced type in each pair is more frequent than its voiced mate, — for instance, [t] more frequent than [d]. A serious study of this matter is much to be desired.

8.8. We have seen three ways of studying the sounds of speech. Phonetics in the strict sense — that is, laboratory phonetics — gives us a purely acoustic or physiological description. It reveals only the gross acoustic features. In practice, the laboratory phonetician usually singles out for study some feature which his lay knowledge recognizes as characteristic of a phoneme. Practical phonetics is an art or skill, not a science; the practical phonetician frankly accepts his everyday recognition of phonemic units and tries to tell how the speaker produces them. The term phonology is sometimes placed in contrast with the two forms of phonetics: phonology pays no heed to the acoustic nature of the phonemes, but merely accepts them as distinct units. It defines each phoneme by its rôle in the structure of speech-forms. It is important to remember that practical phonetics and phonology presuppose a
knowledge of meanings: without this knowledge we could not ascertain the phonemic features.

The description of a language, then, begins with phonology, which defines each phoneme and states what combinations occur. Any combination of phonemes that occurs in a language, is pronounceable in this language, and is a phonetic form. The combination [tnu], for instance is unpronounceable in English, but the combination [men] is pronounceable and is a phonetic form.

When the phonology of a language has been established, there remains the task of telling what meanings are attached to the several phonetic forms. This phase of the description is semantics. It is ordinarily divided into two parts: grammar and lexicon.

A phonetic form which has a meaning, is a linguistic form. Thus, any English sentence, phrase, or word is a linguistic form, and so is a meaningful syllable, such as, say, [mael] in maltreat, or [mon] in Monday: a meaningful form may even consist of a single phoneme, such as the [s] which means ‘more than one’ in plural-forms like hats, caps, books. In the following chapters we shall see how meanings are connected with linguistic forms.

CHAPTER 9

MEANING

9.1. The study of speech-sounds without regard to meanings is an abstraction; in actual use, speech-sounds are uttered as signals. We have defined the meaning of a linguistic form as the situation in which the speaker utters it and the response which it calls forth in the hearer. The speaker’s situation and the hearer’s response are closely co-ordinated, thanks to the circumstances that every one of us learns to act indifferently as a speaker or as a hearer. In the causal sequence

speaker’s situation → speech → hearer’s response,

the speaker’s situation, as the earlier term, will usually present a simpler aspect than the hearer’s response; therefore we usually discuss and define meanings in terms of a speaker’s stimulus.

The situations which prompt people to utter speech, include every object and happening in their universe. In order to give a scientifically accurate definition of meaning for every form of a language, we should have to have a scientifically accurate knowledge of everything in the speakers’ world. The actual extent of human knowledge is very small, compared to this. We can define the meaning of a speech-form accurately when this meaning has to do with some matter of which we possess scientific knowledge. We can define the names of minerals, for example, in terms of chemistry and mineralogy, as when we say that the ordinary meaning of the English word salt is ‘sodium chloride (NaCl),’ and we can define the names of plants or animals by means of the technical terms of botany or zoology, but we have no precise way of defining words like love or hate, which concern situations that have not been accurately classified — and these latter are in the great majority.

Moreover, even where we have some scientific (that is, universally recognized and accurate) classification, we often find that the meanings of a language do not agree with this classification. The whale is in German called a ‘fish’: *Wal*fish [val-fish]
and the bat a 'mouse': *Fledermaus* ['fleder-maws]. Physicists view the color-spectrum as a continuous scale of light-waves of different lengths, ranging from 40 to 72 hundred-thousandths of a millimetre, but languages mark off different parts of this scale quite arbitrarily and without precise limits, in the meanings of such color-names as violet, blue, green, yellow, orange, red, and the color-names of different languages do not embrace the same gradations. The kinship of persons seems a simple matter, but the terminologies of kinship that are used in various languages are extremely hard to analyze.

The statement of meanings is therefore the weak point in language-study, and will remain so until human knowledge advances very far beyond its present state. In practice, we define the meaning of a linguistic form, wherever we can, in terms of some other science. Where this is impossible, we resort to makeshift devices. One is demonstration. If someone did not know the meaning of the word apple, we could instruct him by handing him an apple or pointing at an apple, and continuing, as long as he made mistakes, to handle apples and point at them, until he used the word in the conventional way. This is essentially the process by which children learn the use of speech-forms. If a questioner understood enough of our language, we could define the word apple for him by circumlocution — that is, in the manner of our dictionaries, by a roundabout speech which fitted the same situations as does the word apple, saying, for instance: "The well-known, firm-fleshed, smooth-skinned, round or oblong pome fruit of the trees of the genus Malus, varying greatly in size, shape, color, and degree of acidity." Or else, if we knew enough of the questioner's language, we could answer him by translation — that is, by uttering a roughly equivalent form of his language; if he were a Frenchman, for instance, we could give pomme [pom] as the meaning of apple. This method of definition appears in our bilingual dictionaries.

9.2. The situations which prompt us to utter any one linguistic form, are quite varied; philosophers tell us, in fact, that no two situations are ever alike. Each one of us uses the word apple, in the course of a few months, of many individual pieces of fruit which differ in size, shape, color, odor, taste, and so on. In a favorable case, such as that of the word apple, all the members of the speech-community have been trained, from childhood, to use the speech-form whenever the situation (in this case, the object) presents certain relatively definable characteristics. Even in cases like this, our usage is never quite uniform, and most speech-forms have less clear-cut meanings. Nevertheless, it is clear that we must discriminate between non-distinctive features of the situation, such as the size, shape, color, and so on of any one particular apple, and the distinctive, or linguistic meaning (the semantic features) which are common to all the situations that all forth the utterance of the linguistic form, such as the features which are common to all the objects of which English-speaking people use the word apple.

Since our study ordinarily concerns only the distinctive features of form and meaning, I shall henceforth usually omit the qualification linguistic or distinctive, and speak simply of forms and meanings, ignoring the existence of non-distinctive features. A form is often said to express its meaning.

9.3. Even if we had an accurate definition of the meaning that is attached to every one of the forms of a language, we should still face a difficulty of another sort. A very important part of every situation is the state of the speaker's body. This includes, of course, the predisposition of his nervous system, which results from all of his experiences, linguistic and other, up to this very moment — not to speak of hereditary and pre-natal factors. If we could keep an external situation ideally uniform, and put different speakers into it, we should still be unable to measure the equipment each speaker brought with him, and unable, therefore, to predict what speech-forms he would utter, or, for that matter, whether he would utter any speech at all.

If we had perfect definitions, we should still discover that during many utterances the speaker was not at all in the situation which we had defined. People very often utter a word like apple when no apple at all is present. We may call this displaced speech. The frequency and importance of displaced speech is obvious. We recall the infant "asking for" his doll (§ 2.5). Relayed speech embodies a very important use of language; speaker A sees some apples and mentions them to speaker B, who has not seen them; speaker B relays this news to C, C to D, D to E, and so on, and it may be that none of these persons has seen them, when finally speaker X goes and cuts some. In other ways, too, we utter linguistic forms when the typical stimulus is absent. A starving beggar
at the door says I'm hungry, and the housewife gives him food; this incident, we say, embodies the primary or dictionary meaning of the speech-form I'm hungry. A petulant child, at bed-time, says I'm hungry, and his mother, who is up to his tricks, answers by packing him off to bed. This is an example of displaced speech. It is a remarkable fact that if a foreign observer asked for the meaning of the form I'm hungry, both mother and child would still, in most instances, define it for him in terms of the dictionary meaning. Lying, irony, jesting, poetry, narrative fiction, and the like, are probably as old and certainly as widespread as language. As soon as we know the dictionary meaning of a form, we are fully able to use it in displaced speech; our dictionaries and handbooks of foreign languages need tell us only the dictionary meaning. The displaced uses of speech are derived in fairly uniform ways from its primary value, and require no special discussion; nevertheless, they add to our uncertainty as to the forms that a given speaker will utter (if he speaks at all) in a given situation.

9.4. Adherents of mentalistic psychology believe that they can avoid the difficulty of defining meanings, because they believe that, prior to the utterance of a linguistic form, there occurs within the speaker a non-physical process, a thought, concept, image, feeling, act of will, or the like, and that the hearer, likewise, upon receiving the sound-waves, goes through an equivalent or correlated mental process. The mentalist, therefore, can define the meaning of a linguistic form as the characteristic mental event which occurs in every speaker and hearer in connection with the utterance or hearing of the linguistic form. The speaker who utters the word apple has a mental image of an apple, and this word evokes a similar image in a hearer's mind. For the mentalist, language is the expression of ideas, feelings, or sensations.

The mechanist does not accept this solution. He believes that mental images, feelings, and the like are merely popular terms for various bodily movements, which, so far as they concern language, can be roughly divided into three types:

(1) large-scale processes which are much the same in different people, and, having some social importance, are represented by conventional speech-forms, such as I'm hungry (angry, frightened, sorry, glad; my head aches, and so on);

(2) obscure and highly variable small-scale muscular contractions and glandular secretions, which differ from person to person,

and, having no immediate social importance, are not represented by conventional speech-forms;

(3) soundless movements of the vocal organs, taking the place of speech-movements, but not perceptible to other people ("thinking in words");

§ 2.4. The mechanist views the processes in (1) simply as events which the speaker can observe better than anyone else; the various problems of meaning, such as that of displaced speech (the naughty child saying I'm hungry), exist here no less than elsewhere. The mechanist believes that the processes in (2) are private habits left over, as traces, from the vicissitudes of education and other experience: the speaker reports them as images, feelings, and so on, and they differ not only for every speaker, but for every occasion of speech. The speaker who says, "I had the mental image of an apple," is really saying, "I was responding to some obscure internal stimulus of a type which was associated at some time in my past with the stimula of an apple." The sub-vocal speech in (3) seems to the mechanist merely a derivative of the habit of actual speech-utterance; when we are assured that a speaker has audibly performed the speech-movements of a certain utterance ("thought it in words"), we face exactly the same problem as when he has audibly uttered the same speech-form. In sum, then, the "mental processes" seem to the mechanist to be merely traditional names for bodily processes which either (1) come within the definition of meaning as speaker's situation, or (2) are so distantly correlated with speech-utterance as to be negligible factors in the speaker's situation, or (3) are mere reproductions of the speech-utterance.

Although this difference of opinion plays a decisive part in our views about the fundamentals of language, as of other human activities, and although mentalists lean heavily upon their terminology in all discussion of meaning, the dispute has really very little to do with problems of linguistic meaning. The events which the mentalist designates as mental processes and the mechanist classifies otherwise, affect in every case only one person: every one of us responds to them when they occur within him, but has no way of responding to them when they occur in anyone else. The mental processes or internal bodily processes of other people are known to each one of us only from speech-utterances and other observable actions. Since these are all we have to work with, the mentalist in practice defines meanings exactly as does the mecha-
nist, in terms of actual situations; he defines apple not as “the image of the well-known, firm-fleshed, etc. . . . fruit,” but, like the mechanist, omits the first three of these words, and, in fact, for all speakers except himself, merely infers that the image was present, either from the fact that the speaker used the word apple, or from some more definite utterance of the speaker’s (“I had a mental image of an apple”). In practice, then, all linguists, both mentalists and mechanists, define meanings in terms of the speaker’s situation and, whenever this seems to add anything, of the hearer’s response.

9.5. Linguistic meanings are more specific than the meanings of non-linguistic acts. A great deal of human co-operation is effected without language, by such means as gestures (for instance, pointing at something), the handling of objects (placing an object into someone’s hand, clashing an object to the ground), contact (nudging, caressing), non-linguistic sounds, both non-vocal (snapping the fingers, applause) and vocal (laughing, crying), and so on. We must mention especially, in this last connection, the non-linguistic (non-distinctive) features of speech-sound, such as plaintive, angry, commanding, drawing “tones of voice”; the manner of speech, in fact, is, next to speech itself, our most effective method of signaling. Linguistic forms, however, result, for the most part, in far more accurate, specific, and delicate co-ordination than could be reached by non-linguistic means; to see this, one need only listen to a few chance speeches: Four feet three and a half inches. — If you don’t hear from me by eight o’clock, go without me. — Where’s the small bottle of ammonia? Apparent exceptions, such as elaborate systems of gesture, deaf-and-dumb language, signaling-codes, the use of writing, telegraphy, and so on, turn out, upon inspection, to be merely derivatives of language.

Since we have no way of defining most meanings and of demonstrating their constancy, we have to take the specific and stable character of language as a presupposition of linguistic study, just as we presuppose it in our everyday dealings with people. We may state this presupposition as the fundamental assumption of linguistics (§ 5.3), namely:

In certain communities (speech-communities) some speech-utterances are alike as to form and meaning.

This virtue of speech-forms is bought at the cost of rationality. The non-linguistic modes of communication are based directly upon our bodily make-up, or else arise directly from simple social situations, but the connection of linguistic forms with their meanings is wholly arbitrary. What we call horse, the German calls Pferd [pört], the Frenchman cheval [sav], the Cree Indian mishakin, and so on; one set of sounds is as unreasonable as any other.

Our fundamental assumption implies that each linguistic form has a constant and specific meaning. If the forms are phonemically different, we suppose that their meanings also are different—for instance, that each one of a set of forms like quick, fast, swift, rapid, speedy, differs from all the others in some constant and conventional feature of meaning. We suppose, in short, that there are no actual synonyms. On the other hand, our assumption implies also that if the forms are semantically different (that is, different as to linguistic meaning), they are not “the same,” even though they may be alike as to phonetic form. Thus, in English, the phonetic form [pört] occurs with three different meanings: bear ‘to carry’; bear ‘ass’, and bear ‘uncovered’. Similarly, [pört] represents two nouns (bear and pair) and a verb (pore), and many other examples will occur to the reader. Different linguistic forms which have the same phonetic form (and differ, therefore, only as to meaning) are known as homonyms. Since we cannot with certainty define meanings, we cannot always decide whether a given phonetic form in its various uses has always the same meaning or represents a set of homonyms. For instance, the English verb bear in bear a burden, bear troubles, bear fruit, bear offspring, can be viewed as a single form or as a set of two or perhaps even more homonyms. Similarly, charge, in charge the man with gunshot, charge the man with larceny, charge the gloves to me, charge him a stiff price, can be viewed in several ways; the infantry will charge the fort seems to be different. The quality sloth and the animal sloth probably represent a pair of homonyms to some speakers and a single meaning to others. All this shows, of course, that our basic assumption is true only within limits, even though its general truism is presupposed not only in linguistic study, but by all our actual use of language.

9.6. Although the linguist cannot define meanings, but must appeal for this to students of other sciences or to common knowledge, yet, in many cases, having obtained definitions for some forms, he can define the meanings of other forms in terms of
MEANING

these first ones. The mathematician, for instance, who is here acting as a linguist, cannot define such terms as one and add, but if we give him a definition of these, he can define two (one added to one), three (one-added to two), and so on, without end. What we see plainly in mathematical language, where the denotations are very precise, appears also in many ordinary speech-forms. If the meanings of the English past tense and of the word go are defined, the linguist can define went as 'the past of go.' If the difference male : female is defined for the linguist, he can assure us that this is the difference between he : she, lion : horse, gander : goose, ram : ewe. The linguist has this assurance in very many cases, where a language, by some recognizable phonetic or grammatical feature, groups a number of its forms into form-classes: in any one form-class, every form contains an element, the class-meaning, which is the same for all forms of this form-class. Thus, all English substantives belong to a form-class, and each English substantive, accordingly, has a meaning; which, once it is defined for us (say, as 'object'), we can attribute to every substantive form in the language. English substantives, further, are subdivided into the two classes of singular and plural; granted a definition of the meanings of these two classes, we attribute one of these meanings to every substantive.

In every language we find certain forms, substitutes, whose meaning consists largely or entirely of class-meanings. In English, the pronouns are the largest group of substitutes. The pronouns show us a very interesting combination of meanings. The principal features are class-meanings; thus, somebody, someone have the class-meanings of substantives, singulars, personals; he has the class-meanings of substantives, singulars, personals, males; it has the class-meanings of substantives, singulars, non-personals; they has the class-meanings of substantives and plurals. In the second place, a pronoun may contain an element of meaning which makes the pronoun represent some particular substantive form of the language. Thus, the pronouns some and none tell us that the particular substantive is one which has been recently mentioned (Here are apples: take some); in contrast with this, something, somebody, someone, nothing, nobody, no one tell nothing about the species. Thirdly, some pronouns contain an element of meaning which tells us which particular objects in a species are concerned. Thus, his, she, it, they imply that not only the species (say, policeman) has been mentioned, but also that the particular object of this species (say, Officer Smith, or the one at this corner) has been identified. This feature of meaning, once defined, will be found in various other forms of our language; it occurs, apparently without admixture, as the meaning of the article the, for little word tells us only that the following substantive denotes an identified individual of a species.

In sum, then, we may say that certain meanings, once they are defined, can be recognized as recurring in whole series of forms. In particular, the last-named type, which has to do with the identification of individual objects of a species, in the way of selection, inclusion, exclusion, or numbering, elicits very uniform responses from different persons, and recurs with relative uniformity in different languages; these types of meaning, accordingly, give rise to the specially accurate form of speech which we call mathematics.

9.7. Vowel gestures, serving an inferior type of communication, occur not only outside of speech, as in an inarticulate outcry, but also in combination with speech-forms, in the disposition of non-distinctive features of speech-sound, such as the "tone of voice." Some conventional speech-forms, in fact, seem to be on the borderline; thus, we have seen that, in English, the exclamations psst [pit] and ah [a], with which we demand silence, violate the phonetic pattern by the use as syllables of the relatively un-sonorant phonemes [s, a]. Less striking deviations from the phonetic pattern sometimes occur in words whose meaning resembles that of a pointing gesture. In English the initial phoneme [s] occurs only in words of demonstrative and related meanings, such as this, that, the, then, there, though; in Russian, the phoneme [c] occurs initially in none but demonstrative words, such as ['eto] 'this.'

Non-phonemic, gesture-like features may become fairly fixed. In Plains Cree the word [c:] 'yes' is ordinarily spoken with a diphthongal glide in the vowel and a final glottal stop, somewhat as [ca?], although neither of these features is phonemic in the language. In our slang fashions, peculiar pitch-schemes occasionally become fixed for certain values; in the last years, Yeah! and Is that so? with a peculiar modification of the question-pitch, have been used as facetious vulgarisms, expressing disbelief.

The latter expression has also a form Is sat so? which illustrates another phase of unusual linguistic features, facetious mispronun-
citation. To say Please, excuse me, for instance, is a form of tired wit. These distortions get their value from a resemblance to other linguistic forms (as in our example, the word are) or to the speech-forms of foreigners, sub-standard speakers, and children, as in the facetious use of [æ] for [e] in words like bird (imitating the sub-standard speech of New York City), or in the use of baby-talk (Atta boy! Atta doll!).

Certain expressions have shuffled and shortened by-forms in which the phonetic pattern is lost; these are common formulas of social intercourse, such as greetings and terms of address. Thus, How do you do? is shortened in all manner of ways into forms which cannot be recorded in terms of English phonemes, but only suggested by such sketches as [d'luw] or [d'duw]; How are you? is something like [huaj], [huaj]; madam appears as [m] in Yes'm. These by-forms occur only in the formula; in asking How do you do, [hau ju, 'dju it] for example, we do not use the over-slurred form. These shortened forms occur in various languages; their relation to normal speech is obscure, but evidently they represent a kind of sub-linguistic communication, in which the ordinary meaning of the forms plays no part.

We can mention any sound by means of a rough imitation in terms of vocal sound, as when we talk the calls of animals, or when we report the noise of an engine. In this way we can also mention speech-sounds; talking about a person who lisps, for instance, someone may say, "I am tired of his eternal yeth, yeth." The commonest case is hypostasis, the mention of a phonetically normal speech-form, as when we say, "That is only an if," or "There is always a but," or when we talk about "the word normal," or "the name Smith." One may even speak of parts of words, as I shall speak in this book of "the suffix -ish in boyish." Hypostasis is closely related to quotation, the repetition of a speech.

9.8. The peculiarity of the forms discussed in the last paragraph consist in deviations from the ordinary tie-up of phonetic form with dictionary meaning. When there is no such deviation, and only a normal phonetic form with a dictionary meaning is to be considered, the latter will still exhibit great complexity. We have already seen that present-day knowledge does not suffice to unravel all the entanglements of meaning, but there are two main features of the dictionary meaning of speech-forms which demand such comment as we are able to make.

Very many linguistic forms are used for more than one typical situation. In English, we speak of the head of an army, of a procession, of a household, or of a river, and of a head of cabbage; of the mouth of a bottle, can, or river; of the eye of a needle, and of hooks and eyes on a dress; of the teeth of a saw; of the tongue of a shoe or of a wagon; of the neck of a bottle and of a neck of the woods; of the arms, legs, and back of a chair; of the foot of a mountain; of hearts of celery. A man may be a fox, an ass, or a dirty dog; a woman, a peach, lemon, cat, or goose; people are sharp and keen or dull, or else bright or foggy, as to their wits; warm or cool in temperament; crooked or straight in conduct; a person may be up in the air, at sea, off the handle, off his base, or even beside himself, without actually moving from the spot. The reader will be able to add examples practically without limit; there is no greater bore than the enumeration and classification of these "metaphors."

The remarkable thing about these variant meanings is our assurance and our agreement in viewing one of the meanings as normal (or central) and the others as marginal (metaphorical or transferred). The central meaning is favored in the sense that we understand a form (that is, respond to it) in the central meaning unless some feature of the practical situation forces us to look to a transferred meaning. If we hear someone say There goes a fox! we look for a real fox, and if this is out of the question, we are likely to take the utterance as displaced speech (say, as make-believe or as part of a fairy-tale). Only if some situational feature forces us — say, if the speaker is pointing at a man — do we take the form in the transferred sense. Even if we heard someone say, The fox promised to help her, we should think of a fairy-tale rather than of fox 'unscrupulous and clever person.' Sometimes the practical feature that forces us to take a form in transferred meaning, has been given by speech: Old Mr. Smith is a fox is bound to be taken in transferred meaning, because we do not call real foxes "Mr." or give them family-names. He married a lemon forces us to the transferred meaning only because we know that men do not go through a marriage ceremony with a piece of fruit. On the other hand, special practical situations may change all this. People who lived close to the Fox Indians might, without special constraint, take fox in our examples in the transferred sense 'member of the Fox nation.'
In some cases a transferred meaning is linguistically determined by an accompanying form. The word cat always has a transferred meaning when it is accompanied by the suffix -kin (catkin), and the word gusset when it is compounded with willow (gusset-willow); similarly, the word eye when it has the suffix -let (cyclot). The words dog, monkey, beard when they appear with the marks of verb derivation (say, with a preceding to), always have transferred meaning (to dog someone's footsteps; don't monkey with that; to beard a lion in his den). These linguistic features may be purely negative: give out, used without an object (his money gave out; our horses gave out), always has a transferred meaning (become exhausted'). In these cases the structure of the language recognizes the transferred meaning. Even a linguist who made no attempt to define meanings would have to specify that give out, transitive, meant something different (was a different form) from give out, intransitive (he gave out tickets).

In many cases we hesitate whether to view the form as a single form with several meanings or as a set of homonyms. Examples of this are air 'atmosphere; tune, melody; manner' (this last including airs 'haughty manners'), leg 'instrument for locking and unlocking; set of tones in music,' charge 'attack; load; accuse; debit,' sloth 'name of an animal; laziness.'

We are likely to make the mistake of thinking that the transferred meanings of our language are natural and even inevitable in human speech — the more so, as they appear also in other European languages. This last, however, is merely a result of our common cultural traditions; while transferred meanings occur in all languages, the particular ones in any given language are by no means to be taken for granted. Neither in French nor in German can one speak of the eye of a needle or of an ear of grain. To speak of the foot of a mountain seems natural to any European, but it would be nonsense in Menomini and doubtless in many other languages. On the other hand, in Menomini [unah-neew] 'he places him in position' has also the transferred meaning 'he picks heed from him.' In Russian, [po-ga] 'leg' is not used of the leg of a chair or table; this transferred meaning appears only in the diminutive ['noška] 'little leg; leg of a chair or table.' Accordingly, when the linguist tries to state meanings, he safely ignores the uses of displaced speech, but does his best to register all cases of transferred meaning.

All this applies also to another type of deviant meaning, the narrowed meaning, with this difference, that we are far more ready to accept a form in a narrowed meaning. The practical situation guides us at once to take car in different narrowed senses in The diner is the second car forward ('railroad-carriage'); Does the car stop at this corner? ('street-car'); Bring the car close to the curb ('motor-car'). When we hear the command to call a doctor, we take it at once to mean a doctor of medicine. A burner is primarily a person or instrument that burns things, but usually, in a narrowed sense, a gas-tap arranged to give a certain kind of flame. A bulb among gardeners is one thing and among electricians another. A glass is usually a drinking-glass or a looking-glass; glasses are usually eye-glasses. Narrowed meanings are hard to define, because, after all, every occurrence of a form is prompted by some one practical situation which need not contain all the possibilities of meaning: apple is used now of a green one, now of a red one, and so on.

The language itself, by formal characteristics, recognizes narrowed meanings in certain combinations. For instance, blackbird is not merely any 'black bird'; in this combination the meaning of black is greatly narrowed; similarly blueberry, whitefish, and the like.

Wideened meanings are less common. In general, cat is the domestic animal, but now and then we use the word to include lions, tigers, and so on; the word dog, however, is not similarly used to include wolves and foxes. On the other hand, hound is used poetically and facetiously of any kind of dog. Often, the widened meaning is recognized in the structure of the language, and appears only when certain accompanying forms are present. Thus meat is edible flesh, but in meat and drink and in sweetmeats it is food in general; fowl is an edible bird, but in fish, fowl, or the fowl of the air it is any bird.

Often enough the speakers of a language do not distinguish a central and a marginal meaning in cases where an outsider might see two situationally different values; thus, day in English means a period of twenty-four hours (Swedish dag [daj]) or the light part of this period (in contrast with night; Swedish dag [daj]).

9.9. The second important way in which meanings show instability, is the presence of supplementary values which we call connotations. The meaning of a form for any one speaker is nothing
more than a result of the situations in which he has heard this form. If he has not heard it very many times, or if he has heard it under very unusual circumstances, his use of the form may deviate from the conventional. We combat such personal deviations by giving explicit definitions of meaning; this is a chief use of our dictionaries. In the case of scientific terms, we manage to keep the meaning nearly free from connotative factors, though even here we may be unsuccessful; the number thirteen, for instance, has for many people a strong connotation.

The most important connotations arise from the social standing of the speakers who use a form. A form which is used by a less privileged class of speakers often strikes us as coarse, ugly, and vulgar. - I ain’t got none, I seen it, I done it sound nasty to the speaker of standard English. This may be offset by some special factor: the speech-forms of tramps or criminals may bear a connotation of devil-may-care wit, and those of a rustic type may strike us as homely but poetic. A form used by a more privileged class of speakers may strike us as over-formal or pretentious and affected. Most speakers of Central-Western American English find this connotation in the use of [s] instead of [z] in forms like laugh, bath, can’t and of [j] instead of [w] in forms like tune, sue, stupid.

Connotations of local provenience are closely akin to these; a Scotch or an Irish location has its own tang; so have, in America, certain real or supposed Anglicisms, such as baggage (for luggage) or old chaps, old dears as terms of address.

Even in communities that have no writing, some forms are recognized (rightly or wrongly) as archaisms; in communities that have written records, these serve as additional sources of archaic forms. Examples are, in English, the old second-person singular forms (thou hast), the third-person forms in -th (the bath), the old present subjunctive (if this be treason), the pronoun ye, and many forms like we, e’en, e’er, morn, anon, and so on. Sometimes fully current locutions may preserve some special archaistic form; thus, an old sentence-construction survives in a few proverbs, such as First come, first served or Old saint, young sinner.

The connotation of technical forms gets its flavor from the standing of the trade or craft from which they are taken. Sea-terms sound ready, honest, and devil-may-care: abaft, aloft, the cut of his jib, stand by; legal terms precise and a bit tricky: without let or hindrance, in the premises, hairs and assigns; criminals’ terms coarse but to the point: a stickup, a shot (of whiskey), got pinched.

The connotation of learned forms is vaguer but more frequent: almost any colloquial form has a parallel form with learned connotation.

**Normal**
- He came too soon.
- It’s too bad.
- Where’re you going?
- Now.
- If he comes.
- So (that) you don’t lose it.

**Learned**
- He arrived prematurely.
- It is regrettable.
- What is your destination?
- At present.
- In case (in case that, in the event that, in the contingency that) he comes; should he come, . . .
- In order that you may not lose it, lest you lose it.

As these examples show, the learned, elegant, and archaic types of connotation merge in many a form. In formal speech and in writing, we customarily prefer learned forms, up to a certain degree: he who uses too many learned forms is a stiffened speaker or a tiresome writer.

Foreign speech-forms bear connotations of their own, which reflect our attitude toward foreign peoples. The foreign features of form may consist in peculiarities of sound or of phonetic pattern: garage, mirage, rouge, a je ne sais quoi; alla podrida, chile con carne; dolce far niente, fortissimo; Zeitgeist, Wanderlust, intellec
tualis. In other instances, the foreign feature lies in the construction, as in the French types marriage of convenience and that goes without saying. This flavor is turned to facetious use in mock-Latinisms, such as nix come erause (mock-German), isk gabble (‘it’s none of my concern,’ supposedly Judeo-German). Schoolboys use mock-Latinisms, such as the nonsense-form quid tibi quidem, or macaronic verse: Bagibus kissibus patti girulam, girkhus likkus, wanti somonum.

Some languages, and most notably, perhaps, English, contain a great mass of semi-foreign or foreign-learned forms — a class of forms with a separate style of pattern and derivation. Our textbooks of rhetoric distinguish these forms, as the “Latin-French” part of our vocabulary, from the “native” or “Anglo-Saxon” forms. The connotation, however, does not depend directly upon the actual provenience of the forms. The word chair, for instance,
is Latin-French in origin, but does not belong to the foreign-learned part of our vocabulary. The chief formal characteristics of our foreign-learned forms is perhaps the use of certain accented suffixes and combinations of suffixes, such as [-iči] ability; [-či]n education. Another feature is the use of certain phonetic alterations, such as [si]r in receive, but [seč]l in reception and [sii]l in receipt, or [vai]l in provide, but [vi]l in provident, [vii]l in visible, and [vi]l in provision. These peculiarities suffice to mark certain words and constituents of words as foreign-learned, especially certain prefixes (ab-, ad-, con-, de-, dis-, er-, in-, per-, pre-, pro-, re-, tran-); these prefixes themselves in part show peculiar phonetic alterations, as in con-lain but collect, correct, and ab-jure but abs-lain. Semantically, our foreign-learned forms are peculiar in the capricious and highly specialized meanings of the combinations; it seems impossible, for instance, to set up any consistent meaning for elements like [sii]r in conceive, deceive, perceive, receive or [tend] in attend, contend, distend, pretend, or [di]lves in adduce, condule, deduce, induce, produce, reduce. The connotative flavor of these forms lies in the learned direction: a speaker's ability to use these forms measures his education. Errors in their use (malapropism) mark the semi-educated speaker. The less educated speaker fails to understand many of these forms, and is to this extent shut out from some types of communication; he may take vengeance by using mode-learned forms, such as aseabulate, discommbobulate, rambunctious, scrumptious. Many languages contain a foreign-learned layer of this kind: the Romance languages have a Latin type, largely identical with ours; Russian, beside a fair sprinkling of this type, has learned forms from Old Bulgarian; Turkish has a stratum of Persian and Arabic words, and Persian of Arabic; the languages of India similarly use Sanskrit forms.

Opposed to the foreign-learned connotation, the slangy connotation is facetious and unrestrained: the users of slang forms are young persons, sportsmen, gamblers, crooks, criminals, and, for that matter, most other speakers in their relaxed and unpretentious moods. Examples are familiar, such as guy, gink, gazoo, gasco, bloke, bird for 'man,' rod or gat for 'pistol,' and so on; the slang form may at the same time be foreign, as loco 'crazy,' sabby 'understand,' vamos 'go away,' from Spanish. The value is largely facetious; when the slang form has been in use too long, it is likely to be replaced by some new witticism.

9. 10. The varieties of connotation are countless and indefinable and, as a whole, cannot be clearly distinguished from denotative meaning. In the last analysis, every speech-form has its own connotative flavor for the entire speech-community and this, in turn, is modified or even offset, in the case of each speaker, by the connotation which the form has acquired for him through his special experience. It may be well, however, to speak briefly of two more types of connotation which stand out with at least relative clearness.

In many speech-communities certain improper speech-forms are uttered only under restricted circumstances; a speaker who utters them outside the restriction is shamed or punished. The strictness of the prohibition ranges from a mild rule of propriety to a severe taboo. The improper forms belong for the most part to certain spheres of meaning, but often enough there exist by their side forms with the same denotation but without the improper connotation, as prostitute by the side of the improper form whore.

Some improper forms denote objects or persons that are not to be named in a casual way, or perhaps not to be named at all. In English, various terms of religion, such as God, devil, heaven, hell, Christ, Jesus, damn are proper only in serious speech. Violation of the rule exposes the speaker to reproach or avoidance; on the other hand, in certain groups or under certain conditions, the violation connotes vigor and freedom. In many communities the names of persons are taboo under some circumstances or to some people. The male Cree Indian, for example, does not speak the names of his sisters and of some other female relatives; he explains the avoidance by saying, "I respect her too much."

Another direction of impropriety is the taboo on so-called obscene forms. In English there is a severe taboo on some speech-forms whose meaning is connected with excretory functions, and on some that deal with reproduction.

A third type of improper connotation is less universal among us; the avoidance of ominous speech-forms, which name something painful or dangerous. One avoids the words die and death (if anything should happen to me) and the names of some diseases. Other peoples avoid mention of the left hand, or of thunderstorms.

In some communities one avoids the names of game animals, either during the hunt or more generally. Under special conditions
meaning

(As, on the war-path), many speech-forms may be avoided, or
inverted speech, saying the opposite of what one means, may be in
order.

3. 11. The second more specialized type of connotation that
here deserves to be pointed out, is intensity. The most charac-
teristic intense forms are expletions. For these we have in English
not only a secondary phoneme [], but also certain special
speech-forms, interjections, such as oh! oh! ouch! These forms all
reflect a violent stimulus, but differ in connotation from an ordinary
statement in which the speaker merely says that he is undergoing
a strong stimulus.

Certain speech-forms have an animated flavor, akin to the ex-
clamatory, as, for instance, the placing first of certain adverbs:
Away ran John; Away he ran. In connected narrative a similar
flavor appears in less violent transpositions: Yesterday he came (and
said . . .) is more lively than He came yesterday . . . In English
the historical present, in narrating past events, is either elegant,
as in the summary of a play or story, or, in ordinary speech, slightly
vulgar: Then he comes back and says to me . . .

English is especially rich in another type of intense forms, the
symbolic forms. Symbolic forms have a connotation of somehow
illustrating the meaning more immediately than do ordinary
speech-forms. The explanation is a matter of grammatical structure
and will concern us later; to the speaker it seems as if the
sounds were especially suited to the meaning. Examples are
flip, flap, flap, flutter, shimmer, flicker, flutter, flash, flash, flare,
flare, glister, glow, glint, glimmer, bang, bump, bump, thump, thwack,
thwack, sniff, snuffle, snuff, sizzle, wheeze. Languages that have
symbolic forms show some agreement, but probably more dis-
agreement as to the types of sounds and meanings which are as-
associated. A special type of symbolic form, which is quite widely
distributed, is the repetition of the form with some phonetic vari-
ation, as in swig-swip, zig-zag, riff-raff, jim-jams, fiddle-faddle,
teeny-tiny, ship-shape, hodge-podge, huggler-nugger, honky-tonk.

Closely akin to these are imitative or onomatopoeic intense forms,
which denote a sound or an object which gives out a sound: the
imitative speech-form resembles this sound: coo-coo-doo-doo,
moo, ma, baa. Many bird names are of this sort: cuckoo, bob-
white, whip-poor-will. Doubled forms are common: bow-wow,
ding-dong, pee-wee, choo-choo, chug-chug. These forms differ from

language to language: the French dog says gnaf-gnaf [paf paf];
the German bell says bim-bam.

Among the forms just cited, some have an infantile connotation;
they are nursery-forms. The most familiar are papa and mama.
In English almost any doubled syllable may be used, in almost
any meaning, as a nursery-word; each family develops its pri-
ivate supply of the type 'dij, 'daj, 'daj, 'mitij, 'wawal. This custom provides speech-forms which the infant can re-
produce with relative ease, and it helps adults to turn the infant's
utterances into conventional signals.

The pet-name or hypochoristic connotation largely merges with
that of the nursery. In English, relatively few pet-names like Lulu,
have the doubled nursery form; in French this type is common:
Mimi, Nana, and so on. English pet-names are less uniform:
Tom, Will, Ed, Pat, Dan, Mike can be described structurally as
shortenings of the full name; this is not the case in Bob for Robert,
Some have the diminutive suffix [-i], as Peggy, Maggie for Mar-
garet, Fanny for Frances, Johnny, Willie, Billy.

There is some intensity also in the connotation of nonsense-
forms. Some of these, though conventional, have no denotation
at all, as tra-la-la, hey-diddle-diddle, tarara-boom-de-ay; others
have an explicitly vague denotation, as fol-de-rol, gadget, con-
ception flies. Any speaker is free to invent nonsense-forms; in fact,
any form he invents is a nonsense-form, unless he succeeds in
the almost hopeless task of getting his fellow-speakers to accept
it as a signal for some meaning.
10.1. Our discussion so far has shown us that every language consists of a number of signals, linguistic forms. Each linguistic form is a fixed combination of signaling-units, the phonemes. In every language the number of phonemes and the number of actually occurring combinations of phonemes, is strictly limited. By uttering a linguistic form, a speaker prompts his hearers to respond to a situation; this situation and the responses to it, are the linguistic meaning of the form. We assume that each linguistic form has a constant and definite meaning, different from the meaning of any other linguistic form in the same language. Thus, hearing several utterances of some one linguistic form, such as I’m hungry, we assume (1) that the differences in sound are irrelevant (unphonetic), (2) that the situations of the several speakers contain some common features and that the differences between these situations are irrelevant (unsemantic), and (3) that this linguistic meaning is different from that of any other form in the language. We have seen that this assumption cannot be verified, since the speaker’s situations and the hearer’s responses may involve almost anything in the whole world, and, in particular, depend largely upon the momentary state of their nervous systems. Moreover, when we deal with the historical change of language, we shall be concerned with facts for which our assumption does not hold good. In the rough, however, our assumption is justified by the more fact that speakers co-operate in a very refined way by means of language-signals. In describing a language, we are concerned primarily with the working of this cooperation at any one time in any one community, and not with its occasional failures or with its changes in the course of history. Accordingly, the descriptive phase of linguistics consists in a somewhat rigid analysis of speech-forms, on the assumption that these speech-forms have constant and definable meanings (§ 9.5).

Our basic assumption does have to be modified, however, right at the outset, in a different way. When we have recorded a fair number of forms in a language, we always discover a feature which we have so far ignored in our discussion: the partial resemblance of linguistic forms. Suppose we hear a speaker say

John ran,

and a little later hear him or some other speaker say

John fell.

We recognize at once that these two forms, John ran and John fell, are in part phonetically alike, since both of them contain an element John [jan], and our practical knowledge tells us that the meanings show a corresponding resemblance: whenever a form contains the phonetic element [jan], the meaning involves a certain man or boy in the community. In fact, if we are lucky, we may hear someone utter the form

John!

all by itself, without any accompaniment.

After observing a number of such cases, we shall be constrained to modify the basic assumption of linguistics to read: In a speech-community some utterances are alike or partly alike in sound and meaning.

The common part of partly like utterances (in our example, John) consists of a phonetic form with a constant meaning: it answers, therefore, to the definition of a linguistic form. The parts which are not common to the partly-like utterances (in our example, ran in the one utterance, and fell in the other) may, in the same way, turn out to be linguistic forms. Having heard the form John ran, we may later hear the form Bill ran, and perhaps even (say, in answer to a question) an isolated Ran. The same will happen with the component fell in John fell: we may hear a form like Dan fell or even an isolated Fell.

In other cases, we may wait in vain for the isolated form. Knowing the forms John, Bill, and Dan, we may hear the forms, Johnny, Billy, and Danny and hope to hear now an isolated -y [-i]1 with some such meaning as ‘little,’ but in this instance we shall be disappointed. In the same way, familiar with the forms play and dance, we may hear the forms playing and dancing, and then hope, in vain, to hear an isolated -ing [-iŋ], which might reassure us as to the somewhat vague meaning of this syllable. In spite of the fact that some components do not occur alone, but only as parts of larger forms, we nevertheless call these components linguistic
forms, since they are phonetic forms, such as [ij] or [iɡ], with constant meanings. A linguistic form which is never spoken alone is a bound form; all others (as, for instance, John ran or John or running) are free forms.

In other cases we wait in vain for the occurrence of a form even as part of some other form. For instance, having heard the form cranberry, we soon recognize the component berry in other forms, such as blackberry, and may even hear it spoken alone, but with the other component of cranberry we shall have no such luck. Not only do we wait in vain to hear an isolated cran, but, listen as we may, we never hear this element outside the one combination cranberry, and we cannot elicit from the speakers any other form which will contain this element cran. As a practical matter, observing languages in the field, we soon learn that it is unwise to try to elicit such forms; our questions confuse the speakers, and they may get rid of us by some false admission, such as, “Oh, yes, I guess cran means red.” If we avoid this pitfall, we shall come to the conclusion that the element cran occurs only in the combination cranberry. However, since it has a constant phonetic form, and since its meaning is constant, in so far as cranberry is a definite kind of berry, different from all other kinds, we say that cran-, too, is a linguistic form. Experience shows that we do well to generalize this instance: unique elements, which occur only in a single combination, are linguistic forms.

Sometimes we may be unable to decide whether phonetically like forms are identical in meaning. The straw- in strawberry is phonetically the same as the straw- in strawflower and as the isolated straw, but whether the meanings are “the same,” we cannot say. If we ask the speakers, they will answer sometimes one way, sometimes another; they are no more able to tell than we. This difficulty is part of the universal difficulty of semantics: the practical world is not a world of clear-cut distinctions.

10.2. We see, then, that some linguistic forms bear partial phonetic-semantic resemblances to other forms; examples are, John ran, John fell, Bill ran, Bill fell; Johnny, Billy, playing, dancing, blackberry, cranberry, strawberry, strawflower. A linguistic form which bears a partial phonetic-semantic resemblance to some other linguistic form, is a complex form.

The common part of any (two or more) complex forms is a linguistic form; it is a constituent (or component) of those complex forms. The constituent is said to be contained in (or to be included in or to enter into) the complex forms. If a complex form, beside the common part, contains a remainder, such as the cran- in cranberry, which does not occur in any other complex form, this remainder also is a linguistic form; it is a unique constituent of the complex form. The constituent forms in our examples above are: John, ran, Bill, fell, play, dance, black, berry, straw, flower, cran-(unique constituent in cranberry), -y (bound-form constituent in Johnny, Billy), -ing (bound-form constituent in playing, dancing). In any complex form, each constituent is said to accompany the other constituents.

A linguistic form which bears no partial phonetic-semantic resemblance to any other form, is a simple form or morpheme. Thus, bird, play, dance, cran-, -y, -ing are morphemes. Morphemes may show partial phonetic resemblances, as do, for instance, bird and burr, or even homonymy, as do pear, pair, pare, but this resemblance is purely phonetic and is not paralleled by the meanings.

From all this it appears that every complex form is entirely made up, so far as its phonetically definable constituents are concerned, of morphemes. The number of these ultimate constituents may run very high. The form Poor John ran away contains five morphemes: poor, John, ran, -a (a bound form recurring, for instance, in aground, ashore, aloft, around), and away. However, the structure of complex forms is by no means as simple as this; we could not understand the forms of a language if we merely reduced all the complex forms to their ultimate constituents. Any English-speaking person who concerns himself with this matter, is sure to tell us that the immediate constituents of Poor John ran away are the two forms poor John and ran away; that each of these is, in turn, a complex form; that the immediate constituents of ran away are ran, a morpheme, and away, a complex form, whose constituents are the morphemes a- and away; and that the constituents of poor John are the morphemes poor and John. Only in this way will a proper analysis (that is, one which takes account of the meanings) lead to the ultimately constituent morphemes. The reasons for this will occupy us later.

10.3. A morpheme can be described phonetically, since it consists of one or more phonemes, but its meaning cannot be analyzed within the scope of our science. For instance, we have
seen that the morpheme *pin* bears a phonetic resemblance to other morphemes, such as *pig*, *pen*, *tin*, *ten*, and, on the basis of these resemblances, can be analyzed and described in terms of three phonemes (§5.4), but, since these resemblances are not connected with resemblances of meaning, we cannot attribute any meaning to the phonemes and cannot, within the scope of our science, analyze the meaning of the morpheme. The meaning of a morpheme is a *sememe*. The linguist assumes that each sememe is a constant and definite unit of meaning, different from all other meanings, including all other sememes, in the language, but he cannot go beyond this. There is nothing in the structure of morphemes like *wolf*, *fox*, and *dog* to tell us the relation between their meanings; this is a problem for the zoologist. The zoologist’s definition of these meanings is welcome to us as a practical help, but it cannot be confirmed or rejected on the basis of our science.

A workable system of signals, such as a language, can contain only a small number of signaling-units, but the things signaled about—in our case, the entire content of the practical world—may be infinitely varied. Accordingly, the signals (linguistic forms, with morphemes as the smallest signals) consist of different combinations of the signaling-units (phonemes), and each such combination is arbitrarily assigned to some feature of the practical world (sememe). The signals can be analyzed, but not the things signaled about.

This reinforces the principle that linguistic study must always start from the phonetic form and not from the meaning. Phonetic forms—let us say, for instance, the entire stock of morphemes in a language—can be described in terms of phonemes and their succession, and, on this basis, can be classified or listed in some convenient order, as, for example, alphabetically; the meanings—in our example, the sememes of a language—could be analyzed or systematically listed only by a well-nigh omniscient observer.

10. 4. Since every complex form is made up entirely of morphemes, a complete list of morphemes would account for all the phonetic forms of a language. The total stock of morphemes in a language is its *lexicon*. However, if we knew the lexicon of a language, and had a reasonably accurate knowledge of each sememe, we might still fail to understand the forms of this language. Every utterance contains some significant features that are not accounted for by the lexicon. We saw, for instance, that the five morphemes, *John*, *poor*, *ran*, *way*, *a*—which make up the form *Poor John ran away*, do not fully account for the meaning of this utterance. Part of this meaning depends upon the arrangement—for example, upon the order of succession—in which these morphemes appear in the complex form. Every language shows part of its meanings by the arrangement of its forms. Thus, in English, *John hit Bill* and *Bill hit John* differ in meaning by virtue of the two different orders in which the morphemes are uttered.

The meaningful arrangements of forms in a language constitute its *grammar*. In general, there seem to be four ways of arranging linguistic forms:

(1) Order is the succession in which the constituents of a complex form are spoken. The significance of order appears strikingly in contrasts such as *John hit Bill* versus *Bill hit John*. On the other hand, *Bill John* is not an English form, because our language does not arrange these constituents in this order; similarly, *play-ning* is a form, but *ting-play* is not. Sometimes differences of order have connotative values; thus, *Away ran John* is livelier than *John ran away*.

(2) *Modulation* is the use of secondary phonemes. Secondary phonemes, we recall (§5.11), are phonemes which do not appear in any morpheme, but only in grammatical arrangements of morphemes. A morpheme like *John* [jen] or *run* [ron] is really an abstraction, because in any actual utterance the morpheme is accompanied by some secondary phoneme which conveys a grammatical meaning. In English, if the morpheme is spoken alone, it is accompanied by some secondary phoneme of pitch (§7.6): it is either *John* or *John* or *John* [ ]—this last with falling final-pitch, as, in answer to a question—and there is no indifferent or abstract form in which the morpheme is not accompanied by any final-pitch. In English complex forms, some of the constituents are always accompanied by secondary phonemes of stress (§7.3); thus, the difference in the place of stress distinguishes the noun *consent* from the verb *consent*.

(3) *Phonetic modification* is a change in the primary phonemes of a form. For instance, when the forms *do* [dju:] and *not* [nət] are combined into a complex form, the [uw] of *do* is ordinarily replaced by [ow], and, whenever this happens, the *not* loses its vowel, so that the combined form is *don’t* [dʌnt]. In this example the modification is optional, and we have also the unmodified
forms in *do not*, with a difference of connotation. In other cases we have no choice. Thus, the suffix *-ess* with the meaning ‘female,’ as in *count-ess*, is added also to *duke* [dju:nk:], but in this combination the form *duke* is modified to *duch-* [du:ʃ:], for the word is *duches* [ˈduːʃes].

Strictly speaking, we should say that the morpheme in such cases has two (or, sometimes, more) different phonetic forms, such as *not* [nɔt] and [nɪ], *do* [dʌw] and [dəʊ], *duke* and *duch*, and that each of these alternants appears under certain conditions. In our examples, however, one of the alternants has a much wider range than the other and, accordingly, is a basic alternant. In other cases, the alternants are more on a par. In *run* and *ran*, for instance, neither alternant is tied to the presence of any accompanying form, and we might hesitate as to the choice of a basic alternant. We find, however, that in cases like *keep* : *kept* the past-tense form contains an alternant (*kep*) which occurs only with a certain accompanying form (*-t*); accordingly, to obtain *us* uniform as possible a statement, we take the infinitive form (*keep*, *ran*) as base, and describe the alternant which appears in the past tense (*kep*, *ran*) as a phonetically modified form. We shall see other instances where the choice is more difficult; we try, of course, to make the selection of a basic alternant so as to get, in the long run, the simplest description of the facts.

(4) Selection of forms constitutes a factor of meaning because different forms in what is otherwise the same grammatical arrangement, will result in different meanings. For instance, some morphemes spoken with exclamatory final-pitch, are calls for a person’s presence or attention (*John! Boy!*), while others, spoken in the same way, are commands (*Run! Jump!*) and this difference extends also to certain complex forms (*Mr. Smith! Teacher! versus Run away! Backpackers*). The forms which, when spoken with exclamatory final-pitch, have the meaning of a call, may be said, by virtue of this fact, to make up a form-class of the English language; we may call it the form-class of “personal substantive expressions.” Similarly, the forms which, when spoken with exclamatory final-pitch, have the meaning of a command, make up, by virtue of this fact, the English form-class of “infinitive expressions.” Whether an exclamation is a call or a command, depends upon the selection of the form from the one or the other of these two classes.

The meaning of a complex form depends in part upon the selection of the constituent forms. Thus, *drink milk* and *watch John* name actions, and, as we have just seen, are infinitive expressions, but *fresh milk* and *poor John* name objects and are substantive expressions. The second constituents, *milk*, and *John*, are the same; the difference depends upon the selection of the first constituent. By virtue of this difference, the forms *drink* and *watch* belong to one English form-class (that of “transitive verbs”), and the forms *fresh* and *poor* to another (that of “adjectives”).

The features of selection are usually quite complicated, with form-classes divided into sub-classes. In English, if we combine a form like *John or the boys* (form-class of “nominate substantive expressions”) with a form like *ran* or *went home* (form-class of “finite verb expressions”), the resultant complex form means that this object ‘performs’ this action (*John ran*, the *boys ran*, *John went home*, the *boys went home*). These features of selection, however, are supplemented by a further habit: we say *John runs fast* but the *boys run fast*, and we never make the reverse combinations of *John with run fast*, or of the *boys with runs fast*. The form-class of substantive expressions is divided into two sub-classes (“singular” and “plural”) and the form-class of finite verb expressions likewise, into two sub-classes (“singular” and “plural”), such that in the complex forms which mean that an object performs an action, the two constituents agree as to the “singular” or “plural” sub-class. In Latin, the form *pater filium amat* (or *filium pater amat*) means ‘the father loves the son,’ and the form *patrem filius amat* (or *filium patrem amat*) means ‘the son loves the father;’ the forms *pater* ‘father’ and *filius* ‘son’ belong to a form-class (‘nominate case’) whose forms, in combination with a verb like * amat* ‘he loves,’ denote the ‘performer’ of the action; the forms *patrem* ‘father’ and *filium* ‘son’ belong to a different form-class (‘accusative case’), whose forms, in combination with a verb like * amat*, denote the ‘undergoer’ (‘object’ or ‘goal’) of the action.

The features of selection are often highly arbitrary and whimsical. We combine *prince*, *author*, *sculptor* with the suffix *-ess* in *princess*, *authors*, *sculptresses* (in this last case with phonetic modification of [r] to [ɾ]), but not *king*, *singer*, *painter*. By virtue of this habit, the former words belong to a form-class from which the latter words are excluded.
10.5. The features of grammatical arrangement appear in various combinations, but can usually be singled out and separately described. A simple feature of grammatical arrangement is a grammatical feature or taxeme. A taxeme is in grammar what a phoneme is in the lexicon — namely, the smallest unit of form. Like a phoneme, a taxeme, taken by itself, in the abstract, is meaningless. Just as combinations of phonemes, or, less commonly, single phonemes, occur as actual lexical signals (phonetic forms), so combinations of taxemes, or, quite frequently, single taxemes, occur as conventional grammatical arrangements, tactic forms.

A phonetic form with its meaning is a linguistic form; a tactic form with its meaning is a grammatical form. When we have occasion to contrast the purely lexical character of a linguistic form with the habits of arrangement to which it is subject, we shall speak of it as a lexical form. In the case of lexical forms, we have described the smallest meaningful units as morphemes, and their meanings as sememes; in the same way, the smallest meaningful units of grammatical form may be spoken of as tagmèmes, and their meanings as epimenemes.

The utterance Run!, for example, contains two grammatical features (taxemes), namely, the modulation of exclamatory final-pitch, and the selective feature which consists in the use of an infinitive verb (as opposed, for instance, to the use of a noun, as in John). Each of these two taxemes happens to be, in English, a tactic form, since each is currently used as a unit of signaling. Taking each of them with its meaning, we describe them as units of grammatical form (tagmèmes). The tagmème of exclamatory final-pitch occurs with any lexical form and gives it a grammatical meaning (an episémeme) which we may roughly describe, perhaps, as 'strong stimulus.' The tagmème of selection by which infinitive forms are marked off as a form-class, has a grammatical meaning (an episémeme) which we may call a class-meaning and roughly define as 'action.'

A tagmème may consist of more than one taxeme. For instance, in forms like John ran; poor John ran away; the boys are here; I know, we find several taxemes. One constituent belongs to the form-class of nominative expressions (John, poor John, the boys, I). The other constituent belongs to the form-class of finite verb expressions (ran, ran away, are here, know). A further taxème of selection assigns certain finite verb expressions to certain nominative expressions; thus, the constituents are not interchangeable in the three examples I am, John is, you are. A taxème of order places the nominative expression before the finite verb expression: we do not say ran John. Further taxèmes of order, in part reversing the basic one, appear in special cases like did John run? away ran John; will John? A taxème of modulation appears only in special cases, when the nominative expression is unstressed, as in I know [s] 'now.' Taxèmes of phonetic modification appear also in certain special cases, such as John's here, with [z] for is, or I'd go, with [d] for would. Now, none of these taxèmes, taken by itself, has any meaning, but, taken all together, they make up a grammatical form, a tagmème, whose meaning is this, that the one constituent (the nominative expression) 'performs' the other constituent (the finite verb expression).

If we say John ran! with exclamatory pitch, we have a complex grammatical form, with three tagmèmes. One of these is 'strong stimulus,' the second is 'object performs (action), and the third has the episémeme of 'complete and novel' utterance, and consists, formally, in the selective feature of using an actor-action phrase as a sentence.

10.6. Any utterance can be fully described in terms of lexical and grammatical forms; we must remember only that the meanings cannot be defined in terms of our science.

Any morphème can be fully described (apart from its meaning) as a set of one or more phonèmes in a certain arrangement. Thus, the morphème duke consists of the phonèmes, simple and compound, [d], [juː], [k], in this order; and the morphème -ees consists of the phonèmes [e], [s], in this order. Any complex form can be fully described (apart from its meaning) in terms of the immediate constituent forms and the grammatical features (tagmèmes) by which these constituent forms are arranged. Thus, the complex form duchess ['duːʃes] consists of the immediate constituents duke [djuːk] and -ees [es], arranged in the following way:

Selection. The constituent duke belongs to a special class of English forms which combine with the form -ees. This form-class includes, for instance, the forms count, prince, lion, tiger, author, writer, but not the forms man, boy, dog, singer; it is a sub-class of a larger form-class of male personal nouns. The form -ees constitutes a little form-class of its own, by virtue of the fact that it (and it alone) combines with precisely the forms in the class just
described. All these facts, taken together, may be viewed as a single taxeme of selection.

Order. The form -ess is spoken after the accompanying form.

Modulation. The form -ess is spoken unstressed; the accompanying form has a high stress.

Phonetic modification. The [u] of duke is replaced by [o], and the [k] by [ç].

Given the forms duke and -ess, the statement of these four grammatical features fully describes the complex form duchess.

Any actual utterance can be fully described in terms of the lexical form and the accompanying grammatical features. Thus, the utterance Duchess consists of the lexical form duchess and the two taxemes of exclamatory final-pitch and selection of a substantive expression.

If some science furnished us with definitions of the meanings of the units here concerned, defining for us the meanings (sememes) of the two morphemes (duke and -ess) and the meanings (episemes) of the three taxemes (arrangement of duke and -ess; use of exclamatory final-pitch; selection of a substantive expression), then the meaning of the utterance Duchess would be fully analyzed and defined.

10. 7. The grammatical forms are no exception to the necessary principle — strictly speaking, we should call it an assumption — that a language can convey only such meanings as are attached to some formal feature; the speakers can signal only by means of signals. Many students of language have been misled in this matter by the fact that the formal features of grammar are not phonemes or combinations of phonemes which we can pronounce or transcribe, but merely arrangements of phonetic forms. For this our scholastic tradition may be largely to blame; if it were not for this tradition, there would perhaps be nothing difficult about the fact, for instance, that in English, John hit Bill and Bill hit John signal two different situations, or that convicted stressed on the first syllable differs in meaning from convicted stressed on the second syllable, or that there is a difference of meaning between John and John? and John.

A form like John or run, mentioned in the abstract, without, for instance, any specification as to final-pitch, is, properly speaking, not a real linguistic form, but only a lexical form; a linguistic form, as actually uttered, always contains a grammatical form.

No matter how simple a form we take and how we utter it, we have already made some selection by virtue of which the utterance conveys a grammatical meaning in addition to its lexical content, and we have used some pitch-scheme which, in English at any rate, lends it a grammatical meaning such as ‘statement’, ‘yes-or-no question’, ‘supplement-question’, or ‘exclamation’.

The grammatical forms of a language can be grouped into three great classes:

(1) When a form is spoken alone (that is, not as a constituent of a larger form), it appears in some sentence-type. Thus, in English, the use of the secondary phoneme [l] gives us the sentence-type of exclamation, and the use of a substantive expression gives us the type of a call (John?).

(2) Whenever two (or, rarely, more) forms are spoken together, as constituents of a complex form, the grammatical features by which they are combined, make up a construction. Thus, the grammatical features by which duke and -ess combine in the form duchess, or the grammatical features by which poor John and ran away combine in the form poor John ran away, make up a construction.

(3) A third great class of grammatical forms must probably be set up for the cases where a form is spoken as the conventional substitute for any one of a whole class of other forms. Thus, the selective feature by which the form he in English is a conventional substitute for a whole class of other forms, such as John, poor John, a policeman, the man I saw yesterday, whoever did this, and so on (which forms, by virtue of this habit, constitute form-class of ‘singular male substantive expressions’), must doubtless be viewed as an example of a third class of grammatical forms, to which we may give the name of substitutions.
CHAPTER 11

SENTENCE-TYPES

11.1. In any utterance, a linguistic form appears either as a constituent of some larger form, as does John in the utterance John ran away, or else as an independent form, not included in any larger (complex) linguistic form, as, for instance, John in the exclamation John! When a linguistic form occurs as part of a larger form, it is said to be in included position; otherwise it is said to be in absolute position and to constitute a sentence.

A form which in one utterance figures as a sentence, may in another utterance appear in included position. In the exclamation just cited, John is a sentence, but in the exclamation Poor John! the form John is in included position. In this latter exclamation, poor John is a sentence, but in the utterance Poor John ran away, it is in included position. Or again, in the utterance just cited, poor John ran away is a sentence, but in the utterance When the dog barked, poor John ran away, it is in included position.

An utterance may consist of more than one sentence. This is the case when the utterance contains several linguistic forms which are not by any meaningful, conventional grammatical arrangement (that is, by any construction) united into a larger form, e.g.: How are you? It's a fine day. Are you going to play tennis this afternoon? Whatever practical connection there may be between these three forms, there is no grammatical arrangement uniting them into one larger form: the utterance consists of three sentences.

It is evident that the sentences in any utterance are marked off by the mere fact that each sentence is an independent linguistic form, not included by virtue of any grammatical construction in any larger linguistic form. In most, or possibly all languages, however, various taxemes mark off the sentence, and, further, distinguish different types of sentence.

In English and many other languages, sentences are marked off by modulation, the use of secondary phonemes. In English, secondary phonemes of pitch mark the end of sentences, and distinguish three main sentence-types: John ran away [ ]. John

ran away [?] Who ran away [?]. To each of these, further, we may add the distortion of exclamatory sentence-pitch, so that we get in all, six types, as described in § 7.6.

This use of secondary phonemes to mark the end of sentences makes possible a construction known as parataxis, in which two forms united by no other construction are united by the use of only one sentence-pitch. Thus, if we say It's ten o'clock [ ], I have to go home [ ], with the final falling pitch of a statement on o'clock, we have spoken two sentences, but if we omit this final-pitch (substituting for it a pause-pitch), the two forms are united, by the construction of parataxis, into a single sentence: It's ten o'clock [ ]. I have to go home [ ].

Another feature of sentence-modulation in English and many other languages, is the use of a secondary phoneme to mark emphatic parts of a sentence. In English we use highest stress for this ("Now it's my turn," § 7.3). The emphatic element in English may be marked also by the use of special constructions (It was John who did that) and by word-order (Away he ran); in languages where stress is not significant, such methods prevail, as in French C'est Jean qui l'a fait [ s e z a f a i] ki la fej 'It is John who did it.' Some languages use special words before or after an emphatic element, as Tagalog [kew 'mo' na nag'sa:bi ni:ga] 'you (emphatic particle) the one-who-said that,' i.e. 'You yourself said so'; Menomini [jo:hphe 'nie, ka'n 'wenah 'warpa] 'Today (emphatic particle), not (emphatic particle) tomorrow.' Our high stress can even strike forms that are normally unstressed: of, for, and by the people; immigration and emigration.

11.2. Beside features of modulation, features of selection may serve to mark off different sentence-types. This is the case in some of the examples just given, where a special construction, or the use of a special particle, marks an emphatic element. In English, supplement-questions are distinguished not only by their special pitch-phonemes [], but also by a selective taxeme: the form used as a supplement-question either consists of a special type of word or phrase, which we may call an interrogative substitute, or else contains such a word or phrase; Who? With whom? Who ran away? With whom was he talking?

Perhaps all languages distinguish two great sentence-types which we may call full sentences and minor sentences. The difference consists in a taxeme of selection: certain forms are favorite
sentence-forms; when a favorite sentence-form is used as a sentence, this is a full sentence, and when any other form is used as a sentence, this is a minor sentence. In English we have two favorite sentence-forms. One consists of action-action phrases — phrases whose structure is that of the action-action construction: John ran away. Who ran away? Did John run away? The other consists of a command — an infinitive verb with or without modifiers: Come! Be good! This second type is always spoken with exclamatory sentence-pitch; the infinitive may be accompanied by the word you as an actor: You be good! As these examples show, the meaning of the full sentence-type is something like 'complete and novel utterance' — that is, the speaker implies what he says is a full-sized occurrence or instruction, and that it somehow alters the hearer's situation. The more deliberate the speech, the more likely are the sentences to be of the full type. The nature of the episememe of full sentences has given rise to much philosophic dispute; to define this (or any other) meaning exactly, lies beyond the domain of linguistics. It is a serious mistake to try to use this meaning (or any meanings), rather than formal features, as a starting-point for linguistic discussion.

Quite a few of the present-day Indo-European languages agree with English in using an action-action form as a favorite sentence-type. Some, such as the other Germanic languages and French, agree also in that the action-action form is always a phrase, with the actor and the action as separate words or phrases. In some of these languages, however — for instance, in Italian and Spanish and in the Slavic languages — the actor and the action are bound forms which make up a single word: Italian canta ['kant-a] 'I sing,' canti ['kant-i] 'thou singest,' canta ['kant-a] 'he (she, it) sings,' and so on. A word which contains a favorite sentence-form of its language is a sentence-word.

Some languages have different favorite sentence-types. Russian has an action-action type of sentence-word finite verbs, like those of Italian: [po'z] 'I sing,' [po'z] 'thou singest,' [po'z] 'he (she, it) sings,' and so on. In addition to this, it has another type of full sentence: [i'van du'ral] 'John (is) a fool,' [sol'dat 'xorab] 'the soldier (is) brave,' [o'lets 'doma] 'Father (is) at home.' In this second type, one component, which is spoken first, is a substantive; the other form is a substantive to which the first is equated, or an adjective (adjectives have a special form for this use), or an adverbial form.

When a language has more than one type of full sentence, these types may agree in showing constructions of two parts. The common name for such bipartite favorite sentence-forms is predications. In a predication, the more object-like component is called the subject, the other part the predicate. Of the two Russian types, the former is called a narrative predication, the latter an equalational predication. For a language like English or Italian, which has only one type of bipartite sentence, these terms are superfluous, but often employed: John ran is said to be a predication, in which the actor (John) is the subject and the action (ran) the predicate.

Latin had the same types of full sentence as Russian, but the narrative type existed in two varieties: one with an action-action construction: cantat 'he (she, it) sings,' amat 'he (she, it) loves,' and one with a goal-action construction: cantatur 'it is being sung,' amatur 'he (she, it) is loved.' The equalational type was less common than in Russian: beatas ills 'happy (is) he.'

Tagalog has five types of predication, with this common feature: either the subject precedes and a particle [s] (after vowels, [i]) intervenes, or the reverse order is used without the particle. There is, first, an equalational type: [as 'bata' mabat] 'the child is good,' or, with inverse order, [mabat as 'bata'] 'good (is) the child.' Then there are four narrative types, in which the predicates are transient words, which denote things in four different relations to an action. The four types of transient words are:

actor: [pu'muntul] 'one who cut'
goal: [pu'muntul] 'something cut'
instrument: [p'i'vuntul] 'something cut with'
place: [pin'tulsan] 'something cut on or from.'

These transient words are by no means confined, like our verbs, to predicative position; they can figure equally well, for instance, in equalational sentences, as: [as pu'muntul aj ni 'hwan] 'the one who did the cutting was John,' but in the predicate position they produce four types of narrative predication:

actor-action: [sja] pu'muntul naq 'ka'huj] 'he cut some wood'
goal-action: [pu'muntul nja an 'ka'huj] 'was-cut by-him the wood,' i.e. 'he cut the wood'
The features just discussed are not so widely paralleled among languages as the more general characteristics of English full sentences. In German, for instance, the negative adverb is not tied up with a special sentence-type: *Er kommt nicht* [er 'komt 'ni:t] 'he comes not' is like *Er kommt bald* [er 'komt 'bald] 'he comes soon.' Other languages, however, resemble English in using special sentence-types with negative value. In Finnish, negative sentences have a special construction: the verb (which, as in Italian, includes actor and action in one sentence-word) is a special negative verb, which may be modified by an infinitive-like form of another verb:

- *luon 'I read'* en *luo 'I-don't-read'*
- *luot 'thou readest'* at *luo 'thou-dost-not-read'*
- *luue 'he reads'* at *lue 'he-doesn't-read'*

In Menomini there are three main types of full sentence, equational, narrative, and negative:

**narrative:** [piwi] 'he-comes'

**equational:** [enun 'pajsan] 'he—the one who comes,' that is, 'It's he that's coming'

**negative:** [kan upianan] 'not he-comes (negative),' that is, 'He does not come.'

In the negative type the two parts are, on the one side, the negative word [kan] in its various inflections and, on the other, the rest of the sentence, marked by the use of special verb-forms.

Special types of full sentences for formal questions are more widespread. German uses actor-action forms in which the verb precedes the actor: *Kommt er?* [komnt er?] 'comes he?' in contrast with *Er kommt* [er 'komt] 'he comes.' French also uses special interrogative constructions: 'Is John coming?' is either *Jean vient-il?* [ko vijɛ̃ ɪl] 'John comes he?' or *Est-ce que Jean vient?* [e s ko vjɛ̃ 'vi:t?] 'Is it that John comes?' In Menomini the three main types of full sentence have each an interrogative sub-type:

**narrative:** [pi?] 'Is he coming?'

**equation:** [enun pajsan?] 'he (interrogative) the one who comes?' that is, 'Is it he that is coming?'

**negative:** [kan upianan?] 'not (interrogative) he-comes (negative)?' that is, 'Isn't he coming?'

Other languages lack a special sentence-type for formal yes-or-no questions, but some of them use special interrogative words, as Latin *venitno*? [we'nit no?] 'Is he coming?' and *nun venit?* 'You
don't mean to say he is coming?' (expectation of negative reply), in contrast with *visti* 'He is coming?' This use of special little words (particles) to mark a formal yes-or-no question, appears in many languages, such as Russian, Chinese, Tagalog, Cree.

Most languages agree in marking supplement-questions by the presence of special words, but the details differ: in Tagalog and in Menomini, for instance, the supplement-question is always an equational sentence, e.g., Menomini *weve? pajiats?* 'who the-one-who-comes?' that is, 'Who is coming?'

The English command is an example of a special sentence-type used in exclamations. Other languages also have special types of full sentence for some kinds of exclamations. In Menomini there are two such, one of surprise, where the occurrence is new or unforeseen, and one of disappointment at the non-occurrence of something expected:

**Surprise**

narrative: *[piasshi]* 'and so he's coming!

equational: *[enusa? pajiats?]* 'and so it's he that's coming!

negative: *[kasa? upianan]* 'and so he isn't coming!

**Disappointment**

narrative: *[piapah]* 'but he was coming!

equational: *[enupa? pajiats?]* 'but he was the one who was coming!

negative: *[kapu? upianan]* 'but he wasn't coming!'

11. 4. A sentence which does not consist of a favorite sentence-form is a *minor sentence*. Some forms occur predominantly as minor sentences, entering into few or no constructions other than parataxis; such forms are *interjections*. Interjections are either special words, such as *ouch, oh, ah, ood*, *hello, sir, ma'am, yes*, or else phrases (secondary interjections), often of peculiar construction, such as *dear me*, *goodness me*, *goodness gracious, goodness sakes alive*, *oh dear, my golly, you angel, please, thank you, good-bye*.

In general, minor sentences seem to be either complete or exclamatory. The *complete* type consists of a form which merely supplements a situation — that is, an earlier speech, a gesture, or the mere presence of an object: *This one. Tomorrow morning. Gladly, if I can. Whenever you're ready. Here. When? With whom? Mr. Brown: Mr. Smith* (in introducing people). *Drugs. State Street*. They occur especially as answers to questions; for this use we have the special complete interjections, *yes* and *no*. Even in this regard languages differ: French says *si* 'yes' in answer to negative questions, such as *'Isn't he coming?* but *oui* [w] 'yes' in answer to others, such as *'Is he coming?* Some languages have no such interjections. Polish answers with ordinary adverbs, affirmatively with *tak* 'thus, so' and negatively with *nie* 'not'. Finnish answers affirmatively by an ordinary form, e.g.: *Tuleeko kaupungista? — Tulemme. 'Are you coming from town?* — *'We are coming,* and negatively by its negative verb: *Tunnetteko kertaa Lakdon? — En (or En tunne) 'Do you know Mr. Lehto?* — *'I don't' (or 'I don't know').

*Exclamatory* minor sentences occur under a violent stimulus. They consist of interjections or of normal forms that do not belong to favorite sentence-types, and often show parataxis: *Ouch, damn it! This way, please!* A substantive form naming a bearer is used in English as a demand for his presence or attention: *John! Little boy! You with the glasses! With parataxis: Hello, John! Come here, little boy! The interjections *aah* and *ma'am* are especially devoted to this use; in the same way Russian uses an interjection *[a]*, as *[da-a] 'yes, sir; yes, ma'am,' without distinction of sex. Many languages have special *vocative forms* for this use, as Latin *Ba-ba* (man's name), vocative *Ba-be*, or *Fok* [ikwe:] *woman, vocative* [ikwe:], and *[ikwe:wi] 'women,' vocative *[ikwe:lik]. In Menomini the terms of relationship have special, highly irregular vocative forms: *[nech] 'my older brother,' vocative *[nun] or *[nakijah] 'my mother,' vocative *[nak]h*. Other words are spoken as vocatives with short vowels instead of long: *[metcmuh] 'woman,' vocative *[metcmuh]. In Sanskrit, vocative forms were unstressed.

Occasionally we find minor sentences of aoristive type (§ 9.9) used with much the same value as full sentences; English examples are: *The more you have, the more you want. The more, the merrier. First come, first served. Old saint, young sinner.*

11. 5. In most languages the sentence is characterized also by a selective feature more general than all those we have been discussing: some linguistic forms, which we call *bound forms* (§ 10.1), are never used as sentences. English examples are the *-es* [es] in *countess, lioness, duchess*, etc., or the *-ish* [i] in *boyish, childish, greenish*, etc., or the *s* [s] in *hats, books, caps*, etc. These are genuine linguistic forms and convey a meaning, but they occur only in
construction, as part of a larger form. Forms which occur as sentences are free forms. Not every language uses bound forms; modern Chinese, for instance, seems to have none.

A free form which consists entirely of two or more lesser free forms, as, for instance, poor John or John ran away or you, sir, is a phrase. A free form which is not a phrase, is a word. A word, then, is a free form which does not consist entirely of (two or more) lesser free forms; in brief, a word is a minimum free form.

Since only free forms can be isolated in actual speech, the word, as the minimum of free form, plays a very important part in our attitude toward language. For the purposes of ordinary life, the word is the smallest unit of speech. Our dictionaries list the words of a language; for all purposes except the systematic study of language, this procedure is doubtless more useful than would be a list of morphemes. The analysis of linguistic forms into words is familiar to us because we have the custom of leaving spaces between words in our writing and printing. People who have not learned to read and write, have some difficulty when, by any chance, they are called upon to make word-divisions. This difficulty is less in English than in some other languages, such as French. The fact that the spacing of words has become part of our tradition of writing, goes to show, however, that recognition of the word as a unit of speech is not unnatural to speakers; indeed, except for certain doubtful cases, people easily learn to make this analysis.

In our school tradition we sometimes speak of forms like book, books, or do, does, did, done as "different forms of the same word." Of course, this is inaccurate, since there are differences of form and meaning between the members of these sets: the forms just cited are different linguistic forms and, accordingly, different words.

In other cases, inconsistencies in our habits of writing may make us uncertain. We write John's in John's ready, where it is two words (John and [s] an alternant of is) and in John's hat, where it is one word (consisting of John and the bound form [-z], possessive). We write the boy's as though it were two or three words, but, strictly speaking, it is only one word, since the immediate constituents are the boy and [-z] possessive, and the latter is a bound form; this appears clearly in cases like the king of England's or the man I saw yesterday's, where the meaning shows that the [-z] is in construction with the entire preceding phrase, so that the two are united into a single long word.

11. 6. In the case of many languages, however, it is impossible to distinguish consistently, on the one hand, between phrases and words and, on the other hand, between words and bound forms. The linguist cannot wait indefinitely for the chance of hearing a given form used as a sentence — that is, spoken alone. Some forms are rarely so used. Inquiry or experiment may call forth very different responses from hearers. Are English forms like the, a, is, and ever spoken alone? One can imagine a dialogue: Is? — No; was. The word because is said to be a woman's answer. An impatient listener says And? We can imagine a hesitant speaker who says The . . . and is understood by his hearers. Aside from such far-fetched situations, the general structure of a language may make one classification more convenient than another for our purpose. The form the, though rarely spoken alone, plays much the same part in our language as the forms this and that, which freely occur as sentences; this parallelism leads us to class the as a word:

\[
\text{this thing} : \text{that thing} : \text{the thing}
\]

\[
\text{this} \quad : \quad \text{that} \quad : \quad \text{the}.
\]

In other cases, the difficulty is due to features of phonetic modification. The forms [z] in John's ready, [n] in I'm hungry, or [nt] in Don't! are unprounceable in English, but we have to class them as words, for they are merely alternants of the pronounceable forms is, am, not. In French we have even the case of a single phoneme representing two words: au [o] in a phrase like au roi [o rwa] 'to the king,' arises by phonetic modification of the two words d [d] 'to' and le [le] 'the'; this [o] is homonymous with the words eau 'water' and haut 'high.'

In other cases the doubtful forms are units of grammatical selection rather than of modification, and yet, in view of the total structure of their language, may be best classified as words. French, again, has several forms of this sort. Absolute forms like moi [mo] 'I, me' and lui [lu] 'he, him' are replaced in certain constructions by shorter forms that do not ordinarily appear in absolute use, such as je [z] 'I,' me [me] 'me,' il [il] 'he,' le [le] 'him'; for instance: je le conna\^\i s [z 1 kon] 'I know him,' il me conna\^\i s [i m kon] 'he knows me.' The replacement of the absolute forms by these conjunct forms is to be described as a feature of
sentence-types

selection rather than of modification; nevertheless, the conjunct forms, largely because of their parallelism with the absolute forms, have the status of words.

A less important border-line case is the use of bound forms in hypostasis (§ 9.7), as when we speak of a girl in her teens, taking up all kinds of isms and ologies.

At the other extreme we find forms which lie on the border between words and phrases. A form like blackbird resembles a two-word phrase (black bird), but we shall find that a consistent description of English is bound to class this form as a single (compound) word. In this case there is a clear-cut difference, since in blackbird the second word (bird), has a weaker stress instead of a normal high stress, a difference which in English is phonemic, and this formal difference correlates with the semantic difference between blackbird and black bird. The distinction is not always so clear: ice-cream [aiks kren], spoken with only one high stress, will be classed as a (compound) word, but the variant pronunciation ice cream [aiks kreem], with two high stresses, will be classed as a two-word phrase. Similar variants exist in types like messenger boy, lady friend.

This criterion of stress fails us in forms like devil-may-care (as in a devil-may-care manner) or jack-in-the-pulpit (as the name of a plant). If the former were devil-may-care-ish, we should not hesitate to class it as a word, since here one of the immediate constituents is the bound form -ish. The forms of the type devil-may-care are classed as words (phrase-words) because of certain other features which, within the system of the English language, place them on a level with other words. One of these is their peculiar function; as a phrase devil-may-care would be an action-form, but as a phrase-word it fills the position of an adjective. Another is their indivisibility: the plant-name jack-in-the-pulpit cannot be modified by putting the word little in front of pulpit, but the corresponding phrase permits of this and other expansions.

This latter principle, namely that a word cannot be interrupted by other forms, holds good almost universally. Thus, one can say black — I should say, bluish-black — birds, but one cannot similarly interrupt the compound word blackbirds. The exceptions to this principle are so rare as to seem almost pathological. Gothic had a bound form [ga-] which was prefixed especially to verbs: [sechwi] 'he should see,' [ga-sechwi] 'he should be able to see.'

Yet occasionally we find words included between this [ga-] and the main body of the verb, as in the translation of Mark 8, 25: ['fr' ha in ga- u hwa 'sechwi'] 'he asked him whether [u] he saw anything [hwa].'

None of these criteria can be strictly applied; many forms lie on the border-line between bound forms and words, or between words and phrases; it is impossible to make a rigid distinction between forms that may and forms that may not be spoken in absolute position.

11. 7. The word is not primarily a phonetic unit: we do not, by pauses or other phonetic features, mark off those segments of our speech which could be spoken alone. In various ways, however, different languages give phonetic recognition to the word-unit: some, like French, very little, and others, like English, very much.

As a free form, the word is capable of being spoken in absolute position; accordingly, it is subject to the phonetic patterning of its language. It is sure to contain at least one of the phonemes which normally serve as syllables; interjections, such as our ah [ə] and put [pət], occasionally violate this principle. The initial and final consonants and clusters in the word are necessarily such as can occur at the beginning and at the end of speech; thus, no English word begins with [n] or [mb] and none ends with [h] or [mb].

Beyond this, many languages place further restrictions on the phonetic structure of the word. We may find that some of the permitted medial clusters do not occur within the body of a single word; in English, permitted clusters like [st], [v], [tsv], [stat], as in rash child, give ten, it's very cold, least strong, and double consonants, like [nn], [tt], [bb], as in ten nights, that time, next Bill, do not occur within simple words. On the other hand, French, with its insertion of [a], and languages like Fox or Samoan, which use no final consonants, tolerate no more clusters within a phrase than within a word.

Some languages have the pecuilar restriction, known as vowel-harmony, of tolerating only certain combinations of vowels in the successive syllables of a word. Thus, in Turkish, the vowels of a word are either all front vowels [i, y, e, a], as in [sevdiremnek] 'not to be able to cause to be loved,' or all back vowels [u, ø, o], as in [jazdiramenmek] 'not to be able to cause to be written.'
In Chinese we have the extreme of structural word-marking; each word consists of one syllable and of two or three primary phonemes: a non-syllabic simple or compound phoneme as initial, a syllabic simple or compound phoneme as final; and one of the pitch-schemes (§ 7.7); the initial non-syllabic may be lacking; the language has no bound forms.

In English and many other languages, each word is marked by containing one and only one high stress (forgiving; convict, verb; convict, noun). In some of these languages the word-unit is even more plainly marked, in that the position of a word-stress bears a definite relation to the beginning or to the end of the word: in Bohemian and in Icelandic the first syllable is stressed, in Cree the third-last (the antepenult), in Polish the next-to-last (the penult). In Latin the penult was stressed, as in amansus [a manos] ‘we love,’ unless this syllable had a short vowel followed by no more than one consonant, in which case the antepenult was stressed, as in capimus [kapimis] ‘we take.’ In languages like these, the stress is a word-marker, which indicates the beginnings or ends of words, but, since its position is fixed, it cannot distinguish between different words. In Italian, Spanish, and modern Greek, the stress comes always on one of the last three syllables of a word. In ancient Greek a word had either a simple accent on one of the last three syllables or a compound accent on one of the last two, with some further restrictions based on the nature of the primary phonemes in these syllables.

Among stress-using languages, some, like English, start the stress at the beginning of a word whose stress comes on the first syllable; witness contrasts like a name versus an aim or that cold versus that’s cold (§ 7.5); others, such as Dutch, Italian, Spanish, and the Slavic languages, regulate the onset of stress by purely phonetic habits, starting the stress on a consonant which precedes a stressed vowel, even though this consonant belongs to another word, as in Italian un altro [un a tro] ‘another.’ A language like French, which uses no stress-phonemes, cannot in this way mark its word-units.

Phonetic recognition of the word-unit, in cases like the above, is disturbed chiefly by two factors. Words which contain, among their ultimate constituents, two or more free forms, generally have the phonetic character of phrases. In English, compound words have the same medial clusters as phrases: stove-top [stəv, top], chest-strap [chest, trap], pen-knife [pen, knife], grab-bag [grab, bag]; phrase-derivatives may even have more than one high stress: old-maidish [‘o ld, maid, ish], jack-in-the-pulpit [‘jak, in, the, pulp, it].

On the other hand, words in included position are subject to modulations and phonetic modifications which may remove the phonetic characteristics of word-marking. Thus not in the phrase don’t [‘dou nt] loses both its high stress and its syllable; the phrase can’t is homonymous with the word cant; compare, similarly, lock it, with look, eat her [‘lok, it] with feeder, and so on. In the normal pronunciation at all [‘at, al] the stress begins on the [t] of at. These included variants, in which a word loses the phonetic features that characterize words in absolute position, will concern us in the next chapter. In the present connection it is worth noticing, however, that in a small way these modified phrases may nevertheless involve phonetic recognition of the word-unit, because they contain phonetic sequences that do not occur in single words. Thus, the final sequence [daunt] is permitted in English, but occurs only in the phrases don’t and won’t, and not in any one word. In South German dialects some initial clusters, such as [təd] [təd] occur in phrases, thanks to phonetic modification of the first word, as in [təd] [‘the, night,] [təd] [‘the, standest,] but not in any one word. In North Chinese a phrase may end in syllable plus [təd], as in [təd] [‘ma, rə] ‘little horse,’ but only as a result of phonetic modification of two words, — in our example, [ma] ‘horse’ and [rə] ‘son, child, small.’

In the few languages which use no bound forms, the word has a double importance, since it is the smallest unit not only of free form but also of linguistic form in general. In languages which use bound forms, the word has great structural importance because the constructions in which free forms appear in phrases differ very decidedly from the constructions in which free or bound forms appear in words. Accordingly, the grammar of these languages consists of two parts, called syntax, and morphology. However, the constructions of compound words and, to some extent of phrase-derivatives, occupy an intermediate position.
SYNTAX

12. 1. Traditionally, the grammar of most languages is discussed under two heads, syntax and morphology. The sentence types, which we surveyed in the last chapter, are placed under the former heading, and so are the types of substitution (which we shall consider in Chapter 15), but grammatical constructions, which we shall now examine, are dealt with partly under the heading of morphology. There has been considerable debate as to the usefulness of this division, and as to the scope of the two headings. In languages that have bound forms, the constructions in which bound forms play a part differ radically from the constructions in which all the immediate constituents are free forms. Accordingly, we place the former under the separate heading of morphology. The difficulty is this, that certain formal relations, such as the relation between he and him, consist in the use of bound forms, while the semantic difference between these forms can be defined in terms of syntactic construction; he serves, for instance, as an actor (he ran) and him as an undergoer (hit him). Nevertheless, the traditional division is justified: it merely happens that in these cases the meanings involved in the morphological construction are definable in terms of syntax instead of being definable merely in terms of practical life. Syntactic constructions, then, are constructions in which none of the immediate constituents is a bound form. Border-line cases between morphology and syntax occur chiefly in the sphere of compound words and phrase-words.

12. 2. The free forms (words and phrases) of a language appear in larger free forms (phrases), arranged by taxemes of modulation, phonetic modification, selection, and order. Any meaningful, recurrent set of such taxemes is a syntactic construction. For instance, the English actor-action construction appears in phrases like these:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>Bill ran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>Bill fell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>Our horses ran away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>ran</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these examples we see taxemes of selection. The one constituent (John, Bill, our horses) is a form of a large class, which we call nominal expressions; a form like run or very good could not be used in this way. The other constituent (ran, fell, ran away) is a form of another large class, which we call finite verb expressions; a form like John or very good could not be used in this way. Secondly, we see a taxeme of order: the nominative expression precedes the finite verb expression. We need not stop here to examine the various other types and sub-types of this construction, which show different or additional taxemes. The meaning of the construction is roughly this, that whatever is named by the substantive expression is an actor that performs the action named by the finite verb expression. The two immediate constituents of the English actor-action construction are not interchangeable: we say that the construction has two positions, which we may call the positions of actor and of action. Certain English words and phrases can appear in the actor position, certain others in the action position. The positions in which a form can appear are its functions or, collectively, its function. All the forms which can fill a given position thereby constitute a form-class. Thus, all the English words and phrases which can fill the actor position in the actor-action construction, constitute a great form-class, and we call them nominal expressions; similarly, all the English words and phrases which can fill the action position on the actor-action construction, constitute a second great form-class, and we call them finite verb expressions.

12. 3. Since the constituents of phrases are free forms, the speaker may separate them by means of pause. Pauses are mostly non-distinctive; they occur chiefly when the constituents are long phrases; in English they are usually preceded by a pause-pitch.

We have seen (§ 11.1) that free forms which are united by no other construction may be united by parataxis, the mere absence of a phonetic sentence-final, as in It's ten o'clock [.] I have to go home [.] In ordinary English parataxis a pause-pitch appears between the constituents, but we have also a variety of close parataxis without a pause-pitch, as in please come or yes sir.

A special variety of parataxis is the use of semi-absolute forms, which grammatically and in meaning duplicate some part of the form with which they are joined in parataxis, as in John, he ran away. In French this type is regularly used in some kinds of
of another word. Various languages use sandhi-forms of this sort; they are known as atomic forms. This term is not altogether appropriate, since the peculiarity is not always a lack of stress. In the French phrase *l'homme* ['lo ma'] 'the man,' the article *le* ['le'] is atomic, because its sandhi-form [*l*] could not be spoken alone on account of the phonetic pattern (lack of a vowel). In the Polish phrase ['do mtk'] 'to the feet,' the preposition *do* ['to'] is atomic precisely because it has the stress, for the stress in this language is placed on the next-to-last syllable of each word, and falls on *do* only because this word is treated as part of the following word.

An atomic form which is treated as part of the following word—this is the case in our examples so far—is a proclitic. An atomic form which is treated as if it were part of the preceding word is an enclitic; thus, *I saw him* ['i saw him'], the [aj] is proclitic, but the [in] enclitic.

The sandhi which substitutes *ax* for *a*, and the sandhi by which this and other words are unstressed in phrasal combinations, are examples of *compositional sandhi*. Other English sandhi habits are optional, because paralleled by unaltered variants, which have usually a formal or elevated connotation; for instance, the dropping of *[h]* in *him* does not take place in the more elevated variant *I saw him* ['i saw him']. Beside the sandhi-forms *did you?* ['did juw?'], *won't you* ['wonf juw?'], *all* ['al'] (in American English with the voiced tongue-flip variant of *[t]*)", we have the more elegant variants ['did juw? *wonf juw? et al]

Sandhi-forms may be unpronounceable when taken by themselves; this is the case in a number of English examples:

**Absolute Form**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>te ['tiz]</th>
<th>has ['hez]</th>
<th>am ['em]</th>
<th>are ['a]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'I am'</td>
<td>'I have'</td>
<td>'I am'</td>
<td>'I am'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sandhi Form**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>['ja]</th>
<th>['je]</th>
<th>['em]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'John's ready.'</td>
<td>'John's got it.'</td>
<td>'I'm ready.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>['dik]</th>
<th>['dik]</th>
<th>['hav]</th>
<th>['wud]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Dick's ready.'</td>
<td>'He's got it.'</td>
<td>'We're waiting.'</td>
<td>'He'd see it.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>['wil]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'I'll go.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>['taw]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'That'll do.'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
or regular sandhi applies to any and all words in a short (close-knit) phrase. In some forms of English, such as New England and southern British, words which in absolute position have a final vowel, add [r] before an initial vowel: water ['wɔːtə] but the water is [ˈwɔːtər ɪz]; idea [aˈdʒiːdə] but the idea is [ˈaɪdə ɪdʒɪdər ɪz]. When three consonants come together in French, the word-final adds [s]; thus, porte [pɔʁt] "carries" and bien [bɛ̃] "well" appear in the phrase as porte bien [ˈpɔʁt bɛ̃] "carries well." A word whose first syllable in absolute form contains [s], either because the word has no other syllable or because otherwise it would begin with an unpermitted cluster (§ 8.6), loses this [s] in the phrase whenever no unpermitted group would result: le [le] "the" but l’homme [la ɔm] "the man"; cheval [ʃeval] "horse," but un cheval [o̞n ʃeval] "a horse"; je [ʒə] "I," ne [nə] "not," le [le] "it," demande [dɔ̃də] "ask," but je ne le demande pas [ʒə ne lə dɔ̃də pa] "I don’t ask it," and si je ne le demande pas [si ʒə ne lə dɔ̃də pa] "if I don’t ask it."

In Sanskrit there is a great deal of general sandhi; for instance, final [s] of the absolute form appears in the following sandhi-variants: absolute [de:vah] "a god," sandhi-forms: [de:vah ṭatra] "the god there," [de:vah ērati] "the god wanderer," [de:vah ērati] "the god goes," [de:vah ṭaṭaṭ] the god gives," and, with change also of a following initial, before [aṭra] "here," [de:vah ṭaṭaṭ] "the god here." Certain words, however, behave differently; thus, [punah] "again" gives [punah ṭaṭaṭ] "again be gives," [punah aṭra] "again here." The divergent words may be marked off by some structural feature. Thus, in some Dutch pronunciations the absolute forms heb [hep] "have" and stop [stop] "stop" behave differently in sandhi: heb ik [heb ik] "have I? but stop ik [stop ik] "do I stop?" The forms which have the voiced consonant in sandhi have it also whenever it is not at the end of the word, as hebben [ˈhebən] "to have," in contrast with stoppen [ˈstopən] "to stop." Sandhi-distinctions based on morphologic features like this, may be called reminiscense sandhi.

Sandhi may go so far as to restrict the word-final in a phrase beyond the ordinary medial restrictions of a language. Thus, the sequence [ta] is permitted medially in Sanskrit, as in [pastati] "he falls," but [t] at the end of the word is in close-knit phrases replaced by [d] before a vowel: absolute [tat] "that," but [tat asti] "that is."

12.5. Our examples so far illustrate special or irregular cases of sandhi, peculiar to certain forms and constructions. General
12.6. Taxonomy of selection play a large part in the syntax of most languages; syntax consists largely in defining them — in stating, for instance, under what circumstances (with what accompanying forms or, if the accompanying forms are the same, with what difference of meaning) various form-classes (as, say, indicative and subjunctive verbs, or dative and accusative nouns, and so on) appear in syntactic constructions. We have seen that the selective taxonomies define form-classes. These classes are most numerous in the languages that use most taxonomies of selection. The syntactic constructions of a language mark off large classes of free forms, such as, in English, the nominative expression or the finite verb expression. Since different languages have different constructions, their form-classes also are different. We shall see that the great form-classes of a language are most easily described in terms of word-classes (such as the traditional "parts of speech"), because the form-class of a phrase is usually determined by one or more of the words which appear in it.

In languages which make a wide use of selective taxonomies, the large form-classes are subdivided into smaller ones. For instance, the English actor-action construction, in addition to the general selective taxonomies, shows some more specialized taxonomies of the same sort. With the nominative expressions John or that horse we can join the finite verb expression runs fast, but not the finite verb expression run fast; with the nominative expressions John and Bill or horses the reverse selection is made. Accordingly, we recognize in each of these two form-classes a division into two sub-classes, which we call singular and plural, such that a singular nominative expression is joined only with a singular finite verb expression, and a plural nominative expression only with a plural finite verb expression. It would not do to define these sub-classes by meaning — witness cases like wheat grows but oats grow. Further examination shows us several varieties of selection: (1) many finite verb expressions, such as can, had, went, appear with any actor; (2) many, such as run: runs, show the twofold selection just described; (3) one, was: were, shows a twofold selection that does not agree with the preceding; (4) one, finally, am: is: are, shows a threefold selection, with a special form that accompanies the actor I, precisely the actor form as to which (2) and (3) disagree.

Thus we find among nominative expressions and among finite verb expressions a threefold subdivision, due to taxonomies of selection; among nominative expressions sub-class A contains only the form I; sub-class B contains those which are joined with finite verb expressions such as runs, was, is, and sub-class C contains those which are joined with finite verb expressions such as run, were, are. In fact, we can base our definition of the three subclasses on the selection of the three finite verb forms am: is: are. Conversely, we define the sub-classes of finite verb expressions by telling whether with which nominative expressions (say, I: the boy: the boys) they occur.

The narrower type of selection in cases like this one is in principle no different from the more inclusive type by which our language distinguishes great form-classes like nominative expressions and finite verb expressions, but there are some differences of detail. The narrower type of selection, by which great form-classes are subdivided into selective types, is called agreement. In a rough way, without real boundaries, we can distinguish three general types of agreement.

12.7. In our example, the agreement is of the simplest kind, which is usually called concord or congruence: if the actor is a form of sub-class A, the action must be a form of sub-class A, and so on. Sometimes one of the subdivisions is otherwise also recognized in the structure of the language; thus, in our example, classes B and C of nominative expressions are otherwise also definable in our language; namely, by the use of the modifiers this, that with class B, but these, those with class C: we say this boy, this wheat, but these boys, these oats. Accordingly, we view the subdivision of nominative expressions into singulare and plurals as more fundamental than that of finite verb expressions, and say that the latter agree with or stand in congruence with the former. For the same reason, we say that the forms this, that, these, those stand in congruence with the accompanying substantive form. Congruence plays a great part in many languages; witness for example
the inflection of the adjectives in most Indo-European languages in congruence with various sub-classes (number, gender, case) of the noun: German *Knaab* [der 'knabe] 'the boy,' ich sehe *den* Knaben [ix 'sae den 'knab-en] 'I see the boy,' *die* Knaben [di: 'kna:ben] 'the boys,' where the selection of *der, den, die* agrees with the sub-classes of the noun (singular and plural, nominative and accusative); in *das* Haus [das 'haus] 'the house,' the form *das*, as opposed to *der*, is selected in agreement with the so-called gender-classes into which German nouns are divided. These genders are arbitrary classes, each of which demands different congruence-forms in certain kinds of accompanying words. German has three gender-classes; for each of these I give phrases showing the congruence of the definite article and of the adjective *halt* 'cold':

"masculine gender": *der* Hut [der 'hut] 'the hat,' *kaler* Wein [kal-ter 'vajn] 'cold wine'

"feminine gender": *die* Uhr [di: 'urr] 'the clock' *kalt* Milch [kal-tet 'milch] 'cold milk'

"neuter gender": *das* Haus [das 'haws] 'the house,' *kalt* Wasser [kal-tet 'vaser] 'cold water.'

French has two genders, "masculine," *le* couteau [la kuto] 'the knife,' and "feminine," *la* fourchette [la fur-cket] 'the fork.' Some languages of the Bantu family distinguish as many as twenty gender-classes of nouns.

12.8. In other cases the subsidiary taweme of selection has to do with the syntactic position of the form. For instance, we say *I know but watch me,* beside me. The choice between the forms *I* (he, she, they, we) and *me* (him, her, them, us) depends upon the position of the form: the *I*-class appears in the position of actor, the *me*-class in the position of goal in the action-goal construction (*watch me*) and in the position of axis in the relation-axis construction (beside me). This type of selection is called *government,* the accompanying form (know, watch, beside) is said to *govern* (or to demand or to take) the selected form (*I* or *me*). Government, like congruence, plays a great part in many languages, including many of the Indo-European family. Thus, in Latin, different verbs govern different case-forms in the substantive goal: *videt bovem* 'he sees the ox,' *noscit bovi* 'he knows the ox,' *retit bove* 'he uses the ox,' *meminit bovis* 'he remembers the ox.' Similarly, different main clauses may govern different forms of subordinate verbs, as in French *je pense qu'il vient* [jo p"e"n k i vje] 'I think he is coming,' but *je ne pense pas qu'il vienne* [jo n pa"e" n pa k i vje] 'I don't think he is coming.'

Identity and non-identity of objects are in many languages distinguished by selective features akin to government. In English we say he washed *him* when actor and goal are not identical, but he washed *himself* (a reflexive form) when they are the same person. Swedish thus distinguishes between identical and non-identical actor and possessor: *han tog sin hat* [han 'toeg sin 'hat] 'he took his (own) hat' and *han tog hans hat* [hans 'hat] 'his (someone else's) hat.' The Algonquin languages use different forms for non-identical animate third persons in a context. In Cree, if we speak of a man and then, secondarily, of another man, we mention the first one as *['naspe:we]' man,' and the second one, in the so-called *obviative* form, as *['naspe:wa]' Thus, the language distinguishes between the following cases, where we designate the principal person as A and the other (the obviative) as B:

*['utinnam u'tastutin] he (A) took his (A's) hat'
*['utinnam u'tastutin] he (A) took his (B's) hat'
*['utinnam u'tastutin] he (A) took his (A's) hat'
*['utinnam u'tastutin] he (B) took his (B's) hat.'

12.9. In the third type of agreement, *cross-reference,* the subclasses contain an actual mention of the forms with which they are joined. This mention is in the shape of a substitute-form, resembling our pronouns. In non-standard English this occurs in such forms as *John his knife* or *John he ran away;* here the form *his knife* actually mentions a male possessor, who is more explicitly mentioned in the accompanying semi-absolute form *John;* similarly, the *he in he ran away* mentions the actor John — contrast *Mary her knife* and *Mary she ran away.* In French, cross-reference occurs in the standard language especially in certain types of questions, such as *Jean où est-il?* [je"n u et i?] 'John where is he?' that is, 'Where is John?' (§ 12.3). A Latin finite verb, such as *cantat* 'he (she, it) sings,' includes substitutive mention of an actor. It is joined in cross-reference with a substantive expression that makes specific mention of the actor, as in *puella cantat* 'the girl she-sings.' In many languages verb-forms include substitutive (pronominal) mention of both an actor and an undergoer, as, in *was:pame:w* 'he saw him or her'; accordingly, more specific
mention of both actor and undergoer is in cross-reference [\"wapamaw \tatun \\hat{a}wa nape\:w\] \"he-saw-him\" (obviative) a-dog (obviative) that man\"; that is, \"the man saw a dog.\" Similarly, in many languages, a possessed noun includes pronominal mention of a possessor, as, in Cree, [\"\hat{a}stun\] \"hat\", but [\"n\ldot\hat{a}stun\] \"my hat\", [\"\hat{a}stun\] \"thy hat\", [\"\hat{a}stun\] \"his, her, its hat\"; hence, when the possessor is mentioned in another word or phrase, we have cross-reference, as in [\"\hat{a}m \u\hat{u}stun\] \"John his-hat\", i.e. \"John's hat.\"

12. 10. Every syntactic construction shows us two (or sometimes more) free forms combined in a phrase, which we may call the resultant phrase. The resultant phrase may belong to a form-class other than that of any constituent. For instance, *John ran* is neither a nominative expression (like *John*) nor a finite verb expression (like *ran*). Therefore we say that the English actor-action construction is *exocentric*: the resultant phrase belongs to the form-class of no immediate constituent. On the other hand, the resultant phrase may belong to the same form-class as one (or more) of the constituents. For instance, *poor John* is a proper-noun expression, and so is the constituent *John*; the forms *John* and *poor John* have, on the whole, the same functions. Accordingly, we say that the English character-substance construction (as in *poor John, fresh milk*, and the like) is an *endocentric* construction.

The exocentric constructions in any language are few. In English we have, beside the actor-action construction, also that of relation-axis, as beside John, with me, in the house, by running away; the constituents are a prepositional expression and an accusative expression, but the resultant phrase has a function different from either of these, appearing in entirely different syntactic positions (e.g. as a modifier of verbs: sit beside John, or of nouns: the boy beside John). Another exocentric construction of English is that of *subordination*. The constituents in one type (\textit{clause-subordination}) are a subordinating expression and an actor-action phrase, as in *if John ran away*; the resultant phrase has the function of neither constituent, but serves as a modifier (subordinate clause). In the other type (\textit{phrase-subordination}) the constituents are a subordinating expression and any other form, especially a substantive: as *I, than John*, and the resultant phrase has the function of a modifier (as *big as I, bigger than John*). Although the resultant phrase in an exocentric construction has a function different from the function of any constituent, yet one of those constituents is usually peculiar to the construction and serves to characterize the resultant phrase; thus, in English, finite verbs, prepositions, and subordinating conjunctions regularly appear in the exocentric constructions just illustrated, and suffice to characterize them.

Endocentric constructions are of two kinds, \textit{co-ordinate} (or \textit{serial}) and \textit{subordinate} (or \textit{attributive}). In the former type the resultant phrase belongs to the same form-class as two or more of the constituents. Thus, the phrase boys and girls belongs to the same form-class as the constituents, boys, girls; these constituents are the \textit{members} of the co-ordination, and the other constituent is the \textit{co-ordinator}. Sometimes there is no co-ordinator: books, papers, pens, pencils, blotters (were all lying . . . ); sometimes there is one for each member, as in both Bill and John, either Bill or John. There may be minor differences of form-class between the resultant phrase and the members; thus Bill and John is plural, while the members are each singular.

In subordinating endocentric constructions, the resultant phrase belongs to the same form-class as one of the constituents, which we call the \textit{head}; thus, poor John belongs to the same form-class as John, which we accordingly call the head; the other member, in our example poor, is the \textit{attribute}. The attribute may in turn be a subordinating phrase; in very fresh milk the immediate constituents are the head milk, and the attribute very fresh, and this phrase, in turn, consists of the head fresh and the attribute very. In this way there can be several ranks of subordinating position; in very fresh milk there are three: (1) milk, (2) fresh, (3) very. In the same way, the head also may show an attributive construction; the phrase this fresh milk consists of the attribute this and the head fresh milk, and this, in turn, of the attribute fresh and the head milk.

12. 11. If all the syntactic constructions which go to make up a phrase are endocentric, then the phrase will contain among its ultimate constituents some word (or several words, members of a co-ordination) whose form-class is the same as that of the phrase. This word is the \textit{center} of the phrase. In the phrase all this fresh milk, the word milk is the center, and in the phrase all this fresh bread and sweet butter, the words bread and butter are the centers. Since most of the constructions in any language are endocentric, most phrases have a center: the form-class of a phrase is usually the same as that of some word that is contained in the phrase.
The exceptions are phrases of exocentric construction, and these, too, we have seen, are definable in terms of word-classes. The syntactic form-classes of phrases, therefore, can be derived from the syntactic form-classes of words: the form-classes of syntax are most easily described in terms of word-classes. Thus, in English, a substantive expression is either a word (such as John) which belongs to this form-class (a substantive), or else a phrase (such as poor John) whose center is a substantive; and an English finite verb expression is either a word (such as run) which belongs to this form-class (a finite verb), or else a phrase (such as ran away) whose center is a finite verb. An English actor-action phrase (such as John ran or poor John ran away) does not share the form-class of any word, since its construction is exocentric, but the form-class of actor-action phrases is defined by their construction: they consist of a nominative expression and a finite verb expression (arranged in a certain way), and this, in the end, again reduces the matter to terms of word-classes.

The term parts of speech is traditionally applied to the most inclusive and fundamental word-classes of a language, and then, in accordance with the principle just stated, the syntactic form-classes are described in terms of the parts of speech that appear in them. However, it is impossible to set up a fully consistent scheme of parts of speech, because the word-classes overlap and cross each other.

In speaking of form-classes we use the term expression to include both words and phrases: thus John is a substantive, poor John a substantive phrase, and both forms are substantive expressions.

Within the great form-classes which contain both words and (thanks to endocentric constructions) a vast number of phrasal combinations, there may be sub-classes due to small differences of phrasal construction. For instance, when an attribute like fresh, good, or sweet is joined to the head milk, as in fresh milk, this resultant phrase is still capable of joining with other attributes, as in good, sweet, fresh milk; the phrase has entirely the same functions as its center (and head), namely the word milk. If, however, we join a form like milk or fresh milk with the attribute this, the resultant phrase, this milk or this fresh milk has not quite the same function as the head or center, since the resultant phrase cannot be joined with attributes like good, sweet: the construction in this milk, this fresh milk is partially closed. The possibilities in this direction, in fact, are limited to adding the attribute all, as in all this milk or all this fresh milk. When the attribute all has been added, the construction is closed: no more attributes of this type (adjectives) can be added.

12. 12. An example of a taxeme of order is the arrangement by which the actor form precedes the action form in the normal type of the English actor-action construction: John ran. In languages which use highly complex taxemes of selection, order is largely non-distinctive and connotative; in a Latin phrase such as pater amat filium 'the father loves the son,' the syntactic relations are all selective (cross-reference and government) and the words appear in all possible orders (pater filium amat, filium pater amat, and so on), with differences only of emphasis and liveliness. In English, taxemes of order appear in the difference between actor-action and action-goal, as in John ran and catch John; the difference between John hit Bill and Bill hit John rests entirely upon order. In general, however, taxemes of order in English occur along with taxemes of selection. Languages which in this respect and in the general configuration of their syntax resemble English, may still show great differences as to taxemes of order. Thus, standard German differs from English in allowing only one attribute (word or phrase) of the verb to preclude a finite verb: heute spielen wir Ball [heute 'spielen wir 'ball] 'today play we ball.' Further, it places several elements last in the sentence: certain adverbs, as ich stehe um sieben Uhr auf [ix stehe um 'siben 'uhr 'auf] 'I get at seven o'clock up'; participles, as ich habe ihn heute geessen [ix habe ihn heute 'geessen] 'I have him today seen'; infinitives, as ich werde ihm heute geben [ix verdie ihm heute 'geben] 'I shall him today give'; the verb of a dependent clause: wenn ich ihn heute sehe [wen ix ihn heute 'sehe] 'if I him today see.'

French has a complicated and rigid system of ordering certain substitute ("conjunct") accompaniments of its verbs. In the ordinary (non-interrogative) sentence-type, it distinguishes seven positions of these elements, which precede the finite verb:
(1) actors, such as je [je] 'I, it [ill] 'he, it,' ils [ill] 'they,' on [on] 'one,' ce [se] 'it, that';
(2) the negative adverb ne [ne] 'not';
(3) farther goals of first and second persons, such as me [me] 'to me,' vous [vu] 'to you,' and of the reflexive se [sa] 'to himself, herself, themselves.'
(4) nearer goals, such as me [me] ‘me,’ vous [vu] ‘you,’ se [sa] himself, herself, themselves, le [lo] ‘him, it,’ les [le] ‘them.’

(5) farther goals of the third person: lui [lu] ‘to him, to her,’ leur [lo:r] ‘to them.’

(6) the adverb y [i] ‘there, this, to it, to them.’

(7) the adverb en [en] ‘from there, of it, of them.’

For example: (1–2–3–4) il ne me donne pas [i n me la dan pa] ‘he does not give it to me’

(1–3–6–7) il m’y en donne [i m j a n a don pa] ‘he gives me some of it there’

(1–4–5) on le lui donne [o lo lu lu don] ‘one gives it to him’

(1–2–6–7) il n’y en a pas [i n j a n a pa] ‘there aren’t any,’ literally ‘it has not of them there.’

Occasionally order serves finer distinctions. In French most adjectives follow their nouns: une maison blanche [yn mezo blo:3] ‘a white house;’ a certain few precede: une belle maison [yn bel mezo] ‘a pretty house;’ others precede only with transferred meanings or with emphatic or intense connotations: une barbe noire [yn bar be no:re] ‘a black beard;’ une noire traîson [yn no:re trai:son] ‘a black betrayal;’ un livre excellent [yn livr eksle:3n] ‘an excellent book;’ un excellent livre ‘a splendid book!’


Viewed from the standpoint of economy, taxemes of order are a gain, since the forms are bound to be spoken in some succession; nevertheless, few languages allow features of order to work alone: almost always they merely supplement taxemes of selection.

12. 13. The languages of the Indo-European family are peculiar in having many parts of speech; no matter upon what constructions we base our scheme, a language like English will show at least half a dozen parts of speech, such as substantive, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, co-ordinating conjunction, and subordinating conjunction, in addition to interjections. Most languages show a smaller number. A distribution into three types is quite frequent (Somite, Algonquian); usually one resembles our substantives and one our verbs. It is a mistake to suppose that our part-of-speech system represents universal features of human expression. If such classes as objects, actions, and qualities exist apart from our language, as realities either of physics or of human psychology, then, of course, they exist all over the world, but it would still be true that many languages lack corresponding parts of speech.

In languages with few parts of speech, the syntactic form-classes appear rather in phrases. Often the class of a phrase is indicated by some special word, a marker; strictly speaking, the marker and the form which it accompanies are joined in an exocentric construction which determines the class of the phrase. Aside from this selective feature, the constructions are likely to be distinguished by word-order.

The classical instance is Chinese. The parts of speech are full words and particles (that is, markers). The principal constructions are three.

(1) The favorite sentence-construction is one of subject and predicate, much like the English actor-action construction; the subject precedes the predicate: [tha1 xaw] ‘he is good,’ [tha1 laj] ‘he came.’ In certain cases, depending on differences of form-class, the predicate is marked by the particle [sa] at its beginning: [tha1 sa xaw, sa] ‘he (p.) good man,’ that is, ‘he is a good man.’

(2) There is an endocentric construction in which the attribute precedes the head; in meaning this resembles the similar English constructions: [xaw xan] ‘good man,’ [man xhy] ‘slowly go,’ that is, ‘go slowly.’ The attribute is in certain cases marked by the particle [ni] at its end: [tio3 xaw ti3 xan] ‘very good man;’ [wo3 ti3 fu3 chia] ‘I (p.) father,’ that is, ‘my father,’ [sa3 o3 ti3 xan] ‘sir (p.) person,’ that is, ‘a sitting person;’ [wo2 xj xo2 ti3 pi] ‘I write (p.) brush,’ that is, ‘the brush I write with;’ — in this example the attribute is a phrase of subject-predicate construction; [man xaw] ‘buy (p.) book,’ that is, ‘the purchased book.’

(3) A second endocentric construction, in which the attribute follows the head, resembles rather the English action-goal and relation-axis constructions: [kwan man] ‘shut the door,’ [tsaj cuo kwon] ‘in China.’ We may call this, somewhat inexactely, the action-goal construction, to distinguish it from (2).

Taxemes of selection consist largely in the marking off of a form-class which serves as subject in (1), as head in (2), and as goal in (3), resembling the English substantive expression. To this form-class (we may call it the object expression) only a few
words may be said to belong in their own right; these are substitute-
words of the type [tha:] 'he, she' or [wo] 'I'. The other object ex-
pressions are phrases with various markers. The commonest
of these markers are certain particles which precede as attributes
of type (2), such as [索取] 'this,' [mama] 'that,' [ma] 'which?' Thus,
[索取 ko] 'this piece,' that is, 'this thing.' In most instances
these markers do not immediately join with a full word; but only
with certain ones, like the [ko] 'piece' in the last example, which
hereby constitute a form-class of numeratives; the phrase of mar-
kers plus numerative joins the ordinary full word in construction
(2), as: [索取 ko 託] 'this (individual) man'; [wuj dija tena] 'five
(individual) ear,' that is, 'five ears.' Another kind of object ex-
pression is characterized by the particle [ti] at its end: [mama]
[ti] 'sell book (p.),' that is 'bookseller.'

In this way complex phrases are built up: [tha:] 'taw' [thjen]
li 'Chiy] 'he enter field interior go,' that is, 'he goes into the field';
here the first word is the subject, the rest of the phrase the predi-
cate; in this predicate the last word is the head and the other three
are an attribute; this attribute consists of the action [taw] 'enter'
and the goal [thjen li] 'field interior,' in which the first word is an
attribute of the second. In the sentence [mama] [meji] pa [meji]
[ti] 'Chijen' [keji] wo] 'you not take buy coal (p.) money give I,'
the first word is the subject, the rest the predicate; this predicate
consists of an attribute, [meji] 'not' and a head; within this head,
the first five words are again an attribute and the last two ['keji]
wo] give I a head, whose construction is action and goal. In the
five-word attribute [pa] [mama] [meji] [ti] 'Chijen' 'take buy coal
(p.) money,' the first word is an action and the rest a goal; this
attribute consists of the head ('Chijen' 'money' and the attribute [meji]
[meji] [ti] which is marked as such by the particle [ti] appended
to the phrase [mama] [meji] 'buy coal,' whose construction is action-
goal. Thus the sentence means 'you not buying coal-money give me,'
that is, 'you haven't given me money to buy coal.'

In Tagalog, the parts of speech are, again, full word and particle,
but here the full words are subdivided into two classes which we
may call static and transient. The latter resemble our verbs in
forming a special kind of predicate (the narrative type, with four
sub-types, § 11.2) and in showing morphologic distinctions of
tense and mode, but they differ from our verbs because, on the one
hand, they are not restricted to the function of predicate and, on
the other hand, there exist non-narrative predicates. The chief
constructions are subject and predicate, marked optionally by
order (predicate precedes subject) or by the particle [is] and order
(subject precedes predicate marked by initial [is]), as illustrated
in § 11.2. The subject and the equational predicate are selectively
marked: the class of forms which fill these positions resembles the
English substantive expression and, even more, the Chinese object
expression. A few substitute-words, such as [a] 'I' and [si] 'he,
she,' belong to this class by their own right; all other object ex-
pressions are phrases, characterized by the presence of certain
attributes, as [isa] 'one child,' or by certain particles, chiefly [si]
before names, as [si] 'hwan' 'John,' and [a] before other
forms, as [a] 'child,' 'the child, a child,' [a] 'the red,' that
is, 'the redness,' [a] 'the cut,' or, to illustrate transient
forms, [a] 'the one who cut,' [a] 'the cut' 'that which was cut,'
[a] 'the red handkerchief,' [a] 'the red handkerchief,'
'that which was cut from.' There are four attributive con-
structions. In one, a particle [si], after voice [n], intervene between
head and attribute, in either order, as [a] 'the red handkerchief
or [a] 'the child, a child,' 'the writing child,' [a] 'the red
handkerchief,' [a] 'the red handkerchief,' 'that which was cut from.'
Another, more restricted attributive construction lacks the particle,
as [hin] 'not I,' 'hin] 'not good.' In the third
attributive construction the attribute is an object expression in a special
form; thus, [a] 'I' is replaced by [ja], and [si] 'he,
she' by [nija], and the particle [si] by [ni], the particle [a]
by [naj], [a] 'the red handkerchief' 'the red
handkerchief' 'the red handkerchief' 'the red
handkerchief.' See also the examples
in § 11.2. In the fourth attributive construction, too, the
attribute is an object expression: [si] is replaced by [ja] and [a]
by [ja]; the attribute tells of a place; [a] 'the child
ma'na'ug la 'the child came out of the house, out of a house.'

12. 14. The details of syntax are often complicated and hard to
describe. On this point, any fairly complete grammar of a language
like English, German, Latin, or French, will prove more enlighten-
ing than would an abstract discussion. Syntax is obscured, how-
ever, in most treatises, by the use of philosophical instead of
formal definitions of constructions and form-classes. As a single
illustration of the more complex syntactic habits, we shall survey the main features of one construction in present-day (colloquial standard) English — the construction which we may call character-substance, as in fresh milk.

This construction is attributive, and the head is always a noun-expression — that is, a noun or an endocentric phrase with a noun as center. The noun is a word-class; like all form-classes, it is to be defined in terms of grammatical features, some of which, in fact, appear in what follows. When it has been defined, it shows a class-meaning which can be roughly stated as 'object of such and such a species'; examples are boy, stone, water, kindness. The attribute in our construction is always an adjective expression — that is, an adjective or an endocentric phrase with an adjective as center. The adjective is in English a word-class (part of speech), definable precisely by its function in the character-substance construction which we are now to discuss; its class-meaning will emerge from our discussion as something like 'character of specimens of a species of objects'; examples are big, red, this, some. Beside these features of selection, the character-substance construction contains a feature of order: the adjective expression precedes the noun expression: poor John, fresh milk.

The adjectives are divided into two classes, descriptive and limiting, by the circumstance that when adjectives of both these classes occur in a phrase, the limiting precedes and modifies the group of descriptive adjective plus noun. Thus, in a form like this fresh milk, the immediate constituents are the limiting adjective this, and the noun phrase fresh milk, which consists, in turn, of the descriptive adjective fresh and the noun milk. This difference subdivides our character-substance construction into two sub-types, the quality-substance construction, where the attribute is a descriptive adjective expression, and the limitation-substance construction, where the attribute is a limiting adjective.

The quality-substance construction and the form-class of descriptive adjectives are both divided into several types by features of order. For instance, we say big black sheep and never *black big sheep, kind old man and never *old kind man, and so on. We shall not stop to examine these sub-types. The meaning of the form-class of descriptive adjectives is roughly 'qualitative character of specimens.'

The form-class of limiting adjectives is much smaller than that of descriptive adjectives, and constitutes, in fact, what we shall later define as an irregular form-class — that is, a form-class which has to be described in the shape of a list of the forms; however, the boundary between limiting and descriptive adjectives is not completely definable. The class-meaning of limiting adjectives will appear from the following discussion as something like 'variable character of specimens.'

Our limiting adjectives fall into two sub-classes of determiners and numeratives. These two classes have several subdivisions and are crossed, moreover, by several other lines of classification.

The determiners are defined by the fact that certain types of noun expressions (such as house or big house) are always accompanied by a determiner (as, this house, a big house). The class-meaning is, roughly, 'identificational character of specimens.' This habit of using certain noun expressions always with a determiner, is peculiar to some languages, such as the modern Germanic and Romance. Many languages have not this habit; in Latin, for instance, domus 'house' requires no attribute and is used indifferently where we say the house or a house.

A number of features subdivides the determiners into two classes, definite and indefinite. Of these features, we shall mention only one: a definite determiner can be preceded by the numerative all (as in all the water) but an indefinite determiner (as, some in some water) cannot.

The definite determiners are: any possessive adjective (John's book, my house) and the words this (these), that (those), the. The class of possessive adjectives is definable in terms of morphology. It is worth observing that Italian, which has a character-substance construction much like ours, does not use possessive adjectives as determiners: il mio amico [il mio amico] 'my friend' (that is, 'my friend') contrasts with un [un] mio amico 'a my friend' (that is, 'a friend of mine'). The class-meaning of definite determiners is 'identified specimens.' A precise statement of how the specimens are identified, is a practical matter outside the linguist's control; the identification consists in possession by some person (John's book), spatial relation to the speaker (this house), description by some accompanying linguistic form (the house I saw), or purely situational features (the sky, the chairman), among which earlier mention by speech is to be reckoned ("I saw a man, but the man did not see me"). Among the definite determiners, this: these
and that: those are peculiar in showing congruence with the number-class of the noun (this house: these houses).

The indefinite determiners are a (an), any, each, either, every, neither, no, one, some, what, whatever, which, whichever, and the phrasal combinations many a, such a, what a. The class-meaning is 'unidentified specimens.'

The word a is peculiar in its sandhi-form an, used before vowels. The word one occurs not only as an indefinite determiner (one man), but also in some entirely different functions (as in a big one, if one only knew); this phenomenon may be designated as class-cleavage. The meanings of the various indefinite determiners are in part linguistically definable in terms of grammatical features of wider bearing than our present subject. For instance, what and which are interrogative, introducing supplement-questions, which prompt the hearer to supply a speech-form (what man? which man? What ever and whichever are relative, marking their noun as part of a subordinate clause (whatever book you take, . . .). No and neither are negative, ruling out all specimens. Each, which, and whichever imply a limited field of selection: that is, the specimens concerned belong to an identified part (or to the identified whole) of the species (which book? which parent?); either and neither go farther in limiting the field to two specimens.

Some of the determiners are atomic (barring, of course, the case where they are emphatic elements): my, our, your, his, her, its, their, the, a; others are sometimes atomic or spoken with secondary stress.

The types of noun expressions which always have a determiner, are preceded, when no more specific determiner is present, by the articles, definite the and indefinite a, whose meaning is merely the class-meaning of their respective form-classes. A grammatical classification, such as definite and indefinite, which always accompanies some grammatical feature (here the types of noun expression which demand a determiner), is said to be category. The definite and indefinite categories may be said, in fact, to embrace the entire class of English noun expressions, because even those types of noun expression which do not always take a determiner, can be classed as definite or indefinite: John, for instance, as definite, kindness as indefinite.

According to the use and non-use of determiners, English noun expressions fall into a number of interesting sub-classes:

I. Names (proper nouns) occur only in the singular number, take no determiner, and are always definite: John, Chicago. The class-meaning is 'species of object containing only one specimen.' Here and in what follows, space forbids our entering into details, such as the class-cleavage by which a name occurs also as a common noun, in cases like homonymy (two Johns, this John); nor can we take up sub-classes, such as that of river-names, which are always preceded by the (the Mississippi).

II. Common nouns occur in both categories, definite and indefinite. The class-meaning is 'species of object occurring in more than one specimen.' In the plural number they require a determiner for the definite category (the houses), but not for the indefinite (houses, corresponding to the singular form a house).

A. Bounded nouns in the singular number require a determiner (the house, a house). The class-meaning is 'species of object occurring in more than one specimen, such that the specimens cannot be subdivided or merged.'

B. Unbounded nouns require a determiner for the definite category only (the milk: milk). The class-meaning is 'species of object occurring in more than one specimen, such that the specimens can be subdivided or merged.'

1. Mass nouns never take a and have no plural (the milk: milk). The class-meaning is that of B with the added proviso that the specimens 'exist independently.'

2. Abstract nouns in the indefinite singular without a determiner include all the specimens (life is short); with a determiner and in the plural, the specimens are separate (a useful life; nine lives). The class-meaning is that of B with the proviso that the specimens 'exist only as the demeanor (quality, action, relation) of other objects.'

Among the subdivisions of II, class-cleavage is frequent and interesting, as an egg, eggs (A), but 'he got egg on his necktie' (B1); coffee (B1), but an expensive coffee (A).

The limiting adjectives of the other class, numeratives, fall into various sub-classes, of which we shall merely mention a few. Two of them, all and each precede a determiner (all the apples); the rest follow (the other apples). Two, however, precede a in phrases which are determiners: many a, such a. The numeratives few,
hundred, thousand, and those formed with the suffix -ion (million and so on), are preceded by a in phrases which serve as numeratives with plural nouns (a hundred years). The numeratives same, very, one — this last differs by class-cleavage from the determiner one — are used only with definite nouns (this same book, the very day, my one hope); the numeratives much, more, less are used only with indefinite nouns (much water); the numerative all is used with both kinds of nouns but only with definite determiners (all the milk; all milk). Some, such as both, few, many, and the higher numbers, are used only with plural nouns; others, such as one, much, little, only with singular nouns. Some numeratives are used also in other syntactic positions, as, many and few as predicate adjectives (they were many), and all, both as semi-predicative attributes (the boys were both there). Some other interesting lines of classification among the English numeratives will appear when we take up the substitutive replacement of noun expressions in Chapter 15.

CHAPTER 13

MORPHOLOGY

13.1. By the morphology of a language we mean the constructions in which bound forms appear among the constituents. By definition, the resultant forms are either bound forms or words, but never phrases. Accordingly, we may say that morphology includes the constructions of words and parts of words, while syntax includes the constructions of phrases. As a border region we have phrase-words (jack-in-the-pulpit) and some compound words (blackbird), which contain no bound forms among their immediate constituents, and yet in some ways exhibit morphologic rather than syntactic types of construction.

In general, morphologic constructions are more elaborate than those of syntax. The features of modification and modulation are more numerous and often irregular—that is, confined to particular constituents or combinations. The order of the constituents is almost always rigidly fixed, permitting of no such connotative variants as John ran away : Away ran John. Features of selection minutely and often whimsically limit the constituents that may be united into a complex form.

Accordingly, languages differ more in morphology than in syntax. The variety is so great that no simple scheme will classify languages as to their morphology. One such scheme distinguishes analytic languages, which use few bound forms, from synthetic, which use many. At one extreme is a completely analytic language, like modern Chinese, where each word is a one-syllable morpheme or a compound word or phrase-word; at the other, a highly synthetic language like Eskimo, which unites long strings of bound forms into single words, such as [na-wiis-utissarsinarpu-qa] 'I am looking for something suitable for a fish-line.' This distinction, however, except for cases at the former extreme, is relative; any one language may be in some respects more analytic, but in other respects more synthetic, than some other language. Another scheme of this sort divided languages into four morphologic types, isolating, agglutinative, polysynthetic, and in-
fleeting. Isolating languages were those which, like Chinese, used no bound forms; in agglutinative languages the bound forms were supposed merely to follow one another, Turkish being the stock example; polysynthetic languages expressed semantically important elements, such as verbal goals, by means of bound forms, as does Eskimo; inflectional languages showed a merging of semantically distinct features either in a single bound form or in closely united bound forms, as when the suffix -i in a Latin form like amā ‘I love’ expresses the meanings ‘speaker as actor,’ ‘only one actor,’ ‘action in present time,’ ‘real (not merely possible or hypothetical) action.’ These distinctions are not co-ordinate, and the last three classes were never clearly defined.

13.2. Since the speaker cannot isolate bound forms by speaking them alone, he is usually unable to describe the structure of words. The statement of morphology requires systematic study. The ancient Greeks made some progress in this direction, but, in the main, our technique was developed by the Hindu grammarians. No matter how refined our method, the elusive nature of meanings will always cause difficulty, especially when doubtful relations of meaning are accompanied by formal irregularities. In the series goose, gosling, gooseberry, gander, we shall probably agree that the first two forms are morphologically related, in the sense that [goz-] in gosling is a phonetic modification of goose, but the [gwaː]- in gooseberry does not fit the meaning, and, on the other hand, the formal resemblance [g-] of goose and gander is so slight that one may question whether it really puts the practical relation of meaning into linguistic form. This last difficulty appears also in the pair duck : drake, with their common [d...k]. One soon learns that one cannot look to the speakers for an answer, since they do not practise morphologic analysis; if one bothers them with such questions, they give inconsistent or silly answers. If the history of a language is known, one often finds that the ambiguity was absent in some older state of the language — it appears, for instance, that some centuries ago ‘gooseberry’ was *gooseberry and had nothing to do with a goose — but facts of this sort evidently do not tell us how things work in the present state of the language.

In describing the modulations and modifications which occur in syntax, we naturally take the absolute form of a word or phrase as our starting-point, but a bound form which occurs in several shapes will lead to several entirely different forms of description, according to our choice of a basic alternant. For instance, the plural-suffix of English nouns appears ordinarily in three shapes: [-ez] glasses, [-z] cards, [-s] books; by taking each of these three, in turn, as one’s starting-point, one can arrive at three entirely different statements of the facts.

Very often there are further difficulties. Sometimes a grammatical feature, such as a phonetic modification, appears to express a meaning which is usually expressed by a linguistic form, as in man : men, where modification of the vowel takes the place of the plural-suffix. In other cases there is not even a grammatical feature; a single phonetic form, in the manner of homonymy, represents two meanings which are usually distinguished by means of a linguistic form, as, singular and plural noun in the sheep (grazes) : the sheep (graze). Here the Hindus hit upon the apparently artificial but in practice eminently serviceable device of speaking of a zero element: in sheep : sheep the plural-suffix is replaced by zero — that is, by nothing at all.

13.3. What with these and other difficulties, any inconsistency of procedure is likely to create confusion in a descriptive statement of morphology. One must observe, above all, the principle of immediate constituents (§ 10.2). This principle leads us, at the outset, to distinguish certain classes of words, according to the immediate constituents:

A. Secondary words, containing free forms:
   1. Compound words, containing more than one free form: door-knob, wild-animal-tamer. The included free forms are the members of the compound word: in our examples, the members are the words door, knob, tamer, and the phrase wild animal.
   2. Derived secondary words, containing one free form: bespish, old-manish. The included free form is called the underlying form; in our examples the underlying forms are the word boy and the phrase old man.

B. Primary words, not containing a free form:
   1. Derived primary words, containing more than one bound form: re-cieve, de-cieve, con-cieve, re-tain, de-tain, contain.
   2. Morpheme-words, consisting of a single (free) morpheme: man, boy, cat, run, red, big.
The principle of immediate constituents will lead us, for example, to class a form like *gentlemanly* not as a compound word, but as a derived secondary word, since the immediate constituents are the bound form -ly and the underlying word *gentleman*; the word *gentlemanly* is a secondary derivative (a so-called de-compound) whose underlying form happens to be a compound word. Similarly, *door-knobs* is not a compound word, but a de-compound, consisting of the bound form [-z] and the underlying word *door-knob*.

The principle of immediate constituents leads us to observe the structural order of the constituents, which may differ from their actual sequence; thus, *ungentlemanly* consists of un- and *gentlemanly*, with the bound form added at the beginning, but *gentlemanly* consists of *gentleman* and -ly with the bound form added at the end.

13.4. As examples of relatively simple morphologic arrangements we may take the constructions of secondary derivation that appear in English plural nouns (*glasses* [-ez]) and past-tense verbs (*land-ed*).

As to selection, the bound forms are in both cases unique, but the underlying forms belong to two great form-classes: the plural nouns are derived from *singular nouns* (as, *glasses* from *glass*) and the past-tense verbs from *infinitive verbs* (as, *landed* from *land*). Other, subsidiary taxemes of selection will concern us later.

As to order, the bound form, in both cases, is spoken after the underlying form.

By a feature of modulation common to nearly all constructions of English morphology, the underlying form keeps its stress, and the bound form is unaccented.

The taxemes of phonetic modification are more elaborate, and will show us some peculiarities that appear in the morphology of many languages.

To begin with, the bound form appears in several alternants, different shapes which imply, in this case, features of phonetic modification:

- *glass* : *glasses* [-ez]
- *pen* : *pens* [-z]
- *book* : *books* [-s].

If we collect examples, we soon find that the shape of the bound form is determined by the last phoneme of the accompanying form: [-ez] appears after sibilants and affricates (*glasses, roses, dishes, garages, churches, bridges*); [-z] appears after all other voiced phonemes (*sawas, boys, ribs, sleeves, pens, hills, cars*); and [-s] after all other unvoiced phonemes (*books, cliffs*). Since the differences between the three alternants [-ez, -z, -s] can be described in terms of phonetic modification, we say that they are *phonetic alternants*. Since the distribution of the three alternants is regulated according to a linguistically recognizable characteristic of the accompanying forms, we say that the alternation is *regular*. Finally, since the deciding characteristic of the accompanying forms is phonemic (namely, the identity of the last phoneme), we say that the alternation is *automatic*.

Regular alternations play a great part in the morphology of most languages. Not all regular alternations are phonetic or automatic. In German, for instance, the singular nouns are divided, by certain syntactic features, into three form-classes which are known as genders (§ 12.7); now, German plural nouns are derived from singulars by the addition of bound forms which differ according to the gender of the underlying singular:


This alternation (aside from special features which we need not consider) is regular, but it is not phonetic, since, of the three alternants, [-e] with vowel change, [-e], and [-en], the last is not, in the system of the language, phonetically akin to the first two; and the alternation is not automatic, but *grammatical*, since it depends not upon phonetic, but upon grammatical (in this instance, syntactic) peculiarities of the underlying forms.

13.5. We have not yet described in terms of phonetic modification, the kinship of the three alternants [-ez, -z, -s] of the bound form that appears in English plural nouns. It is evident that three entirely different statements are possible, according to our choice of one or another of the three forms as our starting-point. Our
aim is to get, in the long run, the simplest possible set of statements that will describe the facts of the English language. To try out the different possible formulae with this aim in view, often involves great labor. In the present instance our trouble is small, because our alternation has an exact parallel in English syntax: the definite article whose absolute form is is [iz], alternates quite like our plural suffix:

* Bess's ready [iz, ez]
* John's ready [s]
* Dick's ready [s].

Since in this case the absolute form is necessarily serves as the starting-point of description, we reach the simplest formula if we take [-ez] as the basic alternant also of the bound form. We can say, then, that in English any morpheme of the form [iz, ez], unstressed, loses its vowel after all phonemes except sibilants and affricates, and then replaces [ez] by [s] after unvoiced sounds. This covers also the alternation of the third-person present-tense-verb suffix in misses: runs: breaks and of the possessive-adjective suffix in Bess's, John's, Dick's. Moreover, it leads us to use a parallel formula in the case of the past-tense suffix of verbs. This suffix appears in three similar alternants:

* land: landed [-ed]
* live: lived [-d]
* dance: danced [-t].

and we need not hesitate, now, to take [-ed] as the basic form for our description and to say that this form loses its vowel after all phonemes except dental stops, and then replaces [d] by [t] after all unvoiced sounds.

13.6 A survey of English plural nouns will soon show that the statement we have made holds good for an indefinitely large number of forms, but not for a certain limited number of exceptions.

In some instances the constituent form in the plural differs phonetically from the underlying singular noun:

* knife [naji] : knives [nasv-i]
* mouth [nawo] : mouths [nawo-s]
* house [haws] : houses [hawz-es].

We can describe the peculiarity of these plurals by saying that the final [i, s, o] of the underlying singular is replaced by [v, ð, s] before the bound form is added. The word “before” in this statement means that the alternant of the bound form is the one appropriate to the substituted sound; thus, the plural of knife adds not [-s], but [-z]; “first” the [-f] is replaced by [-v], and “then” the appropriate alternant [-z] is added. The terms “before, after, first, then,” and so on, in such statements, toll the descriptive order. The actual sequence of constituents, and their structural order (§ 13.3) are a part of the language, but the descriptive order of grammatical features is a fiction and results simply from our method of describing the forms; it goes without saying, for instance, that the speaker who says knives, does not “first” replace [i] by [v] and “then” add [-z], but merely utters a form (knives) which in certain features resembles and in certain features differs from a certain other form (namely, knife).

If the English plural nouns which exhibit this voicing of a final spirant in the underlying form, showed any common phonetic or grammatical feature that distinguished them from other nouns, we could describe this peculiarity as a regular alternant. This, however, seems not to be the case; we have also plurals like cliffs, myths, creses, where [i, ð, s] of the underlying form appears unchanged. We can make our general statement cover one group, but will then have to furnish a list of the cases that do not fall under the general statement. A set of forms that is not covered by a general statement, but has to be presented in the shape of a list, is said to be irregular. We try, of course, to arrange our description so that as many forms as possible will be included in general statements. The choice is often decided for us by the circumstance that one group of forms is of indefinite extent and therefore amenable to a general statement, but not to a list. In the case of English nouns in [-s], we obviously face this condition, for house: houses is the only instance where [-s] is replaced by [z] in the plural, while an indefinite number of plural nouns retains the [-s] of the underlying form (glasses, creases, curses, dances, and so on). Our list, in this case, includes only one form, houses, a unique irregularity. The list of plurals which substitute [s] for the [-z] of the underlying form is not large, embracing only the forms baths, paths, cloths, mouths (and for some speakers also laths, oaths, truths, youths); on the other side we find a number
of current forms, such as months, widths, droughts, myths, hearths, and, what is more decisive, the habit of keeping [-n] in the formation of plurals that are not traditional and may be formed by a speaker who has not heard them: the McGrath's, napropaths, monoliths. In the case of [t] the list is larger: knives, wives, lives, calves, calves, thieves, leaves, sheaves, beavers, leaves, elves, shelves (and for some speakers also hooves, rooves, sources, drowes, wharves); we decide to call these irregular on the strength not only of counterinstances, such as cliffs, toughts, rooves, oofs, but also of less common or occasional forms, such as (some good) toughts, (general) staffs, monographs.

Where the two treatments occur side by side, as in latex [les] or [læz], roofs or rooves, there is usually some slight difference of connotation between the variants. The noun beef, as a mass-noun (§ 12.14), has no ordinary plural by its side; the plural beves is a specialized derivative, since it deviates in its meaning of 'oxen, cattle,' with archaic-poetic connotation.

We may note in passing that the grammatical features we have discussed, determine features of the phonetic pattern (§ 8.3), by defining groups like sibilant-affricate, dental stop, voiced, unvoiced, and establishing the relation [t, d, s] versus [v, ð, z, g], and [t] versus [d].

We may describe "voicing of final spirant plus suffix [-ez, -s, (-s)"] as an irregular alternant of the regular plural-suffix [-es, -s, -z]; the irregularity consists in a phonetic modification of the underlying form. The same modification is accomplished by modification of the syllable in the uniquely irregular staff: staves. In cloth [klɔθ]; clothes [kləʊz] we have a uniquely irregular plural with specialized meaning ('garments, clothing'); beside the irregular plural clothes [klɔθz] with normal meaning.

The homonymous third-person present-tense suffix of verbs is accompanied by phonetic modification of the underlying form in do [dəu]: does [dəz], say [sej]: says [sez], have [hev]: has [hez].

The past-tense suffix [-ed, -d, -t] is accompanied by phonetic modification in the irregular forms say: said, flee: fled, hear [hər]: heard [hərd], keep: kept (and, similarly, crept, slept, swept, wept; leaped and leapt are variants), do: did, sell: sold (and, similarly, told), make: made, have: had.

13. 7. In some cases the bound form appears in an unusual shape. In die: dice the alternant [-s] appears against the general habit; in penny: pence the same feature is accompanied by modification (loss of [-i]) in the underlying form, together with specialization of meaning, in contrast with the normal variant pennies. In the past tense, we find [-t] instead of [-d] in the archaic-flavored variants burnt, learnt. If we say that in English the unpermitted final cluster [-dt] is replaced by [-t], we can class here, with [-t] instead of [-ed], the forms bent, lent, sent, spent, built.

Both constituents show irregular phonetic modification in feel: fell and similarly in dealt, knelt, dreamt, meant. If we say that the unpermitted final clusters [-vt, -st] are replaced by [-t, -st], we can class here also leave: left and love: lost. The bound form appears in the alternant [-t] instead of [-d], and the underlying form replaces the syllable and all that follows by [s] in seek [sɛk]: sought [sɔt] and, similarly, in bought, brought, caught, taught, thought.

In the extreme case, an alternant bears no resemblance to the other alternants. In oz: ozen the bound form added in the plural is [-n] instead of [-ez, -s, -z]. If the language does not show parallel cases which warrant our describing the deviant form in terms of phonetic modification, an alternant of this sort is said to be suppletive, thus, [-n] in ozen is a suppletive alternant of [-ez, -s, -z], because English grammar shows no phonetic modification of [-ez] to [-n]. In other instances it is the underlying form which suffers suppletion. Beside the ordinary derivation of kind: kinder, warm: warmer, and so on, we have good: better, where the underlying word good is replaced by an entirely different form bet, which we describe, accordingly, as a suppletive alternant of good.

In the same way, the infinitive be suffers suppletion, by [-t], in the third-person present-tense form is [iz]. In child: children, a suppletive alternant [-t] of the bound form is accompanied by phonetic modification of the underlying word.

Another extreme case is that of zero-alternants (§ 13.2), in which a constituent is entirely lacking, as in the plurals sheep, deer, moose, fish, and so on. These plurals are irregular, for although some of them (for instance, species of fish, like perch, bass, pickerel, large enough to be eaten in separate specimens, and not named after other objects) can be classified by purely practical features of meaning, they have no formal characteristic by which we could define them. The past-tense suffix of verbs shows a zero-alternant in bet, let, set, wet, hit, split, cut, shut, put, beat, cast, cost, burst, shed, spread, need. The third-person present-tense suffix has a
zero-alternant in can, shall, will, must, may, and, in certain constructions (for instance, with the modifier not), in need, dare; this is a regular grammatical alternation, since these verbs are definable by their syntactic function of taking an infinitive modifier without the preposition to. Our possessive-adjunct suffix [-es, -e, -s] has a zero-alternant in one instance, namely, after an underlying form which ends in the plural-suffix [-es, -s, -s, -s] as the-boys.

A zero-alternant may go with modification of the accompanying form. Thus, the plural nouns geese, teeth, feel, mice, lice, men, women [woman] add no bound form to the singular, but contain a different syllable. In these plurals a grammatical feature, phonic modification, expresses a meaning (namely, the sense of ‘more than one object’) which is normally expressed by a linguistic form (namely, the morpheme [-es, -e, -s]). We may say that “substitution of [i]” (for the stressed syllable of the underlying form) in geese, teeth, feel, “substitution of [a]” in mice, lice, “substitution of [e]” in men, and “substitution of [i]” in women, are archaisms of the normal plural-suffix — substitution-alternants or substitution-forms. In our past-tense verbs we find substitution of various syllables taking the place of [-ed, -d, -t, -l, -l]:

\[
\begin{array}{lll}
| a | & get, shot, trot \\
| e | & drank, sank, drank, rang, sang, sprung, began, ran, swam, sat, spat \\
| e | & bled, fed, led, read, met, held, fell \\
| i | & bit, lit, hid, slid \\
| u | & saw, sought \\
| o | & sung, flung, hung, slung, swung, spun, won, dug, stuck \\
| u | & shook, took \\
| ej | & ate, gave, came, lay \\
| aw | & bound, found, ground, wound \\
| ow | & close, drove, wore, bore, wore, tore, wore, broke, spoke, woke, chose, froze, rose, smote, wrote, rode, stole, shone; with down as a variant beside regular diced \\
| iuw | & knew, blew, flew, slew, drew, grew, threw \\

In stand: stood we have a more complex case with an alternant describable as “substitution of [u] and loss of [z].”

A zero-alternant replaces the bound form, and a suppletive alternant the underlying form, in cases like be: was, go: went, I: my, we: our, she: her, bad: worse.

In cases like have [hæv]: had [hæd] or make [mek]: made [meid], one of the constituents is modified by the loss of a phoneme. This loss may be described as a minus-feature; like zero-features or substitution-features, minus-features may occur independently. For instance, in a French adjective, the regular type has only one form, regardless of whether the adjective accompanies a masculine or a feminine noun, e.g. rouge [ruż] ‘red’ : une livre rouge [en livru ruż] ‘a red book,’ masculine, and une plume rouge [en plym ruż] ‘a red feather or pen,’ feminine. In a fairly large irregular type, however, the masculine and feminine forms differ: une livre verte [vert] ‘a green book,’ but une plume verte [vert] ‘a green feather or pen.’ Thus:

Masculine

| plat [plät] ‘flat’ |
| laid [leid] ‘ugly’ |
| distinct [distekt] ‘distinct’ |
| long [łoŋ] ‘long’ |
| bas [baː] ‘low’ |
| gris [griː] ‘grey’ |
| frais [fraː] ‘fresh’ |
| gentil [ʒe̞ntil] ‘gentle’ |
| léger [le̞ʒe̞] ‘light’ |
| souci [so̞ Kylie] ‘drunk’ |
| plein [pleːn] ‘full’ |

Feminine

| platte [plat] |
| latte [leid] |
| distincte [distekt] |
| longue [łoŋ] |
| basse [baː] |
| grise [griː] |
| fraîche [fraː] |
| gentille [ʒe̞ntil] |
| légère [le̞ʒe̞] |
| soule [so̞] |
| pleine [pleːn] |

It is evident that two forms of description are here possible. We could take the masculine forms as a basis and tell what consonant is added in each case in the feminine form, and this would, of course, result in a fairly complicated statement. On the other hand, if we take the feminine form as our basis, we can describe this irregular type by the simple statement that the masculine form is derived from the feminine by means of a minus-feature, namely, loss of the final consonant of and of the cluster [-kt]. If we take the latter course, we find, moreover, that all the other differences between the two forms, as to vowel quantity and as to nasalization (as in our last example), re-appear in other phases of French morphology and can in large part be attributed to the phonetic pattern.

The last part of our discussion has shown us that a word may have the character of a secondary derivative and yet consist of
only one morpheme, accompanied by a zero-feature (sheep, as a plural; cut as a past), by a substitution-feature (men, sang), by suppletion (went, worse), or by a minus-feature (French ver, masculine). We class these words as secondary derivatives and recognize their peculiarity by calling them secondary morpheme-words.

13.8. The bound forms which in secondary derivation are added to the underlying form, are called affixes. Affixes which precede the underlying form are prefixes, as be- in be-head; those which follow the underlying form are called suffixes, as -es in glasses or -ish in boysish. Affixes added within the underlying form are called infixes; thus, Tagalog uses several infixes which are added before the first vowel of the underlying form: from [su'mulat] ‘a writing’ are derived [su'mulat] ‘one who wrote,’ with the infix [-um-], and [su'mulat] ‘that which was written,’ with infix [-im-]. Reduplication is an affix that consists of repeating part of the underlying form, as Tagalog [su-'sulat] ‘one who will write,’ [g'amit] ‘thing of use’; [g'amit] ‘one who will use.’ Reduplication may be of various extent: Fox [wa:pam:wa:wa] ‘looks at him;’ [wa:wa:pam:wa:wa] ‘he examines him;’ [wa:pam:wa:pam:wa] ‘he keeps looking at him.’ It may differ phonetically in some conventional way from the underlying word: ancient Greek [phi'nej] ‘it shines, it appears;’ [pa:m-phi'nej] ‘it shines brightly;’ Sanskrit [bharti] ‘he bears;’ [hi-bharti] ‘he bears up;’ [bhar-ti] ‘he bears off violently.’

13.9. We have seen that when forms are partially similar, there may be a question as to which one we had better take as the underlying form, and that the structure of the language may decide this question for us, since, taking it one way, we get an unduly complicated description, and, taking it the other way, a relatively simple one. This same consideration often leads us to set up an artificial underlying form. For instance, in German the voiced mutes (b, d, g, v, z) are not permitted finals, and are in final position replaced by the corresponding unvoiced phonemes. Accordingly we get sets like the following:

**Unvoicing of Word**

---

**Derived Word**

Gras [gra:z] ‘grass’
Haus [haws] ‘house’
Spass [spa:z] ‘jest’
aus [aws] ‘out’

---

Grassen [gra:zi:en] ‘to graze’
hausten [haws-en] ‘to keep house, to carry on’
Spassen [spa:zen] ‘to jest’
aussen [aws-en] ‘on the outside’

---

It is evident that if we took the underlying words in their actual shape as our basic forms, we should have to give a long list to tell which ones appeared in derivatives with [z] instead of [s]. On the other hand, if we start from an artificial underlying form with [z], as [gra:z-, haws-], in contrast with [spa:z-, aws-], we need give no list and can account for the uniform final [z] which actually appears in the independent forms, by the rule of permitted finals. Similarly for the other voiced mutes, as in

\[ \text{rund} \] [runt] ‘round’ \[ \text{runde} \] [rund-e] ‘round ones’
\[ \text{bunt} \] [bunt] ‘moloty’ \[ \text{bunte} \] [bunt-e] ‘moloty ones,’

where we set up a theoretical basic form [rund-] in contrast with [bunt]. We have seen that in some languages these theoretical forms appear also in the phrase, by reminiscent sandhi (§ 12.5).

Similarly, some languages permit no final clusters and yet show included free forms with clusters. Compare the following noun-forms in Menomini:

**Singular** (suffix zero)

[nene:] ‘my hand’
[meta:] ‘a heart’
[wikih:] ‘birch-bark’
[neke:feench:] ‘my thumb’
[peseoekun] ‘medicine-bundle’

**Plural** (suffix -kan)

[nenechkan] ‘my hands’
[metehjan] ‘hearts’
[wikihkan] ‘pieces of birch-bark’
[neke:feenchkan] ‘my thumbs’
[peseoekun:chjan] ‘medicine-bundles.’

It is evident that a description which took the singular forms as a basis would have to show by elaborate lists what consonants, as [k, j, s, š, ţ], are added before a suffix; the simple and natural description is to take as a starting-point the free forms not in their absolute shape, but in the form which appears before suffixes, as [wikih-] and the like.

Another example is furnished by Samoan, which permits no final consonants at all, and therefore has sets like the following:

**Without Suffix**

\[ \text{tani} \] ‘weep’
\[ \text{inu} \] ‘drink’
\[ \text{ulu} \] ‘enter’

**With Suffix [–a]**

\[ \text{tanisa} \] ‘wept’
\[ \text{inum} \] ‘drunk’
\[ \text{uluf} \] ‘entered.’

It is clear that a useful description will here set up the basic forms in theoretical shape, as [tani-, inum-, uluf-].
13. 10. Modulation of secondary phonemes often plays a part in morphologic constructions. In English, affixes are normally unstressed, as in be-wait-ing, friend-li-ness and the like. In our foreign-learned vocabulary, shift of stress to an affix is a taxeme in many secondary derivatives. Thus, some suffixes have presuffixed stress: the accent is on the syllable before the suffix, regardless of the nature of this syllable; thus, -ity in able: ability, formal: formality, major: majority; [-n] in music: musician, audit: audition, educ: education; [-ik] in demon: demonic, anarchist: anarchistic, angel: angelic. In the derivation of some of our foreign-learned nouns and adjectives from verbs, the stress is put on the prefix: from the verb insert [in'sərt] we derive the noun insert [in'sert]; similarly, contract, convect, convert, converse, discourse, protest, rebel, transfer. In other cases this modulation appears along with a suffix: conceive: concept, perceive: percept, portend: portent; in some, the underlying verb has to be theoretically set up, as in percept.

In some languages modulation has greater scope. In Sanskrit, with some suffixes the derivative form keeps the accent of the underlying form:

['keça-'] 'hair': [keça-vant-] 'having long hair'
[pu-tra-] 'son': [pu-tra-vant-] 'having a son.'

Others are accompanied by shift of accent to the first syllable:

['puruṣa-'] 'man': [pu:ru:s-a-ja:] 'coming from man'
[va'sṭa-] 'bladder': [va:sta-e-ja:] 'of the bladder.'

Others have presuffixed accent:

['puruṣa-'] 'man': [pu:ru:s-a-taː-] 'human nature'
[de:vaː-] 'god': [de:va-taː-] 'divinity.'

Other affixes are themselves accented:

['ṛṣi-'] 'sage': [ṝṛsiː-eːjaː] 'descendant of a sage'
[sar:maː-] (proper noun): [sar:maː-eːjaː] 'descended from Sarama.'

Others require an accentuation opposite to that of the underlying word:

['atithi-'] 'guest': [atithi-jaj] 'hospitality'
[paliːtaː] 'gray': [paliːtaː-jaː] 'grayness.'

Tagalog uses both stress and vowel-lengthening as auxiliary phonemes; three suffixes of the form [-an] differ in the treatment of these modulations.

Suffix [-an] is characterized by presuffixed stress and by long vowel in the first syllable of the underlying form:

[iːbog] 'love': [iːbog-an] 'love-affair'
[iːnum] 'drink': [iːnum-an] 'drinking-party.'

The meaning is 'action (often reciprocal or collective) by more than one actor.'

Suffix [-an] is stressed when the underlying word has stress on the first syllable; otherwise it is treated like [-an]:

[iːlulo] 'sleep': [iːlulo-an] 'sleeping-place'
[kuːluː] 'enclose': [kuːluː-an] 'place of imprisonment.'

The meaning is 'place of action, usually by more than one actor, or repeated.'

Suffix [-an] has presuffixed stress when the underlying word is stressed on the first syllable; it is stressed when the underlying word is stressed on the last syllable; there is no vowel-lengthening beyond what is demanded by the phonetic pattern:

(a) [sauːg gardening] 'banana': [sauːg-an] 'banana-grove'
[kuːluː] 'enclose': [kuːluː-an] 'cage, crate'
(b) [puːtuː] 'cut': [puːtuː-an] 'that which may be cut from'
[laːkaː] 'strength': [laːkaː-an] 'that upon which strength may be expended.'

The meaning is (a) 'an object which serves as locality of the underlying object, action, etc.,' and (b) 'that which may be acted upon.'

In languages with auxiliary phonemes of pitch, these may play a part in morphology. Thus, in Swedish, the suffix -er of agent-nouns shows the normal compound word-pitch of polysyllables (§ 7.7) in the resultant form: the verb-stem [les-] 'read' forms läser ['lessə] 'reader'; but the -er of the present tense demands simple word-pitch in the resultant form: (ban) läser ['lessə] 'he reads.'

13. 11. In all observation of word-structure it is very important to observe the principle of immediate constituents. In Tagalog, the underlying form [təwaː] 'a laugh' appears reduplicated in the derivative [təwaː-təwaː] 'one who will laugh'; this form, in turn,
underlies a derivative with the infix [-um-], namely [tuma:tarwa] 'one who is laughing.' On the other hand, the form [pili] 'effort' first takes the infix [-um-], giving [pu:mu:li:t] 'one who compelled,' and is then reduplicated, giving [pu:pu:mu:li:t], which underlies [pu:pu:pu:mu:li:t] 'one who makes an extreme effort.' Close observation of this principle is all the more necessary because now and then we meet forms which comprise as immediate constituents. Tagalog has a prefix [pa]-, as in [a:tip] 'roofing': [pa-:a:tip] 'that used for roofing; shingle.' The [a] of this prefix and certain initial consonants of an accompanying form are subject to a phonetic modification — we may call it morphotactic sandhi — by which, for instance, our prefix joins with [p:tal] 'a cut' in the derivative [pa-mu:tal] 'that used for cutting,' with substitution of [m] for the combination of [a] plus [p-]. In some forms, however, we find an inconsistency as to the structural order; thus, the form [pa-mu:mu:tal] 'a cutting in quantity' implies, by the actual sequence of the parts, that the reduplication is made 'before' the prefix is added, but at the same time implies, by the presence of [m] for [p] in both reduplication and main form, that the prefix is added 'after' the reduplication is made. A carelessly ordered description would fail to bring out the peculiarity of a form like this.

13.12. In languages of complex morphology we can thus observe a ranking of constructions: a complex word can be described only as though the various compoundings, affixations, modifications, and so on, were added in a certain order to the basic form. Thus, in English, the word *actress* consists, in the first place, of *act* and [-es], just as *asses* consists of *ass* and [-es]; *actress*, in turn, consists of *actor* and -*ess*, just as *countess* consists of *count* and -*ess*; *actor*, finally, consists of *act* and [-*r*]. There would be no parallel for a division of *actresses*, say into *actor* and -*ess*. In languages of this type, then, we can distinguish several ranks of morphological structure.

In many languages these ranks fall into classes: the structure of a complex word reveals first, as to the more immediate constituents, an outer layer of inflectional constructions, and then an inner layer of constructions of word-formation. In our last example, the outer, inflectional layer is represented by the construction of *actress* with [-es], and the inner, word-formational layer by the remaining constructions, of *actor* with -*ess* and of *act* with [-*r*].

This distinction cannot always be carried out. It is based on several features. The constructions of inflection usually cause closure or partial closure (§ 12.11), so that a word which contains an inflectional construction (an inflected word) can figure as a constituent in no morphologic constructions or else only in certain inflectional constructions. The English form *actresses*, for instance, can enter into only one morphologic construction, namely the derivation of the possessive adjective *actress's* (with the zero-alternant of [-es, -z, -s], § 13.7). This latter form, in turn, cannot enter into any morphologic construction; it has complete closure.

Another peculiarity of inflection, in contrast with word-formation, is the rigid parallelism of underlying and resultant forms. Thus, nearly all English singular nouns undergo a derived plural form, and, vice versa, nearly all English plural nouns are derived from a singular noun. Accordingly, English nouns occur, for the most part in parallel sets of two: a singular noun (*hat*) and a plural noun derived from the former (*hats*). Given one of these, the speaker is usually capable of producing the other. Each such set of forms is called a paradigmatic set or paradigm, and each form in the set is called an inflected form or inflection. Some languages have large paradigms, which contain many inflections. In Latin, for instance, the verb appears in some 125 inflectional forms, such as *amāre* 'to love,' *amā* 'I love,' *amāt* 'you love,' *amātus* 'I love,' *amātus* 'we love,' *amārimus* 'I may love,' *amor* 'I am loved,' and so on; the occurrence of one form usually guarantees the occurrence of all the others. It is this parallelism of the inflections which forces us to treat a single phonetic form, like *sheep* as a set of homonyms, a singular noun *sheep* (corresponding to *lamb*) and a plural noun *sheep* (corresponding to *lams*). It is this parallelism also, which leads us to view entirely different phonetic forms, like *go* : *went*, as morphologically related (by suppletion): *go* as an infinitive (parallel, say, with *show*) and *went* as a past-tense form (parallel, then, with *showed*).

The parallelism, to be sure, is sometimes imperfect. Defective paradigms lack some of the inflections; thus, *can, may, shall, will,* *must* have no infinitive, *must* has no past tense, *scissors* no singular. If, as in these cases, the lacking form happens to underlie the actually existing ones, we do best to set up a theoretical underlying form, such as a non-existent infinitive *can* or singular *scissors*. On the other hand, some irregular paradigms are over-differenti-
ated. Thus, corresponding to a single form of an ordinary paradigm like play (to play, I play, we play), the paradigm of be has three forms (to be, I am, we are), and, corresponding to the single form played, it has the forms (I) was, (we) were, been. The existence of even a single over-differentiated paradigm implies homonymy in the regular paradigms.

The parallelism of inflected forms goes hand in hand with a further characteristic: the different inflections differ in syntactic function. If we say the boys chase, our syntactic habit of congruence (§ 12.7) requires us, when the boy is the actor, to supply also the form chased. In the case of the present and past inflections of the English verb this is not true: the parallelism of plays: played is not required by any habits of our syntax, but is carried out none the less rigidly.

If there are several ranks of inflection, we get compound paradigms; the inflections of the English noun, for instance, consist of an outer construction, the derivation of the possessive adjective, and an inner one, the derivation of the plural:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
<th>PLURAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative-Accusative</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possessive Adjective</td>
<td>man’s</td>
<td>men’s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Latin verb we find a very complicated compound paradigm: an outer layer for different actors or undergoers, distinguished as to person (speaker, bearer, third person), number (singular, plural), and voice (actor, undergoer), an inner layer for differences of tense (present, past, future) and mode (real, hypothetical, unreal), and an innermost layer for a difference as to completion of the act (imperfective, perfective).

13.13. We come, finally, to an important characteristic of inflection, akin to those we have mentioned, the derivational unity of paradigms. The inflectional forms of a paradigm do not each enter into composition and derivation, but the paradigm as a whole is represented by some one form. In English, the forms of a noun-paradigm are represented by the singular, as in mankind, manliness, and those of the verb-paradigm by the infinitive, as in playground, player. An English paradigm consists of an underlying word (itself a member of the paradigm) and some secondary derivatives containing this underlying word; as a constituent in further derivation and composition, the paradigm, as a whole, is represented by the underlying form; the English language, accordingly, may be said to have word-inflation, word-derivation, and word-composition.

In many languages, especially in those which have a more complex morphology, none of the forms in a paradigm can conveniently be viewed as underlying the others. Thus, the regular paradigm of the German verb contain a common element which is not equal to any of the inflectional forms. For instance, the paradigm represented by the forms lachen, laug [lax-en] (to) laugh, ich lache [lax-e] (I) laugh, er lacht [lax-t] (he) laughs, etc. lachte [lax-te] (he) laughed, gelacht [ge-lax-t] ‘laughed’ (participial), and so on, shows a common element lach- in all the inflectional forms, but none of these inflectional forms consists simply of the element lach- without an affix. In secondary derivation and composition the paradigm is represented by this same form, as in lachen [lax-en] ‘laugher’ and Lachkrampf [lax-kramf] ‘laughing-spasms.’ This lach-, strictly speaking, is a bound form; it is called the kernel or stem of the paradigm. The German verb is an example of stem-inflation, stem-derivation, and stem-composition. In our description, we usually treat the stem as if it were a free form.

In some languages of this type, the common element of the paradigm differs from the stem which represents the paradigm in derivatives and compounds. Thus, an ancient Greek noun-paradigm has stem-inflation. It contains a common element, a kernel, much like the German verb-stem, e.g. [hipp] ‘horse’:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
<th>PLURAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vocative</td>
<td>[hipp-o]</td>
<td>[hipp-o]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>[hipp-on]</td>
<td>[hipp-ons]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>[hipp-oj]</td>
<td>[hipp-ojs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive</td>
<td>[hipp-ow]</td>
<td>[hipp-ons]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In secondary derivation, however, this paradigm is represented not by the common element [hipp-], but by a special deriving-form [hipp-o-] as in [hipp-o-st] ‘horseman,’ or with loss of the [o] by phonetic modification, in [hipp-i-kos] ‘pertaining to horses.’ Similarly, as a compound-member, the paradigm is represented by a special compounding-form, homonymous with the preceding: [hippo-kérthanos] ‘horse-beetle.’ Thus, we distinguish between the kernel [hipp-], which actually (subject, however, in principle,
to phonetic modification) appears in all the forms, and the stem [hipp-ö-], which underlies the further derivatives.

Some exceptions to the principle of paradigmatic unity are only apparent. The possessive-adjective form in the English compounds like bull's-eye or the plural form in longlegs are due, as we shall see, to the phrasal structure of these compounds. Real exceptions do, however, occur. German has a suffix -chen [-xen] 'small,' which forms secondary derivatives from nouns, as: Tisch [tīs] 'table': Tischchen ['tis-xen] 'little table.' In the system of German morphology, this is a construction of word-formation, but in a certain few instances the suffix [-xen] is added to nouns which already have plural inflection: beside Kind [kint] 'child': Kindchen ['kint-xen] 'little child,' the plural inflection Kinder ['kinder] 'children' underlies the derivative Kinderchen ['kinder-xen] 'little children.' If a language contained too many cases of this sort, we should simply say that it did not distinguish such morphologic layers as are denoted by the terms inflection and word-formation.

CHAPTER 14

MORPHOLOGIC TYPES

14. 1. Of the three types of morphologic constructions which can be distinguished according to the nature of the constituents—namely, composition, secondary derivation, and primary derivation (§ 13.3)—the constructions of compound words are most similar to the constructions of syntax.

Compound words have two (or more) free forms among their immediate constituents (door-knob). Under the principle of immediate constituents, languages usually distinguish compound words from phrase-derivatives (as, old-maidish, a secondary derivative with the underlying phrase old maid), and from de-compounds (as, gentlemanly, a secondary derivative with the underlying compound word gentleman). Within the sphere of compound words, the same principle usually involves a definite structural order; thus, the compound wild-animal-house does not consist, say, of three members wild, animal, and house, and not of the members wild and animal-house, but of the members wild animal (a phrase) and house; and, similarly, the compound door-knob-wiper consists, unmistakably, of the members door-knob and wiper, and not, for instance, of door and knob-wiper.

The grammatical features which lead us to recognize compound words, differ in different languages, and some languages, doubtless, have no such class of forms. The gradations between a word and a phrase may be many; often enough no rigid distinction can be made. The forms which we class as compound words exhibit some feature which, in their language, characterizes single words in contradistinction to phrases.

In meaning, compound words are usually more specialized than phrases; for instance, blackbird, denoting a bird of a particular species, is more specialized than the phrase black bird, which denotes any bird of this color. It is a very common mistake to try to use this difference as a criterion. We cannot gauge meanings accurately enough; moreover, many a phrase is as specialized in meaning as any compound; in the phrases a queer bird and meat
and drink, the words bird, meat are fully as specialized as they are in the compounds jailbird and sweetmeats.

14. 2. In languages which use a single high stress on each word, this feature distinguishes compound words from phrases. In English the high stress is usually on the first member; on the other member there is a lesser stress, as in door-knob ['dɔr-,nob], upkeep ['op-,kip]. Certain compounds have the irregularity of leaving the second member unstressed, as in gentlemen ['dʒentlmən], Frenchman ['frɛnmən]; contrast milkman ['milk-mən]. Certain types of compounds, chiefly those whose members are adverbs and prepositions, stress the second member: without, upon. Accordingly, wherever we hear lesser or least stress upon a word which would always show high stress in a phrase, we describe it as a compound-member: ice-cream ['aɪs-'kriːm] is a compound, but ice cream ['aɪs 'kriːm] is a phrase, although there is no denotative difference of meaning. However, a phrase as prior member in a compound keeps all its high stresses: in mild-animal-house ['wɪld-ənɪm,-hɔʊs] the stress assures us only that house is a compound-member; the rest of the structure is shown by other criteria.

As to the phonetic pattern, compound words are generally treated like phrases: in English, clusters like [vɪt] in strawberries or [ŋn] in pen-knife do not occur within simple words. Sandhi-like phonetic modifications mark a compound as a single word only when they differ from the sandhi of syntax in the same language. Thus gooseberry [ˈɡuːzəbri] is marked as a compound because the substitution of [z] for [s] is not made in English syntax, but only in morphology, as in gesting [ˈɡeɪstɪŋ]. Similarly, in French, pied-à-terre [ˈpiɛd-ɑːtɛʁ] ‘temporary lodging’ (literally ‘foot-on-ground’) beside pied [piɛ] ‘foot’, or pot-au-feu [pot-o-fə] ‘broth’ (literally ‘pot-on-the-fire’) beside pot [pɔ] ‘pot’, or vinaigre [vin-ɛ] ‘vinaigre’ (literally ‘sour-wine’) beside vin [vɛ̃] ‘wine’, are marked as compounds, because French nouns do not exhibit these types of sandhi in the phrase, but only in word-constructions, such as piéter [piɛtɛ] ‘tee the mark,’ potage [pɔtaʒ] ‘thick soup,’ rinvire [riνər] ‘pertaining to wine’; contrast, for instance, the phrase vin aigre [vɛ̃ əɡʁ] ‘sour wine.’

More striking phonetic modifications may mark a compound; thus, in the following examples the prior member suffers greater modification than it does in any phrase of its language: holy [ˈhɔli] : holiday [ˈhɔliːdi], moon : Monday, two [tju] : twopence [ˈtɔpəns]; Old English [ˈfeofer] ‘four’ : ['fɛːfa-] ‘four-footed’; the second member, in Sanskrit [nasw] ‘ship’ : [ati-'nuh] ‘gone from the ship’; ancient Greek [pατερ] ‘father’ : [sw-'pato] ‘well-fathered’; Gothic days ‘day’ : fiug-dijos ‘four days old’; both members, in English breakfast ['bɛrkrɛst], blackguard ['bлəgərd], boatswain ['boʊswain], forecastle ['foʊrksəl]; in some cases there is also a variant form without modification, as in forehead ['fɑːrɛd], waistcoat ['wɛstək]. In extreme cases, of course, the form may be so unlike the independent word that we may hesitate between calling it a compound-member or an affix: a form like fortnight ['fɔrt-ni] ‘fortnight’ lies on the border between compound and simple word.

The order of the members in a compound word may be fixed, while that of the phrase is free, as in bread-and-butter ['bred-ən-bɔtə] ‘slices of bread spread with butter,’ contrasting with the phrase, as in she bought bread and butter, she bought butter and bread. This criterion is likely to break down, however, because the order in a phrase, too, may be fixed: we have also a specialized phrase ['bred ə 'bɔtə] with the same order and the same meaning as the compound. Contrasting order is a rarer mark: French blanc-bec ['blas-bek] ‘allow young person’ (literally ‘white-beak’) is characterized as a compound, because adjectives like blanc in the phrase always follow their noun: bec blanc ‘white beak.’ English examples are to housekeep, to backslide, to underdo, since in a phrase a noun goal like house and adverbs of the type back, under would follow the verb (keep house, slide back).

14. 3. The commonest, but also the most varied and most difficult to observe, of the features which lead us to distinguish compound words from phrases, are grammatical features of selection.

The plainest contrast appears in languages with stem-composition (§ 13.13). A stem like German laech-, which represents a whole verb paradigm in a German compound like Lackkrampf ['laks-kʁampf] ‘laughing-spasm,’ but does not actually occur as an independent word, makes the compound unmistakably different from any phrase. Even more plainly, a compounding-stem, such as ancient Greek [hiππο-] ‘horse,’ may differ formally from all the inflections of its paradigm, and, in any case, characterizes a compound by its invariability; thus, [hiππο-] joins some other stem, such as [κανθαρο-] ‘beetle,’ to form a compound stem, [hiππο-κανθαρο-] ‘horse-beetle,’ but remains unchanged in all the inflectional forms
of this compound: nominative [hippo’kantharo-s], accusative [hippo’kantharo-n], and so on.

Even when the compound-member is formally equal to some word, it may characterize the compound. In ancient Greek a noun-stem is inflected by means of suffixes. Accordingly, the first member of a compound noun-stem will remain the same in all forms of the paradigm. Thus, the phrase ‘new city’ will show various inflectional forms of two paradigms:

- nominative [ne’s: polis]
- accusative [ne’s:polin]
- genitive [ne’s:polo-s]

and so on, but the compound stem [ne’a-polí] ‘Naples,’ whose first member is in nominative singular form, will show this first member unchanged in all the inflections:

- nominative [ne’a:polis]
- accusative [ne’a:polin]
- genitive [ne’apo:lo-s]

In German, the adjective has word-inflection; the underlying form is used as a complement of verbs: Das ist rot [das ist ’rot] ‘that is red,’ and the derived inflections appear as modifiers of nouns: rotter Wein [’rotter ’vajn] ‘red wine.’ The absence of inflectional suffixes therefore characterizes the compound-member in a form like Rotwein [’ro:to:vajn] ‘red wine.’

The use of prefixes and suffixes may decide for us what is the beginning and what is the end of a word or stem. In German, the past participle of verbs is formed by the addition to the stem of a prefix [ge-] and a suffix [-t], as in getaucht [ge-ta:xt] ‘laughed.’ The position of these affixes, accordingly, shows us that a form like gelebkost [ge-li:bko:st] ‘caressed’ is one word, derived from a compound stem, but that a form like liebkost [’lip:ka:st] ‘liked’ is a two-word phrase. This gives us a standard for the classification of other inflectional forms, such as the infinitives liebkosen [’lip:ko:sten] ‘to caress’ and liebkönnen [’lip:ko:ben] ‘to like.’

Sometimes the compound-member resembles an inflectional form, but one which would be impossible in the phrase. The [-s,-] on the prior members of bondman, kinsman, landman, marksman resembles the possessive-adjective suffix, but possessive adjectives like bond’s, land’s and so on, would not be so used in the phrase. In French, the adjective grande [gro’ad] ‘great,’ as in une grande maison [’n wo gro’ad ma:son] ‘a big house,’ drops the final consonant (§ 13.7) to make the inflectional form used with masculine nouns: un grand garçon [u gro’ad gar’o:son] ‘a big boy’; but, as a compound-member, the latter form appears also with certain feminine nouns: grand’mère [gro’ad mer] ‘grandmother,’ grand’porte [gro’ad’por] ‘main entry.’ Compound-members of this type are especially common in German: Sonnenchein [’son:en-ain] ‘sunshine’ has the prior member Sonn in a form which, as a separate word in a phrase, could only be plural; in Geburtstag [ge’burts-ta:k] ‘birthday,’ the [s] is a genitive-case ending, but would not be added, in an independent word, to a feminine noun like die Geburt ‘birth.’

A compound-member may be characterized by some feature of word-formation which differs from what would appear in an independent word. In ancient Greek there was a highly irregular verb-paradigm, containing such forms as [dis’mnau] ‘I tame,’ [e’dime’thl] ‘he was tamed,’ and so on, which grammarians conveniently describe on the basis of a stem-form [dan-e:-]. From this paradigm there is derived, on the one hand, the independent agent-noun [daneous] ‘tamer,’ and, on the other hand, with a different suffix, an agent-noun [-dana-], which is used only as a second member of compound words, as in [lip’po:da-na] ‘horse-tamer.’ Compounds with special features of word-formation are known as synthetic compounds. Synthetic compounds occurred especially in the older stages of the Indo-European languages, but the habit is by no means extinct. In English, the verb to black underlies the independent agent-noun blocker (as in a blocker of boots), but forms also, with a zero-element, the agent-noun -black which appears in the compound boot-black; similarly, to sweep forms sweeper and the second member of chimney-sweep. Even forms like long-tailed or red-bearded are not aptly described as containing the words tailed, bearded (as in tailed monkeys, bearded lady); the natural starting-point is rather a phrase like long tail or red beard, from which they differ by the presence of the suffix -ed. This is the same thing as saying that we use compounds of the type long-tailed, red-bearded regardless of the existence of words like tailed, bearded: witness forms like blue-eyed, four-footed, snub-nosed. Another modern English synthetic type is that of three-master, thousand-logger.

In English, we freely form compounds like meat-eater and meat-
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neithertheless occasionally accompanied by a modifying word, as in [kītta-prama'thi:ni de:] va:ma:n 'apīl 'mind-disturbing of-gods even,' that is 'disturbing to the minds even of gods,' where the genitive plural noun ('of gods') is a syntactic modifier of the compound-member [kītta-] 'mind.'

14. 5. The description and classification of the forms which the structure of a language leads us to describe as compound words, will depend upon the characteristic features of this language. Linguists often make the mistake of taking for granted the universal existence of whatever types of compound words are current in their own language. It is true that the main types of compound words in various languages are somewhat similar, but this similarity is worthy of notice; moreover, the details, and especially the restrictions, vary in different languages. The differences are great enough to prevent our setting up any scheme of classification that would fit all languages, but two lines of classification are often useful.

One of these two lines of classification concerns the relation of the members. On the one hand, we have syntactic compounds, whose members stand to each other in the same grammatical relation as words in a phrase; thus, in English, the members of the compounds black bird and white cap (the difference between these two examples will concern us later) show the same construction of adjective plus noun as do the words in the phrases black bird and white cap. On the other hand, we have syntactic compounds like door-knob, whose members stand to each other in a construction that is not parallel in the syntax of their language — for English has no such phrasal type as "door knob.

The syntactic compound differs from a phrase only in the essential features which (in its language) distinguish compound words from phrases — in English, then, chiefly by the use of only one high stress. It may differ lexically from the corresponding phrase, as does dreadsnaught; the corresponding phrase, dreadsnaught, has an archaic connotation, and the normal phrase would be fear nothing. We can set up subclasses of syntactic compounds according to the syntactic constructions which are paralleled by the members, as, in English, adjectival with noun (black bird, white cap, bull's-eye), verb with goal noun (lickspittle, dreadsnaught), verb with adverb (godabout), past participle with adverb (cast-away), and so on.
Many compounds are intermediate between the syntactic and asyntactic extremes: the relation of the members parallels some syntactic construction, but the compound shows more than the minimum deviation from the phrase. For instance, the compound verb to housekeep differs from the phrase keep house by the simple feature of word-order. In such cases we may speak of various kinds of semi-syntactic compounds. The difference of order appears also in upkeep versus keep up, and in the French blanc-bec versus bec blanc (§ 14.2). In turnkey versus turn the key or turn keys, the difference lies in the use of the article or of the number-category. Even types like blue-eyed, three-master, meat-eater, viewed as synthetic compounds, can be said to correspond to blue eyes, three masts, eat meat, and to differ from these phrases by simple formal characteristics, including the addition of the bound forms -ed, -er to the second member. In French, boîte-a-lettres [bo:te-a-le:tre], literally ‘box-for-letters,’ and boîte-aux-lettres [bo:te-aux-le:tre], literally ‘box-for-the-letters,’ both meaning ‘mail-box, post-box,’ differ in the choice of preposition and in the use of the article from the normal phrasal type, which would give boîte pour des lettres [bo:te pur de le:tre] ‘box for letters’; the use of de and certain other prepositions in place of more specific ones, and differences of article (especially of zero in place of the phrasal article represented by the form des), are in French well-marked features which enable us to set up a class of semi-syntactic compounds.

Where semi-syntactic compounds are definable, they can be further classified in the same manner as syntactic compounds: thus, in the semi-syntactic blue-eyed the members have the same construction as in the syntactic blackbird, in three-master the same as in three-day, in housekeep, turnkey the same as in kickspitale, in upkeep the same as in godaboud.

Asyntactic compounds have members which do not combine in syntactic constructions of their language. Thus, in door-knob, horyfully, bedroom, salt-cellar, tomatol we see two nouns in a construction that does not occur in English syntax. Other asyntactic types of English compounds are illustrated by fly-blow, frost-bitten — cresfallen, footware, fireproof, foolhardy — by-law, by-path, everglade — dining-room, swimming-hole — birdseed, cry-baby, driveway, playground, bluepipe — broadcast, dry-clean, foretell — somewhere, everywhere, nowhere. Compounds with obscure members, such as smokestack, mushroom, or with unique members, such as cranberry, huckleberry, zigzag, choo-choo, are, of course, to be classed as asyntactic.

Although the relation between the members of syntactic compounds is necessarily vague, yet we can sometimes extend the main divisions of syntactic and semi-syntactic compounds to cover also the asyntactic class. In English, for instance, the co-ordinative or copulative relation which we see in a semi-syntactic compound like bittersweet (compare the phrase bitter and sweet), can be discerned also in asyntactic compounds like zigzag, fuzzy-wuzzy, choo-choo. Most asyntactic compounds seem to have a kind of attribute-and-head construction: door-knob, bulldog, cranberry. To the extent that one can carry out this comparison, one can therefore distinguish between copulative compounds (Sanskrit dvandva) and determinative (attributive or subordinative) compounds (Sanskrit latipurusha); these divisions will cross those of syntactic, semi-syntactic, and asyntactic compounds. One may even be able to mark off smaller divisions. The Hindu grammarians distinguished among copulative compounds a special sub-group of repetitive (amredita) compounds, with identical members, as in choo-choo, bye-bye, goody-goody. In English, we can mark off also a class in which the members show only some elementary phonetic difference, as zigzag, siumium, pull-mell, fuzzy-wuzzy. The Hindus found it convenient to set off, among the determinatives, a special class of syntactic attribute-and-head compounds (karmadharaya), such as blackbird.

14.6. The other frequently usable line of classification concerns the relation of the compound as a whole to its members. One can often apply to compounds the distinction between endocentric and exocentric constructions which we met in syntax (§ 12.10). Since a blackbird is a kind of a bird, and a door-knob a kind of a knob, we may say that these compounds have the same function as their head members; they are endocentric. On the other hand, in godaboud and turnkey the head member is an infinitive verb, but the compound is a noun; these compounds are exocentric (Sanskrit behuvati). To take a copulative type as an example, the adjective bittersweet (‘bitter and sweet at the same time’) is endocentric, since the compound, like its co-ordinated members, bitter and sweet, has the function of an adjective, but the plant-name bittersweet is exocentric, since, as a noun, it differs in grammatical function from the two adjective members.
Another type of English exocentric compounds consists of adjectives with noun head: two-pound, five-cent, half-mile, (in) apple-pie (order).

The difference of form-class may be less radical, but still recognizable in the system of the language. In English, the nouns longlegs, bright-eyes, butlerfingers are exocentric, because they occur both as singulars, and, with a zero-affix, as plurals (that longlegs, those longlegs). In French, the noun rouge-gorge [ru:ʒ-ɡɔʁ] 'robin' (literally 'red-throat') is exocentric, because it belongs to the masculine gender-class (le rouge-gorge 'the robin'), while the head member belongs to the feminine gender (la gorge 'the throat').

In the English type sure-footed, blue-eyed, straight-backed the synthetic suffix [-ed, -d, -t] goes hand in hand with the exocentric value (adjective with noun head); however, one might perhaps hesitate as to the classification, since -footed, -eyed, -backed might be viewed as adjectives (compare horned, bearded). Types like clam-bake, up-keep are better described as endocentric, in English grammar, because the head members -bake and -keep can be viewed as nouns of action derived, with a zero-feature, from the verbs; if English did not use many zero-features in derivation and did not form many types of action nouns, we should have to class these compounds as exocentric. Similarly, our description will probably work out best if we class bootblack, chimney-sweep as endocentric, with -black and -sweep as agent-nouns.

On the other hand, the large class of English compounds that is exemplified by whitecap, longnose, swallow-tail, blue-coat, blue-stocking, red-head, short-horn has noun function and a noun as head member, and yet is to be classed as exocentric, because the construction implies precisely that the object does not belong to the same species as the head member; these compounds mean 'object possessing such-and-such an object (second member) of such-and-such quality (first member).' This appears in the fact that the number-categories (longlegs) and the personal-impersonal categories (nose . . . it; longnose . . . he, she) do not always agree. In three-master, thousand-logger the synthetic suffix goes hand in hand with this exocentric relation. Nevertheless, there are borderline cases which may prevent a clear-cut distinction. The compound blue-bottle is endocentric if we view the insect as 'like a bottle,' but exocentric if we insist that the 'bottle' is only part of the insect.

The Hindus distinguished two special sub-classes among exocentric compounds, namely numeratives (diviga), nouns with a number as prior member, such as, in English, sixpence, twelvemonth, forntight, and adverbials (asayayihuna), adverbs with noun head, such as bareback, barefoot, hotfoot, or with noun subordinate, such as uphill, downstream, indoors, overseas.

14. 7. In secondary derivative words we find one free form, a phrase (as in old-maidish) or a word (as in mannish), as an immediate constituent; in the latter case, the underlying word may be a compound word (as in gentlemanly) or, in its own turn, a derived word (as in actresses, where the underlying word actress is itself a secondary derivative from the underlying word actor).

We have seen, however, that for the description of some languages, we do well to set up theoretical underlying forms, namely stems, which enable us to class certain forms as secondary derivatives although, strictly speaking, they do not contain a free form (§ 13.13). A similar device is called for in the description of forms like English scissors, oats, where we set up a theoretical scissor-, oat- as underlying forms, just as we class cranberry, oatmeal, scissor-bill as compound words.

The underlying free form, actual or theoretical, is accompanied either by an affix, or, as we saw, in Chapter 13, by a grammatical feature.

In many languages, secondary derivatives are divided, first of all, into inflectional forms and word-formational forms (§ 13.12), but we may do well to recall that languages of this sort nevertheless often contain border-line forms, such as, in English, bees or clothes, which predominantly resemble inflectional types, but show a formal-semantic deviation. In the same way, learned [ˈlɜːnd], drunken, laden, soaked, wetten, and the slang broke 'out of funds' deviate from the strictly inflectional past participles learned [ˈlɜːnd], drank, loaded, soaked, melted, broken.

The inflectional forms are relatively easy to describe, since they occur in parallel paradigmatic sets; the traditional grammar of familiar languages gives us a picture of their inflectional systems. It may be worth noticing, however, that our traditional grammars fall short of scientific compactness by dealing with an identical feature over and over again as if it occurs in different paradigmatic types. Thus, in a Latin grammar, we find the nominative-singular sign -ā noted separately for each of the types amicus 'friend,' lapis
‘stone,’ dux ‘leader,’ tussis ‘cough,’ manus ‘hand,’ facies ‘face,’
when, of course, it should be noted only once, with a full statement
as to where it is and where it is not used.

Word-formation offers far more difficulty, and is largely neg-
lected in our traditional grammars. The chief difficulty lies in
determining which combinations exist. In very many cases we
have to resign ourselves to calling a construction irregular and
making a list of the forms. Only a list, for instance, can tell us
from which English male nouns we derive a female noun by means
of the suffix -ess, as in countess, lioness, and it will probably require
a subsidiary list to tell in which of these derivatives a final [r] is
replaced by non-syllable [r], as in waiter: waitress, tiger: tigress —
for the type without this change, as in author: authoress is prob-
ably regular. Special cases, such as duke: duchess, master: mis-
tress, thief: thievess demand separate mention.

Once we have established a construction of this kind, we may be
able to set up a typical meaning and then, as in the case of inflec-
tion, to look for parallels. Our suffix -ess, for instance, has a
definable linguistic meaning, not only because of the parallel
character of all the sets like count: countess, lion: lioness, but
also because English grammar, by the distinction of he: she,
recognizes the meaning of the -ess derivatives. Accordingly, we
are able to decide, much as we are in the case of inflection, whether
a given pair of forms, such as man: woman, does or does not show
the same relation. This enables us to draw up supplementary
statements, resembling our descriptions of paradigms, which show
the various formal aspects of some grammatically determined
semantic unit. Thus, we find the sememe ‘female of such-and-such
male’ expressed not only by the suffix -ess, but also by composition,
as in elephant-cow, she-elephant, nanny-goat, and by suppletion, as
in ram: ewe, boar: sow; some such pairs show inverse derivation,
the male derived from the female, as goose: gander, duck: drake.

Similarly, we should probably need a complete list to tell which
English adjectives underlie comparative forms in -er of the type
kinder, shorter, longer, and, having this list, we could recognize
semantically equivalent pairs, such as good: better, much: more,
hit: less, bad: worse.

In other groups the semantic relations are not grammatically
definable. Thus, we derive a great many verbs from nouns by
means of various changes, including a zero-element, but the mean-
ings of these derived verbs in relation to the underlying noun are
 manifold: to man, to dog, to hear, to nose, to milk, to true, to table, to
skin, to bottle, to father, to fish, to clowm, and so on. Or, again, we
derive verbs from adjectives in several varieties of the meanings
‘to become so-and-so’ and ‘to make (a goal) so-and-so,’ with
various formal devices:

- zero: to smoothe
- zero, from comparative: to lover
- zero, from quality-noun: old: to age
- modification of vowel: full: to fill
- suppletion (?): dead: to kill.
- prefixes: enable, embitter, refresh, assure, insure, belittle
- suffix -en: brighten

To this list we must add a large number of foreign-learned types,
such as equal: equalize, archaic: archaize, English: anglicize, sim-
pIple: simplify, vile: vilify, liquid: liquify, valid: validate, long:
elongate, different: differentiate, debar: debar the public: publish.

When derivation is made by means of grammatical features,
such as phonetic modification (man: men; month: months) or
modulation (convict verb: convict noun) or suppletion (go: went)
or zero-elements (cut infinitive: cut past tense; sheep singular:
the plural: man noun: to man verb), we may have a hard time
deciding which form of a set we had better describe as the
underlying form. In English, we get a simpler description if we take
irregular paradigms (such as man: men or run: ran) as underly-
ing, and regular paradigms (such as to man or a run) as derived.
In most cases this criterion is lacking; thus, we shall find it hard to
decide, in cases like play, push, jump, dance, whether to take
the noun or the verb as the underlying form. Whatever our decision,
the derivative word (e.g. to man derived from the noun man, or
a run derived from the verb to run) will often contain no affixes, and
will be described (for reasons that will shortly appear) as a second-
ary root-word.

In the same way, phrase-derivatives, such as old-maidish, derived
from the phrase old maid, offer no special difficulty so long as they
contain a derivational affix, such as -ish, but when the phrase is
accompanied only by a zero-feature, as in jack-in-the-pulpit or
devil-may-care, we have the difficult type of phrase-words. These
differ from phrases in their uninterrupted and syntactically in-
expansible character, and often in their excentric value.

14.8. Primary words contain no free forms among their im-
mediate constituents. They may be complex, consisting of two
or more bound forms, as per-ceive, per-tain, de-ceive, de-tain, or they
may be simple, as boy, run, red, and, in, ouch.

The bound forms which make up complex primary words,
are determined, of course, by features of partial resemblance, as
in the examples just cited. In many languages the primary words
show a structural resemblance to secondary words. Thus, in
English, the primary words hammer, rudder, spider resemble sec-
ondary words like dance-r, lead-er, ride-r. The part of the primary
word which resembles the derivational affix of the secondary word
(in our examples, -er) can be described as a primary affix. Thus,
the primary words hammer, rudder, spider are said to contain
a primary suffix -er.* The remaining part of the primary word —
in our examples, the syllable [hm-] in hammer, [rd-] in rudder,
[spajd-] in spider — is called the root. The root plays the same part
in primary words as the underlying form (e.g. dance, lead, ride)
in secondary words (dancer, leader, rider).

This distinction between primary affixes and roots is justified
by the fact that the primary affixes are relatively few and vague
in meaning, while the roots are very numerous and therefore relat-
ively clear-cut as to denotation.1

In accordance with this terminology, primary words that do
not contain any affix-like constituents (e.g. boy, run, red) are
classed as primary root-words. The roots which occur in primary
root-words are free roots, in contrast with bound roots which
occur only with a primary affix, such as the root [spajd-] in spider.

Primary affixes may be extremely vague in meaning and act
merely as an obligatory accompaniment (a determinative) of the
root. In English, the commonest primary suffixes do not even
tell the part of speech; thus, we have, with -er, -spider, -bitter,
-finger, ever, under; with -le, bottle, little, hustle; with -one, furious,

1 Early students of languages, who confused description with the entirely differ-
ent (and much harder) problem of ascertaining historical origins, somehow got
the notion that roots possessed mysterious qualities, especially in the way of age. Now
and then one still hears the claim that the roots which we set up must once upon a
time have been spoken as independent words. The reader need scarcely be told
that this is utterly unjustified; the roots, like all bound forms, are merely units of
partial resemblance between words. Our analysis guarantees nothing about earlier
stages of the language which we are analyzing.

yellow, borrow. In other cases the meaning is more palpable; thus,
-ock, in hummock, matlock, hassock, and so on, forms nouns den-
oteaning a lumpish object of moderate size, and this is confirmed by
its use as a secondary suffix (class-cleavage) in words like hillock,
bullock. Our foreign-learned prefixes get a vague but recogniz-
able meaning from contrasts like con-tain, de-tain, per-tain, re-tain.
In some languages, however, primary affixes bear relatively con-
crete meanings. The Algonquian languages use primary suffixes
that denote states of matter (wood-like solid, stone-like solid,
liquid, string-like thing, round thing), tools, parts of the body,
animals, woman, child (but not, apparently, adult males). Thus,
in Menomini, the verb-form [kapahikwa:n] 'he puts a cover on
it,' has a stem [kapahikwa:n], which consists of the root [kap-
] 'obstruction of opening,' and the primary suffixes [-sh-kw:] 'wood
or other solid of similar consistency,' and [-sh:] 'act on inanimate
object by tool.' Similarly, in Menomini, [akuspi:nam] 'he takes
it from the water,' the verb-stem consists of the root [akua-]
'removal from a medium,' and the suffixes [-epi-] 'liquid' and
[-en-] 'act on object by hand'; [niszunak] 'two canoes' is a par-
ticle consisting of the root [nis-zu:] 'two' and the primary suffix
[-naki] 'canoe.' These affixes are used also in secondary deriv-
ation. Some of them are derived from independent words or stems;
thus, in Fox, [pi:tekawi:wa] 'he brings a woman or women'
is an intransitive verb (that is, cannot be used with a goal-object,
— much as if we could say *the woman-brings') containing the
primary suffix [-ekwa:wi:] 'woman,' which is derived from the
noun [kaw:wa] 'woman.' In Menomini, the cognate [ekwa:-], as
in [pi:tekawi:wa] (same meaning), does not stand in this rela-
tion to any noun, because the old noun for 'woman' is here ob-
solete, and the actual word is [metemba] 'woman.' In some lan-
guages the use of primary affixes derived from nouns covers much
the same semantic ground as our syntactic construction of verb
with goal-object. This habit is known as incorporation; the clas-
sical instance is Nahautl, the language of the Aztecs, where a
noun like [naka-tl] 'meat' is represented by a prefix in a verb-
form like [ni-naka-kwa:] 'I-meat-eat,' that is, 'I eat meat.'

A root may appear in only one primary word, as is the case
with most ordinary English roots, such as man, boy, cut, red, nash-
(in nasty), hem- (in hammer), or it may appear in a whole series
of primary words, as is the case with many of our foreign-learned
roots, like [-sily] in deceive, conceive, perceive, receive. In either case, the primary word may underlie a whole series of secondary derivatives; thus, man underlies men, man’s, men’s, mankind, manly, (to) man (mans, manured, manning); deceive underlies deceiver, deceit, deception, deceptive; conceive underlies conceivable, concept, concept, conception, conceptual; perceive underlies perceiver, percept, perception, perceptible, perceptual; and receive underlies receiver, receipt, reception, receptive, receptacle. Moreover, secondary derivatives like these may exist where the primary word is lacking; thus, we have no such primary word as *preceive, but we have the words precept, preceptor, which are best described as secondary derivatives of a theoretical underlying form *preceive.

The roots of a language make up its most numerous class of morphological forms and accordingly bear its most varied and specific meanings. This is clearest in languages which have roots as free forms, as, in English, boy, man, cut, run, red, blue, green, brown, white, black. The clear-cut meaning will be found also in bound roots, such as yellow, or purple, or nasty, and so on. In most languages, however, there are also roots of very vague meaning, such as, in English, the foreign-learned roots of the type -ceive, -tain, -fer (conceive, contain, confer, and so on). This is particularly the case in languages whose primary affixes are relatively varied and specific in meaning.

Once we have set up a root, we face the possibility of its modification. This possibility is obvious when the root occurs as an ultimate constituent in a secondary derivative: thus, in the secondary derivative duchess the modification of the underlying word duke is at the same time a modification of the root duke, and in the secondary derivatives sung, sung, sung, the modifications of the underlying sung are necessarily modifications of the root sung. The alternate shapes of roots are in some languages so varied that the describer may well hesitate as to the choice of a basic form. In ancient Greek we find the alternants [damei-, dame-, dama-, dam-] in the forms [ē-dama:] ‘he tamed,’ [ē-damē-the:] ‘he was tamed,’ [ē-damai] ‘slave,’ [da’mai-0:] ‘I tame,’ [hip”podamai] ‘horse-tamer.’ Our whole description of Greek morphology, including even the distribution of derivatives into primary and secondary types, will depend upon our initial choice of a basic form for roots of this sort. In the Germanic languages, modification of the root, with or without suffix-like determinatives, occurs in words of symbolic connotation, as flap, flap, flap. If we take flap as the basic form of this root, we shall describe flap, flap, flap as derivatives, formed by substitution of [i] ‘smaller, nearer’ and by substitution of [a] ‘larger, duller.’ Similar cases are, with substitution of [i]: snap, snip, snatch; sniff, snuff; bang; bing, any, yip; of [ii]: squall, squeal, squeak; squawk, squeak; crack; creak, gloom, tiny; of [o]: wash, mesh, flash, flush, crash, crush. At first glance, we should describe these forms as secondary derivatives, since the word flap can be said to underlie the words flap, flap, but it is possible that a detailed description of English morphology would work out better if we viewed words like flap, flap as primary modifications of “the root flap,” instead of deriving them from the actual word flap.

The roots of a language are usually quite uniform in structure. In English they are one-syllabic elements, such as man, cut, red; many of them are free forms, occurring as root-words, but many, such as [spidə] in spider, [hæm-] in hammer, and, especially, foreign-learned roots like [-sily] in conceive, perceive, are bound forms. Some of these bound roots end in clusters that do not occur in word-final, as in [lʌm-] in lumber or [lɪŋk-] in linger. In Russian, the roots are monosyllabic, with the exception of some that have [i] or [u] between vowels of the set [o, a], as in [golod-] ‘hunger,’ [gorod-] ‘city.’ We have seen an example of the variability of a root in ancient Greek; for this language, as well as, apparently, for Primitive Indo-European, we probably have to set up roots of several different shapes, monosyllabic, such as [do-] ‘give,’ and disyllabic, such as [damei] ‘tame.’ In North Chinese, all the roots are monosyllabic free forms consisting, phonetically, of an initial consonant or cluster (which may be lacking), a final syllable (including diphthongal types with non-syllabic [i], [w, ù, ɰ], and a pitch-scheme. The Malayan languages have two-syllable roots, with stress on one or the other syllable, as in the Tagalog root-words ['bahag] ‘house’ and [ka’ma] ‘hand.’ In the Semitic languages the roots consist of an unpronounceable skeleton of three consonants; accordingly, every primary word adds to the root a morphologic element which consists of a vowel-scheme. Thus, in modern Egyptian Arabic, a root like [k-t-b] ‘write’ appears in words like [katab] ‘he wrote,’ [kattīb] ‘writing (person)."

In a few languages, such as Chinese, the structure of the roots is absolutely uniform; in others, we find some roots that are shorter than the normal type. It is a remarkable fact that these shorter roots belong almost always to a grammatical or a semantic sphere which can be described, in terms of English grammar, as the sphere of pronoun, conjunction, and preposition. In German, which has much the same root structure as English, the definite article contains a root [d-], for in the forms der, dem, den, and so on, the rest of the word (-er, -en, -en, and so on) is in each case a normal inflectional ending, appearing also in the inflectional forms of an adjective like 'red': rot-er, rot-en, rot-en. The same applies to the interrogative pronoun 'who?' with forms like wer, wem, wem. In Malay and in Semitic, many words in this semantic sphere have only one syllable, as, in Tagalog, [at] 'and,' or the syntactic particles [a] 'sign of object-expression,' [a] 'sign of predication,' [na] 'sign of attribution.' This semantic sphere is roughly the same as that in which English uses atomic words.

1d. 9. Perhaps in most languages, most of the roots are morphemes. Even in cases like English sing: sang: sung: song or flat: flip: flap, a relevant description will view one of the forms as basic and the others as secondary derivatives or as primary derivatives with phonetic modification of the root. In other cases, however, we find clearly-marked phonetic-semantic resemblances between elements which we view as different roots. The pronominal words of English are probably best described as containing mono-syllabic roots that resemble each other, especially as to the initial consonants:

[s-]: the, this, that, then, there, thith-er, thus.
[hw-]: what, when, where, whith-er, which, why; modified to [h] in who, how.
[s]: so, such.
[n]: no, not, none, nor, nev-er, neith-er.

Complex morphological structure of the root is much plainer in the case of English symbolic words; in these we can distinguish, with varying degrees of clearness, and with doubtful cases on the border-line, a system of initial and final root-forming morphemes, of vague signification. It is plain that the intense, symbolic connotation is associated with this structure. Thus, we find recurrent initials:

[fr-] 'moving light': flash, flare, flame, flick-er, flimm-er.
[fr-] 'movement in air': fly, flap, flit (flutter).
[gl-] 'unmoving light': glow, glare, glint, gleam.
[gl-] 'quick separation or movement': snap (snip), snatch (snatch).
[al-] 'smoothly wet': slime, slush, slop, slob-er, elip, slide.
[cr-] 'noisy impact': crash, crack (creek), crush.
[sc-] 'grating impact or sound': scratch, scrape, scream.
[en-] 'breath-noise': sniff (snuff), snore, snort, snout.
[sn-] 'quick separation or movement': snap (snip), snatch (snatch).
[en-] 'creep': snake, snarl, sneak, swoop.
[fr-] 'up-and-down movement': jump, jounce, jig (joy, juggle), jangle (jingle).
[fr-] 'dull impact': bang, bash, bounce, biff, bump, bat.

In the same way, we can distinguish finals:
[fr-] 'violent movement': bash, crash, dash, flash, gash, mask, gnash, splash.
[fr-] 'big light or noise': blaze, flare, glare, store.
[fr-] 'quick movement': bounce, jounce, jounce, jounce, trounce.
[fr-] 'little, mostly with determinative [-fr-], comparatively [small light or noise']:
[fr-] 'dim, flimmer, glimmer, simmer, shimmer.
[fr-] 'clumsy': bump, clump, clump, bump, bump, bump, bump, bump, bump, bump, bump, bump, bump, bump, bump.
[fr-] 'with determinative [-fr-], participle movement': chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter.

In this last instance we see a formal peculiarity which confirms our classification. In English morphology there is no general restriction to the occurrence of [-er] or [-fr] as suffixes, and, in particular, they are not ruled out by the presence of [r, l] in the body of the word: forms like brother, rather, river, reader, reaper or little, ladle, label are common enough. The symbolic roots, however, that contain an [r], are never followed by the determinative suffix [-fr], but take an [-fr] instead, and, conversely, a symbolic root containing [l] is never followed by [-fr], but only by [-fr]: babbles and blabber are possible as English symbolic roots, but not *brabber or *blabber.
The analysis of minute features, such as the root-forming morphemes, is bound to be uncertain and incomplete, because of phonetic similarity, such as, say, the [b-] in box, beat, bang, represents a linguistic form only when it is accompanied by a semantic similarity, and for this last, which belongs to the practical world, we have no standard of measurement.

15. 1. Having surveyed sentence-types (Chapter 11) and constructions (Chapters 12, 13, 14), we turn now to the third type of meaningful grammatical arrangement, substitution (§ 10.7).

A substitute is a linguistic form or grammatical feature which, under certain conventional circumstances, replaces any one of a class of linguistic forms. Thus, in English, the substitute I replaces any singular-number substantive expression, provided that this substantive expression denotes the speaker of the utterance in which the substitute is used.

The grammatical peculiarity of substitution consists in selective features: the substitute replaces only forms of a certain class, which we may call the domain of the substitute; thus, the domain of the substitute I is the English form-class of substantive expressions. The substitute differs from an ordinary linguistic form, such as thing, person, object, by the fact that its domain is grammatically definable. Whether an ordinary form, even of the most inclusive meaning, such as thing, can be used of this or that practical situation, is a practical question of meaning; the equivalence of a substitute, on the other hand, is grammatically determined. For instance, no matter whom or what we address, we may mention this real or pretended hearer in the form of a substantive expression by means of the substitute you — and for this we need no practical knowledge of the person, animal, thing, or abstraction that we are treating as a hearer.

In very many cases, substitutes are marked also by other peculiarities: they are often short words and in many languages atomic; they often have irregular inflection and derivation (I: me; my) and special syntactic constructions. In many languages they appear as bound forms and may then be characterized by morphologic features, such as their position in structural order.

15. 2. One element in the meaning of every substitute is the class-meaning of the form-class which serves as the domain of the substitute. The class-meaning of the substitute you, for example,
is the class-meaning of English substantive expressions; the class-meaning of I is that of singular substantive expressions, and the class-meaning of the substitutes they and we is that of plural substantive expressions.

Some substitutes add a more specific meaning which does not appear in the form-class, but even in these cases a set of several substitutes systematically represents the whole domain. Thus, who and what together cover the class-meaning of English substantive expressions. In the same way, he, she, and it together cover the class-meaning of singular substantive expressions; within the set, he and she cover the same sub-domain as who, and it the same sub-domain as what, but the distinction between he and she implies a further and independent subdivision. Our selection of substitutes, then, divides English substantive expressions into the sub-classes of personal (replaced by who and he-she) and non-personal (replaced by what and it), and it subdivides the personal singulars into the sub-classes of male (replaced by he) and female (replaced by she).

In addition to the class-meaning, every substitute has another element of meaning, the substitution-type, which consists of the conventional circumstances under which the substitution is made. Thus, I replaces any singular substantive expression (this domain gives us the class-meaning of I), provided that this substantive expression denotes the speaker of the very utterance in which the I is produced: this is the substitution-type of I. The circumstances under which a substitution is made are practical circumstances, which the linguist, for his part, cannot accurately define. In detail, they differ greatly in different languages; in speaking a foreign language, we have great difficulty in using the proper substitute-forms.

15.3. Nevertheless, it will be worth our while to leave, for a moment, the ground of linguistics, and to examine the problems which here confront the student of sociology or psychology. We find, at once, that the various types of substitution represent elementary circumstances of the act of speech-utterance. The substitution-types in I, we, and you are based upon the speaker-hearer relation. The types of this, here, now and that, there, then represent relations of distance from the speaker or from the speaker and the hearer. The interrogative type of who, what, where, when stimulates the hearer to supply a speech-form. The negative type of nobody, nothing, nowhere, never excludes the possibility of a speech-form. These types are remarkably widespread and uniform (except for details) in the languages of the world; among them we find the practical relations to which human beings respond more uniformly than to any others — numerative and identification relations, such as positive-negative, all, some, any, some, other, and, above all, the numbers, one, two, three, and so on. These are the relations upon which the language of science is based; the speech-forms which express them make up the vocabulary of mathematics. Many of these substitution-types have to do with species and individuals: they select or identify individuals (all, some, any, each, every, none, and so on) out of a species. Perhaps every language has a form-class of object-expressions, with a class-meaning of the type ‘species occurring in individual specimens.’ Accordingly, the substitutes for object-expressions, pronouns, will usually show the most varied substitution-types.

In English, where object-expressions are a special part of speech, the noun, the substitutes for the noun make up a part of speech, the pronoun; together, these two constitute a greater part of speech, the substantive. The pronouns differ from nouns, for one thing, in not being accompanied by adjective modifiers (§12.14).

To a large extent, some substitution-types are characterized, further, by the circumstance that the form for which substitution is made, has occurred in recent speech. Thus, when we say Ask that policeman, and he will tell you, the substitute he means, among other things, that the singular male substantive expression which is replaced by he, has been recently uttered. A substitute which implies this, is an anaphoric or dependent substitute, and the recently-uttered replaced form is the antecedent. This distinction, however, seems nowhere to be fully carried out: we usually find some independent uses of substitutes that are ordinarily dependent, as, for instance, the independent use of it in it's raining. Independent substitutes have no antecedent: they tell the form-class, and they may even have an elaborate identification or numerative substitution-type — as, for instance, somebody, nobody — but they do not tell which form of the class (for instance, which particular noun) has been replaced.

On the whole, then, substitution-types consist of elementary features of the situation in which speech is uttered. These features are so simple that, for the most part, they could be indicated
by gestures: I, you, this, that, none, one, two, all, and so on. Especially the substitutes of the ‘this’ and ‘that’ types resemble interjections in their semantic closeness to non-linguistic forms of response; like interjections, they occasionally deviate from the phonetic pattern of their language (§ 9.7). Since, aside from the class-meaning, the substitution-type represents the whole meaning of a substitute, we can safely say that the meanings of substitutes are, on the one hand, more inclusive and abstract, and, on the other hand, simpler and more constant, than the meanings of ordinary linguistic forms. In their class-meaning, substitutes are one step farther removed than ordinary forms from practical reality, since they designate not real objects but grammatical form-classes; substitutes are, so to speak, linguistic forms of the second degree. In their substitution-type, on the other hand, substitutes are more primitive than ordinary linguistic forms, for they designate simple features of the immediate situation in which the speech is being uttered.

The practical usefulness of substitution is easy to see. The substitute is used more often than any one of the forms in its domain; consequently, it is easier to speak and to recognize. Moreover, substitutes are often short forms and often, as in English, atomic, or, as in French, otherwise adapted to quick and easy utterance. In spite of this economy, substitutes often work more safely and accurately than specific forms. In answer to the question Would you like some fine, fresh cantaloupes? The answer How much are cantaloupes? is perhaps more likely to be followed by a delay or aberration of response (“misunderstanding”) than the answer How much are they? This is especially true of certain substitutes, such as I, whose meaning is unmistakable, while the actual mention of the speaker’s name would mean nothing to many a hearer.

15. 4. Returning to the ground of linguistics, we may be somewhat bolder, in view of what we have seen in our practical excursion, about stating the meanings of substitutes. We observe, also, that in many languages, the meanings of substitutes recur in other forms, such as the English limiting adjectives (§ 12.14). The meaning of the substitute you may be stated thus:

A. Class-meaning: the same as that of the form-class of substantive expressions, say ‘object or objects’;

B. Substitution-type: ‘the hearer.’

The meaning of the substitute he may be stated thus:

A. Class-meanings:

1. Definable in terms of form-classes:

(a) the same as that of the form-class of singular substantive expressions, say ‘one object’;
(b) the same as that of the form-class defined by the substitutes who, someone, say ‘personal’;

2. Creating an otherwise unestablished form-class: he is used only of certain singular personal objects (the rest are replaced, instead, by she), which, accordingly, constitute a sub-class with a class-meaning, say ‘male’;

B. Substitution-types:

1. Anaphora: he implies, in nearly all its uses, that a substantive designating a species of male personal objects has recently been uttered and that he means one individual of this species; say ‘recently mentioned’;

2. Limitation: he implies that the individual is identifiable from among all the individuals of the species mentioned; this element of meaning is the same as that of the syntactical category of definite nouns (§ 12.14) and can be stated, say, as ‘identified.’

15. 5. Substitutes whose substitution-type consists of nothing but anaphora, are (simple) anaphoric substitutes: apart from their class-meanings (which differ, of course, according to the grammatical form-classes of different languages), they say only that the particular form which is being replaced (the antecedent) has just been mentioned. In English, finite verb expressions are anaphorically replaced by forms of do, does, did, as in Bill will misbehave just as John did. The antecedent here is misbehave; accordingly, the replaced form is misbehaved. A few English verb-para digms, such as be, have, will, shall, can, may, must, lie outside the domain of this substitution: Bill will be bad just as John was (not did). Nouns, in English are anaphorically replaced by one, plural ones, provided they are accompanied by an adjective attribute: I prefer a hard pencil to a soft one, hard pencils to soft ones. This use of one as an anaphoric pronoun differs by class-cleavage from the several attributive uses of the word one (§ 12.14), especially in forming a plural, ones. The details of this anaphoric substitution will concern us later (§ 15.8–10).

In subordinate clauses introduced by as or than, we have in Eng-
lish a second kind of anaphora for a finite verb expression: we say not only Mary dances better than Jane does, but also Mary dances better than Jane. We can describe this latter type by saying that (after as and than) an actor (Jane) serves as an anaphoric substitute for an actor-action expression (Jane dances), or we can say that (after as and than) a zero-feature serves as an anaphoric substitute for a finite verb expression accompanying an actor expression.

Another case of an anaphoric zero-feature in English is the replacement of infinitive expressions after the preposition to (as in I haven't seen it, but hope to) and after the finite verbs which take an infinitive attribute without to (as in I'll come if I can). Similarly, we have zero-anaphora for participles after forms of be and have; as in You were running faster than I was; I haven't seen it, but Bill has. Zero-anaphora for nouns with an accompanying adjective occurs freely in English only for mass nouns, as in I like your milk better than fresh. For other nouns we use the anaphoric one, ones, except after certain limiting adjectives.

While some forms of simple anaphoric substitution seem to occur in every language, there are great differences of detail. The use of one, ones, is peculiar to English; related languages of similar structure use zero-anaphora quite freely for nouns after adjectives, as, German grosse Hunde und kleine ['grosse 'hunde unt 'kleine] 'big dogs and little ones'; French des grandes pommes et des petites [de gru'd pom e de petit] 'big apples and small ones.' In some languages the subject in the full sentence-types can be replaced by zero-anaphora; thus, in Chinese, to a statement like [woh 'jun4 12 kwaj9 pu4] 'I need one piece (of) cloth,' the response may be ['jun4 i9 phi9 no] 'Need one roll (integrative particle)?' In Tagalog this happens in subordinate clauses, as in the sentence [a9 'pamaul aj tu'mubu haq9gaq a9 mag'barqa] 'the tree (predicative particle) grew until (attributive particle) bore-fruit.'

16. 6. Perhaps all languages use pronominal substitutes which combine anaphora with definite identification: the replaced form is an identified specimen of the species named by the antecedent. This, we have seen, is the value of the English pronoun he, as in Ask a policeman, and he will tell you. Substitutes of this kind are often, but misleadingly, called "anaphoric"; a better name would be definite. In most languages, including English, the definite substitutes are not used when the antecedent is the speaker or the hearer or includes these persons; for this reason, the definite substitutes are often spoken of as third-person substitutes. They usually share various peculiarities with the substitutes that refer to the hearer and to the speaker.

The English definite or third-person pronouns, he, she, it, they, differ for singular and plural replaced forms, and, in the singular, for personal and non-personal antecedents: personal he, she, versus non-personal it. We have seen that the difference of singular and plural is otherwise also recognized by the language (as, for instance, in the inflection of nouns: boy, boys), and we shall see that the same is true of the difference of personal and non-personal. Within the personal class, however, the distinction between he used with a male antecedent, and she, with a female antecedent, is otherwise imperfectly recognized in our language (as, in the use of the suffix -ess, § 14.7). The distinction, then, between the pronoun-forms he and she, creates a classification of our personal nouns into male (defined as those for which the definite substitute is he) and female (similarly defined by the use of the substitute she). Sumantically, this classification agrees fairly well with the zoological division into sexes.

In languages with noun-genders (§ 12.7), the third-person pronouns usually differ according to the gender of the antecedent. Thus, in German, masculine nouns, such as der Mann [der 'man] 'the man,' der Haus [hau] 'the house,' have the third-person substitute er [er], as when er ist groß [er ist 'groas] 'he, it is big,' is said of either a man or a hat, or of any other antecedent that belongs to the "masculine" congruence-class;

feminine nouns, such as die Frau [di: 'frau] 'the woman,' die Uhr [u:r] 'the clock,' have the third-person substitute sie [zi], as in sie ist groß, 'she, it is big';

neuter nouns, such as das Haus [das 'haus] 'the house,' or das Web [web] 'the woman,' have the third-person substitute es [es], as in es ist groß.

This distinction, unlike that of he and she in English, accords with a distinction in the form of noun-modifiers (such as der : die : das 'he').

The meaning of definite identification—that is, the way in which the individual specimen is identified from among the species named by the antecedent—varies for different languages and would probably be very hard to define. It is important to notice, however, that in languages which have a category of "definite"
noun-modifiers (such as, in English the, this, that, my, John’s, etc., § 12.14), the definite pronoun identifies the individual in the same fashion as a definite modifier identifies its head noun; thus, a he after the antecedent policeman is equivalent in denotation, except for the peculiarity that he lies in the use of a substitute, to the phrase the policeman. We need mention only a few widespread peculiarities, such as the case, not very common in English, that the definite pronoun is spoken before its antecedent: He is foolish who says so. If the antecedent is a predicate complement after a form of the verb to be, the definite pronoun is normally it, regardless of number, personality, or sex: it was a two-storied house; it’s he; it’s me (I), it’s the boys. Instead of an infinitive phrase as an actor (to scold the boys was foolish), we more commonly use it, with the infinitive phrase following in close parataxis (§ 12.2): it was foolish to scold the boys. An actor-action phrase, such as you can’t come, does not serve as an actor; but does appear in close parataxis with it as an actor: it’s too bad you can’t come. This anticipatory use of the definite pronoun extends, in German, to almost any actor, with the restriction that the pronoun comes first; thus, beside ein Mann kam in den Garten [in ‘man came into the garden,’ there is the form es kam ein Mann in den Garten, where the use of es resembles the English use of the adverb there.

If the noun in parataxis is plural, this German es accompanies a plural verb; beside: zwei Männer kamen in den Garten [two men came into the garden,’ there is the form es kamen zwei Männer in den Garten.

In French, the definite pronoun replaces an adjective: [tou-tou heauv] = je suis [et tu es? = ti sui.] ‘Are you happy?’ ‘I am.’ A step beyond this, we find definite pronouns in marginal uses without any antecedent, as in English slang beat it ‘run away,’ cheat it ‘look out,’ he hot-footed it home ‘he ran home,’ let ‘er go. We use they as an actor for people in general: they say Smith is doing very well. The commonest use of this sort is the pseudo-impersonal use of a definite pronoun as a merely formal actor, in languages that have a favorite actor-action construction: it’s raining; it’s a shame. This may occur alongside a genuine impersonal construction (§ 11.2). Thus, in German, beside the genuine impersonal mir war kalt [mir var ‘kalt] ‘to-me was cold; I felt cold,’ hier wird getanzt [hir virt ‘getanzt] ‘here gets danced; there is dancing here,’ the definite pronoun es may appear as an

actor, provided it comes first in the phrase: es war mir kalt; es wird hier getanzt. In Finnish, the impersonal and the pseudo-impersonal are used for different meanings: puheena ‘there is talking’ is a genuine impersonal, but sanoa ‘it’s raining’ contains a definite substitute actor ‘he, she, it,’ just as does puheen ‘he, she, it is talking.’

15. 7. The definite substitutes in most languages are not used when the replaced form designates the speaker or the hearer or groups that include these persons; in this case a different type, the personal substitute is used. The first-person substitute I replaces mention of the speaker, and the second-person substitute thou, of the hearer. These are independent substitutes, requiring no antecedent utterance of the replaced form.

In addition to the I and thou substitutes, most languages use also forms for groups of people that include the speaker or the hearer or both. Thus, in English, for a group of people which includes the speaker, the substitute is we; if the speaker is not included, but the hearer is, the substitute is ye. Many languages distinguish all three of these possibilities, as, Tagalog, which, beside [a-ka] ‘I and [k-aaw] ‘thou,’ has the plural-like forms:

speaker only included (exclusive first person plural): [ka-mi] ‘we’ speaker and hearer included (inclusive first person plural): [tajju] ‘we’

hearer only included (second person plural): [ka-ju] ‘ye.’

Similarly, languages which distinguish a dual number, allow of five combinations, as in Samoan: ‘I-and-he,’ ‘I-and-thou,’ ‘ye-two,’ ‘I-and-they,’ ‘I-and-thou-and-he (or-they),’ ‘thou-and-they.’ A few languages distinguish also a trial number (‘three persons’) in their personal pronouns.

The English forms thou, ye are, of course, archaic; modern English is peculiar in using the same form, you, both for the hearer and for a group of persons that includes the hearer.

Many languages use different second-person substitutes according to different social relations between speaker and hearer. Thus, French uses vous [vu] ‘you’ much like English, for both singular and plural, but if the hearer is a near relative, an intimate friend, a young child, or a non-human being (such as a god), there is a special intimate singular-form toi [tw]. German uses the third-person plural pronoun ‘they’ for both singular and plural second person: Sie spazieren [zi: ‘spazieren] is both ‘they are jecting’ and ‘you (singular or plural) are jecting,’ but the intimate forms, used much
like those of French, distinguish singular and plural: *du spassé* [du: spasset] 'thou art jesting,' *ihr spass* [ihr spaset] 'ye are jesting.'

The meaning of second-person substitutes is limited in some languages by the circumstance that they are not used in deferential speech; instead, the hearer is designated by some honorific term (*your Honor, your Excellency, your Majesty*). In Swedish or in Polish, one says, for instance, 'How is *mother* feeling?' or 'Will the gentleman come to-morrow?' where the terms here italicized denote the hearer. Some languages, such as Japanese and Malay, distinguish several substitutes for both first and second persons, according to deferential relations between speaker and hearer.

The personal substitutes and the definite ('"third-person"') substitutes in many languages group themselves, by virtue of common features, into a kind of closed system of personal-definite substitutes. In English, both sets *he, she, it, they* and *I, we, you* (thou, ye), are atomic in the phrase; most of them have a special accusative case-form (*me, us, him, her, them, then*); most of them derive their possessive adjectives irregularly (*my, our, your, his, her, their, thy*), and some of these adjectives have a special form for zero anaphora (*mine, etc.*; § 15.5). In French, the personal-definite pronouns have special (conjunct) forms when they serve as actors or goals of verbs (§ 12.12); these have case-inflection for different positions, which is otherwise foreign to French substantives; moreover, they underlie possessive adjectives, as *mon* [mo.] 'I,' *mon chapeau* [mo: sapo] 'my hat,' while other substantives do not: *le chapeau de Jean* [lo sapo d zwan] 'the hat of John; John's hat.' Very commonly the personal-definite substitutes have special syntactic constructions. Thus, in English, German, and French, the finite verb has special congruence-forms for different persons as actors: *I am* 'you are' *he is*; French *nous savons* [nu savo] 'we know,' *vous savez* [yu sav] 'you know,' *elles savent* [el saven] 'they (feminine) know,' *ils savent* [il saven] 'they know.'

The personal-definite pronouns may even have a fairly systematic structure. Thus, in the Algonquian languages, an initial element *[ke]-* appears in the forms that include the hearer; if the hearer is not included, *[ne]-* denotes the speaker; if neither is included, the initial is *[we]-*, as, in Menomini:

- *[konah]* 'thou'  
- *[kenah]* 'we' (inclusive)  
- *[kenewa]* 'ye'
- *[nosah]* 'I'  
- *[nena]* 'we' (exclusive)  
- *[wenewa]* 'they'

Samoan, with a distinction of dual and plural numbers, has:

- *[saunu]* 'I'  
- *[imaunus]* 'we two' (exclusive)  
- *[imaunou]* 'we' (exclusive)
- *[itaunu]* 'we two' (inclusive)  
- *[itaunou]* 'we' (inclusive)
- *[poou]* 'thou'  
- *[foouna]* 'ye two'  
- *[foounou]* 'ye'
- *[nau]* 'he'  
- *[nana]* 'they two'  
- *[nanaunou]* 'they'

The dual-trial-plural distinction appears in the language of Anatom Island (Melanesian):

- *[binjak]* 'I,' *[baunoua]* 'we two' (exclusive), *[naiunoua]* 'we three' (exclusive), *[baunouana]* 'we' (exclusive),  
- *[naiunoua]* 'we two' (inclusive), *[nakatai]* 'we three' (inclusive), *[nakaija]* 'we' (inclusive),  
- *[aiki]* 'thou,' *[aiaunoua]* 'ye two,' *[aiaunoua]* 'ye three,' *[aiauna]* 'ye'
- *[aion]* 'he,' *[aion]* 'they two,' *[aiontj]* 'they three,' *[aion]* 'they.'

In many languages, personal-definite substitutes appear as bound forms. Thus, Latin had definite-personal actors or goals in the finite verb-forms:

- *am* 'I love,' *amis* 'thou loves,' *amot* 'he (she, it) loves,' *amamus* 'we love,' *amatis* 'ye love,' *amant* 'they love,'
- *amor* 'I am loved,' *amaris* 'thou art loved,' *amatur* 'he (she, it) is loved,' *amamur* 'we are loved,' *amanum* 'ye are loved,' *amantur* 'they are loved.'

Some languages, in the same way, include both actor and goal, as Cree: *[nisakihaw]* 'I love him,' *[nisakihawak]* 'I love them,' *[kisakihaw]* 'thou loves him,' *[nisakibik]* 'he loves me,' *[nisakihikumani]* 'he loves us (exclusive),' *[kisakihikinam]* 'we love thee,' *[kisakihkitin]* 'I love thee,' and so on, through a large paradigm.

Likewise, in Cree, the possessor of an object appears in a bound form: *nitasutin* 'my hat,' *kitasutin* 'thy hat,' *kitasutin* 'his hat,' and so on. In all these cases, the third-person bound form may stand in cross-reference with a noun antecedent: Latin *pater amot* 'father he-loves; the father loves' (§ 12.9).

The personal-definite system may be elaborated by distinctions of identity and non-identity, such as the difference of *I and myself,* where the latter form implies identity with the actor (*I washed myself,* § 12.8), or the Scandinavian *hans* 'his' and *sin* 'his (own).'* These differences appear also in bound forms, as in the obviative forms of Algonquian (§ 12.8); similarly, ancient Greek, beside an ordinary bound actor, as in *[elowe]* 'he washed,'
had a middle-tone form, where the actor is at the same time affected by the action: [člowaːto] ‘he washed himself’ or ‘he washed for himself.’

Other specializations are less common; thus, Cree, beside a verb with actor and goal, such as [niitiwata:] ‘I ask for him, call him,’ [niitiwata:] [niitiwata:] ‘I ask for it’, and a form with actor and two goals, [niitiwata:w:] ‘I ask him for it’, has also a form with actor, goal, and interested person [niitiwataːw:] ‘I ask for it with reference to him’, that is, ‘for his use’ or ‘at his behest.’

16.8. Demonstrative or deictic substitution-types are based on relative nearness to the speaker or hearer. In English we have two such types, for nearer and for farther away; they coincide with the values of the limiting adjectives this and that (§ 12.14). Demonstrative substitutes may be dependent (that is, they may refer anaphorically to an antecedent speech-form that names the species), or independent. In either case, however, they identify the individual object within the (named or unnamed) species. Demonstrative pronoun substitution, in English, is made by the pronouns this, (these), that (those), which differ, by class-cleavage, from the limiting adjectives, or by phrases consisting of these limiting adjectives plus the anaphoric one (§ 16.5). These forms are not ordinarily used to replace personal nouns — for the anticipatory use in This is my brother; these are my brothers cannot be viewed as personal. The dependent substitutes in the singular are this one, that one, and the independent this, that; hence we have the distinction between, say, of these books, I like this one better than that one, but, of unnamed objects, I like this better than that. In the plural, however, these and those are in either case used without the anaphoric ones.

In French we can see a more differentiated system. There are three types of demonstrative limitation and substitution: a general type from which two special types are differentiated by the addition of the adverbs ci [si] for nearer position and là [la] for farther away. The forms of the limiting adjective, the dependent pronoun, and the independent pronoun, are distinct:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Dependent Pronoun</th>
<th>Independent Pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>masculine</td>
<td>ces [ces]</td>
<td>celut [celut]</td>
<td>ces [ces]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feminine</td>
<td>cete [set]</td>
<td>celle [sel]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus: cette plume-ci [set plumn si], ‘this pen’, ces deux plumes, je préfère celle-ci à celle-là [ce si də plumn, jo prɛfər sel si a sel la] ‘of these two pens, I prefer this one to that one’; but, of unnamed things, je préfère ces à cela [sa si a sa la] ‘I prefer this to that.’ The pronouns without ci and là are confined to certain constructions: de ces deux plumes, je préfère celle que vous avez [sel ko vəz ave] ‘of these two pens, I prefer the one you have’; independent: c'est assez [set ase] ‘that’s enough.’

Demonstrative substitution-types are not always fully distinct from definite, and, similarly, demonstrative limiting modifiers may merge with more definite markers of the type ‘the.’ In German, more than one dialect has only a single paradigm whose forms are used predicatively as a definite article, der Mann [der ‘man,’ the man], and with accent as a demonstrative limiting adjective, der Mann [der ‘man’ ‘that man,’ and as a pronoun, der [der] ‘that one.’ This last use, in German, is but slightly distinguished from that of the definite pronoun er [er] ‘he’; the chief difference, perhaps, is the use of der (not er) in the second of two paratactic full sentences: es war einmal ein Mann, der hatte drei Söhne [es var ɛmnaal ɛin Mann, der hɛt tɾi ˈʃœnə] ‘there was once a man, he (literally, ‘that-one’) had three sons.’

Many languages distinguish more types of demonstrative substitution; thus, some English dialects add you, for things farthest away, to the distinction of this and that. Latin had hic for things nearest the speaker, iste for those nearest the hearer; and ille for those farthest away. The Kwakiutl language makes the same distinctions, but doubles the number by distinguishing also between ‘in sight’ and ‘out of sight.’ Cree has [awha] ‘this,’ [anə] ‘that,’ and [oja] ‘that recently present but now out of sight.’ Eskimo has a whole series; [mənna] ‘this one,’ [anka] ‘that one in the north,’ [qanna] ‘that one in the south,’ [pama] ‘that one in the east,’ [kanna] ‘that one down there,’ [sama] ‘that one down in the sea,’ [ipan] ‘that one,’ and so on.

Outside of pronouns, we have the adverbial forms here: there, either: this/her, hence: thereon, now: then; the th-forms, however,
merge with simple anaphoric use, as in Going to the circus? I'm going there too. Similarly, so (and archaically also thus) is both demonstrative and, more usually, anaphoric (I hope to do so). Forms like (do it) this way, this sort (of thing), this kind (of thing) are on the border between substitutes and ordinary linguistic forms.

15. 9. Interrogative substitutes prompt the hearer to supply either the species or the identification of the individual; in English, accordingly, interrogative substitutes occur only in supplementary questions. Of pronouns, we have the independent who? (accusative whom?) for personals and what? for non-personals; these ask for both species and individual. For non-personals only we have also the independent which? asking for identification of the individual object from a limited field, but not for the species. The dependent substitutes, asking for the identification of the individual from a limited field, are which one? which ones?

Outside the pronouns, we have the interrogative substitutes where? whether? whence? when? how? why? Interrogative verb-substitutes occur in some languages, as in Menomini [we'sci.kewi] 'what sort is he?'

The limitation of interrogative forms to certain syntactic positions is quite common. Frequently we find them restricted to positions in the predicate of a binary sentence-type. The word-order and the plural verb-form in who are they? what are those things? are features of this kind. In present-day French, the non-personal quoi? [kwa] 'what?' is scarcely ever used as actor or goal, but instead, figures as a predicate complement, appearing in the conjunct form que [ko], as in qu'est-ce que c'est? [k k s ko s sy] 'what is it that this is? what's this?' and qu'est-ce qu'il a vu? [k k s k il a vy]; 'what is it that he has seen? what did he see?'. In some languages the interrogative substitutes are always predicates of equalant sentences, as in Tagalog, [ts e aq nabigay sa l'jul] 'who the one-who-gave to you? who gave it to you?' or, in Menomini [awe' p'emuhnet4] 'who the-one-walking-by? who is walking there?'

15. 10. The various possibilities of selecting individual objects from a species are represented by all manner of substitute-forms, especially of pronouns. In English, nearly all forms of this sort consist of limiting adjectives with the anaphoric one, ones (§ 15.5) or of substantive uses, by class-cleavage, of the same words. There are many distinctions, not always rigidly carried out, between dependent and independent substitution, and in the latter, between personal and non-personal classes. The various limiting adjectives differ in treatment; these differences add another line of classification among them (§ 12.14).

(1) Some limiting adjectives are, like ordinary adjectives, followed by one, ones to form anaphoric substitutes. We have seen that this is the case of the singular this, that and, under certain conditions, of which? what? It is true also of each, every, whatever, whichever, and of the phrasal expressions many a, such a, what a. Thus, we say he was pleased with the children and gave each one a penny. As independent substitutes we use this, that, which, what, whichever, whatever of non-personals only; corresponding to every, we have personal everybody, everyone and non-personal everything; each has no independent form.

(2) We have both simple pronoun use or combination with the anaphoric ones, one, in the case of either, former, latter, last, neither, other, each, and the ordinals, first, second, etc. The variants differ chiefly in connotation. Thus, we say Here are the books; take either (one). The word other forms a special sub-class, in that it has a plural form, others: You keep this book and I'll take the others (the other ones). In independent use these words serve chiefly as non-personals.

(3) The remaining limiting adjectives are peculiar in not taking the anaphoric one, ones. Thus, we say: Here are the books; take one (two, three, any, both, all, a few, some, and so on). The independent substitutes show great variety. Thus, all is used as a non-personal: All is not lost; That's all. On the other hand, one, as an atomic, is personal: One hardly knows what to say. Several form compounds for independent use, such as the personal somebody, someone, anybody, anyone and the non-personal something, anything.

(4) Several limiting adjectives show an eccentric treatment. The article the with the anaphoric one, ones forms a dependent substitute, provided some other modifier follows: the one(s) on the table; otherwise it does not appear in pronominal use, and the definite pronoun serves instead. The article a in combination with another adjective does not influence the treatment of the latter: many a one; another (one). Otherwise, the article a is accompanied by the anaphoric one only in the emphatic form not a one. All other pronominal uses show us one replacing a: to
take an apple there corresponds the pronounal take one. The determiner no is paralleled by the dependent substitute none, but ordinarily we use instead the combination of not with any (I didn’t see any); the independent substitutes are the compounds nobody, no one, nothing (archaic rought).

Among these substitution-types, the negative is, of course, represented in all languages, and often shows special peculiarities; to it belong also the non-pronominal nowhere, never, and sub-standard nowhere. In many languages, as in most forms of sub-standard English, these substitutes are accompanied by the general negative adverb I can’t see nothing. The enumerative types (all, one, two, three, and so on) seem also to be universal. As to the selective types, however, there is great room for variety; other languages have substitution-types that are not exactly matched in English.

Thus, Russian [ve-xto] ‘someone’ implies that the speaker can (but does not) identify the individual (‘someone told me the other day that . . .’), while [xto-ni-bu] does not imply this ability (‘there’s someone at the door’). Still another type, [kej-xto] implies that a different individual is selected on different occasions (‘now and then someone tries’).

16. 11. Substitutes frequently are tied up with special syntactic functions; thus, we have seen that interrogative substitutes in English and many other languages are confined to certain positions in the sentence. Some languages have special pronouns for predicative use. Thus, in Menomini, beside such forms as [enah] ‘I,’ [ænuk] ‘that one’ (animate), [enek] ‘that’ (inanimate), there are parallel forms which occur only as predicates; the normal substitute appears in [kekhkonam enuk] ‘he-knows-it that (thing); he knows that,’ but the predicative form in [enuk kekhkonah] ‘that (thing) that-which-he-knows; that is what he knows,’ or in [enuk kekhkonah] ‘that (person) the-one-who-knows-it; that one is the one who knows it.’ These predicative forms vary inflectionally for the same categories as a verb, such as interrogative [kepk kekhkonah] ‘is it that which he knows? is that the thing he knows?’ or surprised present [enuk kekhkonah] ‘and so that is what he knows’ and so on.

Our relative substitutes belong to a fairly widespread, but by no means universal type: the substitute indicates that the phrase in which it figures is an included (or completeive) form. In English, the phrase has the favorite full-sentence structure (actor-action construction), and is marked by the relative substitute as not constituting a full sentence. Our relatives who (whom), which, where, when, that differ from other substitutes by class-cleavage. They, or their immediate phrase, come first in the clause. We have, firstly, the anaphoric type, that, and personal who, non-personal which: the boy who (that) ran away, the book which (that) he read; the house in which we lived. If the relative substitute fills in its clause the position of verbal goal, prepositional axis, or predicate complement, we have here also a zero-substitute: the man I saw, the house we lived in, the hero he was. In ordinary speech, English relative clauses identify the individual antecedent; in more formal style we have also non-identifying relative clauses with paratactic sentence-modulation: the man, who was carrying a big bag, came up to the gate.

In languages with case-forms, the inflection of the relative pronoun is normally determined by the forms in its clause: I saw the boy who ran away; the boy whom I saw ran away. In Latin, a normal form would be in hac sistā quam nunc ego dēdī ‘in this life which I now lead,’ where the antecedent, sitā happens to be in the ablative case (as axis of the preposition in), and the relative pronoun, quam ‘which,’ in the accusative case, as goal of the verb dēdī. However, languages with complicated inflection now and then show attraction of the relative pronoun into an inflectional form that belongs properly to the antecedent; the Latin form sitā in hac quis nunc ego dēdī, with the same denotation as the above normal form, has the relative pronoun qui in the ablative case, concordant with the antecedent, instead of the accusative case demanded by its position in the clause.

Independent relative substitutes, having no antecedent, allow the clause to replace an indication of species: take whatever you want; ask whom(ever) you like; whoever says so is mistaken. In English such clauses are used also as paratactic modifiers of a full sentence: whatever he says, I don’t believe him. The same difference between dependent and independent use appears in our adverbial substitutes: dependent the time (when) he did it; the house where we lived; independent we’ll see him when he gets here; we visit them whenever we can; we take them wherever(we) we find them.
CHAPTER 16

FORM-CLASSES AND LEXICON

16.1. The meaningful features of linguistic signaling are of two kinds: lexical forms, which consist of phonemes, and grammatical forms, which consist of tags (features of arrangement, § 10.5). If we extend the term lexical to cover all forms that can be stated in terms of phonemes, including even such forms as already contain some grammatical features (e.g. poor John or duchess or ran), then the parallelism of lexical and grammatical features can be exhibited in a set of forms like the following:

(1) Smallest and meaningless unit of linguistic signaling:
   phoneme;
   (a) lexical: phoneme;
   (b) grammatical: tagememe;

(2) Smallest meaningful unit of linguistic signaling: gloseme;
   the meaning of a gloseme is a noeme;
   (a) lexical: morpheme; the meaning of a morpheme is a
      sememe;
   (b) grammatical: tagememe; the meaning of a tagememe is an
      episememe;

(3) Meaningful unit of linguistic signaling, smallest or complex:
   linguistic form; the meaning of a linguistic form is a
   linguistic meaning;
   (a) lexical: lexical form; the meaning of a lexical form is a
      lexical meaning;
   (b) grammatical: grammatical form; the meaning of a grammatical
      form is a grammatical meaning.

Every lexical form is connected in two directions with grammatical forms. On the one side, the lexical form, even when taken by itself, in the abstract, exhibits a meaningful grammatical structure. If it is a complex form, it shows some morphologic or syntactic construction (duchess, poor John), and if it is a morpheme, it may still exhibit morphologic features (a modified morpheme, e.g. men or ren, § 13.7); in an unmodified morpheme (man, ran) we may view the absence of grammatical construction as a positive characteristic. On the other side, the lexical form in any actual utterance, as a concrete linguistic form, is always accompanied by some grammatical form: it appears in some function, and these privileges of occurrence make up, collectively, the grammatical function of the lexical form. The lexical form appears in certain sentence-types or, if it is a bound form, in none at all; it appears in certain positions of certain constructions or, if it is an interjection, in few or none; it appears as replaced form in certain substitutions, or, if it be a substitute, as substitute in certain substitutions. The functions of lexical forms are created by the tags of selection which help to make up grammatical forms. Lexical forms which have any function in common, belong to a common form-class.

The functions of lexical forms appear as a very complex system. Some functions are common to a great number of forms and define a large form-class; for instance, the functions which define the English form-class of substantive expressions (serving in the sentence-type of call, filling the positions of actor with a verb, of goal with a verb, of axis with a preposition; underlying a possessive adjective, and so on), are common to an almost unlimited number of words and phrases. Different functions may create overlapping form-classes; thus, the function of filling the actor position is common to substantive expressions and to marked infinitive phrases (to scold the boys would be foolish). Other functions may be limited to a very few lexical forms or to only a single one; thus, phrases with the noun way as center seem to be the only substantive expressions which function as adverbs of manner, with the interrogative substitute how? (this way, the way I do, and so on).

Particular lexical forms may, by class-cleavage (§ 12.14) exhibit unusual combinations of function. Thus, egg is in English a bounded noun, (the egg, an egg) but occurs also as a mass noun (he spilled egg on his necktie). Salt is a mass noun and accordingly underlies a plural only in the specialized meaning "kinds of," but, by class-cleavage, there is also a plural salts (as in Epor salts) with the meaning "consisting of particles," in a class with cats, girls, and the like. Man is a (bounded, personal) male noun (a man, the man, . . . he), but by class-cleavage is treated also as a proper noun, parallel in this with God, as in man wants but little, man is a mammal. The word one by a complicated class-cleavage belongs to five form-classes: as a determiner (§ 12.14) it fulfills the requirement that bounded singular nouns be preceded by a
modifier of this class (*one house, one mile*); as an ordinary numerical it occurs with the definite determiners (*the one man, this one book, my one friend*); it replaces *a* with *an* or *the* of the noun (*§ 15.10*) when no other modifier is present (*Here are some apples; take one*); it occurs as an independent pronoun for *any person in general* and in this use is always atomic and underlies the derivatives *one's* and *oneself* (*one can't help oneself*); finally, it is the anaphoric substitute for nouns after an adjective, and in this use forms a plural, *ones* (*the big box and the small one, these boxes and the ones in the kitchen*, *§ 15.5*).

16. 2. The grammar of a language includes, then, a very complex set of habits (taxonomies of selection) by which every lexical form is used only in certain conventional functions; every lexical form is assigned always to the customary form-classes. To describe the grammar of a language, we have to state the form-classes of each lexical form, and to determine what characteristics make the speakers assign it to these form-classes.

The traditional answer to this question appears in our school grammars, which try to define the form-classes by the class-meaning — by the feature of meaning that is common to all the lexical forms in the form-class. The school grammar tells us, for instance, that a noun is "the name of a person, place, or thing." This definition presupposes more philosophical and scientific knowledge than the human race can command, and implies, further, that the form-classes of a language agree with the classifications that would be made by a philosopher or scientist. Is *fire*, for instance, a thing? For over a century physicists have believed it to be an action or process rather than a thing; under this view, the verb *burn* is more appropriate than the noun *fire*. Our language supplies the adjective *hot*, the noun *heat*, and the verb to *heat*, for what physicists believe to be a movement of particles (molecules) in a body. Similarly, school grammar defines the class of plural nouns by its meaning "more than one" (person, place, or thing), but who could gather from this that *cat* is a plural while *wheel* is a singular? Class-meanings, like all other meanings, elude the linguist's power of definition, and in general do not coincide with the meanings of strictly-defined technical terms. To accept definitions of meaning, which at best are makeshifts, in place of an identification in formal terms, is to abandon scientific discourse.

Class-meanings are merely composites, or, one might say, greatest common factors, of the grammatical meanings which accompany the forms. To state a class-meaning is to find some formula that includes the grammatical meanings in which the forms occur. An English finite verb expression (*runs, ran away, is very kind, scolded the boys, and so on*) occurs only in one position of one construction, namely as action in the actor-action construction (*John ran away*). Even when it is used alone, it appears only as a complete sentence which, accordingly, presupposes an actor. Now, we can state the meaning of the actor-action construction very roughly as "A performs B," where A is the nominative expression (*John*) and B the finite verb expression (*ran away*). This statement defines for us the meanings of the two positions; the meaning of the actor-position is "performer of B," and that of the action-position is "performed by A." Therefore, since English finite verb expressions occur only and always in this latter position, their class-meaning is the same as that of their one position, namely, "performed by an object." If we define the class-meaning of the larger form-class of verbs as "action," then the class-meaning of English finite verb expressions is "(action) performed by an actor."

When a form-class has more than one function, its class-meaning is harder to state, but is still merely a derivative of the grammatical meanings in which the forms occur. English substantive expressions occur, for instance, in the position of actor in the actor-action construction (*John ran*), with the positional meaning "performer of an action." They occur in the position of goal in the goal-action construction (*hit John*), with a positional meaning something like "undergoer of an action." They occur in the position of axis in the relation-axis construction (*beside John*), with a positional meaning of, say, "center from which a relation holds good." They occur in morphologic construction with the possessive suffix (*John's*), with the positional meaning of "possessor." Without listing all the other functions of English substantive expressions, we can say that the class-meaning common to all the lexical forms in this form-class is "that which can be the performer of an action, the undergoer of an action, the center from which a relation holds good, the possessor of objects," and so on. Whether we can sum this up in a shorter formula, depends upon our resources of terminology; for instance, we can sum up the class-meaning just given, under the term "object."

These instances suffice to show that class-meanings are not...
clearly-definable units which could serve as a basis for our work, but only vague situational features, undefinable in terms of our science. The people who speak English and keep their substantive expressions within the accepted functions, do not guide themselves by deciding whether each lexical form denotes an object. Form-classes, like other linguistic phenomena, can be defined, not in terms of meaning, but only in terms of linguistic (that is, lexical or grammatical) features.

16.3. The form-class of a lexical form is determined for the speakers (and consequently for the relevant description of a language) by the structure and constituents of the form, by the inclusion of a special constituent (a marker), or by the identity of the form itself.

(1) A complex form is usually assigned to a form-class by its structure and constituents. An endo-centric phrase, for instance, such as fresh milk, belongs to the same form-class as its head or center (§ 12.10). An exo-centric phrase, such as in the house, contains some characteristic constituent (as, in our example, the preposition in) which determines its form-class. Thus, the form-class of a phrase is usually determined, at bottom, by the form-class of one or more of the included words. For this reason the speaker (and the grammarians) need not deal separately with each phrase; the form-class of almost any phrase is known if we know the syntactic constructions and the form-classes of words. The form-classes of words are therefore fundamental for syntax. Our school grammar recognizes this: it tries, by a mistaken method, to be sure, to determine the form-classes of words, particularly the most inclusive of these form-classes (parts of speech), and then shows how phrases are constructed.

(2) Sometimes the function of a phrase is determined by some special constituent, a marker. For instance, in English, a phrase consisting of the proposition to and an infinitive expression, belongs to the special form-class of marked infinitive phrases, whose function differs from that of unmarked infinitive expressions, since they serve as actors (to sell the boys would be foolish) and as attributes of nouns, verbs, and adjectives (a chance to go; he hopes to go; glad to go). The determining adjectives form noun phrases which are distinguished by closure: this fresh milk cannot take adjective modifiers as can fresh milk or milk (§ 12.10). Whenever a form-class of small extent determines a peculiar function in phrases, we may regard its forms as markers. Thus, our determining adjectives, our prepositions, our co-ordinating conjunctions, and our subordinating conjunctions, may be viewed as markers; they are small form-classes, and the presence of any of their forms in a phrase determines something about the form-class of this phrase. Other examples of markers are the particles of Chinese or Tagalog (§ 12.13).

(3) Finally, lexical forms may belong arbitrarily or irregularly to a form-class that is indicated neither by its structure nor by a marker. For instance, the phrase in case has the structure of proposition plus substantive and yet serves as a subordinating conjunction: in case he isn’t there, don’t wait for him. The phrases this way, that way, the other way, the same way have substantive structure, but are used as verb-modifiers of the special sub-class (manner) that has the interrogative substitute how? Similarly, quite a few English nouns and noun phrases serve as verb-modifiers in the when? class, either alone or in phrases: Sunday, last winter, tomorrow morning. The form-classes of English words are largely arbitrary: there is nothing to tell us that man, boy, lad, son, father are male nouns, that run, bother are verbs, that sad, red, green are adjectives, and so on. In particular, of course, the form-class of every morpheme is arbitrarily determined. A complete description of a language will list every form whose function is not determined either by structure or by a marker; it will include, accordingly, a lexicon, or list of morphemes, which indicates the form-class of each morpheme, as well as lists of all complex forms whose function is in any way irregular.

16.4. Form-classes are not mutually exclusive, but cross other and overlap and are included one within the other, and so on. Thus, in English, the nominative expressions (which serve as actors) include both substantives and marked infinitives (to scold the boys would be foolish). On the other hand, among the substantives are some pronoun-forms which, by over-differentiation, do not serve as actors: me, us, him, her, them, whom. One group of substantives, the gerunds (scolding), belongs to a form-class with infinitives and with other verb-forms, in serving as head for certain types of modifiers, such as a goal (scolding the boys). For this reason a system of parts of speech in a language like English cannot be set up in any fully satisfactory way; our list of parts of speech will depend upon which functions we take to be the most important.
One can often distinguish, however, between great form-classes like
the above, and petty form-classes like that of foot, goose, tooth
or of ed (with irregular plural-forms). Large form-classes which
completely subdivide either the whole lexicon or some important
form-class into form-classes of approximately equal size, are called
categories. Thus, the English parts of speech (substantive, verb,
adjunctive, and so on) are categories of our language. So are
singular and plural substantives, since these two form-classes, of
approximately equal size, completely subdivide the form-class of
substantives. In general, inflectional forms, what with the parallel
currency in every paradigm, represent categories—for instance,
the various categories of the verb-paradigm, including the congruence-
forms of finite verbs (am : is : are or was : were) and, crossing
these, the tenses and modes of finite verbs (he is : he was : he were).

Not all categories, however, are inflectional. The selection of the
pronouns he versus she divides our personal nouns into the cate-
gories of male and female; yet there is no inflection or regular
derivation to distinguish these, but only a sporadic use of markers
(count : countess, Paul : Pauline, Albert : Alberta) or of entirely
irregular derivation (duck : drake, goose : gander) or of composition
(he-goat, billy-goat, bull-buffalo) or suppliation (son : daughter, ram :
ewe) or merely class-division (a teacher . . . he; a teacher . . . she; F:\
Francis : Frances).

Again, some categories are syntactic, and appear not in infec-
tion, but in phrases. Such are the categories of indefinite and
finite substantives (a book : the book), or, in our verbs, the as-
pacts (wrote : was writing), completion (wrote : had written), or
voice (wrote : was written).

The categories of a language, especially those which affect
morphology (book : books, he : she), are so pervasive that anyone
who reflects upon his language at all, is sure to notice them. In
the ordinary case, this person, knowing only his native language, or
perhaps some others closely akin to it, may mistake his categories
for universal forms of speech, or of "human thought," or of the
universe itself. This is why a good deal of what passes for "logic"
or "metaphysics" is merely an inceptive restating of the chief
categories of the philosopher's language. A task for linguists of the
future will be to compare the categories of different languages and
see what features are universal or at least widespread. Thus, a
form-class comparable to our substantive expressions, with a
class-meaning something like 'object,' seems to exist everywhere,
though in many languages it is not an arbitrary class, like our
substantive part of speech, but depends largely upon the presence
of markers, as in Malay or Chinese (§ 12.13).

16. 3. Our knowledge of the practical world may show that some
linguistic categories agree with classes of real things. It may be,
for instance, that our non-linguistic world consists of objects,
actions, qualities, manners, and relations, comparable with the
substantives, verbs, adjunctions, adverbs, and prepositions of our
language. In this case it would still be true, however, that many
other languages do not recognize these classes in their part-of-
speech system. Moreover, we should still have to determine the
English parts of speech not by their correspondence with different
aspects of the practical world, but merely by their functions in
English syntax.

This appears plainly in the circumstance that languages with an
elaborate part-of-speech system always contain abstract forms;
they have parallel forms with the same lexical meaning for use in
different syntactic positions. Thus, a verb like run or an adjectival
like smooth cannot serve as an actor, but we have for this function
the abstract noun forms run (as in the run will warm you up) and
smoothness. It is an error to suppose that abstract forms like these
occur only in the languages of literate peoples; they occur in all
languages that limit different form-classes to different syntactic
positions.

Linguistic categories, then, cannot be defined in philosophical
terms; having defined them in formal terms, we may have great
difficulty in describing their meaning. To show this, we need only
grace at some of the more familiar categories.

Number, as it appears in our Singulars and Plurals, seems to be
close to some universal trait of human response; yet, cases like
cats versus wheat, or Epsom salts versus table salt, seem to have
little non-linguistic justification.

The categories of gender in English are close to our non-linguistic
recognition of personality and sex, but even here some animals
(the bull . . . he or it) and other things (the good ship . . . she or
it) are variously treated. The gender-categories of most Indo-
European languages, such as the two of French or the three of
German (§ 12.7), do not agree with anything in the practical world,
and this is true of most such classes. In the Algonquian languages,
all persons and animals belong to one category, an ‘animate’ gender, but so do some other objects, such as ‘raspberry,’ ‘kettle,’ and ‘knee’; all other objects (including, for instance, ‘strawberry,’ ‘bowl,’ ‘elbow’) belong to the other, ‘inanimate’ gender. Some of the Bantu languages run up to as high as twenty such classes; distinctions of number, however, are merged with the gender classification.

Case-categories, ranging from two, as in English (he : him), up to twenty or so, as in Finnish, resemble various situations of the practical world, but never with any consistency. Thus, in German, the goal of a verb is in the accusative case, as in er hat mich [er ‘hat mich’ ‘he asked me (for something),’ but certain verbs have it in the dative case, as er dankte mir [er ‘dankte mir’ ‘he thanked me’]; compare the Latin examples in § 128.

The categories of tense have a surface rationality, especially in a language like Latin, which distinguishes present (cognitum ‘he sings’), past (consulat ‘he sang’), and future (consulabat ‘he will sing’), but even here one soon finds that these categories disagree with our non-linguistic analysis: the ‘historical present’ is used in Latin, as in English, of past events, and the meanings of the Latin tense-forms are mixed up with considerations other than relative time.

The English categories of aspect distinguish between ‘punctual’ action (some grammarians call it ‘perfective’), envisaged as a unit (he wrote the letter), and ‘durative’ action (some call it ‘imperfective’), which extends over a segment of time during which other things can happen (he was writing the letter). This distinction is at best hard to define for the practical world, and in English suffers marked dislocations; some verbs, for instance, appear consistently in punctual form (I think he is there; he is funny) and are durative only in special constructions or meanings (I am thinking of him; he is being funny). In Russian, which has much the same aspects as English, certain verbs, such as ‘eat’ and ‘drink,’ appear persistently in durative form.

A common verb-category that is lacking in English, is iteration, which distinguishes between an action occurring once and a repeated action, as, in Russian [на бедал дошо] ‘he was running home’ (on one particular occasion) and [на бедал дошо] ‘he ran home; he was running home’ (repeatedly, e.g., every day). 1

1 In English, iteration plays no part in the verb-form: he played tennis every day (punctual) and he was playing tennis every day (durative) are like he played a set of
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Perfection contrasts contemporary, ‘imperfect’ action with ‘perfective’ action, whose effect is contemporary: he writes versus he has written; he is writing versus he has been writing; he wrote versus he had written; he was writing versus he had been writing. The difference is scarcely definable in terms of practical situation, and different languages show different distributions.

English has many modes, distinguishing various approaches of an action to its actual occurrence. Morphologically, English distinguishes between ‘real’ (he is here) and ‘unreal’ (if he were here); syntactically, English recognizes a whole series by the peculiarity of certain irregular (‘auxiliary’) verbs which are followed by an infinitive without to: he will write, shall write, can write, must write, may write. We may observe that in these combinations the infinitive is rather persistently punctual, and only now and then durative (I shall be writing); in Russian, the future tense, which corresponds fairly well to our shall and will phrases, distinguishes aspect just as exactly as do the present and past tenses. The usages of different modes are tied up in many languages with differences of syntactic position and congruence. In English, for instance, the unreal appears only in clauses introduced by if or though, or in combination with the phrasal mode-forms (he would help us, unreal of he will help us). Similar complications appear in the uses of the various modes of other languages, as, in French, je pense qu’il vient [jə pa n’s k i vi n] ‘I think he is coming,’ with the verb of the clause in the ‘indicative’ (actual) mode, but je ne pense pas qu’il vienne [žə n pa n’s pa k i vj na] ‘I don’t think he is coming,’ with the verb of the clause in the ‘subjunctive’ (possible) mode.

16.6. We saw in § 16.3 that the function of some forms is determined by their constituents or their construction. Any function that is so determined is said to be regular, and a function which is not so determined is said to be irregular. Thus, if we know that the words fox and oz are singular common nouns, waver between non-personal and male personal gender, then we can say that fox has the regular function of combining with the plural-suffix [-z] in the form foxes (since this function is shared by an unlimited number of singular nouns), but that oz has the irregular tense (punctual) and he was playing a set of tennis (durative). In Latin, French, and modern Greek, repeated action and durative action are merged in one class: French d’événements [d ev n m n] is both ‘he was writing’ and ‘he wrote repeatedly’; he used to write.’ In Russian, repeated actions are classed as durative, but, within the durative class, are distinct, at least for certain verbs, from single actions.
function of combining with the plural-suffix [-s]. Linguists usually apply the terms *regular* and *irregular* to the form itself, saying, for instance, that the noun *fox* is regular and the noun *ox* irregular; we must specify, of course, the function with respect to which these terms hold good, since in their other functions the nouns *fox* and *ox* are quite unlike. By another extension of these terms, linguists apply them also to the resultant forms in which the functions appear, saying, for instance, that the plural noun *foxes* is regular and the plural noun *oxen* irregular.

The speaker can use a form in a regular function even when he has never heard the resultant form: he may utter a form like *foxes*, for instance, even when he has never heard this particular plural. He can use a form in an irregular function only if he has heard it used in this function; the form *oxen* is uttered only by speakers who have heard it from other speakers. In the description of a language, accordingly, regular functions are stated for whole forms, in the mass: we can state the regular plural-formation of English nouns without attempting to list all the nouns in the language. Irregular functions, on the other hand, force us to list all the forms of the class: we have to mention the noun *ox* as taking *-en* in the plural, and the nouns *foot, tooth, goose* as taking substitution of *[i] in the plural, and so on.

If we insist on this distinction, we may say that any form which a speaker can utter without having heard it, is regular in its immediate constitution and embodies regular functions of its constituents, and any form which a speaker can utter only after he has heard it from other speakers, is irregular. Strictly speaking, then, every morpheme of a language is an irregularity, since the speaker can use it only after hearing it used, and the reader of a linguistic description can know of its existence only if it is listed for him. The lexicon is really an appendix of the grammar, a list of basic irregularities. This is all the more evident if meanings are taken into consideration, since the meaning of each morpheme belongs to it by an arbitrary tradition. In a language like English, where each morpheme is arbitrarily assigned to some grammatical class, this feature also is an irregularity: the speaker must learn from experience and the describer must list the fact that *pin* is a noun, *spin* a verb, *thin* an adjective, *in* a preposition, and so on.

This task also is customarily assigned to the lexicon; the grammar lists only the kinds of irregularity that are not present in all the morphemes of a language, and the terms *regular* and *irregular* are used only of features that appear in the grammar.

If we make this restriction, it is obvious that most speech-forms are regular, in the sense that the speaker who knows the constituents and the grammatical pattern, can utter them without ever having heard them; moreover, the observer cannot hope to list them, since the possibilities of combination are practically infinite. For instance, the classes of nominative expressions and finite verb expressions in English are so large that many possible action forms — say, a **red-headed plumber bought five oranges** — may never have been uttered; by the same token, however, we cannot be sure that this is true of any particular combination which we may chance to hear. A grammatical pattern (sentence-type, construction, or substitution) is often called an analogy. A regular analogy permits a speaker to utter speech-forms which he has not heard; we say that he utters *on the analogy of* similar forms which he has heard.

An irregular analogy, on the other hand, may cover a number of forms, but a speaker will rarely utter a new form on the analogy of those which he has heard. For instance, the phrases *at least, at most, at best, at worst, at first, at least are built up on the same pattern* (at plus adjective in *-st*), but the analogy is limited to a very few forms. In *at all* (where the adjective does not end in *-st* and the sound is irregular) or in *don't* we have a unique analogy. When the automobile came into use, one speaker was as well able as another to form the compound *automobile-driver*, on the analogy of *cab-driver, truck-driver*, and so on; a compound like *cranberry*, on the other hand, with its unique first member, is uttered only by speakers who have heard it. If we take meanings into consideration, we can say the same of a speaker who uses the term *blackbird* of the species of bird to which it customarily applies, for the compound bears this meaning by an arbitrary tradition. A form like *charleston* 'one who performs the dance called charleston' is formed on the regular analogy of *dancer, wallower, two-stepper*, and so on; a form like *duches* (§ 10.6) is unique. On the border-line we have cases like the feminines in *-ess*, which on the whole are limited to traditional forms: we say *poetess, sculptress*, but not *paintress*; occasionally, however, a speaker will extend this analogy, uttering such forms as, say, *professoress, swindleress*. Even our root-forming morphemes (§ 14.9) have some flexibility; hear-
ing a form like *squash* in a meaning ‘step with suction-noise on wet ground,’ we cannot tell whether the speaker has heard it or is using the analogy of [skw-], as in *squirv, squish*, and [-ont], as in *crunch*.

The regular analogies of a language are habits of substitution. Suppose, for instance, that a speaker had never heard the form *give Annie the orange*, but that he had heard or spoken a set of forms like the following:

*Baby is hungry. Poor Baby! Baby's orange.*
*Papa is hungry. Poor Papa! Papa's orange.*
*Bill is hungry. Poor Bill! Bill's orange.*

He has the habit, now,—the analogy,—of using *Annie* in the same positions as *Baby, Papa, Bill*, and accordingly, in the proper situation, will utter the new form *Give Annie the orange!*

When a speaker utters a complex form, we are in most cases unable to tell whether he has heard it before or has created it on the analogy of other forms. The utterance of a form on the analogy of other forms is like the solving of a proportional equation with an indefinitely large set of ratios on the left-hand side:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Baby is hungry} & : \text{Annie is hungry} \\
\text{Poor Baby!} & : \text{Poor Annie} \\
\text{Baby's orange} & : \text{Annie's orange}
\end{align*}
\]

\[= \text{Give Baby the orange} : x\]

or

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{dog} & : \text{dogs} \\
\text{pickle} & : \text{pickles} \\
\text{potato} & : \text{potatoes} \\
\text{piano} & : \text{ pianos}
\end{align*}
\]

\[= \text{radio} : x\]

16. The power or wealth of a language consists of the morphemes and the tagmemes (sentence-types, constructions, and substitutions). The number of morphemes and tagmemes in any language runs well into the thousands. In every language, moreover, many complex forms carry specialized meanings which cannot figure in a purely linguistic description but are practically of great importance. The linguist can determine, for instance, that English compounds of the type *blackbird, bluebird, whitefish*, or phrases of the type *give out, fall out, throw up*, bear specialized meanings, but he cannot evaluate these meanings, although in practical life they are fully as useful as any sememe.

Popularly, the wealth of a language is supposed to depend upon the number of different forms which it uses, but this number is indeterminate, since words are freely formed according to the analogies of morphologic construction. For instance, having counted *play, player, and dance*, shall we count *dancer* as a fourth word, even though it contains no additional glosseme? If so, then the number of words in any language is practically infinite. When we are told that Shakespeare used 20,000 different words in his writings, and Milton in his poems some 8,000, we mistakenly conclude that less eloquent speakers use far fewer. It is an indication of Shakespeare's genius that he used so many different words in so small a volume of speech as is contained in his works, but this volume of speech is small compared to the amount which even a taciturn person will utter in the course of a year. The myths about peasants, workingmen, or savages who use only a few hundred words have no foundation in fact; in so far as one can count words (ignoring, for instance, the inflected forms of a language like ours), every adult speaker uses at least somewhere round 20,000 to 30,000 words; if he is educated — that is, if he knows technical and learned words — he uses many more. Everyone, moreover, understands more words than he uses.

The relative frequency of the various lexical and grammatical units (morphemes and tagmemes) in a language can be studied wherever we have copious records of normal utterances. In the next chapters we shall see that our lack of such records is one of the impediments to the historical study of language — for fluctuations in the frequency of glossemes play an important part in the changes that occur in every language.

The frequency of most lexical forms is doubtless subject to a great deal of superficial fluctuation, according to the practical circumstances. A word like *think*, say, or *sow*, might not occur at all in long stretches of speech; yet such forms as these are used by everyone when the occasion presents itself. The most frequent forms, on the other hand, both lexical and, especially, grammatical, are constantly demanded by the structure of the language. Such counting as has been done has been confined to words. It is found that the commonest words (the, to, is, etc.) make up a consistently high percentage of what is spoken.

16.8. The practical question as to what things can be said in different languages, is often confused with questions of word-
meanings and of categories. One language will use a phrase where another uses a single word and still another a bound form. A meaning that is categoric in one language (as, for instance, plurality of objects in English) may appear only under particular practical stimuli in another language. As to denotation, whatever can be said in one language can doubtless be said in any other: the difference will concern only the structure of the forms, and their connotation. What one language expresses by a single morpheme will in another language require perhaps a long phrase; what one language says in a word may appear in another language as a phrase or as an affix. Elements of meaning that appear in one language because they belong to some category, even though they are irrelevant to the practical situation, will be absent in another language. In English we say Pike's Peak is high with a present-tense verb; in Chinese or in Russian there would be no present-tense element in a similar message.

It is a striking fact that the smallest units of signaling, the glosses, of different languages, differ vastly in practical value. This is true even of closely related languages. Where we say ride, German says reiten [raiten] for riding on an animal, but fahren [faren] for other kinds of riding, as in a vehicle. Where we say on, German says auf when the force of gravity helps the contact, as in 'on the table,' but otherwise an, as in 'on the wall.' Our morning matches the French matin [matẽ], except when the morning is viewed as a segment of time during which something else can happen, as in 'I slept all morning' or 'during the morning'; in this case French uses a derivative matinée [marteẽ]. Even things which are easily defined and classified, receive the most diverse treatment in different languages. Nothing could be more definite than terms for simple biological relationship between persons. Yet, beside words corresponding to our brother and sister, German has a plural Geschwister [ge'višträ] that includes both sexes, as in Wieviel Geschwister haben Sie? [vi: 'fie' ge'višträ ha:bən si:] 'How many brothers and (or) sisters have you?' Some languages have here one word, regardless of gender, as Tagalog (kapitid); our brother corresponds to a Tagalog phrase [kapata'id na la'akil], where the last word means 'male,' and our sister to [kapitid na ba'ba'ajil], with the attribute 'female.' On the other hand, some languages insist upon relative age: Chinese [ko1 ko'] 'older brother,' [cjen1 ti] 'younger brother,' [cjen2 cje'] 'older sister,'

[mej1 mej1] 'younger sister.' An even more complicated terminology appears in Menomini, which we can best elucidate if we use the term sibling to mean 'brother or sister.' In Menomini the terms are [mej1robi] 'my elder brother,' [nejmeč] 'my elder sister,' [nejseč] 'my younger sibling,' [nejko/semaw] 'my sibling of opposite sex' (i.e., 'my brother' when a woman says it, 'my sister' when a man says it), [nejheč] 'my brother (man speaking),'

[nejteč] 'my sister (woman speaking).' The general term [nejtešjanak] 'my siblings' is used in the plural when the siblings are of both sexes and not all younger than the possessor.

Terms of relationship not only vary as in the above examples, but also are used in situations that one cannot define. The Menomini terms for 'brother' and 'sister' are used also for cousins, provided the related parents are of the same sex; a man says [nejheč] of his father's brother's son, and so on. Moreover, these and some other terms are inherited: my father's brother's son's son is also [nejheč]. Consequently, the meaning really hinges on the consistency with which these relationships are remembered and recognized.

In the same way, plant-names, for example, are perhaps nowhere used in a way that would be consistent with a botanist's classification — even aside from such vague terms as tree, shrub, bush, herb, reed, grass.

Even in such a sphere as that of the numbers, languages show many deviations. Our system of decimal numbers (twenty-two, thirty-five, etc.) shows traces of a duodecimal or twelves system (eleven, twelve instead of *one-teen, *two-teen). Other irregularities are formal, as two : twenty : second : half; or three : thirteen, thirty, third. Furthermore, the connotation of certain numbers like three, seven, thirteen, and of additional terms like dozen, score, gross, cannot be stated mathematically. In Danish there is an admixture of a vigesimal or twenties system. In French one counts from 'sixty' to 'seventy-nine' without a special word for the intervening multiple of ten: 'seventy' is soixante-dix [swa'sẽt-diz] 'sixty-ten'; 'seventy-one' is soixante et onze [swa'sẽt e ozn] 'sixty and eleven,' and so on; 'eighty' is quatre-vingt [katro vẽ] 'four-twenties,' and then one counts up twenty more to reach one-hundred; thus, 'ninety-two' is quatre-vingt-douze [katro vẽ duz] 'four-twenties-twelve.' People who have little use for higher numbers may use very few: the Kham Bushmen are said to count by simple
numbers only to ‘three,’ and to use ‘two and two’ for ‘four,’ and so on.

In other spheres which are subject to scientific analysis, this may still provide no gauge for the linguistic classification. Color, for instance, is a matter of frequency of refracted or reflected light-waves. The visible spectrum is an unbroken scale of frequencies. Different languages use different color-names (such as our red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, §8.1) for different parts of this scale. We should have a hard time deciding at what points on the actual scale the domain of each English color-name begins and ends. If we showed people colors in minute grades of variety, we should find that between the frequencies which were named consistently, say, as yellow and as green, there would be a border-zone, where the naming wavered. If we went outside the European culture-sphere, we should find entirely different distributions.

For most of our meanings we have not even this approach to an external standard. Terms which relate to social behavior, such as love, friend, kind, hate could be defined in terms of ethnology, folklore, and sociology, provided these studies had reached a perfection and accuracy undreamed of today. Terms which relate to states of the speaker’s body that are perceptible only to him, such as gueasy, qualmish, sad, gay, glad, happy, could be defined only if we had a minute knowledge of what goes on inside a living person’s body. Even all this would not suffice for linguistic meanings that have less practical bearing, such as categories of noun-gender or verbal aspect. There seems to be no practical criterion by which the gender of a noun in German, French, or Latin could be determined: to define the meaning of the epimenene ‘masculine’ in such a language would be simply to list the markers of masculine nouns and the nouns that belong arbitrarily to the class, and to say that whatever is common, in the practical world, to all these objects, is the “meaning” of the masculine gender-category. The same is true of the verbal aspects of English: the difference between wrote and was writing is so elusive and differs so much for different verbs and in different phrases, that the definer, after stating the main principles, cannot do better than to resort to a demonstration by means of examples.

CHAPTER 17

WRITTEN RECORDS

17.1. The language of any speech-community appears to an observer as a complicated signaling-system, of the kind that has occupied us in the preceding chapters of this book. A language presents itself to us, at any one moment, as a stable structure of lexical and grammatical habits.

This, however, is an illusion. Every language is undergoing, at all times, a slow but unceasing process of linguistic change. We have direct evidence of this change in the case of communities which possess written records of their earlier speech. The English of the King James Bible or of Shakspeare is unlike the English of today. The fourteenth-century English of Chaucer is intelligible to us only if we use a glossary. The ninth-century English of King Alfred the Great, of which we have contemporary manuscript records, seems to us like a foreign language; if we could meet English-speakers of that time, we should not understand their speech, or they ours.

The speed of linguistic change cannot be stated in absolute terms. A speaker has no difficulty, in youth, in conversing with his grandparents, or, in age, in conversing with his grandchildren, yet a thousand years—say, thirty to forty generations—have sufficed to change the English language to the extent we have just indicated. During these generations, it must have seemed to each London-English mother that her children were learning to speak the same kind of English as she had learned in her infancy. Linguistic change is far more rapid than biological change, but probably slower than the changes in other human institutions.

Linguistic change interests us especially because it offers the only possibility of explaining the phenomena of language. Speakers acquire their habits from earlier speakers; the only explanation of their habits lies in the habits of those earlier speakers. If we ask, for instance, why present-day speakers use the form dog for the animal ‘canis domesticus,’ or, let us say, why they add the suffix [-es, -z, -s] to derive plural from singular nouns, the obvious
answer is that they acquired these habits, in infancy, from the older people round them; if we then ask the same questions about the habits of these older people, we are referred to the habits of still older people, and so on, back into time, without limit. If we could realize our diagram of density of communication (§ 3.4), in which every speaker was represented by a dot and every utterance by an arrow from the dot that represented the speaker to the dot or dots that represented the hearer or hearers, we should find that the network reached indefinitely back into time.

In the normal case, then, the explanation for a speech-habit is simply the existence of the same habit at an earlier time. Where linguistic change has been at work, however, the explanation will be the existence of some other habit at an earlier time, plus the occurrence of the change. Our lexical habit, for instance, of using the word meal ‘edible flesh,’ is not very old; a few centuries ago, the word flesh was used in this meaning, and the word meal meant ‘food.’ The explanation of our present-day habit, in this case, consists in (1) the earlier habit, and (2) the intervening change. Since linguistic change never stops, it sooner or later affects every habit in a language; if we know enough of the speech of the past, the second type of explanation will apply to every present-day speech-form.

Since written records give us direct information about the speech-habits of the past, the first step in the study of linguistic change, wherever we have written records, is the study of these records.

We today are so used to reading and writing that we often confuse these activities with language itself (§ 2.1). Writing is a relatively recent invention. It has been in use for any considerable length of time in only a few speech-communities, and even in these its use has been confined, until quite recently, to a very few persons. A speech-utterance is the same, whether it receives a written record or not, and, in principle, a language is the same, regardless of the extent to which speech-utterances of this language are recorded in writing. For the linguist, writing is, except for certain matters of detail, merely an external device, like the use of the phonograph, which happens to preserve for our observation some features of the speech of past times.

17. 2. Writing is an outgrowth of drawing. Probably all peoples make pictures by painting, drawing, scratching, or carving. These pictures, aside from other uses (§ 2.9), sometimes serve as messages or reminders — that is, they modify the conduct of the beholder — and they may be persistently used in this way. The Indians of North America are skillful draftsmen, and in older times made extensive practical use of pictures. Thus, we are told of an Ojibwa Indian who owned a long strip of birch-bark with a series of pictures, which he used to remind himself of the succession of verses in a sacred song. The third picture, for instance, represents a fox, because the third verse of the song says something about a fox, and the sixth picture represents an owl, because the sixth verse says, ‘It is an ill omen.’ A Mandan Indian sent the following picture to a fur-trader: in the center are two crossed lines; at one side of these lines are outline drawings of a gun and of a beaver, with twenty-nine parallel strokes above the picture of the beaver; at the other side of the crossed lines are drawings of a fisher, an otter, and a buffalo. This means: ‘I am ready to trade a fisher-skin, an otter-skin, and a buffalo-hide for a gun and thirty beaver-pelts.’

Records and messages of this sort are usually spoken of as ‘picture-writing;’ but this term is misleading. The records and messages, like writing, have the advantage of being permanent and transportable, but they fall short of writing in accuracy, since they bear no fixed relation to linguistic forms and accordingly do not share in the delicate adjustment of the latter.

We have no record of any people’s progress from this use of pictures to the use of real writing, and can only guess at the steps. In the use of pictures we can often see the beginnings of the transition, and traces of it remain in the actual systems of writing.

Real writing uses a limited number of conventional symbols. We must suppose, therefore, that in the transition the pictures became conventionalized. The way of outlining each animal, for instance, becomes so fixed that even a very imperfect sketch leaves no doubt as to the species of animal. To some degree this is true of the pictures of American Indians. In actual systems of writing we often find symbols which still betray this origin. In the so-called hieroglyphic writing of ancient Egypt, most of the symbols are conventional but realistic pictures, and many of them actually denote the name of the object which they represent; thus, the picture of a goose (drawn always in the same way) denotes the
word [s'] which means ‘goose.’ In Chinese writing, some of the symbols, such as, for instance, the symbol for the word [ma] ‘horse,’ still resemble a picture of the meaning of the word, and this is sometimes true of the older shapes of characters whose modern form shows no such resemblance.

When the picture has become rigidly conventionalized, we may call it a character. A character is a uniform mark or set of marks which people produce under certain conditions and to which, accordingly, they respond in a certain way. Once this habit is established, the resemblance of the character to any particular object is of secondary importance, and may be obliterated by changes in the convention of forming the character. These changes are often due to the nature of the writing-materials. Some of the characters of the cuneiform writing of the ancient Mesopotamian peoples still betray their origin in pictures, but for the most part this is not the case: the characters consist of longer and shorter wedge-shaped strokes in various arrangements, and evidently got this shape because they were scratched into tough clay. In the hieroglyphic writing of ancient Egypt the characters were carefully painted, but for rapid writing with a reed brush on papyrus the Egyptians developed a simplified and rounded version (known as hieratic writing) whose characters have lost all resemblance to pictures. Our own writing is ultimately derived from the ancient Egyptian, but no one could recognize pictures in our letters; as a matter of fact, our letter F still has the two horns of the snail which was pictured in the hieroglyphic ancestor of this letter.

The other, more important phase of the transition from the use of pictures to real writing, is the association of the characters with linguistic forms. Most situations contain features that do not lend themselves to picturing; the picture-user resorts to all sorts of devices that will elicit the proper response. Thus, we saw the Indian drawing twenty-nine strokes above his beaver to represent the number of beaver-pelts. Instead of depicting the process of exchange by a series of pictures, he represented it by two crossed lines with the sets of traded objects at either side. The Ojibwa represented “ill omen” by an owl, in accordance, no doubt, with some tribal belief.

When the picture-user was confronted by a problem of this kind, we may suppose that he actually spoke to himself, and tried out various wordings of the troublesome message. Language, after all, is our one way of communicating the kind of things that do not lend themselves to drawing. If we make this supposition, we can understand that the picture-users might, in time, arrange the characters in the order of the spoken words of their language, and that they might develop a convention of representing every part — say, every word — of the spoken utterance by some character. We can only guess at the steps of this transition; real writing presupposes it.

In real writing, some characters have a twofold value, for they represent both a picturable object and a phonetic or linguistic form; other characters, having lost their pictorial value, represent only a phonetic or linguistic form; purely pictorial characters that are not associated with speech-forms sink into subsidiary use. The linguistic value predominates more and more, especially as the characters become conventionalized in shape, losing their resemblance to pictured objects. The characters become symbols — that is marks or groups of marks that conventionally represent some linguistic form. A symbol “represents” a linguistic form in the sense that people write the symbol in situations where they utter the linguistic form, and respond to the symbol as they respond to the hearing of the linguistic form. Actually, the writer utters the speech-form before or during the act of writing and the hearer utters it in the act of reading; only after considerable practice do we succeed in making these speech-movements insubstantial and inaudible.

17. 3. Apparently, words are the linguistic units that are first symbolized in writing. Systems of writing which use a symbol for each word of the spoken utterance, are known by the misleading name of ideographic writing. The important thing about writing is precisely this, that the characters represent not features of the practical world (“ideas”), but features of the writers’ language; a better name, accordingly, would be word-writing or logographic writing.

The main difficulty about logographic writing is the providing of symbols for words whose meaning does not lend itself to pictorial representation. Thus, the Egyptians used a character that represented a tadpole, to symbolize a word that meant “one-hundred thousand,” presumably because tadpoles were very numerous in the swamps. The Chinese symbol for the word
‘good’ is a combination of the symbols for ‘woman’ and for ‘child.’

The most important device of this sort is to use the symbol of some phonetically similar word whose meaning is picturable. Thus, the ancient Egyptians used the character that depicted a goose, not only for the word [sê] ‘goose,’ but also for the word [sê] ‘son,’ and they used the character that depicted a conventionalized checkerboard, not only for [mn] ‘checkers,’ but also for [mn] ‘remain.’ Chinese writing used the conventionalized character depicting a wheat-plant not only for a word that meant ‘wheat,’ but also for the homonymous word that meant ‘come’—in present-day North Chinese, [lai]. The ambiguity that arises in this way, leads to a further development: one adds some character that shows which of the similar words is to be read; these additional characters are called classifiers or determinants. In Chinese writing, which carries the logographic system to perfection, the phonetic (as the basic symbol is called) and the classifier are united into a single compound character. Thus, the symbol for [ma] ‘horse’ and the symbol for [ny] ‘woman’ are united into a compound character, which serves as the symbol for the word [ma] ‘mother.’ The symbol for [fan] ‘square’ combines with the symbol for [tha] ‘earth’ into a compound symbol for [fan] ‘district’; with the symbol for [sr] ‘silk,’ it forms a compound symbol representing the word [fan] ‘spin.’ The phonetic part of the compound symbol, as these examples show, does not always accurately represent the sound of the word; we have to suppose, however, that at the time and in the dialect where this development took place, the compound symbols (that is, such as were there and then created) were phonetically accurate.

The logographic system, as we see it in Chinese writing, has the disadvantage that one has to learn a symbol for every word of the language. The compound symbols of Chinese writing can all be analyzed into 214 constituents ("radicals"), but, even so, the labor of learning to read and write is enormous. On the other hand, this system has a great advantage in that the symbols are non-commital as to the phonetic shape of the words. The Chinese speak a number of mutually unintelligible dialects, but in writing and printing they adhere to certain conventions of lexicon and word-order and are thus able to read each others’ writings and, with some training, also the writings of their ancient literature.

Our numerals (derived from ancient India) are examples of logographic writing. A symbol like 4 is intelligible to many nations, although we read it as [tawr], the Germans as [fii], the French as [kati], and so on. Moreover, since we arrange the numerals according to a fixed convention, we can read each others’ numeral phrases even though our languages differ as to the structure of these phrases: 91, for instance, is everywhere intelligible, although we say not [najn ‘won’] but [najnij ‘won’], and the Germans say, in opposite order, [naju ‘nointaik’ ‘one and ninety,’ and the French [katre 02] ‘four twenties eleven,’ and the Danes [žen a hal ‘fem’] ‘one and half five-times.’

17.4. In the device of representing unpicturable words by phonetically similar picturable words, we see the emergence of the phonetic factor in writing. Once a symbol is associated with a particular word, the phonetic features of this word may suffice to bring about the writing of the symbol. In Chinese, where the words are of uniform structure, this transference has been made only from word to word, and the compound characters, in accordance with this structure, are written as units and held down to uniform size. In the writing of other languages, where words are of various lengths, we find word-symbols used for phonetically similar parts of longer words. Thus, the Egyptians wrote the symbol for [mn] ‘checkerboard’ twice over to represent the word [mnmn] ‘move.’ By a succession of the symbols for [mq] ‘duster’ and [br] ‘baskets,’ they wrote the word [mqbr] ‘ear.’ In accordance with the structural variety, they represented words not always by one symbol, but also by various arrangements of logograms, phonetics, and classifiers. Similarly, in Aztec writing, the place-name Teocuitlan, literally ‘god-house-people,’ was represented by the symbols for tentli ‘lips,’ olli ‘path,’ calli ‘house,’ and tlapall ‘teeth’; this is the more intelligible as the -ti in these words is an inflectional suffix. The symbols in this way may take on a more and more constant phonographic value: they become logograms—that is, symbols not for linguistic forms, but for phonetic forms. The commonest result seems to be a set of syllabic symbols, each one of which denotes one syllabic sound with (or without) preceding and following non-syllables. The cuneiform writing of the ancient Mesopotamians reached this stage; it had characters for such syllables as [ma, mi, mu, am, im, um, muk, mut, nam, tim]. Throughout
its use, as it passed from nation to nation, it carried along logographic features. For instance, the ancient Sumerian word for ‘god’ was [an]; when the Babylonians learned the use of writing, they took over the Sumerian symbol as a logogram for the Babylonian word [il] ‘god,’ and as a classifier which they placed before the names of gods. This kind of retention often occurs when a system of writing is adapted to a new language; thus, we retain Latin abbreviations, such as & (Latin et) for and; etc. (Latin et cetera ‘and other things’) for and so forth; i.e. (Latin id est) for that is, e.g. (Latin exempli gratia ‘for the sake of an example’) for in instance; lb. (Latin libera) for pound, and so on.

In Babylonian writing the syllabic principle was never fully carried out; thus, a single symbol (a vertical wedge with two small wedges aslant at the left) represented the syllables [ud, ut, ur, tam, par, pir, lax, xis] and, logographically, the words [numi] ‘day,’ [sumu] ‘sun,’ and [pitu] ‘white.’ In its Old Persian form, cuneiform writing had developed into a genuine syllabary, with a relatively small number of symbols, each representative of some syllable. In general, syllabic systems of writing are widespread and seem to be easily devised. The ancient Greeks on the island of Cyprus used a syllabary of some sixty-five symbols. The Japanese largely use Chinese logographs, but supplement them with two syllabaries, both of which are derived from Chinese characters. The Vai, in Guinea, are said to have a system of 226 syllabic signs. When persons acquainted with modern writing devise a system for an illiterate people, they sometimes find it easiest to teach syllabic writing. Thus, Sikwaya, a Cherokee, devised a set of eighty-five syllabic symbols for his language; the Fox Indians have several syllabaries, all based on English script forms; and the Cree have a syllabary consisting of simple geometrical characters.

17. 5. It seems that only once in the history of writing there has been any advance beyond the syllabic principle. Some of the Egyptian hieroglyphics and hieratic symbols were used for syllables containing only one consonant; in the use of these, differences of the accompanying vowel were disregarded, and the resultant ambiguities were removed by the use of classifiers and logograms. In all, there were twenty-four of these symbols for one-consonant syllables. At an early date — certainly before 1500 B.C. — Semitic-speaking people became acquainted with Egyptian writing, and hit upon the idea of setting down words of their language by means of the twenty-four simplest Egyptian symbols. This was feasible because the structure of Semitic identifies each root by its consonant-scheme (§ 14.8); the non-indication of vowels could leave a reader in doubt only as to some features of word-derivation which he might, in most instances, guess from the context.

Our oldest examples of this Semitic writing are the Sinai Inscriptions, which date from somewhere round 1800 to 1500 B.C. One later style of writing these characters is known as the South Semitic; it is represented by old inscriptions and, in modern times, by the Ethiopian alphabet. The other, North Semitic, style, was used by the Phoenicians, the Hebrews, and the Arameans. The Aramaic varieties include the style which we see in the modern “Hebrew” type, the Syrian style, and the writing of modern Arabic. It is the North Semitic character, in its Phoenician and its Aramaic varieties, that has spread, with many changes, over Asia and Europe.

The syllabaries used in India seem to be derived in part from Aramaic, and mostly from Phoenician writing. For the languages of India, indication of the vocal phonemes was necessary. The Indians used each Semitic character for the syllable of consonant plus [a] and then devised additional marks (diacritical signs) which they added to the symbol to designate the combination of the consonant with some other vowel. Thus, a simple sign means [ba], and the same sign with various marks means [bu, bi, bu] and so on. Further, the Indians devised a mark which meant that the consonant was followed by no vowel at all, and a set of symbols for vowels without any consonant. At the same time, they increased the number of basic symbols until they had one for each consonant phoneme. In this way they arrived at a system which recorded their speech-forms with entire phonetic accuracy.

17. 6. Of all the offshoots, immediate and other, of Semitic writing, we need trace only the one which includes our own system of writing. The ancient Greeks took over the Phoenician system and made a decisive change. Some of the Phoenician symbols represented syllables containing consonants that were foreign to Greek; thus, A represented glottal stop plus vowel, O a laryngal aspirant plus vowel, and I the consonant [i] plus vowel. The Greeks used these superfluous symbols to indicate vowel values, combining
two symbols, such as TA or TO or TI, to represent a single syllable. In this way they arrived at the principle of phonemic or alphabetic writing — the principle of using a symbol for each phoneme. They fell short of complete accuracy only because they failed to invent enough symbols for vowels; they never distinguished between the long and short quantities, distinctive in their language, of the vowels [a, i, u]. They did later devise discrimitive marks to indicate the position and the two qualities of their word-accent, and some signs of punctuation to indicate sentence-modulation.

From the Greeks the alphabet spread to other Mediterranean peoples. The Romans received it apparently through the mediation of the Etruscans. In the Middle Ages it passed from the Greeks to the Bulgarians, Serbians, and Russians, and from the Romans, directly or indirectly, to the other nations of Europe.

The transfer of writing to a new language occurs, apparently, in this way, that some bilingual person who knows writing in one language, hits upon the notion of using the alphabet also for his other language. He may retain whatever defects the alphabet had in the first language and he may retain letters that are necessary in the first language but superfluous in the new one, and he may fail to devise new letters for additional phonemes of the new language. On the other hand, he or his successors may be clever enough to mend these defects, either by inventing new characters or by putting superfluous characters to good use, or by semi-phonetic devices, such as combinations of letters for a single phoneme.

The phonetic pattern of Latin was such that the Greek alphabet, as the Romans got it (probably from the Etruscans), was almost sufficient. One defect, the use of the symbol C for both [k] and [g], they remedied by inventing the modified symbol G for [g]. A more serious matter was the lack of symbols to distinguish long and short vowels; the practice of placing a stroke over the letter or of writing the letter twice to indicate length, never gained much ground. There was no need for indicating the word-accent, since this in Latin was automatically regulated according to the primary phonemes.

The Germanic-speaking peoples took over the Graeco-Roman alphabet, we do not know when or where, in a shape somewhat different from the ordinary Greek or Latin styles. This form of the alphabet, known as the runes, was used for short inscriptions, chiefly of magic or religious character, such as epitaphs. The runes were not used skilfully, but they did include letters for some typically Germanic phonemes, [θ, w, j]. The customary order of the alphabet, too, was different from that of the Graeco-Roman prototype; it ran: [θ, w, j, p, g, h, n, i, t, b, m, l, o, d]. For this reason the runes alphabet is sometimes called the futhark. The oldest runic inscriptions date from around 300 a.D. Later, as the Germanic-speaking peoples were christianized by Romans and Irish missionaries, they gave up the runes in favor of the Latin alphabet. However, the Gothic bishop Ulph, who in the fourth century devised an alphabet for his Bible-translation, retained several runic letters, and the Old English priests, in the eighth century, when they took to writing English, retained the runic characters for [θ] and [w], since the Latin alphabet provided none. It was only after the Norman Conquest that English writers gave up these letters in favor of the combinations th and w (whence our th and w). The five Latin vowel letters have never sufficed for English; on the other hand, we retain the superfluous letters a, o, and e. The writing of present-day English looks symbols for the phonemes [a, e, o, ə, t, z, c, q] and for the stress-accent. This lack is only partially repaired by the use of digraphs, such as th, sh, ch, ng.

Occasionally we find our alphabet fully adapted to the phonetic system of some language. In the ninth century, the apostles Cyril and Method added enough extra letters to the Greek alphabet to make it cover the primary phonemes of the Old Bulgarian language. This Slavic alphabet, in its modern form, is well suited to the Slavic languages; for Serbian, some extra characters have been added. Several modern languages have adequate forms of the Latin alphabet; in the case of Bohemian and of Finnish, this result has been reached by the use of discrimitive marks, and in the case of Polish by the use also of digraphs, such as cz for [cz] and sz for [sz].

17.7. The principle of alphabetic writing — one symbol for each phoneme — is applicable, of course, to any language. The inadequacy of the actual systems is due largely to the conservatism of the people who write. The writer does not analyze the phonetic system of his speech, but merely writes each word as he has seen it in the writings of his predecessors. When the art of writing becomes well established in a community, not only the spellings of words, but even lexical and grammatical forms become conventional for written records. In this way, a literary dialect may become
established and obligatory for written records, regardless of the writer’s actual dialect.

This conservatism, as time goes on, works also in another way: the conventions of writing remain unaltered even though the speech-forms have undergone linguistic change. For instance, in Latin writing the letter C represented the phoneme [k]. When the Irish and the English took over the Latin alphabet, they used this letter for their [k]-phonemes; in Old English, ca spelled [ku:] ‘cow,’ cimel spelled [kima] ‘chim,’ and setip spelled [skip] ‘skip.’ Later on, the phoneme [k] underwent certain changes in the various dialects of Latin. In Italy, [k] before front vowels became [c]; Latin [ken-tum] ‘hundred,’ for instance, became Italian [‘cente]. The Romans wrote their word as centum; the Italians still write cento. In France, the Latin [k] before front vowels has become [s], as in [su:] ‘hundred,’ but the French still write this word as cent. In English, we have taken our foreign-learned words from French, with the [s] pronunciation, but also with the traditional spelling with C, as in the word cent [sent]. In Latin, the letters A, E, I, O, U were used for the phonemic types [s, e, i, o, u], and they were taken into English writing in these values. Thus, in medieval English writing, a graph like name represented a form like [nəm] ‘name.’ In the fifteenth century, English spelling became conventionally fixed in much its present shape. Since that time, however, our vowel phonemes have undergone a great deal of change. The result has been that we use the Latin vowel-letters not only in entirely new values — this, after all, would do no harm — but in inconsistent ways. We have kept on using the letter A in graphs like name, hat, all, far, although these words have now entirely different syllabic phonemes. Sounds which existed when our spelling became habitual, but have since been lost by linguistic change, are still represented in our writing by silent letters, as in name, know, great, bought, would.

Once a system of spelling has become antiquated in its relation to the spoken sounds, learned scribes are likely to invent pseudo-archaic spellings. The words debt, doubt, subtle contained no [b]-sound in Old French, whence English received them, and were written both in French and in English as dette, doute, sulte; the present-day spellings with b were invented by scribes who knew the far-off Latin antecedents of the French words, debitum, dubito, subtillis. The letter s in isle reflects the Old French spelling isle (from Latin insula); at the time when the word was taken into English it no longer had an [s] (compare modern French ile [i]) and was appropriately spelled ile. The scribes not only favored the spelling with s, but even introduced the letter s into two similar words which had never contained any [s]-sound, namely the native English island (from Old English igland) and the French loan-word aisle (French aile, from Latin alis). People who saw the rune letter þ in ancient English writings but did not know its value [þ], took it to be a form of the letter y and arrived at the notion that the article the was in older English ye.

17.8. It is evident, from all this, that written records give us only an imperfect and often distorted picture of past speech, which has to be deciphered and interpreted, often at the cost of great labor. To begin with, the values, logographic or phonographic, of the written signs may be unknown. In this case, the problem of decipherment is sometimes desperate. The best help is a bilingual inscription, in which by the side of the undeciphered text there is a version in some known language; other aids are some knowledge of the language or of the contents of the inscription. In 1802 Georg Friedrich Grotefend succeeded in deciphering cuneiform inscriptions in Old Persian, and round the middle of the nineteenth century a succession of workers (E. Hincks, Rawlinson, Oppert) deciphered those in Babylonian-Aryan; in both instances the decipherers made ingenious use of their knowledge of related languages. The cuneiform texts in other languages (Sumerian, the language of Van, and Hittite) were deciphered thanks to bilingual texts, such as dictionary-like tablets of word-lists in Sumerian, Aryan, and Hittite. In 1821 Jean François Champollion began the decipherment of ancient Egyptian writings by using the famous Rosetta Stone (found by the French in 1799; now in the British Museum), which bears parallel inscriptions in hieroglyphics, in a later form of Egyptian writing, and in Greek. In 1839 Wilhelm Thomsen deciphered the Old Turkish Oracle inscriptions; Thomsen saw that the writing was alphabetical and the language of the Turk family. The hieroglyph-like inscriptions of the Hittites and those of the ancient Cretans have never been deciphered; of the Maya picture-writing in Central America only some characters denoting months, days, numbers, and colors, have been interpreted.

If the system of writing is known, but the language is not, the situation is little better. The most famous instance of this is the
Etruscan language in ancient Italy; we have extensive texts in a form of the Greek alphabet, but cannot interpret them, beyond reading personal names and a few other words. We have disc with the first six numbers written on the faces, but cannot determine the order of these numbers. The Lydian inscriptions in Asia Minor are intelligible, thanks to a bilingual text in Lydian and Aramaic; the alphabet is Greek, and the language apparently related to Etruscan.

17. 9. When both the system of writing and the language are intelligible, we aim, of course, to learn from the texts all we can get as to phonetics, grammar, and lexicon. The phonetic values of the characters in ancient writings can never be surely known; thus, the actual sounds represented even by the alphabetic symbols of languages like Ancient Greek, Latin, Gothic, or Old English, are in part uncertain. When the writing has become conventional and unphonetic, the lapses of scribes or the way they write uncommon words, may betray the real phonetic values. Our Old English manuscripts show the same inflectional system from the ninth century until well into the eleventh century, distinguishing the vowels of unstressed syllables and the presence of final m and n; but occasional lapses of the scribes betray the fact that already in the tenth century most of these vowels had changed to [æ] and the final [m] and [n] had been lost; such lapses are, for instance, spellings like words for usual words ‘of words,’ femmne for normal freemne ‘to make,’ gole for godun ‘to good ones.’

When an English writer in the fifteenth century spells behalf without an l, we infer that he no longer pronounced the [l] in this word, although the tradition of writing insists upon the symbol to this day. So-called inverse spellings tell the story. Old English had a sound [x] in words like light, bought, eight, which is still reflected in our spelling by gh. When we find the word delete (a loan from Old French déletir), which never contained the sound [x], spelled delight, then we may be sure that the [x] was no longer spoken in words like eight: for the writers, the gh was now a mere silent graph, indicative only of vowel-quantity.

A serious factor in the linguistic interpretation of written documents is their transmission. Inscriptions, chiefly on stone or metal or, as in the cuneiform texts, on clay, are generally original notations; we need reckon only with one scribe’s errors of spelling or dictation. Most writing, however, is made on perishable material, and has come to our time through successive copyings. Our manuscripts of Greek and Latin writings date from the Middle Ages, often from the later Middle Ages or from the early modern period; only fragments have been preserved on papyrus in the sands of Egypt. It is rare good fortune when we have a contemporary manuscript of an ancient text, like the Hatton manuscript of Alfred the Great’s translation of Pope Gregory’s Pastoral Care. The scribes not only make mistakes in copying, especially where they did not understand the text, but they even tampered with it, by way of improving the language or falsifying the content. The study of ancient writing, palaeography, and the technique of reconstructing ancient texts from one or more imperfect copies, textual criticism, have developed into separate branches of science. Unfortunately, textual critics have sometimes lacked linguistic knowledge; our printed editions of ancient texts may fail to report linguistically valuable forms that appear in the manuscripts.

Sometimes the text which appears in our written records has undergone re-spelling into a new alphabet or a new system of orthography. This is the case with our text of the ancient Greek Homeric poems, and with our texts of the Avesta. We try, in such cases, to reconstruct the original spellings and to detect misleading or erroneous features in the traditional text.

17. 10. There are a few side-issues which sometimes help us in the linguistic interpretation of written records. In the forms of composition which we group together under the name of verse, the author binds himself to observe certain phonetic patterns. In modern English verse, for instance, the author shapes his wording so that stress-phonemes come at certain intervals, and that words of like ending, from the stressed syllable to the end, occur in pairs or larger sets, again at certain intervals. Thus, if we know that a poet composed under a convention of exact rhymes, we can gather from his nine-words a great deal of information that may not appear in the spellings. Chaucer rime — to quote the words in their present-day spellings — mean with clean, but not with keen, queen, green: he evidently spoke different vowels in these two sets of words. On the other hand, inconsistencies are equally illuminating. When the Alsatian poet Brant, at the end of the fifteenth century, rimes the word for ‘not’ both in the Alsatian form [nit], as, for instance, with Bild [bit] ‘request,’ and in the present-day standard German form [nixt], as, for instance, with
CHAPTER 38

THE COMPARATIVE METHOD

18. 1. We saw in Chapter 1 that some languages resemble each other to a degree that can be explained only by historical connection. Some resemblances, to be sure, may result from universal factors. Such features as phonemes, morphemes, words, sentences, constructions, and substitution-types, appear in every language; they are inherent in the nature of human speech. Other features, such as noun-like and verb-like form-classes, categories of number, person, case, and tense, or grammatical positions of actor, verbal goal, and possessor, are not universal, but still so widespread that better knowledge will doubtless some day connect them with universal characteristics of mankind. Many features that are not widespread — among them some very specific and even minute ones — are found in distant and wholly unrelated languages; these features, too, may be expected some day to throw light on human psychology.

Other resemblances between languages bear no significance whatever. Modern Greek [mat] means ‘eye,’ and so does the Malay word [mata]. If we know nothing of the history of these languages, we should have to work through their lexicons and grammars in search of other resemblances, and then weigh the probabilities of historical connection, taking into account both the number of resemblances and their structural position. Actually, our knowledge of the past forms both of Greek and of Malay shows us that the resemblance of the two words for ‘eye’ is accidental. Modern Greek [mati] is a relatively recent development from an ancient Greek [monima] ‘little eye,’ and this word was in ancient Greek connected, as a secondary derivative, with an underlying word [monima] ‘eye.’ The Malay word [mata], on the other hand, had in ancient times much the same phonetic shape as today. Even if, against all present seeming, it should turn out, some day, that these two languages are related, the relationship would lie far back of Primitive Indo-European and Primitive Malayo-Polynesian time, and the resemblance of the modern words for ‘eye’ would have nothing to do with this relationship.
Still other resemblances are due to the borrowing of speech-forms. In modern Finnish there are many words like abstrakten ‘abstract,’ almanakka ‘almanac,’ arkiteetti ‘architect,’ balladit ‘ballads,’ and so on through the dictionary — cultural words of general European distribution, which have been borrowed, in the last centuries, from one European language into the other, and evidence nothing about kinship. To be sure, we cannot always distinguish between this sort of transmission and the normal handing on of linguistic habits within a speech-community, but for the most part the two processes are very different. If the Finno-Ugric languages should be related to the Indo-European, then the kinship dates from a time when the words abstract, almanac, etc., were not yet in use.

18. 2. When we say, in contrast with these cases, that a resemblance between languages is due to relationship, we mean that these languages are later forms of a single earlier language. In the case of the Romance languages, we have written records of this parent language, namely, Latin. After the Latin language had spread over a large area, it underwent different linguistic changes in different parts of this area, so that today these different parts differ greatly in speech, and we call the divergent speech-forms “Italian,” “French,” “Spanish,” and so on. If we could follow the speech, say of Italy, through the last two-thousand years, we could not pick out any hour or year or century when “Latin” gave way to “Italian”; these names are entirely arbitrary. By and large, any feature that is common to all the modern territorial forms of Latin, was present in the Latin of two-thousand years ago; on the other hand, when the modern forms of Latin disagree as to any feature, then some or all of them have, in this feature, undergone some change during the last two-thousand years. The resemblances appear especially in features that are common in everyday speech — in the commonest constructions and form-classes and in the intimate basic vocabulary. The features of difference, moreover, appear in systematic groups, with each territorial form diverging in its own characteristic way.

In most cases we are less favorably situated, in that we possess no written records of the uniform parent speech. The Germanic languages, for instance, resemble each other much as do the Romance, but we have no records from a time when the differences had not yet arisen. The comparative method, however, makes the same inferences in both cases. In the latter case we merely lack the confirmation of the written record. We assume the existence, at some time in the past, of a Primitive Germanic parent language, but the speech-forms of this language are known to us only by inference. When we write them down, we indicate this by placing an asterisk before them.

18. 3. Compare, for instance, the following words in present-day standard English, Dutch, German, Danish, and Swedish:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>German</th>
<th>Danish</th>
<th>Swedish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘man’</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>man*</td>
<td>man*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘hand’</td>
<td>hand</td>
<td>hant</td>
<td>hand</td>
<td>hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘foot’</td>
<td>foot</td>
<td>fuot</td>
<td>fuss</td>
<td>foot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘finger’</td>
<td>thug</td>
<td>vinger</td>
<td>‘finger’</td>
<td>‘finger’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘house’</td>
<td>haws</td>
<td>haws</td>
<td>huts</td>
<td>hus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘winter’</td>
<td>wintor</td>
<td>winter</td>
<td>winter</td>
<td>winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘summer’</td>
<td>sumor</td>
<td>sommer</td>
<td>somor</td>
<td>somar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘drink’</td>
<td>drink</td>
<td>trinken</td>
<td>dreg</td>
<td>drika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘bring’</td>
<td>bring</td>
<td>‘brienen’</td>
<td>‘brega’</td>
<td>‘bryga’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘lived’</td>
<td>lived</td>
<td>levd</td>
<td>lepte</td>
<td>levd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This list could be extended almost indefinitely; the resemblances are so many and they so thoroughly pervade the basic vocabulary and grammar, that neither accident nor borrowing will explain them. We need only turn to languages outside the Germanic group to see the contrast, as in ‘hand’: French [me], Russian [ruka], Finnish kast; or ‘house’: French [mezo], Russian [dom], Finnish talo. Another remarkable feature is the systematic grouping of the differences within the Germanic family. Where Swedish has the compound intonation, there Danish lacks the glottal stop; where the others have initial [f], there Dutch has initial [v]; where the others have [d], there German has [l]. In fact, whole series of forms show the same divergences from one Germanic language to the other. Thus, the divergent syllabic phonemes in the word house are paralleled in a whole set of forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>German</th>
<th>Danish</th>
<th>Swedish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘house’</td>
<td>haws</td>
<td>haws</td>
<td>huts</td>
<td>hus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘mouse’</td>
<td>maws</td>
<td>mays</td>
<td>maws</td>
<td>mus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘louse’</td>
<td>laws</td>
<td>hays</td>
<td>huts</td>
<td>lus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘out’</td>
<td>awt</td>
<td>gyt</td>
<td>aw</td>
<td>ut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘brown’</td>
<td>brawn</td>
<td>bryn</td>
<td>brawn</td>
<td>brun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The fact that the differences themselves follow a system, — that the divergence, say, of English and German [aw] and Dutch [ø] appears in a whole series of forms — confirms our surmise that these forms are historically connected. The divergence, we suppose, is due to characteristic changes undergone by some or all of the related languages. If we extend our observation to cover more of the dialects in each area, we find many other varieties, with a similar parallelism. In particular, we find, in our example, that forms with the vowel [u], such as [hus], [mws], [lus], [ut] (southern German [u]), [bru]. Since the writing of these peoples was based on Latin, where the letter u represented vowels of the type [u], we conclude that the divergences in the syllable of our forms had not yet arisen in the ninth century, and that the syllable in those days was [u] in all the Germanic languages; other evidence leads us to believe that the vowel was long [u:]. Accordingly, we conclude that the Primitive Germanic parent language spoke these forms with [eu] as the syllable. It is important to observe, however, that this description of the phoneme is only a supplementary detail; even if we made no surmise as to the acoustic character of the Primitive Germanic phoneme, the regularity of the correspondences, the way of agreement and in the way of parallel disagreement, could still be explained only on the supposition that some one phoneme of the parent language appeared in the syllabic position of the forms house, mouse, and so on.

18. 4. It is interesting to compare these inferences with the inferences that are made in the more favorable case, where the parent language is known to us from written records. The resemblance between the Romance languages is much like that between the Germanic languages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Italian</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>Romanian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'nose'</td>
<td>'naso'</td>
<td>nas</td>
<td>'naso'</td>
<td>nas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'head'</td>
<td>'karo'</td>
<td>kaaf</td>
<td>'kabo'</td>
<td>kap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'goat'</td>
<td>'kappra'</td>
<td>favra</td>
<td>'kabra'</td>
<td>kopro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'bean'</td>
<td>'fava'</td>
<td>fave</td>
<td>'abra'</td>
<td>'fawa'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Macedonian

Here we follow the same procedure as with the Germanic correspondences, observing the local types in each area, and the spellings of the older records. The difference is only that, written notations of the form of the parent language, Latin, are in most instances available. The Romance words in our example are modern forms of the Latin words which appear in our records as nassam, capul, capram, fabam.

After we have learned to draw inferences from the Romance forms, we may find discrepancies between the results of our inferences and the written records of Latin. These discrepancies are especially interesting because of the light they throw on the value of our inferences in cases where no record of the parent language is available. Take, for instance, the syllable in the following types:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Italian</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>Romanian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'flower'</td>
<td>'flore'</td>
<td>flor</td>
<td>'flor'</td>
<td>flor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'knead'</td>
<td>'koda'</td>
<td>'kun'</td>
<td>'koda'</td>
<td>'koda'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'vow'</td>
<td>'voto'</td>
<td>vad</td>
<td>'vad'</td>
<td>bodan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'tail'</td>
<td>'koda'</td>
<td>'kun'</td>
<td>'koda'</td>
<td>'koda'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Latin prototypes appear in the first three of these words, as well as in a number of similar cases, with a syllabic o, which we interpret as [o]: florem, nomen, nomen. In our fourth word, accordingly, we infer that the Latin prototype contained this same vowel and had the form *[kodam]. An inference of this kind is a reconstruction; we mark the reconstructed form, *[kodam], with an asterisk. Now, in the written records of Latin, the word for 'tail' appears in a different shape, namely as caudam (accusative singular; the nominative is cauda). This disagrees with our reconstruction, for ordinarily Latin au (presumably [aw]) is reflected in the Romance languages by a different type of vowel-correspondence. Thus, Latin caudam 'gold' and causam 'thing, affair' appear as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Italian</th>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>French</th>
<th>Spanish</th>
<th>Romanian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'gold'</td>
<td>'oro'</td>
<td>or</td>
<td>'oro'</td>
<td>or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'thing'</td>
<td>'kosa'</td>
<td>'kosa'</td>
<td>'kosa'</td>
<td>'kosa'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is true that our Latin manuscripts, written in the Middle Ages, occasionally spell the word for 'tail' as caua, but this may be due merely to the errors of copyists; the older manuscripts from which

1 Plural form, meaning 'wedding.'
2 Re-shaped from Old Spanish oca, presumably *koam.
ours were copied may have had the usual Latin form cauda. This error would be natural for copyists whose school pronunciation of ancient Latin did not distinguish between Latin a and u, and would be almost inevitable for copyists who spoke a form of Latin in which our word already had, as in the present-day languages, the vowel of florum, nodum, votum and not that of aurum, caudam. That some people were in this latter position appears from the gloss, preserved to us in ninth-century manuscripts, which explains the word cauda by saying that it means coda: apparently, the former seemed antique and difficult, while the latter was intelligible. The conclusive support for our reconstruction appears in that, inscriptions of early date show occasional spellings of a in words that ordinarily have au, as POLA for the name Paula in an inscription dating from the year 184 B.C. Further, we learn that this a- pronunciation for au-forms was a vulgarism. Suetonius (who died about 160 A.D.) tells us that the rhetorician Florus corrected the Emperor Vespasian (died 79 A.D.) for saying posta instead of the more elegant postera ‘wagons’; the next day, the emperor got back at him by calling him Fleurus instead of Florus. As to our word, a grammarian of the fourth century A.D. speaks of cauda and coda as variant pronunciations. Moreover, we occasionally find over-elegant forms, like Vespasian’s Fleurus for Florus; an inscription dating from before the beginning of the Christian Era has the spelling AVSTIA for oastia [oastia ’doers.’] In sum, we conclude that our reconstructed *coda *[koza] is by no means illusory, but represents a less elegant pronunciation which really existed in ancient time.

Cases like this give us confidence in the reconstructed forms. Latin writing did not indicate vowel-quantities; a graph like se-caste ‘rye’ could represent several phonetic types. As this word does not occur in verse, where its position would show us the vowel-quantities (§ 17.10), we should be unable to determine its form, had we not the evidence of the comparative method: forms like Italian se-gosta [segosta], French se-gel [ségel] show us that the Latin graph represents the form [sekale]. Students of the Romance languages reconstruct a Primitive Romance (‘Vulgar Latin’) form before they turn to the written records of Latin, and they interpret these records in the light of the reconstructed form.

18. 5. A reconstructed form, then, is a formula that tells us which identities or systematic correspondences of phonemes ap-

pear in a set of related languages; moreover, since these identities and correspondences reflect features that were already present in the parent language, the reconstructed form is also a kind of phonemic diagram of the ancestral form.

In the oldest records of the Germanic languages we find the following forms of the word father:

- Gothic, text composed in the fourth century A.D., preserved in a sixth-century manuscript: far, presumably [fɑːr]; the phoneme represented by d may have been a spirant.
- Old Norse, in thirteenth-century manuscripts of texts that were, in part, composed much earlier: faðar, fiðir, presumably [fɑːr].
- Old English, ninth-century manuscripts: faeder, presumably [fædər].
- Old Frisian, thirteenth-century manuscripts of texts that were composed somewhat earlier: fieder, presumably [fɛːdər].
- Old Saxon (that is, northerly parts of the Dutch-German area), ninth-century manuscripts: fiader, presumably [fɑːdər].
- Old High German (southerly parts of the Dutch-German area), ninth-century manuscripts: faeder, presumably [fɑːdər].

We sum up these facts by putting down the Primitive Germanic prototype as *[fædər]; moreover, we claim that this summarizing formula at the same time shows us the phonemic structure of the prehistoric form.

Our formula embodies the following observations.

(1) All the Germanic languages stress the first syllable of this word, as of most others. We indicate this in our formula by an accent-mark, or, since accent on the first syllable is normal in Germanic, by writing no accent-mark at all. This means, at the same time, that in the Primitive Germanic parent language this word shared with most other words a phonemic feature (call it z) which appears in all the actual Germanic languages as a high stress on the first syllable of the word. Of course, it is almost a certainty that this feature z in the parent speech was the same as appears in all the actual Germanic languages, namely, a high stress on the first syllable, but this additional surmise in no way affects the validity of the main conclusion.

(2) All the old Germanic languages begin the word with [f].

1 The Old English syllable -[de]r has in modern English changed to -[d]er; hence we say father, mother, gather, etc., where Old English had -[de].
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If we had not the older records, we should have to consider the fact that some present-day dialects of the English and of the Dutch-German areas have here a voiced spirant of the type [v], but the geographic distribution would even then show us that [f] was the older type. In any case, the structural value of the symbol [f] in our formula is merely this, that the word father in the Germanic languages begins, and in Primitive Germanic began, with the same phoneme as the words foot, foe, fee, free, fare, and so on, all of which we symbolize by formulas with initial [f].

(3) The [a] in our formula says that we have here the same correspondence as in words like the following:

water: Gothic [watars], Old Norse [vata], Old English [wæter], Old Frisian [wæter], Old Saxon [wæter], Old High German [wæzart], Primitive Germanic formulas *[wæter], *[wato];
acre: Gothic [akras], Old Norse [akr], Old English [ecker], Old Frisian [ecker], Old Saxon [akkar], Old High German [akkar], Primitive Germanic formula *[akraz];
day: Gothic [dags], Old Norse [dagr], Old English [dej], Old Frisian [dej], Old Saxon [dag], Old High German [tag], Primitive Germanic formula *[dagaz].

In this case the deviations, namely Old English [a] and Old Frisian [æ] beside the [a] of the other languages, do not occur in all forms; all the dialects have [a], for instance, in cases like the following:

fare: Gothic, Old English, Old Saxon, Old High German [faras], Old Norse, Old Frisian [fara], Primitive Germanic formula *[faran].

In fact, the English [æ] and the Frisian [æ] occur under fixed phonetic conditions — namely, in monosyllables, like day, and before an [e] of the next syllable, as in father, water, acre. This deviation, we infer, is due to a later change, perhaps in a common intermediate Anglo-Frisian parent language. We are safe, in any case, in setting up, for all these words, a single structural phonemic unit [a] in the Primitive Germanic parent language.

(4) The acoustic value of the Gothic letter which we have transliterated as d is doubtful; it may have been a stop of the type [d] or a spirant of the type [s], or it may have fluctuated, in which case [d] and [s] were variants of one phoneme. The old Scandianavian graph speaks for [s] in this area. The West Germanic languages have an unmistakable [d], which, in this as in other cases, appears in South German as [t]. In our Primitive Germanic formula we indicate all this by the symbol [d] or [s]; the former is preferable because easier to print. Our formula identifies the phoneme with that which appears in cases like the following:

mother: Old Norse [moðar], Old English [moðer], Old Frisian [moðer], Old Saxon [moðar], Old High German [moðar], Primitive Germanic formula *[moðer];
meat: Old Norse [mjet], Old English [meat], Old Frisian [meat], Old High German [met], Primitive Germanic formula *[meat];
ride: Old Norse [rìða], Old English [ridan], Old Frisian [riða], Old High German [rixtan], Primitive Germanic formula *[rixtan].

(5) The next phoneme shows us a divergence in Gothic, which is obviously due to later change: Gothic always has or for the unstressed or of the other languages, e.g.: Gothic [hwæðr], Old English [hwæðer] 'which of the two.'

(6) The dialects agree as to the last phoneme, [r].

18.6. While we have no written records to confirm our reconstructions of Primitive Germanic, we occasionally get almost this from the very ancient Scandinavian runic inscriptions (§ 17.6). Take, for instance, the following reconstructions:

guest: Gothic [gests], Old Norse [gestr], Old English, Old Frisian [gest], Old Saxon, Old High German [gest], Primitive Germanic formula *[gestz];
horn: all the old dialects [horn], Primitive Germanic formula *[horn].

Here our Primitive Germanic reconstructions are longer than the actually attested forms. Space forbids our entering into the reasons that lead us to set up the additional phonemes; suffice it to say that in most cases, as in guest, the additional phonemes are made entirely definite by the forms in the actual dialects, while in others, such as horn, the presence of additional phonemes in Primitive Germanic is certain from the comparison of the Germanic languages, although the nature of these phonemes is decided only by the considerations which we now approach. I have chosen the words guest and horn as examples because they occur in a runic inscription on a golden horn, dating probably round 400 A.D., found near Gallehus in Denmark. Transliterated, the inscription reads:

ek hievagastiz hollingaz horna tawido
old Germanic forms of the word yoke, namely, Old Norse [ok], Old English [ok], Old High German [jok], we set up a Primitive Germanic formula [jokas], confirmed by the Finnish loan-form jukko. The phonemes in the second syllable of this reconstructed form would be in some respects indeterminate, were it not that this formula enters in turn into comparison with other forms of the Indo-European group. Sanskrit [jūgam] leads us to set up a Primitive Indo-Iranian *jūgam. Further, we have Greek [gu'gon] and Latin [jugum]. The Slavic forms, such as Old Bulgarian [jego], Russian [jego], lead us to set up a Primitive Slavic formula *[jego]. Cornish iun, Welsh iun, point to a Primitive Celtic *[jogam]. Even languages which have reshaped our word, Lithuanian [junugas] and Armenian hač, give some evidence as to the structure of the word in Primitive Indo-European. All of this evidence we subsume in the formula, Primitive Indo-European *jūgam.

The case of the word father shows us an inference of a more complex character. Sanskrit [pātā], Greek [pater], Latin [pater], Old Irish [nēdir], Primitive Germanic *fater, are the principal forms which lead us to set up the Primitive Indo-European formula as *pater. The initial phoneme here illustrates the simplest case, a constant and normal set of correspondences: initial [p] of the Indo-European languages in general is matched by [f] in Germanic, and by zero in Celtic; Latin [pōrus] 'pig,' Lithuanian [paršas], corresponds to Primitive Germanic *[farhaz], Old English [færil] (modern fārrow), and Old Irish [ork], and the Primitive Indo-European formula is *[porkos].

The second phoneme in our formula shows a more complex case. In our Primitive Indo-European formulas we distinguish three short-vowel phonemes, [a, o, e], although no Indo-European language has this threefold distinction. We do this because the correspondences between the languages show three different combinations. We use the symbol [a] in those cases where Indo-Iranian, Greek, Latin, and Germanic agree in having [a], as in

- aero: Sanskrit [a'ru], Greek [a'ros], Latin [a'gor], Primitive Germanic *[arana]: Primitive Indo-European formula *[a'ros].

- aero: Sanskrit [a'ru], Greek [a'ros], Latin [a'gor], Primitive Germanic *[arana]: Primitive Indo-European formula *[a'ros].

- aero: Sanskrit [a'ru], Greek [a'ros], Latin [a'gor], Primitive Germanic *[arana]: Primitive Indo-European formula *[a'ros].
We use the symbol [o] for the cases where Indo-Iranian has [ʊ], while the other languages have the same phoneme as in the forms of the first set:

stead: Sanskrit [ṣṭāthā] ‘a standing,’ Greek [stasis], Primitive Germanic *[stadas], Gothic [stāt], Old High German [stat]; Primitive Indo-European formula *[stāthā].

Evidently the forms of the word father show this last type of correspondence; hence we use [a] in our formula. The morphologic structure of Primitive Indo-European, as it appears in the totality of our formulas, confirms our threefold distinction [a, o, e], in that these three units take part in three different types of morphologic alternation.

The third symbol in our formula, which is the last we shall consider, illustrates a very interesting type of inference. Ordinarily when the other Indo-European languages have a [t], the Germanic languages have a [ṭ]. Thus,

brother: Sanskrit [brāṭa], Greek [brōter], Latin [frater], Old Bulgarian [brater], Primitive Germanic *brōter, Gothic [brotar], Old Norse [brœðr], Old English [brœðr], Old High German [brœder]: Primitive Indo-European formula *[brāṭa].

three: Sanskrit [trāja], Greek [treja], Latin [tres], Old Bulgarian [trje], Primitive Germanic *[triz], Old Norse [brær], Old High German [drie]: Primitive Indo-European formula *[trjes].

The word father, together with some others, is anomalous in Primitive Germanic in containing [d] instead of [o]. One might, of course, assume that two distinct Primitive Indo-European phonemes were here involved, which had coincided as [t] in all the Indo-European languages except Germanic, which alone distinguished them as [ɔ] versus [k]. In 1876, however, Karl Verner (1846–1896), a Danish linguist, showed that in a number of the cases where Germanic has the troublesome [d], this consonant follows upon a vowel or dipthong which is unstressed in Sanskrit and Greek; this correlation occurs in enough instances, and, in the morphologic structure, systematically enough, to exclude the factor of accident. The contrast of the words brother and father illustrates this correlation. Since the place of the word-accent is determined by the primary phonemes in Italic, Celtic, and Germanic, we can easily believe that its position in each of these languages is due to

later change. Sanskrit and Greek, moreover, agree so often, although the place of the accent in both is highly irregular, that we do not hesitate to attribute this feature to the parent language. We thus face a definite succession of events in the period between Primitive Indo-European and Primitive Germanic—a period to which we give the name pre-Germanic:

Primitive Indo-European: [t] a unit phoneme; word-accent on different syllables in different words:

*[br̩ater] ‘brother’ *[pater] ‘father’

Pre-Germanic period:

first change: [t] becomes [o]:

*[bōːðer] *[faːðer]

second change: [o] after unstressed syllable becomes [d], presumably a voiced spirant:

*[b̪r̩et] *[faːdər]

third change: the accent is shifted to the first syllable of each word; this brings us to

Primitive Germanic *[brōðer] *[faːðer].

In a similar way, the correspondences reveal the pre-history of each branch of the Indo-European family. Thus, in the case of Latin cauda and oeda ‘tail,’ the Lithuanian word [kwadas] ‘taut’ probably represents the same form of the parent speech; if so, then, in the light of other correspondences, in which Lithuanian [uo] and Latin [o:] appear side by side, we may take oeda to be the older of the two Latin forms, and cauda to be a hyper-urban (over-elegant) variant (§ 18.4).

Our Primitive Indo-European reconstructions are not subject to any check by means of earlier recorded or reconstructed forms. In the last decades, to be sure, it has been ascertained that the Hittite language, known to us from records in cuneiform writing from 1400 B.C. onward, is distantly related to Indo-European. Accordingly, it has been possible to uncover a few features of a Primitive Indo-Hittite parent language—that is, to trace the earlier history of a few of the features of Primitive Indo-European.

19.8. The comparative method tells us, in principle, nothing about the acoustic shape of reconstructed forms; it identifies the phonemes in reconstructed forms merely as recurrent units. The Indo-European languages show us a striking example of this. Each language has only a few phonemes of the types [d, g, l, r], but the variety of the correspondences assures us of a larger number of
phonemes in the parent language. The acoustic character of these phonemes can only be guessed at; the symbols by which we represent them are merely labels for correspondences. It is worth noticing that we have older written records for none of these languages except Javanese; this in no way affects the application of the comparative method. The eight normal types of correspondence may appear sufficiently if we consider three languages: Tagalog (on the island of Luzon in the Philippines), Javanese, and Batak (on the island of Sumatra). In the following examples the consonant under discussion appears in the middle of the word.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tagalog</th>
<th>Javanese</th>
<th>Batak</th>
<th>Primitive Indoeuropean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'choose'</td>
<td>'pilil'</td>
<td>pilik</td>
<td>pilik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'lack'</td>
<td>'kulaq'</td>
<td>kuraq</td>
<td>kuraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'nose'</td>
<td>'Iluq'</td>
<td>iruq</td>
<td>iguq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'desire'</td>
<td>'hidam'</td>
<td>hidam</td>
<td>hidam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'point out'</td>
<td>'turuq'</td>
<td>tuduk</td>
<td>tuduk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'spur'</td>
<td>'tariq'</td>
<td>tadi</td>
<td>tadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'sago'</td>
<td>'sagu'</td>
<td>sagu</td>
<td>sagu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>γ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'addeled'</td>
<td>'bu'guk'</td>
<td>bu'ruk</td>
<td>bu'ruk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18.9. The comparative method assumes that each branch or language bears independent witness to the forms of the parent language, and that identities or correspondences among the related languages reveal features of the parent speech. This is the same thing as assuming, firstly, that the parent community was completely uniform as to language, and, secondly, that this parent community split suddenly and sharply into two or more daughter communities, which lost all contact with each other.

Often enough, the comparative method assumes successive splittings of this sort in the history of a language. It assumes that Germanic split off neatly from Primitive Indo-European. After this split, any change in Germanic was independent of changes in the sister languages, and any resemblance between Germanic and the sister languages betokens a common inheritance. The differences between Primitive Indo-European and Primitive Germanic are due to changes which occurred during the pre-Germanic period. In exactly the same way, the comparative method interprets the special similarities among the West Germanic languages (in contrast with Scandinavian and Gothic) by saying that a West Germanic community split off, neatly and suddenly, from the uniform Primitive Germanic parent community. After this splitting off comes a pre-West-Germanic period, during which there arose the differences that characterize Primitive West Germanic. Again, on the basis of peculiarities common to English and Frisian (such as, especially, the [e, e] for Primitive West Germanic [a], which we noticed above), we may speak of a pre-Anglo-Frisian period, during which there occurred the changes which led to Primitive Anglo-Frisian. Upon this there followed a pre-English period, which leads to the forms that appear in our earliest records of English. Thus, the comparative method reconstructs uniform parent languages existing at points in time, and deduces the changes which took place after each such parent language split, up to the next following parent language or recorded language. The comparative method thus shows us the ancestry of languages in the form of a family-tree, with successive branchings: the points at which branches separate are designated by the word primitive; the branches between the points are designated by the prefix pre-, and represent periods of linguistic change (Figure 1).

18.10. The earlier students of Indo-European did not realize that the family-tree diagram was merely a statement of their method; they accepted the uniform parent languages and their sudden and clear-cut splitting as historical realities.

In actual observation, however, no speech-community is ever quite uniform (§ 3.3). When we describe a language, we may ignore the lack of uniformity by confining ourselves to some arbitrarily chosen type of speech and leaving the other varieties for later discussion, but in studying linguistic change we cannot do
time on, the English language developed independently, and any resemblance between English and the continental dialects of West Germanic can be taken, in the ordinary case, as evidence for a feature that existed before the emigration of the English. When the Goths, in the Middle Ages, started from northwestern India on their endless migration, the changes in their language, from that time on, must have been independent of whatever linguistic changes occurred in their former home.

A less common case of clear-cut division of a speech-community,
is splitting by the intrusion of a foreign community. Under the Roman Empire, Latin was spoken over a solid area from Italy to the Black Sea. In the early Middle Ages, Slavs came in from the north and settled so as to cut this area completely in two: since that time, the development of Roumanian, in the east, has gone on independently of the development of the other Romance languages, and a feature common to both Roumanian and the western Romance languages is presumably guaranteed as Latin. In the ninth century, the great Slavic area in turn suffered a similar split, for the Magyars (Hungarians), coming from the east, settled so as to cut the Slavic area into a northern and a southern part (see Figure 2). Since that time, accordingly, the changes in South Slavic (Slovene, Serbien, Bulgarian) have been independent of those in the northern area of Slavic, and any common features of the two areas presumably date from before the split.

Such clear-cut splitting, however, is not usual. The differences among the Romance languages of the western area are evidently not due to geographic separation or to the intrusion of foreign speech-communities. Aside from English and from Icelandic, the same holds good of the Germanic languages, including the sharply defined difference between West Germanic and Scandinavian, which border on each other in the Jutland peninsula. Evidently some other historical factor or factors beside sudden separation may create several speech-communities out of one, and in this case we have no guarantee that all changes after a certain moment are independent, and therefore no guarantee that features common to the daughter languages were present in the parent language. A feature common, let us say, to French and Italian, or to Dutch-German and Danish, may be due to a common change which occurred after some of the differences were already in existence.

18. 11. Since the comparative method does not allow for varieties within the parent language or for common changes in related languages, it will carry us only a certain distance. Suppose, for instance, that within the parent language there was some dialectal difference; this dialectal difference will be reflected as an irreconcilable difference in the related languages. Thus, certain of the inflectional suffixes of nouns contain an [m] in Germanic and Balto-Slavic, but a [bh] in the other Indo-European languages, and there is no parallel for any such phonetic correspondence.

Only in a limited number of cases do the two sets of languages agree in having plain velar stops. Accordingly, many scholars suppose that the earliest traceable division of the Primitive Indo-European unity was into a western group of so-called "centum-languages" and an eastern group of "satem-languages," although, to be sure, Tocharian, in Central Asia, belonged to the former group. This division, it will be seen, clashes with any explanation that supposes Balto-Slavic and Germanic to have had a common period of special development.

Figure 3. Some overlapping features of special resemblance among the Indo-European languages, conflicting with the family-tree diagram. — Adapted from Schmidt.

1. Sibilants for velars in certain forms.
2. Case-endings with [l] for [bh].
3. Passive-voice endings with [r].
5. Feminine nouns with masculine suffixes.
6. Perfect tense used as general past tense.

Again, we find special resemblances between Germanic and Italic, as, for instance, in the formation and use of the past-tense verb, or in some features of vocabulary (goat : Latin haedus; Gothic gamains : Latin communis 'common'). These, too, conflict with the special resemblances between Germanic and Balto-Slavic. In the same way, Italic on the one side shares peculiarities with Celtic and on the other side with Greek (Figure 3).

18. 12. As more and more of these resemblances were revealed, the older scholars, who insisted upon the family-tree diagram, faced an insoluble problem. Whichever special resemblances one took as evidence for closer relationships, there remained others, inconsistent with these, which could be explained only by an entirely different diagram. The decision, moreover, was too important to be evaded, since in each case it profoundly altered the value of the resemblances. If Germanic and Balto-Slavic, for instance, have passed through a period of common development, then any agreement between them guarantees nothing about Primitive Indo-European, but if they have not passed through a period of common development, then such an agreement, on the family-tree principle, is practically certain evidence for a trait of Primitive Indo-European.

The reason for these contradictions was pointed out in 1872 by Johannes Schmidt (1843–1901), in a famous essay on the interrelationship of the Indo-European languages. Schmidt showed that special resemblances can be found for any two branches of Indo-European, and that these special resemblances are most numerous in the case of branches which lie geographically nearest each other. Johannes Schmidt accounted for this by the so-called wave-hypothesis. Different linguistic changes may spread, like waves, over a speech-area, and each change may be carried out over a part of the area that does not coincide with the part covered by an earlier change. The result of successive waves will be a network of isoglosses (§ 3.6). Adjacent districts will resemble each other most; in whatever direction one travels, differences will increase with distance, as one crosses more and more isogloss-lines. This, indeed, is the picture presented by the local dialects in the areas we can observe. Now, let us suppose that among a series of adjacent dialects, which, to consider only one dimension, we shall designate as A, B, C, D, E, F, G, . . . X, one dialect, say F, gains a political, commercial, or other predominance of some sort, so that its neighbors in either direction, first E and G, then D and H, and then even C and I, J, K, give up their peculiarities and in time come to speak only the central dialect F. When this has happened, F borders on B and I, dialects from which it differs sharply enough to produce clear-cut language boundaries; yet the resemblance between F and B will be greater than that between F and A, and, similarly, among L, M, N, . . . X, the dialects nearest to F will show a greater resemblance to F, in spite of the clearly marked
boundary, than will the more distant dialects. The presentation of these factors became known as the wave-theory, in contradistinction to the older family-tree theory of linguistic relationship. Today we view the wave process and the splitting process merely as two types — perhaps the principal types — of historical processes that lead to linguistic differentiation.

13.14. The comparative method, then, — our only method for the reconstruction of prehistoric language, — would work accurately for absolutely uniform speech-communities and sudden, sharp cleavages. Since these presuppositions are never fully realized, the comparative method cannot claim to picture the historical process. Where the reconstruction works smoothly, as in the Indo-European word for father, or in observations of less ambitious scope (such as, say, reconstructions of Primitive Roman or Primitive Germanic), there we are assured of the structural features of a speech-form in the parent language. Wherever the comparison is at all ambitious as to the reach of time or the breadth of the area, it will reveal incommensurable forms and partial similarities that cannot be reconciled with the family-tree diagram. The comparative method can work only on the assumption of a uniform parent language, but the incommensurable forms (such as *[mis] and *[bhis] as instrumental plural case endings in Primitive Indo-European) show us that this assumption is not justified. The comparative method presupposes clear-cut splitting off of successive branches, but the inconsistent partial similarities show us that later changes may spread across the isolglosses left by earlier changes; that resemblance between neighboring languages may be due to the disappearances of intermediate dialects (wave-theory); and that languages already in some respects differentiated may make like changes.

Sometimes additional facts help us to a decision. Thus, the adjective Sanskrit ‘[prv:va:] ‘fat,’ Greek ‘[pho:n] occurs only in Indo-Iranian and Greek, but its existence in Primitive Indo-European is guaranteed by the irregular formation of the feminine form, Sanskrit ‘[pivari:], Greek ‘[pive:n]; neither language formed new feminine in this way. On the other hand, the Germanic word hemp, Old English ‘[hemp], Middle Dutch ‘[hamp], and so on, corresponds to Greek ‘[kannabias]; nevertheless, we learn from Herodotus (fifth century B.C.) that hemp was known to the Greeks only as a foreign plant, in Thrace and Scythia: the word came into Greek (and thence into Latin) and into Germanic (and thence, presumably, into Slav) from some other language — very likely from a Finno-Ugrian dialect — at some time before the pre-Germanic changes of *[k] to *[h] and of *[b] to *[p]. But for this piece of chance information, the correspondence of the Greek and Germanic forms would have led us to attribute this word to Primitive Indo-European.

14.15. The reconstruction of ancient speech-forms throws some light upon non-linguistic conditions of early times. If we consider, for instance, that the composition of our earliest Indic records can scarcely be placed later than 1200 B.C., or that of the Homeric poems later than 800 B.C., we are bound to place our reconstructed Primitive Indo-European forms at least a thousand years earlier than these dates. We can thus trace the history of language, often in minute detail, much farther back than that of any other of a people's institutions. Unfortunately, we cannot transfer our knowledge to the latter field, especially as the meanings of speech-forms are largely uncertain. We do not know where Primitive Indo-European was spoken, or by what manner of people; we cannot link the Primitive Indo-European speech-forms to any particular type of prehistoric objects.

The noun and the verb grow appear so generally in the Indo-European languages that we can exclude India from the range of possible dwellings of the Primitive Indo-European community. The names of plants, even where there is phonetic agreement, differ as to meaning; thus, Latin ‘[fagus], Old English [bo:k] mean ‘beech-tree,’ but Greek ‘[phu:ygos] means a kind of oak. Similar divergences of meaning appear in other plant-names, such as our ‘tree, birch, wattle (German Weide ‘willow’), oak, corn, and the types of Latin salix ‘willow,’ quercus ‘oak,’ ordeal ‘barley’ (cognate with German Gerste), Sanskrit ‘[javah] ‘barley.’ The type of Latin glans ‘asses’ occurs with the same meaning in Greek, Aramaean, and Balto-Slavic.

Among animal-names, cow, Sanskrit ‘[ga:wh], Greek ‘[botes], Latin ‘[bos], Old Irish ‘[bod], is uniformly attested and guaranteed by irregularities of form. Other designations of animals appear in only part of the territory; thus, goat, as we have seen, is confined to Germanic and Italian; the type Latin caper; Old Norse hafr ‘goat’ occurs also in Celtic; the type Sanskrit ‘[a:h], Lithuanian ‘[e:ph] is confined to these two languages; and the type of Greek ‘[a:j]s
appears also in Armenian and perhaps in Iranian. Other animals for which we have one or more equations covering part of the Indo-European territory, are horse, dog, sheep (the word wool is certainly of Primitive Indo-European age), pig, wolf, bear, stag, otter, beaver, goose, duck, thrush, crane, eagle, fly, bee (with mead, which originally meant ‘honey’), snake, worm, fish. The types of our milk and of Latin lac ‘milk’ are fairly widespread, as are the word yoke and the types of our wheel and German Rad ‘wheel,’ and of axle. We may conclude that cattle were domesticated and the wagon in use, but the other animal-names do not guarantee domestication.

Verbs for weaving, sewing, and other processes of work are widespread, but vague or variable in meaning. The numbers apparently included ‘hundred’ but not ‘thousand.’ Among terms of relationship, those for a woman’s relatives by marriage (‘husband’s brother,’ ‘husband’s sister,’ and so on) show widespread agreement, but not those for a man’s relatives by marriage; one concludes that the wife became part of the husband’s family, which lived in a large patriarchal group. The various languages furnish several equations for names of tools and for the metals gold, silver, and bronze (or copper). Several of these, however, are loan-words of the type of hemp; so certainly Greek [pelekus] ‘axe,’ Sanskrit [para ‘ghu] is connected with Assyrian [pilakkul], and our axe and silver are ancient loan-words. Accordingly, scholars place the Primitive Indo-European community into the Late Stone Age.

CHAPTER 19

DIALECT GEOGRAPHY

19.1. The comparative method, with its assumption of uniform parent languages and sudden, definitive cleavage, has the virtue of showing up a residue of forms that cannot be explained on this assumption. The conflicting large-scale isoglosses in the Indo-European area, for instance, show us that the branches of the Indo-European family did not arise by the sudden breaking up of an absolutely uniform parent community (§ 18.11, Figure 3). We may say that the parent community was dialectally differentiated before the break-up, or that after the break-up various sets of the daughter communities remained in communication; both statements amount to saying that areas or parts of areas which already differ in some respects may still make changes in common. The result of successive changes, therefore, is a network of isoglosses over the total area. Accordingly, the study of local differentiations in a speech-area, dialect geography, supplements the use of the comparative method.

Local differences of speech within an area have never escaped notice, but their significance has only of late been appreciated. The eighteenth-century grammarians believed that the literary and upper-class standard language was older and more true to a standard of reason than the local speech-forms, which were due to the ignorance and carelessness of common people. Nevertheless, one noticed, in time, that local dialects preserved one or another ancient feature which no longer existed in the standard language. Toward the end of the eighteenth century there began to appear dialect dictionaries, which set forth the lexical peculiarities of non-standard speech.

The progress of historical linguistics showed that the standard language was by no means the oldest type, but had arisen, under particular historical conditions, from local dialects. Standard English, for instance, is the modern form not of literary Old English, but of the old local dialect of London which had become fine a provincial and then a national standard language, absorbing,
meanwhile, a good many forms from other local and provincial dialects. Opinion now turned to the other extreme. Because a local dialect preserved some forms that were extinct in the standard language, it was viewed as a survival, unchanged, of some ancient type; thus, we still bear it said that the speech of some remote locality is “pure Elizabethan English.” Because the admixture of forms from other dialects had been observed only in the standard language, one jumped at the conclusion that local dialects were free from this admixture and, therefore, in a historical sense, more regular. At this stage, accordingly, we find dialect grammars, which show the relation of the sounds and inflections of a local dialect to those of some older stage of the language.

Investigation showed that every language had in many of its forms suffered displacements of structure, which were due to the admixture of forms from other dialects. Old English [f], for instance, normally appears as [f] in standard English, as in father, foot, fill, see, and so on, but in the words sat and seize, from Old English [st] and [fysen] ‘female fox,’ it appears as [v], evidently because these forms are admixtures from a dialect which had changed initial [f] to [v]; and, indeed, this initial [v] appears regularly in some southern English dialects (Wiltshire, Dorset, Somerset, Devon), in forms like [vaS], [vut], [vif], [vaj]. Some students hoped, therefore, to find in local dialects the phoneme regularity (that is, adherence to older patterns) that was broken in the standard language. In 1876 a German scholar, Georg Wenker, began, with this end in view, to survey the local dialects in the Rhine country round Düsseldorf; later he extended his survey to a wider area, and published, in 1881, six maps as a first instalment of a dialect atlas of northern and central Germany. He then gave up this plan in favor of a survey which was to cover the whole German Empire. With government aid, Wenker got forty text-sentences translated, largely by schoolmasters, into more than forty-thousand German local dialects. Thus it was possible to mark the different local varieties of any one feature on a map, which would then show the geographic distribution. Since 1926 these maps, on a reduced scale, have been appearing in print, under the editorship of F. Wrede.

The result, apparent from the very start, of Wenker’s study, was a surprise: the local dialects were no more consistent than the standard language in their relation to older speech-forms. Dialect geography only confirmed the conclusion of comparative study, namely, that different linguistic changes cover different portions of an area. The new approach yielded, however, a close-range view of the network of isoglosses.

12. At present, then, we have three principal forms of dialect study. The oldest is lexical. At first, the dialect dictionaries included only the forms and meanings which differed from standard usage. This criterion, of course, is irrelevant. Today we expect a dictionary of a local dialect to give all the words that are current in non-standard speech, with phonetic accuracy and with reasonable care in the definition of meanings. A dialect dictionary for a whole province or area is much bigger undertaking. It should give a phonemic scheme for each local type of speech, and therefore can hardly be separated from a phonologic study. We expect a statement of the geographic area in which every form is current, but this statement can be given far better in the form of a map.

Grammars of local dialects largely confine themselves to stating the correspondence of the phonemes and of the inflectional forms with those of an older stage of the language. The modern demand would be rather for a description such as one might make of any language: phonology, syntax, and morphology, together with copious texts. The history of the forms can be told only in connection with that of the area as a whole, since every feature has been changed or spared only in so far as some wave of change has reached or failed to reach the speakers of the local dialect. The grammar of a whole area represents, again, a large undertaking. The first work of this kind, the single-handed performance of a man of the people, was the Bavarian grammar, published in 1821, of Johann Andreas Schmeller (1775–1852); it is still unsurpassed.

For English, we have the phonology of the English dialects in the fifth volume of Ellis’s Early English Pronunciation, and Joseph Wright’s grammar, published in connection with his English Dialect Dictionary. Here too, of course, we demand a statement of the topographic extent of each feature, and this, again, can be more clearly given on a map.

Except for the complete and organized description of a single local dialect, then, the map of distribution is the clearest and most compact form of statement. The dialect atlas, a set of such maps, allows us to compare the distributions of different features by
comparing the different maps; as a practical help for this comparison, the German atlas provides with each map a loose transparent sheet reproducing the principal isoglosses or other marks of the map. Aside from the self-understood demands of accuracy and consistency, the value of a map depends very largely on the completeness with which the local dialects are registered: the finer the network, the more complete is the tale. In order to record and estimate a local form, however, we need to know its structural pattern in terms of the phonemic system of the local dialect. Furthermore, several variant pronunciations or grammatical or lexical types may be current, with or without a difference of denotation, in a local dialect, and these variants may be decidedly relevant to the history of the change which produced them. Finally, to reproduce the whole grammar and lexicon would require so vast a number of maps that even a very large atlas can only give samples of distribution; we ask for as many maps as possible. In view of all this, a dialect atlas is a tremendous undertaking, and in practice is likely to fail short in one or another respect. The sentences on which the German atlas is based, were written down in ordinary German orthography by schoolmasters and other linguistically untrained persons; the material does not extend to great parts of the Dutch-German area, such as the Netherlands and Belgium, Switzerland, Austria, Baltic German, Yiddish, Transylvanian, and the other speech-islands. The data are largely phonological, since the informants, except for striking lexical or grammatical differences, would merely transcribe the forms into a spelling that represented the local pronunciation; yet the phonological aspect is precisely what will be least clear in such a transcription. The data for the French atlas were collected by a trained phonetician, Edmond Edmont; one man, of course, could visit only a limited number of localities and stay but a short time in each. Accordingly, the maps register only something over six-hundred points in the French area (France and adjoining strips in Belgium, Switzerland, and Italy), and the forms were collected in each case from a single informant by means of a questionnaire of some two-thousand words and phrases. However fine his ear, Edmont could not know the phonetic pattern of each local dialect. The results for both phonetics and lexicon are more copious than those of the German atlas, but the looseness of the network and the lack of whole sentences are drawbacks. The atlas itself was planned and worked out by Jules Gilliéron (1854–1925), and has appeared in full (1896–1908), together with a supplement for Corsica. An Italian atlas, by K. Jaberg and J. Jud, has been appearing since 1928; it tries for great accuracy and pays close attention to meanings. Smaller atlases exist for Swabia (by H. Fischer, 28 maps, published, in connection with a careful treatise, in 1895), for Denmark (by V. Bennike and M. Kristensen, 1898–1912), for Roumania (by G. Weigand, 1909), for Catalonia (by A. Grier, 1923 ff.), and for Brittany (by P. Le Roux, 1924 ff.). Other atlases are in preparation, including a survey of New England under the direction of H. Kurath. A single-handed observer can cover a small part of an area, as did Karl Haag in his study of a district in Southern Swabia (1898); or else, he may restrict himself to one or two features but follow them over a larger district, as did G. G. Kloekke in his study of the vowel phonemes of the words mouse and house in the Netherlands and Belgium (1927).

Needless to say, the map or atlas may be accompanied by a treatise that interprets the facts or accounts for their origin, as in the publications of Fischer, Haag, and Kloekke. The great atlases have given rise to many studies, such as, notably, Gilliéron’s various books and essays, based on the French atlas, and a whole series of studies, under the editorship of F. Wrede, by workers on the German maps.

19.3. Our knowledge is confined, so far, to the conditions that prevail in long-settled areas. In those, there is no question of uniformity over any sizable district. Every village, or, at most, every cluster of two or three villages, has its local peculiarities of speech. In general, it presents a unique combination of forms, each of which also appears, in other combinations, in some of the neighboring localities. On the map, accordingly, each settlement or small cluster of settlements will be cut off from each of its neighbors by one or more isoglosses. As an example, Figure 4, reproducing a small portion of Haag’s map, shows the Swabian village of Bubsheim (about ten miles east by southeast of Rottweil). The nearest neighbors, within a distance of less than five miles, are all separated from Bubsheim by isoglosses; only two of these neighbors agree with each other as to all of the features that were studied by Haag. The appended table (Figure 5) shows under the name of each locality, the forms in which its dialect differs from the forms of Bubsheim, which are given in the first column; where
The reason for this intense local differentiation is evidently to be found in the principle of density (§ 3.4). Every speaker is constantly adapting his speech habits to those of his interlocutors. The dialects are spoken only in a small patch of territory. The dialects are listed, with due respect to their number, in our Figures, on the map. They are arranged according to their geographical distribution as two distinct groups, with a line of demarcation in the middle. The dialects of the southern group, with a line of demarcation in the middle, are listed only as a result of their geographical distribution. The dialects of the northern group, on the other hand, are listed only as a result of their geographical distribution.

### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruhrhein</th>
<th>Ruhrheinander</th>
<th>Kölner</th>
<th>Mainzer</th>
<th>Böblinger</th>
<th>Essener</th>
<th>Wiesbaden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. ofa 'store'</td>
<td>ofa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. ufi 'up'</td>
<td>nuf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. tsit 'time'</td>
<td>tsit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. bas 'bran'</td>
<td>bas</td>
<td>bas</td>
<td>bas</td>
<td>bas</td>
<td>bas</td>
<td>bas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. ast 'end'</td>
<td>ast</td>
<td>ast</td>
<td>ast</td>
<td>ast</td>
<td>ast</td>
<td>ast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. maja 'to move'</td>
<td>maja</td>
<td>maja</td>
<td>maja</td>
<td>maja</td>
<td>maja</td>
<td>maja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. farb 'red'</td>
<td>farb</td>
<td>farb</td>
<td>farb</td>
<td>farb</td>
<td>farb</td>
<td>farb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. alt 'old'</td>
<td>alt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. tsupka 'drunk'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. gaw 'to go'</td>
<td>gaw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 5. Ten speech-forms in the local dialect of Bubenheim in Swabia, with the divergent forms of neighboring dialects. Where no form is given, the dialect agrees with Bubenheim. The numbers are those of the isoglosses on the map, Figure 4.* — After Haus. 

**Diag. Geography**
he gives up forms he has been using, adopts new ones, and, perhaps oftenest of all, changes the frequency of speech-forms without entirely abandoning any old ones or accepting any that are really new to him. The inhabitants of a settlement, village, or town, however, talk much more to each other than to persons who live elsewhere. When any innovation in the way of speaking spreads over a district, the limit of this spread is sure to be along some line of weakness in the network of oral communication, and these lines of weakness, in so far as they are topographical lines, are the boundaries between towns, villages, and settlements.

---

**Figure 6. Distribution of syllabic sounds in the words mouse and house in the Netherlands. — After Kloeke.**

19. 4. Isoglosses for different forms rarely coincide along their whole extent. Almost every feature of phonetics, lexicon, or grammar has its own area of prevalence — is bounded by its own isogloss. The obvious conclusion has been well stated in the form of a maxim: *Every word has its own history.*

---

The words mouse and house had in early Germanic the same vowel phoneme, a long [u]. Some modern dialects — for instance, some Scotch dialects of English — preserve this sound apparently unchanged. Others have changed it, but keep the ancient structure, in the sense that these two words still have the same syllabic phoneme; this is the case in standard English and in standard German, where both words have [au], and in standard Dutch, where both have [au]. In the study above referred to, Kloeke traces the syllabics of these two words through the present-day local dialects of Belgium and the Netherlands. Our Figure 6 shows Kloeke's map on a reduced scale.

An eastern area, as the map shows, has preserved the Primitive Germanic vowel [u] in both words: [mus, hus].

Several patches, of various size, speak [y:] in both words: [mys, hyys].

A district in the extreme west speaks [o:] in both words: [mos, hos].

A great central area speaks a diphthong of the type [oy] in both words: [mos, hos]. Since this is the standard Dutch-Flemish pronunciation, it prevails in the usage of standard speakers also in the other districts, but this fact is not indicated on the map.

In these last three districts, then, the sound is no longer that of Primitive Germanic and medieval Dutch, but the structure of our two words is unchanged, in so far as they still agree in their syllabic phoneme.

Our map shows, however, three fair-sized districts which speak [u] in the word mouse, but [y:] in the word house; hence, inconsistently, [mus, hyys]. In these districts the structural relation of the two words has undergone a change: they no longer agree as to their syllabic phoneme.

We see, then, that the isogloss which separates [mus] from [mys] does not coincide with the isogloss which separates [hus] from [hyys]. Of the two words, mouse has preserved the ancient vowel over a larger territory than house. Doubtless a study of other words which contained [u] in medieval times, would show us still other distributions of [u] and the other sounds, distributions which would agree only in part with those of mouse and house.

At some time in the Middle Ages, the habit of pronouncing [y:] instead of the hitherto prevalent [u] must have originated in some cultural center — perhaps in Flanders — and spread from there
over a large part of the area on our map, including the central district which today speaks a diphthong. On the coast at the north of the Frisian area there is a Dutch-speaking district known as het Bilt, which was diked in and settled under the leadership of Hollanders at the beginning of the sixteenth century, and, as the map shows, uses the [yː]-pronunciation. It is [yː], moreover, and not the old [uː], that appears in the loan-words which in the early modern period passed from Dutch into the more easterly (Low German) dialects of the Dutch-German area, and into foreign languages, such as Russian and Javanese. The Dutch that was carried to the colonies, such as the Creole Dutch of the Virgin Islands, spoke [yː]. The spellings in written documents and the evidence of poets’ verses confirm this: the [yː]-pronunciation spread abroad with the cultural prestige of the great coastal cities of Holland in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

This wave of cultural expansion was checked in the eastern part of our district, where it conflicted with the expansion of another and similar cultural area, that of the North German Hanseatic cities. Our isoglosses of mouse and house, and doubtless many others, are results of the varying balance of these two cultural forces. Whoever was impressed by the Hollandish official or merchant, learned to speak [yː]; whoever saw his superiors in the Hanseatic upper class, retained the old [uː]. The part of the population which made no pretensions to elegance, must also have long retained the [uː], but in the course of time the [yː] filtered down even to this class. This process is still going on: in parts of the area where [uː] still prevails — both in the district of muz, huː and in the district of muz, huː — the peasant, when he is on his good behavior, speaks [yː] in words where his everyday speech has [uː]. This flavor of the [yː]-variants appears strikingly in the shape of hyper-urbanisms: in using the elegant [yː], the speaker sometimes substitutes it where it is entirely out of place, saying, for instance, [yːːt] for [uːːt] ‘foot,’ a word in which neither older nor present-day upper-class Dutch ever spoke an [yː].

The word house will occur much oftener than the word mouse in official speech and in conversation with persons who represent the cultural center; mouse is more confined to homely and familiar situations. Accordingly, we find that the word house in the upper-class and central form with [yː] spread into districts where the word mouse has persisted in the old-fashioned form with [uː]. This shows us also that the Holland influence, and not the Hanseatic, was the innovator and aggressor; if the reverse had been the case, we should find districts where house had [uː] and mouse had [yː].

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, even while the [yː]-pronunciation was making its conquests, there arose, it would seem in Antwerp, a still newer pronunciation with [oː] instead of the hitherto elegant [yː]. This new style spread to the Holland cities, and with this its fortune was made. The [oː]-pronunciation, as in standard Dutch huis [huiːs], maas [maːs], is today the only truly urbane form. On our map, the area of this [oː] looks as if it had been laid on top of a former solid area of [yː], leaving only disconnected patches uncovered along the edge. This picture of disconnected patches at the periphery is characteristic of older styles, in language or in other activities, that have been superseded by some new central fashion. It is characteristic, too, that the more remote local dialects are taking up a feature, the [yː]-pronunciation, which in more central districts and in the more privileged class of speakers, has long ago been superseded by a still newer fashion.

19. 5. The map in our last example could not show the occurrence of the present-day standard Dutch-Flemish pronunciation with [oː] in the districts where it has not conquered the local dialects. To show this would be to cover our whole map with a dense and minute sprinkling of [oː]-forms, for the educated or socially better-placed persons in the whole area speak standard Dutch-Flemish.

The persistence of old features is easier to trace than the occurrence of new. The best data of dialect geography are furnished by retic forms, which attest some older feature of speech. In 1876, J. Winteler published what was perhaps the first adequate study of a single local dialect, a monograph on his native Swiss-German dialect of the settlement Kerenza in the Canton of Glarus. In this study, Winteler mentions an archaic imperative form, [loː] ‘let,’ irregularly derived from the stem [luz-], and says that he is not certain that anyone still used it at the time of publication; most speakers, at any rate, already used the widespread and more regular form [loː] ‘let.’ A later observer, C. Streiff, writing in 1915, has not heard the old form; it has been totally replaced by [loː].

In the same way, Winteler quotes a verse in which the Glarus people are mocked for their use of the present-tense plural verb-
forms [hajd] ‘(we, ye, they) have’ and [wajd] ‘(we, ye, they) want to,’ forms which sounded offensively rustic to their neighbors, who used the more generally Swiss provincial forms [hant, want]. Forty years later, Streiff reports a similar verse, in which the people of the central region of the canton (including the largest community and seat of government, the town of Glarus) made the inhabitants of the outlying valleys for their use of these same forms, [hajd, wajd]. Our Figure 7, based on Streiff’s statements, shows the distribution in 1915: the more urban and widespread [hant, want] prevail in the central district along the river Linth,
which includes the capital, Glarus, and communicates freely with
the city of Zürich (toward the northwest); the old rustic forms
are used in the three more remote valleys, including the settlement
of Kerenzen.

The relic form, as this example shows, has the best chance of
survival in remote places, and therefore is likely to appear in

small, detached areas. The Latin form multum ‘much,’ surviving,
for instance, in Italian molto [molto] and Spanish mucho
[‘mucho] ‘much,’ muy [‘muy] ‘very,’ has been replaced in nearly
all of the French area by words like standard French très [tre]

very,’ a modern form of Latin trans ‘through, beyond, exceeding,’
and beaucoup [bok[j] ‘very,’ which represents a Latin bonum
colporte ‘a good blow or stroke.’ Figure 8 shows the two detached
marginal areas in which modern forms of Latin multum are still
in use.

In Latin, the word fallit meant ‘he, she, it deceives.’ By way
of a meaning ‘it fails,’ this word came to mean, in medieval French,
‘it is lacking,’ and from this there has developed the modern
French use of il faut [i fɔ] ‘it is necessary; one must.’ This highly
specialized development of meaning can hardly have occurred
independently in more than one place; the prevalence of the mod-
ern location in the greater part of the French area must be due
to spread from a center, presumably Paris. Figure 9 shows us,
in the unshaded district, the prevalence of phonetic equivalents
of standard French il faut in local dialects. The shaded districts
use other forms, principally reflexes of Latin calef ‘it’s hot.’ It
is evident that the modern form spread southward along the
Rhône, which is a great highway of commerce. We see here how
an isogloss running at right angles to a highway of communication,
will not cross it with unchanged direction, but will swerve off,
run parallel with the highway for a stretch, and then either cross
it or, as in our example, reappear on the other side, and then run
back before resuming its former direction. The bend or promon-
tory of the isogloss shows us which of the two speech-forms has
been spreading at the cost of the other.

19. 6. If we observe a set of relic forms that exhibit some one
ancient feature, we get a striking illustration of the principle
that each word has its own history. The Latin initial cluster
[ksk] has taken on, in the French area, an initial [s]-, a so-called
prothetic vowel, as, for example, in the following four words with
which our Figure 10 is concerned:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latin</th>
<th>Modern Standard French</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>ladder</em>scala</td>
<td>échelle [esel]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>bowl</em>scutella</td>
<td>écuelle [ekuel]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>write</em>scribere</td>
<td>écrire [ekrir]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>school</em>schola</td>
<td>école [ekol]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our figure shows us six disconnected and, as to commerce, remote
districts which still speak forms without the added vowel, such
as [kwestil] ‘bowl,’ in one or more of these four words. These
districts include 55 of the 638 places that were observed by Edm.
onton (§ 19.2). The districts are:

A. A fairly large area in Belgium, overlapping the political
border of the French Republic at one point (Haybes, Department
of the Ardennes), and covering 23 points of the Atlas.

B. A somewhat smaller area in the Departments of the Vosges
and of Meurthe-et-Moselle, overlapping into Lorraine, 14 points.

C. The village of Bobi in Switzerland, 1 point.

D. Mentone and two other villages in the Department of Alpe-
Maritimes on the Italian border, 3 points.

E. A fair-sized district along the Spanish border, in the Depart-
ment of Hautes-Pyrénées, and overlapping into the neighboring
Departments, 11 points.

F. A small interior district in the hill-country of the Auvergne,
Departments of Haute-Loire and Puy-de-Dôme, 3 points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words in which forms without added vowel are still spoken</th>
<th>Number of places where forms without added vowel are still spoken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladder, bowl, write, school</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladder, bowl, write</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladder, bowl, school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bowl, write, school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladder, bowl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladder, write</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladder, school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bowl, write</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ladder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bowl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Figures refer to the number of districts.

Figure 11. Prothetic vowel in French. — Occurrence of the forms in the shaded areas of Figure 10, by communities.

What interests us is the fact that most of the settlements in these backward districts have adopted the prothetic vowel in one,
two, or three of our words. Thus, in district B, the village of Sainte-
Marguerite (Vosges) says [kavl] 'ladder' and [kwavl] 'bowl,' but,
in the modern style, [ekvirl] 'write' and [ekvavl] 'school.' Moreover,
the dialects do not agree as to the words in which the innovation is
made; thus, in contrast with the preceding case, the village of Gavarnie (Hautes-Pyrénées), in our district E, says ['staklo] 'ladder' and ['skolo] 'school,' but ['esklu'delo] 'bowl' and ['eskhebè] 'write.' Only two points, both in district A, have preserved the old initial type in all four of our words; the others show various combinations of old and new forms. Figure 11 gives, in the first column, the combinations of words in which the old form is still in use, then the number of points (by districts and in total) where each combination has survived. In spite of the great variety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words in which forms without added vowel are still spoken</th>
<th>Number of places where forms without added vowel are still spoken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BY DISTRICTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A(23)  B(14)  C(1)  D(3)  E(11)  F(3)  TOTAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'ladder'</td>
<td>21      14    2      11     1   49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'bowl'</td>
<td>20*     6     1      3      3   2   35*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'write'</td>
<td>16      1     1      3      3   2   20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'school'</td>
<td>2       1     1      8      1   12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 12. Prothetic vowel in French. — Occurrence of the forms in the shaded areas of Figure 10, by words.](image)

that appears in this table, the survey by individual words, in Figure 12, shows that the homely terms 'ladder' and 'bowl' appear more often in the old form than do 'write' and 'school,' which are associated with official institutions and with a wider cultural outlook. To be sure, at Bobi (district C) it is precisely 'ladder' which has the new form, but wherever the field of observation is larger, as in districts A, B, and E, or in the total, the terms for 'ladder' and 'bowl' tend to lead in the number of conservative forms.

19. 7. The final result of the process of spread is the complete submergence of the old forms. Where we find a great area in which some linguistic change has been uniformly carried out, we may be sure that the greater part of the uniformity is due to geographic leveling. Sometimes place-names show us the only trace of the struggle. In the German area generally, two ancient diphthongs, which we represent as [ew] and [iw] are still distinct, as in standard New High German, with [i:] for ancient [ew], Fliege 'fly' (noun), Knie 'knee,' Steinfater 'step-father,' lieb 'deep,' but, with [j] for ancient [iw], schau 'shy,' teuer 'dear,' neun 'nine.' The dialect of Glarus has apparently lost the distinction, as have adjoining dialects, wherever a labial or velar consonant followed the diphthong:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>old [ew] before labial or velar:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRIMITIVE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GERMANIC TYPE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLARDUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>fly</em> [fly:go]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>knee</em> [knee:n]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>step-</em> [step-pa:]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>shy</em> [shy]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>deep</em> [de:j]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>teuer</em> [teuer]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>lieb</em> [lieb]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>neun</em> [neun]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applying, then, these two old types are both represented in Glarus by modern [j], in accordance with the general South-German development. A single form suggests that the [j] for old [ew] is really an importation, namely, the word deep. Primitive Germanic type ['de:swaz], which appears in Glarus as [toj]. Our suspicion that the diphthong [e:j] is the older representative of [ew] before labials and velars in this region, is confirmed by a place-name: ['knoj-gra:t], literally 'Knee-Ridge.'

The southeastern corner of German-speaking Switzerland has changed the old Germanic [k] of words like drink to a spirant [x] and has lost the preceding nasal, as in [trix] 'to drink.' This is today a gross localism, for most of Switzerland, along with the rest of the Dutch-German area, speaks [k]. Thus, Glarus says [trix] 'to drink,' in accord with standard German trinken. Place-names, however, show us that the deviant pronunciation once extended over a much larger part of Switzerland. Glarus,
well to the east, alongside the common noun [ˈwɪŋkəl] ‘angle, corner,’ has the place-name of a mountain pasture ['wɪməl] ‘Corner,’ and alongside ['krʊŋk] ‘sick’ (formerly, ‘crooked’) the name of another pasture ['krɔs-w-təl] ‘Crank-Dale,’ that is, ‘Crooked-Valley.’

19.8. Dialect geography thus gives evidence as to the former extension of linguistic features that now persist only as relic forms. Especially when a feature appears in detached districts that are separated by a compact area in which a competing feature is spoken, the map can usually be interpreted to mean that the detached districts were once part of a solid area. In this way, dialect geography may show us the stratification of linguistic features; thus, our Figure 6, without any direct historical supplementation, would tell us that the [ʊː]-forms were the oldest, that they were superseded by the [ʌː]-forms, and these, in turn, by the diphthongal forms.

Since an isogloss presumably marks a line of weakness in the density of communication, we may expect the dialect map to show us the communicative conditions of successive times. The inhabitants of countries like England, Germany, or France, have always applied provincial names to rough dialectal divisions, and spoken of such things as “the Yorkshire dialect,” “the Swabian dialect,” or “the Norman dialect.” Earlier scholars accepted these classifications without attempting to define them exactly; it was hoped, later, that dialect geography would lead to exact definitions. The question gained interest from the wave-theory (§ 13.12), since the provincial types were examples of the differentiation of a speech-area without sudden cleavage. Moreover, the question took on a sentimental interest, since the provincial divisions largely represent old tribal groupings; if the extension of a dialect, such as, say, the “Swabian dialect” in Germany, could be shown to coincide with the area of habitation of an ancient tribe, then language would again be throwing light on the conditions of a bygone time.

In this respect, however, dialect geography proved to be disappointing. It showed that almost every village had its own dialectal features, so that the whole area was covered by a network of isoglosses. If one began by setting up a list of characteristic provincial peculiarities, one found them prevailing in a solid core, but slanting off at the edges, in the sense that each characteris-
more significant than small ones; in fact, the popular classification of dialects is evidently based upon the prevalence of certain peculiarities over large parts of an area.

Furthermore, a set of isoglosses running close together in much the same direction—a so-called bundle of isoglosses—evidences a larger historical process and offers a more suitable basis of classification than does a single isogloss that represents, perhaps, some unimportant feature. It appears, moreover, that these two characteristics, topographic importance and bundling, often go hand in hand. Thus, France is divided by a great bundle of isoglosses running east and west across the area. This division reflects the medieval division of France into the two cultural and linguistic domains of French and Provençal.

The most famous bundle of this kind, perhaps, is the east-and-west bundle which runs across the Dutch-German area, separating Low German from High German. The difference is in the treatment of the Primitive Germanic unvoiced stops [p, t, k], which in the south have been shifted to spirants and affricates. If we take standard Dutch and standard German as representatives of the two types, our isoglosses separate forms like these:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Northern</th>
<th>Southern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>make</td>
<td>['maːke]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[ik]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>['slaːpe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thorp 'village'</td>
<td>[dɔrf]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pound</td>
<td>[pʊnt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bite</td>
<td>['baɪ]e]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that</td>
<td>[dɑt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>[tuː]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The isoglosses of these and other forms that contain Primitive Germanic [p, t, k] run in a great bundle, sometimes coinciding, but at other times diverging, and even crossing each other. Thus, round Berlin, the isogloss of make, together with a good many others, makes a northward bend, so that there one says [ik] ‘I’ with unshifted [k], but ['maːken] ‘make’ with [k] shifted to [x]; on the other hand, in west the isogloss of I swerves off in a northerly direction, so that round Düsseldorf one says [ik] ‘I’ with the shifted sound, but ['maːken] ‘make’ with the old [k] preserved.

In this way we find that the topographic distribution of linguistic features within a dialect area is not indifferent, and exhibits decided cleavages. We must make only two obvious reservations: we cannot guarantee to preserve the popular terminology by provinces, but, if we retain provincial names, must redefine them; and we can bound our divisions either imperfectly, by zones, or arbitrarily, by selecting some one isogloss as the representative of a whole bundle.

18.9. Having found the linguistic divisions of an area, we may compare them with other lines of cleavage. The comparison shows that the important lines of dialectal division run close to political lines. Apparently, common government and religion, and especially the custom of intermarriage within the political unit, lead to relative uniformity of speech. It is estimated that, under older conditions, a new political boundary led in less than fifty years to some linguistic difference, and that the isoglosses along a political boundary of long standing would persist, with little shifting, for some two-hundred years after the boundary had been abolished. This seems to be the primary correlation. If the important isoglosses agree with other lines of cultural division—as, in northern Germany, with a difference in the construction of farm-houses—or if they agree with geographic barriers, such as rivers or mountain-ranges, then the agreement is due merely to the fact that these features also happen to concur with political divisions.

This has been shown most plainly in the distribution of the important German isoglosses along the Rhine. Some forty kilometers east of the Rhine the isoglosses of the great bundle that separates Low German and High German begin to separate and spread out northwestward and southwestward, so as to form what has been called the “Rhenish fan” (Figure 13). The isogloss of northern [k] versus southern [x] in the word make, which has been taken, arbitrarily, as the critical line of division, crosses the Rhine just north of the town of Benrath and, accordingly, is called the “Benrath line.” It is found, now, that this line corresponds roughly to an ancient northern boundary of the territorial domains of Berg (east of the Rhine) and Jülich (west of the Rhine). The isogloss of northern [k] versus southern [x] in the word I swerves off northwestward, crossing the Rhine just north of the village of Ürlingen, and is known accordingly, as the “Ürlingen
line, some students take this, rather than the line of *make*, as the arbitrary boundary between Low and High German. The Urdingen line corresponds closely to the northern boundaries of the pre-Napoleonic Duchies, abolished in 1789, of Jülich and Berg — the states whose earlier limit is reflected in the Benrath line — and of the Electorate of Cologne. Just north of Urdingen, the town of Kullenhausen is split by the Urdingen line into a western section which says [ex] and an eastern which says [es].

![Diagram of dialect geographical boundaries]

Figure 13. The Dutch-German speech area, showing the isogloss of [k] versus [x] in the word *make* and, in the western part, the divergence of three other isoglosses which in the east run fairly close to that of *make*. — After Behaghel.

we learn that up to 1789 the western part of the town belonged to the (Catholic) Electorate of Cologne, and the eastern part to the (Protestant) County of Mers. Our map shows also two isoglosses branching southwestward. One is the line between northern [p] and southern [f] in the word *dorp — dort* 'village'; this line agrees roughly with the southern boundaries in 1789 of Jülich, Cologne, and Berg, as against the Electorate of Treves. In a still more southerly direction there branches off the isogloss between northern [t] and southern [s] in the word *dat — das* 'that,' and this line, again, coincides approximately with the old southern boundary of the Electorate and Archbishopric of Treves. All this shows that the spread of linguistic features depends upon social conditions. The factors in this respect are doubtless the density of communication and the relative prestige of different social groups. Important social boundaries will in time attract isogloss-lines. Yet it is evident that the peculiarities of the several linguistic forms themselves play a part, since each is likely to show an isogloss of its own. In the Netherlands we saw a new form of the word *house* spreading farther than a new form of the homely word *mouse* (§ 19.4). We can hope for no scientifically usable analysis, such as would enable us to predict the course of every isogloss: the factors of prestige in the speakers and of meaning (including connotation) in the forms cut off our hope of this. Nevertheless, dialect geography not only contributes to our understanding of the extra-linguistic factors that affect the prevalence of linguistic forms, but also, through the evidence of relic forms and stratifications, supplies a great many details concerning the history of individual forms.
CHAPTER 20

PHONETIC CHANGE

20.1. Written records of earlier speech, resemblance between languages, and the varieties of local dialects, all show that languages change in the course of time. In our Old English records we find a word stan ‘stone,’ which we interpret phonetically as [stam]; if we believe that the present-day English word stone [stoun] is the modern form, by unbroken tradition, of this Old English word, then we must suppose that Old English [st] has here changed to modern [ou]. If we believe that the resemblances are due not to accident, but to the tradition of speech-habits, then we must infer that the differences between the resemblant forms are due to changes in these speech-habits. Earlier students recognized this; they collected sets of resemblant forms (etymologies) and inferred that the differences between the forms of a set were due to linguistic change, but, until the beginning of the nineteenth century, no one succeeded in classifying these differences. The resemblances and differences varied from set to set. An Old English bat, which we interpret phonetically as [bat], is in one meaning paralleled by modern English boat [b oat], but in another meaning by modern English bait [b eit]. The initial consonants are the same in Latin dies and English day, but different in Latin duo and English two. The results of linguistic change presented themselves as a hodge-podge of resemblances and differences. One could suspect that some of the resemblances were merely accidental ("false etymologies"), but there was no test. One could reach no clear formulation of linguistic relationship—the less so, since the persistence of Latin documents through the Middle Ages alongside of documents in the Romance languages distorted one's whole view of linguistic chronology.

It is not useless to look back at those times. Now that we have a method which brings order into the confusion of linguistic resemblances and throws some light on the nature of linguistic relationship, we are likely to forget how chaotic are the results of linguistic change when one has no key to their classification.

Since the beginning of the nineteenth century we have learned to classify the differences between related forms, attributing them to several kinds of linguistic change. The data, whose variety bewildered earlier students, lend themselves with facility to this classification. Resemblances which do not fit into our classes of change, are relatively few and can often be safely ruled out as accidental; this is the case, for instance, with Latin dies: English day, which we now know to be a false etymology.

The process of linguistic change has never been directly observed; we shall see that such observation, with our present facilities, is incomprehensible. We are assuming that our method of classification, which works well (though not by any means perfectly), reflects the actual factors of change that produced our data. The assumption that the simplest classification of observed facts is the true one, is common to all science; in our case, it is well to remember that the observed facts (namely, the results of linguistic change as they show themselves in etymologies) resisted all comprehension until our method came upon the scene. The first step in the development of method in historical linguistics was the seeking out of uniform phonetic correspondences; we take these correspondences to be the results of a factor of change which we call phonetic change.

20.2. At the beginning of the nineteenth century we find a few scholars systematically picking out certain types of resemblance, chiefly cases of phonetic agreement or correspondence. The first notable step was Rask's and Grimm's observation (§ 1.7) of correspondences between Germanic and other Indo-European languages. From among the chaotic mass of resemblant forms, they selected certain ones which exhibited uniform phonetic correlations. Stated in present-day terms, these correlations appear as follows:

1. Unvoiced stops of the other languages are paralleled in Germanic by unvoiced spirants:
   - [p - f] Latin pes : English foot; Latin piscis : English fish; Latin pater : English father;
   - [t - d] Latin tres : English three; Latin tenens : English thin;
   - Latin facere ‘to be silent’ : Gothic [fahan];
   - [k - h] Latin centum : English hundred; Latin caput : English head; Latin corns : English horn.

2. Voiced stops of the other languages are paralleled in Germanic by unvoiced stops:
[b - p] Greek [kanava:] : English hemp;
[d - t] Latin dvo : English two; Latin dens : English tooth; Latin
edere : English eat;
[g - k] Latin gravum : English corn; Latin genus : English kin;
Latin aper : English acre.

(3) Certain aspirates and spirants of the other languages
(which we denote today as "reflexes of Primitive Indo-European
voiced aspirates") are paralleled in Germanic by voiced stops and
spirants:

Sanskrit [bh], Greek [ph], Latin [f], Germanic [b, v]: Sanskrit
['bharami] 'I bear,' Greek [phero]: Latin ferō : English bear;
Sanskrit ['bhrata:], Greek ['phrater:], Latin frater : English
brother; Latin frangere : English break;

Sanskrit [dh], Greek [th], Latin [f], Germanic [d, ð]: Sanskrit
['a-duhat] 'he puts,' Greek ['theso]: 'I shall put,' Latin fecī 'I
made, did': English do; Sanskrit ['madhu] 'honey, mead,' Greek
['methu] 'wine': English mead; Sanskrit ['madhah], Latin medius :
English mid;

Sanskrit [h], Greek [kh], Latin [kh], Germanic [g, γ]: Sanskrit
[ga'̄vah] : English goose; Sanskrit ['vahati] 'he carries on a vehicle,'
Latin vehī : Old English wegan 'to carry, move, transport'; Latin
hostis 'stranger, enemy' : Old English gesā 'guest.'

The only reason for assembling cases like these is the belief
that the correlations are too frequent or in some other way too
peculiar to be due to chance.

20.3. Students of language have accepted these correlations
(calling them, by a dangerous metaphor, Grimm's "law"), because
the classification they introduce is confirmed by further study:
new data show the same correspondences, and cases which do not
show these correspondences lend themselves to other classifica-
tions.

For instance, from among the cases which do not show Grimm's
correspondences, it is possible to sort out a fair-sized group in
which unvoiced stops [p, t, k] of the other languages appear also in
Germanic; thus, the [t] of the other languages is paralleled by
Germanic [t] in cases like the following:

Sanskrit ['atst] 'he is,' Greek ['estis], Latin est : Gothic [ist] 'is';
Latin captus 'taken, caught': Gothic [htsas] 'restrained';
Sanskrit [a'ta:w] 'eight,' Greek [ok'to]: Latin octō : Gothic
['altaw].

Now, in all these cases the [p, t, k] in Germanic is immediately
preceded by an unvoiced spirant [s, f, h], and a survey of the cases
which conform to Grimm's correspondences shows that in them
the Germanic consonant is never preceded by these sounds.
Grimm's correlations have thus, by leaving a residue, led us to
find another correlation: after [s, f, h] Germanic [p, t, k] parallel
the [p, t, k] of the other Indo-European languages.

Among the residual forms, again, we find a number in which
initial voiced stops [b, d, g] of Germanic are paralleled in Sanskrit
not by [bh, dh, gh], as Grimm would have it, but by [b, d, g], and in
Greek not by the expected [ph, th, kh], but by [p, t, k]. An example
is Sanskrit ['bochinni] 'I observe,' Greek ['pewthomai] 'I
experience': Gothic [ana-biwa] 'to command,' Old English
['beadun] 'to order, announce, offer,' English bid. In 1862,
Hermann Graessmann (1809-1877) showed that this type of cor-
relation appears wherever the next consonant (the consonant after
the intervening vowel or diphthong) belongs to Grimm's third
type of correspondences. That is, Sanskrit and Greek do not have
aspirate stops at the beginning of two successive syllables, but,
wherever the related languages show this pattern, have the first
of the two stops unaspirated: corresponding to Germanic *bewda-,
we find in Sanskrit not *bhodha- but [bhodha-], and in Greek
not *phwetho- but [pewtho-]. Here too, then, the residual data
which are marked off by Grimm's correspondences, reveal a
new correlation.

In this case, moreover, we get a confirmation in the structure of
the languages. In Greek, certain forms have a reduplication (§ 13.8)
in which the first consonant of the underlying stem, followed by a
vowel, is prefixed: ['dose:] 'I shall give,' ['di-domi] 'I give.'
We find, now, that for stems with an initial aspirate stop the
reduplication is made with a plain stop: ['theso:] 'I shall put,'
['bo-domi] 'I put.' The same habit appears elsewhere in Greek
morphology; thus, there is a noun-paradigm with nominative
singular ['thrika] 'hair,' but other cases-forms like the accusative
['trika]: when the consonant after the vowel is aspirated, the
initial consonant is [s] instead of [zh]. Similarly, in Sanskrit, the
normal reduplication repeats the first consonant: ['a-d-int] 'he
gave,' ['da-dam] 'I give,' but for an initial aspirate the reduplica-
tion has a plain stop: ['a-dhant] 'he put,' ['da-dam] 'I put,
and similar alternations appear elsewhere in Sanskrit morphology.
These alternations are obviously results of the sound-change discovered by Grassmann.

20. 4. If our correspondences are not due to chance, they must result from some historical connection, and this connection the comparative method reconstructs, as we have seen, by the assumption of common descent from a parent language. Where the related languages agree, they are preserving features of the parent language, such as, say, the [r] in the word brother, the [m] in the words meant and mid (§ 20.2), or the [s] in the verb-forms for 'he is' (§ 20.3). Where the correspondences connect markedly different phonemes, we suppose that one or more of the languages have changed. Thus we state Grassmann's correspondences by saying:

1. Primitive Indo-European unvoiced stops [p, t, k] changed in pre-Germanic to unvoiced spirants [f, ð, h];

2. Primitive Indo-European voiced stops [b, d, g] changed in pre-Germanic to unvoiced stops [p, t, k];

3. Primitive Indo-European voiced aspirate stops [bh, dh, gh] changed in pre-Germanic to voiced stops or spirants [b, d, g], in pre-Greek to unvoiced aspirate stops [ph, th, kh], in pre-Italic and pre-Latin to [f, ð, h]. In this case the acoustic shape of the Primitive Indo-European phonemes is by no means certain, and some scholars prefer to speak of unvoiced spirants [f, ð, x]; similarly, we do not know whether the Primitive Germanic reflexes were stops or spirants, but these doubts do not affect our conclusions as to the phonetic pattern.

The correspondences where [p, t, k] appear also in Germanic demand a restriction for case (1): immediately after a consonant (with which the correspondences occur are [s, p, k]), the Primitive Indo-European unvoiced stops [p, t, k] were not changed in pre-Germanic.

Grassmann’s correspondences we state historically by saying that at a certain stage in the history of pre-Greek, forms which contained two successive syllables with aspirate stops, lost the aspiration of the first stop. Thus, we reconstrue:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Primitive Indo-European} & \to \text{pre-Greek} & \to \text{Greek} \\
*[\text{bhewdihomaj}] & \Rightarrow *[\text{pwewdomaj}] & \Rightarrow [\text{pewdomaj}] \\
*[\text{dhidhemi}] & \Rightarrow *[\text{thidhemi}] & \Rightarrow [\text{tidhemi}] \\
*[\text{dhrighem}] & \Rightarrow *[\text{thirhikas}] & \Rightarrow [\text{trikas}].
\end{align*}
\]

On the other hand, in the nominative singular of the word for 'hair,' we suppose that there never was an aspirate after the vowel:

\[
\text{Primitive Indo-European} *[\text{thrihikas}] \text{ appears as Greek } *[\text{thrihikas}]. \text{ We infer a similar change for pre-Indo-Iranian: a Primitive Indo-European } *[\text{phewdihomaj}] \text{ appearing in Sanskrit as } [\text{bodh}-], \text{ a Primitive Indo-European } *[\text{dhidhemi}] \text{ as } [\text{dadh}-], \text{ and so on.}
\]

A further step in the reconstruction of the historical events proceeds from the fact that the loss of aspiration results in Sanskrit in [b, d, g], but in Greek in [p, t, k]. This implies that the Primitive Indo-European [bh, dh, gh] had already become unvoiced [ph, th, kh] in pre-Greek when the loss of aspiration took place. Since this unvoicing does not occur in Indo-Iranian, we conclude that the de-aspiration in pre-Greek and the de-aspiration in pre-Indo-Iranian took place independently.

The interpretation, then, of the phonetic correspondences that appear in our resemblant forms, assumes that the phonemes of a language are subject to historical change. This change may be limited to certain phonetic conditions; thus, in pre-Germanic, [p, t, k] did not change to [f, ð, h] when another unvoiced consonant immediately preceded, as in *[kopos] > Gothic [hafst]; in pre-Greek, [ph, th, kh] became [p, t, k] only when the next syllable began with an aspirate. This type of linguistic change is known as phonetic change (or sound change). In modern terminology, the assumption of sound-change can be stated in the sentence: Phonemes change.

20. 6. When we have gathered the resemblant forms which show the recognized correlations, the remainders will offer two self-evident possibilities. We may have stated a correlation too narrowly or too widely: a more careful survey or the arrival of new data may show the correction. A notable instance of this was Grassmann’s discovery. The fact that residues have again and again revealed new correlations, is a strong confirmation of our method. Secondly, the resemblant forms may not be divergent pronunciations of the same earlier form. Grimm, for instance, mentioned Latin dies : English day as an etymology which did not fail within his correlations, and since his time no amount of research has revealed any possibility of modifying the otherwise valid correlation-classes so that they may include this set. Similarly, Latin habère 'to have' : Gothic haban, Old High German haben, in spite of the striking resemblance, conflicts with types of correlation that otherwise hold good. In such cases, we may attribute the resemblance to accident, meaning by this that it is
not due to any historical connection; thus, Latin dies : English day
is now regarded by everyone as a "false etymology." Or else, the
resemblance may be due to grammatical resemblance of forms in
the parent language; thus, Latin habere 'to have' and Old High
German haben 'to have' may be descendants, respectively, of two
stems, *ga(b)bhe:- and *ka(b)bhe:- which were morphologically
parallel in Primitive Indo-European. Finally, our resemblance
forms may owe their likeness to a historical connection other
than descent from a common prototype. Thus, Latin dens (pertaining
to a tooth) and English dental resemble each other, but do not
show the correlations (e.g. Latin d : English t) which appear in
Latin and English reflexes of a common Primitive Indo-European
prototype. The reason is that dental is merely the English-speaker's
reproduction of the Latin word.

To sum up, then, the residual forms which do not fit into recog-
nized types of phonetic correlation may be:

1. descendants of a common ancestral form, deviant only be-
cause we have not correctly ascertained the phonetic cor-
correlation, e.g. Sanskrit [bodbhumi] and English bid, before
Grassmann's discovery;

2. not descendants of a common ancestral form, in which case
the resemblance may be due to

(a) accident, e.g. Latin dies : English day;

(b) morphologic partial resemblance in the parent language,
    e.g. Latin habere : English have;

(c) other historical relations, e.g. Latin dentalis : English
dental.

If this is correct, then the study of residual resemblance forms
will lead us to discover new types of phonetic correlation (1), to
weed out false etymologies (2a), to uncover the morphologic struc-
ture of the parent speech (2b), or to recognize types of linguistic
change other than sound-change (2c). If the study of residual
forms does not lead to these results, then our scheme is in-
correct.

20. 6. During the first three quarters of the nineteenth century
no one, so far as we know, ventured to limit the possibilities in the
sense of our scheme. If a set of resemblance forms did not fit into
the recognized correlations, scholars felt free to assume that these
forms were nevertheless related in exactly the same way as the
normal forms — namely, by way of descent from a common an-
cestral form. They phrased this historically by saying that a
speech-sound might change in one way in some forms, but might
change in another way (or fail to change) in other forms. A
Primitive Indo-European [d] might change to [t] in pre-Germanic
in most forms, such as two (Latin duo), ten (Latin decem), tooth
(Latin dens), eat (Latin dier), but remain unchanged in some
other forms, such as day (Latin dies).

On the whole, there was nothing to be said against this view —
in fact, it embodied a commendable caution — unless and until
an extended study of residual forms showed that possibilities
(1) and (2a, b, c) were realized in so great a number of cases as to
rule out the probability of sporadic sound-change. In the seventies
of the nineteenth century, several scholars, most notably, in the
year 1876, August Leskien (§ 1,9), concluded that exactly this had
taken place: that the sifting of residual forms had resulted so
often in the discovery of non-contradictory facts (1, 2b, 2c) or in
the weeding out of false etymologies (2a), as to warrant linguists
in supposing that the change of phonemes is absolutely regular.
This meant, in terms of our method, that all resemblances between
forms which do not fall into the recognized correspondence-classes
are due to features of sound-change which we have failed to
recognize (1), or else are not divergent forms of a single prototype,
either because the etymology is false (2a), or because some factor
other than sound-change has led to the existence of resemblance
forms (2b, c). Historically interpreted, the statement means that
sound-change is merely a change in the speakers' manner of
producing phonemes and accordingly affects a phoneme at every
occurrence, regardless of the nature of any particular linguistic
form in which the phoneme happens to occur. The change may
concern some habit of articulation which is common to several
phonemes, as in the unvoicing of voiced stops [b, d, g] in pre-
Germanic. On the other hand, the change may concern some habit
of articulating successions of phonemes, and therefore take place
only under particular phonetic conditions, as when [p, t, k] in
pre-Germanic became [t, b, h] when not preceded by another
sound of the same group or by [s]; similarly, [ph, th, kh] in pre-
Greek became [p, t, k] only when the next syllable began with an
aspirate. The limitations of these conditioned sound-changes are,
of course, purely phonetic, since the change concerns only a habit
of articulatory movement: phonetic change is independent of
non-phonetic factors, such as the meaning, frequency, homonymy, or what not, of any particular linguistic form. In present-day terminology the whole assumption can be briefly put into the words: phoneme change, since the term phoneme designates a meaningless minimum unit of signaling.

The new principle was adopted by a number of linguists, who received the nickname of "neo-grammarians." On the other hand, not only scholars of the older generation, such as Georg Curtius (1820-1883), but also some younger men, most notably Hugo Schuchardt (1842-1927), rejected the new hypothesis. The discussion of the pro's and con's has never ceased; linguists are as much divided as this point today as in the 1870's.

A great part of this dispute was due merely to bad terminology. In the 1870's, when technical terms were less precise than today, the assumption of uniform sound-change received the obscure and metaphorical wording, "Phonetic laws have no exceptions." It is evident that the term "law" has here no precise meaning, for a sound-change is not in any sense a law, but only a historical occurrence. The phrase "have no exceptions" is a very inexact way of saying that non-phonetic factors, such as the frequency or meaning of particular linguistic forms, do not interfere with the change of phonemes.

The real point at issue is the scope of the phonetic correspondence-classes and the significance of the residues. The neo-grammarians claimed that the results of study justified us in making the correspondence-classes non-contradictory and in seeking a complete analysis of the residues. If we say that Primitive Indo-European [d] appears in Germanic as [t], then, according to the neo-grammarians, the resemblance of Latin dies and English day or of Latin dentitís and English dental cannot be classed simply as "an exception" — that is, historically, as due to the pre-Germanic speakers' failure to make the usual change of habit — but presents a problem. The solution of this problem is either the abandonment of the etymology as due to accidental resemblance (Latin dies : English day), or a more exact formulation of the phonetic correspondence (Grassmann's discovery), or the recognition of some other factors that produce resemblance forms (Latin dentitís borrowed in English dental). The neo-grammarians insist, particularly, that his hypothesis is fruitful in this last direction: it sorts out the resemblances that are due to factors other than phonetic change, and accordingly leads us to an understanding of these factors.

The actual dispute, then, concerns the weeding-out of false etymologies, the revision of our statements of phonetic correspondence, and the recognition of linguistic changes other than sound-change.

20.7. The opponents of the neo-grammarians hold that resemblances which do not fit into recognized types of phonetic correspondence may be due merely to sporadic occurrence or deviation or non-occurrence of sound-change. Now, the very foundation of modern historical linguistics consisted in the setting up of phonetic correspondence-classes: in this way alone did Rask and Grimm bring order into the chaos of resemblances which had bewildered all earlier students. The advocates of sporadic sound-change, accordingly, agree with the neo-grammarians in discarding such etymologies as Latin habère : English have, and retain only a few, such as Latin in-fero : Old High German innuren, or Sanskrit [kakak בהכן], Greek [kokkóς], Latin cuculus : English cuckoo. They admit that this leaves us no criterion of decision, but insist that our inability to draw a line does not prove anything: exceptional sound-changes occurred, even though we have no certain way of recognizing them.

The neo-grammarians see in this a serious violation of scientific method. The beginning of our science was made by a procedure which implied regularity of phonetic change, and further advances, like Grassmann's discovery, were based on the same implicit assumption. It may be, of course, that some other assumption would lead to an even better correlation of facts, but the advocates of sporadic sound-change offer nothing of the kind; they accept the results of the actual method and yet claim to explain some facts by a contradictory method (or lack of method) which was tried and found wanting through all the centuries that preceded Rask and Grimm.

In the historical interpretation, the theory of sporadic sound-change faces a very serious difficulty. If we suppose that a form like cuckoo resisted the pre-Germanic shift of [k] to [h] and still preserves a Primitive Indo-European [k], then we must also suppose that during many generations, when the pre-Germanic people had changed their way of pronouncing Primitive Indo-
European [k] in most words, and were working on through successive acoustic types such as, say, [kh — kx — x — hl], they were still in the word *cuckoo* pronouncing an uncharged Primitive Indo-European [k]. If such things happened, then every language would be spotted over with all sorts of queer, deviant sounds, in forms which had resisted sound-change or deviated from ordinary changes. Actually, however, a language moves within a limited set of phonemes. The modern English [k] in *cuckoo* is no different from the [k] in words like *cow, calf, ken*, which has developed normally from the Primitive Indo-European [g]-type. We should have to suppose, therefore, that some later change brought the preserved Primitive Indo-European [k] in *cuckoo* into complete equality with the Germanic [g] that reflects a Primitive Indo-European [g], and, since every language moves within a limited phonetic system, we should have to suppose that in every case of sporadic sound-change or resistance to sound-change, the discrepant sound has been reduced to some ordinary phonemic type in time to escape the ear of the observer. Otherwise we should find, say, in present-day standard English, a sprinkling of forms which preserved sounds from eighteenth-century English, early modern English, Middle English, Old English, Primitive Germanic, and so on — not to speak of deviant sounds resulting from sporadic changes in some positive direction.

Actually, the forms which do not exhibit ordinary phonetic correspondences, conform to the phonemic system of their language and are peculiar only in their correlation with other forms. For instance, the modern standard English correspondents of Old English [o:] show some decided irregularities, but these consist simply in the presence of unexpected phonemes, and never in deviation from the phonetic system. The normal representation seems to be:

[a] before [s, z] plus consonant other than [t]: *goshawk, gosling, blossom*;

[x] before Old English consonant plus [t]: *foster, soft, sought* (Old English *siblic*), *brought, thought*;

[u] before [k] *look, brook* (noun), *cook, cream, hook, look, rock, shook, took*;

[o] before [n] plus consonant other than [t] and before consonant plus [r]: *Monday, month, brother, mother, other,adder*;

[ow] before [nt] and [r] and from the combination of Old English

[uw]: don’t; floor, ore, aware, toward, where; blow (*bloom*), flow, glow, grow, low (verb); row, stove;

[uw] otherwise: do, drew, shoe, shew, too, to, woo, broad, food, mood, hoof, roof, wool, cool, pool, school, stool, tool, boom, bloom, broom, moon, noon, soon, square, square, whose, goose, looks, bowl, mood, root, root, boost, south, south, smooth, soothe, behove, prove, core.

If we take the correlation of Old English [o:] with these sounds as normal under the phonetic conditions of each case, then we have the following results of contradictory forms:

[a] *shod, foster*;

[uw] *bough, slough*;

[e] *Wednesday*;

[o] *blood, flood, enough, tough, gum, done, must, cloth, glove*;

[ow] *woke*;

[u] *good, hoop, stood, bosom, foo*; and optionally *hoof, roof, broom, rood*.

[uw] *moo, roost*.

All of these seven deviant types contain some ordinary English phoneme; the [u], for instance, in *blood*, etc., is the ordinary [o]-phoneme, which represents Old English [u] in words like *love, tongue, son, sun, song*. In every case, the discrepant forms show no queer sounds, but merely normal phonemes in a distribution that runs counter to the expectations of the historian.

20. 8. As to the correction of our correspondence-groups by a careful survey of the residual cases, the neo-grammarians soon got a remarkable confirmation of their hypothesis in Vernor’s treatment of Germanic forms with discrepant [b, d, g] in place of [f, v, h] (§ 18.7). Vernor collected the cases like Latin *pater* : Gothic [’fadar], Old English [’feder], where Primitive Indo-European [t] appears in Germanic as [d, g], instead of [b]. Now, the voicing of spirants between vowels is a very common form of sound-change, and has actually occurred at various times in the history of several Germanic languages. Primitive Germanic [b] appears as a voiced siblant, coinciding with the reflex of Primitive Germanic [d], in Old Norse, which says, for instance, [’broðar], with the same consonant as [’fadar]. In Old English, too, the Primitive Germanic [g] had doubtless become voiced between vowels, as in [’broðor], although it did not coincide with [d], the reflex of Primitive Germanic [d], as in [’feder]. In both Old
Norse and Old English, Primitive Germanic [i] had become voiced [v] between vowels, as in Old English ofen ['oven'] 'oven' (Old High German ofen ['ohan]), coinciding with the [v] that represented Primitive Germanic [b], as in Old English yfel ['yvel'] 'evil' (Old High German ubil ['ybi]). Nothing could be more natural, therefore, if one admitted the possibility of irregular sound-change, than to suppose that the voicing of intervocalic spirants had begun sporadically in some words already in pre-Germanic time, and that a Primitive Germanic *[fader] alongside *[broder] represented merely the beginning of a process that was to find its completion in the Old Norse, Old English, and Old Saxon of our actual records. Yet in 1876 Verber’s study of the deviant forms showed an unmistakable correlation: in a fair number of cases and in convincing systemic positions, the deviant [b, d, g] of Germanic appeared where Sanskrit and Greek (and therefore, presumably, Primitive Indo-European) had an unaccented vowel or diphthong before the [p, t, k], as in Sanskrit [piṇḍa], Greek ραττος, Greek [phrōtis]: Primitive Germanic *[fader], contrasting with Sanskrit हर्षिंक, Sanskrit [phrōtis]: Primitive Germanic *[broder]. Similarly, Sanskrit यवुःयुर्य ‘father-in-law’, reflecting presumably a Primitive Indo-European *[swēkturas], shows in Germanic the normal reflex of [h] for [k], as in Old High German *swēhar, but Sanskrit यवुःयुर्य ‘mother-in-law’, reflecting a Primitive Indo-European *[swēkturas] appears in Germanic with [g], as in Old High German *swigar, representing the Primitive Indo-European [g] after the unstressed vowel.

A confirmation of this result was the fact that the unvoiced spirant [s] of Primitive Indo-European suffered the same change under the same conditions: it appears in Germanic as [s], except when the preceding syllable was unaccented in Primitive Indo-European; in this case, it was voiced in pre-Germanic, and appears as Primitive Germanic [z], which later became [r] in Norse and in West Germanic. In a number of irregular verb-paradigms the Germanic languages have medial [f, g, h, s] in the present tense and in the singular indicative-mode forms of the past tense, but [b, d, g, z] in the plural and subjunctive forms of the past tense and in the past participle, as, for instance, in Old English:

[wurman] ‘to become,’ [he: ‘wears] ‘he became,’ but [we: ‘wurdon] ‘we became’;

[kekon] ‘to choose,’ [he: ‘keas] ‘he chose,’ but [we: ‘kuron] ‘we chose’;

[wesan] ‘to be,’ [he: ‘weas] ‘he was,’ but [we: ‘weren] ‘we were.’

This alternation, Verber showed, corresponds to the alternation in the position of the word-accent in similar Sanskrit paradigms, as in the verb-forms cognate with the above:

[vartate:] ‘he turns, becomes,’ [va-varta] ‘he turned,’ but [va-vṛt’ma] ‘we turned’;

[josati] ‘he enjoys,’ [ju-joja] ‘he enjoyed,’ but [ju-juśi’ma] ‘we enjoyed’;

[vastati] ‘he dwells,’ [u-vaca] ‘he dwelt,’ but [u-iš’ma] ‘we dwelt.’

This was so striking a confirmation of the hypothesis of regular sound-change, that the burden of proof now fell upon the opponents of the hypothesis: if the residual forms can show such a correlation as this, we may well ask for very good reasons before we give up our separation of forms into recognized correspondences and remainders, and our principle of scanning residual forms for new correspondences. We may doubt whether an observer who was satisfied with a verdict of “sporadic sound-change” could ever have discovered these correspondences.

In a small way, the accidents of observation sometimes furnish similar confirmations of our method. In the Central Algonquian languages — for which we have no older records — we find the following normal correspondences, which we may symbolize by “Primitive Central Algonquian” reconstructed forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fox</th>
<th>Ojibwa</th>
<th>Menomin</th>
<th>Plains</th>
<th>Plains Central Algonquian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>hk</td>
<td>šk</td>
<td>čk</td>
<td>čk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>šk</td>
<td>šk</td>
<td>sk</td>
<td>šk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>hk</td>
<td>hk</td>
<td>sk</td>
<td>xk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>hk</td>
<td>hk</td>
<td>hk</td>
<td>hk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>ng</td>
<td>hk</td>
<td>nk</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:

(1) Fox [kekkjewa] ‘he is old,’ Menomin [kečkiw], PCA *[kečkejwa].

(2) Fox [askute:w] ‘fire,’ Ojibwa [iškude], Menomin [eskute:jw], Cree [iskute:w], PCA *[iskute:w].
(3) Fox [mahkese:hi] ‘mocasuin,’ Ojibwa [mahkiizin], Menomini [mahkessen], Cree [masksisi], PCA *[makkesini].

(4) Fox [no:kumawsa] ‘my grandmother,’ Ojibwa [nozhkumiia], Menomini [nozhkumash], Cree [nozhkum], PCA *[nozhkuma].

(5) Fox [takikawaw] ‘he kicks him,’ Ojibwa [tangiskowan], Menomini [tahkiskaww], Cree [tahkiakaww], PCA *[takiskewaw].

Now, there is a residual morpheme in which none of these correspondences holds good, namely the element which means ‘red’:

(6) Fox [mekskisw] ‘he is red,’ Ojibwa [miiskizi], Menomini [mekkkisiw], Cree [mihkiw], PCA *[mekkusiwa].

Under an assumption of sporadic sound-change, this would have no significance. After the sixth correspondence had been set up, however, it was found that in a remote dialect of Cree, which agrees in groups (1) to (5) with the Plains Cree scheme, the morpheme for ‘red’ has the peculiar cluster [litk], as in [mihkiuwa] ‘he is red.’ In this case, then, the residual form showed a special phonetic unit of the parent speech.

The assumption of regular (that is, purely phonemic) sound-change is justified by the correlations which it uncovers; it is inconsistent to accept the results which it yields and to reject it whenever one wants a contradictory assumption (“sporadic sound-change”) to “explain” difficult cases.

20.9. The relation of our residual forms to factors of linguistic history other than sound-change, is the crucial point in the dispute about the regularity of sound-change. The neo-grammarians could not claim, of course, that linguistic resemblances ever run in regular sets. The actual data with which we work are extremely irregular, — so irregular that centuries of study before the days of Rask and Grimm had found no useful correlations. The neo-grammarians did claim, however, that factors of linguistic change other than sound-change will appear in the residual forms after we have ruled out the correlations that result from sound-change.

Thus, Old English [a:] in stressed syllables appears in modern English normally as [aw], as in boat (from Old English [ba:t]), bore, whole, oath, snow, stone, bone, home, dough, goad, and many other forms. In the residue, we find forms like Old English [ba:t]: beat, Old English [ha:] : hate, Old English [awtan] ‘herdman’ : swain. Having found that Old English [a:] appears in modern standard English as [aw], we assign the forms with the discrepant modern English [e] to a residue. The forms in this residue are not the results of a deviant, sporadic sound-change of Old English [a:] to modern English [e]; their deviation is due not to sound-change, but to another factor of linguistic change. The forms like beat, hate, swain are not the modern continuants of Old English forms with [a:], but borrowings from Scandinavian. Old Scandinavian had [e] in forms where Old English had [a]; Old Scandinavian (Old Norse) said [stein, bejt, heil, svein] where Old English said [stein, bat, hail, swain]. The regularity of correspondence is due, of course, to the common tradition from Primitive Germanic. After the Norse invasion of England, the English language took over these Scandinavian words, and it is the Old Norse diphthong [e:] which appears in the deviant forms with modern English [e].

In cases like these, or in cases like Latin dentalis : English dental, the opponents of the neo-grammarians hypothesis raise no objection, and agree that linguistic borrowing accounts for the resemblance. In many other cases, however, they prefer to say that irregular sound-change was at work, and, strangely enough, they do this in cases where only the neo-grammarians hypothesis yields a significant result.

Students of dialect geography are especially given to this confusion. In any one dialect we usually find an ancient unit phoneme represented by several phonemes — as in the case of Old English [e] in modern English food, good, blood, and so on (§ 20.7). Often one of these is like the old phoneme and the others appear to embody one or more phonetic changes. Thus, in Central-Western American English, we say gather with [e], rather with [a] or with [e], and father always with [a]. Some speakers have [ju:] in words like same, done, soon; some have [u:] in the first three types, but keep [ju:] ordinarily after [a-]; others speak [u:] in all of them. Or, again, if we examine adjacent dialects in an area, we find a gradation: some have apparently carried out a sound-change, as when, say, in Dutch, some districts in our Figure 6 have [y:] for ancient [i:] in the words mouse and house; next to these we may find dialects which have apparently undergone the change in some of the forms, but not in others, as when some districts in our Figure 6 say [hirsk] with the changed vowel, but [murs] with the unchanged; finally, we reach a district where the changed forms are lacking, such as, in Figure 6, the area where the old forms [murs, hurs] are
still being spoken. Under a hypothesis of sporadic sound-change,
no definite conclusions could be drawn, but under the assumption of
regular sound-change, distributions of this sort can at once be
interpreted: an irregular distribution shows that the new forms,
in a part or in all of the area, are due not to sound-change, but to
borrowing. The sound-change took place in some one center and,
after this, forms which had undergone the change spread from this
center by linguistic borrowing. In other cases, a community may
have made a sound-change, but the changed forms may in part be
superseded by unchanged forms which spread from a center which
has not made the change. Students of dialect geography make this
inference and base on it their reconstruction of linguistic and
cultural movements, but many of these students at the same time
protest to reject the assumption of regular phonetic change. If
they stopped to examine the implications of this, they would soon
see that their work is based on the supposition that sound-change
is regular, for, if we admit the possibility of irregular sound-change,
then the use of [hysa] beside [mazis] in a Dutch dialect, or of [rater]
rather beside [gefr] gather in standard English, would justify no
definitions about linguistic borrowing.

20. 10. Another phase of the dispute about the regularity of
sound-change concerns residual forms whose deviation is connected
with features of meaning. Often enough, the forms that deviate
from ordinary phonetic correlation belong to some clearly marked
semantic group.

In ancient Greek, Primitive Indo-European [e] between vowels
had been lost by sound-change. Thus, Primitive Indo-European
"[gewas] 'I taste' (Gothic [kiwas] 'I choose') appears in Greek
as [gewas] 'I give a taste'; Primitive Indo-European "[geneso]
of the kin' (Sanskrit [janashali] appears as Greek [genésos], later
[genous]; Primitive Indo-European [tésan] 'I was' (Sanskrit
[Jasan]) appears in Greek as [ten], later [tec].

Over against cases like these, there is a considerable residue of
forms in which an old intervocalic [e] seems to be preserved in
ancient Greek. The principal type of this residue consists of aorist-
tense (that is, past punctural) verb-forms, in which the suffix [-s] of
this tense occurs after the final vowel of a root or verb-stem. Thus,
the Greek root [plok] 'sail' (present tense [ploko] 'I sail', parallel-
led by Sanskrit [plavate]: 'he sails') has the aorist form [plewas]
'I sailed'; the Greek aorist [tekoša] 'I paid a penalty' parallels

Sanskrit [ařajša] 'I collected'; the Greek root [ste:] 'stand'
(present tense [histëmi] 'I cause to stand') has the aorist form
[esteša] 'I caused to stand,' parallel with Old Bulgarian [staxut]:
'I stood up.' Primitive Indo-European "[esom]: a Primitive
Indo-European aorist type "[ehusom] (Old Bulgarian
[byus] 'I became') is apparently represented by Greek [ephasa]
'I caused to grow.' Opponents of the neo-grammarians' method
suppose that when intervocalic [e] was weakened and finally lost
during the pre-Greek period, the [e] of these forms resisted the
change, because it expressed an important meaning, namely that
of the aorist tense. A sound-change, they claim, can be checked in
forms where it threatens to remove some semantically important
feature.

The neo-grammarians' hypothesis implies that sound-change is
unaffected by semantic features and concerns merely the habits of
articulating speech-sounds. If residual forms are characterized
by some semantic feature, then their deviation must be due not
to sound-change, but to some other factor of linguistic change —
to some factor which is connected with meanings. In our example,
the sound-change which led to the loss of intervocalic [e] destroyed
every intervocalic [e]; forms like Greek [esteša] cannot be contin-
uants of forms that existed before that sound-change. They
were created after the sound-change was past, as new combinations
of morphemes in a complex form, by a process which we call
analogy new combination or analogic change. In many forms where
the aorist-suffix was not between vowels, it had come unsustained
through the sound-change. Thus, a Primitive Indo-European
aorist *[elekšom] 'I left' (Sanskrit *[ařajkaša]) appears in
Greek, by normal phonetic development, as *[elekpsa]; Primitive
Indo-European *[ejevkšom] 'I joined' (Sanskrit *[aṇawakša])
appears as Greek *[eewkša]; the Primitive Indo-European
root *[gewa] 'taste' (Greek present *[gewa], cited above), combining
with the aorist-suffix, would give a stem *[gewa-s]; as double
[as] was not lost in pre-Greek, but merely at a later date simplified
to [s], the Greek aorist *[egwasa] 'I gave a taste' is the normal
phonetic type. Accordingly, the Greek language possessed the
aorist suffix [-s]; at all times this suffix was doubtless combined
with all manner of verbal stems, and our aorists with the [-s] be-
tween vowels are merely combinations which were made after the
sound-change which affected [-s] had ceased to work. On models
like the inherited present-tense ['gewo:] with aorist ['ege wsə], one formed, for the present-tense ['ple wə:], a new aorist ['eplewsə]. In sum, the residual forms are not due to deflections of the process of sound-change, but reveal to us, rather, a different factor of linguistic change — namely, analogic change.

In much the same way, some students believe that sounds which bear no important meaning are subject to excess weakening and to loss by irregular sound-change. In this way they explain, for instance, the weakening of will to [I] in forms like I'll go. The neogrammarians would attribute the weakening rather to the fact that the verb-form in phrases like these is atomic: in English, unstressed phonemes have been subjected to a series of weakenings and losses.

20. 11. The neo-grammarians define sound-change as a purely phonetic process; it affects a phoneme or a type of phonemes either universally or under certain strictly phonetic conditions, and is neither favored nor impeded by the semantic character of the forms which happen to contain the phoneme. The effect of sound-change, then, as it presents itself to the comparatist, will be a set of regular phonemic correspondences, such as Old English [stam, bæm, bæt, gæt, ræd, hæl]; modern English [stæm, bæm, bæt, gæt, ræd, hæl]; Old English [laun, bæm, hæl]; modern English [laun, bæm, hæl], because phonetic change is only one of several factors of linguistic change. We must suppose that, no matter how minute and accurate our observation, we should always find deviant forms, because from the very outset of a sound-change, and during its entire course, and after it is over, the forms of the language are subject to the incessant working of other factors of change, such as, especially, borrowing and analogic combination of new complex forms. The occurrence of sound-change, as defined by the neo-grammarians, is not a fact of direct observation, but an assumption. The neo-grammarians believe that this assumption is correct, because it alone has enabled linguists to find order in the factual data, and because it alone has led to a plausible formulation of other factors of linguistic change.

Theoretically, we can understand the regular change of phonemes, if we suppose that language consists of two layers of habit. One layer is phonemic: the speakers have certain habits of voice-movement, and so on. These habits make up the phonetic system of the language. The other layer consists of formal-semantic habits: the speakers habitually utter certain combinations of phonemes in response to certain types of stimuli, and respond appropriately when they hear these same combinations. These habits make up the grammar and lexicon of the language.

One may conceivably acquire the phonetic habits of a language without using any of its significant forms; this may be the case of a singer who has been taught to render a French song in correct pronunciation, or of a mimic who, knowing no French, can yet imitate a Frenchman's English. On the other hand, if the phonemes of a foreign language are not completely incommensurable with ours, we may utter significant forms in this language without acquiring its phonetic habits; this is the case of some speakers of French and English, who converse freely in each other's languages, but, as we say, with an abominable pronunciation.

Historically, we picture phonetic change as a gradual favoring of some non-distinctive variants and a disfavoring of others. It could be observed only by means of an enormous mass of mechanical records, reaching through several generations of speakers. The hypothesis supposes that such a collection — provided that we could rule out the effects of borrowing and analogic change — would show a progressive favoring of variants in some one direction, coupled with the obsolescence of variants at the other extreme. Thus, Old English and Middle English spoke a long mid vowel in forms like gas 'goose' and ges'goose.' We suppose that during a long period of time, higher variants were favored and lower variants went out of use, until, in the eighteenth century, the range of surviving variants could be described as a high-vowel type [u; i]; since then, the more diphthongal variants have been favored, and the simple-vowel types have gone out of use.

The non-distinctive acoustic features of a language are at all times highly variable. Even the most accurate phonetic record of a language at any one time could not tell us which phonemes were changing. Moreover, it is certain that these non-distinctive, sub-phonemic variants are subject to linguistic borrowing (imitation) and to analogic change (systematization). This appears from the fact that whenever the linguist deals with a sound-change — and certainly in some cases his documents or his observations must date from a time very shortly after the occurrence of the
change—he finds the results of the sound-change disturbed by these other factors. Indeed, when we observe sub-phonemic variants, we sometimes find them distributed among speakers or systematized among forms, quite in the manner of linguistic borrowing and of analogic change. In the Central-Western type of American English, vowel-quantities are not distinctive, but some speakers habitually (though perhaps not invariably) use a shorter variant of the phoneme [a] before the clusters [kr, zr], as in dark, sharp, and before the clusters [rd, rt] followed by a primary suffix [-t, -n], as in barter, Carter, garden, marsh (Marvin).

Before a secondary suffix, [-t, -n], however, the longer variant is used, as in starter, carter ('one who carts'), harder; here the existence of the simple words (start, cart, hard), whose [a] is not subject to shortening, has led to the favoring of the normal, longer variant. The word harder (not part of the colloquial vocabulary) could be read with the shorter variant, but the agent-noun harder ('one who hards') could be formed only with the longer type of the [a]-phoneme. This distribution of the sub-phonemic variants is quite like the results of analogic change, and, whatever its origin, the distribution of this habit among speakers is doubtless effected by a process of imitation which we could identify with linguistic borrowing. If the difference between the two variants should become distinctive, then the etymologist would say that a sound-change had occurred, but he would find the results of this sound-change overlaid, from the very start, by the effects of borrowing and of analogic change.

We can often observe that a non-distinctive variant has become entirely obsolete. In eighteenth-century English, forms like geese, eight, goose, goat had long vowels of the types [i; e; u; o:], which since then have changed to the diphthongal types [i; e; u; o:]. This displacement has had no bearing on the structure of the language; a transcription of present-day standard English which used the symbols [i; e; u; o:] would be perfectly adequate. It is only the phonetician or acoustician who tells us that there has been a displacement in the absolute physiologic and acoustic configuration of these phonemes. Nevertheless, we can see that the non-diphthongal variants, which at first were the predominant ones, are today obsolete. The speaker of present-day standard English who tries to speak a language like German or French which has undiphthongized long vowels, has a hard time learning to produce these types. It is as hard for him to articulate these acoustic types (which existed in English not so many generations ago) as it is for the Frenchman or the German to produce the English diphthongal types. The speaker learns only with difficulty to produce speech-sounds that do not occur in his native language, even though the historian, irrelevantly, may assure him that an earlier stage of his language possessed these very sounds.

We can speak of sound-change only when the displacement of habit has led to some alteration in the structure of the language. Most types of American English speak a low vowel [a] in forms like got, rod, not, where British English has kept an older mid-vowel type [e]. In some types of American standard English, this [a] is distinct from the [e] of forms like calm, far, pa—so that bother does not rhyme with father, and bomb, is not homonymous with balm: there has been no displacement of the phonemic system. In other types of American standard English, however, the two phonemes have coincided: got, rod, bother, calm, far, pa, father, balm all have one and the same low vowel [a], and we say, accordingly, that a sound-change has taken place. Some speakers of this (as well as some of the other) type pronounce bomb as [bon]: this form is due to some sort of linguistic borrowing and accordingly cannot exhibit the normal correlation.

The initial clusters [kn-, gn-], as in knees, gown, lost their stop sound early in the eighteenth century; hereby kneat and not, knight and night, graun and Nash became homonymous. English-speakers of today learn only with difficulty to produce initial clusters like these, as, say, in German Knix [knik] 'knee.'

In Dutch-German area, the Primitive Germanic phoneme [a] changed toward [a] and then toward [a]; by the end of the Middle Ages this [a] coincided, in the northern part of the area, with Primitive Germanic [a]. Hence modern standard Dutch has initial [a] uniformly, both in words like dag [dax] 'day,' doen [dun] 'do,' droom [droom] 'dream,' where English has [a], and in words like dik [diik] 'thick,' doen [dun] 'thorn,' drie [dir] 'three,' where English has [i]. The distinction has been entirely obliterated, and could be re-introduced only by borrowing from a language in which it has been preserved. Needless to say, the Dutchman or North German has as hard a time learning to utter an English [a] as though this sound had never existed in his language.
The favoring of variants which leads to sound-change is a historical occurrence; once it is past, we have no guarantee of its happening again. A later process may end by favoring the very same acoustic types as were eliminated by an earlier change. The Old and Middle English long vowels [i, u], as in [win, hug], were eliminated, in the early modern period, by change toward the diphthongal types of the present-day wine, house. At about the same time, however, the Old and Middle English long mid vowels, as in [gos, goas], were being raised, so that eighteenth-century English again had the types [i, u] in words like geese, goose. The new [i, u] arrived too late to suffer the change to [ai, aw] which had overtaken the Middle English high vowels. Similarly, we must suppose that the pre-Greek speakers of the generations that were weakening the phoneme [s] between vowels, could learn only with difficulty to utter such a thing as a distinct simple [s] in intervocalic position, but, after the change was over, the simplification of long [ss] re-introduced this phonetic type, and (doubtless independently of this) new combinations of the type [esteseas] (§ 20.10) were again fully pronounceable. In this way, we can often determine the succession (relative chronology) of changes. Thus, it is clear that in pre-Germanic time, the Primitive Indo-European [b, d, g] can have reached the types of Primitive Germanic [p, t, k] only after Primitive Indo-European [p, t, k] had already been changed somewhat in the direction of the types of Primitive Germanic [f, th, h] — for the actual Germanic forms show that these two series of phonemes did not coincide (§ 20.2).

CHAPTER 21

TYPES OF PHONETIC CHANGE

21.1. Phonetic change, as defined in the last chapter, is a change in the habits of performing sound-producing movements. Strictly speaking, a change of this kind has no importance so long as it does not affect the phonemic system of the language; in fact, even with perfect records at our command, we should probably be unable to determine the exact point where a favoring of certain variants began to deserve the name of a historical change. At the time when speakers of English began to favor the variants with higher tongue-position of the vowels in words like gos 'goose' and ges 'geese,' the dislocation was entirely without significance. The speakers had no way of comparing the acoustic qualities of their vowels with the acoustic qualities of the vowels which their predecessors, a few generations back, had spoken in the same linguistic forms. When they heard a dialect which had not made the change, they may have noticed a difference, but they could have had no assurance as to how this difference had arisen. Phonetic change acquires significance only if it results in a change of the phonemic pattern. For instance, in the early modern period, the Middle English vowel [e], as in sed [seda] 'seed,' was raised until it coincided with the [e] in ges [geis] 'geese,' and this coincidence for all time changed the distribution of phonemes in the forms of the language. Again, the Middle English short [e] in a so-called "open" syllable — that is, before a single consonant followed by another vowel, as in ete ['ete] 'eat' — was lengthened and ultimately coincided with the long vowels just mentioned. Accordingly, the phonemic structure of modern English is different from that of medieval English. Our phoneme [ij] continues, among others, these three older phonemes; we may note, especially, that this coincidence has given rise to a number of homonyms.

Old and Middle English [e:] has changed to modern [i] in heal, steel, gelse, queen, green, meet (verb), need, keep.

Old and Middle English [e:] has changed to modern [i] in heal,
meal (‘taking of food’), cheese, leave, clean, lean (adjective), strong, /me:d/ (‘meadow’), meet (adjective).

Old and Middle English [u] has changed to modern [i] in show, meal (‘dour’), deserve, lean (verb), queen, speak, mean, me, me, and me (‘fermented drink’).

On the other hand, the restriction of this last change to a limited phonetic position, has produced different phonemes in forms that used to have the same phoneme: the old [e] was lengthened in Middle English weare < weere, but not in Middle English weef < weft. In the same way, a phonetic change which consisted of shortening long vowels before certain consonant-clusters has produced the difference of vowel between %mead (‘meadow’) and mead, or between kept (‘keep’) and keep.

A few hundred years ago, initial [k] was lost before [n]: the result was a change in the phonemic system, which included such features as the homonymy of knot and nod, or of knight and night, and the alternation of [n] and [k-n] in know, knowledge: acknowledge.

21. The general direction of a great deal of sound-change is toward a simplification of the movements which make up the utterance of any given linguistic form. Thus, consonant-groups are often simplified. The Old English initial clusters [hr], [hr], [kn], [gn], [gw] have lost their initial consonants, as in Old English hring > ring; hliopan > leap; hneoa > neck; cneow > knee; quaqan > grave, wringan > wring. The loss of the [h] in these groups occurred in the later Middle Ages, that of the other consonants in early modern time; we do not know what new factor intervened at these times to destroy the clusters which for many centuries had been spoken without change. The [h]-clusters are still spoken in Icelandic; initial [kn] remains not only in the other Germanic languages (as Dutch krit [knit], German Krut [knit], Danish [knut], Swedish [knut]), but also in the English dialects of the Shetland and Orkney Islands and northeastern Scotland. The [gw] persists almost as widely — in English, more widely; [vr-], in the shape of [vr-], remains in Scandinavian, the northern part of the Dutch-German area, including standard Dutch, and in several scattered dialects of English. As long as we do not know what factors led to these changes at one time and place but not at another, we cannot claim to know the causes of the change — that is, to predict its occurrence. The greater simplicity of the favored variants is a permanent factor; it can offer no possibilities of correlation.

Simplification of final consonant-clusters is even more common. A Primitive Indo-European *[-p]s[-] foot’ (nominative singular) appears in Sanskrit as [past] and in Latin as pes [pes]; a Primitive Indo-European *[-b]rcnts bear’ (nominative singular masculine) appears in Sanskrit as [bharan], and in Latin as feres [ferens], later [feres]. It is this type of change which leads to either of permitted final (§ 8.4) and to morphological alternations of the type described in § 13.9. Thus, a Primitive Central Algonquian *[-xhkwis] ‘kettle,’ plural *[-xhkwaki], reflected in Fox [xhkoukwa, xhkohkoki], loses its final vowel and part of the consonant-cluster in Cree [skhik, skhikwak] and in Memluni [skhik, skhik:uk], so that the plural-form in these languages contains a consonant-cluster that cannot be determined by inspection of the singular form. In English, final [ng] and [mb] have lost their stop; hence the contrast of long : longer [lagn — long], drink : dancer [klamr — klen].

Sometimes even single final consonants are weakened or disappear. In pre-Greek, final [t, d] were lost, as in Primitive Indo-European *[t]d ‘that,’ Sanskrit [tad]; Greek [to]; final [m] became [n], as in Primitive Indo-European *[n]g ‘yoke,’ Sanskrit [n:gam]: Greek [ngon]. The same changes seem to have occurred in pre-Germanic. Sometimes all final consonants are lost and there results a phonetic pattern in which every word ends in a vowel. This happened in pre-Slavic, witness forms like Old Bulgarian [to] ‘that,’ [igo] ‘yoke.’ It is a change of this sort that accounts for morphological situations like that of Samoan (§ 13.9); a Samoan form like [ina] ‘drink’ is the descendant of an older *[i:ma], whose final consonant has been kept in Tagalog [i:man] when changes of this sort appear at the beginning or, more often, at the end of words, we have to suppose that the languages in which they took place had, at the time, some phonetic marking of the word-final. If there were any forms in which the beginning or the end of a word had not the characteristic initial or final pronunciation, these forms would not suffer the change, and would survive as sanchi-forms. Thus, in Middle English, final [s] was lost, as in stre > ele ‘eat,’ but the article as before vowels must have been pronounced as if it were part of the following word — that is,
without the phonetic peculiarities of final position — so that the [n] in this case was not lost (like a final [s]), but preserved (like a medial [m]): a house but an arm. Latin est 'ye' gives French est [v], but Latin phrase-types like vos amātis 'ye love' are reflected in the French sandhi-habit of saying vous êtes [vuz eme]. Latin est 'he is' gives French est [et] 'is,' but the phrase-type of Latin est tē 'is that one?' appears in the French sandhi-form in est-il [et il] 'is he?' In the same way, a Primitive Indo-European *s'hetontos* is reflected not only in Sanskrit [śāharāṇ], above cited, but also in the Sanskrit habit of adding a sandhi [s] when the next word began with [t], as in [śāha] 'tātra 'carrying there.'

21.3. Simplification of consonant-clusters is a frequent result of sound-change. Thus, a pre-Latin *'fulmen* ['fulm'] 'flash of lightning' gives a Latin fulmen. Here the group *[lgm]* was simplified by the change to [lm], but the group [lg], as in fulgur 'flash,' was not changed, and neither was the group [gmn], as in agmen 'army.' In describing such changes, we speak of the conditions as conditioning factors (or causing factors) and say, for instance, that one of these was absent in cases like fulgur and agmen, where the [g], accordingly, was preserved. This form of speech is inaccurate, since the change was really one of [lgm] to [lm], and cases like fulgur, agmen are irrelevant, but it is often convenient to use these terms. The result of a conditioned change is often a morphologic alternation. Thus, in Latin, we have the suffix -men in agere 'to lead': agmen 'army' but fulgere 'to flash': fulmen 'flash of lightning.' Similarly, pre-Latin *[kn]* became [rn]; beside pater 'father:' paterem 'paternal,' we have quercus 'oak': quernus 'oaken.'

Quite commonly, clusters change by way of assimilation: the altered of the vocal organs for the production of one phoneme is altered to a position more like that of the other phoneme. The commoner case is regressive assimilation, change of the prior phoneme.

Thus, the voicing or unvoicing of a consonant is often altered into agreement with that of a following consonant: the [s] of goose and house has been voiced to [z] in the combinations godīng- husband. This, again, may give rise to morphologic alternations. In the history of Russian the loss of two short vowels (I shall transcribe them as [i] and [u]) produced consonant-clusters; in these clusters a stop or spirant was then assimilated, as to voicing, to a following stop or spirant. The old forms can be seen in Old Bulgarian, which did not make the changes in question. Thus *svadba* 'marriage' gives Russian [svadba]; compare Russian [svat] 'arranger of a marriage.' Old Bulgarian [otobaːt] 'to run away' appears in Russian as [otobət]; compare the simple Old Bulgarian [ot] 'from, away from': Russian [ot]. On the other hand, Old Bulgarian [potkhopati] 'to undermine' appears in Russian as [potkəpat]; contrast Old Bulgarian [podu iko] 'under the yoke': Russian [podiko].

The assimilation may affect the action of the velum, tongue, or lips. If some difference between the consonants is kept, the assimilation is partial; thus in pre-Latin [pz] was assimilated to [mn], as in Primitive Indo-European *'swepnos* 'sleep,' Sanskrit *'svapnah*; Latin somnus. If the difference entirely disappears, the assimilation is total, and the result is a long consonant, as in Italian somno 'sleep.' Similarly, Latin octō 'eight' > Italian otto ['otto']: Latin ruptus 'broken' > Italian rotto ['rotto']

In progressive assimilation the latter consonant is altered. Thus, pre-Latin *[kolinis]* 'hill' gives Latin collis; compare Lithuanian *[kalinas]* 'mountain.' Our word hill underwent the same change [l] > [ll] in pre-German; witness Primitive Indo-European *'p[l]*'nos 'full,' Sanskrit [pas'vah], Lithuanian *[pilnas*]: Primitive Germanic *'pollaz*, Gothic fulla, Old English full, or Primitive Indo-European *'w[l]nas* 'wool,' Sanskrit [urvās], Lithuanian *[vila*]: Primitive Germanic *'wolla*, Gothic *wulda*, Old English *wulf*.

21.4. A great many other changes of consonants can be viewed as assimilative in character. Thus, the unvoicing of final consonants, which has occurred in the history of various languages, can be viewed as a sort of regressive assimilation: the open position of the vocal chords which follows upon the end of speech, is anticipated during the utterance of the final consonant. Thus, many dialects of the Dutch-German area, including the standard languages, have unvoiced all final stops and spirants; the result is an alternation of unvoiced finals with voiced medials ($§ 13.9):

Old High German tag 'day' > New High German Tag [tak], but, plural, taga 'days' > Tage ['tage], with unchanged [g];
Old High German bad 'bath' > New High German Bad [bat], but, genitive case, bades > Bades ['ba:des];
Old High German gab 'he gave' > New High German gab [ga:p], but, plural, gabun 'they gave' > geben ['ga:ben].
The voiced consonant may be preserved in sandhi — that is, in traditional phrase-types where it did not come at the end of speech. This does not happen in standard German; here the final-form has been carried over for every word-unit. In Russian, however, we have not only the final-form, by which an old [podu], after loss of the vowel, became [pol]; but also phrasal types like [‘ped iku] ‘under the yoke.’ There is a type of Dutch pronunciation where an old [kobe ‘(I have’) appears, after loss of the final vowel, not only in the final-form with [-p], as in [ik kobe [ek ‘hep], but also in the phrasal sandhi-type, [eb ek] [‘heb ek?] ‘have I?’ This is the origin of reminiscent sandhi (§ 12.5).

A very common type of change is the weakening of consonants between vowels or other open sounds. This, too, is akin to assimilation, since, when the preceding and following sounds are open and voiced, the less marked closure or the voicing of a stop or spirant represents an economy of movement. The change which gave rise to the American English voiced tongue-tip variety of [t], as in water, butter, at all (§ 6.7), was surely of this sort. Latin [p, t, k] between vowels are largely weakened in the Romance languages: Latin ripa ‘bank, shore,’ silva ‘forest,’ favus ‘hearth’ appear in Spanish as riba, seda, faua ‘fire,’ where the [b, d, g] are largely spirant in character, and in French as rivé, sové, fave [riv, swa, fsv]. Some languages, such as pre-Greek, lose sounds like [s, j, w] between vowels. The Polynesian languages and, to some extent, the medieval Indo-Aryan languages, show a loss of the old structure of medial consonants, much like that in the French forms just cited. In the history of English, loss of [v] is notable, as in Old English [hvede, havok, hhavoid, hhavviod, hhavvogor] > modern had, havoc, lord, lady, head, anger; this change seems to have occurred in the thirteenth century.

If the conditioning factors are removed by subsequent change, the result is an irregular alternation. In this way, arose, for example, the sandhi-alternation of initial consonants in Irish (§ 12.4). In the history of this language, stops between vowels were weakened to spirants, as in Primitive Indo-European [‘pibomil] ‘I drink,’ Sanskrit [pibamal] ‘Old Irish chaibn [‘cavim].’ Apparently the language at this stage gave little phonetic recognition to the word-unit, and carried out this change in close-knit phrases changing, for instance, an [‘ese bowes] ‘his cows’ (compare Sanskrit [sja ‘gavah]! to what is now [a va,]; in contrast with

the absolute form [ba:] ‘cows.’ This type of sandhi is preserved in a limited number of cases, as, in our instance, after the pronoun [s] ‘his.’ In the same way, [s] between vowels was weakened to [l] and then lost: a Primitive Indo-European [‘swasa] ‘sister,’ Sanskrit [svasa] giving first, presumably, [‘swesah], and then Old Irish [sir]. Final [s] similarly was lost: a Gallic tarbos ‘bull’ appears in Old Irish as toxh.

We have to suppose, now, that the change [s > h] between vowels took place also in close-knit phrases, so that an [‘ese owjol] ‘her egg’ (compare Sanskrit [sja] ‘jeh,’ with [-h] from [-s]) resulted in a modern [hu] ‘her egg,’ in contrast with the independent [uv] ‘egg’ — again, a habit preserved only in certain combinations, as after the word for ‘her.’ Similarly, [m] was first changed to [n] and then lost at the end of words, but between vowels was preserved; both treatments appear in [nematmon] ‘holy place,’ Old Gallic [nematon], Old Irish [nemut]. At the stage when [-m] had become [-n], an old [sea-tom owjol] ‘of these eggs’ (compare the Greek genitive plural [tonum]) gave what is now [na nuv], in contrast with the absolute [uv] ‘eggs.’ To a similar, but more complicated development we owe the sandhi-alternant with initial [t], as in [an tuv] ‘the egg’ — ultimately this is due to the fact that the Primitive Indo-European nominative-accusative singular neuter pronoun-forms ended in [d], as Sanskrit [tat] ‘that,’ Latin id ‘it.’

We may interpret the pre-Germanic change discovered by Verner (§§ 18.7; 20.8) as a weakening of unvoiced spirants [f, h, s] between musical sounds to voiced [y, ʃ, ɣ, ʃ̥]; then the restriction of the change to cases where the preceding vowel or diphthong was unvoiced is subject to a further interpretation of the same sort: after a loudly stressed vowel there is a great amount of breath stored up behind the vocal chords, so that their opening for an unvoiced spirant is easier than their closure for a voiced. We cannot view these interpretations as correlating (‘causal’) explanations, however, for enough languages keep unvoiced spirants intact between vowels, while others change them to voiced regardless of high stress on a preceding vowel. Here, too, the conditioning factor was afterwards removed by other changes: in an early pre-Germanic [‘werbom] ‘to become’ versus [‘warbom] ‘we became,’ the alternation [b, p] depended on the place of the stress; later, when the stress had changed to the first syllable of all words, the alternation in Primitive Germanic
"werðanum — 'wurdne', Old English ['werθan — 'wurdon], was an arbitrary irregularity, just as is the parallel was : were, from Primitive German ['was — 'wesum'], in modern English. A similar change occurred much later in the history of English; it accounts for such differences as luxury : luxurious [lɔkərij — log'zurjə] in a common type of pronunciation, and for the two treatments of French [s] in forms like possessive [po'zɛs]. This change involved the voicing of old [s] after an unstressed vowel in suffixes, as in glasses, misses, Besse's; a few forms like dice (plural of die) and pence show the preservation of [s] after a stressed vowel. Immediately after this change the stressed forms must have been off [ɔf], with [wiθ], [iθ] [is], his [his], and the atomic forms of [ov] and [wiθ, iθ, his], but this alternation has been destroyed: off and of have been redistributed by analogy change, [wiθ] survives as a variant of [wiθ], and the [s]-forms of is and his have fallen into disuse.

21.5. Consonants are often assimilated to the tongue-position of preceding or following vowels. The commonest case is the assimilation especially of dentals and velars to a following front vowel; this is known as palatalization. A change of this kind which did not cause phonemic alterations, must have occurred not too long ago in English, for phoneticians assure us that we make the tongue-contact of [k, g] farther forward before a front vowel, as in kin, keep, kept, give, gee, get, than before a back vowel, as in book, good. In Pre-English there occurred a change of the same sort which led to alteration of the phonemic structure. To begin with, the palatalized form of [g] — presumably this phoneme had a spirant character — coincided with another phoneme, [j]. The change in phonemic distribution appears plainly when we compare the cognate forms from North German (Old Saxon), where the old phonemic distribution remained intact:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NORTH GERMAN</th>
<th>Pre-English</th>
<th>Old English</th>
<th>Modern English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gold</td>
<td>*[gold]</td>
<td>gold</td>
<td>gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ged</td>
<td>*[go:d]</td>
<td>good</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geldan</td>
<td>*[geldan]</td>
<td>gieldan</td>
<td>yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>garn</td>
<td>*[garn]</td>
<td>gear</td>
<td>gear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jok</td>
<td>*[jok]</td>
<td>geec</td>
<td>yoke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jør</td>
<td>*[jør]</td>
<td>jær</td>
<td>jear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another way in which the Pre-English palatalization in time affected the structure of the language was by the obscuration of the conditioning factor. The back vowels [o, u], which did not affect a preceding velar, were changed, under certain conditions, to front vowels [o, y] and later to [e, i], which coincided with old front vowels that had affected palatalization. Hence, in the later stages of English, both palatalized and unpalatalized velars occurred before front vowels.

Palatalized velars, before old front vowels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-English</th>
<th>Old English</th>
<th>Modern English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[kɔn]</td>
<td>ceeze</td>
<td>cheese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[kɔn]</td>
<td>chin</td>
<td>chin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[geldan]</td>
<td>gieldan</td>
<td>yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[garn]</td>
<td>gearn</td>
<td>yarn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unpalatalized velars, before new front vowels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-English</th>
<th>Old English</th>
<th>Modern English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[kɔn]</td>
<td>ceeze</td>
<td>keen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[kɔn]</td>
<td>eyn</td>
<td>kin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[gosæ]</td>
<td>gesæ</td>
<td>geeze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[geldan]</td>
<td>gylldan</td>
<td>gylldan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A third factor of the same kind was the loss, by later sound-change, of the conditioning feature, — that is, of the front vowel [e, i, j] which had caused the palatalization.

Palatalized velars, followed, at the critical time, by a front vowel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-English</th>
<th>Old English</th>
<th>Modern English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[drenækan]</td>
<td>drenæcan</td>
<td>drench</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[stɪk]</td>
<td>stɪce</td>
<td>stitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[sængan]</td>
<td>sængan</td>
<td>sing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[bryggu]</td>
<td>bryeg</td>
<td>bridge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unpalatalized velars, not followed by front vowel:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-English</th>
<th>Old English</th>
<th>Modern English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[drɪk]</td>
<td>drɪkæn</td>
<td>drink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[stɪk]</td>
<td>stɪkæn</td>
<td>stick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[sɪŋ]</td>
<td>sɪŋæn</td>
<td>sing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| *[froʊɡ]    | froʊɡæn    | frog
The sound-change which we call palatalization changes consonants at first to varieties which the phonetician calls palatalized, the modern English forms in our preceding examples, with the [k, g], show us that these palatalized types may undergo further changes. These, in fact, are extremely common, although the direction varies. In the case of both velars and dentals, affricate types [xt], [zd] and sibilant types, both abnormal [s, z] and normal [s, z] are fairly frequent. In modern English we have a development of [zd] > [kt], [zd] > [nt], [zd] > [jt], as in virtue, Indian, occasion, vision [vřtuw, ˈɛln, ˈsɛnt, ˈvɪʃn]; more formal variants, such as [vɐjnt, ˈɛln], have arisen by later changes. The Romance languages exhibit a great variety of development of palatalized velars:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LATIN</th>
<th>ITALIAN</th>
<th>FRENCH</th>
<th>SPANISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>centum</td>
<td>cento</td>
<td>cent</td>
<td>cento</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gentem</td>
<td>gente</td>
<td>gens</td>
<td>gente</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Part of the French area has a palatalization of [k] before [sk], in the Middle Ages, when English borrowed many French words, this had reached the stage of [x], so that a Latin type like cantare [kanˈtare] 'to sing' > Old French chanter [kɑ̃tɛʁ] appears in English as chant; similarly, Latin cathedram [kæθedræm] appears as chair; Latin centum [kaŋˈtʊm] as chain; Latin cameram [kaŋˈməræm] as chamber. In modern standard French, further change of this [x] has led to [ʃ]: chanter, chaire, chatne, chambre [ʃɔ̃tɛʁ, ʃɛʁ, ʃɛm, ʃəm].

Palatalization has played a great part in the history of the Slavic languages: it has occurred at different times with different results, and has affected every type of consonant, including even labials.

A case of palatalization whose causing factor was obscured by later change, played an important part in the development of Indo-European studies. In the Indo-Iranian languages a single vowel-type [a] corresponds to the three types [a, e, o] of the other Indo-European languages. Thus, Latin ager 'field,' equus 'horse,' octo 'eight' are cognate with Sanskrit [aːjra], [əˈcuːs, aːkʰoː]. For a long time students believed that the Indo-Iranian languages had here preserved the Primitive Indo-European state of affairs, and that the diverse vowels of the European languages were due to later change, made during a common pre-European period. Before the [a] of the Indo-Iranian languages, Primitive Indo-European velars [k, g] appeared sometimes unchangeable and sometimes as [x, ŋ]. In the 1870's several students independently saw that these latter reflexes are probably due to palatalization, and, in fact, correlate fairly well with the cases where the European languages have [k]. Thus we find, with back vowels in the languages of Europe and velar stops in Indo-Iranian, correspondences like:

- Primitive Indo-European [kʰəd], Latin quod [kwod] 'what': Sanskrit kāt- (as first member in compounds);
- Primitive Indo-European [gʰəwəl], Old English ca [kuː] 'cow': Sanskrit [gəwəl].
- On the other hand, with the front vowel [e] in the languages of Europe and affricates instead of velar stops in Indo-Iranian, we find correspondences like
- Primitive Indo-European [kʰəl], Latin quē [kwə] 'and': Sanskrit [kə];
- Primitive Indo-European [gʰənəs], Gothic gens [kwənəs] 'wife': Sanskrit [jɑ̃mɪ], final member in compounds.

From cases like these we conclude that the uniform [a] of Indo-Iranian is due to a later development: in pre-Indo-Iranian there must have been an [e] distinct from the other vowels, and this [e] must have caused palatalization of preceding velar stops. Since this [e], moreover, agrees with the [o] of the European languages, the distinction must have existed in Primitive Indo-European, and cannot be due to a joint innovation by the languages of Europe. This discovery put an end to the notion of a common parent speech intermediate between Primitive Indo-European and the European

21. 6. The weakening or loss of consonants is sometimes accompanied by compensatory lengthening of a preceding vowel. The Old English combination [ht], preserved to this day in northern dialects, has lost the [l] and lengthened the preceding vowel in most of the area. Thus, Old English nīht [nɪht, nɪxt] 'night,' modern Scotch [nɪxt, nɪxt], became [nɪt], whereas modern night [nɪt]. Loss of a sibilant before voiced non-syllables with compensatory lengthening of a vowel is quite common, as in pro-Latin *[dis-le-gos] 'I pick out, I like' > Latin dilīgō (compare due in dispensā 'I
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Weigh out; and lepō 'I pick, gather'; early Latin cosmos 'kind' > Latin cōmis; pre-Latin [*kαζως] 'gray-haired' > Latin caīna (compare, in Paeldanian, a neighboring Italic dialect, cosār 'old man'); Primitive Indo-European *mīndos 'nest' (compare English nest) > Latin nāsus.

If the last consonant is a nasal, the preceding vowel is often nasalized, with or without compensatory lengthening and other changes. This is the origin of the nasalized vowels of many languages, as of French: Latin cantōre > French chanter [ʃɑ̃tɛ], Latin centum > French cent [sɛ̃t], and so on. The morphology of Old German shows parallel forms with and without nasal, such as Gothic [bringan — brucht] 'bring, brought,' [∗hanjjan — ʃahtul] 'think, thought.' The forms without [n] all have an [n] immediately following a long vowel. The suspicion that in these forms an [n] has been lost with compensatory lengthening, is confirmed by a few comparisons with other Indo-European languages, such as Latin vincere 'to conquer': Gothic [wihjan] 'to fight.' Further, we have a twelfth-century Icelandic Landnámabók's statement that in his language forms like [feill] 'file' (from [ˈfeilhlo:]) had a nasalized vowel. In Old English, the [a] of the other Germanic languages, in forms like those, is represented by [o], as in [ˈbrocht] 'brought,' [ˈfecht] 'thought.' We have reason to believe that this divergent vowel quality is a reflex of older nasalization, because in other cases also, Old English shows us an [o:] as a reflex of an earlier nasalized [a]. The loss of [n] before [b] occurred in pre-Germanic; before the other unvoiced spirants [f, s, θ] an [n] remained in most Germanic dialects, but was lost, with compensatory lengthening, in English, Frisian, and some of the adjacent dialects. In these cases, too, we find an [o:] in Old English as the reflex of a lengthened and nasalized [a]. Thus, the words [fik, us, mōnθ, sof, gōs, òrð, ðreñc] appear in the oldest German documents as [fīn, us, mōnθ, sof, gōs, òrð] (with [d] as reflex of an old [θ]), but in Old English as [fik, us, mōnθ, sof, gōs, òrð].

When a consonant has been lost between vowels, the resulting succession of vowels often suffers contraction into a single vowel or diphthongal combination. Our earliest English records still show us an [h] between vowels, but very soon afterward this [h] disappears from the texts, and single vowels are written. Thus, the word too appears first as [tahe], presumably [ˈta:he], but soon as [tu] [tə];

a pre-English type [∗sænjhan] 'chay' appears first as [θəhe] [θəhe], then as [θə]; Gothic [θau] 'river' (cognate with Latin aqua 'water') is paralleled by Old English [æs] [æs], from pre-English [∗æhwul]; Gothic [ʃæwan] 'to see' is matched by Old English see [ʃeun].

21.7 Vowels are often assimilated to vowels that precede or follow in the next syllable. During the early Middle Ages, changes of this kind occurred in several Germanic dialects. These changes in the Germanic languages are known by the name of umlaut; somewhat confusingly, this term is applied also to the resultant grammatical alternations. The commonest type of umlaut is the partial assimilation of a stressed back vowel to a following [i, j]. The resulting alternations, after the loss of the conditioning [i, j], became purely grammatical:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre-English</th>
<th>Old English</th>
<th>Modern English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*[gauθjan] 1</td>
<td>gold</td>
<td>gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[gauθjæn]</td>
<td>gold</td>
<td>gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[mæs]</td>
<td>mus</td>
<td>[mæs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[mæs]</td>
<td>mus</td>
<td>[mæs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[fæt]</td>
<td>fæt</td>
<td>[fæt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[fæt]</td>
<td>fæt</td>
<td>[fæt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[gæs]</td>
<td>gæs</td>
<td>[gæs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[gæs]</td>
<td>gæs</td>
<td>[gæs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[dræŋk]</td>
<td>dræŋk</td>
<td>[dræŋk]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*[dræŋk]</td>
<td>dræŋk</td>
<td>[dræŋk]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Old Norse had also other types of umlaut, such as assimilation of [a] toward the back-vowel quality of a following [æ], as in [∗sakju] 'accretion' (compare Old English sacu 'dispute') > Old Norse [sok]. Similar changes, supplemented, no doubt by regularizing new-formations, must have led to the vowel-harmony that prevails in Turco-Tartar and some other languages (§ 11.7).

The effect of simplification appears most plainly in shortening and loss of vowels. In the final syllables of words, and especially in final position, this occurs in all manner of languages. Among the Central Algonquian languages, Fox alone has kept the final vowels: Primitive Central Algonquian [∗e̞niwa] ‘man’ > Fox [e̞niwa], Ojibwa [e̞nìni, Menominí [enìni], Plains Cree [lìni]. Certain

1 The [a] in this form is due to an earlier assimilation of [e] to the high-vowel position of the following [i].
types of two-syllable words are exempt from this shortening; *[eikwə] ‘louse’ > Fox [eikwə], Ojibwa [ikkwə], Memnonian [ekkwə], Cree [ikkwə].

Languages with strong word-stress often weaken or lose their unstressed vowels. The loss of final vowels, as in Old English (ie) sīng > (I) sing, is known as apocope; that of medial vowels, as in Old English stanes > stanes [stowMZ], as syncope. The contrast between the long forms of Primitive Germanic, the shorter forms of Old English, and the greatly reduced words of modern English, is due to a succession of such changes. Thus, a Primitive Indo-European *’bhēronom ‘act of bearing,’ Sanskrit ‘bhāramaṁ,’ Primitive Germanic *’beranan, gives Old English beran, Middle English beren, and then modern (to) bear. The habit of treating certain words in the phrase as if they were part of the preceding or following word, was inherited from Primitive Indo-European; when, in pre-Germanic time, a single high stress was placed on each word, these atomic forms received none; later, the weakened vowels of unstressed words led to sandhi-variants, stressed and unstressed, of such words. Weaknessings of this kind have occurred over and over again in the history of English, but the resultant alternations have been largely removed by re-formations which consisted either of using the full forms in unstressed positions, or of using the weakened forms in stressed positions. Our *on, for instance, was in the medieval period the unweakened form; the weakened form of this word was a, as in away, from Old English on weg [on 'wej]; this weakened form survives only in a limited number of combinations, such as away, ashore, aground, alight, and the unweakened on is now used in Atomic position, as in on the table, but has here been subjected to a new weakening, which has resulted in unstressed [on] beside stressed [on], as in go on [gow 'on'. In contrast with this, our pronoun I, which we use in both stressed and unstressed positions, reflects an Old unstressed form, in which the final consonant of Old English ac has been lost; the old stressed form survives in the [i] 'I' of a few local dialects. These changes have left their mark in the unstressed sandhi-variants of many words, such as is, but [z] in he's here; will, but [l] in I'll go; not, but [n] in isn't; and in the weakened forms of some unstressed compound members: man, but [mən] in gentleman; new, but [n] in boatswain. The same factor accounts for the shortness of French words compared to Latin; as in cent > cent.
TYPES OF PHONETIC CHANGE

[n] 

velum lowered \(\rightarrow\) velum raised 
dental closure \(\rightarrow\) trill position

If, with a less delicate co-ordination, the velum is raised before the change of tongue-position, there results a moment of unnasalized closure, equivalent to the phoneme [d]:

[n] \(\rightarrow\) [d] \(\rightarrow\) [r]

velum lowered \(\rightarrow\) velum raised 
dental closure \(\rightarrow\) trill position

The second of these performances is evidently easier than the first.

In other cases, too, an apparent lengthening of a form may be viewed as lessening the difficulty of utterance. When a relatively sonorous phoneme is non-syllabic, it often acquires syllable function; this change is known by the Sanskrit name of samprassana. Thus, in sub-standard English, shtn [slm] has changed to [slm]. This is often followed by another change, known as anaptyxis, the rise of a vowel beside the sonant, which becomes non-syllabic. Primitive Indo-European *agros ‘field’ gives pre-Latin *agn; in this the [r] must have become syllable, and then an anaptyctic vowel must have arisen, for in the historical Latin form opes [’opes] the e represents a fully formed vowel. Similarly, Primitive Germanic forms like *[aktraz] ‘field,’ *[foglas] ‘bird,’ *[ta-kran] ‘sign,’ *[mægnaz] ‘precious object’ lost their unstressed vowels in all the old Germanic dialects. The Gothic forms [aktras, foglas, takan, mažnas] may have been monosyllabic or may have had syllabic sonants; anaptyxis has taken place in the Old English forms [aker, fugol, tæken, manorn], though even here spellings like fugol are not uncommon.

Another change which may be regarded as a simplification occurs in the history of some stress-using languages: the quantities of stressed vowels are regulated according to the character of the following phonemes. Generally, long vowels remain long and short vowels are lengthened in “open” syllables, that is, before a single consonant that is followed by another vowel; in other positions, long vowels are shortened and short ones kept short. Thus, Middle English long vowels remained long in forms like cleæn [klæ:n] > clean, kepe [ke:pe] > keep, monæ [monæ] > moon, but were shortened in forms like cloæns > cleanæs, kepe > kept, monæfætæ > Monday: and short vowels were length-

ed in forms like weævæ [’weævæ] > weæve, stæle [’stæle] > stæal, næue [’næue] > næue, but stayed short in forms like wæft, stælθ, næeθ, æthræl > næstræl. In some languages, such as Menorsk, we find a very complicated regulation of long and short vowels according to the preceding and following consonants and according to the number of syllables intervening after the last preceding long vowel.

The complete loss of quantitative differences, which occurred, for instance, in medieval Greek and in some of the modern Slavic languages, makes articulation more uniform. The same can be said of the abandonment of distinctions of syllable-pitch, which has occurred in these same languages; similarly, the removal of word-accent uniformly to some one position such as the first syllable, in pre-Germanic and in Bohemian, or the next-to-last, in Polish, probably involves a facilitation.

In the same sense, the loss of a phonemic unit may be viewed as a simplification. Except for English and Icelandic, the Germanic languages have lost the phoneme [s] and its voiced development [z]; the reflexes coincide in Frisian and in Scandinavian largely with [f], as in Swedish form [tor:n] : thorn, with the same initial as tio [’tio:] : ten, and in the northern part of the Dutch-German area with [d], as in Dutch donw [dorn] : thorn, with the same initial as donw [dorn] : do. Old English [h] before a consonant, as in nihæ ‘night,’ or in final position, as in seah ‘(I) saw,’ was acoustically doubtless an unvoiced velar or palatal spirant; in most of the English area this sound has been lost or has coincided with other phonemes.

21. 3. Although many sound-changes shorten linguistic forms, simplify the phonetic system, or in some other way lessen the labor of utterance, yet no student has succeeded in establishing a correlation between sound-change and any antecedent phenomenon: the causes of sound-change are unknown. When we find a large-scale shortening and loss of vowels, we feel safe in assuming that the language had a strong word-stress, but many languages with strong word-stress do not weaken the unstressed vowels; examples are Italian, Spanish, Bohemian, Polish. The English change of [kn-, gn-] to [n-] seems natural, after it has occurred, but why did it not occur before the eighteenth century, and why has it not occurred in the other Germanic languages?
Every conceivable cause has been alleged: "race," climatic topographic conditions, diet, occupation and general mode of life, and so on. Wunmi attributed sound-change to increase in the rapidity of speech, and this, in turn, to the community's advance in culture and general intelligence. It is safe to say that we speak as rapidly and with as little effort as possible, approaching always the limit where our interlocutors ask us to repeat our utterance, and that a great deal of sound-change is in some way connected with this factor. No permanent factor, however, can account for specific changes which occur at one time and place and not another. The same consideration holds good against the theory that sound-change arises from imperfections in children's learning of language. On the other hand, temporary operation of factors like the above, such as change of habitat, occupation, or diet, is ruled out by the fact that sound-changes occur too often and exhibit too great a variety.

The substratum theory attributes sound-change to transference of language: a community which adopts a new language will speak it imperfectly and with the phonetics of its mother-tongue. The transference of language will concern us later; in the present connection it is important to see that the substratum theory can account for changes only during the time when the language is spoken by persons who have acquired it as a second language. There is no sense in the mystical version of the substratum theory which attributes changes, say, in modern Germanic languages to a "Celtic substratum" — that is, to the fact that many centuries ago, some adult Celtic-speakers acquired Germanic speech. Moreover, the Celtic speech which preceded Germanic in southern Germany, the Netherlands, and England, was itself an invading language: the theory directs us back into time, from "race" to "race," to account for vague "tendencies" that manifest themselves in the actual historical occurrence of sound-change.

Aside from their failure to establish correlations, theories of this kind are confuted by the fact that when sound-change has removed some phonetic feature, later sound-change may result in the renewal of just this feature. If we attribute some particular character to the Primitive Indo-European unvoiced stops [p, t, k] — supposing, for the sake of illustration, that they were unaspirated fortis — then the pre-Germanic speakers who had begun to change these sounds in the direction of spirants [f, ð, h], were obviously incapable of pronouncing the original sounds, just as the English-speaker of today is incapable of pronouncing the French unaspirated [p, t, k]. At a later time, however, Primitive Indo-European [b, d, g] were changed in pre-Germanic to unvoiced stops [p, t, k]. These sounds did not coincide with those of the first group: the sounds of the first group had no longer the [p, t, k] character, having changed to aspirates or affricates or perhaps already to spirants; the sounds of the second group, on the other hand, were not subjected to the same change as those of the first group, because, as we say, the sound-change of [p, t, k] to [f, ð, h] was past. More accurately, we should say that the sound-change of [p, t, k] was already under way: the new [p, t, k] constituted a different habit, which did not take part in the displacement of the old habit. In time, the new [p, t, k] became aspirated, as they are in present-day English; so that, once more, we are incapable of pronouncing unaspirated unvoiced stops.

The English sound-changes that are known under the name of "the great vowel-shift," are of a type that has little effect beyond altering the acoustic shape of each phoneme; the long vowels were progressively shifted upward and into diptongal types:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Middle English</th>
<th>Early Modern</th>
<th>Present-Day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>['name']</td>
<td>[nem]</td>
<td>[nejm] name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[dced]</td>
<td>[dild]</td>
<td>[dijd] dild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gæs]</td>
<td>[gəs]</td>
<td>[gəs] goose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[win]</td>
<td>[wein]</td>
<td>[wa:n] wine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ston]</td>
<td>[ston]</td>
<td>[stən] stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[gos]</td>
<td>[gə:s]</td>
<td>[guwəs] goose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[hu:s]</td>
<td>[haus]</td>
<td>[haus] house</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another theory seeks the cause of some sound-changes in formal conditions of a language, supposing that forms of weak meaning are slurred in pronunciation and thereby permanently weakened or lost. We have met this doctrine as one of those which deny the occurrence of purely phonemic changes (§ 29.10). We have no gauge by which we could mark some formal features of a language as semantically weak or superfluous. If we condemn all features of meaning except business-like denotations of the kind that could figure in scientific discourse, we should have to expect, on this theory, the disappearance of a great many forms in almost every language. For instance, the inflectional endings of adjec-
types in modern German are logically superfluous; the use of adjectives is quite like the English, and a text in which these endings are covered up is intelligible.

In fact, sound-changes often obliterate features whose meaning is highly important. No grammatical difference could be more essential than that of actor and verbal goal in an Indo-European language. Yet the difference between the Primitive Indo-European nominative in "[o], as in Sanskrit ['vṛkṣa], Greek ['lukos], Latin lupae, Primitive Germanic *['wofaz], Gothic wulf, and the accusative in "[om], as in Sanskrit ['vṛkṣam], Greek ['lukon], Latin lupam, Primitive Germanic *['wofan], Gothic wulf, had been obliterated by the weakening of the word-final in pre-English, so that the two cases were merged, even in our earliest records, in the form wulf 'wolf'. In Old English a few noun-types, such as nominative curu : accusative curu 'care,' still had the distinction; by the year 1000 these were probably merged in the form ['kare], thanks to the weakening of unstressed vowels. In the same way, sound-change leads to all manner of homonymics, such as meet : meat; need : feed ('meadow'); need ('drink'); knight : night.

The classical instance of this is Chinese, for it can be shown that the vast homonymy of the present-day languages, especially of North Chinese, is due to phonetic changes. Homonymy and syncretism, the merging of inflectional categories, are normal results of sound-change.

The theory of semantic weakness does seem to apply, however, to fixed formulas with excess shuffling (§ 9.7). Historically, these formulas can be explained only as weakenings far in excess of normal sound-change. Thus, good-bye represents an older God-bye with ye, ma'm an older madam, Spanish usted [u'sted] an older nuestra merced ['yevezta merced], and Russian [s], as in [da] 'yes, sir,' an older [s'udar] 'lord.' In these cases, however, the normal speech-form exists by the side of the shrunken form. The excess weakening in these forms has not been explained and doubtless is connected in some way with what we may call the sublinguistic status of these conventional formulas. In any event, such excess weakening differs very much from ordinary phonetic change.

Since a sound-change is a historical happening, with a beginning and an end, limited to a definite time and to a definite body of speakers, its cause cannot be found in universal considerations or by observing speakers at other times and places. A phonetician tried to establish the cause of a change of the type [asna > asna], which occurred in the pre-history of the Avestan language, by observing in the laboratory a number of persons who were directed to pronounce the sequence [asna] many times in succession. Most of the persons — they were Franchmen — yielded no result, but at last came one who ended by saying [asna]. The phonetician's joy was not clouded by the fact that this last person was a German, in whose native language [s] occurs only before syllables.

It has been suggested that if a phoneme occurs in a language with more than a certain relative frequency (§ 8.7), this phoneme will be shrunken in articulation and subjected to change. The upper limit of tolerable frequency, it is supposed, varies for different types of phonemes; thus, [t] represents in English more than 7 per cent of the total of uttered phonemes, and in several other languages (Russian, Hungarian, Swedish, Italian) the unvoiced dental stop runs to a similar percentage, while the type [d], on the other hand, with a lower relative frequency (in English it is less than 5 per cent) would in any language suffer sound-change, according to this theory, before it reached a relative frequency that of English [t]. The relative frequency of a phoneme is governed by the frequency of the significant forms that contain it; thus, [s] in English is evidently favored by the high frequency of the word the. The frequency of significant forms is subject, as we shall see, to unceasing fluctuation, in accordance with changes in practical life. This theory, therefore, has the merit of correlating sound-change with an ever present and yet highly variable factor. It could be tested if we could determine the absolute upper limit for types of phonemes, and the actual frequency of a phoneme at a stage of a language just before this phoneme was changed — as, say, of [y] in English just before the change harsh > hark. We should then still have to account for the specific nature of the change, since phonemes of any one general type have changed in different ways in the history of various languages. Against the theory we must weigh the great phonetic difference between languages and the high frequency, in some languages, of what we may call unusual phonetic types; [s], which plays such a great part in English, was at one time eliminated (by a pre-West-Germanic change to [d]) and has remained so in Dutch-German; later it was re-introduced into English by a change from [s] to [z].
21. 10. Certain linguistic changes which are usually described as sound-change, do not come under the definition of phonetic change as a gradual alteration of phonemic units. In various parts of Europe, for instance, the old tongue-tip trill [r] has been replaced in modern times, by a uvular trill. This has happened in Northumbrian English, in Danish and southern Norwegian and Swedish, and in the more elevated types of French (especially in Paris and Dutch-German). Aside from its spread by borrowing, the new habit, in whatever times and places it may first have arisen, could have originated only as a sudden replacement of one trill by another. A replacement of this sort is surely different from the gradual and imperceptible alterations of phonetic change.

Some changes consist in a redistribution of phonemes. The commonest of these seems to be dissimilation: when a phoneme of one type of phoneme occurs within a form, one of the occurrences is sometimes replaced by a different sound. Thus, Latin *pergrinatus* ‘foreigner, stranger’ is replaced in the Romance languages by a type *pellegrino*, as in Italian *pellegrino*, and in English *pilgrim*; borrowed from Romance; the first of the [r]'s has been replaced by [l]. In the languages of Europe, the sounds [r, l, n] are especially subject to this replacement; the replacing sound is usually one of the same group. Where the replacement occurs, it follows quite definite rules, but we cannot predict its occurrence. The change, if carried out, would produce a state of affairs where recurrence of certain sounds, such as [r] and [l], was not allowed within a word — the state of affairs which actually prevails in the modern English derivation of symbolic words, where we have *clatter, blubber*, but *rattle, crackle* (§ 14.9). Probably this type of change is entirely different from ordinary phonetic change.

There is also a type of dissimilation in which one of the like phonemes is dropped, as when Latin *quinque* [kwinkwe] ‘five’ is replaced, in Romance, by a type *[kinkwe]*, Italian *cinque*, *[tinke]*, French *cinq* [s̯ɛ̃k].

There are several other kinds of phonetic replacement which cannot properly be put on a level with ordinary sound-change. In distant assimilation a phoneme is replaced by another of related acoustic type which occurs elsewhere in the same word. Thus, Primitive Indo-European *[peuk]*e ‘five’, Sanskrit *[pandu]*a, Greek *[pente]* appears in Latin not as *[jinkwe]*, but as *quinque*.

In pre-Germanic this word seems to have suffered the reverse
CHAPTER 22

FLUCTUATION IN THE FREQUENCY OF FORMS

22.1. The assumption of phonetic change divides linguistic changes into two principal types. Phonetic change affects only the phonemes, and alters linguistic forms only by altering their phonetic shape. The English form *wolf* is the modern pronunciation of Primitive Germanic nominative *"wulfaz", accusative *"wulfaz", and several other case-forms, and the merging of these (syncretism) is merely the result of the phonetic change. English [mɪd] *mead*, *meed* is the modern pronunciation of Old English [meθ] 'meadow,' [meθ] 'reward,' and [meθ] 'honey-drink'; the homonymy results simply from the change in habits of articulation. When we have listed the phonetic correlations, there remain a great many discrepancies. Thus, having found that Old English [aː] appears in modern standard English as [əʊ], as in [bæt] > *boat*, and so on, we see a discrepancy in the parallelism of Old English [bæt] 'bait' with the modern *bait*. Seeing Old English initial [f] preserved in father, fire, foot, and so on, we find a discrepancy in the set Old English [fæt]: modern *vat* and Old English ['fyksen]: modern *vice*. While the modern form *cow* stands in a normal phonetic correspondence with Old English [kʌ], just as *house*, *mouse*, *out* correspond to Old English [haus, mæs, uit], the plural *cows* cannot be the modern form of the Old English plural [kʌs]: *cows,* in view of cases like Old English [hæw]: > *wha*, [fyːr] > *fire*, [mɛs] > *mice*. If we adhere to the assumption of regular phonetic change, we cannot classify forms like *bait*, *vat*, *vice*, *cows* as modern pronunciations of Old English forms, but must view them as the products of factors other than simple tradition. Our problem, therefore, is to find among these residual forms some uniformity or correlation; to the extent that we succeed in this, we shall have confirmed the value of the assumption of phonetic change and of the particular phonetic correspondences we have set up. The neo-grammarians claim that the assumption of phonetic change leaves residues which show striking correlations and allow us to understand the factors of linguistic change other than sound-change. The opponents of the neo-grammarians hypothesis imply that a different assumption concerning sound-change will leave a more intelligible residue, but they have never tested this by re-classifying the data.

If the residual forms are not continuants of ancient forms with only the alterations of sound-change, then they must have come into the language as innovations. We shall see that two kinds of innovation account for the residual forms — namely, the adoption of forms from other languages (bait from Old Norse) or other dialects (vat, vizen from southern-English local dialects) and the combining of new complex forms (cowes on the pattern "singular noun plus plural-suffix gives plural noun"). These two kinds of innovation, borrowing and analogic change, will occupy us in the following chapters; now we are concerned merely with the claim that the forms which are not accounted for by phonetic correlation, got into the language at various points in time.

22.2. If a form which has been introduced into a language prevails in general usage — as, for instance, *cowes* prevails as the ordinary plural of *cow* — we have to suppose that it has gained in popularity since its first introduction. Conversely, if an old form — such as the Old English plural [kʌs], which, by phonetic development, would today be pronounced *[kaːs]* has disappeared, we must suppose that it went through a period of decline, during which it was used less and less as the years went by. *Fluctuation in the frequency of speech-forms is a factor in all non-phonetic changes. This fluctuation can be observed, to some extent, both at first hand and in our written records. For instance, since the introduction of the automobile, the word *garage*, borrowed from French, has become very common. We can actually name the speakers who first used the words *chortle*, *kesh, and kliec*: since the moment of that first use, each of these words has become common. The appearance of a form cannot be observed at first hand, since we can have no assurance that it will not be used again, but in older written records we find many speech-forms that are no longer in use. In Old English, ['wɛːrun] 'to become' was one of the commonest words: [iː] 'weərn' 'he got angry,' [iː] 'weərni 'more' 'he became famous,' [iː] 'weərni 'stil 'he got killed,' [iːo] 'weəri 'widwine' 'she became a widow.' In the Dutch-German area this verb, Dutch *worden* ['wurden'], German *werden* ['verden], is still so used. The ordinary Old English word
for 'large,' *mysel,* survives in Scotch *mickle,* but has disappeared from standard English. In our fragments of the Gothic Bible, translation, the word *mother* is entirely replaced by a term [‘ajjil], and the word *father* occurs only once (Galatians 4, 6) and in all other passages replaced by [‘atta], a word familiar to us from the Gothic nickname of the king of the Huns, Attila *little father.* This, apparently in its original connotation a nursery-word, is perhaps somehow connected with the Slavic term for *father,* Primitive Slavic *[ot’tet], Russian [ot’ets], which in pre-Slavic must have crowded out the reflex of Primitive Indo-European *[p’atet].*

Most frequently we observe the complementary fluctuation of two forms; thus, it's *I* and it's *me* or rather with *[e] and with *[s], are evidently *vital forms* in present-day American English. The plural-form *kine beside cows* is still very rarely used as a poetic archaism. In Elizabethan writings we still find the spelling *fat for eat,* evidencing a survival of Old English *[et],* which has since been crowded out by *eat.* Where a speaker knows two rival forms, they differ in connotation, since he has heard them from different persons and under different circumstances.

Fluctuations in the frequency of forms could be accurately observed if we had a record of every utterance that was made in a speech-community during whatever period of time we wanted to study. We could then keep a tally-sheet for every form (including grammatical forms, such as the type *he ran away; he fell down in contrast with away he ran; down he fell*); whenever an utterance was made, we could score a point on the tally-sheet of every form in this utterance. In this way we should obtain tables or graphs which showed the ups and downs in frequency of every form during the time covered by our records. Such a system of scoring will doubtless remain beyond our powers, but this imaginary system gives us a picture of what is actually going on at all times in every speech-community. We can observe the fluctuation with the naked eye when it is especially rapid, as in the sudden rise and equally sudden decline of popular slangy witticisms. On a smaller scale, but contributing to the total fluctuations in the community, small groups and individuals indulge in similar whims; everyone can recall old favorite words and phrases which he and perhaps his associates once used at every turn. Most fluctuation is less rapid and escapes direct observation, but reveals itself in its results — in the differences of vocabulary and grammar which appear when we compare different historical stages of a language, or dialects of an area, or related languages.

Leaving aside the origination of new forms, which will concern us in the following chapters, we must now consider the factors which lead to the rise or to the decline in frequency of speech-forms. Until recently this topic was neglected, and our knowledge is still far from satisfactory.

22. 3. We naturally ask at once whether any linguistically definable characteristics of a form may favor or disfavor its use. The stylist and the rhetorician tell us that some speech-forms sound better than others. The only criterion of a phonetic sort seems to be this, that repetition of phonemes or sequences is often avoided; a phrase like the observation of the systematization of education is disfavored. In ordinary speech, however, euphony seems to play no part; the stock examples of troublesome phonetics are far-fetched combinations like Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers or the sells sea-shells. On the other hand, various patterning of recurrent phonemes, such as alliteration (hearth and home, cabbages and kings), assonance (a stitch in time saves nine), and rhyme, and rhythmic repetitions (first come, first served), seem to favor many a speech-form.

In all ordinary cases, semantic rather than formal factors contribute to the favor or disfavor of a form. It is natural to suppose, however, that a form which differs strikingly from the other forms of comparable meaning, will be disfavored. Several students have conjectured that certain speech-forms fell into disuse because they were shorter than ordinary speech-forms of similar meaning. Gilliéron believed that Latin *opus* 'bee' has died out in nearly all dialects of the French area because its modern pronunciation would consist of only a single phoneme *[e].* It would be no counter-argument to say that French has grammatical and relational words of this pattern, such as *[et],* 'and,' but a case like *eau*[e] 'water' (< *aquam*) does militate against the theory. It seems that some verb-forms in the older stages of the Indo-European languages fell into disuse because they were shorter than ordinary forms of the same kind. The Menomini language, like French and English, seems to tolerate words of all sizes. Menomini *[os] 'canoe' is shorter than ordinary nouns, and *[ush] 'he uses it' shorter than ordinary verb-forms. These forms, which
are ancient inheritances, have been largely replaced in the sister-languages: Primitive Central Algonquian *[os]i' canoe' by longer derivative nouns, such as Fox [anake:weni], Cree and Ojibwa, [di:n:am], — though Cree has also *[osi] — and Primitive Central Algonquian *[o:wa] 'he uses it' by a reduplicated form, Fox [ajowa] or by other words, such as Cree [sa:pa:fihtaw]. All this, however, is doubtful.

The semantic factor is more apparent in the disfavoring of speech-forms that are homonymous with taboo-forms. The reader will have no difficulty in finding speech-forms that he avoids for this reason. In America, knocked up is a taboo-form for 'rendered pregnant'; for this reason, the phrase is not used in the British sense 'tired, exhausted.' In older French and English there was a word, French connél, connam, English comey, for 'rabbit'; in both languages this word died out because it resembled a word that was under a tabu of indecency. For the same reason, rooster and donkey are replacing cock and ass in American English. In such cases there is little real ambiguity, but some hearers react nevertheless to the powerful stimulus of the taboo-word; having called forth ridicule or embarrassment, the speaker avoids the innocent homonym. It is a remarkable fact that the taboo-word itself has a much tougher life than the harmless homonym.

22. 4. These cases suggest that homonymy in general may injure the frequency of a form. Many homonyms are distinguished by differences of grammatical function, as are leader (noun) and lead or (infinitive phrase) or bear (noun), bear (verb), and bear (adjective); in French, [sa:] is sang 'blood,' cent 'hundred,' sans 'without,' sent 'feels, smells,' and s'en 'oneself of it,' as in s'en aller 'to go away.' Even with largely similar grammatical functions, homonyms like pear, pair or piece, peace or meal, need do not seem to lessen the frequency of forms.

Nevertheless, there is some evidence that homonymy may lead to troubles of communication which result in decrease of a form. The classical instance is Gilliéron's explanation of the disappearance of Latin pullus 'coek' in southwestern France (Figure 14). In southern France generally this word is still in use in its modern forms, such as [gal] or [gul]. A fair-sized area in the extreme south, however, uses for 'coek' another Latin word, pullus, modern [pull], which originally meant 'chick.' Now, the southwestern corner of the French area has made a sound-change by which
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**Figure 14.** The southwestern part of the French dialect-area. — Southwest of the heavy line — Latin [pullus] appears in final position as [gal].

The shaded area gives other forms for "coek." — After Dauzat.

[gal] of ordinary southern French, but actually this form nowhere appears: the entire [-t]-area, in so far as it does not say [put], calls the coek by queer and apparently slangy names, either by local forms of the word pheasant, such as [sa:], from Latin phœnæus, or by a word [begs], which means 'farm-helper, handyman' and is thought to represent Latin vicarius 'deputy, proxy, vicar.'

Now, Gilliéron points out, the form "[gal] 'coek' in this district would be homonymous with the word 'eat,' namely [gal],

1 Standard French le [le] before vowels, leu [lu] before consonants.
from Latin gattus. This homonymy must have caused trouble in practical life; therefore *[gat] 'cock' was avoided and replaced by makeshift words.

What lends weight to this theory is the remarkable fact that the isogloss which separates the queer words [aza] and [begi] from the ordinary [ga], coincides exactly with the isogloss between [-t] and [-l]; this is highly significant, because isoglosses — even isoglosses representing closely related features — very rarely coincide for any considerable distance.

Adjoining this stretch, the isogloss between [-t] and [-l] coincides for a way with the isogloss between [put] and [gal]. This too is striking and seems to be explicable only if we suppose that this part of the [-l]-region formerly used *gallus and, when the change of [-l] to [-t] had occurred, replaced the troublesome *[gat] by borrowing [put] from the neighboring pullus-district.

On the rest of its course, the isogloss between [-t] and [-l] cuts through the pullus-district, and merely separates western [put] from eastern [pull]; in the pullus-district the sound-change caused no homonymy and left the lexicon undisturbed.

One may ask why *[gat] 'cock' rather than *[gat] 'cat' was affected by the homonymy. Dauzat points out that the morpheme *[gat] 'cock' occurred only in this one word, since the derived form, Latin gallina 'hen' was subject to a different change, giving [garina], while *[gat] 'cat', on the other hand, was backed by a number of unambiguous derivatives, such as the equivalents of standard French chatte 'she-cat,' chaton 'kitten,' château 'cat-hole.'

While few instances are as cogent as this, it is likely that homonymy plays more than an occasional part in the obsolescence of forms. A few centuries ago, English had not only our present-day verb let (which represents the paradigm of Old English leathan), but also a homonymous verb which meant 'to hinder' (representing Old English leathan); we still have the phrases without let or hindrance and a let bald, at tennis. When Shakespeare has Hamlet say I'll make a ghost of him that lets me, he means 'of him that hinders me.' After it had become homonymous with let 'permit,' this word must have been singularly ineffective. A speaker who wanted his hearers to stop someone — say, a child that was running into danger, or a thief — and cried Let him! might find his hearers standing aside to make way. Then he would have to add

Stop him! or Hold him! After a few such experiences he would use one of the effective forms at the first trial.

22. 6. We frequently find regular, or at least more regular, combinations by the side of irregular complex forms, as *roofs,* *hoof,* *waifs* by the side of *rooves,* *hooves,* *weaves,* or *dreamed,* learned by the side of *dreamt,* *learnt,* or you ought to by the side of *you'd better.* In some cases the irregular form is decidedly infrequent, as in *cows,* *eyes,* *shoes,* *brothers* versus *kins,* *kine,* *knes,* *knes,* *brethren.* Other examples are *regular* forehead, *trower-head,* *gossamer,* *gwses-bereil,* *seamstress* (s) *messtres* against irregular *faced,* *guwabri,* *somestres.* History shows us that in such cases the irregular form frequently dies out, or survives only in special senses, as when *solders,* the old participle of *sethe,* survives only in a transferred meaning. The plurals of *goat,* *book,* *cow,* if we continued using the Old English forms *gait,* *beak,* *ky,* would be today *gijit,* *bijt,* *kaj.* Whenever we know the history of a language through any considerable period, we find many cases of this kind, but the operation of this factor is obscure, because in many cases the regular form makes no headway at all. The utterance of a regular *fosts* instead of *feet,* or *brought* instead of *brought* is so rare as to be classed as a childish "mistake" or, in older people, as a "slip of the tongue." Languages seem to differ in toleration of irregular forms, but in general it would seem that a regular rival, given a good start, has much the better chance. Very common forms, such as in English the paradigm of the verb be and the pronouns I, we, he, she, they, with their over-differentiation, persist in spite of great irregularity.

22. 6. For the most part, fluctuation does not depend upon formal features, but upon meaning, and accordingly escapes a purely linguistic investigation. The changes which are always going on in the practical life of a community, are bound to affect the relative frequencies of speech-forms. The introduction of railroads, street-cars, and motor-cars has lessened the frequency of many terms relating to horses, wagons, and harness, and increased that of terms relating to machinery. Even in the most remote and conservative community there is a constant displacement of things talked about; if nothing else should alter, there is at least the change of birth and death.

A new object or practice which gains in vogue, carries a speech-form, old or new, into increased frequency; examples are many
in modern life, such as the terms of motoring, flying, and wiring.

If the practical situation ceases to exist, the forms which
are used in this situation are bound to become less common and
may die out. The terms of falconry, for instance, have suffered
this fate. Though we still hear beauty in Othello’s words, we do
not understand them:

If I do prove her headstrong,
 though her jesses were my dear heart-strings,
 I’d whistle her off, and let her down the wind,
 To prey at fortune.

The word haggard was used of a wild-caught, unchained mature
hawk; jesses were leather strips fastened to the legs of a hawk
and were not removed when the hawk was unleashed; if a hawk
flew with the wind behind her, she seldom returned.

In the early centuries of our era, the Germainic tribes,
contained a class of people called [ait], South-German [lait],
who were intermediate in rank between freemen and serfs. The
English form of this word, [ait], occurs only once in our records
in the oldest English law-code, and even here the word is explained
— incorrectly, at that — by the word [ait] ‘serving’ written above
the line. The new social organization of the English-speaking
tribes in Britain contained no such class of people, and the word
went out of use along with the institution.

28.7. Words that are under a ritual or ill-omened tabu are
likely to disappear. The Indo-European languages use the most
varied words for ‘moon’; it is notable that Russian has borrowed
Latin [luna] as [luna], though otherwise it makes scarcely any
but highly learned borrowings from Latin. It may be due to
ritual or hunters’ tabu that the Primitive Indo-European word
for ‘bear,’ surviving in Sanskrit [j̥rṣa], Greek [arktos], Latin
ursus, has disappeared in Germanic and in Balto-Slavic. In Slavic
it has been replaced by the type of Russian [medr’], originally
a transparent compound meaning ‘honey-eater.’ The like of this
seems to have happened in Menomini, where the old word for
‘bear,’ preserved in Fox [mahkwa], Cree [maskwa], has been re-
placed by [swchak], a diminutive formation that seems to have
meant originally ‘little what-you-may-call-him.’ Cree [machi-
winaw] ‘he goes hunting’ originally meant simply ‘he goes away’ —
assumably there was danger of being overheard by the game or by
its spiritual representatives. The term for the ‘left’ side appears
to have been replaced in various languages; the Indo-European
languages use many words, among which Ancient Greek [w-ou-
nos], literally ‘of good name,’ is evidently euphemistic. One
can often observe people avoiding unpleasant words, such as Dis,
dead — these words in pre-Germanic replaced the Primitive Indo-

European term represented by Latin mori ‘to die’ — or names of
serious diseases. The term undertaker was, to begin with, vaguely
evasive, but the undertakers are now trying to replace it by mortici-

cian. In cases like these, where the unpleasantness inheres in
the practical situation, the speech-form becomes undesirable as
soon as it is too specifically tied up with the painful meaning.

Tabus of indecency do not seem to lead to obsolescence; the

tabu-forms are excluded in many or most social situations, but
by no means avoided in others. The substitutes may in time be
come too closely associated with the meaning and in turn become
tabu. Our word shoo, cognate with Latin cursus ‘dear,’ must have
been at one time a polite substitute for some word now lost to us.
On the whole, however, words of this type do not seem especially
given to obsolescence.

The practical situation works in favor of words that call forth
a good response. In commerce, the seller finds advantage in labell-
ing his goods attractively. This is probably why terms for the
young of animals sometimes replace the more general name of
the species, as when we say chicken for ‘hen.’ French poule [pul]
‘hen’ and dialectal [pul] ‘coq’ continue a Latin word for ‘chick.
The word home for ‘house’ has doubtless been favored by specu-

lative builders. In Germany, an express train has come to mean
a slow train, as has Schnellzug [‘ned-tzuck], literally ‘fast-train’;
a really fast train is Blitzzug [‘bits-tzuck], literally ‘lightning-
train’ — just as in the United States first class on a railroad means
the ordinary day-coach accommodation.

There is an advantage, often, in applying well-favored terms to
one’s hearer. The habit of using the plural pronoun ‘ye’ instead of
the singular ‘thou,’ spread over Europe during the Middle
Ages. In English, you (the old dative-accusative case-form of ye)
had crowded thou into archaic use; in Dutch, jij [jij] has led to
the entire obsolescence of thou, and has in turn become the in-


form, under the encouragement of an originally still more
honorific u [y], representing Uwe Edelheit [y:we ‘edelheyt] ‘Your
Nobility. Honorifics of this sort often replace the ordinary second-person substitutes (§15.7). Similarly, one speaks in honorific terms of what pertains to the hearer. In Italian, 'my wife' is *mia moglie* [mi'a mοgli], but for 'your wife' one says rather *la sua signora* [la su'a sīgnora] 'your lady.' In French and in German one prefixes 'Mr., Mrs., Miss' to the mention of the hearer's relatives, as, *madame* [madam] 'my mother,' in German, moreover, one likes to use for the hearer's husband or wife archaic terms of distinguished flavor: *meine Frau* [mein frau] 'my wife,' but *Ihre Frau Gemahlin* [ihr frau gemalin] 'your Mrs. consort,' and *mein Mann* [mein man] 'my husband,' but *Ihr Herr Gemahl* [ihr herr gemahl] 'your Mr. consort.' In the Central Algonquin languages the literal terms for both 'my wife' and 'thy wife' are tabu — ogres use them in fairy-tales — and one says rather 'the old woman' or 'the one I live with' or even 'my cook.'

In general, honorific terms for persons spread at the cost of plain ones; gentlemen and lady are more genteel than man and woman.

22. 8. General effectiveness, in the shape of violence or wit, is a powerful factor in fluctuation, which unfortunately quite escapes the linguist's control. It leads, for instance, to the sudden rise and fall of slang expressions. Round 1800 or so, a transferred use of the word rubber in the sense of 'stare, pry' played a great part in slang; ten years later it was obsolete, and only rubberneck-wagon 'sight-seeing omnibus' has now any great frequency. Then, round 1900, an interjection *skidoow* 'be off' and, in the same meaning, an interjectional use of *twenty-three*, came into fashion and as suddenly died out. The rise of such forms is due, apparently, to their effectiveness in producing a response from the hearer. At first they owe this to their novelty and apt yet violent transference of meaning; later, the hearer responds well because he has heard them in favorable situations and from attractive people. All these favorable factors disappear from sheer repetition; the novelty wears off, the violent metaphor lapses when the transferred meaning becomes more familiar than the central meaning; the average of situations and speakers associated with the form becomes indifferent. Thereupon the slang form dies out. In some cases, however, the older form has meanwhile gone out of use or become archaic or specialized; the witicism, having lost its point, remains in use as a normal form. Thus, Latin *caput* 'head' survives in Italian and French in specialized and transferred senses, but in the central meaning has been displaced by reflexes of Latin *testa* 'potsherd, pot,' Italian *testa* [testa], French *tête* [tay]. Similarly, in German, the cognate of our head, namely *Haupt* [haupt], survives in transferred uses and as a poetic archaismbut has been replaced, in the sense of 'head' by *Kopf*, cognate with English *kop*.

The forceful or witty term, weakened through frequency, may suffer encroachment by new rivals, as in the countless slang words for 'head' or 'man' or 'girl' or 'kill,' or in a set alike awfully, terribly, frightfully (glad to see you).

This factor is easily recognized in extreme cases, but figures doubtless in many more which elude our grasp, especially when the fluctuation is observable only from far-off time.

22. 9. The most powerful force of all in fluctuation works quite outside the linguist's reach: the speaker favors the forms which he has heard from certain other speakers who, for some reason of prestige, influence his habits of speech. This is what decides, in countless instances, whether one says *it's me* or *it's I*, rather with *a* or with *at*, *a* and *never* with *ij* or with *at*, *pred's* or *roes', you ought to or you'd better, and so on, through an endless list of variants and nearly synonymous forms. Dialect geography and the history of standard languages show us how the speech of important communities is constantly imitated, now in one feature and now in another, by groups and persons of less prestige. The more striking phases of this leveling process will concern us in connection with linguistic borrowing. We may suppose that many features of lexicon and grammar, and some features of phonetics, have a social connotation, different for different groups and even for individual speakers. In the ideal diagram of density of communication (§3.4) we should have to distinguish the arrows that lead from each speaker to his hearers by gradations representing the prestige of the speaker with reference to each hearer. If we had a diagram with the arrows thus weighted, we could doubtless predict, to a large extent, the future frequencies of linguistic forms.

It is in childhood, of course, that the speaker is most affected by the authority of older speakers, but all through life he goes on adapting his speech to the speech of the persons whom he strives to resemble or to please.
CHAPTER 23

ANALOGIC CHANGE

23.1. Many speech-forms are not continuants of forms that existed in an older stage of the same language. This is obvious in the case of borrowings: a word like *tobogan*, taken over from an American Indian language, cannot have been used in English before the colonization of America, and, of course, we do not find it in documents of the English language which date from before that time. In very many instances, however, the new form is not borrowed from a foreign language. Thus, the plural-form *cows* does not appear in Old and Middle English. The Old English plural of *cow* [kau] (whereas modern *cow*) is *cy* [ky:], which survives, as [kau], in a number of modern English dialects. Round the year 1300 there appears in our records a form *kyn*, which survives in the modern archaic-poetic form *kine*. Only some centuries later do we meet the form *cows*, the New English Dictionary's first reference, from the year 1607, has it as an alternative of the older form: *kine* or *cows*. Evidently *cows* is not the continuant, with only phonetic change, of *kine*, any more than *kine* bears this relation to *kine* in both cases a new speech-form has come into the language.

The fact that the form *cows* is not the continuant, with only alterations of sound-change, of the older form, is self-evident. Strictly speaking, however, this is only an inference which we make from the primary fact of phonetic discrepancy. We know that Old English *lyd* appears in modern standard English as [s], e.g. in *why, wise, birds* from Old English [li dryer], and that modern [aw], as in *cows*, represents an Old English [aw], as in *cow, how, mouse, out* from Old English [kau, hau, mus, ut]. Further, we know that modern [s], as in *cows*, is not added by any sound-change, but represents Old English [s], as in *stones* from Old English [statumes]. In many cases, however, the novelty of a speech-form is not so apparent and is revealed only by a systematic comparison of sounds. The form *days* superficially resembles the Old English plural-form *dages*, which we interpret as ['dages], presumably with a spirant [g], but the phonetic development of the

Old English sound-group [ag] appears rather in forms like ['sage] > *say* (implement), ['seg] > *saw* 'saying,' ['hagy-]orn] > *how-then*, ['dragam] > *draw*. This is confirmed by the fact that in earlier Middle English we find spellings like *daves, daves* for the plural of *day*, and that spellings which agree with the modern form *days* appear only round the year 1200. If our statements of phonetic correspondence are correct, the residues will contain the new forms. One of the strongest reasons for adopting the assumption of regular phonetic change is the fact that the constitution of the residues (aside from linguistic borrowings, which we shall consider in later chapters) throws a great deal of light upon the origin of new forms. Most of the word-forms which arise in the course of time and reveal themselves by their deviation from normal phonetic correspondence, belong to a single well-defined type. This cannot be due to accident: it confirms the assumption of phonetic change, and, on the other hand allows us to study the process of new-formation.

The great mass of word-forms that arise in the course of history consists in new combinations of complex forms. The form *cows*, arising by the side of *kine, kine,* consists of the singular *cow* (< Old English [kau]) plus the plural-suffix [-s] (< Old English -as); similarly, *days*, arising by the side of older *daves*, consists of the singular *day* (< Old English [dej]) plus the same suffix. A vast number of such instances, from the history of the most diverse languages, leads us to believe that the analogic habits (§ 16.6) are subject to displacement — that at a time when the plural of *cow* was the irregular form *kine*, the speakers might create a regular form *cows*, which then entered into rivalry with the old form. Accordingly, this type of innovation is called analogic change. Ordinarily, linguists use this term to include both the original creation of the new form and its subsequent rivalry with the old form. Strictly speaking, we should distinguish between these two events. After a speaker has heard or uttered the new form (say, *cows*), his subsequent utterance of this form or of the older form (kine) is a matter of fluctuation, such as we considered in the last chapter; what we did not there consider and what concerns us now, is the utterance, by someone who has never heard it, of a new combination, such as *cow-s* instead of *kine.*

23.2. In most cases — and these are the ones we come nearest to understanding — the process of uttering a new form is quite
like that of ordinary grammatical analogy. The speaker who, without having heard it, produced the form cows, uttered this form just as he uttered any other regular plural noun, on the scheme

saw : sons = cow : x.

The model set (saw : sons) in this diagram represents a series of models (e.g. bough : boughs, heifer : heifers, stone : stones, etc., etc.), which, in our instance, includes all the regular noun-para-
digms in the language. Moreover, the sets at either side of the sign of equality are not limited to two members. The independent utterance of a form like dreamed instead of dreamt [dremt], could be depicted by the diagram:

scream : screams : screaming : Screamer : screamed
= dream : dreams : dreaming : dreamer : x

Psychologists sometimes object to this formula, on the ground that the speaker is not capable of the reasoning which the pro-
portional pattern implies. If this objection held good, linguists
would be barred from making almost any grammatical state-
ment, since the normal speaker, who is not a linguist, does not
describe his speech-habits, and, if we are foolish enough to ask him,
fails utterly to make a correct formulation. Educated persons, who
have had training in school grammar, overestimate their own
ability in the way of formulating speech-habits, and, what is
worse, forget that they owe this ability to a sophisticated philo-
sophical tradition. They view it, instead, as a natural gift which
they expect to find in all people, and feel free to deny the truth of
any linguistic statement which the normal speaker is incapable of
making. We have to remember at all times that the speaker,
short of a highly specialized training, is incapable of describing his
speech-habits. Our proportional formula of analogy and analogic
change, like all other statements in linguistics, describes the action
of the speaker and does not imply that the speaker himself
could give a similar description.

In studying the records of past speech or in comparing related
languages and dialects, the linguist will recognize many differences
of word-form, such as the emergence of cows beside older kine.
The habits of morphology are fairly rigid; word-lists and tables of
inflection are relatively easy to prepare and help us to detect inno-
vations. It is otherwise with phrasal forms. Aside from the imper-
fection of our descriptive technique in syntax, retarded, as it has
been, by philosophic habits of approach, the syntactic positions of
a language can be filled by so many different forms that a survey
is hard to make. The linguist who suspects that a certain phrase
departs from the older syntactic habits of its language, may yet
find it difficult or impossible to make sure that this older usage
really excluded the phrase, or to determine the exact boundary
between the older and the newer usage. Nevertheless, we can
sometimes recognize syntactic innovations on the proportional
pattern. From the sixteenth century on, we find English sub-
ordinate clauses introduced by the word like. We can picture the
innovation in this way:

to do better than Judith : to do better than Judith did
= to do like Judith : x,

where the outcome is the construction to do like Judith did.

A phrasal innovation which does not disturb the syntactic habit
may involve a new lexical use. In this case, our lack of control over
meanings, especially, of course, where the speech of past times is
concerned, acts as an almost insuperable hindrance. The practical
situations which make up the meaning of a speech-form are not
strictly definable; one could say that every utterance of a speech-
form involves a minute semantic innovation. In older English, as
in some modern dialects, the word meat had a meaning close to
that of food, and the word flesh was used freely in connection with
eating, as in this passage (from the year 1693): who flesh of animals
refused to eat, nor hold all sorts of pulse for lawful meat. A compound
flesh-meat served, for a while, as a compromise. The prevalence of
food and fodder where at an earlier time the word meat was
common, and the prevalence of flesh-meat and meat where at an earlier
time flesh would have been the normal term, must be attributed to
a gradual shifting of usage. The difficulty of tracing this has led
linguists to view the process as a kind of whimsical misapplication
of speech-forms. If we remember that the meaning of a speech-
form for any speaker is a product of the situations and contexts
in which he has heard this form, we can see that here too a dis-
placement must be merely an extension of some pattern:

leave the bones and bring the flesh : leave the bones and bring the meat
= give us bread and flesh : x,
resulting in give us bread and meat. Doubtless we have to do, in both grammatical and lexical displacements, with one general type of innovation; we may call it analogic-semantic change. We shall leave the lexical phase of this, semantic change, for the next chapter, and consider first the more manageable phase which involves grammatical habits.

23. 3. We can distinguish only in theory between the actual innovation, in which a speaker uses a form he has not heard, and the subsequent rivalry between this new form and some older form. An observer who, a few years ago, heard the form radios, might suspect that the speaker had never heard it and was creating it on the analogy of ordinary noun-plurals; the observer could have no assurance of this, however, since the form could be equally well uttered by speakers who had and by those who had not heard it before. Both kinds of speakers, knowing the singular radio, would be capable of uttering the plural in the appropriate situation.

It may be worth noticing that in a case like this, which involves clear-cut grammatical categories, our inability to define meanings need give us no pause. A formula like

\[
\text{Singular} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{piuno} : \\
\text{radio} : z
\end{array}
\]

will hold good even if our definitions of the meanings of these categories (e.g. 'one' and 'more than one') should turn out to be inexact.

The form radios did not conflict with any older form. The difficulty about most cases of analogic change is the existence of an older form. An observer running the year 1600 who heard, let us suppose, the earliest utterances of the form caws, could probably have made the same observations as we, a few years ago, could make about the form radios: doubtless many speakers uttered it independently, and could not be distinguished from speakers who had already heard it. However, the utterances of the form caws must have been more thinly sown, since there was also the traditional form hine. In the ensuing rivalry, the new form had the advantage of regular formation. It is safe to say that the factors which lead to the origin of a form are the same as those which favor the frequency of an existing form.

We do not know why speakers sometimes utter new combinations instead of traditional forms, and why the new combinations sometimes rise in frequency. A form like feets, instead of feet, is occasionally uttered by children; we call it a "childish error" and expect the child soon to acquire the traditional habit. A grown person may say feets when he is tired or flustered, but he does not repeat the form and no one adopts it; we call it a "slip of the tongue."

It seems that at any one stage of a language, certain features are relatively stable and others relatively unstable. We must suppose that in the sixteenth century, owing to antecedent developments, there were enough alternative plural-forms (say, eyes : eye, shoes : shoe, brothers : brother) to make an innovation like caws relatively inconspicuous and acceptable. At present, an innovation like feets seems to have no chance of survival when it is produced from time to time: we may suppose that innovation and fluctuation are at work in the sphere of plurals with spirant-voicing: hoopses : hooves, looks : loots, and so on.

The creation of a form like caws is only an episode in the rise in frequency of the regular plural-suffix [-es, -z, -s]. Analogic-semantic change is merely fluctuation in frequency, in so far as it displaces grammatical and lexical types. The extension of a form into a new combination with a new accompanying form is probably favored by its earlier occurrence with phonetically or semantically related forms. Thus, the use of [-z] with cow was probably favored by the existence of other plurals in [-aw-z], such as cows, hoes. Similarity of meaning plays a part: cows, heifers, ewes will attract caws. Frequent occurrence in context probably increases the attraction of a model. The Latin noun senatus [senatus] 'Senate' had an irregular inflection, including a genitive senatus [senatus]; by the side of this there arose a new genitive on the regular model, senati [senati]. It has been suggested that the chief model for this innovation was the regular noun populus [populus] 'people,' genitive populi ['populii], for the two words were habitually used together in the phrase senatus populusque [senatus populus kwe] 'the Senate and People.' The most powerful factor is surely that of numbers and frequency. On the one hand, regular form-classes increase at the cost of smaller groups, and, on the other hand, irregular forms of very high fre-
quency resist innovation. Irregular forms appear chiefly among the commonest words and phrases of a language.

23. 4. The regularizing trend of analogic change appears plainly _in _inflectional paradigms. The history of the regular plural-formation of English is a long series of extensions. The suffix -ez, -s, -s is the modern form of an Old English suffix -es, as in stam [sta:m] 'stone,' plural stanes [stan:es] 'stones.' This suffix in Old English belonged only to the nominative and accusative cases of the plural; the genitive plural stana [stana] and the dative plural stanaum [stan:au:m] would both be represented today by the form stone. The replacement of this form by the nominative-accusative form stones, which is now used for the whole plural, regardless of syntactic position, is part of a larger process, the loss of case-inflection in the noun, which involved both phonetic and analogic changes.

The Old English nominative-accusative plural in -es as occurred with only one type (the largest, to be sure) of masculine nouns. There were some classes of masculine nouns which formed the plural differently, as, [sunu] 'son,' plural [sunu]; among these was a large class of s-plurals, such as [stoa] 'star,' plural [stooran]. Some nouns fluctuated: [fle:ld] 'field,' plural [fle:lda] or [fle:das]. We do not know the origin of this fluctuation, but, once granted its existence, we can see in it a favoring condition for the spread of the [es]-plural. A neologism like [sunus] instead of old [sunu] 'sons' would perhaps have had no better chance of success than a modern foots, had it not been for the familiar fluctuation in cases like the word 'field.'

Neuter and feminine nouns in Old English had not the s-plural. Examples of neuter types are [wrod] 'word,' with homonymous plural, [spere] 'spear,' plural [spere], [cege] 'eye,' plural [cegan]; feminine types, [karu] 'care,' plural [karu], [tuneg] 'tongue,' plural [tuneg], [boke] 'book,' plural [be:kk].

Even where the s-plural was traditional, sound-change led to divergent forms. Thus an early voicing of spirants between vowels led to the type kni:fe: knives. Other irregularities of this sort have been overlaid by new-formations. In pre-English, [a] became [s] in monosyllables and before [s] of a following syllable; after this change, [g] became [j] before a front vowel and in final position after a front vowel. The result was a set of alternations, as in the paradigm of 'day':

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[de:ji]</td>
<td>[de:je]</td>
<td>[de:je]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[de:gi]</td>
<td>[de:ge]</td>
<td>[de:ge]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Later, there came a change of [g] to [w], whence the Middle English irregularity of de:gi, plural de:ges; the latter form, as we have seen, was superseded by the regular new combination of day plus [-s].

The early Old English loss of [h] between vowels with contraction (§21.6), led to paradigms like that of 'shoe,' which were regular in Old English, but by subsequent phonetic change, would have led to highly irregular modern sets:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom.-acc.</td>
<td>[de:ji]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat.</td>
<td>[de:je]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen.</td>
<td>[de:je]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among the Old English paradigms of other types, that of 'foot' shows us an interesting redistribution of forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[feot]</td>
<td>[fe:tt]</td>
<td>[fe:tt]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here the form with [ot], modern foot, has been generalized in the singular, crowding out the old dative, and the form with [tt], modern feet, in the plural, crowding out the old dative and genitive forms.

In a few cases, two forms have survived with a lexical difference. Our words shade and shadow are reflexes of different forms of a single Old English paradigm:
of native types. In Old English, the agent of ['huntn] 'to hunt' was ['huntn], which has been replaced by hunter. At a later time, webster was replaced by weaver, and survives only as a family-name. In boot-black, chimney-sweep old forms survive as compound-nouns. We not only form new agent-nouns, such as camouflager, denunciator, charletoner, but also make back-formations, such as the verb chauffe ['sof] 'drive (someone) about in a motor-car' from chauffeur ['softr]. An analogy that permits of new formations is said to be "living."

The old suffix -ster in webster is an example of a type which perhaps never could have been described as "regular" or "living" and yet had its period of expansion. It seems to have denoted (as is still the case in Dutch) a female agent. The female meaning survives in spinner, originally 'spinnersess.' Apparently, the female meaning was not obvious in all the words; the suffix became indifferent as to sex and appears in topster, huckster, brandster, millster, webster 'weaver,' disster 'dunner, boilifier.' The action was not necessarily useful, witness songster, rimester, trickster, gamester, punster. A non-human agent appears in lobster, which probably represents Old English loppestre, originally 'jumper.' An inanimate object is roadster. An adjective, instead of verb or noun, underlies youngster. After the restriction to females was lost, words in -ster combined with -ess: huckstresses, songstresses, seamstress. This last, by the shortening of vowels before clusters, became [semstres]; the more regular rival form [sjustres] is analogic, with the vowel of the underlying stem. In cases like -ster we see a formation spreading from form to form without ever attaining to the free expansion of "living" types.

Some formations become widely usable without preempting a domain of meaning. In English, the suffixes -y, -ish, -iy, which derive adjectives, have all remained quite "alive" through the historical period, spreading from word to word, and settling in various semantic patches. Thus, with the suffix -y (from Old English -ig), some words appear in our Old English records (e.g. mighty, nasty, moody, bloody, speedy), while others appear only later (e.g. earthy, wealthy, hasty, hearty, fiery). When the suffix is added to words of foreign origin, the date of the borrowing gives us a limit of age ("terminus post quem") for the new combination: sugary, flowery, creamy. At present, this suffix is expanding in certain zones of meaning, such as 'arch, affected': summery (e.g.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Old English</th>
<th>Phonetic Equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>singular</td>
<td>[ˈskadu]</td>
<td>[ˈskadwe] shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other cases</td>
<td>[ˈskadum]</td>
<td>[ˈsedow] shadow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plural</td>
<td>[ˈskadum]</td>
<td>[ˈsedow] shadow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other cases</td>
<td>[ˈskadwa]</td>
<td>[ˈsedow] shadow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both forms, shade and shadow, have been generalized for the whole singular, and have served as underlying forms for new regular plurals, shades, shadowes; the rivalry of the two resulting paradigms has ended in a lexical differentiation. The words mean and meadow arose in the same way, but in this case the fluctuation seems to be ending in the obsolence of the form mead.

The word 'gate' had in Old English the nominative-accusative singular gate ['gat], plural gatu ['gatu]. The old singular, which would give a modern "gat, has died out; the modern form gate represents the old plural, and the new plural gatex has been formed on the regular model.

Analogic creation is not limited to complex forms. A simple form may be created on the analogy of cases where a complex form and a simple form exist side by side. The Middle English noun redels 'riddle,' with homonymous plural, was subjected to analogic change of the pattern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>Singular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stones</td>
<td>stone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

whence the modern singular form riddle. This creation of shorter or underlying forms is called back-formation. Another example is Old English [pi:s] 'pea,' plural [pi:san]; all the forms of the paradigm lead to modern peas, pea [pi:s], and the singular pea is a back-formation. Similarly, Old French chorise 'cherry' was borrowed in Middle English as cheris, whence modern cherries; the singular cherry is an analogic creation.

23. 6. In word-formation, the most favorable ground for analogic forms is a derivative type which bears some clear-cut meaning. Thus, we form all manner of new agent-nouns in -er, on what is at present a normal grammatical analogy. This suffix was borrowed in pre-English time from Latin, and has replaced a number of native types. In Old English, the agent of [ˈhuntn] 'to hunt' was [ˈhuntn], which has been replaced by hunter. At a later time, webster was replaced by weaver, and survives only as a family-name. In boot-black, chimney-sweep old forms survive as compound-nouns. We not only form new agent-nouns, such as camouflager, denunciator, charletoner, but also make back-formations, such as the verb chauffe [ˈsof] 'drive (someone) about in a motor-car' from chauffeur [ˈsoftr]. An analogy that permits of new formations is said to be "living."

The old suffix -ster in webster is an example of a type which perhaps never could have been described as "regular" or "living" and yet had its period of expansion. It seems to have denoted (as is still the case in Dutch) a female agent. The female meaning survives in spinner, originally 'spinnersess.' Apparently, the female meaning was not obvious in all the words; the suffix became indifferent as to sex and appears in topster, huckster, brandster, millster, webster 'weaver,' disster 'dunner, boilifier.' The action was not necessarily useful, witness songster, rimester, trickster, gamester, punster. A non-human agent appears in lobster, which probably represents Old English loppestre, originally 'jumper.' An inanimate object is roadster. An adjective, instead of verb or noun, underlies youngster. After the restriction to females was lost, words in -ster combined with -ess: huckstresses, songstresses, seamstress. This last, by the shortening of vowels before clusters, became [semstres]; the more regular rival form [sjustres] is analogic, with the vowel of the underlying stem. In cases like -ster we see a formation spreading from form to form without ever attaining to the free expansion of "living" types.

Some formations become widely usable without preempting a domain of meaning. In English, the suffixes -y, -ish, -iy, which derive adjectives, have all remained quite "alive" through the historical period, spreading from word to word, and settling in various semantic patches. Thus, with the suffix -y (from Old English -ig), some words appear in our Old English records (e.g. mighty, nasty, moody, bloody, speedy), while others appear only later (e.g. earthy, wealthy, hasty, hearty, fiery). When the suffix is added to words of foreign origin, the date of the borrowing gives us a limit of age ("terminus post quem") for the new combination: sugary, flowery, creamy. At present, this suffix is expanding in certain zones of meaning, such as 'arch, affected': summery (e.g.}
of clothes), sporty, swanky, artsy ('pretendedly artistic'), booky ('pretendedly bookish'). In the same way, -ish, in some combinations a mere adjective-former (boyish, girlish), has staked a claim in the zone of 'undesirably, inappropriately resembling,' as in mannish, womanish (contrast manly, womanly), childish (contrast childlike). The starting-point of semantic specialization is to be sought in forms where the underlying word has the special value; thus, the unpleasant flavor of -ish comes from words like loutish, boorish, swinish, hoggish.

The shape of morphologic constituents is subject to analogic change, especially in the way of enlargement. In Latin, the set argentum [aˈrɛɡtʊnum] 'silver' : argentarius [aˈrɛɡtʊrərius] 'silver-smith' represents a regular type of derivation. In the history of French there was repeated losses of final phonemes; the modern forms are argent [aʁɛ̃] : argentier [aʁɛ̃tje]'. The formula of derivation has become: add the suffix -tje'. This suffix, accordingly, appears in words which (as the historian, quite irrelevantly, remarks) never contained a t in the critical position: French fer-blanc [fer-blɑ̃] 'tin' (Latin type ferrarum blankum 'white iron,' with the Germanic adjective blank underlies ferblantier [ferblɑ̃tje] 'tinsmith'; bijou [biʒu] 'jewel' (from Breton biziou underlies bijoutier [biziutje] 'jeweler,' and so on.

In time, an affix may consist entirely of accretive elements, with no trace of its original shape. In Old English, verb-paradigms were derived from nouns on the pattern [wund] 'a wound': [wundian] 'to wound,' and this is still the living type, as in wound : to wound, radio : to radio. In a few instances, however, the underlying noun was itself derived, by means of a suffix [-en-], from an adjective, as in the set [fast] 'firm, strong' : [fasten] 'strong place, fortres' : [fastenian] 'to make firm, to fortify,' Thanks to some fluctuation in frequency or meaning — such, perhaps, as a decline or specialization of the noun [fasten] — the pair [fast] 'firm' : [fastenian] 'to make firm' served as a model for new-derivations on the scheme

fast : fasten = hard : x,

with the result of forms like harden, sharpen, sweeten,attenge, gladden, in which a suffix -en derives verbs from adjectives.

Less often, a relatively independent form is reduced to affixal status. Compound-members are occasionally reduced, by sound-change, to suffixes; thus, the suffix -ly (manly) is a weakened form of like, and the suffix -dom (kingdom) of the word doom. This happens especially when the independent word goes out of use, as in the case of -hood (childhood), which is a relic of an Old English word [hæold] 'person, rank.' German Messer ['mɛsər] 'knife' is the modern form, with analogic as well as phonetic shortening, of Old High German [mæss-rahs] originally 'food-knife,' in which the second member, [rahs] 'knife,' had been disfigured by Verner's change (§ 20.8) and the subsequent change of [ə] to [a]. In German Schneider ['snɛtʃer] 'shoemaker', the unique suffix -der reflects an old compound-member [aʊtәre] 'cobbler.' Merging of two words into one is excessively rare; the best-known instance is the origin of the future tense-forms in the Romance languages from phrases of infinitive plus 'have': Latin amare habeo [am'nare 'habeo] 'I have to, am to love' > French aimerai [ɛmɾe] 'I shall love'; Latin amare habet [am'nare 'habet] 'he has to, is to love' > French aimerai [ɛmɾe] 'he will love,' and so on. This development must have taken place under very unusual conditions; above all, we must remember that Latin and Romance have a complicated set of verb-inflections which served as a model for one-word tense-forms.

Back-formations in word-structure are by no means uncommon, though often hard to recognize. Many verbs in the foreign-learned vocabulary of English resemble Latin past participles; this is all the more striking since English has borrowed these words from French, and in French the Latin past participles have been obscured by sound-change or replaced by new-formations: Latin agere ['aʒere] 'to lead, carry on, do,' past participle actus ['aktus] 'led, done'; French agir [aʒir] 'to act,' participle (new-participle) agi [aʒi] 'acted'; English to act; Latin afflictare ['afliʃtæɾe] 'to strike down, afflict,' participle afflictus ['afliʃtus] 'stricken, afflicted'; French affecter ['afliʃet], participle affecté ['afliʃte] ; English to affect; Latin separare [sepaɾaˈɾe] 'to separate,' participle separatus [sepaɾaˈɾatus] ; French séparer [sepaʁe] ; English to separate. The starting-point for this habit of English seems to have been back-formation from nouns in -tio: English verbs like act, affect, separate are based on nouns like action, affection, separation, from Latin actionem, affectionem, separationem [aˈkʃiɔnɛm, aˈfɛkʃiɔnɛm, sepaɾaˈɾiɔnɛm] via French action, affection, séparation, in modern pronunciation [aksioʊ̃, afluksioʊ̃, sepaɾaˈɾiɔ̃]. The immediate models
must have been cases like *communio: to commune* (Old French *communion: to commone*); the general background was the English homonymy of adjective and verb in cases like *warm: to warm = separate: to separate*. This supposition is confirmed by the fact that the nouns in -tion appear in our records at an earlier time, on the whole, than the verbs in -t. Of the 108 pairs with initial A in the *New English Dictionary*, the noun appears earlier than the verb in 74 cases, as, *action* in 1330, but *act* in 1384; *affliction*, in 1303, but *afflicted* in 1398. Moreover, we sometimes see the late rise of the verb with -t: in the case of *aspiration: to aspire* we have stuck to the Latin-French scheme, but round 1700 there appears the new-formation to *aspire*. Modern formations of this sort are *evolution*, based on *evolution*, as a rival of the older *evolve*, and *elocution* based on *eluciation*.

23.6. The task of tracing analogy in word-competition has scarcely been undertaken. The present-day habits of word-composition in English produce the illusion that compounds arise by a simple juxtaposition of words. The reader need scarcely be told that the modern English pattern, in which the compound word equals the independent forms of the members, with modification only of word-stress, is the product of a long series of *regularizing* analogic changes. Thus, [fowr,-hed] *forehead*, as a rival of *[fured]*, which has been irregularized by sound-change, is due to analogic re-formation:

\[
\text{fore, arm : fore-arm [fowr-arm]}
\]

\[= \text{fore, head : x.}\]

The relation of the compound to independent words often suffers displacement. Primitive Indo-European did not use verb-stems as compound-members; to this day, English lacks a verbal type, *to meat-eat*, which would match the noun and adjective types *meat-eater* and *meat-eating* (§ 14.3). Several Indo-European languages, however, have developed compounds with verbal members. In English we have a few irregular forms like *housekeep*, *dressmake*, *backbite*. From a compound noun like *whitewash* we derive, with a zero-element, a verb to *whitewash*, and from this an agent-noun *whitewasher*. The irregular type to *housekeep* is probably a back-formation on this model:

\[
\text{whitewasher : to whitewash}
\]

\[= \text{housekeeper : x.}\]

In a now classical investigation, Hermann Osthoff showed how forms of this kind arose in several of the Indo-European languages. In Old High German, abstract nouns like *[beta] ‘prayer’* were used, in the normal inherited fashion, as prior members of compounds: *[beta-haus] ‘prayer-house, house for prayer’. The morphologically connected verb *[beuten] ‘to pray’* had a different suffixal vowel and did not interfere with the compound. During the Middle Ages, however, unstressed vowels were weakened to a uniform [e] and in part lost; hence in Middle High German (round the year 1200), in a set like *[beten] ‘to pray’* : *[beta] ‘prayer’* : *[beta-haus] ‘house for prayer’, the compound-member resembled the verb as much as it resembled the noun. If the noun lost in frequency or was specialized in meaning, the compound-member became equivalent to the verb-stem. Thus *[beta] ‘prayer’* lost in frequency — the modern language uses a different derivational, *Gebet* [gete] ‘prayer’ — and, for the rest, was specialized in meaning of ‘contribution, tax.’ As a result of this, compounds like *Betthaus* [bet-haus] ‘house for praying,’ *Bettag* [bet-tak] ‘day of prayer,’ *Betetswester* [bet-etswester] ‘praying-sister,’ that is ‘non- or ‘over-pious woman,’ can be described only as containing the verb-stem [bet-] of *beten* [beten] ‘to pray.’ Accordingly, ever since the Middle Ages, new compounds of this sort have been formed with verbal *stems*, such as *Schreibtisch* [sraip-tish] ‘writing-table,’ from *schreiben* ‘to write,’ or *Lesebuch* [leze-buch] ‘reading-book’ from *lesen* ‘to read.’

The fluctuation between irregular compounds, such as *[fured] forehead*, and analogically formed regular variants, such as *[fowr hed]*, serves as a model for new-formation which replace an obscure form by a compound-member. Thus, *innmost, northmost, utmost* (and, with regularization of the first member, *outmost*), with the *word* as second member, are analogic formations which replace the Old English type *[innemest, norreimest, nitnemest]*; the *[nest]* in these words was a special form (with accretion) of the superlative suffix *[est]*. Regularizing new-formations like this, which (as the historian finds) disagree with the earlier structure of the form, are sometimes called *popular etymologies*.

23.7. Analogic innovation in the phrase is most easily seen when it affects the shape of single words. Conditioned sound-changes may produce different forms of a word according to its phonetic positions in the phrase. In the types of English which
resulted in a modern sandhi-form aime-t-il [smt i] ‘does he love?’

In the later Old English period, final [n] after an unstressed vowel was lost, except in sandhi before a vowel. Thus, *den ‘to eat’ became *de, an hand became a hand, but an arm remained. In the case of the article a: on the resulting alternation has survived; in early modern English one still said *my friend: mine enemy. One must suppose that as the time of the loss of -n, the language did not distinguish word-boundaries in the manner of present-day English. The sandhi [n] was generalized in a few cases as a word-initial. Old English dēta [dētæ] ‘lizard’ appears in Middle English as aede and anewe, whereas modern newt. A phrase like an anewe must have been pronounced [aˈnwe] and (doubtless under some special conditions of frequency or meaning) subjected to the new-formation

\[aˈnwe] = [aˈnwe] ‘a lizard’ : z,

with the result that one said anewe. Similarly, eke-name ‘supplementary name’ gave rise to a by-form with -n, modern nick-name; for then ones is now for the nonce. On the other hand, an initial [n] was in some forms treated as a sandhi [n]. Thus, Old English sēafer ‘nave-fer’, literally ‘nave-lance,’ Middle English nave-sing, has been replaced by aeger; Old English *nēger gives Middle English addere and addere, whereas modern adder; Old French naperon, borrowed as napron, has been replaced by apron.

After this loss of final [n], another sound-change led to the loss of certain final vowels, through which many hitherto medial [n]’s got into final position, as in oxen > oxe. These new final [n]’s came into final position too late to suffer the dropping; hence the language had now, beside the sandhi [n], which appeared only before vowels, also a stable final [n]. This led to some complicated relations:

| Old English | Early Middle English | English
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nominative</td>
<td>oxen</td>
<td>oxen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other cases</td>
<td>oxen</td>
<td>oxen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plural</td>
<td>oxen</td>
<td>oxen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom.-acc.</td>
<td>oxen</td>
<td>oxen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat.</td>
<td>oxen</td>
<td>oxen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen.</td>
<td>oxen</td>
<td>oxen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Third-person singular verbs which were monosyllabic in the early Middle Ages, have, by regular phonetic development, a final [t] in sandhi before a vowel: Latin est > French est [e] ‘is,’ but Latin est ille > French est-il [et i] ‘is he?’ On the other hand, verb-forms of more than one syllable had not this [t]; Latin amou ‘he loves’ gives French aime [e] ‘loves’ even before a vowel. However, the pattern

\[e ] : [et i] = [em ] : z
This complicated habit was re-shaped into our present distribution of singular au, plural auen.

In most cases, a phrasal innovation results not in a new word-form, but in a new syntactic or lexical usage, such as the use of mit as a conjunction (§ 23.2). In German we find such appositional groups as ein Trunk Wasser [aɪn ‘trʊk ‘vaːsɐ] ‘a drink of water,’ where the related languages would lead us to expect the second noun in genitive case-form, Wasser ‘of water.’ The genitive case-ending in feminine and plural nouns has been reduced to zero by phonetic change: the genitive of Milch [mɪlç] ‘milk’ (feminine noun) is homonymous with the nominative and accusative. The old locution ein Trunk Wassers has been replaced by the present one, which arose on the scheme

Milch trinken ‘to drink milk’ : ein Trunk Milch ‘a drink of milk’

= Wasser trinken ‘to drink water’ : x.

This was favored, no doubt, by the existence of nouns whose genitive wavered between zero and -e, and by the circumstance that the genitive case was declining in frequency. It seems likely, in spite of the obvious difficulties, that further research will find many examples of analogic innovation in the phrase, both syntactic and lexical. Our philological preoccupations have led us too often to seek the motives of change in the individual word and in the meaning of the individual word.

23.8. For many new-formations we are not able to give a proportional model. We believe that this is not always due to our inability to find the model sets, and that there is really a type of linguistic change which resembles analogic change, but goes on without model sets. These adative new-formations resemble an old form with some change in the direction of semantically related forms. For instance, of the two slang forms actorine ‘actress’ and chorine ‘chorus-girl,’ only the former can be described as the result of a proportional analogy (Paul : Pauline = actor : x). Now, chorine seems to be based in some way on actorine, but the set chorus : chorine is not parallel with actor : actorine either in form or in meaning. The set Josephus : Josephines [jozɨfɨs, ‘jɔzefɨs] is uncommon, remote in meaning, and phonetically irregular. We can say only that many nouns have a suffix -in, e.g. chlorine, colleen; that this suffix derives some women’s names and especially the noun actorine; and that the -us of chorus is plainly suffixal, in view of the adjective choral. This general background must have sufficed to make someone utter the form chorine, even though there was no exact analogy for this form.

A new form (such as chorine), which is based on a traditional form (chorus, chorus-girl), but departs from it in the direction of a series of semantically related forms (chlorine, colleen, Pauline, etc., including especially actorine), is said to originate by adaption. Adaptation seems to be favored by more than one factor, but all the factors taken together would not allow us to predict the new form. Often, as in our example, the new form has a facitious connotation; this connotation is probably connected with the unpredictable, far-fetched shape of the new word. This is true of mock-learned words, like accretions, rambunctious, abso-lute. It seems unlikely that more than one speaker hit upon these forms: we suspect them of being individual creations, determined by the linguistic and practical peculiarities of some one speaker. They must have agreed to some extent, however, with the general habits of the community, since they were taken up by other speakers.

Some adaptations are less far-fetched and merely produce a new form which agrees better with semantically related forms. English has borrowed many French words with a suffix -ure, such as mesure, censure, fracture. The Old French words plaisirs, loisirs, trésor, which contain other suffixes, have in English been adapted to the -ure type, for the [-ž] of pleasure, leisure, treasure reflects an old [-ʒuːr]. Among our foreign-learned words, egotism follows the French model, but egotism is an adaptive formation in the direction of egotism, nepotism.

In the Romance languages, Latin reddere [rɛˈdɛrɛ] ‘to give back’ has been largely replaced by a type *rendere, as in Italian rendere [*rɛndɛrɛ], French rendre [rɛ̃dʁ], whereas English render. This *rendere is an adaptation of reddere in the direction of the series Latin prehendere [prɛˈhɛndɛrɛ, *preˈhɛndɛrɛ] ‘to take’ > Italian prendere [preˈnderɛ], French prendre [prɔdʁ]; Latin attendere [atˈtɛndɛrɛ] ‘to pay attention’ > Italian attendere [atˈtɛndɛrɛ] ‘to wait,’ French attendre [atˈtɛndʁ] (and other compounds of Latin tendere); Latin vendere [ˈvɛndɛrɛ] ‘to sell’ > Italian vendere [ˈvɛndɛrɛ], French vendre [vɑ̃ˈdʁ]; here the word for ‘take,’ with its close kinship of meaning, was doubtless the main factor.
Sometimes it is a single form which exercises the attraction. Beside the old word *gravis* 'heavy,' later Latin has also a form *gravis*, whose vowel seems to be due to the influence of *levis* 'light (in weight).’ Formations of this sort are known as *blending* or *contaminations*. We cannot always be sure that the attraction was exercised by only a single form; in our example, the word *brevis* 'short' may have helped toward the formation of *gravis*.

The paradigm of the word for ‘tooth,’ Primitive Indo-European *[po:ds], genitive *[po:das], Sanskrit [pa:st], genitive [pa:dah], appears in one ancient Greek dialect in the expected shape, *[po:st], genitive *[po:das], but in the Attic dialect has the unexpected nominative form *[po:sd], this has been explained as a contamination with the word for ‘tooth,’ *[o:da:st], genitive *[o:da:stos], which is a phonetically normal reflex of a Primitive Indo-European type *[o:da:st].

In the earlier stages of the Germanic languages, the personal pronouns must have been in a state of instability. The old form for ‘we’ seems to have been a Primitive Germanic type *[juz], juz], which appears in Gothic as *jus* [jus] or [jus]. The other Germanic dialects reflect a Primitive Germanic type *[giz]: Old Norse *jar], Old English *ja], Old High German *ir]. This form has been explained as a contamination of *[juz] ‘we’ with the word for ‘we,’ Primitive Germanic *[wiz], wiz], reflected in Gothic [wiz], Old Norse [ve], Old English [we], Old High German [wir].

Similarly, in Gothic the accusative case of ‘thou’ is *[wik] and the dative case *[wus]. These forms disagree with the other dialects, which reflect the Primitive Germanic types accusative *[wik], Old Norse *[wik], Old English *[wik], Old High German *[di], and dative *[wik], Old Norse *[tir], Old English *[te], Old High German *[dir]. The Gothic forms have been explained as contaminations with the nominative *[juz], Gothic, Old Norse, Old English *[u], Old High German *[dai]. For this, the word ‘I,’ which had the same vowel in all three forms, Gothic *[ik], mik, mis], may have served as a kind of model, but there is no exact analogy covering the two paradigms, and we might equally well expect [mik, mis] to work in favor of *[wik, wiz].

Nouns seem to have been contaminated in the history of various languages. In Primitive Indo-European, ‘four’ was *[k‘etweores], and ‘five’ *[penk]‘el; witness Sanskrit [ra:tv:r:n, ‘pan:b] or Lithuanian *[kotur], [pen:k]. In the Germanic languages both words begin with [l], which reflects a Primitive Indo-European [p], as in English *four, five; and five, moreover, has an [l] for the [*k‘] of the second syllable, as in Gothic *lam]. In Latin, on the other hand, both words begin with [kw]: *quattuor, quinque [kwat,tur, kwinkwe]. All of these deviant forms could be explained as due to “distant assimilation”; it seems more probable, however, that the changes described under this and similar terms (§ 21.10) are in reality contaminative or adaptive. Ancient Greek [hept]a] ‘seven’ and [okto:] ‘eight’ led in one dialect to a contaminative [op‘t]: ‘eight,’ and in others to [bokto:].

The words ‘nine’ and ‘ten,’ Primitive Indo-European *[ne:vn, de:n], as in Sanskrit *[nava, ‘da:ga], Latin novem, decem, both have initial *[d] in Slavic and Baltic, as in Old Bulgarian [deve:tt, deve:tt].

Psychologists have ascertained that under laboratory conditions, the stimulus of hearing a word like ‘four’ often leads to the utterance of a word like ‘five’ — but this, after all, does not account for contamination. There is perhaps more relevance in the fact that contaminative “slips of the tongue” are not infrequent, e.g., “I’ll just *grun* (go plus run) over and get it.”

Innovations in syntax sometimes have a contaminative aspect. The type I am friends with him has been explained as due to contamination of I am friendly with him and we are friends. Irregularities such as the “attraction” of relative pronouns (§ 15.11) seem to be of this nature.

So-called popular etymologies (§ 23.6) are largely adaptive and contaminative. An irregular or semantically obscure form is replaced by a new form of more normal structure and some semantic content — though the latter is often far-fetched. Thus, an old *show-fast* ‘shame-fast,’ that is, ‘modest,’ has given way to the regular, but semantically queer compound *shame-faced.* Old English *seem-blind,* containing an otherwise obsolete first member which meant ‘half,’ was replaced by the Elizabethan *seem-blind.*

Old French *c-reve*se, Middle English *crevise* has been replaced by *cray-fish, craw-fish: mandragora by man-drake; asparagus in older sub-standard speech by *sparrow-grass.* Our *gooseberry* seems to be a replacement of an older *grose-berry, to judge by dialect forms*
such as groez, graser; these forms reflect a borrowed French form akin to modern French grosse [groz] 'currant; gooseberry.'

Probably forms like our symbolic words, nursery words, and short-names are created on general formal patterns, rather than on exact analogic models. It seems, however, that forms like Bob, Dick existed as common nouns, perhaps with symbolic connotation, before they were specialized as hypochoristic forms of Robert, Richard. It is a great mistake to think that one can account for the origin of forms like these by merely stating their connotation.

In some instances we know that a certain person invented a form. The most famous instance is gas, invented in the seventeenth century by the Dutch chemist van Helmont. In the passage where he introduces the word, van Helmont points out its resemblance to the word chaur, which, in Dutch pronunciation, is not far removed (though phonemically quite distinct) from gas. Moreover, van Helmont used also a technical term blas, a regular derivative, in Dutch, of the verb blazen 'to blow.'

It is evident that in such cases we cannot reconstruct the inventor's private and personal word of connotations; we can only guess at the general linguistic background. Charles Dodgson ("Lewis Carroll") in his famous poem, "The Jabberwocky" (in Through the Looking-Glass), uses a number of new-formations of this sort and, later in the book, explains the connotative significance they had for him. At least one of them, chortle, has come into wide use. More recent examples are the mercantile term kodak, invented by George Eastman, and blurb, a creation of Gelett Burgess.

CHAPTER 34

SEMANTIC CHANGE

24.1. Innovations which change the lexical meaning rather than the grammatical function of a form, are classed as change of meaning or semantic change.

The contexts and plural combinations of a form in our older written records often show that it once had a different meaning. The King James translation of the Bible (1611) says, of the herbs and trees (Genesis 1, 28) to you they shall be for meat. Similarly, the Old English translation in this passage used the word mæt. We infer that the word mæt used to mean 'food,' and we may assure ourselves of this by looking into the foreign texts from which these English translations were made. Sometimes the ancients tell us meanings outright, chiefly in the form of glosses; thus, an Old English glossary uses the word mæt to translate the Latin cibus, which we know to mean 'food.'

In other instances the comparison of related languages shows different meanings in forms that we feel justified in viewing as cognate. Thus, chin agrees in meaning with German Kinn and Dutch kin, but Gothic kinus and the Scandinavian forms, from Old Norse kinn to the present, mean 'cheek.' In other Indo-European languages we find Greek [genus] 'chin' agreeing with West Germanic, but Latin gena 'cheek' agreeing with Gothic and Scandinavian, while Sanskrit [hamuh] 'jaw' shows us a third meaning. We conclude that the old meaning, whatever it was, has changed in some or all of these languages.

A third, but much less certain indication of semantic change, appears in the structural analysis of forms. Thus, understand had in Old English the same meaning as now, but since the word is a compound of stand and under, we infer that at the time the compound was first formed (as an analogic new-formation) it must have meant 'stand under'; this gains in probability from the fact that under once meant also 'among,' for the cognates, German unter and Latin inter, have this meaning. Thus, I understand these things may have meant, at first, 'I stand among these
things.' In other cases, a form whose structure in the present state of the language does not imply anything as to meaning, may have been semantically analyzable in an earlier stage. The word *ready* has the adjective-forming suffix -y added to a unique root, but the Old English form [je:r:de:], which, but for an analogic re-formation of the suffix, can be viewed as the ancestor of *ready*, meant 'swift, suited, skilled' and was a derivative of the verb [ridan] 'to ride,' past tense [ra:d] 'rode,' derived noun [ra:d] 'a riding, a road.' We infer that when [je:r:de:] was first formed, it meant 'suitable or prepared for riding.'

Inferences like these are sometimes wrong, because the make-up of a form may be of later date than its meaning. Thus, *cran*fish and *gooseberry*, adaptations of *cresia* and *groze-berry* (§ 23.8), can tell us nothing about any older meanings.

24.2. We can easily see today that a change in the meaning of a speech-form is merely the result of a change in the use of it and other, semantically related speech-forms. Earlier students, however, went at this problem as if the speech-form were a relatively permanent object to which the meaning was attached as a kind of changeable satellite. They hoped by studying the successive meanings of a single form, such as *meat* 'food' > 'flesh-food,' to find the reason for this change. This led them to classify semantic changes according to the logical relations that connect the successive meanings. They set up such classes as the following:

**Narrowing:**
- Old English *mele* 'food' > *meat* 'edible flesh'
- Old English *deer* 'beast' > *deer* 'wild ruminant of a particular species'
- Old English *hund* 'dog' > *hound* 'hunting-dog of a particular breed'

**Widening:**
- Middle English *briel* 'young birding' > *bird'
- Middle English *dogge* 'dog of a particular (ancient) breed' > *dog'
- Latin *virtus* 'quality of a man (vir), manliness' > French *vertu* (> English *virtue*) 'good quality'

**Metaphor:**
- Primitive Germanic *[*bitras*] 'biting' (derivative of *[*bit:to:*] 'I bite') > *bitter* 'harsh of taste'

**Melonomy** — the meanings are near each other in space or time:
- Old English *céace* 'jaw' > *cheek'
- Old French *joue* 'cheek' > *jaw'

**Synecdoche** — the meanings are related as whole and part:
- Primitive Germanic *[*tumaz*] 'fence' (so still German *Zaun*) > *town*
  - pre-English *[*stoblo*] 'heated room' (compare German *Stube, formerly* 'heated room,' now 'living-room') > *stove*

**Hyperbole** — from stronger to weaker meaning:
- pre-French *ex-loudre* 'to strike with thunder' > French *tonner* 'to astonish' (from Old French, English borrowed *astound, astonish*)

**Litotes** — from weaker to stronger meaning:
- pre-English *[*kwalljan*] 'to torment' (so still German *quälen*) > Old English *cecellan* 'to kill'

**Degeneration:**
- Old English *enofa* 'boy, servant' > *kneve*

**Elevation:**
- Old English *e nihil* 'boy, servant' (compare German *Knecht* 'servant') > *knight*.

Collections of examples arranged in classes like these are useful in showing us what changes are likely to occur. The meanings 'jaw,' 'cheek,' and 'chin,' which we found in the cognates of our word *chin*, are found to fluctuate in other cases, such as that of *cheek* from *jaw* (Old English meaning) to the present meaning; *jaw*, from French *joue* 'cheek,' has changed in the opposite direction. Latin *maxilla* 'jaw' has shifted to 'cheek' in most modern dialects, as in Italian *mascella* [ma:sslə] 'cheek.' We suspect that the word *chin* may have meant 'jaw' before it meant 'cheek' and 'chin.' In this case we have the confirmation of a few Old High German glosses which translate Latin *mola* and *maxillae* (plural forms in the sense 'jaw' or 'jaws') by the plural *kinn*. Old English [*weorfan*] 'to become' and its cognates in the other Germanic languages (such as German *werden*, § 22.2) agree in form with Sanskrit [*vartate*] 'he turns,' Latin *vertic* 'to turn,' Old Bulgarian [*vreteti*] 'to turn,' Lithuanian [*verči*] 'I turn'; we accept this etymology because the Sanskrit word has a marginal meaning 'to become,' and because English turn shows a parallel development, as in *turn sour, turn tallow*. 
24.3. Viewed on this plane, a change of meaning may imply a connection between practical things and thereby throw light on the life of older times. English *fay* is now the modern form of the paradigm of Old English *feoh*, which meant 'live-stock, cattle, property, money.' Among the Germanic cognates, only Gothic *fajz* [fehz] means 'property'; all the others, such as German *Vieh* [fē] or Swedish *fē* [fē], have meanings like 'head of' cattle, 'head of' live-stock. The same is true of the cognates in the other Indo-European languages, such as Sanskrit [paquo] or Latin *pecu*, but Latin has the derived words *pecunia* 'money' and *peculium* 'savings, property.' This confirms our belief that live-stock served in ancient times as a medium of exchange.

English *hose* corresponds formally to Dutch *hoss* [hos], German *Hose* [hoze], but these words, usually in plural form, mean not 'stockings' but 'trowsers.' The Scandinavian forms, such as Old Norse *hoss*, mean 'stocking' or 'legging.' An ancient form, presumably West Germanic, came into Latin in the early centuries of our era, doubtless through the mediation of Roman soldiers, for the Romance languages have a type *hoss* (as, Italian *ossa* [öwa]) in the sense 'legging.' We conclude that in old Germanic our word meant a covering for the leg, either including the foot or ending at the ankle. Round his waist a man wore another garment, the *breeces* (Old English *broc*). The English and Scandinavian terminology indicates no change, but the German development seems to indicate that on the Continent the *hose* were later joined at the top into a trouser-like garment.

In this way, a semantically peculiar etymology and cultural traces may confirm each other. The German word *Wand* [vant] denotes the wall of a room, but not a thick masonry wall; the latter is *Mauer* [mawer], a loan from Latin. The German word sounds like a derivative of the verb *wind*; German *wëndern* (past tense *wend*), but etymologists were at loss as to the connection of these meanings, until Meringer showed that the derivative noun must have applied at first to wattled walls, which were made of twisted withes covered with mud. In the same way, Primitive Germanic *wōjus* 'wall,' in Gothic *wudžus*, Old Norse *vegg*, Old English *wag*, is now taken to have originated as a derivative of a verb that meant 'wind, twist.' We have seen that scholars, by a combination of semantic and archeologic data, to throw light on prehistoric conditions, as those of the Primitive Indo-

European parent community (§ 18.14). The maxim "Words and Things" has been used as the title of a journal devoted to this aspect of etymology.

Just as formal features may arise from highly specific and variable factors (§ 23.8), so the meaning of a form may be due to situations that we cannot reconstruct and can know only if historical tradition is kind to us. The German *Kaiser* ['kajzer] 'emperor' and the Russian *tsar* are offshoots, by borrowing, of the Latin *caesar* ['kajser], which was generalized from the name of a particular Roman, *Caio Iulius Caeser*. This name is said to be a derivative of the verb *caedo* 'I cut'; the man to whom it was first given was born by the aid of the surgical operation which, on account of this same tradition, is called the caesarian operation. Aside from this tradition, if we had not the historical knowledge about Caesar and the Roman Empire, we could not guess that the word for 'emperor' had begun as a family-name. The now obsolete verb *burke* 'suppress' (as, to *burke* opposition) was derived from the name of one *Burke*, a murderer in Edinburgh who smothered his victims. The word *pander* comes from the name of *Pandarus*; in Chaucer's version of the ancient story of Troilus and Cressida, Pandarus acts as a go-between. *Burcombe* comes from the name of a county in South Carolina, thanks to the antics of a congressman. *Taudrey* comes from St. Audrey; at St. Audrey's fair one bought *taudry* lace. Terms like *landau* and *sedan* come from the original place of manufacture. The word *dollar* is borrowed ultimately from German *Taler*, short for *Johannistaler*, derived from *Joachimstal* ('Joachim's Dale'), a place in Bohemia where silver was minted in the sixteenth century. The Roman mint was in the temple of *Juno Moneta* 'Juno the Worker'; hence the Romans used the word *moneta* both for 'mint' and for 'coin, money.' English *mint* is a pre-English borrowing from this Latin word, and English *money* is a medieval borrowing from the Old French continuation of the Latin word.

The surface study of semantic change indicates that refined and abstract meanings largely grow out of more concrete meanings. Meanings of the type 'respond accurately to (things or speech)' develop again and again from meanings like 'be near to' or 'get hold of.' Thus, *understand*, as we saw, seems to have meant 'stand close to' or 'stand among.' German *verstehen* ['ferstheen] 'understand' seems to have meant 'stand round' or 'stand before'; the
Old English equivalent forstæadan appears both for 'understand' and for 'protect, defend.' Ancient Greek [epistēma]'I understand' is literally 'I stand upon,' and Sanskrit [avya-gaśhati] is both 'he goes down into' and 'he understands.' Italian capire [ka'pire] 'to understand' is an analogic new-formation based on Latin capere 'to seize, grasp.' Latin comprehendere 'to understand' means also 'to take hold of.' The Slavic word for 'understand,' as in Russian [po'nat], is a compound of an old verb that meant 'seize, take.' A marginal meaning of 'understand' appears in our words grasp, catch on, get (as in I don't get that). Most of our abstract vocabulary consists of borrowings from Latin, through French or in gallicized form; the Latin originals can largely be traced to concrete meanings. Thus Latin definire 'to define' is literally 'to set bounds to' (finis 'end, boundary'). Our eliminate has in Latin only the concrete meaning 'put out of the house,' in accordance with its derivative character, since Latin eliminare is structurally a synthetic compound of ex 'out of, out from' and timen 'threshold.'

24. 4. All this, aside from its extra-linguistic interest, gives us some measure of probability by which we can judge of etymologic comparisons, but it does not tell us how the meaning of a linguistic form can change in the course of time. When we find a form used at one time in a meaning A and at a later time in a meaning B, what we see is evidently the result of at least two shifts, namely, an expansion of the form from use in situations of type A to use in situations of a wider type A-B, and then a partial obsolence by which the form ceases to be used in situations which approximate the old type A, so that finally the form is used only in situations of type B. In ordinary cases, the first process involves the obsolence or restriction of some rival form that gets crowded out of use in the B-situations, and the second process involves the encroachment of some rival form into the A-situations. We can symbolize this diagrammatically as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Stage</th>
<th>Second Stage</th>
<th>Third Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>meaning:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'nourishment'</td>
<td>'edible'</td>
<td>'edible'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'thing'</td>
<td>'part'</td>
<td>'muscular'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'part'</td>
<td>'animal'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'animal'</td>
<td>'body'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>first stage:</td>
<td>food</td>
<td>meat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>second stage:</td>
<td>food</td>
<td>meat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>third stage:</td>
<td>food</td>
<td>meat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the normal case, therefore, we have to deal here with fluctuations of frequency like those of analogic change; the difference is only that the fluctuations result in lexical instead of grammatical displacements, and therefore largely elude the grasp of the linguist. The first student, probably, to see that semantic change consists of expansion and obsolence, was Hermann Paul. Paul saw that the meaning of a form in the habit of any speaker, is merely the result of the utterances in which he has heard it. Sometimes, to be sure, we use a form in situations that fairly well cover its range of meaning, as in a definition ("a town is a large settlement of people") or in a very general statement ("vertebrate animals have a head"). In such cases a form appears in its general meaning. Ordinarily, however, a form in any one utterance represents a far more specific practical feature. When we say that John Smith bumped his head, the word head is used of one particular man's head. When a speaker in the neighborhood of a city says I'm going to town, the word town means this particular city. In such cases the form appears in an occasional meaning. In eat an apple a day the word apple has its general meaning; in some one utterance of the phrase eat this apple, the word apple has an occasional meaning; the apple, let us say, is a large baked apple. All marginal meanings are occasional, for — as Paul showed — marginal meanings differ from central meanings precisely by the fact that we respond to a marginal meaning only when some special circumstance makes the central meaning impossible ($\S$ 9.8). Central meanings are occasional whenever the situation differs from the ideal situation that matches the whole extent of a form's meaning.

Accordingly, if a speaker has heard a form only in an occasional meaning or in a series of occasional meanings, he will utter the form only in similar situations; his habit may differ from that of other speakers. The word meat was used of all manner of dishes; there must have come a time when, owing to the encroachment of some other word (say, food or dish), many speakers had heard the word meat only (or very predominantly) in situations where the actual dish in question consisted of flesh; in their own utterances these speakers, accordingly, used the word meat only when flesh-food was involved. If a speaker has heard a form only in some marginal meaning, he will use this form with this same meaning as a central meaning — that is, he will use the form for a meaning in
which other speakers use it only under very special conditions—like the city child who concluded that pigs were very properly called pigs, on account of their unclean habits. In the later Middle Ages, the German word Kopf, cognate with English cup, had the central meaning 'cup, bowl, pot' and the marginal meaning 'head'; there must have come a time when many speakers had heard this word only in its marginal meaning, for in modern German Kopf means only 'head.'

24.6. Paul's explanation of semantic change takes for granted the occurrence of marginal meanings and of obsolescence, and views these processes as adventures of individual speech-forms, without reference to the rival forms which, in the one case, yield ground to the form under consideration, and, in the other case, encroach upon its domain. This view, nevertheless, represents a great advance over the mere classification of differences of meaning. In particular, it enabled Paul to show in detail some of the ways in which obsolescence breaks up a unitary domain of meaning—a process which he called isolation.

Thus, beside the present central meaning of the word meat 'flesh-food,' we have today the strange marginal (apparently, widened) uses in meat and drink and in sweetmeats; for dishes other than flesh, the word meat went out of use, except in these two expressions, which are detached from what is now the central meaning of the word: we may say that these two expressions have been isolated by the invasion of the intermediate semantic domain, which is now covered by food, dish. In the same way, know has been shifted from 'boy, young man, servant,' to 'see, see,' but the card-player's use of know as a name for the lowest of the three picture-cards ('jack') is an isolated remnant of the older meaning. The word change is a loan from Old French changer which meant originally 'to load a wagon.' Its present multiplicity of meanings is evidently due to expansion into marginal spheres followed by obsolescence of intermediate meanings. Thus, the agent-noun charger is no longer used for 'load-bearer, beast of burden,' but only in the special sense 'war-horse'; the meaning charge 'make a swift attack (on)' is a back-formation from charger 'war-horse.'

The word board had in Old English apparently the same central meaning as today, 'flat piece of wood,' and, in addition to this, several specialized meanings. One of these, 'shield,' has died out entirely. Another, 'side of a ship,' has led to some isolated forms, such as on board, aboard, to board (a ship), and these have been extended to use in connection with other vehicles, such as railway cars. A third marginal meaning, 'table,' survives, again, in elevated terms of speech, such as festive board. Before its general obsolescence, however, board 'table' underwent a further transference to 'regular meals,' which is still current, as in bed and board, board and lodging, to board (at a boarding-house), and so on. This use of board is so widely isolated today from board 'plank' that we should perhaps speak of the two as homonymous words.

In Old Germanic the adjective ['halsaz] meant 'unharmed, well, prosperous,' as hell still does in German; this meaning remains in our verb to heal. In modern English we have only a transferred meaning in whole. Derived from ['halsaz] there was another adjective ['halslagaz] which meant 'conducive to welfare, health, or prosperity.' This word seems to have been used in a religious or superstitious sense. It occurs in a Gothic inscription in runes, but as Bishop Uthill did not use it in his Bible, we may suspect that it had heathen associations. In the other Germanic languages it appears, from the beginning of our records, only as an equivalent of Latin sanus 'holy.' Thus, the semantic connection between whole and holy has been completely wiped out in English, even in German heil 'unharmed, prosperous' and helig 'holy' lie on the border-line between distant semantic connection and more homonymy of roots.

The Old English adjective heard 'hard' underlay two adverbs, heard and headlice; the former survives in its old relation, as hard, but the latter, hardly, has been isolated in the remotely transferred meaning of 'barely, scarcely,' through loss of intermediate meanings such as 'only with difficulty.'

Isolation may be furthered by the obsolescence of some construction. We find it hard to connect the meaning of understand with the meanings of under and stand, not only because the meaning 'stand close to' or 'stand among,' which must have been central at the time the compound was formed, has been obsolete since prehistoric time, but also because the construction of the compound, preposition plus verb, with stress on the latter, has died out except for traditional forms, which survive as irregularities, such as undertake, undertie, overthrew, overcome, overtake, forgive, forget, forbid. The words strew (Old English strewe) and to strew (Old English strewian) were in prehistoric time morphologi-
cally connected; the Primitive Germanic types are "strauwnan" 'a strewing, that strewn,' and "strawo:" 'I strew.' At that time "strawberry" (Old English *stræw-berige) 'strewn-erry' must have described the strawberry-plant as it lies along the ground; as straw became specialized to 'dried stalk, dried stalks,' and the morphological connection with straw disappeared, the prior member of strawberry was isolated, with a deviant meaning, as a homonym of straw.

Phonetic change may prompt or aid isolation. A clear case of this is ready, which has diverged too far from ride and road; other examples are holiday and holy, sorry and sore, dear and death, and especially, with old unumlaut (§ 21.7) hole and hole, dole and deal. The word lord (Old English hlāford) was at the time of its formation 'loaf-ward,' doubtless in a sense like 'bread-giver'; lady (Old English hlāfega) seems to have been 'bread-shaper.' The word disease was formerly lack of ease, un-ease;' in the present specialized meaning 'sickness' it is all the better isolated from dis- and ease through the deviant form of the prefix, with [ef] for [s] after unstressed vowel (§ 21.4).

Another contributory factor is the intrusion of analogic new-formations. Usually these overrun the central meaning and leave only some marginal meanings to the old form. Thus sloth 'laziness' was originally the quality-noun of slow, just as truth is still that of true, but the decline of the -th derivation of quality-nouns and the rise of slowness, formed by the new regular -nes derivation, has isolated sloth. An Old English compound *hæs-wif 'housewife' through various phonetic changes reached a form which survives today only in a transferred meaning as hussay [huzzi] 'rude, pert woman.' In the central meaning it was replaced by an analogic new composition of hæs and wif. This, in its turn, through phonetic change reached a form hussey [huzef] which survives, though now obsolete, in the transferred meaning 'sewing-bag.' but has been crowded out, in the central meaning, by a still newer combounding, housewife [hause-waij]. In medieval German, some adjectives with an unumlaut vowel had derivative adverbs without unumlaut: schone [šoan] 'beautiful,' but schon [šoan] 'beautifully'; feste 'firm' but feste 'firmly.' In the modern period, these adverbs have been crowded out by regularly formed adverbs, homonymous with the adjective: today schon [šoan] is both 'beautiful' and, as an adverb, 'beautifully,' and fest both 'firm, vigorous' and 'firmly, vigorously,' but the old adverbs have survived in remotely marginal uses, schon 'already' and 'never fear,' and fest 'almost.'

Finally, we may be able to recognize a change in the practical world as a factor in isolation. Thus, the isolation of German Wandel 'wall' from winden 'to wind' is due to the disuse of wattled walls. Latin pennē 'feather' (> Old French penne) was borrowed in Dutch and in English as a designation of the pen for writing. In French plume [plume] and German Feder [feder], the vernacular word for 'feather' is used also for 'pen.' The disuse of the goose-quill pen has isolated these meanings.

24. 6. Paul's explanation of semantic change does not account for the rise of marginal meanings and for the obsolescence of forms in a part of their semantic domain. The same is true of so-called psychological explanations, such as Wundt's, which merely paraphrase the outcome of the change. Wundt defines the central meaning as the dominant element of meaning, and shows how the dominant element may shift when a form occurs in new typical contexts. Thus, when meat had been heard predominantly in situations where flesh-food was concerned, the dominant element became for more and more speakers, not 'food' but 'flesh-food.' This statement leaves the matter exactly where it was.

The obsolescence which plays a part in many semantic changes, need not present any characteristics other than those of ordinary loss of frequency; what little we know of fluctuations in this direction (Chapter 22) will apply here. The expansion of a form into new meanings, however, is a special case of rise in frequency, and a very difficult one, since, strictly speaking, almost any utterance of a form is prompted by a novel situation, and the degree of novelty is not subject to precise measurement. Older students accepted the rise of marginal meanings without seeking specific factors. Probably they took for granted the particular transferences which had occurred in languages familiar to them (foot of a mountain, neck of a bottle, and the like, § 9.8). Actually, languages differ in this respect, and it is precisely the spread of a form into a new meaning that concerns us in the study of semantic change.

The shift into a new meaning is intelligible when it merely reproduces a shift in the practical world. A form like ship or hat or base designates a shifting series of objects because of changes in the practical world. If cattle were used as a medium of exchange,
the word see ‘cattle’ would naturally be used in the meaning 'money,' and if one wrote with a goose-feather, the word for 'feather' would naturally be used of this writing-implement. At this point, however, there has been no shift in the lexical structure of the language. This comes only when a learned loan-word pen is distinct from feather, or when see on the one hand is no longer used of cattle and, on the other hand, loses ground in the domain of 'money' until it retains only the specialized value of 'sum of money paid for a service or privilege.'

The only type of semantic expansion that is relatively well understood, is what we may call the accidental type: some formal change — sound-change, analogic re-shaping, or borrowing — results in a location which coincides with some old form of not too remote meaning. Thus, Primitive Germanic ['awn:] denoted the ‘ear’ of a person or animal; it appears in Gothic [awso], Old Norse eyr, Old German ear ( > modern Dutch oor [aor]), Old English [eare], and is cognate with Latin auris, Old Bulgarian [ао], in the same meaning. Primitive Germanic ['ahur:] denoted the grain of a plant with the husk on it; it appears in Gothic ara, Old Norse or, Old German ar and, with an analogic nominative form due to oblique case-forms, Old German ärar ( > modern Dutch oor [aor]), Old English ['ähre] and ['ear], and is cognate with Latin aures 'husk of grain, chaff.' The loss of [h] and of unstressed vowels in English has made the two forms phonetically alike, and, since the meanings have some resemblance, ear of grain has become a marginal (transferred) meaning of ear of an animal. Since Old English [wecw:] 'weed' and [wecw:] 'garment' have coincided through sound-change, the surviving use of the latter, in widow's weeds, is now a marginal meaning of the former. Of course, the degree of nearness of the meanings is not subject to precise measurement; the lexicographer or historian who knows the origins will insist on describing such forms as pairs of homonyms. Nevertheless, for many speakers, doubtless, a corn on the foot represents merely a marginal meaning of corn ‘grain.’ The latter is a continuation of an old native word; the former a borrowing from Old French corne ( < Latin cornu ‘horn,’ cognate with English horn). In French, allure is an abstract noun derived from aller ‘to walk, to go,’ and means ‘manner of walking, carriage,’ and in a specialized meaning ‘good manner of walking, good carriage.’ In English we have borrowed this allure; since it coincides formally with the verb to allure (a loan from Old French au[ver]), we use it in the meaning ‘charm.’ It may be that let in let or hinderance and a let ball is for some speakers a queer marginal use of let ‘permit,’ and that even the Elizabethan let “hinder” (§ 22.4) had this value; we have no standard for answering such questions.

Phonetic discrepancies in such cases may be removed by new-formation. Thus, the Scandinavian loan-word bawen ‘equipped, ready’ would give a modern English [bawen]. This form was phonetically and in meaning so close to the reflex of Old English by-laen, past participle of bindan ‘to bind,’ ( > modern bound [bawnd], past participle of bend), that a new-formation bound [bawnd] replaced it; the addition of [-d] was probably favored by a habit of sandhi. The result is that bound in such phrases as bound for England, bound to see it figures as a marginal meaning of the past participle bound. Both the word law and its compound by-law are loan-words from Scandinavian. The first member of the latter was Old Norse byra ‘manor, town’ — witness the older English forms by-law, by-law — but the re-shaping by-law turned it into a marginal use of the preposition and adverb by.

Beside the central meaning please ‘to give pleasure or satisfaction,’ we have the marginal meaning ‘be willing’ in if you please. This phrase meant in Middle English ‘if it please you.’ The obsOLESCENCE of the use of finite verbs without actors, and of the postposition of the finite verb in clauses, the near-obsOLESCENCE of the subjunctive (if it please you), and the analogous loss of case-distinction (nominative ge : dative-accusative you), have left if you please as an actor-action clause with you as the actor and an anomalous marginal use of please. The same factors, acting in phrases of the type if you like, seem to have led to a complete turn-about in the meaning of the verb like, which used to mean ‘suit, please,’ e.g. Old English [he: me: wel 'likas] ‘he pleases me well, I like him.’

Partial obsOLESCENCE of a form may leave a queer marginal meaning. To the examples already given (e.g. meat, board) we may add a few where this feature has led to further shifts. The Latin-French loan-word favor had formerly in English two well-separated meanings. The more original one, ‘kindly attitude, inclination,’ with its offshoot, ‘kindly action,’ is still central; the other, ‘cost of countenance,’ is in general obsolete, but survives as a marginal
meaning in ill-favored 'ugly.' In the aphoristic sentence Kissing goes by favor, our word had formerly this marginal value (that is, 'one prefers to kiss good-looking people'), but now has the central value ('is a matter of inclination'). Similarly, prove, proof had a central meaning 'test' which survives in the aphorism The proof of the pudding is in the eating; this was the meaning also in The exception proves the rule, but now that prove, proof have been shifted to the meaning 'give' conclusive evidence (for), the latter phrase has become a paradox.

The Old Indo-European and Germanic negative adverb *ne 'not' has left a trace in words like no, not, never, which reflect old phrasal combinations, but has been supplanted in independent use. Its loss in the various Germanic languages was due partly to sound-change and led to some peculiar semantic situations. In Norse it left a trace in a form which, owing to its original phrasal make-up, was not negative: *ne 'wajt ek hwer' 'not know I who,' that is, 'I don't know who,' resulted, by phonetic change, in Old Norse [nekkur, nekkvar] 'someone, anyone.' In other phonetic surroundings, in pre-Norse, *ne was entirely lost. Some forms which were habitually used with the negation must have got in this way two opposite meanings: thus, an *[a]janan] 'once' and a *[ne 'ajan] 'not one, not' must have led to the same phonetic result. Actually, in Old Norse, various such expressions have survived in the negative value: *[ne 'ajan] gives Old Norse a 'not'; *[ne 'ajan] 'not one thing' gives Old Norse at 'not'; *[ne 'ajan] gei 'not even one' gives Old Norse eiga 'no one'; *[ne 'ajan] at [no] 'not even one thing' gives ekhe, ekke 'nothing'; *[ne 'ajan] gei 'not at any time' gives eiga 'not'; *[ne 'manns gei 'not even a man' gives manney 'nobody.' In German, where ne has been replaced by nacht [nacht], originally 'not a white,' the double meanings due to its loss in some phonetic surroundings, still appear in our records. At the end of the Middle Ages we find clauses of exception ('unless . . .') with a subjunctive verb formed both with and without the adverb ne, en, n in apparently the same meaning:

with ne: en ne en ne an ne niemman trosten, en en tuo z 'there may no one console me, unless she do it.'

without ne: niemman kun his freude finden, en zerg 'no one can find joy here, that does not vanish.'

The first example here is reasonable; the second contains a whimsical use of the subjunctive that owes its existence only to the phonetic disappearance of ne in similar contexts. We observe in our examples also a plus-or-minus of ne, en in the main clause along with niemman 'nobody.' This, too, left an ambiguous type: both an old dekein 'any' and an old ne dekein 'not any' must have led, in certain phonetic contexts, to dekein 'any; not any.' Both these meanings of dekein appear in our older texts, as well as a ne dekein 'not any'; of the three possibilities, only dekein 'not any' (> kein) survives in modern standard German.

In French, certain words that are widely used with a verb and the negative adverb, have also a negative meaning when used without a verb. Thus, pas [pas] 'step' (< Latin passum) has the two uses in je ne vais pas [kə n ve po] 'I don't go' (originally 'I go not a step') and in pas mal [po ma] 'not badly, not so bad'; personne [peron] 'person' (< Latin persōnam) appears also in je ne sois personne [kə n swa po peron] 'I don't see anyone,' and in personne 'nobody'; rien [rje] (< Latin rem 'a thing') has lost ordinary noun values, and occurs in je ne sois rien [kə n swa rje] 'I don't see anything' and in rien 'nothing.' This development has been described as contingent or condensation. It can be better understood if we suppose that, during the medieval period of high stress and vowel-weakening, French ne (< Latin non) was phonetically lost in certain contexts.

The reverse of this process is a loss of content. Latin forms like cantā 'I-sing,' cantās 'thou-singest, cantat 'he-she-it-sings' (to which more specific mention of an actor was added by cross-reference, §129), appear in French as chant(e)s [sakt] 'sing(e)s,' used only with an actor, or, rarely, in complete speech, just like an English verb-form. This loss of the nominative actor-meaning is evidently the result of an analogic change which replaced the type cantā 'he-sings' by a type ille cantat 'that-one sings' (> French il chante [li sakt], 'he sings'). This latter change has been explained, in the case of French, as a result of the homonymy, due to sound-change, of the various Latin inflections; however, in English and in German, forms like sing, singest, singeth have come to demand an actor, although there is no homonymy.

24.7. Special factors like these will account for only a small proportion of the wealth of marginal meanings that facts us in every language. It remained for another scholar, H. Sperber, to point out that extensions of meaning by are no means to be
taken for granted, and that the first step toward understanding them must be to find, if we can, the context in which the new meaning first appears. This will always be difficult, because it demands that the student observe very closely the meanings of the form in all older occurrences; it is especially hard to make sure of negative features, such as the absence, up to a certain date, of a certain shade of meaning. In most cases, moreover, the attempt is bound to fail because the records do not contain the critical locations. Nevertheless, Sperber succeeded in finding the critical context for the extension of older German *kopf* ‘cup, bowl, pot’ to the meaning ‘head’: the new value first appears in our texts at the end of the Middle Ages, in battle-scenes, where the matter is one of smashing someone’s head. An English example of the same sort is the extension of *bede* ‘prayer’ to the present meaning of *bed*: the extension is known to have occurred in connection with the use of the rosary, where one *counted one’s beads* (originally ‘prayers;’ then ‘little spheres on a string’).

In the ordinary case of semantic extension we must look for a context in which our form can be applied to both the old and the new meanings. The obsolescence of other contexts — in our examples, of German *kopf* applied to earthen vessels and of *bede* ‘prayer’ — will then leave the new value as an unambiguous central meaning. The reason for the extension, however, is another matter. We still ask why the medieval German poet should speak of a warrior smashing his enemy’s ‘bowl’ or ‘pot,’ or the pious Englishman of counting ‘prayers’ rather than ‘pearls.’ Sperber supposes that intense emotion (that is, a powerful stimulus) leads to such transfers. Strong stimuli lead to the favoring of novel speech-forms at the cost of forms that have been heard in indifferent contexts (§ 22.8), but this general tendency cannot account for the rise of specific marginal meanings.

The methodological error which has held back this phase of our work, is our habit of putting the question in non-linguistic terms — in terms of meaning and not of form. When we say that the word *meat* has changed from the meaning ‘food’ to the meaning ‘edible flesh,’ we are merely stating the practical result of a linguistic process. In situations where both words were applicable, the word *meat* was favored at the cost of the word *flesh*, and, on the model of such cases, it came to be used also in situations where formerly the word *flesh* alone would have been applicable. In the same way, words like *food* and *dish* encroached upon the word *meat*. This second displacement may have resulted from the first because the ambiguity of *meat* ‘food’ and *meat* ‘flesh-food’ was troublesome in practical kitchen life. We may some day find out why *flesh* was disfavored in culinary situations.

Once we put the question into these terms, we see that a normal extension of meaning is the same process as an extension of grammatical function. When *meat*, for whatever reason, was being favored, and *flesh*, for whatever reason, was on the decline, there must have occurred proportional extensions of the pattern (§ 23.2):

\[
\text{leave the bones and bring the flesh} = \text{give us bread and flesh} = x,
\]

resulting in a new phrase, *give us bread and meat*. The forms at the left, containing the word *flesh*, must have borne an unfavorable connotation which was absent from the forms at the right, with the word *meat*.

A semantic change, then, is a complex process. It involves favorings and disfavorings, and, as its crucial point, the extension of a favored form into practical applications which hitherto belonged to the disfavored form. This crucial extension can be observed only if we succeed in finding the locations in which it was made, and in finding or reconstructing the model locations in which both forms were used alternatively. Our records give us only an infinitesimal fraction of what was spoken, and this fraction consists nearly always of elevated speech, which avoids new locations. In Sperber’s example of German *kopf* ‘pot’ > ‘head,’ we know the context (head-smashing in battle) where the innovation was made; there remains the problem of finding the model. One might surmise, for instance, that the innovation was made by Germans who, from warfare and chivalry, were familiar with the Romance speaker’s use of the type of Latin testum, testum ‘potsherd, pot’ > ‘head,’ which in French and Italian has crowded the type of Latin caput ‘head’ out of all but transferred meanings. We confront this complex problem in all semantic changes except the fortuitous ones like English *let*, *bound*, *ear*, which are due to some phonetic accident.

We can best understand the shift in modern cases, where the connotative values and the practical background are known. During the last generations the growth of cities has led to a lively trade in city lots and houses, “development” of outlying land into residence districts, and speculative building. At the same time, the
prestige of the persons who live by these things has risen to the point where styles pass from them to the working man, who in language is imitative but has the force of numbers, and to the "educated" person, who enjoys a fictitious leadership. Now, the speculative builder has learned to appeal to every weakness, including the sentimentality, of the prospective buyer; he uses the speech-forms whose content will turn the hearer in the right direction. In many locutions *house* is the colorless, and *home* the sentimental word:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colorless</th>
<th>Sentimental, pleasant connotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smith has a lovely house</td>
<td>Smith has a lovely home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= a lovely new eight-room house</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, the salesman comes to use the word *home* of an empty shell that has never been inhabited, and the rest of us copy his style. It may be too, that the word *house*, especially in the sub-standard sphere of the salesman, suffers from some ambiguity, on account of meanings such as 'commercial establishment' (a reliable house), 'hotel,' 'brothel,' 'audience' (a half-empty house).

The learned word *transpire* in its Latin-French use, meant 'to breathe or ooze (Latin spirare) through (Latin trans),' and thus, as in French *transpirer* [transpire], 'to exhale, exude, perspire, ooze out,' and with a transfer of meaning, 'to become publie (of news).'
The old usage would be to say of what really happened, very little transpired. The ambiguous case is it transpired that the president was out of town. On the pattern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colorless</th>
<th>Elegant-learned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>it happened that the president was out of town</td>
<td>it transpired that the president remained a secret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= what happened, remains a secret</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

we now get the formerly impossible type what transpired, remains a secret, where transpire figures as an elegant synonym of happen, occur.

This parallelism of transference accounts for successive encroachments in a semantic sphere. As soon as some form like terribly, which means 'in a way that arouses fear,' has been extended into use as a stronger synonym of very, the road is clear for a similar transference of words like awfully, frightfully, horribly.

Even when the birth of the marginal meaning is recent, we shall not always be able to trace its origin. It may have arisen under some very special practical circumstances that are unknown to us, or, what comes to the same thing, it may be the successful coinage of some one speaker and owe its shape to his individual circumstances. One suspects that the queer slang use, a quarter of a century ago, of twenty-three for 'get out' arose in a chance situation of sportsmanship, gambling, crime, or some other rakish environment; within this sphere, it may have started as some one person's witicism. Since every practical situation is in reality unprecedented, the apt response of a good speaker may always border on semantic innovation. Both the wit and the poet often cross this border, and their innovations may become popular. To a large extent, however, these personal innovations are modeled on current forms. Poetic metaphor is largely an outgrowth of the transferred use of ordinary speech. To quote a very well chosen example, when Wordsworth wrote

*The gods approve*

_The depth and not the tumult of the soul,_

he was only continuing the metaphoric use current in such expressions as deep, ruffled, or stormy feelings. By making a new transference on the model of these old ones, he revived the "picture." The picturesque saying that "language is a book of faded metaphors" is the reverse of the truth, for poetry is rather a blazoned book of language.
CHAPTER 25

CULTURAL BORROWING

25. 1. The child who is learning to speak may get most of his habits from some one person — say, his mother — but he will also hear other speakers and take some of his habits from them. Even the basic vocabulary and the grammatical features which he acquires at this time do not reproduce exactly the habits of any one older person. Throughout his life, the speaker continues to adopt features from his fellows, and these adoptions, though less fundamental, are very copious and come from all manner of sources. Some of them are incidents in large-scale levelingsthat affect the whole community.

Accordingly, the comparatist or historian, if he could discount all analogic-semantic changes, should still expect to find the phonetic correlations disturbed by the transfer of speech-forms from person to person or from group to group. The actual tradition, could we trace it, of the various features in the language of any one speaker, runs back through entirely diverse persons and communities. The historian can recognize this in cases of formal discrepancy. He needs, for instance, that forms which in older English contained a short [a] in certain phonetic surroundings, appear in Central-Western American English as [æ] in man, hat, bath, gather, father, etc. This represents the basic tradition, even though the individual forms may have had very different adventures. Accordingly, when the speaker uses an [a] for the same old phoneme in the word father and in the more elegant variant of the word rather, the historian infers that somewhere along the line of transmission these forms must have come in from speakers of a different habit. The adoption of features which differ from those of the main tradition, is linguistic borrowing.

Within the sphere of borrowing, we distinguish between dialect borrowing, where the borrowed features come from within the same speech-area (as, father, rather with [a] in an [æ]-dialect), and cultural borrowing, where the borrowed features come from a different language. This distinction cannot always be carried out, since there is no absolute distinction to be made between dialect boundaries and language boundaries (§ 3.8). In this chapter and the next we shall speak of borrowing from foreign languages, and in Chapter 26 of borrowing between the dialects of an area.

25. 2. Every speech-community learns from its neighbors. Objects, both natural and manufactured, pass from one community to the other; and so do patterns of action, such as technical procedures, warlike practices, religious rites, or fashions of individual conduct. This spread of things and habits is studied by ethnologists, who call it cultural diffusion. One can plot on a map the diffusion of a cultural feature, such as, say, the growing of maize in pre-Columbian North America. In general, the areas of diffusion of different cultural features do not coincide. Along with objects or practices, the speech-forms by which these are named often pass from people to people. For instance, an English-speaker, either bilingual or with some foreign knowledge of French, introducing a French article to his countrymen, will designate it by its French name, as: réve [ruː]; sabot [sa.bɔ]; chauffeur [ʃɔfəʁ]; garage [ɡarɑː]; canne (ka.nɛ) [ka.nuफː]; kamoufa [kamouфа]. In most instances we cannot ascertain the moment of actual innovation: the speaker himself probably could not be sure whether he had ever before heard or used the foreign form in his native language. Several speakers may independently, none having heard the others, make the same introduction. In theory, of course, we must distinguish between this actual introduction and the ensuing repetitions by the same and other speakers; the new form embarks upon a career of fluctuation in frequency. The historian finds, however, that some of the later adventures of the borrowed form are due to its foreign character.

If the original introducer or a later user has good command of the foreign language, he may speak the foreign form in foreign phonetics, even in its native context. More often, however, he will save himself a twofold muscular adjustment, replacing some of the foreign speech-movements by speech-movements of the native language; for example, in an English sentence he will speak his French réve with an English [r] in place of the French uvular trill, and an English [u] in place of the French tense, non-diphthongal [u]. This phonetic substitution will vary in degree for different speakers and on different occasions; speakers who have not learned to produce French phonemes are certain to make it.
CULTURAL BORROWING

The historian will class it as a type of adaptation (§ 23.8), in which the foreign form is altered to meet the fundamental phonetic habits of the language.

In phonetic substitution the speakers replace the foreign sounds by the phonemes of their language. In so far as the phonetic systems are parallel, this involves only the ignoring of minor differences. Thus, we replace the various [c] and [l] types of European languages by our [ś] and [č], the French unaspirated stops by our unaspirated, the French postdental sounds by our gongvials (as, as, in tete-a-tete), and long vowels by our diphthongal types [œ], [u], [ɛ], [ow]. When the phonetic systems are less alike, the substitutions may seem surprising to members of the lending community. Thus, the older Menomini speakers, who knew no English, reproduced automobile as [atamopouli]; Menomini has only one, unvoiced series of stops, and no lateral or trill. Tagalog, having no [f]-type, replaced Spanish [f] by [p], as in [pijesta] from Spanish fiesta [fiesta] 'celebration'.

In the case of ancient speech, phonetic substitutions may inform us as to the acoustic relation between the phonemes of two languages. The Latin name of the Greek nation, Graeci ['grækki], later ['grekki], was borrowed, early in the Christian era, into the Germanic languages, and appears here with an initial [k], as in Gothic krekbs, Old English creusas, Old High German krikka 'Greeks.' Evidently the Latin voiced stop [g] was acoustically closer to the Germanic unvoiced stop [k] than to the Germanic phoneme which we transcribe as [g], say, in Old English grene 'green'; presumably, at the time the old word for ‘Greek’ was borrowed, this Germanic [g] was a spirant. Latin [w] at this early time was reproduced by Germanic [w], as in Latin vinum ['vino] 'wine' > Old English win [wim], and similarly in Gothic and in German. In the early Middle Ages, the Latin [w] changed to a voiced spirant of the type [v]; accordingly, this Latin phoneme in loan-words of the missionary period, from the seventh century on, was no longer reproduced by Germanic [w], but by Germanic [v]. Thus, Latin versus ['versu] 'verse,' from older [wers], appears in Old English and in Old High German as fers. A third stage appears in modern time: German, having changed its old [w] to a spirant type, and English, having in another way acquired a phoneme of the [v]-type, now give a fairly accurate reproduction of Latin [v], as in French vison ['vizjo] (from Latin visionem ['vicio] > German [vizjo:]n], English [viţn].

In Bohemian, where every word is stressed on the first syllable, this accentuation is given to foreign words, such as ['akvarijum] 'aquarium,’ ['konstelater] ‘constellation,’ ['fofer] ‘chef.’

25.3. If the borrowing people is relatively familiar with the lending language, or if the borrowed words are fairly numerous, then foreign sounds which are acoustically remote from any native phoneme, may be preserved in a more or less accurate rendering that violates the native phonetic system. In this respect, there are many local and social differences. Thus, the French nasalized vowels are very widely kept in English, even by people who do not speak French, as in French saloon [salone] > English [sa'loon, 'slo'], French rendez-vous [ran'de-vu] > English [ran'devw], French envelope [en'vəlap] > English envelope ['envelope']. Some speakers, however, substitute vowel plus [s], as in [ra'devw], and others vowel plus [s], as in [rändevw]. The Germans do the like; the Swedes always replace French nasalized vowels by vowel plus [s]. In some forms English does not reproduce the nasalized vowel, as in French chiffon [sifon] > English [sifon], and in the more urbanie variant ['envelope] envelope.

This adoption of foreign sounds may become quite fixed. In English the cluster [sk] is due to Scandinavian loan-words; the [sk] of Old English had changed in later Old English time to [s], as in Old English [sko] > modern shoe. This Scandinavian cluster occurs not only in borrowed words, such as sky, skin, skirt (beside native skirt), but also in new-formations, such as scatter, scrub, scream; it has become an integral part of the phonetic system. The initials [v, s, ] came into English in French words, such as very, zest, just; all three are quite at home now, and the last two occur in new-formations, such as zip, zoom, jub, jouse. Thus, the phonetic system has been permanently altered by borrowing.

Where phonetic substitution has occurred, increased familiarity with the foreign language may lead to a newer, more correct version of a foreign form. Thus, the Menomini who knows a little English no longer says [atamopouli] ‘automobile,’ but [atamopili], and the modern Tagalog speaker says [pijesta] 'celebration.' The old form of the borrowing may survive, however, in

1 The discrepancies in this and similar examples are due to changes which the various languages have made since the time of borrowing.
special uses, such as derivatives: thus, even the modern Tagalog speaker says [kapie'ta'than] 'day of a festival,' where the prefix, suffix, and accentuation are native, and in English the derived verb is always *envelope* [en'velop], with vowel plus [ə] in the first syllable.

A similar adjustment may take place, at a longer interval of time, if the borrowing language has developed a new phoneme that does better justice to the foreign form. Thus, English *Greek*, German *Grieche* [gritxe] embody corrections made after these languages had developed a voiced stop [g]. Similarly, English *serve* is a revision of the old *fere*; German has stuck to the old form *Vere* [ferrs]. In revisions of this sort, especially where literary terms are concerned, learned persons may exert some influence; thus, the replacement of the older form with [kr-] by the later form *Greek* was surely due to educated people.

/For the most part, however, the influence of literate persons works also against a faithful rendering. In the first place, the literate person who knows nothing of the foreign language but has seen the written notation of the foreign form, interprets the latter in terms of native orthography. Thus, French forms like *puce*, *ruche*, *menu*, *Victor Hugo* [py3, ry3, many, vikt3 ygo] would doubtless be reproduced in English with [j] for French [y], were it not for the spelling with the letter u, which leads the literate English-speaker to pronounce ([juw], as in [piuws, ruw3 ,menjuw, vikt3 hjuwg0w]). Spanish *Mexico*, older [mešiko], modern [mexiko], has [ks] in English because of literate people's interpretation of the symbol x; similarly, the older English rendering of *Don Quixote* (Spanish [don k'iseote]) is [don kwikswet]. The latter has been revised, certainly under learned influence, to [don k'hawtij], but the older version has been retained in the English derivative *quixotic* [kwik'sutik]. We reproduce initial [ts] in *tar* or *ts-tar-flit*, but not in German forms like *Zeitgeist* [tsjt3-gajst3] > English [zaɪjgai̯st], or *Zwieback* [tsvibak] > English ['z wi:bak], where the letter z suggests only [s]. Even where there is no phonetic difficulty, as in German *Dachshund* [daks-hunt], *Wagner* [vaɡna3r], *Wiener* [vi:n3r], the spelling leads to such reproductions as *[desh9w9nd, 'weɡa9, 'wijɲ, 'wijɲi]i*.

This relation is further complicated by literate persons who know something of the foreign pronunciation and orthography. A speaker who knows the spelling *jabot* and the English form *[ʒebow]* (for French *[ʒabɔ]*), may revise *lité-rat-ère* [tejtɛ.tejt] (from French [tɛt a tɛt]) to a hyper-foreign *[tejtɛtej]*, without the final [t]. The literate person who knows *parlez-vous françai3* [parl3 vnu fra3s3] (for French *parle vu franc3s3*), may decide to join the *Alliance Française* [allja's fra3s3], although the Frenchman here has a final [a]; [alja's fra3s3].

25-4. The borrowed word, aside from foreign sounds, often violates the phonetic pattern. Thus, a German initial [ts], even aside from the orthography, may be troublesome to many English-speakers. Generally, adaptation of the phonetic pattern takes place together with adaptation of morphologic structure. Thus, the final [s] of *garage*, which violates the English pattern, is replaced by [j] and the accent shifted in the form *[gare]*, which conforms to the suffixal type of *cabbage*, *baggage*, *image*. Likewise, beside *chauffeur* [səufl3] with normal phonetic substitution, we have a more fully adapted ['səufl].

The description of a language will thus recognize a layer of foreign forms, such as *salon* [sa'lo3], *rouge* [ruw3], *garage* [ga3r3], which deviate from the normal phonetics. In some languages a descriptive analysis will recognize, further, a layer of semi-foreign forms, which have been adapted up to a conventional point, but retain certain conventionally determined foreign characteristics. The foreign-learned vocabulary of English is of this type. Thus, a French *préciOsité* [pre3si3st3] was anglicized only to the point where it became *preciosity* [pre3s3j3ti3], *pre3s3j3t3j]; the unstressed prefix, the suffix -*ity* (with presuffixal stress), and the formally and semantically peculiar relation to *precius* ['pre3s3], do not lead to further adaptation. The English-speakers (a minority) who use the word at all, include it in a set of habits that deviates from the structure of our commonest words. This secondary layer of speech-habit owes its existence, historically, to old waves of borrowing, which will concern us in the sequel.

When the adaptation is completed, as in *chair* (anciently borrowed from Old French) or in ['səufl] *chauffeur*, the foreign origin of the form has disappeared, and neither the speaker nor, consequently, an honest description can distinguish it from native forms. The historian, however, who is concerned with origins, will class it as a loan-form. Thus, *chair* and ['səufl] *chauffeur*, in the present state of the language, are ordinary English words, but the historian, taking the past into view, classes them as loan-words.
At all stages, the assimilation of foreign words presents many problems. The phenomena of the type of phonetic dissimilation ($\S$ 21.10), as in French marbre > English marble, are fairly frequent. We probably have to reckon here with highly variable factors, including adaptations based on the habits of individual speakers. Both during the progress toward the status of a loanform, and after this status has been reached, the structure is likely to be unintelligible. The languages and, within a language, the groups of speakers that are familiar with foreign and semi-foreign forms, will tolerate this state of affairs; in other cases, if a further adaptation, in the sense of popular etymology, may render the form structurally or lexically more intelligible, as in *grose > *grose-berry > goosberry; asparagus > sparrow-grass; crease > crayfish > crayfish ($\S$ 23.8). The classical instance is the replacement, in medieval German, of Old French arbolede 'cross-bow' by an adaptive new-formation Armbrust ['arm-,brust], literally 'arm-breast'.

The borrowed form is subject to the phonetic changes that occur after its adoption. This factor is distinct from phonetic substitution and other adaptive changes. Thus, we must suppose that an Old French form like vision [vi'sjo:n] (reflecting a Latin [wisio'rena]) was taken into medieval English with some slight amount of no longer traceable phonetic substitution, and that it gave rise to a successful adaptive variant, with stress on the first syllable. The further changes, however, which led to the modern English [vijen] are merely the phonetic changes which have occurred in English since the time when this word was borrowed. These two factors, however, cannot always be distinguished. After a number of borrowings, there arose a fairly regular relation of adapted English forms to French originals; a new borrowing from French could be adapted on the model of the older loans. Thus, the discrepancy between French préciosité [preso:si'te] and English preciousity [pre'skjusi'ti, præ'fju:skiti] is not due to sound-changes that occurred in English after the time of borrowing, but merely reflects a usual relation between French and English types—a relation which has set up in the English speakers who know French a habit of adapting forms along certain lines.

25.5. Where we can allow for this adaptive factor, the phonetic development of borrowed forms often shows us the phonetic form at the time of borrowing and accordingly the approximate date of various sound-changes. The name of Caesar appears in Greek in a spelling (with the letters $k$, $a$, $t$) which for earlier time we can interpret as [ʔka:sar] and for later as [k'ka:sar], and it appears in a similar spelling in Gothic, where the value of the digraph as is uncertain and the form may have been, accordingly, either [ʔka:sar] or [k'ka:sar]. These forms assure us that at the time of these borrowings, Latin still spoke an initial $k$ and had not yet gone far in the direction of modern forms like Italian cesare ['cesare] ($\S$ 21.5). In West Germanic, the foreign word appears as Old High German kasur, Old Saxon bissur, Old English casere, this last representing presumably something like [ʔka:səra]. These forms confirm the Latin [k]-pronunciation moreover, they guarantee a Latin diphthong of the type [a] for the first syllable, since the correspondence of southern German $e$, northern [e], and English [a] is the ordinary reflex of a Primitive Germanic diphthong, as in *[stajna] 'stone' > Old High German stein, Old Saxon stinn, Old English stæ:n. Thus, for the time of the early contact of Rome with Germanic peoples, we are assured of [ka:s] as the value of the first syllable of Latin cesar. On the other hand, the West Germanic forms show us that the various changes of the diphthong [a], in Old Saxon to [e:] and in Old English to [æ:] occurred after the early contact with the Romans. The vowel of the second syllable, and the addition of a third syllable in Old English, are surely due to some kind of an adaptation; the English form, especially, suggests that the Roman word was taken up as though it were *[ka:so]srus] > pre-English *[ka:sər]s]. The word was borrowed from a Germanic language, doubtless from Gothic, by the Slavs; it appears in Old Bulgarian as [tsesari]. Now, in pre-Slavic time, as we know from the correspondences of native words, [a:] was monophthongized to [e:], and then a [k] before such an [e:] changed to [t]. Thus, Primitive Indo-European *[t<k>o]n] 'penalty,' Avestan [kəsna:], Greek [po]nes: appears in Old Bulgarian as [tsesna] 'price.' The Slavic borrowing, accordingly, in spite of its actual deviation, confirms our reconstruction of the old Germanic form, and, in addition to this, enables us to date the pre-Slavic changes of [ka:] to [ts] after the time of early borrowing from Germanic, which, history tells us, occurred from round 250 to round 450 A.D. Moreover, the second and third syllables of the Slavic form show the same adaptation as the Old
Englsh, to a Germanic type *['kajso:-rjaz]; we may conclude that this adapted form existed also among the Goths, although our Gothic Bible, representing a more learned stratum of speech, has the correctly Latin *haisar.*

Latin *strátra* (via) ‘paved road’ appears in Old Saxon as *['straxa], in Old High German as *['straxa], and in Old English as *['stræt]. We infer that this term, like *caesar,* was borrowed before the emigration of the English. The correspondence of German [a:] English [e]: reflects, in native words, a Primitive German *[e], as in *['de:zdiz] ‘deed,’ Gothic *[go-desti], Old Saxon *[gædest], Old High German *[gaet], Old English *[ge], accordingly we conclude that at the time when Latin *strátra* was borrowed, West Germanic speakers had already made the change from [e:] to [e], since they used this vowel-phoneme to reproduce the Latin [a:] [1]. On the other hand, the Anglo-Frisian change of this [a:] toward a front vowel, Old English [e], must be later than the borrowing of the word *street;* this is confirmed by the Old Frisian form (of much later documentation, to be sure), *stræt. The medial [i] of the Germanic words shows us that, at the time of borrowing, Latin still said *['stræt] and not yet *['strada] (Italian *strada*). This contrasts with later borrowings, such as Old High German *[aita] ‘silk,’ *[krida] ‘chalk,’ which have [i] in accordance with later Latin pronunciation *[sera], [kreta] from earlier Latin *[seita], [kreta] (§ 21.4). Finally, the [e] of the High German form shows us that the South-German shift of Germanic medial [i] to affricate and sibilant types (§ 10.8) occurred after the adoption of the Latin *strátra.* In the same way, Latin *[tegula] ‘tile’ appears in Old English as *['tigel] (whence the modern *tile*), but in Old High German as *['tsigel] (whence modern German *Ziegel* *['tsigel]); the borrowing occurred before the South-German consonant-shift, and this is the case with a whole series of borrowings in the sphere of useful objects and techniques. In contrast with this, Latin words in the literary and scientific domains, which were borrowed presumably in the missionary period, from the seventh century onward, came too late for the South-German consonant-shift: Latin *tempelium* ‘temple’ appears in Old High German as *['templ], Latin *tinte* ‘colored stuff, ink’ as *['tinkat], and Latin *tegula* was borrowed over again as Old High German *['tegol] ‘pot, retort’ ( > modern German *Ziegel* *['tsigel]). The same re-borrowing of this last word appears in Old English *['tijel]; but here we have no striking

sound-change to distinguish the two chronological layers of borrowing.

The South-German change of [i] to affricate and sibilant types shows us, in fact, a remarkable instance of dating by means of borrowed forms. A Primitive Germanic type *['mooto] is represented by the Gothic word *['moot] which translates the Greek words for ‘tax’ and for ‘toll-station’ (e.g. in Romans 13, 7 and Matthew 9, 9–10); there is also a derivative *['mootarari] ‘tax-gatherer, publican.’ The Old English cognate *[moot] occurs once, in the meaning ‘tribute money’ (Matthew 22, 19); the Middle High German *['mooze] ‘miller’s fee’ shows us the regular High German shift of [i] to a sibilant and an equally regular shift of [o:] to [u].

Now, in the southeastern part of the German area we find also an Old High German *['muta] ‘tell’ ( > modern *Maut* and the place-name *['mutarumin] (literally, ‘at the toll-takers’) of a town on the Danube ( > modern *Mautern*). These forms not only lack the shift of [i] but also have an altogether unparalleled [u] in place of Germanic [o:]. We have reason to believe that Gothic *[o:] was close to *[u:] and in later time perhaps coincided with it. History tells us that in the first half of the sixth century, Theodoric the Great, the Gothic emperor of Italy, extended his rule to the Danube. We conclude that the German word is a borrowing from Gothic, and, accordingly, that at the time of borrowing, Primitive Germanic *[t] in Bavarian German had already changed toward a sibilant: the *[t] of the Gothic word was reproduced by the German reflex of Primitive Germanic *[d], as in Old High German *['hund] ‘hundred’ ( > modern *hund* from Primitive Germanic *['hunz]; compare Old English *['hund]. The spread of the Gothic *['moot] or rather *['muta] is confirmed by the borrowing into Primitive Slavic *['myto, *['mynari, e.g. Old Bulgarian *['myto] *pay, gift,* *['mynari] ‘publican.’

25. 6. Grammatically, the borrowed form is subjected to the system of the borrowing language, both as to syntax (some *rouge, this rouge*) and as to the indispensable inflections (garages) and the fully current, ‘living’ constructions of composition (rouge-pot) and word-formation (to rouge; she is rouging her face). Less often, a simultaneous borrowing of several foreign forms saves this adaptation; thus, from Russian we get not only *bolshovik* but also the Russian plural *bolshovekht,* which we use alongside the English plural-derivation *bolshoveiks.* On the other hand, native gram-
matical constructions which occur, at the time of borrowing, only in a few traditional forms, will scarcely be extended to cover the foreign word. After complete adaptation, the loan-word is subject to the same analogies as any similar native word. Thus, from the completely nativized [sowf] chauffeur, we have the back-formation to chauffe [sowf], as in I had to chauffe my mother around all day.

When many forms are borrowed from one language, the foreign forms may exhibit their own grammatical relations. Thus, the Latin-French semi-learned vocabulary of English has its own morphologic system (§ 9.9). The analogies of this system may lead to new-formations. Thus, mutinous, mutiny, mutineer are derived, in English, according to Latin-French morphology, from an old mutine, a loan from French mutin; French has not these derivatives. Similarly, due is a loan from French, but duty, dutious, dutiable (and, with a native English suffix, dutiful) probably had no French source, but were formed, with French-borrowed suffixes, in English. The back-formation of pseudo-French verbs in -ate (§ 23.5) is a case in point.

When an affix occurs in enough foreign words, it may be extended to new-formations with native material. Thus, the Latin-French suffix -able, -ible, as in agreeable, excusable, variable, has been extended to forms like bearable, edible, drinkable, where the underlying verb is native. Other examples of French suffixes with native English underlying forms are breakage, hindrance, murderess, bakery. In Latin, nouns for 'a man occupied with such-and-such things' were derived from other nouns by means of a suffix -arius, as monetarius 'coiner; money-changer' from moneta 'mint; coin'; gemmarius 'jeweler' from gemma 'jewel'; telamarius 'tax-gatherer, publican' from telamonium 'toll-house.' Many of these were borrowed into the old Germanic languages; thus, in Old English we have mynare, tounder, and in Old High German gimeinari. Already in our earliest records, however, we find this Latin suffix extended to native Germanic underlying nouns. Latin line 'wool;' linearius 'wool-carder' is matched in Gothic by wulda 'wool;' wuldaras ['wullareds] 'wool-carder;' similarly, bikka 'book;' bikares 'scribe;' moto 'tell;' motora 'toll-gatherer;' or, in Old English, wara 'wagon;' warinere 'wagoner.' Cases like Old English [ræen] 'spoil, booty;' [recæare] 'robber,' where there was a morphologically related verb, [reæavan] 'to despoil, rob,' led to new-formations on the model [reæavan] 'reaver' even in cases where there was no underlying noun, such as [ræadan] 'to read;' [ræder] 'reader' or [rætan] 'to write;' [rætetter] 'writer.' Thus arose our suffix -er 'agent,' which appears in all the Germanic languages. Quite similarly, at a much later time, the same suffix in Spanish pairs banco ['banko] 'bank;' banquero ['banquero] 'banker,' was added to native words in Tagalog, as [sipax] 'football;' [sipermo] 'football-player,' beside the native derivation [mami:nipal] 'football-player.'

If many loans have been made from some one language, the foreign structure may even attract native words in the way of adaptation. In some German dialects, including the standard language, we find native words assimilated to Latin-French accentuation: Old High German [forhana] 'break-trout;' [holunart] 'elder, life;' [wexxoler] 'juniper' are represented in modern standard German by Fohrele [fo'rele], Holander [ho'lander], Wacholder [va'holder].

25.7. The speakers who introduce foreign things may call them by the native name of some related object. In adopting Christianity, the Germanic peoples kept some of the heathen religious terms: god, heaven, hell were merely transferred to the new religion. Needless to say, the leveling to which these terms owe their uniform selection in various Germanic languages, is only another instance of borrowing. The pagan term Eserd is used in English and German; Dutch and Scandinavian adopted the Hebrew-Greek-Latin term pæcha (Danish pæske, etc.).

If there is no closely equivalent native term, one may yet describe the foreign object in native words. Thus the Greek-Latin technical term baptize was not borrowed but paraphrased in older Germanic: Gothic said daupjan and (perhaps under Gothic influence) German taujen 'to dip, to douse;' Old English said [fulljan], apparently from *[full-wijban] 'to make fully sacred;' Old Norse said [skirja] 'to make bright or pure.' This involves a semantic extension of the native term. American Indian languages resort to descriptive forms more often than to borrowing. Thus, they render whitekey as 'fire-water;' or railroad as 'fire-wagon.' Menomini uses [ritewew] 'he reads;' from English read, less often than the native description [waspahtam], literally 'he looks at it.' For electricity the Menomini says 'his glane;' (meaning the Thunderer's) and telephoning is rendered as 'little-wire speech' rather
than by [telefonewew] 'the telephones'; a compound 'rubberwagon' is commoner than the borrowed [astamopen]. Tools and kitchen-utensils are designated by native descriptive terms.

If the foreign term itself is descriptive, the borrower may reproduce the description; this occurs especially in the abstract domain. Many of our abstract technical terms are merely translations of Latin and Greek descriptive terms. Thus, Greek [sun-eide-sis] 'joint knowledge, consciousness, conscience' is a derivative of the verb [eide] 'to know' with the preposition [sun] 'with.' The Romans translated this philosophical term by conscientia, a compound of scientia 'knowledge' and con- 'with.' The Germanic languages, in turn, reproduced this. In Gothic [miwis]; 'conscience' the first member means 'with' and the second is an abstract noun derived from the verb 'to know,' on the Greek model. In Old English [je-wit] and Old High German [gi-wisid] the prefix had the old meaning 'with'; in North-German and Scandinavian forms, such as Old Norse [se-wit], the prefix is the regular replacer of an old [ga-]. Finally, the Slavic languages translate the term by 'with' and 'knowledge,' as in Russian ['so-cies] 'conscience.' This process, called loan-translation, involves a semantic change: the native terms or the components which are united to create native terms, evidently undergo an extension of meaning. The more literal and elevated style in all the languages of Europe is full of semantic extensions of this sort, chiefly on ancient Greek models, with Latin, and often also French or German, as intermediaries. The Stoic philosophers viewed all deeper emotion as morbid and applied to it the term ['pathos] 'suffering, disease,' abstract noun of the verb ['paskho] 'I suffer' (aorist tense ['paxon] 'I suffered'). The Romans translated this by passio 'suffering,' abstract of patera 'I suffer,' and it is in this meaning that we ordinarily use the borrowed passion. German writers, in the seventeenth century, imitated the Latin use, or that of French passion, in Leidenschaft 'passion,' abstract of leidens 'to suffer,' and the Slavic languages followed the same model, as, for instance, in Russian [stagnet] 'passion,' abstract of stardar] 'to suffer.' Ancient Greek [pro-ballei] 'I throw (something) before (someone)' had also a transferred use of the middle-voice forms, [pro-ballon] 'I accuse (someone) of (something).' The Latin usage of a similar compound may be a loan-translation; one said not only cumbus abim obijere 'to throw food to the dogs,' but also alcius probara obijere 'to reproach someone for his bad actions.' This was imitated in German; er wirft den Hunden Futter vor 'he throws food before the dogs,' and er wirft mir meine Misskost vor 'he reproaches me for my misdeeds.' The use of terms like call, calling for 'professional occupation,' derives from a familiar notion of Christian theology. Our terms imitate the late Latin use in this sense of vocatio, abstract noun of vocare 'to call'; similarly, German Beruf 'calling, vocation, profession' is derived from rufen 'to call,' and Russian [zvazajja] 'calling, vocation' is the abstract of [zval] 'to call.' A great deal of our grammatical terminology has gone through this process. With a very peculiar extension, the ancient Greek grammarians used the term [ptosia] a 'fall' at first for 'infective form' and then especially for 'case-form.' This was imitated in Latin where, atque, literally a 'fall,' was used in the same way (whence our borrowed case); this, in turn, is reproduced in the German Fall 'fall; case,' and in Slavic, where Russian [po-des] 'case' is the learned-foreign (Old Bulgarian) variant of [po-dol] 'a fall.' In English the loan-translations have been largely replaced, as in these examples, by Latin-French semi-learned borrowings; thus, the complex semantic sphere of Latin communis, now covered by the borrowed common, was in Old English imitated by extensions of the native word [ce-mene], of parallel formation, just as it still is in German by the native forms gemein and gemeinsam. In Russian, the loan-translations are often in Old Bulgarian form, because this language served as the medium of the old literary writing.

In a less elevated sphere, we have Gallicians, such as a marriage of convenience or it goes without saying, or I've told him I don't know how many times, word-for-word imitations of French phrases. The term superman is a translation of the German term coined by Nietzsche. For 'conventionalized,' French and German use a derivative of the noun style, as, French stylisé [stilize]; one occasionally hears this imitated in English in the form stylized.

These transfers are sometimes so clumsily made that we may say they involve a misunderstanding of the imitated form. The ancient Greek grammarians called the case of the verbal goal (the "direct object") by the term [ajta-tempke: ptosia] 'the case pertaining to what is effected,' employing an adjective derived from [ajta:tes] 'effected,' with an ultimately underlying noun [ajta:] 'cause.' This term was chosen, evidently, on account of constructions like 'he built a house,' where 'house' in Indo-
European syntax has the position of a verbal goal. The word [aj'tia:]; however, had also the transferred meaning 'fault, blame,' and the derived verb [aj'tia:omaj] had come to mean 'I charge, accuse.' Accordingly, the Roman grammarians mistranslated the Greek grammatical term by accussativa, derived from accusatō 'I accuse.' This unintelligible term, accusativa, was in turn translated into Russian, where the name of the direct-object case is [ar'mal'nej], derived from [ar'mil] 'to accuse.' The Menominis, having only one (unvoiced) series of stops, interpreted the English term Sværd as sværd, and, by mistaking loan-translation, designate the Swedish lumber-workers by the term [sajewenst] literally 'he who is sweet.' Having neither the types [l], [r] nor a voiced [z], they interpreted the name of the town Phæx (Wisconsin) as frogs and translated it as [ra:nazhka:n-kem:nik:].

26.8. Cultural loans show us what one nation has taught another. The recent borrowings of English from French are largely in the sphere of women's clothes, cosmetics, and luxuries. From German we get coarser articles of food (frankfurter, wiener, hamburger, sauerkraut, pretzel, lager-beer) and some philosophical and scientific terms (zeitgeist, wandelburt, unclad); from Italian, musical terms (piano, sonata, scherzo, virtuoso). From India we have pundit, thug, curry, calico; from American Indian languages, tomahawk, tampon, tobogian, moccasin. English has given roast beef and beefsteak to other languages, (as, French bifteck [bitrɛk], Russian [bʲit'sɛk];) some terms of elegant life, such as club, high life, five-o'clock (tea), smoking (for 'dinner-jacket'), fashionable, and, above all, terms of sport, such as match, golf, football, baseball, rugby. Cultural loans of this sort may spread over a vast territory, from language to language, along with articles of commerce. Words like sugar, pepper, camphor, coffee, tea, tobacco have spread all over the world. The ultimate source of sugar is probably Sanskrit [sərka:] 'gritty substance; brown sugar'; the various shapes of such words, such as French sucre [sykʁ], Italian zucchero [tsukkerɔ] (whence German Zucker [tsukker]), Greek [sa:kkanon] (whence Russian [tsazak], are due to substitutions and adaptations which took place under the most varied conditions in the borrowing and lending languages; Spanish azúcar [as'ukar], for instance, is a borrowing from an Arabic form with the definite article, [as sokkar] 'the sugar'—just as algebra, alcohol, alchemy contain the Arabic article [al] 'the.' It is this same

factor of widespread cultural borrowing which interferes with our reconstruction of the Primitive Indo-European vocabulary, in cases like that of the word hemp (§18.14). Words like axe, sack, silver occur in various Indo-European languages, but with phonetic discrepancies that mark them as ancient loans, presumably from the Orient. The word saddle occurs in all the Germanic languages in a uniform type, Primitive Germanic *asadulzæ, but, as it contains the root of sit with Primitive Indo-European *si- (as in Latin sedes 'I sit') unshifted, we must suppose saddle to have been borrowed into pre-Germanic, too late for the shift [d] > [t], from some other Indo-European language—presumably from some equestrian nation of the Southeast. The Slavic word for 'hundred,' Old Bulgarian [suto], phonetically marked as a loanword from a similar source, perhaps Iranian, belongs to some geographic sphere. The early contact of the Germanic-speaking peoples with the Romans appears in a layer of cultural loan-words that antedates the emigration of the English: Latin sinum > Old English [sinum] > seine; Latin strætā (via) > Old English [stre:tt] > street; Latin cupāpā 'wine-dealer' is reflected in Old English [kæ:ptæ:n] 'to buy' (German kaufen) and in modern cheap, shopman; Latin mangō 'slave-dealer, peddler' > Old English [mængare] 'trader' (still in fishmonger); Latin moseta 'mint, coin' > Old English mætæ 'coin.' Other words of this layer are pound, inch, mile; Old English [stræ] 'cherry,' [persek] 'peach,' [plise] 'pea.' On the other hand, the Roman soldiers and merchants learned no less from the Germanic peoples. This is attested not only by Roman writers' occasional use of Germanic words, but, far more cogently, by the presence of very old Germanic loan-words in the Romance languages. Thus, an old Germanic *werrō: 'confusion, turmoil' (Old High German *werral) appears, with a usual substitution of [gw:] for Germanic [w:]; as Latin [gwerr] 'war' in Italian guerra [gwerrà], French guerre [gwar:] (in English war, we have, as often, a borrowing back from French into English); Old Germanic *[wisro:] 'wise, manner' (Old English [wisol]) appears as Latin [*gwis:] in Italian and Spanish guisa, French guise [giz]; English guise is a loan from French, alongside the native wise. Germanic *we:ntuz 'mitten' (Dutch want, Swedish vante) appears as Latin [*gwantus] in Italian guanto 'glove,' French gant [gant]; English gownlet is a loan from French. Other Germanic words which passed into Latin in the early centuries
of our era are hose ( > Italian uso ‘legging’; cf. above, § 24.3), soap ( > Latin sapo, *[tswahloy] ‘towel’ ( > French tovallle, whence, in turn, English towel), roast ( > French rôtir, whence, in turn, English roast), helmet ( > French heaume), crib ( > French crèche), flask ( > Italian fiasca), karp ( > French harpe). An example of a loan-translation is Latin companio ‘companion,’ a synthetic compound of con- ‘with, along’ and penis ‘bread,’ on the model of Germanic *[ga]-hlaibo-, Gothic [ga]hlæibaz ‘companion,’ a characteristically Germanic formation containing the prefix *[ga]- ‘along, with’ and *[hlæiba] ‘bread’ ( > English loaf).

CHAPTER 26

INTIMATE BORROWING

/ 26.1. Cultural borrowing of speech-forms is ordinarily mutual; it is one-sided only to the extent that one nation has more to give than the other. Thus, in the missionary period, from the seventh century onward, Old English borrowed Latin terms relating to Christianity, such as church, minister, angel, devil, apostle, bishop, priest, monk, nun, shrine, coal, mass, and imitated Latin semantics in the way of loan-translation, but Old English gave nothing, at this time, in return. The Scandinavian languages contain a range of commercial and nautical terms from Low German, which date from the trading supremacy of the Hanseatic cities in the late Middle Ages; similarly, Russian contains many nautical terms from Low German and Dutch.

In spite of cases like these, we can usually distinguish between ordinary cultural borrowing and the intimate borrowing which occurs when two languages are spoken in what is topographically and politically a single community. This situation arises for the most part by conquest, less often in the way of peaceful migration. Intimate borrowing is one-sided; we distinguish between the upper or dominant language, spoken by the conquering or otherwise more privileged group, and the lower language, spoken by the subject people, or, as in the United States, by humble immigrants. The borrowing goes predominantly from the upper language to the lower, and it very often extends to speech-forms that are not connected with cultural novelties.

/We see an extreme type of intimate borrowing in the contact of immigrants’ languages with English in the United States. English, the upper language, makes only the most obvious cultural loans from the languages of immigrants, as spaghetti from Italian, delicatessen, hamburger, and so on (or, by way of loan-translation, liver-sausage) from German. The immigrant, to begin with, makes far more cultural loans. In speaking his native language, he has occasion to designate by their English names any number of things which he has learned to know since coming
The same factors, apparently, but with some difference of weight, may finally lead to the diuse (extinction) of one or the other language. Numbers count for more here than in the matter of borrowing. Among immigrants in America, extinction, like borrowing, goes on at great speed. If the immigrant is linguistically isolated, if his cultural level is low, and, above all, if he marries a person of different speech, he may cease entirely to use his native language and even lose the power of speaking it intelligibly. English becomes his only language, though he may speak it very imperfectly; it becomes the native language of his children. They may speak it at first with foreign features, but outside contacts soon bring about a complete or nearly complete correction. In other cases the immigrant continues to speak his native language in the home; it is the native language of his children, but at school age, or even earlier, they cease using it, and English becomes their only adult language. Even if their English keeps some foreign coloring, they have little or no command of the parental language; bilingualism is not frequent. In the situation of conquest the process of extinction may be long delayed. One or more generations of bilingual speakers may intervene; then, at some point, there may come a generation which does not use the lower language in adult life and transmits only the upper language to its children.

The lower language may survive and the upper language die out. If the conquerors are not numerous, or, especially, if they do not bring their own women, this outcome is likely. In less extreme cases the conquerors continue, for generations, to speak their own language, but find it more and more necessary to use also that of the conquered. Once they form merely a bilingual upper class, the loss of the less useful upper language can easily take place; this was the end of Norman-French in England.

28. 2. The conflict of languages, then, may take many different turns. The whole territory may end by speaking the upper language: Latin, brought into Gaul round the beginning of the Christian era by the Roman conquerors, in a few centuries crowded out the Celtic speech of the Gaels. The whole territory may end by speaking the lower language: Norman-French, brought into England by the Conquest (1066), was crowded out by English in three hundred years. There may be a territorial distribution: when English was brought into Britain in the fifth century of our
era, it crowded the native Celtic speech into the remoter parts of the island. In such cases there follows a geographic struggle along the border. In England, Cornish died out round the year 1800, and Welsh, until quite recently, was losing ground.

/ In all cases, however, it is the lower language which borrows predominantly from the upper. Accordingly, if the upper language survives, it remains as it was, except for a few cultural loans, such as it might take from any neighbor. The Romance languages contain only a few cultural loan-words from the languages that were spoken in their territory before the Roman conquest; English has only a few cultural loan-words from the Celtic languages of Britain, and American English only a few from American Indian languages or from the languages of nineteenth-century immigrants. In the case of conquest, the cultural loans which remain in the surviving upper language are chief place-names; witness, for example, American Indian place-names such as Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Chicago, Milwaukee, Oshkosh, Sheboygan, Waukegan, Muskegan. It is interesting to see that where English in North America has superseded Dutch, French, or Spanish as a colonial language, the latter has left much the same traces as any other lower language. Thus, from Dutch we have cultural loan-words like cold-saw, cookie, cruller, spree, sneeze, boss, and, especially, place-names, such as Schenectady, Catskill, Harlem, the Bowery. Place-names give valuable testimony of extinct languages. Thus, a broad band of Celtic place-names stretches across Europe from Bohemia to England; Vienna, Paris, London are Celtic names. Slavic place-names cover eastern Germany; Berlin, Leipzig, Dresden, Breslau.

/ On the other hand, if the lower language survives, it bears the marks of the struggle in the shape of copious borrowings. English, with its loan-words from Norman-French and its enormous layer of semi-learned (Latin-French) vocabulary, is the classical instance of this. The Battle of Hastings, in 1066, marks the beginning. The first appearances of French words in written records of English fall predominantly into the period from 1250 to 1400; this means probably that the actual borrowing in each case occurred some decades earlier. Round 1300 the upper-class Englishman, whatever his descent, was either bilingual or had at least a good foreign-speaker's command of French. The mass of the people spoke only English. In 1362 the use of English was prescribed for law-courts.

in the same year Parliament was opened in English. The conflict between the two languages, lasting, say, from 1100 to 1350, seems not to have affected the phonetic or grammatical structure of English, except in the sense that a few phonemic features, such as the initials [v, z, j], and many features of the morphologic system of French were kept in the borrowed forms. The lexical effect, however, was tremendous. English borrowed terms of government (state, crown, reign, power, country, people, prince, duke, duchess, peer, court), of law (judge, jury, just, sue, plea, cause, accuse, crime, marry, prove, false, heir), of warfare (war, battle, arms, soldier, officer, army, siege, danger, enemy, march, force, guard), of religion and morals (religion, virgin, angel, saint, preach, pray, rule, save, tempt, blame, order, nature, virtue, vice, science, grace, cruel, pity, mercy), of hunting and sport (flesh, falcon, quarry, scent, track, sport, corde, dice, see, suit, trump, partner), many terms of general cultural import (honor, glory, fine, noble, art, beauty, color, figure, pain, arch, tower, column, palace, castle), and terms relating to the household, such as servants might learn from master and mistress (chair, table, furniture, serve, soup, fruit, jelly, boil, fry, roast, toast); in this list alone we find that the oft-quoted contrast between the native English names of animals on the hoof (ox, calf, swine, sheep), and the French loan-words names for their flesh (beef, veal, pork, mutton). It is worth noting that our personal names are largely French, as John, James, Frances, Helen, including even those which ultimately are of Germanic origin, such as Richard, Roger, Henry.

26. 3. The presence of loan-words in a wider semantic sphere than that of cultural novelties enables us to recognize a surviving lower language, and this recognition throws light not only upon historical situations, but also, thanks to the evidence of the loan-words themselves, upon the linguistic features of an ancient time. Much of our information about older stages of Germanic speech comes from loan-words in languages that once were under the domination of Germanic-speaking tribes.

Finish, Lappish, and Esthonian contain hundreds of words that are plainly Germanic in origin, such as, Finish kuningas 'king,' lammas 'sheep,' rengas 'ring,' miekka 'needle,' napokaisa 'anger,' pello 'field' (§ 18.6). These loan-words occur not only in such semantic spheres as political institutions, weapons, tools, and garments, but also in such as animals, plants, parts of the body, minerals, abstract relations, and adjectival qualities. Since the
sound-changes which have occurred in Finnish differ from those
which have occurred in the Germanic languages, these loan-words
supplement the results of the comparative method, especially as
the oldest of these borrowings must have been made round the
beginning of the Christian era, centuries before our earliest written
records of Germanic speech.

In all the Slavie languages we find a set of Germanic loan-words
that must have been taken, accordingly, into pre-Slavie. There is
an older layer which resembles the Germanic loan-words in Fin-
nish, as, Old Bulgarian [ktene'dzi] ‘prince’ < [*kunina-ga-], Old
Bulgarian [kje:bt] ‘grain, bread’ < [*kha:jba-] (Gothic hla:ds
‘bread’, English loaf), Old Bohemian [nebozez] ‘anger’ < [*nab-
gajza-]. A later stratum, which includes cultural terms of Greco-
Romano origin, shows some specifically Gothic traits; to this layer
belong terms like Old Bulgarian [kotla] ‘kettle’ < [*katla-],
Old Bulgarian [myto] ‘toil’ < [*mota], Old Bulgarie [lesari] ‘emperor’ < [*ka:jorja-] (§ 25.5), Old Bulgarian [uwe:dzi] ‘ear-
ing’ < [*awsa-hringe-]. We infer that the earlier stratum is pre-
Gothic and dates from the beginning of the Christian Era, and that
the later stratum comes from the stage of Gothic that is repre-
sented in our written documents of the fourth century.

In what is known as the Great Migrations, Germanic tribes
conquered various parts of the Roman Empire. At this time Latin
already contained a number of old cultural loan-words from Ger-
manic (§ 25.8); the new loans of the Migration Period can be
studied, either by their geographical distribution, or by formal characteristics that point to the dialect of the conquerors.
Thus, the vowel of Italian elmo [elmo] ‘helmet’ reflects an old
[i], and the Germanic [e] of a word like *helmas (Old English
helm) appears as [i] only in Gothic; the Goths ruled Italy in the
sixth century. On the other hand, a layer of Germanic words with
a consonant-shift like that of South German, represents the Lombard
invasion and rule. Thus, Italian tattare [tattera] ‘trash’ is
presumably a loan from Gothic, but za:tnere [tsattera] ‘long hair’
represents the Lombard form of the same Germanic word. Italian
ricce ‘rich’, else ‘hilt’, tu:fare ‘to plunge’ are similarly marked as
loans from Lombard.

The most extensive borrowing in Romance from Germanic
appears in French. The French borrowings from the Frankish
rulers, beginning with the name of the country France, pervade
the vocabulary. Examples are Frankish *hlem ‘helmet’ > Old
French helm (modern heaume [om]); Frankish *[falka-stoill]
‘folding-stool’ > Old French faldestool (modern fauteuil [fot:jel]);
Frankish *[bru:n] ‘brown’ > French brun; Frankish *[blazw]
‘blue’ > French bleu; Frankish *[hatjga] ‘to hate’ > French
hair; Frankish *[wajdunom] ‘to gain’ > Old French guayer (modern
gagner; English gain from French). This last example illustrates
the fact that many of the French loan-words in English are
ultimately of Germanic origin. Thus, English ward is a native
form and represents Old English [weardjan]; the cognate Frankish
*[wardom] appears in French as garder [gard], whence English has
borrowed guard.

It is not surprising that personal names in the Romance lan-
guages are largely of Germanic origin, as French Louis, Charles,
Henri, Robert, Roger, Richard, or Spanish Alfonso (presumably
< Gothic *[hafu-funda] ‘eager for fray’), Adolfo (presumably
< Gothic *[fasol-us] ‘wolf of the land’). The upper-class style of
name-giving survives even when the upper language is otherwise
extinct.

Repeated domination may swamp a language with loan-words.
Albanese is said to contain a ground-stock of only a few hundred
native words; all the rest are dominance-loans from Latin, Ro-
man, Greek, Slavie, and Turkish. The European Gipsies speak
an Indo-Aryan language: it seems that in their various abodes they
have been sufficiently segregated to keep their language, but that
this language figured always as a lower language and taker of
loan-words. All the Gypsy dialects, in particular, contain loan-
words from Greek. F. N. Finck defines German Gipsy simply as
that dialect of the Gipsy language in which ‘any expression lacking
in the vocabulary’ is replaced by a German word, as [sikewra:wa-
‘I patch’ from German flocken ‘to patch,’ or [stuklo] ‘chair’ from
German Stuhl. The inflectional system, however, is intact, and the
phonetics apparently differ from those of German.

The model of the upper language may affect even the gram-
matical forms of the lower. The莺ngulists, say, in the American
German of immigrants, find many a parallel in the languages of
dominated peoples; thus, Ladin is said to have largely the syntax
of the neighboring German, though the morphemes are Latin.
In English we have not only Latin-French affixes, as in edable,
murderous, (§ 25.6), but also a few foreign features of phonetic
pattern, as in zoom, jounce. Non-distinctive traits of phonemes do not seem to be borrowed. When we observe the American of German parentage (whose English, at the same time, may show some German traits) using an American-English [l] or [r] in his German, we may account for this by saying that German is for him a foreign language.

With a change of political or cultural conditions, the speakers of the lower language may make an effort to cease and even to undo the borrowing. Thus, the Germans have waged a long and largely successful campaign against Latin-French loan-words, and the Slavic nations against German. In Bohemian one avoids even loan-translations; thus, [zanáška] 'entrance (as, in a ledger),' abstract of a verb meaning 'to carry in,' a loan-translation of German Eintragung 'a carrying in, an entry,' is being replaced by a genuinely native [zapěs] 'writing in, notation.'

26. 4. Beside the normal conflict, with the upper language, if it survives, remaining intact and the lower language, if it survives, bearing off a mass of loan-words and loan-translations, or even syntactic habits, we find a number of cases where something else must have occurred. Theoretically, there would seem to be many possibilities of an eccentric outcome. Aside from the mystic version of the substratum theory (§ 21.9), it seems possible that a large population, having imperfectly acquired an upper language, might perpetuate its version and even crowd out the more original type spoken by the upper class. On the other hand, we do not know the limit to which a lower language may be altered and yet survive. Finally, it is conceivable that a conflict might end in the survival of a mixture so evenly balanced that the historian could not decide which phase to regard as the main stock of habit and which as the borrowed admixture. However, we do not know which of these or of other imaginable complications have actually occurred, and no one, apparently, has succeeded in explaining the concrete cases of aberrant mixture.

From the end of the eighth century on, Danish and Norwegian Vikings raided and settled in England; from 1013 to 1042 England was ruled by Danish kings. The Scandinavian elements in English, however, do not conform to the type which an upper language leaves behind. They are restricted to the intimate part of the vocabulary: egg, sky, oar, skin, gate, ball, ball, bat, skirt, fellow, husband, sister, law, wrong, loose, love, moeck, weak, give, take, call, cast, kit. The adverb and conjunction though is Scandinavian, and so are the pronoun forms they, their, them; the native form in, as in I saw 'em (< Old English him, dative plural), is now treated as an unstressed variant of the loan-form them. Scandinavian place-names abound in northern England. We do not know what circumstances led to this peculiar result. The languages at the time of contact were in all likelihood mutually intelligible. Perhaps their relation as to number of speakers and as to dominance differed in different localities and shifted variously in the course of time.

Most instances of aberrant borrowing look as though an upper language had been affected by a lower. The clearest case is that of Chilean Spanish. In Chile, the prowess of the natives led to an unusually great influx of Spanish soldiers, who settled in the country and married native women. In contrast with the rest of Latin America, Chile has lost its Indian languages and speaks only Spanish, and this Spanish differs phonetically from the Spanish that is spoken (by the dominant upper class) in the rest of Spanish America. The differences run in the direction of the indigenous languages that were replaced by Spanish; it has been surmised that the children of the first mixed marriages acquired the phonetic imperfections of their mothers.

Some features of the normal type of the Romance languages have been explained as reflections of the languages that were superseded by Latin. It would have to be shown that the features in question actually date from the time when speakers of the earlier languages, having imperfectly acquired Latin, transmitted it in this shape to their children. If this were granted, we should have to suppose that the official and colonizing class of native Latin-speakers was not large enough to provide an ever-present model, such as would have led to the leveling out of these imperfections. Actually, the peculiar traits of the Romance languages appear at so late a date that this explanation seems improbable, unless one resorts to the mystical (stavistic) version of the substratum theory (§ 21.9).

Indo-Aryan speech must have been brought into India by a relatively small group of invaders and imposed, in a long progression of dominance, by a ruling caste. Some, at least, of the languages which were superseded must have been kin to the present-day non-Aryan linguistic stocks of India. The principal one
of these stocks, Dravidian, uses a domal series of stops [ɾ, d, n] alongside the dental [t, d, n]; among the Indo-European languages, only the Indo-Aryan have the two series, and in their history the domals have become more numerous in the course of time. The Indo-Aryan languages exhibit also an ancient confusion of [l] and [r] which has been explained as due to substrata that possessed only one or neither of these sounds. The noun-declension of later Indo-Aryan shows a re-formation, by which the same case-endings are added to distinct stems for the singular and plural, as in Dravidian; this replaced the characteristic Indo-European habit of different sets of case-endings, as the sole distinction between singular and plural, added to one and the same stem.

In Slavic, especially in Russian and Polish, the impersonal and partitive constructions closely parallel the Finnish habit. The languages of the Balkan peninsula show various resemblances, although they represent four branches of Indo-European: Greek, Albanian, Slavic (Bulgarian, Serbian), and Latin (Roumanian). Thus, Albanian, Bulgarian, and Roumanian, all use a definite article that is placed after the noun; the Balkan languages generally lack an infinitive. In other parts of the world, too, we find phonetic or grammatical features prevailing in unrelated languages. This is the case with some phonetic features in the Caucasus, which are common both to the several non-Indo-European stocks and to Armenian and to the Iranian Ossete. On the Northwest Coast of North America, phonetic and morphologic peculiarities appear in similar extensions. Thus, Quileute, Kwakuitl, and Tsimshian all have different articles for common nouns and for names, and distinguish between visibility and invisibility in demonstrative pronouns; the latter peculiarity appears also in the neighboring Chinook and Salish dialects, but not in those of the interior. The suggestion has been made that different tribes captured women from one another, who transmitted their speech, with traces of their native idiom, to the next generation.

Where we can observe the historical process, we occasionally find phonetic and grammatical habits passing from language to language without actual dominance. In the modern period the uvular-trill [ɾ] has spread over large parts of western Europe as a replacement of the tongue-tip [r]; today, in France and in the Dutch-German area the former is citified and the latter rustic or old-fashioned. At the end of the Middle Ages, large parts of the

English, Dutch, and German areas, including the socially favored dialects, diphthongized the long high vowels. The rise of the articles and of phrasal verb-forms consisting of 'have,' 'be,' or 'become' plus past participle, in perfective and passive values, took place in both the Latin and the Germanic areas during the early Middle Ages.

26. 5. There remains a type of aberrant borrowing in which we have at least the assurance that an upper language has been modified, though the details of the process are no less obscure.

The English (now largely American) Gipsies have lost their language and speak a phonetically and grammatically normal variety of sub-standard English; among themselves, however, they use anywhere from a few dozen to several hundred words of the old Gipsy language. These words are spoken with English phonemes and English inflection and syntax. They are terms for the very commonest things, and include grammatical words, such as pronouns. They are used interchangeably with the English equivalents. Older recordings show great numbers of these words; apparently a long speech could be made almost entirely in Gipsy words with English phonetics and grammar. Modern examples are: [ɪmændi] 'I,' [ˈledi] 'you,' [sɔ] 'all,' [keɪk] 'not,' [pʊŋ] 'say,' [ˈɡræʃ] 'horse,' [aj] 'now.' [kam tu 'dik e 'muʃ-ə-ˈɛrnən e ˈɡrʊvə] 'I don't like to see a man a-kissin' a cow.' Occasionally one hears a Gipsy inflection, such as with [rʊk] plural of [rʊk] 'tree.' The phonetics and grammar of the Gipsy words mark them unmistakably as borrowings by native speakers of English from a foreign language. Presumably they passed from native speakers of the Gipsy language, or from bilinguals, into the English of their children or other persons for whom Gipsy was no longer a native language. It is remarkable, however, that speakers of the latter sort should have interchanged their English with borrowings from the senecent lower language. Under the general circumstances of segmentation, these borrowings had perhaps a function value; certainly they had the merit of making one's speech unintelligible to outsiders. Americans of non-English parentage who do not speak their parents' language, sometimes, by way of jest, use words of this language, speaking them with English sounds and inflections. Thus, German-Americans will occasionally use forms like [ˈʃwátə] 'to sweat' (from German schwatzen), or [klæ] 'to gossip' (from German klatschen). This trick seems to be com-
monest among Jews, who live under a measure of segregation, and the borrowings, moreover, are to a large extent the very words which in German also are peculiarly Jewish, namely, semi-learned words of literary Hebrew origin, such as [gane]f ‘thief,’ [goj] ‘gentile,’ [me’sug]a ‘crazy,’ [me’zuma] ‘money,’ or dialect-forms of Judeo-German, such as [nebix] ‘poor fellow’ (< Middle High German [‘n eb ix] ‘may I not have the like’). It seems likely that the Gipsy forms in English represent merely an extension of this habit under conditions that made it especially useful.

Speakers of a lower language may make so little progress in learning the dominant speech, that the masters, in communicating with them resort to “baby-talk.” This “baby-talk” is the masters’ imitation of the subjects’ incorrect speech. There is reason to believe that it is by no means an exact imitation, and that some of its features are based not upon the subjects’ mistakes but upon grammatical relations that exist within the upper language itself. The subjects, in turn, deprived of the correct model, can do no better now than to acquire the simplified “baby-talk” version of the upper language. The result may be a conventionalized jargon. During the colonization of the last few centuries, Europeans have repeatedly given jargonized versions of their language to slaves and tributary peoples. Portuguese jargons are found at various places in Africa, India, and the Far East; French jargons exist in Mauritius and in Annam; a Spanish jargon was formerly spoken in the Philippines; English jargons are spoken in the western islands of the South Seas (here known as Beach-la-Mar), in Chinese ports (Pigdin English), and in Sierra Leone and Liberia. Unfortunately, these jargons have not been well recorded. Examples from Beach-la-Mar are:

What for you put dias belonga master in fire? Him cost plenty money and that felle see kai-kai him. ‘Why did you put the master’s dishes into the fire? They cost a lot of money and it has destroyed them’ — spoken to a cook who had put silverware into the oven.

What for you wipe hand belonging you on clothes belonga esesperpoon? ‘Why did you wipe your hands on the napkin?’

Kai-kai he finish? ‘Is dinner ready?’

You not like soup? He plenty good kai-kai. ‘Don’t you like the soup?’ It’s very good.

What man you give him stick? ‘To whom did you give the stick?’

Me savvy go. ‘I can go there.’

In spite of the poor recording, we may perhaps reconstruct the creation of speech-forms like these. The basis is the foreigner’s desperate attempt at English. Then comes the English-speaker’s contemptuous imitation of this, which he tries in the hope of making himself understood. This stage is represented, for instance, by the lingo which the American, in slumming or when traveling abroad, substitutes for English, to make the foreigner understand. In our examples we notice, especially, that the English-speaker introduces such foreign words as he has managed to learn (kar-kai ‘eat’ from some Polynesian language), and that he does not discriminate between foreign languages (savy ‘know,’ from Spanish, figures in all English jargons). The third layer of alteration is due to the foreigner’s imperfect reproduction of the English-speaker’s simplified talk, and will differ according to the phonetic and grammatical habit of the foreigner’s language. Even the poor orthography of our examples shows us substitution of [s] for [z] in dish and failure to use final [g], in belonga, and initial [sp], in esesperpoon for spoon.

A jargon may pass into general commercial use between persons of various nationality; we then call it a lingua franca, using a term which seems to have been applied to an Italian jargon in the eastern Mediterranean region in the early modern period. Pigdin English, for instance, is used quite generally in commerce between Chinese and Europeans of other than English speech. In Washington and Oregon, Indians of various tribes, as well as French and English-speaking traders, formerly used a lingua franca known as “Chinook Jargon,” which was based, strangely enough, on a jargonized form of the Chinook language, with admixtures from other Indian languages and from English.

It is important to keep in view the fact, often neglected, that a jargon or a lingua franca is nobody’s native language but only a compromise between a foreign speaker’s version of a language and a native speaker’s version of the foreign speaker’s version, and so on, in which each party imperfectly reproduces the other’s reproduction. In many cases the jargon or lingua franca dies out, like Chinook Jargon, without ever becoming native to any group of speakers.

In some cases, however, a subject group gives up its native language in favor of a jargon. This happens especially when the subject group is made up of persons from different speech-comm...
communities, who can communicate among themselves only by means of the jargon. This was the case, presumably, among Negro slaves in many parts of America. When the jargon has become the only language of the subject group, it is a creolized language. The creolized language has the status of an inferior dialect of the masters' speech. It is subject to constant leveling-out and improvement in the direction of the latter. The various types of "Negro dialect," which we observe in the United States show us some of the last stages of this leveling. With an improvement of social conditions, this leveling is accelerated; the result is a caste-dialect whose speakers, so far as linguistic factors are concerned, have no more difficulty than other sub-standard speakers in acquiring the standard language.

It is a question whether during this process the dialect that is being de-creolized may not influence the speech of the community — whether the creolized English of the southern slaves, for instance, may not have influenced local types of sub-standard or even of standard English. The Dutch of South Africa, known as Afrikaners, shows some features that remind one of creolized languages — such, for instance, as extreme inflectional simplification. Since it is spoken by the whole community, one would have to suppose that the Dutch settlers developed a jargonized form of Dutch in communication with native Africans, and that this jargon, through the medium of native servants (especially, of nurses) then influenced the language of the masters.

In the very unusual case where the subject group, after losing its native language or languages and speaking only a creolized language, is removed from the dominance of the model language, the creolized language escapes assimilation and embarks upon an independent career. A few such cases have been observed. Thus, the descendants of runaway slaves who settled on the island of San Thome off the coast of West Africa, spoke a creolized Portuguese. A creolized Dutch was long spoken on the Virgin Islands. Two creolized forms of English are spoken in Suriname (Dutch Guiana). One of these, known as Ningre Tongo or takisi-taki, is spoken by the descendants of slaves along the coast. The other, more divergent from ordinary types of English, is known as Jiew-Tongo; it is spoken by the Bush Negroes on the Saramakka River, descendants of slaves who won their liberty in the eighteenth century by rebellion and flight. It owes its name to the fact that

some of the slaves were owned by Portuguese Jews. The remarkable feature of Bush-Negro English is its extreme adaptation to the phonetics and structure of West African languages, and the retention of much West African vocabulary: if the slaves still spoke an African language, it is a puzzle why they should have abandoned it in favor of English jargon.

The following examples of Ningre-Tongo are taken from texts recorded by M. J. Herskovits:

[kom ma 'ini-sej. mi: se gi: ju wan 'sani: fo: ju: de 'njam.]
'Come inside. I shall give you something to eat.'

[a 'takî , 'gran 'tangi: fo: ju:] 'He said, "Thank you very much."'

[mi: 'njam mi: 'bare 'furu.] 'I have eaten my belly full.'

In the first of the following Bush-Negro English proverbs, kindly supplied by Professor Herskovits, the tones are indicated by numbers: rising, falling, level, and by combinations of numbers, such as rising then falling, level then falling, and so on.

[1u 1kri 1ki 1 a] [1tang 1 hau 2 wi 2] '[full creek not stand uproot weeds,' that is, 'A full creek doesn't uproot any weeds' — said when a person boasts of what he is going to accomplish.

[ef: ju: sei ju: hedi, te ju: ba: jai: ti, pe ju: pati: eu] 'If you sell your head, then you buy hat, where you put him?' that is, 'If you sell your head to buy a hat, where will you put it?'

[piki: maćaw faa ga ą paw] 'Small axe fell great stick,' that is, 'A small axe can cut down a large tree.'
CHAPTER 27

DIALECT BORROWING

27.1. The infant begins by acquiring the speech-habits of the people who take care of him. He gets most of his habits from some one person, usually from his mother, but he does not reproduce this person's speech exactly, because he takes some forms from other persons. It is a matter of dispute whether any permanent habits, in the normal case, arise as mere inaccuracies of imitation. Later on, the child acquires speech-forms from more people; children are especially imitative in their first contacts outside the immediate family circle. As time goes on, the range of imitated persons becomes wider; throughout his life, the speaker continues to adopt speech-forms from his fellows. At any moment, his language is a unique composite of habits acquired from various people.

Very often whole groups of speakers agree in adopting or favoring or disfavoring a speech-form. Within an age-group, an occupational group, or a neighborhood group, a turn of speech will pass from person to person. The borrowing of speech-forms within a community is largely one-sided; the speaker adopts new forms and favoritisms from some people more than from others. In any group, some persons receive more imitation than others; they are the leaders in power and prestige. Vaguely defined as they are, the different groups make similarly one-sided adoptions. Every person belongs to more than one minor speech-group; a group is influenced by the persons who, along some other line of division, belong to a dominant class. Among his occupational companions, for example, a speaker will imitate those whom he believes to have the highest "social" standing. To take the extreme case, when a speaker comes in contact with persons who enjoy much greater prestige, he eagerly imitates not only their general conduct, but also their speech. Here the direction of leveling is most plainly apparent. The humble person is not imitated; the lord or leader is a model to most of those who hear him. In conversation with him, the common man avoids giving offense or cause for ridicule; he suppresses such of his habits as might seem peculiar, and tries to

DIALECT BORROWING

ingratiate himself by talking as he hears. Having conversed with the great, he himself may become a model in his own group for those who have not had that privilege. Every speaker is a mediator between various groups.

The adjustments are largely minute and consist in the favoring of speech-forms more often than in the adoption of wholly new ones. A great deal of adjustment probably concerns non-distinctive variants of sound. On the other hand, when rival forms enjoy something like equality, the choice may be actually discussed: a speaker deliberates whether he will say "it's I" or "it's me," or speak either, neither with [i:] or with [u:]. In our community, with its tradition about the "correctness" of speech-forms, the speaker asks "Which form is better?" instead of asking "With which persons shall I agree in speech?" In the main, however, the process does not rise to the level of discussion.

Every speaker, and, on a larger scale, every local or social group, acts as an imitator and as a model — as an agent in the leveling process. No person and no group acts always in one or the other capacity, but the privileged castes and the central and dominating communities act more often as models, and the humblest classes and most remote localities more often as imitators.

27.2. The important historical process in this leveling is the growth of central speech-forms that spread over wider and wider areas. Suppose, for instance, that in a locally differentiated area, some one town, thanks to personalities that live in it or thanks to a favorable topographic situation, becomes the seat of a recurrent religious rite or political gathering or market. The inhabitants of the villages round about now resort at intervals to this central town. On these visits they learn to avoid the strikingly divergent forms of their domestic speech, replacing them by forms that do not call forth misunderstanding or mockery. These favored speech-forms will be such as are current in all or most of the local groups; if no one form is predominant, the choice will fall usually upon the form that is used in the central town. When the villager goes home, he continues to use one or another of these new locations, and his neighbors will imitate it, both because they know its source and because the speaker who has visited the central town has gained in prestige at home. At second, third, and later hand, these locations may pass to still more remote persons and places. The central town becomes a speech-center,
whose forms of speech, when there is not too much weight against them, become the "better" forms for a whole area of the surrounding country.

As commerce and social organization improve, this process repeats itself on a larger and larger scale. Each center is imitated over a certain area. A new concentration of political power elevates some of these centers to a higher rank; the lesser centers themselves now imitate this main center, and continue to spread both its forms and their own over their petty spheres. This development took place in the Middle Ages in Europe. At the end of the medieval period, countries like England, France, and Germany contained a number of provincial speech-centers, though even by that time, in England and in France, the capital city was taking the rank of a supreme speech-center for the whole area. These leveling, where they occurred on a large scale, are reflected in the great isogloss-bundles that mark the conflict of cultural systems, such as the bundles which separate Low German and High German or Northern and Southern French. The lesser provincial and parochial leveling appear as minor isoglosses; thus, we saw that the boundaries of the petty states along the lower Rhine that were swamped by the French invasion of 1790 are reflected in lesser isogloss-bundles of today. All this would be plainer, were it not for the frequent shifting both of political boundaries and of the relative influence of centers. The most variable factor, however, is the difference between the speech-forms themselves, since some will spread more vigorously than others; either for semantic reasons or, less often, for reasons of formal structure.

/ A similarity of speech in a district of any size may date from the time when the speech-community first spread over this district. The word house, for example, spread over England with the entrance of the English language, at the time of the Saxon conquest. It then had the form [häus], and in the northern dialects which still speak so, the modern form may be a direct continuation of the old form. /

In very many instances, however, we know that a uniformity does not date from the time of settlement. Thus, we know that the diphthong [au] in house, mouse, etc., arose from older [u:] long after the settlement of England. In these cases, older students took for granted a uniform linguistic change over a large area,
the Rau speakers went too far, and substituted [vi:] for [u:] even in the word [*uːdɛl] 'bird,' where Italian has [u:] and not [vi:].

An isogloss tells us only that there has occurred somewhere and at some time a sound-change, an analogic-semantic change, or a cultural loan, but the isogloss does not tell us where or when this change occurred. The form which resulted from the change was spread abroad and perhaps pushed back, we know not with what vicissitudes, in a process of dialect borrowing whose outcome is represented by the isogloss. The present area of a form may even fail to include the point at which this form originated. It is a very naive error to mistake isoglosses for the limits of simple linguistic changes. The results of dialect geography tell us of linguistic borrowing.

27.3. If the geographic domain of a linguistic form is due to borrowing, we face the problem of determining who made the original change. A cultural loan or an analogic-semantic innovation may be due to a single speaker; more often, doubtless, it is made independently by more than one. Perhaps the same is true of the non-distinctive deviations which ultimately lead to a sound-change, but this matter is more obscure, since the actual, linguistically observable change is here the result of a cumulation of minute variants. The speaker who favors or exaggerates some acoustic variant, as well as the speaker who adopts such a variant, has merely altered a non-distinctive feature. By the time a succession of such favorings has resulted in a change of phonemic structure, the borrowing process has doubtless long been at work. There must have been a time, for instance, when some parts of the American English speech-community favored the lower and less rounded variants of the vowel in words like got, cot, hotter. It is useless to ask what person or set of persons first favored these variants; we must suppose only that he or they enjoyed prestige within some group of speakers, and that this group, in turn, influenced other groups, and so on, in the manner of widening circles: the new variants were fortunate enough through some time and in repeated situations, to belong to the more dominant speakers and groups. This favoring went on until, over a large part of the area, and doubtless not everywhere at the same time, the vowel of got, cot, hotter coincided with that of for, palm, father. Only at this moment could an observer say that a sound-change had occurred; by this time, however, the distribution of the variants among speakers, groups, and localities, was a result of borrowing.

The moment of the coincidence of the two former phonemes into one could not be determined; doubtless even one speaker might at one time make a difference and at another time speak the two alike. By the time a sound-change becomes observable, its effect has been distributed by the leveling process that goes on within each community.

The linguist's classification of changes into the three great types of phonetic change, analogic-semantic change, and borrowing, is a classification of facts which result from minute and complicated processes. The processes themselves largely escape our observation; we have only the assurance that a simple statement of their results will bear some relation to the factors that created these results.

Since every speaker acts as an intermediary between the groups to which he belongs, differences of speech within a dialect area are due merely to a lack of mediatory speakers. The influence of a speech-center will cause a speech-form to spread in any direction until, at some line of weakness in the density of communication, it ceases to find adopters. Different speech-forms, with different semantic values, different formal qualifications, and different rival forms to conquer, will spread at different speeds and over different distances. The advance of the new form may be stopped, moreover, by the advance of a rival form from a neighboring speech-center, or, perhaps, merely by the fact that a neighboring speech-center uses an unaltered form.

One other possible source of differentiation must be reckoned with: absorption of a foreign area, whose inhabitants speak their new language with peculiar traits. We have seen (§ 26.4) that this is entirely problematic, since no certain example has been found. For the most part, then, differentiation within a dialect area is merely a result of imperfect leveling.

27.4. Increases in the area and intensity of unification are due to a number of factors which we sum up by saying that the economic and political units grow larger and that the means of communication improve. We know little about the details of this process of centralization, because our evidence consists almost entirely of written documents, and written documents are in this matter especially misleading; to begin with, they are in Europe mostly couched in Latin and not in the language of the country.
In the non-Latin (vernacular) records of the English and Dutch-German areas, we find at the outset, — that is, from the eighth century on, — provincial dialects. Internal evidence shows that even these have arisen through some degree of unification, but we do not know how much of this unification existed in actual speech. In the later Middle Ages we find beginnings of greater centralisation. In the Dutch-German area, especially, we find three fairly uniform types of language: a Flemish ("Middle Dutch") type, a decidedly uniform North German ("Middle Low German") type in the Hansatic area, and a South German ("Middle High German") type in the aristocratic literature of the southern states. The language of these documents is fairly uniform over wide geographic areas. In some respects, we can see how local peculiarities are excluded. The North German type is based predominantly on the speech of the city of Lübeck. The southern type strikes a kind of average between provincial dialects, excluding some of the localisms that appear in present-day dialect.

In old Germanic the personal pronouns had separate forms for the dual and plural numbers; in general, the distinction was removed by an extension of the plural forms to the case where only two persons were involved, but in some regions the old dual forms were extended to plural use. In most of the German area, the old plural forms, Middle High German in "ye" (dative in; accusative en), survived, but certain districts, notably Bavaria and Austria, took the second alternative: the modern local dialects use the old dual form see "ye" (dative and accusative en). Now, our Middle High German documents from the latter region scarcely ever show us these provincial forms, but write only the generally German in "ye." On the other hand, careful study of a text will usually show in what part of southern Germany it originated, because many details had not been standardized. Poets' rimes, especially, conform, on the one hand, to certain conventions, but, on the other hand, betray each poet's provincial phonetics. It is remarkable that at the beginning of the modern period, in the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, this South German convention had broken down and our documents are again decidedly provincial, until the coming of the modern national standard language.

The modern standard languages, which prevail within the bounds of an entire nation, supersede the provincial types. These standard languages become more and more uniform as time goes on. In most instances they have grown out of the provincial type that prevailed in the upper class of the urban center that became the capital of the unified nation; modern standard English is based on the London type, and modern standard French on that of Paris. In other instances even the center of origin is obscure. Modern standard German is not based on any one provincial dialect, but seems to have crystallized out of an official and commercial type of speech that developed in the eastern frontier region. It was not created, but only helped toward supremacy, by Luther's use in his Bible-translation. This origin is reflected in the fact that the documents of standard German until well into the eighteenth century are far less uniform and show many more provincial traits than do those of English or French; the same can be said of the standard language as it is spoken today.

The modern state, then, possesses a standard language, which is used in all official discourse, in churches and schools, and in all written notation. As soon as a speech-group attains or seeks political independence, or even asserts its cultural peculiarity, it works at setting up a standard language. Thus, the Serbo-Croats, emerging from Turkish rule, possessed no standard language; a scholar, Vuk Stefanovich Karužič (1787–1843) made one on the basis of his local dialect, writing a grammar and lexicon. Bohemia, governed from German-speaking centers, had nevertheless developed something like a standard language at the time of the Reformation. The great reformer, Jan Hus (1369–1415), in particular, had devised an excellent system of spelling. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries this movement died down, but, with the national revival at the end of this period, a new standard language, based on the old, was created largely by the efforts of a philologist, Josef Dobrovsky (1753–1829). Within the memory of persons now living, the Lithuanian standard language, today official and fully current in the confines of its nation, arose from out of a welter of local dialects. Groups that have not gained political independence, such as the Slovaks, the Catalans, and the Frisians, have developed standard languages. The case of Norway is especially interesting. For some centuries Norway belonged politically to Denmark and used standard Danish as its national language. The latter was similar enough to Norwegian speech-forms to make this possible for persons who got school training.
The Norwegians modified their standard Danish in the direction of Norwegian speech-forms. This Dano-Norwegian Ritssmaal ('national language') became the native speech of the educated upper class; for the uneducated majority, who spoke local dialects, it was almost a foreign language, even though after the political separation from Denmark in 1813, it was more and more assimilated to the general type of the native dialects. In the 1840's a language-student, Ivar Aasen (1813-1863) constructed a standard language on the basis of Norwegian local dialects and proposed its adoption in place of Dano-Norwegian. With many changes and variations, this new standard language, known as Landsmaal ('native language'), has been widely adopted, so that Norway has today two officially recognized standard languages. The advocates of the two are often in earnest conflict; the two standard languages, by concessions on either side, are growing more and more alike.

27.6. The details of the rise of the great standard languages, such as standard English, are not known, because written sources do not give us a close enough picture. In its early stages, as a local dialect and later as a provincial type, the speech which later became a standard language, may have borrowed widely. Even after that, before its supremacy has been decided, it is subject to infiltration of outside forms. The native London development of Old English [y] is probably [i], as in fill, kiss, sm, mill, bridge; the [o] which appears in bundle, thrush, seems to represent a West-of-England type, and the [e] in knell, merry an eastern type. In bury ['bəri] the spelling implies the western development, but the actual pronunciation has the eastern [e]; in busy ['bəzi] the spelling is western, but the actual spoken form indigenous. The foreign [o] and [e] must have come at a very early time into the official London speech. The change of old [er] into [ar], as in heart, parson, far, dark, to marry or in clerk in British pronunciation (contrasting with the development in earth, learn, person, university, or clerk in American pronunciation) seems to have been provincial; the [ar]-forms filtered into upper-class London speech from the fourteenth century on. Chaucer uses -th as the third-person singular present-tense ending of verbs (bath, giseth, etc.); our -eth, -st, -s ending was provincial (northern) until well into the sixteenth century. Especially the East Midlands influenced London English during the early centuries of the latter's pre-eminence. In later times, the standard language borrows from other dialects only technical terms, such as vat, vizen (§ 19.1), or leird, cairn (from Scotch), or else factiously, as in hoss, cuss as jesting-forms for horse, curse; here bass ('species of fish') for 'horse', (Old English bear) represents a more serious borrowing of earlier date.

The standard language influences the surrounding dialects at wider range and more pervasively as it gains in prestige. It affects especially provincial centers and, through them, their satellite dialects. This action is relatively slow. We have seen that a feature of the standard language may reach outlying dialects long after it has been superseded at home (§ 19.4). In the immediate surroundings of the capital, the standard language acts very strongly; the neighboring dialects may be so permeated with standard forms as to lose all their individuality. We are told that within thirty miles of London there is no speech-form that could be described as local dialect.

The standard language takes speakers from the provincial and local dialects. The humblest people make no pretense at acquiring it, but with the spread of prosperity and education, it becomes familiar to a larger and larger stratum. In western European countries today most people possess at least a good smattering of the standard language. The person who rises in the world speaks it as his adult language and transmits only it to his children: it comes to be the native dialect of a growing upper layer of the population.

Both in the gradual assimilation of lesser dialects and in the conversion of individuals and families to standard speech, the result is usually imperfect and is to be described as sub-standard or, in the favorable case, as provincially colored standard (§ 3.5). The evaluation of these types varies in different countries: in England they are counted inferior and their speakers are driven toward a more rigid standardization, but in the United States or in Germany, where the standard language belongs to no one local group, the standard is less rigid and a vaguely-defined range of varieties enjoys equal prestige. The English which the first settlers brought to America consisted, apparently, of provincialized types of the standard language and of sub-standard, rather than of local dialects. The characteristic features of sub-standard American English seem to be general features of dialectal and sub-standard British English, rather than importations from any special British local dialects.
27.6. The study of written records tells us little about the centralization of speech and the rise of standard languages, not only because the conventions of writing develop to a large extent independently of actual speech, but also because they are more rapidly standardized and then actually influence the standardizing of speech. We have seen that even the early written notations of a language tend to use uniform graphs which soon become traditional (§ 17.7). The spellings of medieval manuscripts seem very diverse to the modern student, yet closer inspection shows that they are largely conventional. At the end of the Middle Ages, as the use of writing increases, the provincial types of orthography become more and more fixed. After the invention of printing and with the spread of literacy, the convention grows both more unified and more rigid; at last, some grammars and dictionaries whose teachings supplement the example that everyone has before him in the shape of printed books. Schooling becomes more common, and insists upon conventional style.

This development conceals from us the actual centralization of the spoken language. The historian has to deal constantly with two opposite possibilities. The written convention, at bottom, reflects the forms that have prestige in actual speech; on the other hand, it conventionalizes much more rapidly and affects the prestige of rival spoken forms. The decisive events occur in the spoken language, yet the written style, once it has seized upon a form, retains it more exclusively, and may then weight the scales in its favor. We get a glimpse of the state of affairs in the spoken language from occasional aberrant spellings or from rimes. Thus, occasional spellings and rimes show us a rivalry in standard English between pronunciations with [ə] and with [ɛ] in words like oil, boil, jowl; the decisive victory, in the last two centuries, of the latter type is doubtless due to its agreement with the spelling; we may contrast the still unsettled fluctuation in similar matters where the spelling does not exert pressure, such as [a] versus [ɔ] in father, rather, gather, command, or [æ] versus [e] in dog, go, fog, doll.

In syntax and vocabulary the message of the written record is unmistakable, and it exerts a tremendous effect upon the standard language. In Old English and to this day in sub-standard English, certain negative forms require a negative adverb with a finite verb: I don't want none; the habit of the standard language seems to have arisen first in writing, as an imitation of Latin syntax. Everyone has had the experience of starting to speak a word and then realizing that he does not know how to say it, because he has seen it only in writing. Some words have become obsolete in actual speech and have then been restored, from written sources: thus, south, must, process, paramour, behold, castoff, mead, affray were revived by eighteenth-century poets.

We get a clearer notion of the influence of written notation in cases where it leads to actual changes in the language. Now and then a revival of ancient forms misunderstands his text and produces a ghost-word. Thus, anigh 'near' and idleness 'idleness' are pseudo-antique formations made by nineteenth-century poets. In Hamlet's famous speech, bourn means 'limb,' but moderns, misunderstanding this passage, use bourn in the sense of 'realm.' Chaucer's phrase in derring do that longeth to a knight 'in daring to do what is proper for a knight,' was misunderstood by Spenser, who took derring-do to be a compound meaning 'brave actions' and succeeded in introducing this ghost-form into our elevated language. Misinterpretation of an old letter has led to the ghost-form ye for the (§ 17.7).

It is not only archaic writings, however, that lead to change in actual speech. If there is any rivalry between speech-forms, the chances are weighted in favor of the form that is represented by the written convention; consequently, if the written convention deviates from the spoken form, people are likely to infer that there exists a preferable variant that matches the written form. Especially, it would seem, in the last centuries, with the spread of literacy and the great influx of dialect-speakers and sub-standard speakers into the ranks of standard-speakers, the influence of the written form has grown — for these speakers, unsure of themselves in what is, after all, a foreign dialect, look to the written convention for guidance. The school-teacher, coming usually from a humble class and unfamiliar with the actual upper-class style, is forced to the pretense of knowing it, and exerts authority over a rising generation of new standard-speakers. A great deal of spelling- pronunciation that has become prevalent in English and in French, is due to this source. In a standard language like the German, which belongs originally to no one class or district, this factor is even more deep-seated; the spoken standard is there largely derived from the written.
In standard English an old [sjuː] developed to [sjuː], as we see in the words sure ['sjuː] and sugar ['sʌɡər]. This change is reflected in occasional spellings since about 1600, such as shute ‘suit,’ sheath ‘suited.’ John Jones’ Practical Phonography in 1761 prescribes the pronunciation with [s] for assume, assure, consume, consume, ensue, insure, sure, sue, suet, sugar. The modern [s] or [ʃ] in some of these words is doubtless a result of spelling- pronunciation. The same is probably true of [tʃ] or [tʃ], [diʃ] in words like tune, due, which replaces an authentic [tʃ], [dʒ]; witness forms like virtue [ˈvɜːtrɪ], soldier [ˈsɒlədər]. The British standard pronunciation [ˈɪndɪə] India is probably older than the American [ˈɪndə]. Since old final [mb, ng], as in lamb, long have lost the stop, it may be that the preservation of the stop in [nd], as in hand, is due to spelling- pronunciation; in the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries we find occasional spellings like bynes ‘blind,’ thousands, poune. The old [tʃ] in forms like often, soften, fasten is being constantly re-introduced by the lower reaches of standard-speakers.

The most cogent evidence appears where purely graphic devices lead to novel speech-forms. Written abbreviations like prof., lab., etc. lead to spoken forms [prəf, ləb, ok] in students’ slang for professor, laboratory, economics. These serve as models for further innovations, such as [kwəd] for quadrangle, [dorm] for dormitory. The forms [ʃeɪm], [piʃ em] come from the A.M. and P.M. of railroad time-tables. Other examples are [juːe] for United States of America, [aɪʃ] for Illinois Central (Railroad), and [bij], [eʃ em], [em diʃ] for academic degrees whose full designations, Bachelor of Arts, Master of Arts, Doctor of Medicine, Doctor of Philosophy, are actually less current; the abbreviations, moreover, have the word-order of the original Latin terms. French has forms like [te es ef] for télégraphe sans fil ‘wireless telegraphy, radio’; in Russia many new republican institutions are known by names read off from graphic abbreviations, such as [koməˈsnoˈrʲel] for [kommunəˈsʲetʲskoj soˈjuːs moloˈdʲoj] ‘communistie union of young people,’ or [tsik] for [fəˈsoʊsiˈjskij ˈtʃesnˈtralnəj isˈpol ˈnʲitelnəj komˈɪtʲ] ‘all-Russian central executive committee.’

The influence of written notation works through the standard language, but features that are thus introduced may in time seep down into other levels of speech. Needless to say, this influence can be described only in a superficial sense as conservative or regularizing; the loans from written notation deviate from the results of ordinary development.

27. The full effect of borrowing from written documents can be seen in the cases where written notation is carried on in some speech-form that deviates widely from the actual language.

Among the Romans, the upper-class dialect of the first century B.C. — the Latin that we find in the writings of Caesar and Cicero — became established as the proper style for written notation and for formal discourse. As the centuries passed, the real language came to differ more and more from this convention, but, as literate people were few, the convention was not hard to maintain: whoever learned to write, learned, as part of the discipline, to use the forms of classical Latin. By the fifth century A.D., an ordinary speaker must have needed serious schooling before he could produce writings in the conventional form. In reading aloud and in formal speech, the custom apparently was to follow the written form, giving each letter the phonetic value that was suggested by the current forms of the language. Thus, a graph like centum ‘hundred,’ which in the classical period represented the form [‘kəntum], was now pronounced successively as [‘zentum], [‘zentum], [‘tsentum] and the like, in accordance with the phonetic development of the actual language, which spoke, in the respective cases, say [kəntuŋ], [ɛntuŋ], [ɛntuŋ]. To this day, in reading Latin, the different nationalities follow this practice: the Italian reads Latin centum as [‘zentuŋ] because in his own language he writes cento and speaks [ɛntuŋ]; the Frenchman reads it as [zentum] because in his own language he writes cent and speaks [sɛnt]; the German got his tradition of Latin-reading from a Romance tradition that used [ts] for c and accordingly reads Latin centum as [‘tsentuŋ]; in England one can still hear an “English” pronunciation of Latin, which says centum [‘sentuŋ], because it derives from a French tradition. These traditional pronunciations of Latin are now being superseded by a system which attempts to reconstruct the pronunciation of classical times.

This custom of carrying on written and formal or learned discourse in classical Latin passed, with Christianity, to non-Latin countries. Records in the actual Romance languages, or in Celtic or Germanic, begin round the year 700; they are scarce at first and become copious only in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries; until some time after the invention of printing, Latin books re-
main in the majority. Since Latin is still the official language of the Roman Catholic church, we may say that its use as a written and formal language persists to the present day.

As soon as classical Latin had begun to antiquate, persons who had not been sufficiently schooled, were sure to make mistakes in writing it. In the non-Latin countries this was true, of course, from the moment when Latin-writing was introduced. As to the thoroughness of the training, there were differences of time and place. The Latin written in Merovingian France, from the sixth to the eighth centuries, is decidedly unclassical, and reveals many characteristics of the authors' spoken language—the language whose later form we call French. In the ninth century, under Charles the Great, there came a revival of schooling: our texts return to a far more conventional Latin. Needless to say that in the Romance countries, and to some extent, perhaps, even in the others, errors in Latin-writing give us information about the actual language spoken by the authors. We have already seen that earlier scholars misconstrued this situation, mistaking changes in Latin-writing for linguistic change and drawing the moral that linguistic changes were due to ignorance and carelessness and represented a kind of decay (§ 1.4). Another error has proved more tenacious—namely, that of viewing the "medieval Latin" of our documents as an ordinary language. When we find a new form in these documents, there is only a remote possibility that this form represents an actual tradition of a classical Latin form; in by far the most instances, it is either a new-formation on the basis of classical Latin, or a latinization of some spoken form. Thus, the form *quidius* 'whiteness, characteristic quality' which appears in medieval Latin-writing, is roughly constructed on the analogies of classical Latin, and does not reflect any spoken form either of classical or of medieval times. The form *mansionaticum* 'place for a feudal lord to sleep over night; domestic establishment' does not evidence the use of this form in classical Latin; it is merely a latinization of an actually spoken Old French *mansion* (or of its pre-French antecedent), which appears in later French as *ménage*, modern *ménage* [menaj] 'household'; English *mansion* is borrowed from a derived verb, French *ménager*. The latinization is correct, to be sure, in the sense that *mansion* is a morphologic combination whose elements, if we put them back into classical Latin form, would have combined as *mansio(naticum*:

the medieval scribe hit upon the historically correct Latin equivalents, although, actually, classical Latin formed no such combination. When we read a perfect tense form *præsē* 'he took' in Merovingian documents, we should do wrong to call this the ancestor of forms like Italian *prese* ['præsē* 'he took;' or French *prit* ['prit]; it is merely an error in Latin-writing, on the part of a scribe who was not familiar enough with the classical Latin form *præsēt* 'he took,' and wrote instead a pseudo-Latin form based on his spoken usage. This error tells us that the scribe's language already employed the new-formation of the type Latin *præsēt*, which underlies the Romance forms and probably dates from a very early time, but it would be a grave methodic confusion to say that the Romance forms are derived from the "medieval Latin form." Again, when we find in Latin documents of German provenience a word *mota* 'toll,' it would be a naive error to see in this "medieval Latin" word the source of Old High German *muta* 'toll' (§ 25.5); the writer merely used the German technical term in Latin-writing, because he knew no exact equivalent; one writer even speaks of *mutum telectum neque quid tginga theodicia mota vocatur 'no toll or what is in German called *mota*.' Moreover, we find the derivatives *mutarius*, *mutarius* 'toll-taker' the latter with an analogic -i- that is peculiar to German morphology (modern *Mautner*). In sum, then, the medieval Latin-writer's deviations from classical Latin usage may throw light upon his actual speech, but dare not be confused with the antecedents of the latter, even in cases where the scribe succeeded in making a correct latinization.

27. 8. We find, now, that at all times, and especially with the modern spread of education, the Romance peoples introduced into their formal speech and then into ordinary levels, expressions from book-Latin in the phonetic form of the traditional reading-punctuation. These borrowings from the written language are known as learned words, or, by the French term, as *mots savans* [mo savan]. After a book-Latin word came into current spoken use, it was subject, of course, to the normal changes which thereafter occurred in the language; however, these were sometimes followed by re-shaping in the direction of the bookish form. Many a Latin word appears in a Romance language both in its normally developed modern form, as a so-called popular word, and in a half-modernized Latin (or pseudo-Latin) form, as a learned word.
forms in the western Romance languages is very large, especially
as the standard languages have extended the analogy to the point
where almost any Latin or Greek-Latin word can be modernized.

Among the French forms that were borrowed by English during
the period after the Norman Conquest, there were many of these
learned French borrowings from the Latin of books. The
literate Englishman, familiar with both French and Latin, got
into the habit of using Latin words in the form they had as French
modèle savants. We have seen how the Englishman made his own
adaptations (§25.4). In later time, the English writer continued
to use Latin words. In making these loans, he altered the Latin
form and pronounced it in accordance with a fairly well-fixed set
of habits; these habits are composed of (1) the adaptations and
phonetic renderings that were conventional in the French use
of book-Latin words round the year 1200, (2) adaptations that have
become conventional in the English usage of Latin-French forms,
and (3) phonetic renderings due to English sound-changes that
have occurred since the Norman time. Thus, the Latin
procrastinānum, which is not current in French, is borrowed from Latin
books into English as procrastination [prokrəsˈtɪnən], in accordance
with the above set of analogies. Under (1) we have the fact
that French borrow its Latin words not in nominative singular
form (Latin procrastinātus), but in accusative or ablative form,
with loss of ending: had the word been used, as a bookish loan,
in the Old French of 1200 to 1300, it would have appeared as
*procrastinātion [prokrəstɪnən]], with phonetic changes which,
like the selection of the case-form, are due ultimately, to the
model of non-learned French words. The remaining deviations of
the actual English form, namely [e] for a in the second syllable,
[e] for a in the third, [e] for e before vowel, and the weakening of
the end of the word to [-n], are modeled on the phonetic changes
which have been undergone by words of similar structure that
really were borrowed during the Norman period, such as Latin
nationēm > Old French [naˈsjɔ̃] > English nation ['neɪʃən].

Finally, the shift of accent to pre-suffixal position copies an adapta-
tion which English made in its actual loans from French. In
the same way, when we borrow from Latin books the verb
procrastināre, we render it as procrastinate, adding the suffix -ate in
accordance with an adaptation that has become habitual in Eng-
lish (§23.3).
Both the Romance languages and English can borrow, in this way, not only actual Latin words, but even medieval scribal coinages, such as English *quiddity* from scholastic *quiditas*. We even invent new words on the general model of Latin morphology: *eventual, immoral, fragmentary* are examples of learned words whose models do not occur in Latin. Since the Romans borrowed words from Greek, we can do the same, altering the Greek word in accordance with the Roman's habit of latinization, plus the Frenchman's habit of gallicizing Latin book-words, plus the English habit of anglicizing French learned words. Ancient Greek (*philosophia*) thus gives an English [*philosophy*]. As in the case of Latin, we are free to coin Greek words: *teleography* represents, with the same modifications, a non-existent ancient Greek [*teleographia*] 'distance-writing'.

Needless to say, we sometimes confuse the analogies. We render ancient Greek [*th*] in English, against the custom of the Romance languages, by [θ], as in [*mythology*]. It is true that ancient Greek [θ] has changed to [θ] in modern Greek, but the English habit is probably independent of this and due merely to the spelling. Moreover, medieval scribes, knowing *th* as an abstruse Greek graph and pronouncing it simply as [t], occasionally put it into words that were not Greek at all. Thus, the name of the Goths, old Germanic [*gotik*], appears in medieval Latin-writing not only as *gots* but also as *gothi*, and it is from the latter graph that we get our pronunciation of *Goth, Gothic* with [θ]; the use of [θ] in *Lithuanian* is a modern instance of the same pseudo-learned pedantry. The same thing has happened in English to an ordinary Latin word, *auctorem* > French *auteur* (modern *auteur* [otɛʁ] > Middle English *auctor*; in English it was spoiled *auctor* and finally got the spelling-pronunciation with [ʊ].

The habit of learned borrowing from the classical languages has spread to the other languages of Europe; in each one, the learned borrowing is accompanied by adaptions which reflect the circumstances of the contact, immediate or mediate, with the Romance-speaker's use of book-Latin. Thus, the German, who says *Nation* [natsjou̯n], *Station* [sta'tsjo̯n], could conceivably borrow a *Procrastination* [*prokramstina'tsjo̯n*], — and similar habits exist in the other languages of Europe.

This whole history finds its parallel, including even the graphic archaization of spoken forms (like the medieval scribe's *mansio-naticum, press*), in the use of Sanskrit in India. In the languages of India, graphic loans from Sanskrit are known as *tāsama* ('like-to-it'). Like the *mots savants* of Europe, these formations show us written notation exercising an influence upon language.
CHAPTER 28
APPLICATIONS AND OUTLOOK

28. 1. The normal speaker faces a linguistic problem whenever he knows variant forms which differ only in connotation — for instance, it’s I and it’s me. He states this problem in the question, "How shall I talk?" In most cases he has no difficulty, because the social connotations are obvious, and the speaker knows that some of the variants, e.g. I done it, have an undesirable connotation and lead people to deal unkindly with the user. We express this traditionally by saying that the undesirable variant is "incorrect" or "bad English" or even "not English" at all. These statements, of course, are untrue: the undesirable variants are not foreigners' errors, but perfectly good English; only, they are not used in the speech of socially more privileged groups, and accordingly have failed to get into the repertory of standard speech-forms. Even in smaller and less stratified speech-communities, which have segregated no standard speech-forms, the speaker usually knows which variants will do him better service.

When there is no obvious difference between the variant forms, there should be no problem at all, since it evidently will make no difference which variant the speaker uses. A speaker who is in doubt whether to say it's I or it's me, has heard these two variants from approximately the same kinds of fellow-speakers, since otherwise they would bear clear-cut connotations of desirability and undesirability. Since his associates, then, use both forms, his standing will not be affected by his use of one or the other. Nevertheless, people devote time and energy to such problems, and suffer anxiety on account of them.

The background of our popular ideas about language is the fanciful doctrine of the eighteenth-century "grammarians." This doctrine, still prevalent in our schools, brands all manner of forms as "incorrect," regardless of fact. Having heard the term "incorrect" applied to variants which bear no undesirable connotation, the speaker grows diffident and is ready to suspect almost any speech-form of "incorrectness."
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It would not have been possible for "grammarians" to bluff a large part of our speech-community, and they would not have undertaken to do so, if the public had not been ready for the deception. Almost all people, including even most native speakers of a standard language, know that someone else's type of language has a higher prestige. At the top, of course, there should be a most privileged group, whose members are sure of themselves in speech as in all other issues of mannerism; in the English-speaking community, this should be the British upper class, which speaks the "public school" variety of southern English. One may suspect, however, that even within this group, the model of printed books and the minor variations of mediocircle cliques, make many speakers unsure. Snobbery, the performance of acts which belong to a more privileged group, often takes the shape, therefore, of unnatural speech: the speaker utters forms which are not current among his associates, because he believes (very often, mistakenly) that these forms are favored by some "better" class of speakers. He, of course, falls an easy prey to the authoritarian.

It is no accident that the "grammarians" arose when they did. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries our society went through great changes: many persons and families rose into relatively privileged positions and had to change from non-standard to standard speech. The problem that faces the speaker who makes this change, will concern us later; we see now that the authoritarian doctrine battled on the difference of speakers whose background was non-standard — speakers who were afraid to trust the speech-forms they had heard from their parents and grandparents. In the United States this is complicated by the fact that many native speakers of standard English have a foreign background and are easily frightened into thinking that a speech-form which is natural to them is actually "not English."

Indeed, difference as to one's speech is an almost universal trait. The observer who sets out to study a strange language or a local dialect, often gets data from his informants only to find them using entirely different forms when they speak among themselves. They count these latter forms inferior and are ashamed to give them to the observer. An observer may thus record a language entirely unrelated to the one he is looking for.

The tendency to revise one's speech is universal, but the revision consists normally in adopting forms which one hears from one's
fellows. The doctrine of our grammarians has had very little effect in the way of banishing or establishing specific speech-forms, but it has set up among literate people the notion that forms which one has not heard may be “better” than those which one actually hears and speaks. The only danger that threatens the native speaker of a standard language is artificiality: if he is snobbish, priggish, or timid, he may fill his speech (at least, when he is on his good behavior) with spelling-pronunciations and grotesque “correct” forms. The speaker to whom the standard language is native, will hardly ever find good reason for replacing a form that is natural to him. Variants such as it’s I: it’s me have been used for centuries in the upper levels of English speech; there is no reason why anyone should make himself uncomfortable about them.

It is not often that a speaker has to choose between genuine and relatively well-defined variants within the standard language. In the United States, the speaker of Central-Western standard English, who uses the vowel [a] indifferently in man, mad, mat and in laugh, both, can’t, is confronted by a higher-toned type of the standard language, which uses a different vowel [a] in words of the latter set. Whether he tries to acquire this more elegant feature, will depend upon how highly he values conformity with the speakers who use it. If he is placed entirely among them, say, by residence in New England or in Great Britain, he may naturally fall into the new habit. One does well to remember that the change is not easy to make, and that a novice is likely to put the new feature into places where it does not belong, producing outlandish hyperforms, such as [man] for [men] man. Unless the speaker constantly hears the preferred type from his associates, he had better not meddle with it. Unnatural speech is not pleasing. In England, where provincially tinged types of the standard language are inferior to the “public-school” type, this question may wear a different aspect.

As to non-distinctive features of speech, the situation is different. Although they are habitual, they do not form part of the signaling-system, and are subject to divergence and improvement. Just as one may be considerate and agreeable in other manners, one may speak in a pleasant “tone of voice” — that is, with a pleasant regulation of non-distinctive acoustic features. The same may be said of the combination of non-distinctive and semantic features which we call style; here too, one may, without affectation, use apt and agreeable forms. Unfortunately our handbooks of rhetoric confuse this with the silly issue of “correctness.”

For the native speaker of sub-standard or dialectal English, the acquisition of standard English is a real problem, akin to that of speaking a foreign language. To be told that one’s habits are due to “ignorance” or “carelessness” and are “not English,” is by no means helpful. Our schools sin greatly in this regard. The non-standard speaker has the task of replacing some of his forms (e.g. I seen it) by others (I saw it) which are current among people who enjoy greater privilege. An unrealistic attitude — say, of humility — is bound to impede his progress. The unequal distribution of privilege which injured him in childhood, is a fault of the society in which he lives. Without embarrassment, he should try to substitute standard forms which he knows from actual hearing, for those which he knows to be non-standard. In the beginning he runs a risk of using hyper-urbanisms; such as I have saw it (arising from the proportion I seen it: I saw it: I have seen it: x). At a later stage, he is likely to climb into a region of stulted verbiage and over-involved syntax, in his effort to escape from plain dialect; he should rather take pride in simplicity of speech and view it as an advantage that he gains from his non-standard background.

28. 2. Society deals with linguistic matters through the school system. Whoever is accustomed to distinguish between linguistic and non-linguistic behavior, will agree with the criticism that our schools deal too much with the former, drilling the child in speech-response phases of arithmetic, geography, or history, and neglecting to train him in behavior toward his actual environment. In the simpler community of a few generations ago, matters of art and science were remote, and mechanical and social processes worked on a scale which placed them (or seemed to place them) within direct everyday observation; the child learned practical matters without the help of the school, which needed to train him only in the three R’s. The schools have clung to this pattern, in spite of the complexities of modern life. Attempts at improvement have not been encouraging: practical (that is, non-linguistic) matters have been introduced in the shape of ill-considered facts. In view of our schools’ concentration on verbal discipline, it is surprising to see that they are utterly benighted in linguistic matters. How training is best imparted must be for the pedagogue to determine,
but it is evident that no pedagogic skill will help a teacher who does not know the subject which is to be taught.

Our unfortunate attitude toward matters of standard and non-standard speech ("correct English") is largely kept up by our schools. Their attitude is authoritarian; fanciful dogmas as to what is "good English" are handed down by educational authorities and individual teachers who are utterly ignorant of what is involved — dogmas such as the shell-and-well rules or the alleged "incorrectness" of well-established locations ("I've got it") or constructions ("the house he lived in"). Meanwhile the differences between standard and prevalent non-standard forms (such as "I saw it" : "I seen it") are made the subject not so much of rational drill as of preachment about "ignorance," "carelessness," and "bad associations." All of this, moreover, is set in a background of pseudo-grammatical doctrine, which defines the categories of the English language as philosophical truths and in philosophical terms ("a noun is the name of a person, place, or thing," "the subject is that talked about," and so on).

The chief aim, of course, is literacy. Although our writing is alphabetic, it contains so many deviations from the alphabetic principle as to present a real problem, whose solution has been indefinitely postponed by our educators' ignorance of the relation of writing to speech. Nothing could be more discouraging than to read our "educationalists'" treatises on methods of teaching children to read. The size of this book does not permit a discussion of their varieties of confusion on this subject. The primers and first reading books which embody these doctrines, present the graphic forms in a mere hodge-podge, with no rational progression. At one extreme, there is the metaphysical doctrine which sets out to connect the graphic symbols directly with "thoughts" or "ideas" — as though these symbols were correlated with objects and situations and not with speech-sounds. At the other extreme are the so-called "phonics" methods, which confuse learning to read and write with learning to speak, and set out to train the child in the production of sounds — an undertaking complicated by the crassest ignorance of elementary phonetics.

Pedagogues must determine how reading and writing are to be taught. Their study of eye-movements is an instance of progress in this direction. On the other hand, they cannot hope for success until they inform themselves as to the nature of writing. The person who learns to read, acquires the habit of responding to the sight of letters by the utterance of phonemes. This does not mean that he is learning to utter phonemes; he can be taught to read only after his phonemic habits are thoroughly established. Of course, he cannot utter phonemes in isolation; to make him respond, say, to the letter b by uttering the phoneme [b], which in the English phonetic pattern cannot be spoken alone, is to create a difficulty. The co-ordination between letters and phonemes, accordingly, has to be established as an analogic process by practice on graphs in which the symbols have a uniform value, such as bat, cat, fat, hat, mat, pat, rat, sat — can, Dan, fan, man, pan, ran, tan, van — bib, fub, rub — and so on. The real factor of difficulty is the host of irregular spellings which will remain, no matter what values are assigned as regular. Two devices obviously demand to be tried. One is to teach children to read a phonetic transcription, and to turn to traditional writing only after the essential reading habit has been set up. The other is to begin with graphs that contain only one phonemic value for each letter — sets such as were illustrated above — and either to postpone other graphs until the elementary habit has been fixed, or else to introduce them, in some reasonably planned way, at earlier points. The irregular graphs should be presented systematically (e.g. silent gh: fight, light, might, night, right, sight, tight; a for [a] before l: all, ball, call, fall, gull, tall, wall, mall, salt, tall, fail, false). It may prove advantageous to use some distinguishing mark (such as different colors) for silent letters and for letters in irregular phonemic values. The methods of procedure, the order of presentation, and the various minor devices can be determined only by experiment; from the outset, however, one must know what one is trying to do.

23.3. The difficulty of our spelling greatly delays elementary education, and wastes even much time of adults. When one sees the admirably consistent orthographies of Spanish, Bohemian, or Finnish, one naturally wishes that a similar system might be adopted for English. It is not true that to change our orthography would be to "change our language": our language is the same, regardless of how we write it. In the long run, to be sure, the orthography does cause some linguistic alterations (§ 27.6); esthetically — and this is here the only consideration — we should gain by eliminating the factor of ugly spelling-pronunciations.
It is an error, also, to suppose that English is somehow an “unphonetic language,” which cannot be consistently symbolized by alphabetic writing; like all languages, English moves within a precisely definable range of phonemic units. It would be necessary only to reach some compromise between the regional types of standard English pronunciation; thus, the [r] of types like Central-Western American would have to be kept, because it gives the simplest phonemic analysis for forms like British red [red], far [fə], bird [bərd], bitter ['bɪtə]. On the other hand, the Southern British distinction of [r] as in bad and [a] as in bath would evidently have to be maintained. It is wrong to suppose that writing would be unintelligible if homonyms (e.g. pear, pair, pure or piece, peace) were spelled alike; writing which reproduces the phonemes of speech is as intelligible as speech. Moreover, our present irregular writing sins exactly in this respect by using identical graphs for phonemically different forms, such as read [rɛd], red [red], load [laʊd], led [lɛd], or bear [bɛə]. Literary people entertain the notion that graphic eccentricities, such as the spellings of ghost or rhyme, somehow contribute to the connotation of words; for a small minority of over-literate persons they undoubtedly produce the sort of bookish connotation which good writers try to avoid. There would be no serious difficulty about devising a simple, effective orthography for all types of standard English; the use of it would save an enormous amount of time and labor, and, far from injuring our language, would raise the general level of standard speech, both by reassuring native speakers of non-standard and by removing the tendency to spelling-approximations.

The real difficulty is economic and political. A new orthography would within fifty years or so turn our whole present stock of printed texts into something difficult and antiquated; for our grandchildren the printed forms of today would bear the same quaint connotation that Chaucerian spellings bear for us. The confusion and expense of reproducing all the more useful texts would be enormous. Moreover, the change itself, extending to every printer and every school-teacher (not to speak of the public at large), would demand a uniformity of co-operation in changing deep-seated habits that far transcends our present political and administrative powers. Some years ago there was a movement to “reform” our spelling by a series of lesser changes. Small changes have worked well for orthographies like the Spanish, German, Dutch, Swedish, or Russian, where the irregularities were few and could be removed or noticeably lessened by a few simple adjustments. In our case, however, fragmentary changes can only increase the trouble; for instance, the spelling of no English word in the present orthography ends with the letter r; to omit a final silent e after r in some words (writing, for instance, how for hove), but not in others, is a doubtful expedient. As long as our main habits are kept up, minor alterations only make things harder. We may expect that at some time in the future our social organism will reach a degree of co-ordination and flexibility where a concerted change becomes possible, or else that mechanical devices for reproducing speech will supersede our present habits of writing and printing.

28. 4. At a later stage in schooling we encounter the many-sided problem of foreign-language teaching. For the sake of what is called cultural tradition or continuity, some part of the population ought to be familiar with ancient languages, especially with Latin and Greek. For the sake of contact with other nations, and, especially, to keep up with technological and scientific progress, a fairly large body of persons must understand modern foreign languages. The large part of the work of high schools and colleges that has been devoted to foreign-language study, includes an appalling waste of effort: not one pupil in a hundred learns to speak and understand, or even to read, a foreign language. The mere disciplinary or “transfer” value of learning the arbitrary glosses of a foreign language can be safely estimated at almost nil. The realization of all this has led to much dispute, particularly as to the methods of foreign-language teaching. The various “methods” which have been elaborated differ greatly in the mere exposition, but far less in actual classroom practice. The result depends very little upon the theoretical basis of presentation, and very much upon the conditions of teaching and on the competence of the teacher; it is only necessary to avoid certain errors to which our tradition inclines.

A minority of the population stays in school long enough to reach the stage where foreign-language instruction begins. In the old days, this minority was condemned en bloc to study Latin and Greek. The bitter struggle against the abandonment of this custom seems unwarranted, in view of the fact that the pupils
learned to read neither of these languages. There remains the fairly widespread four years' Latin course of our high schools; apart from other factors, its ineffectiveness is explained by the fact that scarcely any of the teachers have a reading knowledge of Latin. The modern foreign languages are better taught, because some of the teachers know the subject; here too, however, the results are scarcely good enough to counter a movement for abolishing the instruction. Even as it is, very few persons, even of our middle-class population, have a useful command of any foreign language. Whether the number of such persons should be increased, and, if so, how the selection is to be made, is a large-scale educational problem. We are far from the point where this is determined by the pupil's aptitude rather than by his parents' economic means, combined with chance or whim. In particular, we could gain by having children of foreign background study the language they had heard at home.

Another question of general bearing is that of the student's age. Our eight years' grammar-school course represents a downright waste of something like four years of every child's time. The European, after four or five years of elementary schooling, enters upon an eight or nine years' course in a secondary school, in which he obtains his general education; at the end of this, he is ready to take up professional studies. At about the same age, the American has had only four years of high-school study, and, to get a general education, must still go through a four years' college course. In all respects except formal education, he is too mature to find satisfaction in general and elementary studies; accordingly, he turns, instead, to the snobberies and imbecilities which make a by-word of the American college. The four years' delay which appears plainly in the history of the students who go on into professional study, is as serious, if less apparent, for the great majority who do not, and works most adversely upon the effectiveness of foreign-language study. The eight years' grammar-school course has become something of a vested interest of administrators and educational experts; there seems to be little hope of beginning secondary-school studies, and foreign languages in particular, in the fifth or sixth year of schooling. Yet it is probably to this earlier beginning that we must attribute the vastly greater success of foreign-language instruction in Europe. The formal and repetitious nature of this study, the necessarily simple content of the reading-matter, and the need of make-believe, all work in favor of young children. The pupil who takes up his first foreign language at high-school age or later, is likely to substitute analysis for mere repetition, and thus to meet halfway the incompetent teacher, who talks about the foreign language instead of using it. Between the two, they have kept alive the eighteenth-century scheme of pseudo-grammatical doctrine and puzzle-solving translation.

The goal to be sought in an ancient language, and, for many students, in a modern, is the ability to read. This circumstance serves too often as an excuse for slovenly teaching. A student who does not know the sound of a language, finds great difficulty in learning to read it. He cannot remember the foreign forms so long as they figure for him as a mere jumble of letters. Aside from the esthetic factor, a clear-cut set of phonetic habits, whether perfectly correct or not, is essential to fluent and accurate reading. For the students who are to speak the foreign language — and they should be more numerous than they are — this question requires no argument.

The matter that is to be presented, the thousands of morphemes and tagmemes of the foreign language, can be mastered only by constant repetition. The lexical phase, being the more extensive, presents the greater difficulty. Every form that is introduced should be repeated many times. Many of our text-books are profligate in their introduction of new words, and fail to let them recur in later lessons. Recent experience has shown the tremendous gain that results from control of the lexical matter: text-bookwriter and teacher should know exactly when a new lexical unit (in most instances, a new word) is introduced, and keep exact track of its recurrences, which must be frequent. Word-formation, the stepchild of traditional school grammar, must play an important part in the presentation of some languages, such as Latin or German. The meaning of the foreign forms is hard to convey. Translation into the native language is bound to mislead the learner, because the semantic units of different languages do not match, and because the student, under the practised stimulus of the native form, is almost certain to forget the foreign one. The nucleus of the foreign language should be presented in connection with practical objects and situations — say, of the classroom or of pictures. Much can be gathered from the contexts of
reading, provided the native speech-forms are kept as remotely as possible in the background.

Grammatical doctrine should be accepted only where it passes a test of usefulness, and even there it should be re-shaped to suit the actual need. In Latin or German the case-forms, and in Latin or French the verb-forms, are essential to understanding, but the traditional presentation is uneconomic and confusing. The memorizing of paradigms, especially, produces collocations of forms that bear so little relation to actual speech as to be nearly worthless.

It is essential, in all linguistic phases of education, that the practical bearing be kept in view. The content of what is read in a foreign language should show the life and history of the foreign nation. Above all, what is read or spoken should be well within the competence of the learner; solving puzzles is not language-learning.

28. 6. The application of linguistics to the recording and transmission of speech, as in stenography or codes, depends largely upon the phonemic principle and requires no special discussion. There is one undertaking, however, which would seem to demand all the resources of our knowledge, and more to boot, and that is the setting up of a universal language. The advantages of an international medium of communication are self-evident. An international language would not involve anyone's giving up his native speech; it would mean only that in every nation there would be many foreign speakers of the international language. We should need to agree only upon some one language which would be studied in every country. It has been argued that actually existing languages are difficult and that the adoption of any one would give rise to jealousy; accordingly, various artificial languages have been devised. The only type that has met with any success is that of simplified Latin or Romance, especially in the shape of Esperanto. Languages of this sort are semi-artificial. They retain the chief grammatical categories of the languages of western Europe. They are morphologically simpler than actual languages; the syntax and the semantic pattern are taken quite naively from the western European type, with not enough analysis to insure uniformity. In the semantic sphere, especially, we can scarcely hope to set up a rational or stable scheme; there are no natives to whom we could go for decisions. The political difficulty of getting any considerable number of people all over the world to study, say, Esperanto, will probably prove so great that some natural language will outstrip it.

English is the most likely choice; it is handicapped chiefly by its irregular written notation.

28. 6. The movement for a universal language is an attempt to make language more useful extensively. One might expect the linguist to try also to increase the usefulness of language intensively, by working out speech-forms that will lead to valuable responses in practical life. However, it seems that all languages are flexible enough to provide such speech-forms without artificial aid. We can coin and define scientific terms at will; mathematical reasoning can be translated into any language. The problem is not one of linguistic structure, but of practical application. The logic and dialectics of ancient and medieval times represent a mistaken effort to arrive at a pregnantly useful formulæ of discourse. Meanwhile, a genuine system of this kind has grown up, in the shape of mathematics. If we can state a situation in mathematical terms, mathematics enables us to re-state it in various simplified shapes, and these, in the end, lead to a useful practical response. These procedures, however, depend upon our understanding of the practical world. The tasks of stating a situation in mathematical (usually, in numerical) terms, and of deciding what types of re-statement are consistent (that is, lead to a correct response), are independent of linguistic features. When we have defined two as 'one plus one,' three as 'two plus one,' and four as 'three plus one,' it is not the linguist who can tell us that we shall get into trouble if we now act on the statement that two plus two equals three. All that linguistics can do is to reveal the verbal character of mathematics and save us from mystical aberrations on this score.

If this is true of the relatively simple speech-forms that are involved in mathematical discourse, it holds good all the more of vaguer and more complicated forms of speech. Lexical and grammatical analysis cannot reveal the truth or falsity of a doctrine; linguistics can merely make us critical of verbal response habits. Linguistics cannot tell us whether it is helpful to subject one tenth of the children born into the community to desperate handicaps, because their parents failed to go through a ceremony of marriage. The linguist will merely note that this matter is hardly ever discussed and that until quite recently its mention was under a taboo. Assuming that certain practices are injurious, the linguist will observe that failure to react to them by speech (evasion) is a characteristic symptom. At a higher level, when such practices
come into discussion, we often observe a speech-response that invokes some obviously valuable but irrelevant sanction, as when the Cree Indian says that he does not speak his sister’s name because he respects her too much. This appeal to a higher sanction merges, at a later stage, into rationalization, a habit of discussing the practice in apparently reasonable (“common-sense” or “logical”) terms.

Something more like a practical application of linguistics can be made in the analysis of popular (and philosophic-scholastic) beliefs that account for phenomena which in reality are due to language. It is remarkable that popular belief, the world over, exaggerates the effect of language in superstitious ways (magic formulae, charms, curses, name-tabu, and the like), but at the same time takes no account of its obvious and normal effects. When one person stimulates another by speech, popular belief deems the speech alone insufficient, and supposes that there is also a transference of some non-physical entity, an idea or thought. When a person describes an act by speech before performing it, popular belief is not satisfied with the obvious connection, but views the speech as the more immediate manifestation of a metaphysical will or purpose, which determines the subsequent act. The analogy is then transferred to the conduct of inanimate objects in the guise of teleologic explanations: trees strive toward the light; water seeks its own level; nature abhors a vacuum.

28. 7. Although the linguist cannot go far toward the explanation of practical things, he has the task of classifying linguistic forms wherever their meaning has been determined by some other science. Thus, we can vouch for the existence, in every language that has been studied, of a set of cardinal numbers, and we can investigate the grammatical structure of these forms, finding, for instance, that arrangements in groups of ten, decimal systems, are decidedly widespread. The anthropologist tells us at once that this is due to the habit of counting on one’s fingers. Both the restriction of our extra-linguistic knowledge and, what concerns us more, our lack of accurate and complete information about the languages of the world, have so far frustrated attempts at general grammar and lexicology. Until we can carry on this investigation and use its results, we cannot pretend to any sound knowledge of communal forms of human behavior.

Adequate descriptive information about languages is a pre-

requisite for historical understanding. It is apparent even now that we can see historical change in human affairs most intimately in the change of language, but it is evident also, that we shall have to know far more both of practical (that is, extra-linguistic) events and of linguistic changes that have actually occurred, before we can reach the level of scientific classification and prediction. Even now it is clear that change in language tends toward shorter and more regularly constructed words: sound-change shortens the word, and analogie change replaces irregular derivatives by regular. The speed and the consistent direction of this process differ in different times and places. Starting from a common parent language, we find modern English with greatly shortened words and simple morphology, but Lithuanian with fairly long words and a complex morphology. The result of this simplification seems to be a greater number of words in response to like practical situations; modifying and relational features and substitute forms that were once expressed by affixes or other morphologic features, appear later in the shape of separate words. The ultimate outcome may be the state of affairs which we see in Chinese, where each word is a morpheme and every practical feature that receives expression receives it in the shape of a word or phrase.

The methods and results of linguistics, in spite of their modest scope, resemble those of natural science, the domain in which science has been most successful. It is only a prospect, but not hopelessly remote, that the study of language may help us toward the understanding and control of human events.
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28. 2. Reading: Pauly, Ennpenseit; Erdmann-Dodge; Fechner.
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TABLE OF PHONETIC SYMBOLS

The phonetic alphabet used in this book is a slightly modified form of the alphabet of the International Phonetic Association. The main principle of this alphabet is the use of a single letter for each phoneme (distinctive sound, see Chapter 5) of a language. The symbols are used very flexibly, and represent rather different sounds in the transcription of different languages, but the use is consistent within each language. Thus, [t] represents an English sound in tin [tin] and a somewhat different French sound in tout [tu] 'all.' Additional symbols are used only when a language distinguishes additional phonemes; symbols such as italic [t] or capital [T] are used in addition to [t] only for languages like Russian or Sanskrit which distinguish more than one phoneme of the general type of [t].

The following indications are to be read: “The symbol . . . represents the general type of the sound in . . .”

[a] palm [pam]
[b] hat [hat]; French bas [bas]
[c] sun, sun [sun] 1
[d] big [big]
[e] chin [chin]
[f] Modern Greek ['oqil] ‘has’
[g] do [duw]
[h] then [then]
[i] men [men]; French gai [ge]
[j] French petit [poti]
[k] man [men]; French dette [dete]
[l] few [fiu]
[m] go [gow]
[n] Dutch zeggen ['zege]
[o] bow [bow]
[p] tin [tin]; French fini [fini]
[q] Turkish [kiz] ‘girl’
[r] yes [jes]
[s] fig [fig]

1 Customarily used in transcribing British English; [o] would do just as well.
TABLE OF PHONETIC SYMBOLS

[k]  *cook* [kuk]
[l]  *lip* [lip]
[N]  Italian *figlio* ['fiolo]
[ʊ]  *me* [mi]
[u]  *no* [nɔw]
[y]  *sing* [sɪŋ]
[ɾ]  French *signe* [sɪɲ]
[o]  *son,* *sun* [son]; French *beau* [bo]
[œ]  *so* [so]; French *homme* [om]
[œ]  French *peu* [pe]
[œ]  French *peuple* [pœpl]
[ᵻ]  *pin* [pin]
[ᵻ]  *red* [red]; French *ris* [ri]
[s]  *say* [sɛ]
[ʃ]  *show* [sɔ]
[t]  *tin* [tin]; French *tout* [tu]
[θ]  *thin* [θin]
[u]  *put* [put]; French *tost* [tu]
[v]  *veil* [vɛl]
[w]  *woo* [wɔ]
[x]  German *ach* [ax]
[y]  French *ve* [vy]
[œ]  French *lui* [lu]
[z]  *zoo* [zu]
[ʐ]  *rouge* [ruʁ]
[i]  Danish *hus* [huʃ]

Additional signs:

When a language distinguishes more than one phoneme within any one of the above types, variant symbols are introduced; thus, capitals denote the dental sounds of Sanskrit [t, d, n], which are distinct from dental [t, d, n], and capital [t, n] denote opener varieties, distinct from [i, u], as in Old Bulgarian; italic letters are used for palatalized consonants, as in Russian [bi] 'to beat,' distinct from [bi] 'way of being.'

A small vertical stroke under a letter means that the sound forms a syllable, as in *button* ['bɒtn].

A small raised [*] after a letter means that the sound is nasalized, as in French *bon* [bo̞n]. A small raised [*] means that the preceding sound is labialized.

The mark ['] means that the next syllable is accented, as *be-nighted* ['ben̩ajtəd]. The signs [" ′ ] are used in the same way, wherever several varieties of accent are distinguished. Numbers [1 2 3] indicate distinctions of pitch.

The colon means that the preceding sound is long, as in German *Kahn* [kʰaːn], contrasting with *kan* [kan].

Other marks of punctuation [.,?] denote modulations in the sentence; [ ] is used for the modulation in *Who's there?* [huw ə 'Sejrə], contrasting with *Are you there?* [ər ju 'Sejrə].
ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS

Page 13. Albanese, the form used throughout the book, should perhaps be replaced by the more current Albanian.


Page 55. In expressions like "our Southwest," the angle of vision is that of the United States of North America.

Page 59. For Faroese read Faroe.

Page 61. Ladin is spoken also in the southern Tyrol and in north-eastern Italy.

Page 65. The term Accadian is now preferred to Babylonian-Assyrian.

Page 70. On the basis of an entirely new definition and theory of the relationship of languages, the Russian scholars N. I. Marr and F. Braun view the Caucasian languages as survivals of a once widespread Japhetic family, some features of which appear also in Basque, in Semitic, and even in Indo-European languages, notably Armenian. However, the statements of these relations and the evidence for them do not seem precise enough to warrant acceptance. See *Materialy po jafeticheskomu jazykonomu*, Leningrad, 1910; Marr, N. I., *Der japhetische Kaukasus*, Berlin, 1923 (Japetische Studien, 2); Marr, N. I., *Etapy razvitija jafeticheskago teorii*, Leningrad, 1933 (*Izbrannyje rabioty*, 1).

Page 143. Instead of "(2) are so distantly correlated," etc., it would be better to say: "(2) are so variably correlated with speech-forms that these cannot guide us in determining the speaker's situation."

Page 164. The example *Backwater/* seems to be an unusual speech-form; *Dismount/* would be better.

Page 284. The ointment charaters were not "scratched," but pressed with a stylus into tough clay.


Page 328. On the map, the dotted patch which represents the Frisian area extends too far southward; the dots should reach only
to the boundary line which can be seen on the map.

Page 382. On the map, for Kerensk read Kerenskin.

Page 385. The Old English word for 'become' was doubtless pronounced not with [g], but with [k] representing an older [g].

Page 363. Greek [teleipn] 'I left' is probably a late formation; a relevant example would be Primitive Indo-European *[te]lresph∃ [I satisfied'] (Sanskrit [starApis] 'I was pleased'). Greek [teleipn].

Page 372. Latin agapes is a new formation and does not preserve old g- in this combination the g was lost, witness examen 'swarm.' With fulmen we should contrast, rather, minimen 'rampart' derived from minime 'to fortify.'

Page 413. Jespersen, Linguistica, Copenhagen, 1953, page 420, does not believe that the suffix -ster was ever restricted to females.

Page 414. We should add the following example, because it gives the historical explanation of a phenomenon described earlier in the book.

The Latin adjective grandis (accusative grandem, etc.) leads phonetically to a French grand [grād], masculine and feminine; actually a new feminine form grande [grān] has been created analogically, according to the type of adjective that loses a final consonant in the masculine inflection (§13.7); the old feminine form survives as a prior member in certain compound words (§14.3).

Page 423. To crayfish, etc., add: French mauseron re-shaped in English as mushroom.

Page 512. Note on Chapter II: see also the lively and readable survey of linguistics by J. R. Firth, Speech, London, 1930.


Page 520. On English voicing of spirants, see also Jespersen, Linguistica, 345.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vandal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Helmont</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>variant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velarised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velkote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vepoik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vernacular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verne, K.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible Speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vocabulary, see lexicon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vocal chords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vocative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vugale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vuoze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voice of verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Votian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Votyak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowel harmony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vowel-shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vulgar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulgar Latin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>war</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wave-theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weigand, G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Germanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hindi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whisper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney, W. D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wide vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>widened meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winnebago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winteler, J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word-class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word-formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wordsworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weizen, F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wundt, W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyandot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yennies-Ostyaik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoruba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zero-feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zyrlian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>